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ABSTRACT

A Grammar of Eastern Khanty

by

Andrey Filchenko

A reference grammar of the endangered indigenous Eastern Khanty dialects of Vasyugan and Alexandrovo of the Uralic language family has been developed. The study bases on the corpus of natural narrative discourse, and is set in a general cognitive-functional, usage-based model of language. The description addresses the main patterns of the Eastern Khanty language system and offers some typological contextualization of the reviewed language data. The description covers the issues in phonology, word-classes, morphology, syntax and semantics of simple and complex clauses. In the area of phonology, such systematic features as robust backness vowel harmony and consonant-vowel harmony are analyzed in the articulatory gesture framework. Morphologically, the system is agglutinating with suffixation dominant in derivation and inflection. Syntactically, Eastern Khanty patterns as a typical SOV language. Occasional non-prototypical features include non-canonical argument marking along ergative pattern against the general background of Nom-Acc system of GR organization. In mapping of the pragmatic functions – to semantic roles – to grammatical relations, Eastern Khanty shows strong preference towards Topic-initiality, typically mapped onto Agent semantic role. This preference remains dominant in detransitivisation operations, where the prototypical mapping is altered towards Topic-Target-S that generally has to do with the parenthetical demotion of pragmatic status of the Agent referent and promotion of the non-Agent. Analysis of Eastern Khanty complex clauses reveals robust use of finite and non-finite (participial, infinitival and converbial) constructions as relative, adverbial and
complement clauses in typologically common strategies of clause-linking. Traditional discrete differentiation into subordinate and coordinate types based on morphosyntactic criteria appears inadequate, divorced from the structural diversity of the observed complex clauses. Cognitive-functional approach is used instead, implying a universal way of construal of linked events, appealing to cognitive relations between states-of-affairs, rather than particular structural means. This results in a continuum of combinable features locating each clause in relation to either the subordinate or coordinate prototypes. Clause-linkage strategies are related to the pragmatic differentiation of information in utterances, with pragmatics, information structuring aspects being at the core of the distinction between the subordination and coordination.
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**EASTERN KHANTY**: INTRODUCTION

The Language

The language of the Khanty (often referred to as Ostjak) forms, together with Mansi, the Ob’-Ugric subgroup of the Finno-Ugric group of the Uralic language family. Though often considered to be a single language, Khanty is actually a group of dialect clusters (western and eastern) (Decsy, 1965; Jääsalmi-Krüger, 2000). The dialects of interest in this study are closely related river dialects of Vasyugan, Alexandrovo, Vakh and Yugan Khanty. These dialects are particularly interesting as they represent a reportedly more archaic and richer system, in morphosyntactic terms (Gulya 1970; Honti 1987; Kulonen 1989; Decsy 1999), and they are also underdescribed in comparison to the western dialects. The Eastern Khanty, now totaling under 1000 persons, are subsistence hunters and fishermen. They live in widely separated, extended family settlements on traditional hunting territories, populated between the 14th-17th centuries. Their culture was born in and is especially adapted to the middle taiga and swamp ecosystem. The eastern dialects under study total under 300 fluent speakers, most of whom are over 50 years old. They constitute less than 2% of the total Khanty population.

Although there is a considerable supply of scholarly literature on many aspects of the Ugric languages, including Khanty, both in Russian and in foreign languages, there are areas almost completely ignored by researchers. The main sphere of scholarly attention has mostly been the western dialect group (Zhivotikov 1942; Steinitz 1980; Hajdu 1985; Koshkareva 1991; Kovgan 1994; Solovar 1994; Honti 1995; Kulonen 1989; Nikolaeva 1999; Kaksin

---

¹ The material for this thesis was collected within the projects supported under grants: National Science Foundation No. 0416607; Rice University field research grants 2000-2003; OSI IPF 1998-1999.
In contrast to the western, the eastern Khanty have always had less academic attention, largely unnoticed by minority rights and environmental activists, probably due to their isolation and the small number of speakers. Among the Eastern dialects at present, only Yugan and Vakh enjoy any depth of description (Steinitz 1980; Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966; Csepregi 1977). The other two Eastern dialects - the object of the present study - Vasyugan and Aleksandrovo have been sparsely studied. While occasional reference to linguistic data on the Vasyugan dialect can be found, it is unsystematic, mainly serving the purpose of illustration of dialectal variation by single examples (Gulya 1966; Kalinina 1974; Kulonen, 1989). There is almost no material available on the language of Alexandrovo Khanty except for a small collection of vocabulary, gathered at the end of the 19th century.

Although previous research provides a scientific and methodological basis to establish the literary norm for Khanty, there are hardly any substantial achievements in this sphere. The attempts at developing teaching materials in Khanty are based mostly on the western dialects. Except for a small textbook in Surgut dialect, Eastern Khanty is unwritten, and there is no educational instruction in it as the native language. Standardization of the language has not occurred. Efficacy of attempted mother tongue education suffered from students' and teachers' alienation from the existing teaching aids, as they are based on other dialects, which differ considerably from those spoken locally (Filtchenko 2003, Kazakevitch 2003). Thus, there is no likelihood that either dialect will become an officially recognized Eastern Khanty literary norm. Consequently, there is a glaring need for research to promote the development of the teaching resources for the eastern dialects. The recent survey, carried out by a research group including the author of this study, shows that Eastern Khanty dialects, including Vasyugan and Alexandrovo Khanty is being used increasingly less as
means of daily communication. There are almost no child speakers, and only the older generation preserves knowledge of the language. There are, however, members of the Khanty communities, who maintain a strong ethnic identity, and who initiate and welcome efforts aiming at preserving their cultural and linguistic heritage, and are eager to assist linguistic researchers in the area. This study will serve to advance current knowledge of the various aspects of the Eastern Khanty dialects: phonology, grammar, lexicon; to provide a theoretical contribution, based on the described data, to the typology of language grammar organization and information structuring. The assembled core database may be used for the reference and pedagogical materials and offer a contribution to the efforts of local communities in ethnic education initiative.

The Speakers

The Vasyugan Khanty (a.k.a. Ostjak) reside to the east of the Ural Range along the south-western tributaries of the Ob' river: Vasyugan and Yugan, and the eastern tributary Vakh. The low-lying local landscape consists of a multitude of rivers and lakes, which drain the world’s largest bog lands – the Vasyugan swamp. Traditionally Eastern Khanty were subsistence hunters and fishermen who lived in widely-spaced settlements - *yurt* (local topological term of Turkic etymology), *puyo*l (native Khanty term), along the river or lake banks, often several days by boat from one another. The rich spiritual life of these communities was described in detail by late 19th and early 20th century ethnographers, including Sirelius (2001) and Karjalainen (1921, 1922). However, after a period of tumultuous change, beginning in the 1930’s with collectivization and forced resettlement of ‘kulaks’ from Russia’s European territories into what had formerly been traditional Khanty territories, and followed by mandatory education and the rapid development of local oil and
gas reserves, there are today only about 20 Vasyugan Khanty, 10 Alexandrovo, 150 Vakh and 300 Yugan Khanty speakers left\(^2\) on the rivers (Jordan and Filtchenko 2005).

\[\text{Fig1. Eastern Khanty areas: Vasyugan, Vakh and Yugan rivers of Western Siberia.}\]

In contrast to other Khanty groups, e.g. those living along the Middle Ob' tributaries, the Vasyugan and Alexandrovo Khanty had no local tradition of reindeer husbandry. This appears to have been conditioned by the local ecology, consisting of dense mixed forests, numerous streams and rivers, vast expanses of bog and large numbers of lakes (Fig.1).

Vasyugan and Vakh Khanty patterns of seasonal migration were motivated primarily by the scheduling of hunting and fishing, rather than the need to move between reindeer pastures. The distances involved were also quite small: hunting territories were not particularly extensive and were located close to the village sites. In winter, men moved away to hunt, leaving families behind, while in summer it was more typical for the whole family to take

\(^2\) The numbers of Vasyugan Khanty officially registered vary from source to source, however, based on the original research there are around 20 Khanty who permanently reside on the Vasyugan river and have practical knowledge of traditional language and culture.
part in the fishing expeditions.

The prevailing majority of the traditional Eastern Khanty permanent settlements are located along the rivers and shores of the region’s major lakes. This settlement pattern, made up of extended family clan villages, was also reflected in the main structures of traditional social organization, which was based on patrilocal, patrilineal exogamous lineages, each resident in a particular riverside settlement, or base camp. The native reference term used for this social grouping is *aj puqol jay*, meaning 'same settlement people'. The word *puqol* ‘village’ describes the typical Khanty settlement of 2-3 cabins located at the river or lake edge, and housing a small community of 10-15 people. These local exogamous lineages were grouped at larger scales to form exogamous ‘clans’ *sir*. Alternatively, hydronymic groups are identified: *(toj)-qantar jay* ‘lake people’.

In addition to these more localized senses of clan and lineage identity historical accounts dating back to early 19th C (Haruzin, 1905; Sokolova, 1983) suggesting that Eastern Khanty were aware of a number of other forms of social identity, for which there were specific terms and notions, recounted in both daily life and the community folklore. At one end of the continuum there was the notion of the nuclear family - a couple with children; while at the other there was awareness of some equivalent to localized ‘ethnic’ groupings, which distinguished themselves from neighboring and in-coming groups, mainly on the grounds of linguistic affinity. Commonly, these terms referred to the major rivers the group occupied, for example, *ds’jay* ‘the Ob River People’, *waya jay* ‘the Vakh River People’, and *wat’joqen jay* ‘the Vasyugan People. Finally, at a general level, all Khanty groups describe themselves in relation to other ethnic groups as *qantey jay* - a compound combining the
adjective ethnonym qantay 'Khaty' and the lexeme jay with the general sense 'people' (Tereskin, 1961). Eastern Khanty of the left Ob tributaries - Vasyugan and Yukan are confident that their ancestors have long resided on these territories and refer to them as ärey jay, meaning 'ancient people'. These ancestors were, according to folklore, in frequent conflict with qatan' jay 'Tatars'. The folklore also includes interpretations of archaeological sites found in many places in the landscape. These include the remains of former fortified settlements, pit houses, scatters of metal arrow heads, occasional swords and pieces of body armor, as well as burial mounds. The occupants of these sites are regarded as the warrior-hero progenitors of modern Eastern Khanty clans, who lived in the region for an extended period and actively defended it from attacks and occupations by Tatars from the South and Nenets (jorän jay) from the North (Lukina, 1976). These landscape interpretations, and the associated folklore, were integral to the Vasyugan Khanty's sense of a historical constituted identity.

The Dialects

The focus of this study is a group of closely related dialects spoken along the rivers Vakh, Vasyugan, Ob (in Alexandrovo region of Tomsk), and Yukan, which can collectively be referred to as Eastern Khanty. Each of the river varieties has a number of specific phonological features distinguishing them from others. The extent and the number of these variations across these dialects, in their traditional affiliation, is compatible to the number of distinguishing features within each of the varieties - across micro speech communities along each of the rivers, e.g. lower vs. upper Vasyugan; Bolshoj vs. Malij Yukan; lower vs. upper
Bolshoj Yugan; lower vs. upper part of Alexandorovo Ob; etc. Thus, the description to follow is in essence a description of a language variety that is synchronous to the micro speech community where the data for this analysis originate, and an increase in variation of the described features is to be expected proportional to the increase in the distance from the data-origin location. In other words, even within the Eastern Khanty dialectal continuum, features are likely to be attested that will vary to various extent from those described here.

It is also important to take into consideration the traditional local cultural and historical context in order to adequately account for the extent and kinds of variations. Until recently, the traditional economy was based on seasonal migrations between hunting, fishing, and reindeer breeding grounds. In some areas, this economy still persists. The migrations, though quite regular from year to year, are nevertheless distinct seasonally. Whereas summer migrations are mainly along the river, winter migrations frequently follow routes between the rivers. Linguistic contact and language variation reflects this multidirectional economic dynamic. Speakers of the ‘river’ variety are exposed equally to other speakers within this variety, as they are to the speakers of another ‘river’ variety. This, coupled with established exogamous marriage patterns, a complex animistic religious system, (implying regular moves, exchanges, pilgrimages, feasts), as well as a strong ethnic identification vis-à-vis other ethnic/linguistic groups results in a linguistic situation, where continuity and gradience of variation at all levels of the language system has produced a dialectal continuum extending from the southeast to northwest. Within this dialectal area any affinity of communities into discrete dialects, groups and languages is very abstract, random and relative. It is this continuum of micro river speech communities demonstrating lesser degree of variation that we will further refer to as Eastern Khanty.
The work

In what follows, I will provide an overview of the main patterns of the Eastern Khanty language system in maximally representative manner, paying more emphasis and detail to the issues not covered in any adequate detail in the few existing publications on these extremely endangered and underdescribed unwritten dialects.

The empirical base of this study is the narrative corpus of Vasyugan, Alexandrovo, Vakh and Yugan Eastern Khanty dialects, compiled in course of the field work in these communities (Filtchenko 1997-2005), as well as previously published texts by Tereskin (1961), Gulya (1966), Kalinina (1970, 1974, 1976), and the unpublished field notes by Kalinina (1960's), all of which were converted into IPA notation, glossed morphemically and free-translated. The dictionaries by Tereskin (1981) and Mogutaev (1996) were used in translation of the previously archived data.

The theoretical framework for the study is kept as wide as possible within the general functional-typological perspective. The typological insights into language structure and function by such theorists as B.Comrie, R.Dixon, M.Shibatani, T.Givon, R.Van Valin among others, informed the core principles and concepts, terminology and methods of this description. Importantly, the proposals by P.Hopper, J.Bybee and K.Lambrecht were of major importance as theoretical underpinnings in this work, especially in their emphasis on language use as an integral factor in approaching linguistic description. Variation and gradience are taken to be omnipresent phenomena effectively preventing strict definitions and discrete categorical feature-based assignments. Rather, a prototype-based dynamic
continuum between central and peripheral members is taken to be the basic feature of structural patterns.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abess</td>
<td>Abessive case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl</td>
<td>Ablative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>Accusative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>Adjectival phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdjP</td>
<td>Adjectival phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvCl</td>
<td>Adverbial Clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Allative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuat</td>
<td>Attenuative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caus</td>
<td>Causative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coll</td>
<td>Collective affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>Comitative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conj</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Converb affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-VH</td>
<td>Consonant-Vowel Harmony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Der</td>
<td>Derivational affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Det</td>
<td>Determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim</td>
<td>Diminutive affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Different subject chain clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du</td>
<td>Dual number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dur</td>
<td>Durative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elat</td>
<td>Elative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep</td>
<td>Epenthetic vowel/consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illat</td>
<td>Illative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPP-imperfective participle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imper</td>
<td>Imperative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inch</td>
<td>Inchoative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndPrn</td>
<td>Indefinite pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Infinitive affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr</td>
<td>Instrumental case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterPrn</td>
<td>Interrogative pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>Lative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>Locative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>Negative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>Nominative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mltpl</td>
<td>Multiplicative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mmnt</td>
<td>Momentative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>Modifier (nominal, verbal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Plural number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL/3sg</td>
<td>Agreement in num. of the O=(Pl) and pers/num. of the S/A=(3sg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS.1sg</td>
<td>1sg Possessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Perfective participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred</td>
<td>Predicator affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prn</td>
<td>Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prol</td>
<td>Prolative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prst</td>
<td>Present-Future tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Passive voice affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pst</td>
<td>Past tense affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purp</td>
<td>Purposive affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipr</td>
<td>Reciprocal particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refl</td>
<td>Reflexive particle/affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelCl</td>
<td>Relative clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Speech act participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semlf</td>
<td>Semilative affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td>Singular number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Same subject chain clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUP</td>
<td>Supine affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trg</td>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Transitivizer affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transl</td>
<td>Translative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH</td>
<td>Vowel Harmony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Phonology and phonotactics of Eastern Khanty.

It has to be mentioned at the outset, that this chapter is not in any substantial way a proposal or a discussion of any theoretical framework, as it is not, at least intentionally, an exercise in theory application or empirical verification of any phonological theory. The terminology and definitions that are used below are chosen to serve as a meta language solely for descriptive purposes, i.e. to enable a rendering of sound patterns of the described language system.

1.1 Vowels

In our use of the term “vowel”, we will refer to the steady states in the speech units’ articulation, characterized by absence of a friction-causing obstructive action in the articulatory tract, that are consistently distinguished from one another in the speakers mental representation, both in production and perception. These steady states delimit the articulatory maxims, points of articulatory change, i.e. consonants.

1.1.1 Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>back</th>
<th>Reduced¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ü</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e²</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>ö</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>ä</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Vowel Inventory

¹ Reduced vowels are produced as lax, weak and short.
² /e/, /u/ and /ö/ occur with prevailing frequency (~85%) in the root-initial syllable, or as an affix allophone.
The Eastern Khanty vowels can be sub-grouped into Front and Back sets, which are largely symmetrical with the exception of /e/ in the front set, which does not have a symmetrical partner of the back set. This group differentiation will be essential for the discussion of the Vowel Harmony (VH) of Eastern Khanty below.

The key articulatory difference between these sets is fairly transparent. In the production of the members of the Front set, the articulatory gestures are performed relatively at the front of the articulatory tract, whereas the members of the Back set – relatively at the back. Perhaps, the most notable articulatory difference is in the position of the tongue; that is, the Front set is more alveolar-apical, whereas the Back set is more velar-palatal and dorsal.

### 1.1.2 Full and Reduced Vowels

Second important differentiation in the Eastern Khanty vowel inventory is the one between the full and reduced vowels. Full vowels are articulated tensely and relatively long, whereas the reduced vowels are relatively lax, short and less distinct with regard to place and height, tending to be more mid central.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sem</td>
<td>'eyes'</td>
<td>səm 'heart'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kos</td>
<td>'star'</td>
<td>køs '(s)he urinated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jom</td>
<td>'wild cherry'</td>
<td>jɔ' m 'rain'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Full-Reduced Vowel Differentiation.**

The reduced vowels are commonly encountered in the unstressed syllables in polysyllabic words, with a few exceptions though. The reduced /ə/ also serves as the epenthetic vowel to prevent some of the consonant clusters.

Further implications of this differentiation into full and reduced vowels will be discussed below in the paragraphs on stress and vowel harmony.
1.1.2.1 Front

1.1.2.1.1 Unrounded

1.1.2.1.1.1 High

/ɪ/ - front high unrounded, has no apparent combinatorial or local (position) restrictions, and may occur word-initially, -medially, and -finally:

iki  ‘old man’
wiŋtä  ‘to stumble, get caught up on’
kiriw  ‘big boat’
timi  Dem. ‘this’

1.1.2.1.1.2 Mid

/e/ - front mid unrounded, occurs almost exclusively in the word-initial position in onsetless syllables and in the word-initial syllable with an onset:

ewlänj  ‘smelly’
weltä  ‘to kill’
metäm  ‘tired’ (PP)

1.1.2.1.1.3 Low

/ʌ/ - front low unrounded, has no apparent combinatorial or local restrictions, however, it is more frequent word-initially than word-medially or -finally:

äś  ‘Ob river’
wän  ‘short’
wätälänj  ‘disorderly, messy’
jänältä  ‘to let/make drink’

1.1.2.1.2 Rounded

1.1.2.1.2.1 High

/ʊ/ - front high rounded, occurs with the highest frequency in the word-initial syllable, extremely rare as word-initial in onsetless syllable, is occasionally attested word-medially, but mainly in compounds:

üyöl  ‘tool’
jüŋköl  ‘fallen branches covering forest floor’
kläj 'swamp'
köptült 'fish extraction hole in the fish-trap'

1.1.2.1.2.2 Mid
/ö/ - front mid rounded, occurs with the highest frequency in the word-initial syllable including word-initial onsetless syllables and rarely word-medially in compounds and affixes:
öyi 'daughter'
wöylöy 'powerless'
kömältöy 'from outside'
wet-jöŋ 'fifty'

1.1.2.2 Back

1.1.2.2.1 Unrounded
1.1.2.2.1.1 High
/i/ - back high unrounded, has no apparent combinatorial or local (position) restrictions, and may occur word-initially, -medially, and -finally:
iyäta 'to hang'
wij 'craftiness'
jir 'sacrifice'
qiniw juy 'ladder'
qoli 'corpse'

1.1.2.2.1.2 Low
/a/ - back low unrounded, more frequent in word-initial syllables, but is also attested word-medially or -finally:
al 'year'
warta 'to push'
janta 'to sue'
qoynaya 'for a long time'
1.1.2.2.2 Rounded

1.1.2.2.1 High

/u/ - back high rounded, occurs with the highest frequency in the word-initial syllable, attested but less frequent in onsetless syllables, occasionally attested word-medially, but mainly in compounds:

ul  ‘berry’
tur ‘throat’
ruqata ‘to snarl’
juγ ‘tree/wood’
way -put ‘big family pot’

1.1.2.2.2 Mid

/o/ - back mid rounded, occurs with the highest frequency in the word-initial syllable, including onsetless syllables, rarely word-medially in compounds and affixes:

ont ‘the inside’
wont ‘forest’
jor ‘middle, straight’
qat-loγ ‘log body of the house’

1.1.3 Reduced Vowels

/a/ - back mid central unrounded schwa-like, has no combinatorial or local (position) restrictions, may occur word-initially, -medially, and -finally:

əj ‘one’
ən’ka ‘step Mo’
əntə ‘no, not’
əjləne ‘once’
əŋət ‘horn’
təŋətkə ‘sharp’
kəsta ‘run’
/ə/ - front mid central unrounded, may occur word-initially, -medially, and -finally, is much less frequent as a root vowel compared to the back /ɔ/, has overlapping distribution with /ɔ/ in idiolects (last 4 example lines):

äwältä  ‘to hug’
jämsi ‘right’
jämänə ‘sharp’
äŋki ‘sober’
kästä ‘run’
äj ‘one’
äjlänə ‘once’

/ø̞/ - front mid central rounded, occurs almost exclusively in word-initial syllables including onsetless syllables, or in non-initial syllables in compounds (‘paper sheet’):

öltä ‘to lit the fire’
pöy ‘arrow’
nipiksöy ‘paper sheet’
lök ‘black grouse’

/ø/ - back mid central rounded, occurs with the highest frequency in the word-initial syllable, including onsetless syllables, rarely word-medially in affixes; has considerably higher frequency than the front /ø̞/ - approx by 30%:

øŋ ‘exit wound’
tøyi ‘away’
tøyəl ‘feather’
løy ‘log house body’
The Eastern Khanty vowel distribution demonstrates the following features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Word-initial syllable</th>
<th>Non-initial syllable</th>
<th>Word-final inflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>/ɨ/  /ɯ/  /ɛ/  /œ/</td>
<td>/ɨ/  /ɨ/  /œ/</td>
<td>/ɑ̄/  /ɑ̄/  /œ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ɑ̄l/  /ɑ̄/</td>
<td>/ɑ̄/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/œ/  /œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/  /o/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/œ/  /œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/  /œ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>/œ/  /œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/  /œ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Vowel Distribution.

1.1.4 Full - reduced differentiation

The full-reduced vowel differentiation, apart from reflecting the reductive tendencies resulting from prosodic shifts, is phonemic in Eastern Khanty; that is, there are lexical units where a reduced vowel is the root-initial vowel under stress, forming minimal pairs with full vowels in comparable environments:

/ɨ/  kir ‘ice crust’  -  kər ‘milling can’
/ɛ/  vs. /œ/  tələ ‘empty’  -  tələ ‘winter’
/ɑ̄/  sem ‘eyes’  -  səm ‘heart’
/ʊ/  kūr ‘chisel’  -  kər ‘leg’
  vs. /œ/  kət ‘hand’  -  kət ‘gap’
/œ/  
/ɨ/  mir ‘council’  -  mər ‘tree tumor’
  vs. /œ/  qəm ‘hole for a handle’  -  qəm ‘very, strongly’
/ɑ̄/  
/œ/  
/ɨ/  juy ‘tree’  -  jəy ‘mountain’
  vs. /œ/  jəyən ‘river’  -  jəyən ‘at night’
/œ/  

In the Eastern Khanty data, /œ/ in word-initial syllables is strongly associated with front vowels. That is, whenever it is followed by a full vowel, the full vowel is predominantly
front, 75% /ə/-C-front vowel collocation (/ə/-C-/ä/=60%; /ə/-C-/i/=10%; /ə/-C-/e/=4%; /ə/-C-/ü/=1%; ~10% of the /ə/-C-/ə/, reduced vowel is followed only by another reduced vowel(s)):

\[kəl-tä\] \[kəl-tə-tä\] \[kəlŋil-tä\]

'be in sight'-INF \ 'be in sight'-TR-INF \ 'be in sight repeatedly'-INF

The counter examples appear to be mainly either compounds, where vowel harmony does not penetrate the base roots’ boundaries (Cf. 1.2.5 Disharmony), or instances of a root-vowel alternation (Cf. 1.3 Vowel Alternation), where, for example, the Imper. V-affix harmonizes with the original (uninflected) root vowel:

\[wərtul\] \ ['whortleberry' (wört ‘red/blood’ + ul ‘berry’)]
\[məγqat\] \ ['dugout' (məγ ‘earth’ + qat ‘house’)]
\[wəsə\] \ ['Jump!' (wosta ‘to jump’ + Imper)]
\[qəwəti\] \ ['Put out!' (qowəta ‘to put out’ + Imper)]

/ə/ in non-initial syllables may be seen as VH-neutral, allowing for both front and back vowels in the following syllables. Reduced vowels may be treated as transparent for VH, allowing the VH value to pass through them:

\[\text{Trigger V [BACK]}: \rightarrow /ə/ \rightarrow \text{Target V [BACK]}\]

\[qantəmtə \text{‘to put a load on the back’} \rightarrow \text{ləγəmtə \text{‘to look back’}}\]

\[1.1.5 \text{ Backness differentiation}\]

Backness appears also to be a distinctive phonemic feature minimally differentiating individual lexical units:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Easy and Hardness</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full</strong></td>
<td>il ‘front’</td>
<td>il ‘down/bottom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pâj ‘pile, cloud’</td>
<td>pâj ‘aspen’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sôy ‘magpie’</td>
<td>sôy ‘sturgeon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>püt ‘fish flour’</td>
<td>püt ‘kettle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduced</strong></td>
<td>âj ‘one’</td>
<td>âj ‘happiness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lôy ‘(s)he’</td>
<td>lôy ‘bone’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Vowel Backness Differentiation**

1.1.6 Roundness differentiation

Another vowel phonemic quality in the vowel system of Eastern Khanty is roundness.

Compare the minimal (or near-minimal) pairs below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Easy and Hardness</th>
<th>Rounded</th>
<th>Unrounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full</strong></td>
<td>kür ‘chisel’</td>
<td>kir ‘ice crust’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kör ‘oven’</td>
<td>kär ‘tree bark’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ul ‘berry’</td>
<td>il ‘down/bottom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sort ‘quarter’</td>
<td>sart ‘pike fish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduced</strong></td>
<td>käntjä ‘scratch’</td>
<td>käntjä ‘search’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ønka ‘exit wound’-Du</td>
<td>ønkan ‘mother in law’-PX.2sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Vowel Roundedness Differentiation**

1.1.7 Height differentiation (full vowels)

Finally, vowel height is also phonemic in Eastern Khanty, as illustrated in the following pairs of lexical units:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nirtä ‘to play an instrument’</td>
<td>nerta ‘to moan’</td>
<td>wät ‘ski detail’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wet ‘5’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>küjən ‘swampy’</td>
<td>köjən ‘lively’</td>
<td>waya ‘pike fish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiya ‘ask’ -Imper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>julta ‘to massage’</td>
<td>jolta ‘to do magic’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Full Vowel Height Differentiation**

1.2 Vowel Harmony

Vowel harmony is a requirement that certain vowels agree with another vowel in the same word in some feature. The essence of vowel harmony (VH) in Eastern Khanty is in
complementary distribution of the [+back] and [-back] vowels within a single-root word\(^3\). It is a very productive pattern, which is consistent and robust across the speech communities (Eastern Khanty), and applied to novel and loan words.

To an extent, VH in Eastern Khanty may be viewed as a type of progressive vowel assimilation, i.e. within a single-root the place of vowels in subsequent syllables and affixes, assimilates to the place of the initial vowel in the root. Thus, the probability of a front and back vowel in the same single-root lexical unit, including the inflected and derived forms, is extremely low. In fact, those rare disharmonic tokens that do occur either belong to a very limited disharmonic set consisting predominantly of loans, or manifest local articulatory allophonic variation in on-line speech. They will be discussed in more detail below.

Hence, phonemically, all affixes, except for passive affix -\(\text{uj}\)-\(^4\), have [front] and [back] allomorphic pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/, /ɪ, /eI, /e/, /æ/, /ə/, /ø/</td>
<td>/i/, /ɪ, /eI, /e/, /æ/, /ə/, /ø/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wär-läy 'bloodless'</td>
<td>apa-läy 'fatherless'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>köy-őy 'of stone'</td>
<td>juy-o'y 'of wood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wär-i-tä 'to fish with a dam'</td>
<td>at-i-tä 'to fence off'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wär-ä 'Do!' -Imper.2sg</td>
<td>pən-a 'put-Imper.2sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjọt]-əm 'take aim'-PST0.1sg</td>
<td>tjụy-əm 'whistle-PST0.1sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>läl-im 'in/exhale'-PST0.1sg</td>
<td>qul-im 'stay overnight'-PST0.1sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>köryil-väl 'roll around'-PST1.3sg</td>
<td>joyəm-väl 'hit'-PST1.3sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiml-in 'bottom edge of the coat'-POSS.2sg</td>
<td>qaq-in 'younger brother'-POSS.2sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>köyər-min 'sew up the edge of clothes'-Conv.</td>
<td>qul-min 'staying overnight'-Conv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pāyəl-s-əm 'forge'-PST2-1sg</td>
<td>pəyliyəl-s-əm 'step'-PST2-1sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^3\) körjuy 'fire wood' is a compound consisting of: kör 'oven' and juy 'wood', the second part is [-BH].

\(^4\) The 3sg and 3Pl passive affixes, however, do have harmonic allomorphs: /-t/- vs. /-i/-, and /-át/- vs. /-at/-.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wer-s-uj-əm ‘make’-PST2-PS-1sg</th>
<th>war-s-uj-əm ‘push’-PST2-PS-1sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Table 7: Backness VH Affix Alteration.**

### 1.2.1 Backness Vowel Harmony

As shown above, the Eastern Khanty backness vowel harmony requires that all vowels in a word belong to either the front or back class, and applies both root-internally and in affixal morphology. This requirement is directional, that is, all subsequent vowels take their cue from the word-initial vowel. The backness value is thus fully predictable for all post-initial vowels in a word. From a formal standpoint, backness is assumed to be an equipollent feature and all the post-initial vowels are assumed to be underspecified for the harmonic feature [back] and thus, as fully predictable, may be eliminated from underlying representations (Harrison 2000).

\[
\text{CVCCV} \\
\text{[+back]}
\]

In the Optimality Theory framework (Smolensky 1993), backness vowel harmony can be viewed as an alignment constraint (Harrison 2000):

\[
\text{Align [a back] with word boundary (Wd)}
\]

In Eastern Khanty, the scope of vowel harmony is constrained to the domain of a single-root word, and does not apply across the word boundary to prepositions (Khanty does not have prefixes), postpositions and compounds. Lexical token frequency does not appear a relevant factor here, as the word-boundary constraint appears to be absolute.

Vowel Harmony (VH) is attested in many languages in the region both, related (Hungarian, Finnish) and unrelated (Tatar). The variety of advanced analysis (even for the
same vowel harmony systems) is in large due to the variety of theoretical and methodological frameworks utilized in approaching the systems.

1.2.1.1 VH - Functional Articulatory Analysis

Regardless of the amendments accommodating problematic cases and theory-internal contradictions, the generative phonological approach to describing and explaining the origin of the harmonic systems such as Eastern Khanty is not the most attractive. As mentioned above, similarly to other unwritten languages in Siberia, Eastern Khanty constantly manifests fluidity, gradience, and variation across even the smallest speech communities, as well as across social strata. Such pervasive features of the Eastern Khanty phonology as numerous interdependent allophonic alterations (Cf. 1.2.3 Consonant assimilation; 1.3 Vowel alternation), multiple assimilations, shifts and language proficiency dynamics due to bilingualism and extensive language contact, would force the generative phonological approach to produce repeated accommodations and rule modifications.

Variation and gradience is constantly observed in empirical linguistic studies, effectively preventing final strict definitions of even the basic language units such as segment, syllable, morpheme, and word. Furthermore, there is a lack of discrete boundaries between levels/categories in language: phonology, lexicon, morphology, syntax, discourse, and social context (Bybee 2001). Cross-cultural, cross-linguistic projects consistently demonstrate that patterns of categorization exist not as discrete categories based on criteria-attribute or feature principles, but in terms of prototypical and peripheral examples arising from comparison of the multitude of tokens.

These principles rooted in the usage-based framework are viewed here as basic premises for approaching the phonological description of Eastern Khanty VH in particular. It is most
revealing to treat the phonological form of the language system in its complexity as emerging from the multitude of conventionalized frequent use patterns, without attributing the complexity to pre-existing rules, i.e. as a complex structure emerging in the process of relation/interaction of substance and form (Lindblom 1984, Hopper 1987, Keller 1994, Bybee 2001).

Language, as other types of ‘ritualized behavior’ (Tomassello 1993; Haiman 1994, 1998), may be and is indeed idiosyncratic, fluid, and adaptive to individual and societal needs. Based on evidence from language physiology and acquisition (Pierrehumbert 1994; Coleman 1996; Vitevich 1997; Erman and Warren 1999; Trieman 2000), it is assumed here that within this approach, the repetitions of uses may result in emergence of a pattern that is capable of dissociation from its original context to become a pattern for the production of new uses or a pattern for the assimilation of less repeated uses – conventionalization of inventory.

Articulatory gesture, as an event “that unfolds during speech production and whose consequences can be observed in the movements of the speech articulators” (Bybee 2001) is the basic unit of language sound form that is relevant for the analysis. Any production of a language utterance consists of a multitude of articulatory gestures that are strung together in an online speech event, and there is a natural tendency to overlap, and to co-articulate the gestures. Every gesture is a coordinated set of muscle moves of articulator(s) and in their abstract sense of revealing the distinct features of the articulatory events, gestures could be likened to phonemes in the level at which they represent natural speech.

Traditional terminology is strongly biased towards thinking of speech in terms of segments (Bybee 2001). Thus, discussion of insertion and deletion of segments and assimilation is often couched in the sense of a kind of transformation of one segment into another. In contrast, the
articulatory gesture approach allows us to discuss the patterns in terms of routinized reduction, or temporal compression of gestures within a word or a phrase, where the transition between segments becomes a simultaneous co-articulation with a "blanket affect" of the position of the tongue for the adjacent segments (Bybee 2001). This view of modification in timing makes it possible to relate speech to the "well-rehearsed motor events", where repetition increases efficiency or fluency because sequences of events can be anticipated and one event can begin before the preceding one is completed. This view implies that phonological representations are self-organizing and emergent units and can be expected to manifest gradience and dynamics in properties. Uniformity and universality of language units is not strictly required.

Most of the changes in the form/meaning of the entities that are associated with these conventionalized frequency-motivated speech patterns are seen to be reductive, both substantively and temporally (Pagliuca and Mowrey 1995), where substantive reduction is in the magnitude of a muscular gesture, and temporal reduction is in the duration of the sequence of gestures.

In case of Eastern Khanty backness harmony as well as other phonological patterns, conventionalized articulatory automation and reduction are taken here to be in the center of description and explanation. Thus, for example, the Khanty full-reduced vowel alternation (section 1.3.) is best described by referring to reduction by lessening of the magnitude as well as the timing of muscular activity in a gesture. Since a vowel is essentially a steady state in the articulation, vowel reduction in Khanty unstressed syllables is manifested by substantive laxing of vowels, i.e. lower articulation of high vowels and more central articulation of back and front vowels as well as temporally shortening of them compared to full vowels in stressed syllables.
Eastern Khanty VH is, perhaps, also best approached from the framework of articulatory gestures. Vowel harmony is understood here as a property of the phonemic representation of roots and as a process necessary for derivation and inflection. In articulatory terms, a single set of gestural patterns, conditioned by root-initial steady state articulation, then prevails in the production of the whole mono-root word. That is, a certain gesture, a set of articulatory muscular states of the tongue-body is held approximately constant across all the steady states of the word. Moreover, as follows from the analysis of some of the phonotactic patterns such as velar/uvular stop-V[front] sequences and palatalization in some CV[+/-front] sequences, the above prevailing muscular (tongue-body) state is also an active component of co-articulation of consonants, representing a local articulatory maximum of muscular events.

In articulatory gesture terms, the essential issues in the discussion of the Eastern Khanty vowel harmony are the types of articulators involved in the production of vowels and tract variables (Browman & Goldstein 1992):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tract variables</th>
<th>Articulators involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>lip aperture</td>
<td>upper and lower lips, jaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBCL</td>
<td>tongue body constrict location</td>
<td>tongue body, jaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBCD</td>
<td>tongue body constrict degree</td>
<td>tongue body, jaw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In production of the Eastern Khanty front and back vowels, the main articulatory difference is in the location and degree of the constriction by the body of the tongue. In front vowels, the location is more advanced towards the teeth and is more extended in degree, whereas in back vowels the body of the tongue is more retracted towards the velum, and the constriction is less in degree:

kim-in ‘bottom edge of the coat’-POSS.2sg
qaq-in ‘younger brother’-POSS.2sg
lāl-im ‘in/exhale’-PST0.1sg
qu-l-im ‘stay overnight’-PST0.1sg
Once the location and the degree of constriction is set for the steady state of the root-initial vowel, in normal on-line speech production, the configuration remains approximately constant for all consequent vowel steady states and, to an extent, for much of the consonant articulation gestures. Thus, backness harmonization is a quite predictable and expected co-articulation effect that in Eastern Khanty had conventionalized, gradually became a dominant production pattern shared by the majority of the speakers in the majority of speech events.

For the purposes of this descriptive chapter, the stages, motivations of this process of conventionalization of vowel harmony pattern will not be discussed here in any detail. It is worth noting, however, that this type of articulatory change in gestures must be reflected in acoustic-perception and ultimately registered in the mental representation of the speakers. The basic principle that is relevant here is that the sound change originated as an articulatorily motivated phenomenon, and gradually developed to become conventionalized in the lexicon and morphology, which could be exemplified by Eastern Khanty backness harmony.

1.2.2 Consonant assimilation by vowel backness harmony

Traditionally (Karjalajnen 1909; Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966) sets of lexical units are cited that represent minimal pairs differentiated by the place of the velar/uvular stops:

- qol ‘1. conifer tree, 2. skill/capacity’
- kōl ‘1. word, 2. language, 3. news’
- qul ‘fish’
- kīl ‘a acme/hole on deer skin’

I propose, however, that in the case of [k] and [q], the differentiation that is more relevant and apparent is that in the root-vowel backness value, rather than in the place of articulation
of the word-initial stop. Across the data, the voiceless velar stop /k/ is consistently associated with the front vowel environment (99.1%)\(^5\), whereas voiced uvular /q/ associates with the back vowels (99.3%). The exclusions manifesting [k]-V[back] or [q]-V[front] collocations are few and the majority of them occur in loans:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{kap’usta} & \text{‘cabbage’ (Russ [kap’usta])} \\
\text{kəlo’ja} & \text{‘galosh’ (Russ [kal’oja])} \\
\text{kəl’xos} & \text{‘kolkhoz’ (Russ [kal’xos])}
\end{array}
\]

The probability of this type of token is thus very low, and there is a good articulatory reason for it, as well as some empirical evidence.

In articulatory terms, the combination of a velar stop and front vowels is preferable to that of uvular stop and front vowels. In Eastern Khanty, where there is highly productive and robust backness VH, co-articulatory place assimilation between velar/uvular stops and vowels can be reasonably expected as natural. An indirect piece of evidence in support of prevalent Eastern Khanty C-V assimilation/harmonization may be frequent palatalization of consonants in front vowel environment:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{äl’mil’-tä ‘lift’-INF} & \text{amləyəl-ta ‘sit down’-INF}
\end{array}
\]

Word-initial, or syllable onset position does not appear a relevant factor, as there are sufficient examples where the velar/uvular consonants are word-medial and -final, or in the syllable coda, explicitly showing that velar in V[front] environment and uvular in V[back] environment are by far more probable than the alternative (velar-V[back], uvular-V[front]):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{pəŋk ‘grouse’} & \text{paŋq ‘fly-agarics’} \\
\text{kəsə-kə-tä ‘search’-INCH-INF} & \text{qaŋtə-qə-ta ‘climb’-INCH-INF}
\end{array}
\]

\(^5\) Counterexamples are few comparatively recent loans from Russian: kət’ər ‘motor boat’, kolyos ‘kolhoz’.
Thus, the allomorphic pairs of affixes containing either a velar or uvular stop, for example, the Inchoative affix in the second example line above, are a natural and expected extra manifestation of the general tendency for backness harmony.

1.2.3 Phonology of Loanwords

1.2.3.1 Loanwords and vowel harmony

Eastern Khanty has been in extended contact with the languages that are affiliated with unrelated language families, such as Turkic (Chulym Turkic and upper Ob/Tom Tatar) and Slavic (Russian and Ukrainian). Extended cultural interaction has resulted in a number or mutual loans between these languages. The loanwords are interesting in respect to the way they are adopted by the Eastern Khanty speakers, particularly with regard to their phonology.

The anticipated scenarios of this process of interaction would include: a) preservation of the foreign phonological features of the loans in the target-language, b) change of the source-language features adapting to the target-language features, and c) a combination of thereof to various extents.

The phonological patterns of primary interest are VH and basic phonotactic patterns (CV co-occurrence, CC(C) clusters).

In considering the degree and type of combination of the conservative and the novel phonological features in loans, such factors as lexical frequency, age of loan, socio-linguistic status of the speakers could be of importance.

Having selected backness VH and such prevailing phonotactic patterns as CV[+/-front] co-occurrence restriction (/k/V[front]) and avoidance of consonant clusters by epenthesis, the following distribution pattern of phonological features appears in the data:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k'öśkä 'cat (Rus. [k'oš'ka]')</td>
<td>klap'i 'bugs (Rus. [klap'i]')</td>
<td>kant'or 'office (Rus. [kant'or]')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'iirti 'cards (Rus. [k'iirti]')</td>
<td>kap'usta 'cabbage (Rus. [kap'usta]')</td>
<td>kolx'osnik 'kolkhоз-worker(Rus.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'ätkä 'barre(Rus. [k'ätka]')</td>
<td>kelo'ja 'galosh (Rus. [kalo'ja]')</td>
<td>keras'in 'kerosene (Rus.[keras'in])'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qan 'tsar'king (Turk. [xan])'</td>
<td>kolx'os 'kolkhоз (Rus.[kolx'os])'</td>
<td>saw'ani 'meeting (Rus.[saw'ani])'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kap'ejka 'kopex (Rus.[ka'pejal])'</td>
<td>komsam'ol 'komsomol (Rus)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kańwetka 'candy(Rus.[kan'weta])'</td>
<td>karant'aj 'pencil(Rus.[karant'aj]')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kün'kiían 'skates (Rus. [kan'ki])'</td>
<td>r'umka 'shotglass (Rus.[r'umka])'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sańow'ar 'tea pot(Rus[sańow'ar]')'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pir'ik 'wig (Rus. [par'ik])'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stür'jä 'judge (Rus. [stür'ja]')'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l'ekar 'doctor (Rus. [l'ekar]')'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'owra'k 'goose (Rus. [t'owra'k]')'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat'as 'stamp (Rus. [pata's'])'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Loan Lexicon in VH and C-VH.

It is evident in the above that in the loanwords the native target-language features tend to dominate over the novel source-language features. Particularly, backness VH has high probability to be maintained in the loans at the expense of the source-language disharmonic vowel qualities. The first column in the table manifests frequent shifts in the source vowel qualities to adapt to the target CV[+/--front] (/k/V[front] vs. /q/V[back]) pattern, which in many cases of /k/-initial tokens implies fronting of the source back vowels. The post-initial vowels then are highly likely to also be fronted from the source articulation to comply with the target backness value of VH.

The second column exemplifies the less frequent, but apparently gradually increasing group of loans where one source-language feature is preserved at the expense of the target-language convention, namely the /k/V[front] CV pattern. The other source features adapt to the target articulation patterns: backness VH.
Finally, the third column illustrates the least common and least probable condition, but one that is nevertheless attested. The source-language articulation persists, overriding the target-language conventions, CV co-occurrence restrictions and backness vowel harmony.

It is notable that among the disharmonic instances, phonologically novel/loan tokens of higher frequency dominate, whereas the group of harmonic loans complying with the main target-language (Eastern Khanty) phonological patterns is made up of less frequent archaic lexical units.

Also, most of the disharmonic/novel loans belong to the more recent loan-group, which incidentally corresponds to the tendency of increased bilingualism and the decrease in the overall (average) native language proficiency. Predictably enough, the more harmonic, conventional target-pattern loans in large part belong to the earlier loan-group, borrowed when the language situation was characterized by lesser bilingualism and higher average native language proficiency.

1.2.3.2 Loans and anti CC(C) cluster epentheses.

The speakers of Eastern Khanty may epenthize a vowel, normally a mid-central /ə/ or a high front unrounded /i/, into the loans to prevent the non-Khanty consonant clusters. The epenthesis is similar to the pattern in the native vocabulary when clusters are created on morphemic boundaries in the process of derivation or inflection. This commonly applies to loanwords as well. However, more interesting is the epenthesis in borrowed word-initial onset clusters. Firstly, these clusters are highly infrequent in the Eastern Khanty native lexicon, and secondly, the epenthetic vowel would thus become the first root vowel, which is of key import in VH formation. There seem to be three possible epenthesis scenarios: a) the epenthesized vowel is constant and all the post-initial vowels shift in articulation complying
with VH; b) the epenthized vowel is constant, but the post-initial vowels in the loan preserve their articulation from the source-language and do not comply to VH; c) the epenthized vowels vary in anticipatory co-articulation to the post-initial vowels in the loan to comply, to some extent, to VH.

An extra factor to consider in the process of epenthesis into word-initial loan clusters is the Eastern Khanty phonotactic patterns that describe the probability of co-occurrence of certain consonants in the environment of the certain vowels, for example, /k/ and /q/ in the exclusive environment of front and back vowels, respectively. This phonotactic pattern may be referred to as a consonant-VH (CVH).

What is then observed in the actual data does not allow us to completely exclude any of the above three scenarios, but makes it possible to point out the most probable ways of assimilation of the loanwords with word-initial clusters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epenthesis +VH+/CVH</strong></td>
<td><strong>Epenthesis +VH / -CVH</strong></td>
<td><strong>(Epenthesis) -VH / -CVH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(i)r‘ik ‘sin’ (Rus [gres])</td>
<td>kər’an ‘crane’ (Rus [kran])</td>
<td>karas’in ‘kerosene’ (Rus [keras’in])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kəl’uŋ ‘club’ (Rus [klub])</td>
<td>sawr’ani ‘meeting’ (Rus[sabr’ania])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pir‘ik ‘wig’ (Rus [par’ik])</td>
<td>kol’oṣ ‘kolkhoz’ (Rus [kolxos])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’öskä ‘cat’ (Rus [k’oʃka])</td>
<td>kamsam’ol ‘komsomol’ (Rus[kamsamol])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’ätka ‘barrel’ (Rus [k’atka])</td>
<td>kap’usta ‘cabbage’ (Rus[kap’usta])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>klap’i ‘bed-bugs’ (Rus [klap’i])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9: Loan word assimilation.**

In the table above, column (I) demonstrates that, firstly, epenthetic vowels do vary /i/ vs. /ə/ (II, III); and secondly, in case of /i/ this epenthetic vowel does show sensitivity to the VH with the source-language original root vowel and to the /k/V[front] phonotactic pattern. This is partially supported by the examples such as pir‘ik ‘wig’ (Rus. [par‘ik]), where there is no anti-cluster epenthesis, but there is an anticipatory front articulation of the originally back
root-initial unstressed /a/ to harmonize with the stressed front root-vowel /i/ to comply with the backness VH and the prevailing phonotactic pattern /k/V[front].

Column (II) shows that the epenthized /a/ may generally comply with the backness VH pattern of the source-language original root vowel, but results in an improbable phonotactic co-occurrence /k/V[back]. The examples not containing epenthesis also show that in the cases of harmonic source-language loan vowels, the phonotactic pattern /k/V[front] is first to be neglected, rendering it less strong than VH.

Column (III) shows that although the database does not have attested examples of a disharmonic epenthetic vowel, it nevertheless shows that VH does fail in a number of loanwords where the source-language original root contains disharmonic vowels.

Finally, row (IV) klap′i ‘bedbugs’ (Rus. [klap′i]) shows that the epenthesis is not altogether mandatory and otherwise improbable word-initial onset clusters though rarely but do occur in the loanwords.

It has to be noted that most of the examples of epenthesis manifesting the anticipatory articulation that do comply both with the vowel in the stressed source-language root and with phonotactic CV pattern belong to the group of older/earlier loans, and, in many of the examples, decreased lexical token frequency is the case.

In contrast, examples of epenthesis violating either VH or the phonotactic CV pattern are predominantly found in newer loans, which have higher lexical token frequency.6

6 Examples like komsomol, club, crane, and kolxoz are clearly the notions introduced in the mid XX century in course of the political, social and economic reform.
1.2.4 Disharmony

As justly noted in Harrison (2001), the instances of disharmony in harmonic languages typically have been treated as exceptional or anomalous, rather than an expected and natural part of the system. Once observed in its natural on-line language context, “harmony” is relative, with features such as gradience and variation being omnipresent and essential. Variation is multifaceted and continuous, from idiophonic events – to idiolects, -sociolects, -dialects. Such issues as age, gender, social status, bilingualism, language contact/ change/ death, each individually and in combination with others, affect the degree of optionality, extent and kinds of disharmonic patterns in harmonic systems.

In Siberia, vowel harmony is commonly attested in indigenous languages, which have been observed not only to tolerate disharmony, but to generate it in a productive manner (Altai-Sayan Turkic languages: Harrison 2001, Anderson & Harrison 2000; Harrison, Dras, Kapicioglu 2002).

The disharmonic instances and patterns are to be considered an expected natural feature of the harmonic systems. Similarly to the observations for Siberian Turkic languages (Harrison 2000), the Eastern Khanty disharmonic tokens should be viewed not as exceptional deviations, but as an integral part of the theoretical model of harmony. The following conditions are to be viewed as relevant in accounting for the Eastern Khanty disharmonic instances:

- Optional application of the harmonic articulation pattern and co-articulation.

Apart from the dialectal variation in features of VH, the optionality of VH application is attested within the same sub-dialects, sociolects and even individual speakers and smallest speech communities of the Eastern Khanty.
war-lay 'blood'-Abess. 'bloodless' qoyel-am 'the one who walked'
apa-lay 'father'-Abess. 'fatherless' anam-am 'the one who got old'
anim-lay 'sister'-Abess. 'without sister' akas-am 'the one who had sung'

- Originally disharmonic gestures in loans.

This condition is discussed in more detail in the section on loanwords below.

| kel'ati | 'pretzel' (Russ) |
| kax'osnik | 'kolkhoz-worker' (Russ) |

- Disharmony provoked by consonant phonotactics.

Certain phonotactic patterns may interfere/interact with the vowel harmony, such as the Eastern Khanty voiceless velar stop co-occurrence pattern with [back] vowels (/k/V[front] vs. /q/V[back]). The examples of conflicting or interacting VH and CVH patterns are extremely rare and are attested exclusively in the domain of loanwords (Cf.1.2.4 Loanwords and vowel harmony). In some loans, the word-initial /k/ requires a front vowel to follow to comply with the dominant pattern of C[velar/uvular]-V[back] collocations, which is obtained either in accord with or in contrast to the vowel harmony pattern:

| k'oškä 'cat' (Russ) | k(i)r'ik 'sin' (Russ) |
| kax'osnik 'kolkhoz-worker' (Russ) | kal'up 'club' (Russ) |

Since /k/ is native to Khanty, and is thus shared both by the source-language and target-language, it is preserved in the loanwords, whereas the following root-vowel is frequently a subject to co-articulatory alteration (fronting), to accommodate the dominant native C[velar/uvular]-V[back] pattern. This may also be evidence for the Eastern Khanty preference of the stronger conventionalized progressive co-articulatory gesture assimilation to the weaker regressive/anticipatory assimilation.

- Disharmony conditioned by morphology.
One example of morphologically conditioned vowel disharmony is well-attested in many Khanty dialects, namely the passive suffix /-uj/. It does not appear to have a harmonic allomorph and occurs in the constant back form in violation of VH in the front root-vowel verb forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{loy-no tʂoŋa-l-s-uj-əm} & \quad \text{‘I was kicked by a horse’} \\
\text{mä iliń-l-uj-əm} & \quad \text{‘I am ashamed’}
\end{align*}
\]

Another example of frequently attested morphological disharmony in our data is the diminutive suffix /-ali/, which tends frequently to preserve the frontness of the post-lateral high unrounded vowel, resulting in disharmonic instances after back root-vowel strings:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jänk-ali} & \quad \text{‘nail’-Dim} \\
\text{awt-ali} & \quad \text{‘hair’-Dim} \\
\text{qar-ali} & \quad \text{‘calf’-Dim} \\
\text{qaq-im-ali} & \quad \text{‘brother’-POSS.sg/1sg-Dim} \\
\text{äj-ku-j-ali} & \quad \text{‘lad, young man’-Dim}
\end{align*}
\]

The last example (äjkuj-ali ‘lad, young man’-Dim) is illustrative of also another type of morphology-conditioned disharmony, namely that found in multi-root compounds, where the backness harmony does not normally extend across the original roots’ boundary. Thus, the compounds, regardless of their age and lexical frequency, preserve the original quality of the root vowels:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{äjqu ‘lad, young man’} & \quad - \text{(high frequency old compound: äj ‘young’; qu ‘man’) } \\
\text{ämpjom ‘wild cherry berry’} & \quad - \text{(high frequency old compound (native botany): ämp ‘dog’; jom ‘berry’) } \\
\text{äspaj ‘poplar’} & \quad - \text{(low frequency old compound (native} }
\]
ämpmoq ‘puppy’ - (high frequency old compound (native household term): ämp ‘dog’; moq ‘baby’)

äŋkäŋy ‘Mo-Fa’ - (high frequency old compound (native kinship nomenclature): äŋkä ‘mother’; jäŋ ‘patrilineage head’)

äsjaŋy ‘Ob-river Khanty’ - (high frequency old compound (native ethonym):
äš ‘Ob river/ big river’; jax ‘people’)

ilə-joqə ‘back and forth’ - (high frequency old compound (native manner modifier): ilə-joqə jəliwəl ‘walks back and forth’)

köyyput ‘big family kettle’ - (high frequency old compound (native household item) köy ‘stone’ – put ‘kettle’)

qtələŋwä ‘ceiling’ - (high frequency old compound (native construction term) qt ‘house’ – ləŋwä ‘top/roof’)

Backness VH does not apply in compounds even though other processes do. Below, a glide /j/ is inserted between the V-final root and V-initial affix, which is an omnipresent word-internal anti-hiatus process).

kujämp ‘male-dog’ - (high frequency old compound: ku ‘male’; ämp ‘dog’)

Equally, VH does not apply across the root boundary in compounds, although the word-final voiceless stop is deleted before the word-initial stop.

kipiŋər ‘twice, double’ - (kip(ə) ‘twice’ - piŋər ‘layer’)

High token frequency of lexemes, native etymology, and some word-internal phonological processes indicate that the tokens are most likely stored, mentally represented as single individual lexical units. This increasing semantic and functional blending is very likely to be manifested in further formal, phonological blending of the compound members. There is still,
however, certain opacity within the compounds regarding backness VH, which does not apply across the root edge.

1.2.4.1 Preverbs and Backness vowel harmony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preverbs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>äray ‘sideways, dispersed’</td>
<td>äray artta ‘to divide, to take apart’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuq ‘upwards, surface’</td>
<td>nuq etältäntä ‘to come to surface, to sight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toyì ‘away, outwards’</td>
<td>toyì jëritä ‘to cross out, to strike out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jornam ‘straight’</td>
<td>jornam wertä ‘to straiten up, to make strait’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Preverbs by VH.

Similar to compounds above, preverbs are an integral part of the frame, mental representation of these high-frequency tokens would normally entail close formal blending of the components, however, most of the examples of high frequency preverb-verb collocations fail to manifest the application of backness VH in either direction: root $\rightarrow$ preverb or preverb $\rightarrow$ root.

1.2.5 Other possible Vowel Harmonization Processes

There is an evidence of other types of vowel assimilation processes in Eastern Khanty of both progressive and regressive directionality that are of a finer and more fluid character and which may take place against the background of VH.

These processes include:
- An extremely productive progressive affix V height assimilation to the root V, observed in affixes, where the target V in the affix harmonizes to the trigger V in the root.
joyl-am ‘hunting bow’-POSS.sg/1sg  sir-im ‘part’-POSS.1sg
jøy-äm ‘perch’-POSS.sg/1sg  ik-im ‘uncle’-POSS.1sg
jo-s-äm ‘walk’-PST2-1sg  wål-s-äm ‘live’-PST2-1sg
tjök-äl-tä ‘to grieve’ (tjök ‘grief’)  tfùy-il-tä ‘to faint’ (tfùy ‘fog’)
jal-öl-ta ‘to make wet’ (jaloŋ ‘wet’)  likr-il-tä ‘to make sledge (Caus.)’ (likör ‘sledge’)
ont-öl-ta ‘to discover’ (ont ‘interior’)  tin-il-tä ‘to sell’ (tin ‘cost, price’)

The counterexamples appear to be the instances of root-vowel alternation (Cf. 1.3 Vowel Alternation), where the affix-vowel harmonizes to the original, uninflected root-vowel, rather than to the derived root-vowel of the inflected form:

utf-äm ‘sheep’-POSS.sg/1sg  atf ‘sheep’
imp-äm ‘dog’-POSS.sg/1sg  ämp ‘dog’

Co-articulatory anticipatory (regressive) height (raising) and backness (fronting) assimilation of the word-initial root-V to the V’s in the following syllables is much more complex and less frequent, and is associated with other processes: stress reassignment, syllable constituency changes imposed by inflection/derivation (Cf. 1.3 Vowel Alternation):

al-tä ‘install’ – INF  →  ilt-i ‘Install!’ – Imper
kätl-tä ‘catch’ – INF  →  kitl-i ‘Catch!’ – Imper

1.3 Vowel alternation

One of the common phonological processes in Eastern Khanty is word-initial root-vowel alteration both in syllables without consonant onset and those with.

äräytä ‘to sing’  -  irkä ‘Sing! –Imper.2sg’
atf ‘sheep’ - utföm ‘my sheep (POSS.sg1sg)’
ayatta 'to vomit' - uytəm 'I vomited' (PST.1sg) - iyta 'Vomit! -Imper.2sg

tʃatʃəm-ta 'to pour' - tʃutʃəmim 'I poured it' (PST.1sg/sg) - tʃiʃi 'Pour! -Imper.2sg'

The most frequently attested root-initial vowel alterations are the following (VH allomorphic pairs are considered within the same group):

/u/ in the noun roots: atʃ ‘sheep’ → utʃ-əm ‘sheep-POSS.1sg’
wan ‘shoulder’ → wun-əm ‘shoulder-POSS.1sg’
 ámb ‘dog’ → imp-əm ‘dog-POSS.1sg’
läjəm ‘axe’ → lijm-əm ‘axe-POSS.1sg’

/a/ in the verbal roots: arta ‘to divide’ → irti ‘divide’-Imper.2sg
alta ‘to install’ → ilti ‘Install!’-Imper.2sg
laləmta ‘to steal’ → ilma ‘Steal!’-Imper; lulum-əm ‘stole’-1sg
läktə ‘to shoot’ → likä ‘Shoot!’-Imper.2sg
kältə ‘to catch’ → kitli ‘Catch!’-Imper.2sg

/i/ in the verbal roots: arta ‘to divide’ → irti ‘divide’-Imper.2sg
alta ‘to install’ → ilti ‘Install!’-Imper.2sg
laləmta ‘to steal’ → ilma ‘Steal!’-Imper; lulum-əm ‘stole’-1sg
läktə ‘to shoot’ → likä ‘Shoot!’-Imper.2sg
kältə ‘to catch’ → kitli ‘Catch!’-Imper.2sg

Nominal Inflection

awət ‘hair’ ~ uwtəm ‘hair-POSS.1sg’
wən ‘shoulder’ ~ wunəm ‘shoulder-POSS.1sg’
jayəm ‘wood’ ~ juyəməm ‘wood-POSS.1sg’
qam ‘joining socket’ ~ quməm ‘joining socket-POSS.1sg’
pam ‘grass’ ~ pumim ‘grass-POSS.1sg’
 ámb ‘dog’ ~ impəm ‘dog-POSS.1sg’
wən’əm ‘face’ ~ win’əməm ‘face-POSS.1sg’
näj ‘fire’ ~ nijəm ‘fire-POSS.1sg’
nämət ‘1.needle pad, 2. felt’ ~ nimtəm ‘needle pad, felt-POSS.1sg’
qaləy ‘grandson’ ~ qilyəm ‘grandson-POSS.1sg’

Verbal Inflection

/a/ ~ /u/ ~ /i/ alta ‘extend’ ~ ultim ‘extend’-PP ~ ilti ‘Extend!’-Imper.2sg
wan’ta ‘gather’ ~ wun’təm ‘gather’-PP ~ win’ta ‘Gather!’-Imper.2sg
laləmta ‘stand’ ~ luluməm ‘stand’-PP ~ ilma ‘Stand!’-Imper.2sg
janta ‘sew’ ~ jinti ‘Sew!’-Imper.2sg
jayata ‘dig through’ ~ jiýti ‘Dig through!’-Imper.2sg

[-altenat] jayimta ‘wave away’ ~ jayməm ‘wave’-PP ~ jayimi ‘Wave!’-Imper.2sg
wän’tä ‘cut’ ~ win’ti ‘Cut!’-Imper.2sg
ältä ‘carry’ ~ ilti ‘Carry!’-Imper.2sg
jän’tä ‘drink’ ~ jintä ‘Drink!’-Imper.2sg
kärtä ‘sew together’ ~ kirti ‘Sew together!’-Imper.2sg
käsltä ‘settle’ ~ kislä ‘Settle!’-Imper.2sg
kätltä ‘grab’ ~ kitli ‘Grab!’-Imper.2sg

[-altenat] äwrikintä ‘escape’ ~ äwrikintä ‘Escape!’-Imper.2sg
käritä ‘turn’ ~ käriti ‘Turn!’-Imper.2sg
käslintä ‘marry’ ~ käslinä ‘Marry!’-Imper.2sg
kätləwətä ‘handle’ ~ kätləwti ‘Handle!’-Imper.2sg

/u/ in the noun roots: oy ‘head’ → uy-əm ‘head’-Poss.1sg
önq ‘sulfur’ → unq-əm ‘sulfur’-Poss.1sg
kön ‘polar fox’ → ən-əm ‘polar fox’-Poss.1sg

/o/ in the verbal roots: lotta ‘to buy’ → luti ‘Buy!’-Imper.2sg
ot’ta ‘to swim’ → ut’a ‘Swim!’-Imper.2sg
l’oŋytä ‘to swear’ → luyytä ‘Swear!’-Imper.2sg

/a/ in the verbal roots: wosta ‘to jump’ → wəsə ‘Jump!’-Imper.2sg
qowata ‘to put out’ → qowti ‘Put out!’-Imper.2sg
jöytä ‘to dance’ → jəkə ‘Dance!’-Imper.2sg

conversely: təyta ‘to throw’ → təyəm ‘threw’-PST0.1sg exclusively with TAM inflection.

Nominal inflection
kön’ ‘polar fox’ ~ künəm ‘polar fox’ + POSS.sg/1sg
soy ‘sturgeon’ ~ suyəm ‘sturgeon’ + POSS.sg/1sg
jom ‘wild cherry’ ~ juməm ‘wild cherry’ + POSS.sg/1sg
wont ‘forest’ ~ wuntəm ‘forest’ + POSS.sg/1sg

[-altenat] joyəl ‘hunting bow’ ~ joyλam ‘hunting bow’ + POSS.1sg
joyan 'river' ~ joyanam 'river' + POSS.sg/1sg
joy 'perch' ~ joyam 'perch' + POSS.sg/1sg
kotṣa 'knife' ~ kotṣkam 'knife' + POSS.sg/1sg

Verbal Inflection

/o/ ~ /u/
jolta 'do shaman act' ~ jula 'Do shaman act!' -Imper.2sg
qojta 'spawn eggs' ~ quja 'Spawn eggs!' -Imper.2sg
qolta 'hear' ~ quli 'Hear!' - Imper.2sg

[-altenat] joyimta 'hit' ~ joyimi 'Hit!' -Imper.2sg
qolyøla 'spoil' ~ qolyøla 'Spoil!' -Imper.2sg
qomlalta 'rock' ~ qomlalti 'Rock!' -Imper.2sg

/o/ ~ /a/
toyøta 'lock' ~ toyri 'Lock!' -Imper.2sg
wosta 'jump' ~ wøsa 'Jump!' -Imper.2sg
joyøta 'mix up' ~ joyri 'Mix up!' -Imper.2sg
joyørqømta 'lie' ~ joyørqømti 'Lie!' -Imper.2sg
kørga 'fall' ~ kørya 'Fall!' -Imper.2sg
søytø 'weave' ~ søyi 'Weave!' -Imper.2sg
jøøta 'spin wool' ~ jøøti 'Spin wool!' -Imper.2sg
joyøtø 'throw' ~ jøøti 'Throw!' -Imper.2sg

[-altenat] ontinta 'hunt' ~ wontinta 'Hunt!' -Imper.2sg

Converse /a/ → /o/:
tøyta 'throw' → toyam 'thrown' - PST0.1sg exclusively with PRF TAM inflection.

Verbal Inflection

/o/ ~ /ø/
tøyata 'throw' ~ toyam 'Thrown'-PP

[-altenat] wølta 'live' ~ wøla 'Live!' -Imper.2sg
wøltanta 'grade' ~ wøltanta 'Grade!' -Imper.2sg
wøltimta 'light up' ~ wøltimta 'Light up!' -Imper.2sg
jøwøtø 'join poles' ~ jøwøti 'Join poles!' -Imper.2sg
jəmätä ‘complement’ ~ jəmäti ‘Praise, complement!’ -Imper.2sg

/e/ ↔ /ə/ in the verbal roots: weltá ‘to kill’ → wölli ‘Kill!’-Imper.2sg

emərtä ‘to chug’ ~ ømrì ‘Chug!’-Imper.2sg
emərtä ‘scoop’ ~ ømrì ‘Scoop!’-Imper.2sg
jerità ‘draw’ ~ jəriji ‘Draw!’-Imper.2sg

[-altenat] werməltä ‘chase’ ~ werməlti ‘Chase!’-Imper.2sg

Vowel alternation appears to occur mainly as a result of noun/verb inflection/derivation.

Apart from the traditionally valid historical motivation for the alternation in these inflected/derived forms, a phonological account of at least some of the above vowel alternations may be possible.

Some of the listed alternation patterns could be accounted for by the reassignment of stress in inflection, where stress change triggers vowel reduction in the unstressed syllable: /o/ → /ə/; /e/ → /ə/. This indeed can be the case especially in the case of verbal derivation, forming imperative from mono-, bi-syllabic verb stems with a stress shift to word-final in resultant imperative form:

wóstà ‘to jump’ ~ wəsá ‘Jump!’-Imper.2sg
qówọta ‘to put out’ ~ qəwti ‘Put out!’-Imper.2sg
emərtä ‘scoop’ ~ ømrì ‘Scoop!’-Imper.2sg
jerità ‘draw’ ~ jəriji ‘Draw!’-Imper.2sg

The example jọgər̥qəmta ‘lie’ ~ jọgər̥qəmti ‘Lie!’-Imper. may appear as a rare polysyllabic exclusion, however, the stress change is still valid rendering all pre-stress vowels reduced.

The absence of vowel alteration correlates to absence of stress shift in:

wérməltä ‘chase’ → wérməlti ‘Chase!’-Imper.2sg
A similar explanation can be proposed to account for the other types of alterations listed above. The overall general pattern appears to be that of raising of the stressed word-initial root vowel in the mono- and bi-syllabic stems in the presence of inflection (shift in the number of syllables), which are not accompanied by a stress shift to the last syllable. Thus, the most frequent /a/ \(\rightarrow\)/u/ alteration is most probable in mono- and bi-syllabic inflected nouns with a back root-vowel:

\[
\text{áwət} \quad \text{‘hair’} \sim \text{úwtəm} \quad \text{‘hair’ + POSS.sg/1sg} \\
\text{pam} \quad \text{‘grass’} \sim \text{pümim} \quad \text{‘grass’ + POSS.sg/1sg}
\]

whereas the alteration /ä/ \(\rightarrow\)/i/ is most probable in mono- and bi-syllabic inflection with a front root-vowel:

\[
\text{wän’əm} \quad \text{‘face’} \sim \text{wın’əm} \quad \text{‘face’ + POSS.sg/1sg} \\
\text{näj} \quad \text{‘fire’} \sim \text{nįjəm} \quad \text{‘fire’ + POSS.sg/1sg}
\]

It should be noted, that if inflection involves further syllable number increase, the root-vowel alteration does not occur:

\[
\text{qəm} \quad \text{‘socket’} \sim \text{qůməm} \quad \text{‘socket’+POSS.sg/1sg}, \quad \text{vs. qámlam} \quad \text{‘socket’+POSS.PL/1sg} \\
\text{pam} \quad \text{‘grass’} \sim \text{pümim} \quad \text{‘grass’+POSS.sg/1sg}, \quad \text{vs. páməm} \quad \text{‘grass’+POSS.PL/1sg}
\]

In verbal morphology, a similar general raising pattern applies. The alteration /a/ \(\rightarrow\)/u/ is most probable in mono- and bi-syllabic derived verbal forms with both back and front root-vowel when word-stress shift does not take place:

\[
\text{áł-tə} \quad \text{‘extend’} \sim \text{últ-im} \quad \text{‘extend’-PP} \\
\text{wán’-tə} \quad \text{‘gather’} \sim \text{wúlt-əm} \quad \text{‘gather’-PP} \\
\text{láłəm-tə} \quad \text{‘stand’} \sim \text{lúlm-əm} \quad \text{‘stand’-PP} \\
\text{áyət-ə} \quad \text{‘to vomit’} \sim \text{úyt-əm} \quad \text{‘vomit’-PST0.1sg}
\]
tʃátʃám-ta ‘to pour’ ~ tʃútʃín-im ‘pour’-PST0.1sg

The alteration /a/ → /i/ is probable in mono- and bi-syllabic derived verbal forms with both back and front root-vowel when there is a shift in word-stress:

áł-ta ‘extend’ ~ iltí ‘Extend!’ -Imper.2sg
wán’ta ‘gather’ ~ win’t-á ‘Gather!’-Imper.2sg
lálə́m-ta ‘stand’ ~ lilm-á ‘Stand!’-Imper.2sg
áráy-tá ‘to sing’ ~ irk-á ‘Sing!’-Imper.2sg
áyə́t-ta ‘to vomit’ ~ iyt-á ‘Vomit!’ -Imper.2sg
tʃátʃám-ta ‘to pour’ ~ tʃitʃ-í ‘Pour!’ -Imper.2sg

But the alternation does not occur in the polysyllabic forms jáyimta ‘wave away’ ~ jáyimi ‘Wave!’ -Imper.2sg with no stress reassignment in the imperative.

The alteration of rounded root-vowel /o/ → /u/ is within the general raising pattern in mono- and bi-syllabic derived verbal stems with no stress shift:

jól-ta ‘do shaman act’ ~ júl-a ‘Do shaman act!’ -Imper.2sg
qój-ta ‘spawn eggs’ ~ quj-a ‘Spawn eggs!’-Imper.2sg
qól-ta ‘hear’ ~ qúl-i ‘Hear!’-Imper.2sg

Whereas polysyllabic stems containing full vowels have low probability of manifesting this alteration pattern:

jóyimta ‘hit’ ~ jáyimi ‘Hit!’-Imper.2sg
qólγólta ‘spoil’ ~ qólγola ‘Spoil!’-Imper.2sg
qómlalta ‘rock’ ~ qómlalti ‘Rock!’-Imper.2sg

The alternation may appear in possession-inflected nominal stems:

kôn’ ‘polar fox’ ~ kún’ə́m ‘polar fox’ + POSS.sg/1sg
jom ‘wild cherry’ ~ júməm ‘wild cherry’ + POSS.sg/1sg
wónt ‘forest’ ~ wúntəm ‘forest’ + POSS.sg/1sg

and person/number-inflected verbal stems (which is consistent with common etymology of
nominal possessive and verbal person/number inflection affixes):

jól-ta ‘do shaman act’ ~ júl-ləm ‘do shaman act’-PRST-1sg
qój-ta ‘spawn eggs’ ~ qúj-wəl-t ‘spawn eggs’-PRST-3sg
qól-ta ‘hear’ ~ qúl-əm ‘hear’-PRST-1sg

but unlikely in polysyllabic stems:

jóγən ‘river’ ~ jóγən-əm ‘river’+POSS.sg/1sg
kótsjəy ‘knife’ ~ kótsjək-əm ‘knife’+POSS.sg/1sg

1.4 Vowel deletion

Reduced vowels frequently undergo deletion (complete reduction) in the non-first
syllables as a result of inflection with vowel-initial affixes:

aŋə-ta ‘to untie’-INF → iŋti ‘Untie!’-Imper.2sg
nəmas ‘mind’ → nəms-əŋ ‘clever (mind-Com)’
alləŋ ‘beginning’ → ulləl ‘beginning’-POSS.sg/3sg
awət ‘hair’ → awt-əli ‘hair’-Dim
äγən ‘chin’ → iγən-əm ‘chin’-POSSsg/1sg

/i/ can also be occasionally deleted in non-initial unstressed syllables:

iki ‘old man’, imi ‘old woman’ → imyən ikkən wəlləγən
‘old man and woman once lived’

Word-final vowels, predominantly reduced, are deleted before the vowel-initial words
within the general articulatory reduction tendency:
1.5 Consonants

1.5.1 Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apical</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>Cacuminal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>k/q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glides</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>tf</td>
<td>/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n’</td>
<td>ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l̍</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trills</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Consonant Inventory.

1.5.2 Phonemic Description

1.5.2.1 Labial

/p/ - bilabial stop, articulated predominantly as voiceless, most frequently word-initial, may occur in any vowel environment and preceded by sonorants:

- **paj** 'aspen'
- **pittā** 'to get angry'
- **pōyōl** 'small harbor'
- **pūt** 'kettle'
- **pēl** 'fish trap, dam'
- **lop** 'door'

/w/ - voiced bilabial approximant, most frequent word-initially:

- **waŋta** 'to gather, take'
- **waŋtā** 'to cut, tail'
- **witʃʃąta** 'to press, strangle'

7 In upper Yugan river dialect.
woyəl  ‘thin’  wəxəŋ  ‘strong’
wuta  ‘to see’
waŋta  ‘to live’
lawtaq  ‘straight, smooth’
lorəw  ‘wide (fish-net cell)’

/lm/ - sonorant bilabial nasal stop, palatalized in front vowel environment:

maŋta  ‘to tell tales’
məŋita  ‘to bend’
min  ‘box’
min  ‘we (1Du)’
moŋqita  ‘to get mount on top’
məŋqam  ‘snake’
multa  ‘to curse’
məl  ‘hat’
məram  ‘wet’
wərə  ‘during, in course of’
nomta  ‘remember’
nim  ‘lower one’
pankam  ‘can-my(1sg)’
pənəm  ‘cranberry-my (1sg)’

1.5.2.2 Alveolar

/t/ - voiceless stop, more apical in front vowel environment and more dorsal in back

vowel environment:
təɾəŋ  ‘stark’
təɾəŋ  ‘evil spirit’
tiŋta  ‘to say’
tiŋtə  ‘to work out’
təŋalta  ‘to lock, close’
təŋalta  ‘to insulate’
turu  ‘throat, glottis’
təɾ  ‘crack, opening’
məɾəŋta  ‘to shake, tremor’
təɾta  ‘to bake, fry’
qot  ‘where’
kət  ‘hand’
qotl  ‘day’
kültə  ‘surprise particle’

/s/ - voiceless fricative, more apical in front vowel environment and more dorsal in

back vowel environment:
saj  ‘duck species’
säj  ‘calm, concealed’
sir  ‘part, share’
sil  ‘near, close’
səy  ‘to lock, close’
səy  ‘plat, bunch’
səyi  ‘water opening in ice’
sənək  ‘sun’
səyi  ‘manner, way’
seyə  ‘fixture, belt’
qas  ‘duck species’
wosta  ‘to jump’

wes  ‘mammoth’
wäskitā  ‘to hunt ducks’

/ⁿ/ - sonorant nasal stop, persistently differentiated by speakers and previous studies into alveolar-dental /ⁿ/ and alveolar-palatal /ڹ/, though exact minimal pairs are not attested:

nawọta  ‘to carry, take’
nawšätä  ‘swing, wobble’
ni  ‘woman, wife’

noytiw  ‘support, stand’
nöyər  ‘saddle’
nur  ‘revenge’
nür  ‘wood stick’

nərlita  ‘to make a bridge’
nertä  ‘to moan’

qan  ‘duck species’
päni  ‘and, again’

ontnə  ‘inside’
pänkä  ‘to dry up’

Alveolar-palatal /ⁿ/ is clearly associated with the back rounded vowel environment, i.e. is highly unlikely to occur in the environment of front or unrounded vowels:

noyta  ‘to peck’
ñoqtəntəta  ‘to peck each other’

/l/ - sonorant lateral approximant, similarly to /ⁿ/ differentiated into alveolar-dental /ˡ/ and alveolar-palatal /ɬ/:

lawtəq  ‘smooth/even’
litə  ‘to feed, make drink’
litā  ‘eat, drink’

loyg  ‘1. horse, 2. ring’
łożyć  ‘MS+s, cousin’

luł  ‘mouth’
lül  ‘front edge of overcoat’

lewəs  ‘storage shack’
lewəs  ‘conifer’

ləltə  ‘to get wet’
ləyəltä  ‘to wait’

Alveolar-palatal /ɬ/ is markedly more associated with the back or back rounded vowel environment, i.e. it is clearly less frequent in the environment of front or front rounded vowels:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>layan</th>
<th>pərə</th>
<th>'palm of hand'</th>
<th>ły</th>
<th>'type of arrow'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>joy</td>
<td>‘steep cliff, river bank’</td>
<td>łożyć</td>
<td>‘road, track’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin't</td>
<td>‘saliva’</td>
<td>lip</td>
<td>‘sparrow’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>‘skis’</td>
<td>lũŋwə</td>
<td>‘blanket’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lɔjəŋ</td>
<td>‘temple’</td>
<td>lejə</td>
<td>‘top of the head’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

quāl | ‘intestinal worm’ |
pił | ‘uneven surface’ |

1.5.2.3 Alveolar-palatal

/tʃ/ - voiceless alveolar-palatal affricate. Dictionary-based collocation frequencies show co-articulatory preference of rounded to unrounded vowels (70%), low to high vowels (75%):

tʃatʃ | ‘duck species’ |
tʃiŋ | ‘knee’ |
tʃiŋw | ‘hill, bump’ |
tʃiŋwə | ‘birch tree chips’ |
tʃoy | ‘porridge’ |
tʃök | ‘1.grieve, 2.torture’ |
tʃuŋĩ | ‘stormy’ |
tʃũy | ‘fog’ |
tʃəŋim | ‘dough’ |
tʃẽyə | ‘vine of berries’ |

/r/ - sonorant alveolar-palatal trill, articulated more apical/palatal in front vowel environment and more dorsal/velar in back vowel environment:

rašta | ‘to drop, slide’ |
raŋ | ‘garbage’ |
riwi pələw | ‘floppy eared’ |
riwiŋtə | ‘to flit/flicker’ |
roŋqintəw | ‘bell’ |
roŋki | ‘sticky’ |
ruqata | ‘snarl’ |
rapəŋtə | ‘to brush branches rapəŋtə | ‘to flicker, blink’ |
| taking off (bird)’ |

1.5.2.4 Palatal

/t/ - voiceless stop, dorsal, extremely rare (loans) in the front rounded vowel environment:

t’ar | ‘pile, stock’ |
t’appə | ‘already’ |
t’iŋər | ‘snow pile’ |
t’ikərət | ‘this much’ |
t'oyalta ‘to mix, mess hair’
t'ut ‘that’
t'eləγa ‘to ring’
t'ut'i ‘breast’
want’ ‘narrow’
t’ökət ‘tar (Rus. [d’ögat])
teləγ ‘empty, hollow’
wet’t’ä ‘to sue up, attach’
köt’ ‘badger’

/j/ - voiced palatal glide, has no apparent distributional restrictions:

janta ‘to sew’
jir ‘sacred gift/sacrifice’
joy ‘roots to weave traps’
juγ ‘tree’
jaλə ‘early’
saj ‘duck species’
qojta ‘to want’
jäntä ‘to drink wine’
jir ‘edge, rib’
jöγ ‘bass (fish)’
jel ‘stream, creak’
saj ‘calm, concealed’
köjtä ‘to fuss’

/ʎ/ - voiceless lateral affricate typical for Yugan river dialect variety, and less frequent
in other Eastern Khanty dialects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Yugan</th>
<th>Lower Yugan</th>
<th>Vasyugan, Vakh, Alexandrovo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kuł ‘fish’</td>
<td>kut ‘fish’</td>
<td>kul ‘fish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qoł ‘house’</td>
<td>qot ‘house’</td>
<td>qat ‘house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tälta ‘to smoke’</td>
<td>tälta ‘to smoke’</td>
<td>tälta ‘to smoke’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/n]/ - dorsal-alveolar-palatal, in the front rounded vowel environment non-contrastive

with alveolar nasal /n/:

n’arəγ ‘soft ligament’
n’ir ‘winter shoes’
n’oyi ‘meat’
n’uləm ‘wound’
n’olta ‘to skin, rip off’
min’ ‘box’
jin’t’ ‘saliva’
n’ärəγ ‘wet, not ready’
n’ir ‘cliff, cape’
n’öyar ‘murky stuff’
n’üləkə ‘sideways, diagonally’
n’eltä ‘to swallow’
kön’ ‘polar fox’
wän’t’ ‘narrow’
/l/ - sonorant dorsal approximant, rare word-initially, in the front vowel environment homophonous with alveolar-dental /l/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l’aqata</td>
<td>‘to scream’</td>
<td>l’äqtä</td>
<td>‘to shoot, through’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l’opəqə</td>
<td>‘properly, well’</td>
<td>l’ikäntötä</td>
<td>‘to shoot, though (middle)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l’ওwqi</td>
<td>‘ticklish’</td>
<td>l’ewəytä</td>
<td>‘to whisper’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ləltä</td>
<td>‘to get wet’</td>
<td>läyəltä</td>
<td>‘to wait’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5.2.5 Velar

/k/ - voiceless cacuminal stop, in the front vowel environment typically articulated as velar /k/, in the back vowel environment – as uvular /q/ (1.2.3 Consonant assimilation by vowel harmony):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[qan’t’a]</td>
<td>‘to be sick/ unwell’</td>
<td>[kän’t’ä]</td>
<td>‘to loose weight, get thinner’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qit’t’a]</td>
<td>‘to stay, remain’</td>
<td>[kittä]</td>
<td>‘to send, to hurry (trans.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qol]</td>
<td>‘1.conifer tree, 2.skill/capacity’</td>
<td>[köl]</td>
<td>‘1.word, 2.language, 3.news’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qolta]</td>
<td>‘to hear, sense, feel’</td>
<td>[kölitä]</td>
<td>‘to say too much, lie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qul]</td>
<td>‘fish’</td>
<td>[kül]</td>
<td>‘a pustule/hole on deer skin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[qulan]</td>
<td>‘died (2sg)’</td>
<td>[kelän]</td>
<td>‘with dew, covered with dew’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[l’aqata] | ‘to scream’ | [l’äkəktä] | ‘to start shooting’ |
| n’alqat | ‘cartridge’ | [nιnkəm] | ‘worm (1sg)’ |
| n’ələq | ‘joy’ | [nükpä] | ‘towards the shore, ashore’ |
| n’ələq | ‘joy’ | [nikipedia] | ‘book’ |

/q/ has very low frequency in word-final and pre-C positions, as it normally undergoes the reduction in gesture either to /y/ or /k/. /q/ does not occur followed by consonants other than another /q/. 
\(/γ/ - voiced cacuminal fricative, articulated dorsal-velar in the front vowel environment, and more cacuminal-uvular in the back vowel environment, does not occur word-initially:

layəllita  ‘to dive, run around’  läylä  ‘to wait’
liyləŋ  ‘with cedar, of cedar’  liylä  ‘Wait!’ –Imper.2sg
loγ  ‘1. horse, 2. ring’  löγ  ‘MS+s, cousin’
lulwäγ  ‘horse furnace’  mĩnäγ  ‘bent, not straight’

\(/γ/ does not occur in pre-consonantal position. \(/γ/ undergoes frequent gesture reductive/assimilative processes to [q], [k], [w], however, based on widest distribution \(/γ/ may still be assumed as underlying:

äŋkäŋq-qan  ‘grandfather’-Du  qujäŋq-yan  ‘male dog’-Du  ik-kən  ‘oldman’

juy / luy  ‘3sg’  [juw / luw]

\(/ŋ/ - sonorant nasal, articulated as dorsal-velar in the front vowel environment, and as cacuminal-uvular in the back vowel environment, does not occur word-initially or as a syllable onset:

paŋq  ‘fly agarics’  läŋki  ‘squirrel’
qiŋta  ‘Climb!’ –Imper.2sg  kiŋta  ‘to evaporate’
oŋqəŋ  ‘with tar’  oŋkərtä  ‘to keep glancing’
oŋət  ‘hole in the tree trunk’  oŋəltä  ‘to moo, growl, snarl’

\(/ŋ/ undergoes occasional gesture reductive/assimilative processes to \(/n/, \(/k/.'
1.5.3 Apical-Dorsal-Cacuminal differentiation

Eastern Khanty maintains phonological differentiation between apical-alveolar, dorsal-palatal and cacuminal-velar articulations of stops /t/ and /t′/, laterals /l/-/l′/-/l/ and nasal stops /n/-/n′/-/ŋ/.

quł ‘fish’ - quł ‘gastric worm’
loγ ‘horse’ - łoγ ‘cliff’
pin ‘mole’ - min ‘box’
qint ‘fish trap’ - qinta ‘to dig’ - jin’t ‘saliva’

quł ‘fish’ - qol ‘where from’
loγ ‘horse’ - l’oγita ‘wash’

t’ut’ti ‘breast’ - tit ‘this’
täs ‘goods’ - t’āk ‘edge’

1.5.4 Processes in Consonants

Voiced obstruents in Eastern Khanty are not attested phonemically, except for the velar/uvular fricative /ɣ/. Occasionally, in some idiolects and idiophones, obstruents may be phonetically voiced in the intervocalic position, or when preceding the sonorants. However, the data on systematicity of these voiced articulations is insufficient to consider it in the discussion of phonological patterns/processes. Phonemic geminates are infrequent, exemplified by occasional homorganic clusters attested frequently in morphological derivation/inflection, i.e. at the morphemic boundaries; and less often – morpheme internally (Cf. Gemination).

Some of the attested alterations are of a reductive nature; that is, resulting from reductions of articulatory gestures in continuous natural speech.
1.5.4.1 Consonant assimilation

Consonant assimilation in the Eastern Khanty is mainly of a co-articulatory, gesture reduction nature, triggered by the vowel or consonantal environment.

1.5.4.1.1 Palatalization

The assimilation triggered by the vowel environment is predominantly palatalization. Most of the consonants enjoy allophonic variation in co-articulation with front and back vowels. Palatalization is likely in the environment of all the front vowels but especially of /i/ and /e/. Most susceptible to palatalization are the labials (/p/, /w/ and /m/) as well as velar /k/.
To lesser extent uvular /γ/ and /η/ also assimilate. Dorsal /t'/, /j/, /n'/, and /l'/ are always palatalized, and apical /n/, /t/, /s/ and /t'/ are less susceptible to palatalization:

| /pirnä/  | ‘cross’ | [pɿiɾnä] | /peltä/ | ‘cut’ | [pɿel̪tä] |
| /winkä/  | ‘wine’ | [wɿiŋkä] | /welī/ | ‘deer’ | [wɿeled̪] |
| /miyiw/  | ‘knocker’ | [mɿiŋiaw] | /met/ | ‘fatigue’ | [mɿet] |
| /kiriw/  | ‘big boat’ | [kɿiriw] | /kej/ | ‘mole’ | [kɿeɿ] |
| /köyi/   | ‘cuckoo’ | [kɿiŋi] | /wintɿäŋi/ | ‘little finger’ | [wintɿäŋi] |

Palatalization-like place assimilation may also occur at co-articulation of the apical /t/, /l/ and /n/ and immediately preceding dorsal /t'/, /j/, /l'/ and /n'/:

| /län'-tä/ | [länɿt’ä] | ‘put up, stick in’ –INF |
| /l’al'-nə/ | [l’alɿnə] | ‘war’-Loc |
| /men'-t/ | [menɿt] | ‘daughter in law’ – Pl |
| /nej-ɿəγ/ | [nejɿəγ] | ‘niece’-Abess |
| /n’in’t’-ta/ | [n’inɿt’ə] | ‘to rest’ –INF |

1.5.4.1.2 Reductive assimilation

In the course of co-articulatory gesture contraction, the voiced bilabial approximant /w/ assimilates to voiceless bilabial stop following the nasal stop /m/:
/wojəm-wəl/  \[ˈwəjəmpəl\]  ‘fall asleep’-PRST.3sg
/wurt-əm-wəl/  \[ˈwɜrtəmpəl\]  ‘push’-MMNT-PRST.3sg

Another co-articulatory gesture reduction process involves the voiced uvular approximant
/ɣ/, which in the environment of voiceless stops /v/, /k/, /q/ and an affricate /tʃ/ yields a
voiceless velar or uvular stop, /k/ or /q/:

/pərt-ɣən/  \[ˈpərtqən\]  ‘board’-Du
/nipik-ɣən/  \[nˈipikkən\]  ‘letter’-Du
/kotʃ-ɣəs-əm/  \[ˈkətʃkəsəm\]  ‘tune up’-PST3-1sg
/oγ-ɣəl/  \[ˈoqqəl\]  ‘head’-Du/PST1.3sg

The final type of assimilation resulting from co-articulatory gesture reduction presented
here is frequently attested in Eastern Khanty; however, the probability of this process is less
clear, since occurrence of this reduction is as probable as non-occurrence. If conditions are
met, either the uvular fricative /ɣ/ or the stop may be produced:

i)  as itself /ɣ/:
/alitə-ɣəl-as/  ‘overcome’-ITER-PST1.3sg  \[alitəɣələs\]
/wəɣ-a/  ‘Ask!’-Imper  \[wɪɣə\]
/wöγ-əm/  ‘strength’-POSS.sg/1sg  \[wˈöɣəm\]

ii)  as a voiceless velar stop /k/ or a voiceless uvular stop /q/:
/wänli-ɣəl-ktəsəm/  ‘stumble’-ITER-INCH-PST-1sg  \[wänlikəktəsəm\]
/ray-a/  ‘Slide!’-Imper  \[riqə\]
/jøy-ən/  ‘home’-Loc  \[jˈoqən\]
/tʃoy-a/  ‘Kick!’-Imper  \[tʃuqə\]
/tʃəq-a/  ‘Hammer in!’-Imper  \[tʃəqɨ\]
/sesəɣ-əm/  ‘trap’-POSS.sg/1sg  \[s eskəm\]
/kötʃəq-əm/  ‘knife’-POSS.sg/1sg  \[k ötʃəkəm\]

iii)  occasionally as a voiced bilabial approximant /w/, most probable after high
rounded /u/:
/juw/  ‘3sg’  \[juw\]
1.5.4.2 Consonant metathesis

In co-articulation of stops with fricatives /tʃ/ and /t/ these gestures may metathesize. This pattern appears extremely productive with a high probability for new combinations, resulting in a new articulation. Fricative-final stems are frequently followed by the voiceless stop-initial affixes, which makes the probability of metathesis high:

kötfwäl ‘(s)he glows’ - kötʃjä ‘to glow’ /köʃ ‘glow’- tá INF/
kıtʃjä ‘Burp!’-Imper.2sg - kıtʃ ‘to burp’ /kıtʃ ‘burp’ - tá INF/

In the above, root-final fricative /tʃ/ metathesizes with the initial stop /t/ of the INF marker /-ta/. Upon metathesis /t/ may occasionally undergo deletion:

käntʃi ‘Search!’-Imper.2sg - käntʃ ‘to search’ /käntʃ ‘search’ - tá INF/.

Here, the root-final fricative and the affix-initial stop metathesize, and the stop is then deleted in co-articulation between the nasal and the fricative.

However, metathesis may be revealed in some of the derived/inflected forms, such as Imperative. Since the INF affix /-tä/ is not present, the stem-final C, to which the Imper.2sg V-affix (either /-ä/ or /-i/) is adjoined, appears to be the fricative /tʃ/, rather than a stop /t/.

Compare: kıtʃjä ‘to burp’ and kıtʃ ‘Burp!’-Imper.2sg. Further evidence can be observed in the inflected forms: kıtʃjä ‘to burp’ vs. kıtʃ-1-ām ‘burp’-PRST-1sg; kıtʃ-wäl ‘burp’-PRST.3sg.
1.5.4.3 Consonant epenthesis

There appears to be a strong tendency to avoid vowel hiatus resulting from lexical (compounds), derivational and inflectional combinations. Such hiatus is prevented by epenthesis of a consonant, most frequently a glide /j/:

- imi ‘woman’ ~ imi-j-ä ‘to woman’ (‘woman’-Epenth-IlIat)
- kôrmi-tä ‘to walk/step’ ~ kôrmâi-j-ä ‘Walk/step!’ (‘walk/step’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- matâ ‘to give’ ~ mâ-j-ì ‘Give!’ (‘give’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- qâlîta ‘to dig’ ~ qâlî-i-ì ‘Dig!’ (‘dig’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- lôlitâ ‘to measure length’ ~ lôli-j-i ‘Measure!’ (‘measure’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- arîta ‘to brake’ ~ arî-i-ì ‘Brake!’ (‘brake’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)

Epenthesis of a voiced uvular fricative /γ/ between a V-final stem and a V-initial affix is much less frequent. It appears only to be attested in the cases where an imperative is derived by adding a single vowel imperative affix to coda-less monosyllabic verbal stem ending in a reduced vowel:

- jotâ ‘to become’ ~ jo-γ-i ‘Become!’ (‘become’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- jotâ ‘to come’ ~ jo-γ-i ‘Come!’ (‘come’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)
- litâ ‘to eat’ ~ li-γ-A ‘Eat!’ (‘eat’-Epenth-Imper.2sg)

1.5.4.4 Consonant deletion

As mentioned above, most processes in Eastern Khany are reductive in nature, manifested as articulatory gesture reduction to the point of deletion.

Consonant clusters at morpheme boundaries are particularly susceptible to this reduction. Morpheme-final stops preceding other morpheme-initial consonants are normally articulatorily reduced (lenited) and frequently deleted:

- [ɑlimta] ‘to overcome’ /ɑlɪmt̚ ‘overcome’ + ta INF/
- [kä ɾîtyən] ‘two boats’ /k̚t̚ ‘two’ + rît ‘boat’-Du/

The scope of this reductive process covers the morphemes and whole lexical units:
[jaŋ miŋəa wəŋə pənt] /wəŋ-ət + pənt/
‘people put money(Pl) in the box’ ‘money’-Pl ‘put’

1.5.4.5 Consonant Clusters

There is a strong tendency in Eastern Khanty to avoid consonant clusters, however, there are a few cluster patterns that have a fairly high probability to occur.

Tri-consonantal clusters have very low token frequency and have strong restrictions on location, co-occurrence and order of articulatory gestures. Thus, word-initial clusters have the lowest/zero frequency, attested almost exclusively in some idiolectal/idiophonic articulations of some loanwords containing clusters, however, typically most of the word-initial loan clusters are repaired with an epenthetic vowel, most frequently the reduced central /ə/. A more detailed account of consonant clustering is given below in the section on syllable structure (Cf. Syllable Structure).

1.5.4.6 Gemination

Most frequently attested in nominal derivation, consonant gemination is often encountered in the /ŋ/-final nominal stems by some vowel-initial affixation, e.g.: /-əŋ/ Comitative, where the voiced uvular fricative /ŋ/ is replaced by the velar stop /k/ preceding the reduced /ə/ of the affix:

wəŋ 'power' ~ wök-kəŋ 'powerful, strong' /wəŋ 'power' + əŋ Com/
juŋ 'tree' ~ juk-kəŋ 'woody' /juŋ 'tree' + əŋ Com/
kəŋ 'stone' ~ kök-kəŋ 'of stones' /kəŋ 'stone' + əŋ Com/

Similarly in number and possessive inflection:

məŋ 'earth' ~ mək-kələŋ 'land'-POSS.Du/1Pl
juŋ 'tree' ~ juq-qəŋ 'tree'-Du
jay 'people' ~ jaq-qalâm 'people/family'-POSS.Du/1sg

Geminant consonants are fairly frequent in the nominal and verbal stems most probably due to historical etymology. There are no minimal pairs where consonant gemination or consonant length would be a lexically differentiating feature:

ällâ / ällä / ällö 'big'
waqqinta 'to hit oneself on something'
willâ 'as if, like'

Cases of consonant gemination across morphemic boundaries or as a result of reductive (vowel deletion) processes are also quite frequent:

at-ta 'order' – INF
ät-tä 'heat up (metal)' – INF
al -ta  a[-]-äm  wät  wät-tä-tä
'to extend/prolong-INF' 'extend'-PRST-1sg 'ski binding' 'to bind skis'-INF

1.5.4.7 Multiple processes

The phonological processes described above may apply in sequence or simultaneously. Since all of these are in essence conventionalized patterns of articulatory gesture reduction in the processes of on-line speech events, it is hardly feasible for the purposes of this chapter to make judgments as to the precedence of any one of the processes over another; thus, they are just noted below without statements about application hierarchy. Thus, in the first two example lines, nominal possessive inflection (affix /-m/) manifests deletion of the unstressed reduced /ə/ in the noun-root; voiceless articulation of the root-final voiced uvular fricative /γ/ following the voiceless fricative; the possessive affix has a -VC form /-äm/ when following the C-final noun stem, where the V is co-articulated as a front vowel complying with the
backness VH pattern, and following the roundedness harmonization pattern ([-äm/-im] – first line vs. [-äm]-second line) with the rounded/unrounded root-vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem</th>
<th>'case' -POSS.sg/1sg</th>
<th>[ʃ’ escqäm / ʃ’esqim]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scesy-äm</td>
<td>'trap' -POSS.sg/1sg</td>
<td>[ʃ’ escqäm / ʃ’esqim]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kötʃy-äm</td>
<td>'knife' -POSS.sg/1sg</td>
<td>[k’ ọtʃqäm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jőkan - ė́</td>
<td>'Get out!' –Imper.2sg</td>
<td>[jʊŋ’ę́]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the third example line, illustrated by an imperative form of the verbal stem jőkan- ‘get out’, there are such phonological processes as root-vowel alternation /ö/-/ũ/ associated with stress re-assignment, reduced unstressed /a/ deletion, and voiced uvular fricative articulation /y/ of the velar voiceless stop /k/ in the environment of a vowel /ö/ and a sonorant /n/.

### 1.5.5 A Case of Dialectal Variation

One of the outstanding differentiating features within Eastern Khanty is the /j/-/l/ variation between the dialect groups of Vasyugan / upper-middle Ob and dialects of lower-middle Ob / Vakh / Yugan and further north-west river dialects. The essence of the variation is the correlation of the palatal glide /j/-initial Vasyugan and upper-middle Ob lexical units to the lateral approximant /l/-initial units elsewhere. That is, the correlation is not a "blanket" type, but rather restricted to a set of environments, where the word-initial /j/ correlates to word-initial /l/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vasyugan, upper-middle Ob</th>
<th>Lower-middle Ob, Vakh, Yugan</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jayənta</td>
<td>layənta</td>
<td>'to row'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jalmita</td>
<td>lalmita</td>
<td>'to steal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jar</td>
<td>lar</td>
<td>'meadow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jənt</td>
<td>lənt</td>
<td>'cereal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jeltə</td>
<td>leltə</td>
<td>'to sit in a boat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ıkər</td>
<td>likər</td>
<td>'sled'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jít</td>
<td>lít</td>
<td>'sleeve'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joy</td>
<td>lɔɣ</td>
<td>‘ring’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jæl’</td>
<td>l’æl’</td>
<td>‘war’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ii)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lajæya’ta</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘to hang’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawtæq</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘smooth, even’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>läŋki</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘squirrel’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ləwət</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘soft, weak’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liyta</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘to look’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liwɔs</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘wide, baggy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lɔɣ</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘horse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l’äktæ</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘to shoot’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iii)</th>
<th></th>
<th>‘rain’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lawət</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘hook, latch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ləwət</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘saliva’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liwət</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘arrow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ləw</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘cliff’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lɔɣ</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘road’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lök</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘robin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lünti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 12: /j-/ dialectal variation.**

As seen in i) and ii) the correlation covers both, the apical alveolar-dental lateral approximant /l/ and the dorsal-cacuminal palatal approximant /l’/, but excludes the apical alveolar-palatal /l/ seen in (iii).

The exact distributional properties for /j/ in Vasyugan / upper-middle Ob dialects in correlation to /l/ in lower-middle Ob /Vakh / Yugan are not immediately apparent, as in many cases most of the phonetic environments in tokens where the correlation exists (i) and where it does not (ii), are shared. Moreover, there are a number of polysemous units, such as joy / lɔɣ, where the correlation exists in one sense (‘ring’) and does not in the other (‘horse’).
Leaving aside such issues as the origin and evolution of this /j/-/l/ correlation in Eastern Khanty, we can note, by way of general observation, a preference by /j/ in Vasyugan for a subsequent back vowel environment vs. front vowel environment preferred by /l/:

\[
\begin{align*}
/l/ & \quad /j/ \\
[a, \ddot{a}, \partial, e, i, o, \dot{o}, \ddot{u}] & \quad [a, \ddot{a}, \partial, e, i, o, \dot{o}, u]
\end{align*}
\]

In some of the shared environments there is an apparent frequency discrepancy between palatal glide-initial and lateral approximant-initial tokens. That is, although /a/ occurs following both /j/ and /l/, it more frequently collocates with /j/ than with /l/. Similarly, /a/ and /i/ are more frequent following the glide word-initially than the lateral approximant. Conversely, /u/ and to an extent /o/ are less frequent following the glide than they are following the lateral approximant.

Also the post-vocalic (CV\text{C}) environment for /j/ is more diverse than that for /l/:

\[
\begin{align*}
/l/ & \quad /j/ \\
[s, j, m, w, l, \eta, k, y, n', q] & \quad [s, j, m, w, l', \eta, k, y, n, r, t, t', t', q]
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly to the immediate vocalic environment, the shared consonantal CV\text{C} environment for /j/ and /l/ varies in terms of frequency, for example, /\eta/ and /q/ have higher frequency in /j/-initial tokens than in /l/-initial, whereas /m/ and /k/ have the opposite tendency.

Overall, /j/ generally appears to have higher frequency of collocation with more retracted postvocalic CV\text{C} environments: uvular, velar, and alveolar-palatal, whereas /l/ has higher collocation frequency with more advanced CV\text{C} environments: bilabial, alveolar, and alveolar-palatal. In case of voiceless velar/uvular stops, /j/ collocates more with uvular [q], whereas /l/ collocates more frequently with velar [k]. Concurrently, there are frequent
collocations of word-initial /j/ with postvocalic dorsal-cacuminal palatal approximant /l'/ and dorsal-cacuminal palatal voiceless stop /t'/ and lack of such collocations with word-initial /l/.

These CVC collocation features correlate appropriately with general preference of /j/-V[back] collocations vs. preference of /l/-V[front] collocates mentioned above. Viewed in complex, these features and collocation tendencies are generally in concert with other phonemic patterns of Eastern Khanty, backness vowel harmony and C[velar/uvular]/V[BACK] co-articulatory harmonization. Preference of collocation of the alveolar-dental lateral approximant with front steady states (front vowels) and apical-dorsal (advanced tongue-body) articulatory maxims (i.e. bilabial, dental, alveolar, alveolar-palatal, and velar (of velar-uvular set) consonants) is articulatorily well-justified, in its opposition to preferred co-articulation of the palatal glide with back steady states (back vowels) and dorsal-cacuminal (retracted tongue-body) articulatory maxims (alveolar-palatal, velar, and uvular consonants). The articulatory gesture framework proposed for the description of the Eastern Khanty vowel harmony, appears an equally revealing descriptive tool for this example of dialectal variation. This variation most likely represents a change in process, where such additional factors as lexical token frequency are certainly an important explanatory resource. However, at this stage, lexical frequency factors have to be left outside of the description due to a still limited corpus size of Eastern Khanty and thus unreliable token frequency data.

1.6 Syllable structure

In describing the syllable structure of the Eastern Khanty, the first important distinction that has to be made is between the initial and non-initial syllables. The validity of many phonotactic patterns and phonological processes appears to hinge upon this distinction.
Thus, consonant clusters may have different probability word-initially, -medially and -finally. Syllable onset requirements also differ based on whether the syllable is word-initial or medial.

1.6.1 Syllable onset

Vowel initial syllables are attested exclusively word-initially, and even in this position V-initial lexical tokens are definitely less frequent, i.e. the average V-initial group is much less numerous and frequent than the average C-initial group. As a consequence of the next-to-zero probability of the word-medial onsetless syllable, vowel clusters are highly improbable. In cases of a potential cluster at the morphemic edge resulting from blending (compounding) of the two lexical units into one lexical-phonological unit (derivation/inflection), it is prevented either by the articulatory reduction/deletion of the word final vowel in the blend, or by consonant cpenthesis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ö.yä.li</th>
<th>‘daughter’-Dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ö.yə.lənəj</td>
<td>‘step-daughter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’u.jət.tə</td>
<td>‘to marry (for female)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’u.jəmıp</td>
<td>‘he-dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u.ɾə.əja</td>
<td>‘old river bed’-Illat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Öyi + àli</th>
<th>‘daughter’ + Dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Öyi + əlnəj</td>
<td>‘daughter + (step)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu + että</td>
<td>‘man/male’ + ‘go out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu + ämp</td>
<td>‘man/male’ + ‘dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uri + a</td>
<td>‘old river bed’ + Illat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The minimal syllable in Eastern Khanty is thus a V, while the non-word-initial syllable is CV:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ê.nə</th>
<th>‘thick’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ê.lä</td>
<td>‘a while, temporary’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ê.tə</th>
<th>‘Say!’ –Imper.2sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.mə.tə</td>
<td>‘to make sit, to sit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above, the V-initial words are markedly less frequent\(^8\) than C-initial, thus the basic syllable structure for Eastern Khanty may be amended to (C)V(C):

\(^8\) Dictionary-based frequency search shows an average normalized V-initial class being 60-70% smaller than an average normalized C-initial class.
rit 'canoe'  tʃat.tʃa  'to sweep'
saj 'duck species'  tāl.tā  'to smoke'

1.6.2 Coda consonant clusters

Eastern Khanty, similarly to other Khanty dialects (Nikolaeva 1999), appears to avoid tautosyllabic consonant clusters (C-clusters), which translates into extremely low probability of consonant clusters at the morphemic edges, word-initial and word-final position. In cases when CC-clusters result from derivation/inflection, vowel epenthesis is employed robustly and productively. The epenthetic vowel is most frequently /ə/:

wəlt-ə-w 'plain' (wəltə 'to plain')  mor-ə-qə-tə-s-ət 'brake'-INCH-TR-PST2-PL
köt-ə-t 'hands' (Pl) (köt 'hand')  rəyəmt-ə-yəl-əm 'drop'-PST1-1sg

Not all the CC-clusters, however, are equally likely to undergo epenthesis. Those that have a sonorant, most probably homorganic, may be retained without epenthesis:

lol-t 'crack, dent'-Pl  [wən.ə.qən] - wən-ə-qən 'crawl'-INCH-PST0-2sg
wan-t 'shoulder'-Pl  [mən.əsən] - mən-ə-sən 'go'-PST2-2sg
war-t 'dam/fish trap'-Pl  [war.təj.əson] - wart-əjə-ən 'push away'-RFL-PST2sg

The word-medial CC-clusters not containing a sonorant that appear in the data are the clusters containing identical, geminant consonants:

[at.tə] - atta  'to order'
[at.tə] - attā  'to heat up metal'
[waq.qın.tə] - waqqinta  'to hit, smash (RFL)

Thus, the C[son]C-clusters are well attested and highly probable, whereas the CC-clusters have very low probability. This holds only for the non word-initial syllables though, as in word-initial position any CC-clusters are highly improbable, and those few attested are loans.

Tri-consonantal, CCC-clusters are attested, albeit with quite a low frequency, and they generally appear to follow the CC-cluster pattern, that is: i) do not occur word-initially, but -
medially as a result of derivation/inflection; ii) normally undergo epenthesis; iii) may not require epenthesis if they contain a homorganic sonorant(s); iv) at the syllabic level the CCC-clusters are interrupted by a syllable break, with the CC-clusters are in the coda and single C in the onset:

ämp.n’á.lom ‘field leak (dog-tongue)’
wàn’t’qoy ‘elongated (narrow-long)’
wänk.min ‘in a crawling manner (-Conv.)’
jirt.mota ‘to get gloomy (weather)’
jól.nät.tä ‘to let/make knit (Caus.)’
jaŋ.k.wä.səŋ ‘duck species (water-duck)’

In attested tokens containing a CCC-cluster requiring epenthesis, the epenthetic vowel appears to occur in a pattern that is sensitive to the morpheme boundaries, that is between a stem-final CC-cluster and a C-initial (or CC-initial) derivational/inflection affix, but not morpheme-internally, thus neglecting syllable boundaries:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[kə.əl.tə.lin] \quad [qal.təw.tə.lmin] \quad [təl.yəm.təs] & \quad \text{[kəs.wəy.təyəs-ət]} \\
&\text{kos-ə-lə-l-in} \quad \text{galt-ə-wtə-l-min} \quad \text{təl-ə-mt-əs} & \quad \text{‘scream-TR-MMNT-PST1-sg3sg’} \\
&\text{‘run-ə-CAUS-PRST-sg.2sg} \quad \text{‘stay-night-ə-CAUS-PRST-1Du} \quad \text{‘winter-ə-MMNT-ə-PST2.3sg}
\end{align*}
\]

Word finally, the CCC-clusters appear in on-line natural speech events, when in a general articulatory reduction tendency of word-final unstressed syllables, word-final vowels, particularly reduced /ə/ and /ø/, appear under-articulated, further reduced, devoiced, or deleted:

\[
\begin{align*}
tələy-tə-ɣal-s-ət & \quad \text{‘scream-TR-MMNT-PST1-sg3sg’} - [tə.ləy.tə.ɣəl(ə)s(ə)t(ə)] \\
kəs-wəyɛt-əɣəs-ət & \quad \text{‘run-ITER-PST3-3Pl’} - [kəs.wəy.əɣəs(ə)t(ə)]
\end{align*}
\]

These articulation instances thus manifest not phonemic, but rather phonetic, production variation resulting in extrametrical CCC-cluster tokens.

The basic syllable template thus appears to be (C)V(C) for word-initial and (CC)V(C) for word-medial and -final syllables.
1.6.3 Basic syllable template

Based on the above, the schematic representation of Eastern Khanty basic syllable template for word-initial syllable may have the following formalism: (C)V(CC)

```
  onset          nucleus          coda
     C           \              |
           \         [place]   |
            \        [son]    |
             \      [son]    |
              \    [-son]  [son]
                  |
                  |
```

- for word-medial and -final syllables: C(C)V(CC)

```
  onset          nucleus          coda
     C(C)        \              |
          \         [place]   |
           \        [son]    |
              \      [son]    |
               \    [-son]  [son]
                  |
                  |
```

Fig.1: Eastern Khanty Basic Syllable Templates.

1.7 Stress

Stress in Eastern Khanty is dynamic. In bi- or poly-syllabic words, the stress is often assigned to the word-initial syllable. This pattern, however, may interact with the quality of the vowel, syllable quality, consonant clustering, resulting in different stress assignments (Schiefer 1975; Honti 1995). Typically, if the first and the second syllables are comparable in vowel quality (all full, or all reduced) and syllable quality (all open, or all closed), stress appears on the word-initial syllable.

The word-stress may also occasionally fall on the second syllable. This typically occurs in the following cases:
i) when in bi-syllabic words the first syllable has a reduced vowel, or when the first syllable is closed whereas the second syllable is open or/and has a full vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ma.n'a</th>
<th>'Go!' Imper.2sg</th>
<th>la.n'as</th>
<th>'get/come inside'-PST2.3sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jo.y'a</td>
<td>'Come!' Imper.2sg</td>
<td>ko.l'as</td>
<td>'be over'-PST2.3sg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ii) when in polysyllabic words the first syllable is closed and/or contains a reduced vowel, and where the second syllable is closed containing a full vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>po.l'at</th>
<th>'height'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ko.y'at</td>
<td>'length'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is typical for poly-syllabic words to have multiple stresses, with one normally being stronger than the other. In these cases, the stress is rarely on the adjacent syllables (first and second); rather, they are separated by at least one or two syllables (first and third, or second and fourth). The primary stress is most frequently the first in the word, that is word-initially (first, second syllable), whereas the secondary stress, or at least of an equal quantitative feature, follows the primary one, that is towards the word end (third, fourth, etc. syllable).

In tri-syllabic words, stress appears to fluctuate between the first and the second syllable and no decisive pattern appears to be clear (Itkonen 1955; Schiefer 1975). It appears that for these words, the stress information is less predictable and is most probably stored with each specific lexical unit or groups of units associated by analogous relation:

a) stress falls on word-initial syllable when all the vowels in the word are comparable in their quantitative status (reduced), or when the first-syllable vowel is full and the second-syllable vowel reduced:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>w'al.was</th>
<th>'life'</th>
<th>j'ay.lən</th>
<th>'with many branches'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'a.lil.ta</td>
<td>'to curse'</td>
<td>w'äs.kil.tä</td>
<td>'to hunt ducks'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) stress falls on the second syllable when the first-syllable vowel is reduced, whereas
the second-syllable vowel is full:

| lә.k'ә.kә.ta | ‘to start beating’ | pә.k'i | ‘doll’ |
| nә.r'tә | ‘to pull’ | mә.r'ә.li | ‘something’ |

c) stress falls on either the first or the second syllable if both the first- and second-
syllable vowels are comparable in their quantitative status (full):

| re.t'ә.i.sәl.tә | ‘to flap in the wind’ |
| sen.r'әy.tә.ta | ‘to back/fry over fire’ |

Stress may also occasionally fall on either the first or the second syllable in the cases when
the first-syllable vowel is reduced and the second and third-syllable vowels are full:

| r'әn.k'әl.tә | ‘to walk in water’ |
| p'ә.la.ki | Old |

d) stress may fall on the third syllable if its vowel is full and preceded by the reduced
first- and second-syllable vowels:

| kә.lәy.г'ә.tә | ‘to come to sight’ |
| mә.rә.k'әn.tә | ‘it rambled’ |

The above has to be treated as a prevailing tendency in stress patterns, or as a probabilistic
treatment of stress patterns, which does not preclude some exceptions, since there are
occasional tokens, with stress falling on third, fourth syllables in abovementioned conditions:

| pü.ki.n'i.nәm | ‘hare’-POSS.sg/1sg |
| mәn.tә.lә.ti | ‘why, what for’ |
| sә.ni.n'i.nәt | ‘bark container’-PL |
| wә.jә.la.jәm | ‘sleep’-IMPRF-PS.1sg |

It has to be noted that the stress in Eastern Khanty is not phonologically relevant in the sense
that there are no minimal pairs where the word-stress is a distinctive feature either lexically
or grammatically. However, the information about the word-stress may prove important in
the analysis of some of the alteration, reduction processes such as vowel-alteration in the word-initial syllable, vowel and consonant reduction/deletion.

It can also be seen that the examples of the word-stress assignment variation can be grouped based on their formal/functional/semantic analogy. That is, there can be a fairly strong stress assignment prediction based on the similarity of phonological and grammatical/semantic features of the tokens. Thus, the similarity of the vowel features (first V reduced), syllable features (first syllable closed, second open) and compatibility of lexical distribution (frequency) of mənə ‘Go!’-Imper.2sg and jəyə ‘Come!’-Imper.2sg, as well as of lənəs ‘get/come inside’-PST2.3sg and kələs ‘be over’-PST2.3sg, prompt high probability of the similar stress assignment in all of the derivations and inflected forms of these tokens, as well as the other tokens sharing the above features with them. And indeed lənəwəl ‘get/come inside’-PRST.3sg and kəlawəl ‘be over-PRST.3sg’ have similar word-stress, as well as other tokens in analogous grammatical/semantic forms: mənə ‘Go!’-Imper.2sg vs. wələ ‘Live!’-Imper.2sg, wərə ‘Do/make!’-Imper.2sg, etc.
WORD CLASSES. MORPHOLOGY.

Introduction

Looking at the small sample of the naturally occurring Eastern Khanty language data below, it is possible to identify some speech string constituents (words) that could be grouped, based on a consistent set of criteria, into classes.

a. nu ej toy'oj-na toy'oj-na men- s- òw quł-kan-tʃa-tati illati
   OK one spring-Loc spring-Loc go- PST2 1PL fish-find-INF-Sup down
   'Once in the spring..., in the spring we went down to fish'

b. 'arinaw- a m'en-s- òw
   faraway-IlLat go- PST2-1Pl
   'Far away we went'

c. k'ollem q'otl kam muy'uj-na qul- t'ati
   Num 3 day IndPrn perhaps-Loc fish- Sup
   'For three days approximately. To fish'

d. kantʃa-qul- s- òw pelki- welk-atɔ ej qotl j'ɔyŋ- a tʃ'ayinti-s- òw
   Find fish-PST2-1Pl half-get-IMPP one day home-IlLat prepare- PST2-1Pl
   'We were half-done fishing one day preparing to be headed home'

e. nu jɔm-akli k'ɔll- òw
   - well-Pred spend night-1Pl
   'OK, so we stay for one more night'

f. mä sart w'el- s- am əllə
   1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg big
   'I caught a pike, big one'

g. terka- s- im iwares- nə
   fry- PST2- 1sg/sg skewer- Loc
   '(I) fried (it) on skewers'

h. mä ät'-im wajəŋ liyəlt
   1sg brother animal aim-3sg
   'My brother aimed at an animal'

i. wajəŋ uy-əŋ nok tʃutʃ pana nurəŋəŋ
   animal head-POSS.3sg up turn.3sg and run.3sg
   'The animal turned up his head and ran away'
The criteria that can be used for the differentiation and class assignment of words may include semantic and grammatical/syntactic features of the constituents such as: complexity of meaning; temporal stability; compactness; content / function, or in other words, lexical words vis-à-vis grammatical morphemes; etc. These criteria more often than not exhibit consistent correlation or implicational association among themselves, and imply gradience, lack of feature discreteness and of discreteness in category assignment.

**Word-class membership**

For the purposes of this description, class-assignment will be based on a constellation of criteria in their interaction, with a prototype principle of a continuum between central and peripheral members being at the core of the categorization. These operational criteria will be blocked in groups of features (Givon 2001) such as:

- lexical vs. grammatical

Differentiation will be made between morphemes expressing and coding culturally shared and relatively temporary stable concepts and real-world experiences of the speakers vs. morphemes expressing and coding new concepts and experiences in the process of derivation from the existing lexical morphemes, or expressing the relations between the lexical morphemes in speech events, correlating to relations between concepts and affairs in the world. The features to be utilized here will include: free/bound, phonological size, stress, semantic complexity, class size and membership.

- morphological distribution features

This differentiation refers to comparative co-distribution or combinatorial probabilities between prototypical class members and various grammatical morphemes, such as: most typical (frequent) collocations with types of affixes and/or bound morphemes (clitics).
• syntactic distribution features

Differentiation is made based on the prototypical (frequent) syntactic positions and co-
positions in parts of discourse, clauses.

• semantic features

Main differentiating features refer to concepts expressed by the tokens by which speakers
categorize and classify the real world experience such as: temporal stability of the
prototypical features of the concepts and events, semantic complexity of the prototype,
concreteness of the features of the prototype, relative semantic compactness of the
prototypical members within the class.

2. Nouns

Referring back to the example of the Eastern Khanty narrative above, one class of words
that is universally the first and most easily set apart based on criteria of class membership, is
nouns. Thus, such words as: toγi 'spring', qotl 'day', qu 'fish', sart 'pike-fish', wajγ
'animal', oγ 'head', ät'im 'brother' may be assigned to one word-class. These words appear
to belong to the group of free lexical morphemes of rather large phonological size, i.e.
compared to such word-classes as postpositions and adverbs, nouns are more often
polysyllabic, and they frequently carry derivational and inflectional morphemes. These words
are also most frequently under stress in the clause, though not the only stressed clause
constituents, as verbs may also carry clause stress.
2.1 Lexical Nouns

Words like toyi ‘spring’, qotl ‘day’, qul ‘fish’, sart ‘pike-fish’, waj俄国 ‘animal’, oq ‘head’, ives ‘skewer’ and át’im ‘brother’ identified above as free lexical noun. These nouns demonstrate group similarities in their morphological make up, types of derivational and inflectional morphology that they are used with, etc. They are also similar semantically, because they share features that are prominent in this class.

2.1.1 Nominal grammar & syntax

Among the syntactic characteristics defining Eastern Khanty nouns, the one that is based on grammatical roles of nouns or noun phrases in the clause, is the principle one. In the short narrative discourse excerpt at the onset of this chapter, the most typical grammatical relations of nouns are:

- Subject:
  0. mä åt’-im waj俄国 livol-t
     1sg brother-1sg animal aim-PST0.3sg
     ‘My brother aimed at an animal’

- Direct Object:
  1. mä sart w’el-s-am billä
     1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg big
     ‘I caught a pike fish, big one’

- Indirect Object:
  2. terka-s-im ives-ne
     fry-PST2-1sg/sg skewer-Loc
     ‘(I) fried (it) on skewers’

- Nominal predicate:
  3. mäyî min’-nə-ki?
     which box-Loc-PRED.
     ‘In which box is it?’
4. tim min'-na-ki.
   DEM box-Loc-PRED.
   ‘In this box.’

These grammatical roles are formally expressed by a complex Eastern Khanty morphology: case, number, and possession. In many cases, constituent order may play differentiating role in defining the exact relations of the referents in the clause, particularly in light of absence of Acc. and Gen. in of nominal modifiers:

amp qat ‘dog house’
qat amp ‘house/domestic dog’

way put ‘metal pot/kettle’
por way ‘sacrifice money’

t'u kotl ikisayan kolam kotan wel-s-ayan wajay kat amp'yen wel-s-at
Dem day man-Du three swan kill-PST2-3Du animal 2 dog-Du kill-PST2-3Sg
‘That day grandfather and grandchild killed three swans’ ‘A bear killed two dogs.’

As seen in the above (more cf.: 9.Noun Phrase), in the noun phrase, the head-noun is most frequently final in the phrase, thus making all the modifiers preceding the head:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modifier</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun – Possessor Modifier</td>
<td>amp</td>
<td>qat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun – Modifier</td>
<td>way</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem – Modifier</td>
<td>tom</td>
<td>way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeral – Modifier</td>
<td>qolam</td>
<td>kotan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifier – Modifier</td>
<td>arki</td>
<td>qul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Head-Modifier Order of the NP.

2.1.2 Nominal morphology

In discussion of Eastern Khanty nominal morphology, we will differentiate between the two types of morphological relationships: derivation and inflection. This differentiation is by far not dichotomously discrete and is rather understood in the sense of prototype, which allows certain instances to obtain at different loci along the continuum between the prototypes. Derivation and derivational morphology will be understood as pertaining to the
relationship between lexical units within or across word-classes, whereas inflection and inflectional morphology pertain to the relationship between formal representations of the lexical unit in linear speech.

2.1.2.1 Derivation

In derivation, certain lexical units will be said to derive from other lexical units, sometimes manifesting a change in word-class affiliation. Such derivation will always manifest novel/altered semantics of a derived lexical unit, as compared to the base, with reference to a derivational meaning associated with a particular conventionalized morphological process (derivational pattern). For example, the prototypical derivational meaning ‘collective; pertaining to the base form and/or quality’ is associated with the denomal (occasionally with deverbal) noun derivation with the affix -s(ā) / -(a)s / -(ə)s: osāt (əs-s-āt) ‘mother and her people (children(daughters)/family)’, ānisāt (āni-s-āt) ‘sisters or (many of sister’s kind)’; kilōs ‘tent’ (kilta ‘to assemble, cover, build a make shift shelter’). This is an instance of derivation, as it implies considerable semantic shift/innovation, less semantic regularity, high relevance to the base lexical unit semantics, more specific pragmatic context, possible word-class alteration. On the other hand, other instances of derivation, such as derivational meaning ‘Diminutive’ associated with denomal noun derivation with the affix -āli (āmp ‘dog’ – āmpāli ‘doggy’; pāy ‘son’ – pāyāli ‘sonny’), is less of a prototypical derivation, further along the continuum towards inflection, as it represents less of a semantic shift, i.e. less of a novel concept, and the same word-class, although it still requires a fairly specific pragmatic context.
Describing more specifically the Eastern Khanty nominal derivation patterns, two classes of derivational patterns are observed: derivation by affixation and derivation by compounding. The former derivation pattern is a more frequent and typical in Eastern Khanty, whereas the later could be seen as more peripheral.

2.1.2.1 Affixation

With rare exceptions, Khanty uses suffixes for derivation. In earlier descriptions of the Eastern Khanty nominal derivational suffixes (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966; Nikolaeva 1999), there are reported distributional patterns, i.e. particular suffixes associate with a certain base word-class (denominal noun derivational suffix, deverbal, etc.). These distributional patterns are, perhaps, to be treated with a degree of flexibility, or rather treated probabilistically. Thus, in our data, noun derivation suffixes do have higher probability of occurring with a base of a certain word-class; however, counterexamples are also attested, sometimes of considerable productivity. We therefore will not emphasize this distributional differentiation, but rather mention prototypical (higher probability) of base word-class – suffix collocations.

Among the most productive noun derivation affixes are:

- /-s(ä) / -(a)s / -(a)s/ mentioned above, that can most optimally be described as pertaining to the quality(ies) denoted by the base lexical unit, prototypically a noun, with a certain collective sense:

  jóysät ‘father and his kind (father and his family, children/sons)’ ⇐ jóy ‘father’

  aľjis ‘litter (group of infants of the same birth)’ ⇐ aľŋ ‘beginning’
• /-i/ manifests, or emphasizes a central quality/feature of the base, prototypically a noun and less frequently a verb:

wati ‘twists of snow/sand, ripples on water (wat ‘wind’)

uri ‘old river bed’ ← ur ‘edge’

kötʃki ‘sword’ ← kötʃok ‘knife’

won’li pāj ‘a pile of wood chips, flakes’ ← won’ɔl ‘wood chip, flake’

qosi mori ‘a constellation’ ← qos ‘star’

loγi mori ‘a herd of horses’ ← loγ ‘horse’

kəli ‘light, bright, transparent’ ← kəltä ‘to appear, to be seen’

unli ‘rapids, shallow part’ ← untʃa ‘to move over, to cross river’

• /-(ɔ)w(ɔ)/ most frequently deriving a sense of an entity, an instrument to enable the base (the base is prototypically a verb, less frequently a noun), as well as an entity associated with the base:

ųgriw ‘stick’ ← oγɔrta ‘to twist out, extract’

wĩliw ‘hook’ ← wiŋɔlta ‘to grab, catch’

wɔltɔw ‘plain’ ← wɔlta ‘to plaine wood’

jintiw ‘needle’ ← janta ‘to saw’

körtʃiw ‘comb’ ← köntʃä ‘to brush hair, scratch’
qatjwə ‘straps, ties, furnace’ ← qot'ə ‘to tie up, attach, strap’

amtəw ‘cradle’ ← aməta ‘to sit (trans.) someone’

tjomkiw ‘cut on a tree, a mark’ ← tjomkita ‘to make cuts on trees’

jolwə ‘patch’ ← jolta ‘to patch up’

köswə ‘a twig used to make a rim’ ← kösə ‘rim, arch’

kötəw ‘half, middle’ ← köt ‘gap, area in between’

- /-əlnəŋ/ has a fairly restricted distribution collocating mainly with the kin
nomenclature terms and has a derivational meaning ‘one side relation, ‘step’ to
the base (noun)’:

jaylan / jəylənəŋ ‘step father’ MoSi-H; FaBr’←jəy ‘father/head of patrilineage’

pəyəlnəŋ ‘step-son’ ← pəy ‘son’

- /-(ə)l/ is a less frequent suffix, deriving a sense of an entity or notion with the
quality of the base (nominal), or resulting from/enabling the base (verb).
Etymologically, it may be in relation to another suffix of higher productivity /-t/
below:

won’əl ‘wood chip, wood flake’ ← won’ ‘hook’

qomtəl ‘width, thickness’ ← qomət ‘wide, thick’

wayəl ‘thin plank, twig’ ← wayəta ‘to split, cut’

---

9 ‘Sitting’ is associated with cradle here as babies are sited in the traditional Khanty wooden cradles rather than laid.
jo'yal 'hunting bow' ← jo'ylata 'to throw, hit, cut, stab'

qit'l’ ‘leftover, a little bit’ ← qit’t’a ‘to remain, to be left, to stay behind’

- /-t/ is a more productive suffix, deriving a sense of an entity/notion enabling/resulting from the base (prototypically a verb). Etymologically, the suffix may be related to an independent lexical unit ot ‘thing’, which synchronically, however, has extremely low token frequency and appears to be completing the grammatization into a derivational nominal affix:

ayat ‘vomit’ ← ayata ‘to vomit’

wart ‘long stick, pole’ ← warta ‘to push away (intrans.) oneself, to pant’

jantot ‘sawing (action)’ ← janta ‘to saw’

jøt ‘spindle’ ← jøtæ ‘to weave’

jøqtot ‘toy’ ← jøqtæta ‘to play’

- /-(i)m(ə)/ is a less frequent nominal suffix, deriving the sense of entity/notion enabled by the base (compatible productivity with verbal and nominal base):

kørma ‘step’ ← kør ‘foot/leg’

tʃə'im ‘dough’ ← tʃə'ta ‘to ferment’

qatʃəm ‘boiled water’ ← qattʃa ‘to warm, boil’

- /-s(ə)w/ is a less frequent suffix, deriving a sense emphasizing a quality of the base (adverb, noun):
wänsw 'proximity, ece' ← wänne 'near, proximal'

- /-äli/ is a very productive suffix, deriving a diminutive or/and affectionate sense. Synchronically, the affectionate use is dominant over the purely diminutive, as often the contextual implication is pertaining more to the empathy, rather than the actual size or age of the referent:

kujali 'dear husband' ← qu 'husband, male'

niñäli 'dear wife' ← ni 'wife, woman'

änäli 'dear sister' ← äni 'sister'

ämüli 'good/favorite dog (adult hunting dog)', vs. aj ä♠üli 'little doggy'

kötskäli 'good/favorite knife, little knife' ← kötsk 'knife'

- /-wäs/ is a very productive and frequent suffix, deriving a sense of an entity or a process that characterises the event denoted by the base (typically a verb):

at'iwsä 'front yard' ← at'itä 'to fence off'

winwäs 'piece of cloth, strip' ← wäntä 'to cut, tail'

werwäs 'job, occupation' ← wértä 'to work'

---

10 /-äli/ is also productive in adjectival and adverbial derivation, never, however, manifesting the word-class shift:

äjält 'little by little, in small increments' - äjälältäli 'in very small increments'

tjimältäli 'a little' - tjimältäli 'a tiny bit'

11 The context implies a grown trained hunting dog: tju ä♠üli tiyla jus 'the dog took off in that direction (following the scent/sound of an animal)'

12 The context implies small-size dog manifested by the modifier aj 'small' with the referent ä♠üli 'doggy.'
etwəs 'pimple' ⇐ että 'to appear, rise'

wɔɬwɔs 'life' ⇐ wɔɬta 'to live'

kan'wəs 'disease' ⇐ kan't'a 'to be sick'

wɔɬəwəsə 'settlement, camp site' ⇐ wələ 'place, location where a thing belongs'

2.1.2.1.2 Compounding

Compounding is a very productive nominal derivation pattern in Eastern Khanty. Semantically, the Eastern Khanty compounds manifest the hyponymic relation to their second member, i.e. the compound is a token of the second member's type. There is a dependent-head relation, where the first compound member, the dependent, modifies the second, the head. This pattern is generally consistent with the Eastern Khanty syntactic-semantic pattern of modifiers preceding the modified. Most of the compounds are semantically endocentric, i.e. the head of the compound is prototypically its semantic center:

wɔɣjɔɣ 'ring' ⇐ wɔɣ 'metal, iron' + jɔɣ 'ring, round shape'

Thus, 'metal ring' is the 'ring shape' made of 'metal'.

There are, however, numerous instances of compounds which are not semantically transparent, and which have their semantic center outside the compound. Many of such instances have diachronically transparent etymologies, but synchronically they are lexically opaque:

qalwəlni 'spider' ⇐ kalwəlta 'to catch with a net' + ni 'woman'

qulpɔtʃəqqu 'hawk' ⇐ qul 'fish' + potʃəq 'tail' + qu 'man'
ämnp’äləm ‘wild onion’ ← ämp ‘dog’ + n’äləm ‘tongue’

qatjoy ‘log house walls’ ← qat ‘house’ + joy ‘ring’

None of the above referents has to be of particular gender; thus gender of the head is not relevant. Many speakers also fail to make association with the dependent compound member semantics when attempting a folk etymology. In the last example, the compound referent is actually never ‘ring-shaped’¹³.

The first component of compounds, the dependent member, may have various word-class affiliation. It is most frequently a nominal and occasionally a verb, whereas the second member, the head, is always a noun.

- N+N:

körjuj ‘fire wood’ ← kör ‘oven’ + juj ‘wood’

körköj ‘brick’ ← kör ‘oven’ + köj ‘stone’

qatkörə ‘house roof’ ← qat ‘house’ + körə ‘cover, holster’

wərler ‘vein, blood vessel’ ← wər ‘blood’ + ler ‘line, strip’

köyput ‘big family kettle’ ← köj ‘stone’ + put ‘kettle’

ämpjom ‘a wild cherry berry’ ← ämp ‘dog’ + jom ‘cherry’

- Adj+N:

wərtul ‘cranberry’ ← wərtə ‘red’ + ul ‘berry’

¹³ Based on oral folk tradition and archeological artifacts, the early Khanty constructions may indeed have had a round shape; however, this knowledge is not shared by the majority of the modern Eastern Khanty speakers.
jəmwəɣ ‘silver’ ← jəm ‘good’ + wəɣ ‘metal’

äŋku ‘lad, young man’ ← äj ‘young’ + ku ‘man’

- V+N:

qalwəŋni ‘spider’ ← kalwəta ‘to catch with the net’ + ni ‘woman’ (exocentric)

Lexical units comprising a compound preserve their phonological independence as they are prototypically not transparent to word-internal phonological processes, such as VH, palatalization, etc. (cf. 1.2.5 Disharmony).

Syntactically, the head member of a compound is its morphosyntactic locus, i.e. it carries phrasal inflection. However, there is no government or agreement within the compounds, as there is none within syntactic phrases, between the dependent, modifier, and the head:

äspaj ‘poplar’ (äš ‘Ob river/ big river’ + paj ‘aspen tree’)

5. rıt äspaj-nat wer-əs
   boat poplar-Instr make-PST.3sg
   ‘He made a boat out of a poplar’

6. nun rıt äspaj-yan-nat wer-s-ən
   2sg boat poplar-Du-Instr make-PST.2sg
   ‘You made a boat out of two poplars’

äŋkäjəɣ ‘Mo-Fa’ (äŋkä ‘mother’ + jəɣ ‘patrilineage head’)

7. mä äŋkäjəɣ-əm-ən wal-s-əm
   1sg grandfather-(POSS1sg)-Loc live-PST.1sg
   ‘I lived at (my) grandfather’s place’

8. mä äŋkäjəɣ-qən-ən walil-s-əm
   1sg grandfather-Du-Loc stay-PST.1sg
   ‘I stayed at both grandfathers’ places’

qujämp ‘male-dog’ (qu ‘male’ + ämp ‘dog’)

9. (juy) qujämp-(əl) por
   (3sg) he-dog-(POSS.3sg) bite.3sg
   ‘He bit his dog(male)’

10. (juy) qujämp-ən-ən por-i
    (3sg) he-dog-Du-Loc bite-PS.3sg
    ‘His two dogs(male) bit him’
2.1.2.2 Inflection

As was mentioned above, Eastern Khanty nouns may function as arguments of the proposition (subjects, direct and indirect objects), adjuncts and nominal modifiers, and as nominal predicates. This functional diversity manifests the variety of inflectional categories that Eastern Khanty nouns show. Suffixation is the dominant pattern in Khanty inflectional morphology, and the inflectional categories include number, possession and case.

quł-potʃ-æq-quj-ali-nə | jæm-wəq-joq-qəlam-ləɣ
fish-back-Der-male-Dimin-Loc | good-metal-ring-POSS.1sg/Du-Carr
‘by a little hawk’ | ‘without my two silver rings’

The linear order of the affixes follows the following ordered pattern:

\[
\text{stem} \\
\{(\text{base})_n \rightarrow \text{base} \rightarrow \text{(Der)}\} \rightarrow \text{(number)} \rightarrow \text{(possession)} \rightarrow \text{(case)}
\]

That is, the derivational affix is always the closest to the noun stem, followed by inflectional affixes, where the number suffix always precedes the case suffix, and the possessive suffix (combining the person/number of possessor and number of possessed information) always precedes the case suffix.

Occasionally, the derivation and inflection processes may necessitate epenthesis of a glide /j/ or a reduced /a/ to prevent consonant clusters and vowel hiatus, respectively (cf. 1.4.3 Consonant epenthesis; 1.4.5 Consonant Clusters).

As illustrated by the above, the inflectional dimensions that are pertinent to the discussion of Eastern Khanty nouns are number, possession and case. These inflectional dimensions share a functional property and are in complementary distribution, i.e. may not be
simultaneously present in the word. That is, a word may not simultaneously show more than one of such affixes, e.g. more than one number, possession, or case\textsuperscript{14} affix.

\textbf{Eastern Khanty Noun Inflection Dimensions:}

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzcd}
\text{number} & \text{possession} & \text{case}
\end{tikzcd}
\end{center}

\textit{Fig.1: Noun Inflection Dimensions.}

\textbf{2.1.2.2.1 Number}

Eastern Khanty marks three number distinctions. The singular is predictably the unmarked, the dual is marked with the suffix /-γən/ and the plural with the suffix /-/ət/:

\begin{table}[h]
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
SG & qu 'man' & juy 'tree' \\
DU & qojγən 'two men' & joqqən 'two trees' \\
PL & qojət 'many men' & juyət 'many trees' \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 2: Sample Number Paradigm.}
\end{table}

Prototypically, a singular form expresses a single referent, a participant of the proposition. Dual refers prototypically to two referents that are perceived as homogenous instances of the same type of entity:

11. \textit{kat qoj-γən ar qul tuy-kən}
\quad two man-DU many fish bring-PST.3Du
\quad 'Two men brought a lot of fish'

This example shows, that once the number of the entity expressed by the noun is specified by a quantifier such as ar ‘many’, the formal expression of the plural number on this noun (qul ‘fish’) is unnecessary.

\textsuperscript{14} There are rare occasions of nouns that have what seems to be two different case markers. These are instances of lexicalization, where a case marker (normally a more archaic form) gradually becomes fused with the noun stem, so as to become conceptualized as part of the stem by the speakers, and receives a second case marker corresponding to its grammatical role in a particular speech event.
The innate and contextual semantic properties of some of the lexical units, however, may affect the number inflection. While concrete nouns prototypically may be inflected for any number, the mass, group and abstract nouns occur less frequently in Du or PL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jinq 'water'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qamtat 'width'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qatjam 'water from melting snow/boiled water'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jay 'people'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mori 'flock'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para 'herd/flock/group'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number in mass, group and abstract nouns

Nouns that express the concepts that exist in pairs have lower probability of occurring in the Du number, whereas singular is expressed by evoking conceptual division of a pair:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sem pøløk / sem-løy 'eye (eye-half/Abes)'</td>
<td>sem 'eye (pair)'</td>
<td>är semøt 'eyes/pairs (PL)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pas pøløk '1 mitten (mitten-half)'</td>
<td>pas 'mitten(pair)'</td>
<td>är pas 'mittens/pairs (PL)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number in pair nouns

Combinations of numerals and quantifiers with nouns may render the number inflection on the head noun excessive, since quantitative referentiality is evident from the combination of the numeral and the head noun stem:

ar juy 'many trees'
ar qu 'many people'

12. tfu il p'eleynø min k'olløm kasi 'amas-l-øw
Dem ahead half/side-Loc 1Pl three man sit-Prst-1Pl
'Before that, we..., the three of us are sitting there...'

Although the head noun is formally singular in these examples, the numeral provides enough reference, which is manifested by the PL agreement on the predicate 'sit'.
Occasionally, and where possible, a mass/group noun is used instead of a plural form:

qu, kasi, ni ‘male, man, woman’ - jay ‘people’

This type of pairs is, however, not numerous, and does not appear to display properties of suppletive sets, as distributionally, both group and Pl-inflected forms, are unrestricted and their use can be attributed to inter-speaker variation.

There are also a few examples of homonymic semantic pairs, where a noun of the same form may refer either to a singular entity or a group/collective of entities:

jay ‘1. tree, 2. forest’

13. tút pirnə jay on-t-nam ti man-i
    Dem after forest inside-Lat Dem go-PS/3sg
    ‘After this we went to the woods’

Nouns that are conventionally conceptualized together as a group (not necessarily homogenous), if conceived as paired in a given context, i.e. simultaneously occupying the stage and acting together, may be inflected for Du or PL and trigger respective argument-agreement on the predicate.

14. j'aq-qən à s'əq-qən nər'uyte-l-kən
    bear-Du Conj. cub-Du run-Prst-3Du
    ‘A bear with a cub are running’

15. ajłwən im-ən ik-kən wəl-l-əyən
    once woman-Du man-Du live-Prst-3Du
    ‘Once there lived an old man and his wife’

Single referents, (bear and cub) and (old woman and old man), respectively, are inflected for DU as they are conceptualized as a unit, as a family, a couple. Since a group, a long-married
couple, is conceptualized as one cultural and discourse entity, there is, perhaps, a certain structural tendency towards over-regularization resulting in homogenous number-marking of the referents. The actual constituency of the group, though, is evident from the formal features of the predicate – 3Du.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>im-γən</td>
<td>ik-ən</td>
<td>(kät)</td>
<td>(ärki)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman-Du man-Du</td>
<td>(two) woman-Du man-Du</td>
<td>(many) woman-Pl man-Pl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘old man and his wife’</td>
<td>‘two old men with wives’</td>
<td>‘men and wives’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Double Dual Marking.

Similar patterns can be observed both for the dual and plural numbers, where a number of entities are viewed as one unified cultural, social, discourse agent, and it can be formally expressed by dual/plural of a title-member of the group, an entity used for identification of the whole group:

16. jay-s-āyen luz juy war-tā mēn-γən
    father-Coll-Du oar wood do-INF go-PST0.3Du
    ‘A father and his son went to make an oar’ (Tereskin 1961)

In the above case, the Du form of the noun ‘father’, refers to the culturally grounded concept of prototypical family settlement pattern, in which a son (older) would normally reside in his father’s patrilineal patrilocal clan settlement, women would marry out. Thus, a plural form of ‘father’ would refer to ‘father and his people, his breed’, and dual would refer to ‘father and one person of his breed’, i.e. ‘father and son’. The predicate, again, indicates or confirms the constituency of the group – Dual. Incidentally, since the situation of father residing with his daughter(s) is highly improbable within the established cultural pattern, such dual form of ‘father’ is very unlikely to mean ‘father and daughter’, unless, perhaps, it is absolutely evident in the context (never accounted in the available data).
The example below illustrates a less frequent pattern, in which a married couple with children resides in the wife’s patrilocal area, and the wife is used for group-reference:

17. **wor onta:wel-t es-at**
   forest inside live-PST0.3Pl mother-Pl
   ‘Once in the forest there lived a woman with her family’ (Tereskin 1961)

   Here, the plural of ‘mother’ refers to ‘woman, her spouse and child(ren)’, which is confirmed further in the discourse:

18. **tu jak-gan aj pey-ali toj-γan**
   Dem people-Du one son-Dimin have-3Du
   ‘This couple had one son’

   Dual of the noun jak ‘people, clan’ refers to a married couple, also confirmed further by the dual of the predicate. Dual of a mass noun jak ‘people’ is of interest in itself and is indicative of the original semantics of ‘patrilineage’ further extended to generic ‘people’ (qanteq jak ‘Khanty people’, rut jak ‘Russians’). This example, manifests the semantic specification ‘two people’, ‘two of the same patrilineage family’.

2.1.2.2.2 **Possession**

In possession, the inflectional suffix makes reference to the number and person of the possessor as well as to the number of the entity possessed.

**Possession Paradigm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possessor</th>
<th>The possessed entity</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>qul-'am</td>
<td>qul-øyəm</td>
<td>qul-əm</td>
<td>'my fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>qul-'ən</td>
<td>qul-øyən</td>
<td>qul-ən</td>
<td>'your fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>qulp-əl</td>
<td>qul-əyəl</td>
<td>qul-əllə</td>
<td>'his/her fish'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Noun Possession Paradigm.

As was mentioned in the discussion of the Eastern Khanty phonology and phonotactics, singular entity number inflection is often associated with the root-vowel alternation (cf. 1.3 Vowel alternation).

19. əj məta ʃat-ən miŋ ik-ən-ət juy ont-nam mən-mən
one IndPn time-Loc 1Du man-POS1sg -Com forest inside-Lat1 go-PST.1Du
'Once, me and my husband went to the woods'

20. wotʃqor-ən amp-lən paqo amp-nat njutvət-əɛn
outside-Loc dog-POS3Du/sg other dog-Com pile/flight-PST.0.3sg
'Outside, their dog got into a fight with some other dog'

At this point, a few prototypical examples of the use of possessive constructions are shown above, i.e. those expressing the common ownership possession situations. These, however, do not exhaust the list of functional features of the Eastern Khanty possessive constructions. The detailed discussion of their usage is offered below in the section on pragmatics and text cohesion.
2.1.2.2.1 Alienable / Inalienable Possession

Some of the lexical units occur in the data always marked for possession. Such are, for example, the kinship nomenclature and body parts terms. These are considered in Khanty as inalienably possessed and as such, have low probability of being conceptualized and used in natural language discourse as separate from the ‘possessor’. Kinship terms were discussed in some detail above (Cf. 2.1.1.2 Semantic fields):

aŋki-m ‘Mo’; kaki-m ‘Br < Ego’
apa-m ‘Fa’ opi-m ‘Si > Ego’
atʃi-m ‘Br >Ego’ tʃəkaj-əm ‘Si < Ego’

The only attested instances of the use of these terms without possession inflection are the uses that are not prototypical in terms of denoting the actual kin. Thus, the term aŋki ‘mother’ occurs in the name of one of the chief deities-progenitors of some of the areas of Yugan, Vasyugan and Vakh rivers: puŋos aŋki ‘the mother of Pugos sisters/daughters’, still assigned possession by the preposed puŋos. The term qaŋi ‘younger brother’ occurs uninflected for possession, when used as one of the taboo terms for bear:

21. mən-ə jiyata-1-im, qaŋi wajəy
   1sg-Loc see-Prst-1sg brother animal
   ‘I see it there, there is a bear there’

Body parts are always inflected for possession, and are not conceptualized separate from the possessor, even in artificial, elicitation speech situations.

22. tʃa oy-əl nuŋ am-s-ətə, mən-ə tʃa liγolta-s-əm
    then head-POS.3sg up move-PST2-3sg/sg 1sg-Loc then take_aim-PST2-1sg
    ‘Then he raised his head, I took aim’
23. jəmaki-aki, kür-äm patayata-s-im
    well-Pred feet-POSS1sg get cold-PST2-1sg/sg
    ‘OK, my feet got cold’

2.1.2.2.3 Case

Eastern Khanty does not formally mark structural case in nouns in the function of subject or direct object. That is, there is no inflection to formally differentiate nouns in the grammatical relation of subject from nouns in the grammatical relation of object.

24. wajay sayilt-wəl
    animal run-Prt.3sg
    ‘The bear runs’

25. mä sart wel-s-əm
    1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I caught a pike fish’

Thus, in the examples above, both the noun wajay ‘animal’ in the grammatical relation of Su, and the noun sar ‘pike’ in the grammatical relation of DO have no case inflection.

The role of possessor, formally expressed in many languages by Genitive, is also not case-marked in Eastern Khanty nouns. The possessor noun is simply preposed to the possessed.

26. sidar tʃ'änwä p'ötʃkän ajrit-nə olay-wəl
    Sidor late gun canoe-Loc lay-Prt.3sg
    ‘Late Sidor's gun lies in the boat’

At the same time, the core arguments are not inflected for case, there are a number of inflectional categories corresponding to relations, such as: Locatives, Latives, Instrumental, Comitative, and Abessive.

27. p'ötʃkən-əm ajrit-nə
    gun-POSS1sg canoe-Loc
    ‘The gun is in the boat’

28. mä ajrit-a n'ürüyt-əm,
    1sg canoe-Illat jump-PP
    ‘I jumped into the boat’

Thus, there is a certain asymmetry in the Eastern Khanty nominal case inflectional dimension. While none of the structural cases have special inflectional categories, the
numerous inherent or semantic cases are all individual inflectional categories. In other words, grammatical relations in Eastern Khanty are not marked by nominal case inflection, at least not in the simple active-direct clause. The detailed discussion of the Eastern Khanty grammatical relations in active-direct, passive and ergative clauses will be offered later in the dissertation (cf. Grammatical Relations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>marker</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ämp amős-wal dog sit-PRS.3sg</td>
<td>‘dog sits’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>mä ämp poro-jom 1sg dog bit-1sg</td>
<td>‘I bit the dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ivan kőťak-ö were-s Ivan overcoat-InstO make-PST2-3sg</td>
<td>‘She made Ivan an overcoat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ämp qot dog house</td>
<td>‘dog’s house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Allative</td>
<td>-pa</td>
<td>ej qotl joy-pa tťayinti-s-əw one day home-Allat get-PST2-1PL</td>
<td>‘one day we prepare to head home’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Allative 2</td>
<td>-nam</td>
<td>ämp qot-nam mən-t dog house-Allat go-3sg</td>
<td>‘dog goes to the house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ablative-Elative</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>ämp qot-i mən-t dog house-Elat go-3sg</td>
<td>‘dog goes away from the house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ablative 2</td>
<td>-oɣ</td>
<td>juy-oɣ wer-əm wood-Abl2 make-PP</td>
<td>‘it is made of wood’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Illative/Dative</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>ämp qot-a taŋ-at dog house-Illat enter-3sg</td>
<td>‘dog goes into the house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mä ämp-ä mi-jem 1sg dog-Illat give-1sg</td>
<td>‘I gave (food) to the/a dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>-nə</td>
<td>ämp qot-nə oməs-1 dog house-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td>‘dog sits in the house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Instrument/Comitative</td>
<td>-nat</td>
<td>män-nə juy-nat mattiyt-i 1sg-Loc stick-Instr hit-PS.3sg</td>
<td>‘I hit it with a stick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mä ämp-nat mənt-əm 1sg dog-Comit go-1sg</td>
<td>‘I go with a dog’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 This case marker is attested most frequently in the Yugen river dialect data, but is also present in Vasyungan, predominantly as an inflection on demonstratives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Case Marking</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>1sg dog-Abess go-1sg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Abessive</td>
<td>-ləɣ</td>
<td>mä ämp-ləɣ mənt-əm</td>
<td>'I go without the/a dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1sg dog-Abess go-1sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Translative</td>
<td>-ka</td>
<td>ämp juy-qa jiy</td>
<td>'dog turned into a stick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dog stick-Trans become(3sg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Instrumental Object</td>
<td>-(t)ə</td>
<td>män-t körtək-a were-s</td>
<td>'He made me a knife'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1sg-Acc knife-InstO make-PST2-3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Noun Case Paradigm.

2.1.2.2.3.1 Nominative

Considering the morphosyntactic coding of the semantic roles of referents in the proposition, we see that in Eastern Khanty, nouns are normally unmarked for case both in the Agent and Target semantic roles.

- The semantic role of Agent.

Agent of State:

28. pun-əl nayıl
    wool-POSS.3sg short
    'The hair is short'

29. wajay lök ənt-im, ləŋki lök ənt-im, metali lök ənt-im
    animal footprint no squirrel footprint no-PP some footprint no-PP
    'Not an animal footprint, not a squirrel print, no prints at all'

Agent of Event:

30. mä pat-1-uj-əm
    1sg be cold/freeze-Prst-PS-1sg
    'I am cold'

32. kür-əm patayata-s-im
    feet-POSS.1sg get_cold-PST2-1sg
    'My feet started to get cold'

Agent of Action:

31. ämp-əm srazu awsintanti-yl-wəl
    dog-POSS1sg immediately sniff-Inch-Prst.3sg
    'The dog starts sniffing around right away'
• The semantic role of Target:

Target of Event:

33. pun jeyata-l-im
    hair look-Prst-1sg/sg
    ‘I looked at the hair’

Target of Action:

34. pun nirimta-s-im tiyla-ti
    hair pull-PST2-1sg/sg here-Elat
    ‘I pulled the hair towards me’

• The semantic relation of Benefactive:

Benefactive of Action:

35. ämp lìt-oť-ə mi-jä
    dog eat-thing-InstrO give-Impr.2sg
    ‘Give the dog some food!’

In this example, ämp ‘dog’ being a beneficiary of ‘giving’ is in the unmarked Acc. case, whereas the object of giving is in the InstrObj case. This is a very strong pattern in Eastern Khanty existing in all propositions describing events with Benefactive relation.

• NP possessor (animal, squirrel) is not marked for case and as any nominal noun modifier is simply juxtaposed (preposed) to the head noun it modifies:

36. wajay lòk antim, làńki lòk antim, metali lòk antim
    animal footprint no squirrel footprint no some footprint no
    ‘Not an animal footprint, not a squirrel print, no prints at all’

2.1.2.2.3.2 Allative

An NP inflected for this case codes the goal, towards which the movement occurs:

37. ämp wräy-tə joŋ-pa
    dog pull-PST0.3sg home-Allat
    ‘The dog was eager to go home’
38. **nuy-pa liɣalt-s-im** joyo-s-im
   up-Allat take_aim-PST2-1sg shoot-PST2-1sg
   ‘I took aim and shot’

As follows from the second example, this and other semantic (locative) cases may occur not only on nouns, but on adverbs, as well as other word-classes, such as numerals below:

39. **potom os nūyāt-kätā-wāl** nillā-pā wet-pā nūyāt-kätā-wāl
    after again move-Inch-Prst.3sg five-Allat four-Allat move-Inch-Prst.3sg
    ‘Then, again he moved, 4-5 times he moves like this’

In case of numerals, this case inflection expresses a sense of repetition, X-times, where X is the value of a numeral (kät ‘two’ → kit-pa ‘twice’).

2.1.2.3.3 Allative2

Similarly to Allative1, this case expresses the direction/goal/target, towards which the movement occurs. As mentioned above, this marker is more productive in Yugan dialect, and less so in Vasyugan and Alexandrovo. In such more south-eastern dialects as Vasyugan and Alexandrovo, where the two Allative markers appear to co-exist, Allative1 is more frequent than Allative2, which appears to collocate with demonstratives more frequently than nouns.

40. (Yugan) **kot-i-nam** / **rit-nam** / **ma-nt-əm-nam** juy-tə
    house-Allat2 / boat-Allat2 / 1sg-Acc-POSS1sg-Allat2 come-3sg
    ‘He came towards the house / towards the boat / towards me’

41. (Vasyugan) **tfi-nām** joyo-s-im
    that-Allat2 throw-PST2-1sg/sg
    ‘I threw it there’

42. (Vasyugan) **tfi-nām-pā** awsiñtanti-yil-wāl
    that-Allat2-Allat1 sniff-Inch-PST1.3sg
    ‘It smells towards there’

The last Vasyugan example is of particular interest, as it shows an occurrence of both Allative case markers, the Allat2 and then Allat1, on one constituent, the Dem. ‘that’. This
example, most probably, manifests a process of lexicalization of Allat2 in Vasyugan Khanty, where it frequently (almost exclusively: 97% collocations of /-nam/ is with т̣и) blends with the Dem. ‘that’ to form the locative sense ‘there, over there’, and thus, the Allat1 is used to emphasize the sense of direction/goal. Thus, in Vasyugan Khanty, it is likely, that Allat1 /-pa/ is in the process of substituting for Allat2 /-nam/.

2.1.2.2.3.4 Ablative 1: Elative

A noun inflected for Elative (Ablative1) typically has a sense of direction of movement away from a landmark, the source of movement:

43. т̣о̰о̲-и  мэ̲н̲-э̲  пир̲и̲к̲-а̲
   away-Elat  go-Impr.2sg  behind-lllat
   "'Get off!'"

44.  го̲т̲-и  кэн-нам  /  ри̲т̲-и  ит̲н̲-ам
   house-Elat  street-Allat2  /  boat-Elat  go-PST0.1sg
   'Away from the house / boat I go'

2.1.2.2.3.5 Ablative2

A noun inflected for Ablative2 either has a sense of an entity, typically concrete, out of which something is made, or a direction away from a source of movement/change:

45.  ји̲й̲-ə̲̯  вэ̲р̲-ə̲̯̲
   wood-Abl2  make-PP
   'It is made out of wood'

46.  пир̲т̲-ə̲̯  лай̲ə̲л̲-ə̲̯̲-ə̲̯̲
   back-Abl2  look-Prst-1sg
   'I keep looking back'

47.  ји̲р̲-ə̲̯  жал̲'-итα̲̯
   side-Abl2  stand-2Pl
   "'You(two) stand on both sides!(from me)"
That is, the difference in use between the two Ablative forms is that, in the schema involving a Landmark and movement, Ablative1 marker -i profiles the Landmark and path away from it (X), whereas Ablative2 marker -oy profiles the path towards a Landmark and from inside a Trajector (Cf.Fig.2):

Profile X: Abl-1(-i)    Profile Y: Abl-2 (-oy)

![Diagram of Ablative1 and Ablative schemas.](image)

Fig.2: Ablative1 and Ablative schemas.

2.1.2.3.6 Illative/Dative

Nouns inflected for Illative/Dative have a sense of a place, towards and inside which a movement the movement/change is made, i.e. a movement into the Landmark (Fig.3).

![Diagram of Illative/Dative Schema.](image)

Fig. 3: Illative/Dative Schema.

This target/container semantics of the Eastern Khanty Illative is conceptually wide and also includes the domain commonly taken in other languages by Dative, i.e. the target/container may be both an animate and inanimate referent, participant of the proposition:
48. tom kor pelk-ä ur-s-øm
   that swamp side-Illat cross-PST2-1sg
   ‘I went across to the other side of the swamp’

49. ämp-äli aj pelk-ä i pirik-a men-øs
   dog-Dim one side-Illat and behind-Illat go-PST2.3sg
   ‘The dog got off and away’

50. ämp-ä mij-øn?
   dog-Illat give-PST0.2sg
   ‘Have you fed the dog? (Lit. Did you give the dog something?)’

2.1.2.2.3.7 Locative

The Locative case in Eastern Khanty is, perhaps, the most robustly used, covering both the domain of inherent and contextual inflection (Haspelmath 2002), i.e. functionally utilized both:

- i) as a semantic, inherent case, a universally applicable inflection conveying independent semantic information (spatial and temporal location/coordination)

- ii) as a structural case, typically necessitated by pragmatic/syntactic environment

(‘special’ ergative agents and agented passives)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP + Locative</td>
<td>Spatial Location</td>
<td>amp kot-nø omøs-t狗 house-Loc sit-PRS.3sg ‘dog sits in the/a house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporal Location</td>
<td>nu ej toy’oj-nø ... toy’oj- nø men-s- øw OK one spring-Loc spring-Loc go-PST2- 1PL ‘Once in spring..., in spring we went ...’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP+ Participle</td>
<td>Temporal Location / Coordination</td>
<td>puranpir-i qot-m-am-nø njajt-øm skidooback-Lat tread-PP-1sg-Loc laugh-1sg ‘While running behind the snowmobile, I laughed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) NP + Locative</td>
<td>Loc-Agent</td>
<td>òllà sart man-nø òyöli-s-im big pike 1sg-Loc get ready-PST2-1sg/sg ‘I got the big pike ready’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demoted</td>
<td>pixr-əm-na</td>
<td>puran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Agent</td>
<td>man-POSS1sg-Loc snowmobile pull- PS/3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"My man turned the snowmobile on ...

Table 8: Functional distribution of the Eastern Khanty Locative case.

These functional inflectional domains are, by far, not discrete, but rather viewed as a continuum between prototypes, where usage of particular tokens may represent an extension into the adjacent domain, manifesting a conventionalization of a novel usage pattern, a probable grammaticalization route. Such was, most probably, the case of usage of the Loc with participles to temporally locate/coordinate multiple events. Also an example of extension of the functional domain of Locative is the use of Loc in conjunction with special arrangement of pragmatic and syntactic features in passive and ergative constructions, where pragmatic demotion of the agent, loss of conventional agentive features such as discourse prominence, volition and control correlates to increase in structural complexity and other properties, such as control over referentiality in adjoined clauses.

Statistically, the usage of the Locative as a semantic case in narrative discourse (54%) is comparable to its usage as a structural case (46%), i.e. the combined frequency of Loc case usage in spatial (34%) and temporal semantics (20%), is just slightly higher than the combined frequency of its usage in passive (18%) and ergative constructions (28%).

This differentiates the Locative from other cases in Khanty, as no other case has its functional domain as diverse and as robust as the Locative. This case, perhaps, is the only inflection expressing a stative relation in Eastern Khanty. In light of the above, Khanty locative is to be defined most abstractly as ‘having to do with the domain of a referent’ or as ‘an event in relation to the domain of a referent, its spatial, temporal location’. This makes Locative, as the most abstract and de-semanticized, a case of choice for increasingly more
grammaticalized functions, a structural case in ergative and passive constructions, such as (ii) in Table 19.

Some of the locative meanings are often expressed analytically, with the help of numerous Eastern Khanty postpositions. In such cases, the postpositions, commonly expressing relative location to the Landmark, are inflected for Locative or Lative cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proximity</th>
<th>kutin</th>
<th>amp kot kutin-nə omas-ɨ</th>
<th>'dog sits near the house'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'near'</td>
<td>dog house near-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potoŋ</td>
<td>amp kot potoŋ-nə omas-ɨ</td>
<td>dog house side-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td>'dog sits at the house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'side'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-essive</td>
<td>potʃ</td>
<td>amp kot potʃ-nə omas-ɨ</td>
<td>'dog sits behind the house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'back'</td>
<td>dog house back-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-essive</td>
<td>tempin</td>
<td>amp kot tempin-nə omas-ɨ</td>
<td>'dog sits in front the house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'front'</td>
<td>dog house front-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iʃpi</td>
<td>rit iʃpi-nə ims-i</td>
<td>'sit in front of the boat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'front'</td>
<td>boat front-Loc sit-Imper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inessive</td>
<td>tiypi</td>
<td>amp kot tiypi-nə omas-ɨ</td>
<td>'dog sits in the house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'inside'</td>
<td>dog house-Loc sit-3sg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illative</td>
<td>amp kot tiypi-ja tana-ɨ</td>
<td>'dog goes into the house'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dog house-Ingr enter-3sg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elative</td>
<td>amp kot tiypi-ɨ tiy-ɨ</td>
<td>'dog goes out of the house'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dog house inside-Ablat leave-3sg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super-essive</td>
<td>oyi</td>
<td>kot oyi-nə</td>
<td>'On the/a house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'head'</td>
<td>house head-Loc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Essive</td>
<td>pitta</td>
<td>kot pitta-nə</td>
<td>'Under the/a house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'bottom'</td>
<td>house bottom-Loc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Locative Postpositions.

These nominal clitics are differentiated from nominal case inflections mainly based on the degree of grammaticalization, i.e. whereas proper case markers are synchronically completely delexicalized, postpositions are, perhaps, best seen in the process of grammaticalization. Their lexical semantics of mostly anthropomorphic nature is still visible, though often no longer perceived in natural usage by the speakers. Their use as postpositions originates via metaphorical extension of biological/anatomic nomenclature to inanimate
entities. Thus, ‘on top the house’ is not immediately perceived as ‘lit. on the head of the house’, as equally, ‘under the house’ is not perceived as ‘lit. on the house’s buttocks’ and ‘behind the house’ is not ‘lit. on the house’s back’, etc. It normally takes some provoked reflection on behalf of speakers to recover the etymology of these words. Finally, another formal differentiation from proper nominal cases is that the postpositions themselves are inflected with nominal cases (Locative and Lative) to specify their exact spatial relation.

2.1.2.3.8 Instrumental/Comitative

Nouns inflected for the Instrumental/Comitative case typically have associative semantics, i.e. an event participant, animate or inanimate, that is associated with the agent and has an equal or, more typically, lesser significance in the event, often a concrete inanimate entity used/manipulated by the agent in the event:

51. mä pótskän-na liyîlta -l-im juγ-an oy-ol il wer-l-ətə
   1sg gun-Com take_aim-Prst-1sg 3sg-Loc head-POSS3sg down do-Iterat-3sg/sg
   ‘I tried to take a shot with my gun, but he sees me and hides his head’

52. motor-naŋ num maŋaŋ moŋ'ə jöγ'-uy
   motor-Instr/Com upper forest upto come-PST0.1Pl
   ‘We reached the upper forest by a motorboat’

53. min lel-em-naŋ aj jaqqeq-am-na internat-i nok wej-ojman
   1Pl brother-POSS1sg-Com one parents-POSS1Pl-Loc school-Elat up take-PS1Du
   ‘Me and my small brother were taken by our parents from the boarding school’

2.1.2.3.9 Abessive

Noun inflected for Abessive typically has a sense of an absent participant, i.e. an entity or a quality that is absent in the event:
54. män-lay noy män-wəl
   1sg-Abess up go-Prst.3sg
   ‘(S)he left without me’

55. kör-lay ku
   leg-Abess man
   ‘A one-legged man / without legs’

2.1.2.2.3.10 Translative

A noun that occurs inflected for Translative case typically expresses a participant in the event that is a result of some transformation, i.e., an entity that something transforms into:

56. pin-ka äl jal-l-itay
    bunch-Transl Neg stand-Imper.2Pl
    “Don't stand in a crowd!”

In this example, the speaker wants to prevent his interlocutors from forming a crowd (turning into a pile) using the Translative case marker with the noun expressing the target of transformation ‘bunch, pile, crowd’. Thus schematically, Translative is used to mark the Landmark in a situation, where the Landmark and path/process towards it is profiled.

57. juy mustim ajni-kə ju-s
    3sg beauty young_woman-Transl become-PST.3sg
    ‘She became a beautiful young woman’

2.1.2.2.3.11 Instrumental Object

The Instrumental-Objective case inflection typically renders a noun with a sense of a participant in the di-transitive Action, prototypically an inanimate entity that undergoes some kind of transfer or a manipulation where it changes location/ownership. It is frequently the Target of giving, replacing, presenting, and awarding. Differently from traditional Target of transitive Action of Indo-European di-transitive constructions, where an animate Beneficiary is expressed by Dative and an inanimate Target is coded by Acc, in Eastern Khanty the
InstrObj case marks the inanimate Target (‘bullet’), whereas the Acc marks the Beneficiary of the transfer, either animate or inanimate (‘gun’).

58. pötjänäm näl-ä punka-s-im
gun-POSS.1sg bullet-InstrO load-PST2-1sg
‘I loaded my gun with a bullet’

59. tawaj mən-1-əw pötjän-ət nä-yl-i poni-tat i tawaj mən-1-əw
let’s go-Prst.1Pl gun-Pl bullet-Pl-InstrO load-Impr.2Pl and let’s go-Prst-1Pl
“Let’s go, load you’all’s guns with bullets and let’s go!”

60. kint-a tít-ə of pan..., 
backpack-Illet food-InstrO thing put
‘She put some food in the back pack…’

In this sense, the Khanty InstrO construction can be likened to the English ‘The attorney presented the jury with a evidence’ or to the Russian ‘Oni nagrađili ego medalju (They awarded him a medal)’ or in fact ‘Ja zarjadil ruzhje pulej (I loaded my gun with a bullet)’.

2.1.3 Nominal semantics

Semantic properties that are prototypical for nouns and that are also shared by the above exemplified tokens will be referred to, generally, as semantic features.

2.1.3.1 Semantic features of nouns

Among the semantic features that are commonly shared by the majority of the examples of the noun class are the following:

- Semantic concreteness in a temporal and a spatial plain:

Words of group (i), e.g.: sart ‘pike-fish’, qul ‘fish’, wajəy ‘animal’, oy ‘head’, iwes ‘skewer’ and ät’im ‘brother’ are all concrete entities existing in a relatively stable manner both spatially and temporarily. Some of them, group (ii), may exist more in the temporal
rather than the spatial plain, e.g.: qotl ‘day’, toɣi ‘spring’. There are also a number of nouns, of group (iii), that due to the innate abstractness of the concepts that they represent, are less amenable to assignment in either of the two planes, e.g.: meɣ ‘fatigue’, wɔɣ ‘strength’, nur ‘revenge, grudge’, namɔs ‘mind, mental faculty’, etc. These features will prove relevant for the discussion of nominal morphology, particularly number inflection, to be discussed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plain/example</th>
<th>sart ‘pike-fish’</th>
<th>qotl ‘day’</th>
<th>meɣ ‘fatigue’</th>
<th>jinjq ‘water’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Spatial/Temporal Concreteness in nominal semantics.

- Animacy appears as a semantic feature in Eastern Khanty, further extending the specificity of concrete entities:


  Inanimate: iweg ‘skewer’.

There is further differentiation of the animate entities into human/non-human (ät’im ‘brother’ vs. sart ‘pike-fish’, qul ‘fish’, wajɔɣ ‘animal’) and into male/female (ät’im ‘brother’ vs. änì ‘sister’). Although neither of the two subfeatures is obligatorily distinguished formally (e.g. by any of the pronominal forms), if a need for gender differentiation arises, it is made by formal means available in the system, namely nominal compounding:

ämpqu ‘dog-male’ (ämp ‘dog’ + qu ‘man/male’)
jantaqu ‘tailor (male)’  jantani ‘tailor (female)’  jantot ‘thing to sew/sewing work’
(janta ‘sew’+ ku ‘male’)  (janta ‘sew’+ ni ‘female’)  (janta ‘sew’ + ot ‘thing’)

These features, although prototypically formally undifferentiated, prove relevant in conditioning grammatical relations such as possession, number, subjecthood, verbal agreement, etc., and will be evoked again later in the description.

- Artefactness, a semantic feature that unites some of the examples within the class of nouns is related to semantic concreteness and animacy:

iwes ‘skewer’  juv ‘stick’  rit ‘boat’

- A distinction between mass and countable nouns hinges upon a constellation of semantic features and usage probabilities. Most of the concrete nouns, animate and inanimate, may be used in the Dual and Plural:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iwes ‘skewer’</td>
<td>iweskan ‘skewer-Du’</td>
<td>iwes(ɔ)t ‘skewer-PL’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qotl ‘day’</td>
<td>qotlyan ‘day-Du’</td>
<td>qotlət ‘day-PL’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ät’tim ‘brother-Poss1sg’</td>
<td>ät’əylam ‘brother-Poss.1sg/Du’</td>
<td>ät’ləm ‘brother-POSS.1sg/PL’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oy ‘head’</td>
<td>oykan ‘head-Du’</td>
<td>oyət ‘head-PL’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Regular nominal number inflections.

Mass, and abstract nouns are improbable in any number other than singular:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jinəq ‘water’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səlnə ‘salt’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mey ‘fatigue’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wəy ‘strength’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Singular-only mass and abstract nouns.
These nouns may be attested in the dual or plural context, but only in reference to possessors of the concepts that they express:

61. muɣu nur-aɣlan kənəw-ətən?
    WH evil-sg.POSS.2Du avenge-2Du
    ""Which evil did you(two) avenge me for?"

Some of the mass nouns that express concepts implying group membership have low probability of non-singular usage:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jəɣ ‘people’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jəɣi mori ‘crowd of people’</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 13: Group-membership nouns.**

- Another differentiation that is made in Eastern Khanty nouns is between nouns expressing unique individual entities or tokens - proper nouns, and those expressing types or classes of entities in general sense - common nouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proper</th>
<th>Common</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wat’joɣan ‘Vasyugan river’</td>
<td>qul ‘fish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wes emtər ‘Mammoth lake’</td>
<td>iwes ‘skewer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>torəm ‘Torem (upper god/deity)’</td>
<td>jəɣ ‘home’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>səwəs (iki) ‘Sawsiki (gaint forest deity)’</td>
<td>qotl ‘day’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saʃka ‘Sashka (male name)’</td>
<td>toɣi ‘spring’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lonjwäsekiki ‘month of geese and ducks’</td>
<td>ät’im ‘brother-POSS.1sg’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 14: Proper/Common noun differentiation.**

- Cultural context underlies all the classifications of the Eastern Khanty nouns, which in large part is typologically universal and shared by other cultures areally and in
general. However, local cultural specifics may render some of the sub-classifications, such as
that of pair entities below, unique or at least distinct from the areal linguistic (cultural)
environment. The cultural specifics have linguistic implications for the way nouns are
classified into semantic fields, frames, nested prototypes or hierarchical classifications of
semantic features, where differentiations may apply by implication.

\( qu \) 'male' > \( qu / kasi \) 'human' > animate > concrete (countable, common) > noun

Equally, linguistic (cultural) semantic fields and frames may have implications and
prototypical associations that will be unique for the Eastern Khanty. For example, the noun
coding a name of the month loŋwaŋekiki 'geese-ducks month' evokes, as does any other
calendar token, the whole frame, lineal order and all the constituent tokens, such as kojemiki
'fish-egg spawning month', wariki 'fish-weir month', uniki 'month of crows', etc.

However, unlike the Russian 12 month calendar, the Eastern Khanty month/season names,
numbering between 10 to 14, evoke a number of cultural associations, implications born in
the host of occupational, migration and other cultural and even locality specifics. Upon cross-
community comparison, even at a micro scale (within one river basin), it is evident that all
the essential features (such as constituency, homogeneity, nomenclature of this frame) are
subject to considerable variation across localities, occupation groups, and even individual
clans, families and age/gender strata within social groups. Thus, the above month/season
names imply and indeed originate from their respective natural and occupational events, and
hence, may vary in their duration (from 1 to 5 weeks, both between different "month" and
from year to year), order (some may exchange order or be omitted temporarily or
permanently), number, etc. across different areas of the river basin (due to climate specifics),
across families specializing on particular occupations (hunting and fishing on big vs. small rivers, tributaries), age/gender groups (occupation, bilingualism, linguistic/cultural assimilation).

2.1.3.2 Semantic fields

To exemplify the cultural context and relativity in the nominal semantics of the Eastern Khanty, the best-suited semantic field is, perhaps, that of kinship nomenclature. At first approximation, it is notable that Eastern Khanty kinship terminology, as in any language is in its essence, a product of conflicting and interacting tendencies. The first tendency is for these terms to identify the social roles of the real world entities, participants of the Ego's social environment\(^\text{16}\). Their main function is to delimit and regulate individuals' social behavior. This tendency, presumably stable and universal, in its functional nature, implies a high degree of stability and schematicity as an important social feature. On the other hand, it is immediately evident, that the import of the individual experience of every Ego in the conceptualization and consequent application of this terminology is significant. In other words, as with any other linguistic knowledge, kinship terminology is a product of interaction of acquired social knowledge and individual cognitive experience. In cognitive functional terms, kinship terminology represents a conceptual schema, a cultural frame, that is instantiated individually, both as a whole and as a network of interrelated components, in every speech event by every speaker. In the empirical plane, every usage of the kinship terminology reflects an individual instance of the kinship frame, where there can be discrepancies between usages in different speakers due to a host of "real world" factors.

\(^{16}\) It is important to note that the most qualified information concerning the kinship terminology and marriage patterns comes predominantly form female language assistants, which represents a specific reference point, possibly different from that of a male speaker.
affecting the form and function of the component terms, e.g.: the actual individual kinship situation, language proficiency, traditional vs. modern lifestyle, non-prototypical mapping of social roles to kinship relation (FaBr=Fa), etc. Ego may have an acquired knowledge of the missing components of the frame from linguistic experience, but not from the individual "real world"; and since this part of the frame is not grounded in usage, it is most likely to produce non-prototypical usage (collapsing of terms, misuse, borrowing, etc.) or, indeed, no terminological representation.

Generally, Eastern Khanty kinship terminology appears to be quite extensive, containing a multitude of separate, etymologically unrelated lexical units. The extent and diversity of the terms manifest a multitude of differentiating features of various levels, such as, generation, relative age, gender, lineal vs. collateral, consanguine vs. affinal, dead vs. alive. The above-mentioned functional nature of the kinship terminology in unwritten Eastern Khanty confirms that the extent and diversity of the terminology reflects the degree of importance and utility of this linguistic system in the everyday life of the speakers. Thus, for example, 'Father's Father' is the only member of the Eastern Khanty system that makes differentiation "dead-alive", which is consistent with the patrilineal character of the Khanty socium (male head of the family and patrilocal residence pattern). In the kinship data, Khanty terms could be classified into single lexeme terms and a variety of compound terms that would combine the terms from the first group into complexes or/and supplement them with descriptive attributes (Table 25):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Lexeme</th>
<th>Compounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aŋki- = Mo</td>
<td>aŋka-jɑɣ = MoFa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aj- enki- = MoSi- StepMo 'small mother'</td>
<td>pɑɣ-pɑɣ = ss oɣi- oɣi = dd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: Example of lexicological componential analysis.
As a part of the Khanty linguistic system, the compound kin terms confirm the linguistic patterns characteristic of the whole system below, that is, kin terms demonstrate grammatical properties that hold for the rest of the language system.

i) kin are categorized as inalienably possessed by the Ego and, similarly to body parts, are attested only inflected for possession, signaling the number and person of the possessor, and the number of the possessed:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{oğ-əm} & \text{aŋk-əm} \\
\text{head-1sg/sg} & \text{mother-1sg/sg} \\
\text{kur-əɣəm} & \text{aŋš-əɣəm} \\
\text{leg-1sg/Du} & \text{brother-1sg/Du}
\end{array}
\]

ii) in compounds the linking kin term acts as a modifier of the target term, and similarly to all other modifiers precedes the modified noun (also true for last names\(^\text{17}\)):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{ämp qat} & \text{aŋka-jay} \\
\text{dog} & \text{mother-father (grandfather on mother's side)} \\
\text{ełlə sart} & \text{pay-pay} \\
\text{big pike-fish} & \text{son-son (grandson by the son)}
\end{array}
\]

Instances of overlapping of the terms' semantic domains are numerous in the recorded data and they illustrate a true utility of this part of the lexicon in individual's cognitive activity of adapting the available lexical resources (in its system of the semantic frame of kinship) to organize/manage and communicate the individual's social environment.

Kinship terms, being nouns and profiling regions in a domain (kin), are also peculiar for their capacity to profile relations deeply inherent in their semantics (they are frequently called "relational nouns" (Langacker 1998)). Kinship terms are also interesting in that they

---

\(^{17}\) The Khanty preferred order of last name preceding first name 'Igorenka Sashka' complies with Mod-N order, which is the distinct from the source language for this introduced name system - Russian, where the opposite order is a norm.
illustrate the concept of Frame/ICM (Fillmore) in the sense that usage of any term in the network evokes the whole schema and other constituents of the frame with various degree of specificity/salience. That is, whenever the kinship term is used, the process can be construed as evoking the whole kinship system and a certain reference Path between the Ego (the universal reference point with regards to which the kinship is identified) and other kin along this Path. The area where cross-linguistic/cross-cultural variation is observed, however, is in the degree and type of profiling of the specifics of referents (kin) required by a language to satisfactorily perform the search (Path) of a particular kin denoted by the kin term with regards to Ego. Such variation is intimately interrelated with the cultural peculiarities of a particular society, such as marriage patterns (exogamy), social organisation (patriarchal), etc. That is, a society actively catering for observance of exogamic, patrilocal/patrilineal arrangement would, as Eastern Khanty shows, employ available linguistic means to make clear the distinction between individuals who have a potential for marriage and those who do not.

Considering Eastern Khanty kinship terms, their mutual interrelation and relation to the known Khanty social behavior patterns is visible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FaBr - iki</th>
<th>MoBr - oli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FaSi - anja</td>
<td>MoSi - ani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noticeable that the gender of the reference kin is prototypically significant in the nomenclature. Similarly, atf̍i = Br+, FaBr+s+, FaBr-s+ vs. MoBr-s+ = iki ; kaki = Br-, FaBr+s-, FaBr-s- vs. MoBr+s-, MoBr-s- = tʃeki ; opi = Si+, FaBr+d+ vs. MoBr+d+ = il’ʃi ; and finally tʃekaj = Si-, FaBr+d-, FaBr-d- vs. MoBr+d- = il’ʃi. The significant opposition here is lineal vs. collateral kinship. As noted earlier by A.L.Kroeber (1909), a custom of
identifying in nomenclature the lineal and collateral relatives is largely co-extensive with exogamous practices. Data on Khanty kinship terminology and ethnographic records suggest exogamy with patrilineal descent, and bifurcate collateral differentiation is consistently an important systemic feature.

The lineal vs. collateral differentiation is also illustrated by the similarity of terms denoting collaterals on husband’s side and lineal relations, whereas the collaterals on the wife’s side are consistently differentiated from the male's lineal relations. It was noted above that in the Khanty patrilocal residence pattern, the son's family settles in proximity to the father's family. Thus, the son's wife generally enters the father's clan. The marriage is commonly described with regards to a man: 'he brought the woman home'; and with regards to a woman: 'she went behind man's back', 'she went to the other/unknown man'. The marriage when a husband would enter the family of the bride (xot wen xu 'son-in-law in the house of wife's father') was exclusively rare and considered unorthodox.

Diachronic analysis illustrates some of the dynamics in this domain of Eastern Khanty vocabulary. Borrowings from Russian and Tartar are used parallel to Khanty terms or substitute for them, disseminating by implication to compound reference terms. These lexical changes in the domain of collateral kin terms are occurring more intensively, most probably due to the strong patriarchal societal features.

Correlating the observed kinship terminology features to the overall Eastern Khanty language system patterns, it is visible for example, that overt gender differentiation of kin exists almost at all levels, whereas it is absent in the language system as a grammatical or

---

lexical feature, e.g.: the 3sg pronoun is neutral to gender, no modifiers differentiate gender, neither S-V nor V-O agreement inflections differentiate gender, etc. The domain of kinship is thus the only area in the language that elaborates such a distinction.

It can be observed in the narrative discourse that there is a consistent gender differentiation in the collective term with the sense - 'immediate family, i.e. spouse and child(ren)'. That is, there exists a set of closely related derivations differentiating 'father/husband and child(ren)' from 'mother/wife and child(ren)'.

Woman's family.
Text #13 (Tereskin 1961):
62. wor ont-nə wəl-t ə-s-ət.
woods-Loc live-PST2.3Pl mother-Coll-Pl
'Once there lived a family (mother's folks) in the woods.'

63. tu ələkən pəy-ali toj-ən.
Dem couple Son-Dim have-PST0.3Du
'This couple had one small son.'

64. əjlə-nə qu wont-a mən-əyən, əs-ə-yən əs-ə-yən əs-ə-yən jok kit-kən
Once-Locman woods-Lat go-PST0.3sg but mother-Coll-Du home stay-PST0.3Du
'Once the man left for the woods, but the mother and son stayed.'

Here, in (62), the term əsət (Lit. mother-Coll-Pl "mother's people") is used as a reference to the family, where the female (mother) is in some way more prominent and serves as a reference point for the family. In (64), the term əsəyən (Lit. mother-Coll-Du "two of mother's kind") serves as a reference for "mother + son", which is evident from (63).

Suffix -(ə)s- has collective/mass semantics, attested mainly in the domain of kinship terminology:
65. wor ont-nə kät åt-i-sa-ən wəl-ən
woods-Loc two brother-Coll-Du live-3Du
'There lived two brothers in the woods'
Perhaps, etymologically this collective suffix is related to other nominative suffixes with qualitative semantics: alḥ-as 'off-springs' ~ alḥ- 'beginning/end'; toɣar-sa 'patch of young pine trees' ~ toɣar 'to cover'; qor-as 'outlook' ~ qor 'image'.

This type of collective reference is made in the 1sg narrative as well, thus demonstrating a self-identification in reference to one of the parents.

66.  
aj ḣān min ḥs-s-ayān mān-yāl-mān ul-ati  
On morning 1Du mother-Coll-Du go-PST1-1Du berry-Sup  
'eOne morning we, me and my mother went to the woods for berries'  

It is seen in the narrative discourse, however, that there are certain restrictions to the use of these collective terms. It is notable that in narratives the term ḥsā- is used only in the direct-quotations, in male speech (when spoken by husbands or children), describing a situation as perceived by or in connection with the male family members (husbands/children):

67.  
tšyl-a, əta, mā ḥs-āl-ām ...  
see-Impr.2sg brother 1sg mother-Coll-Dim-POSS.1sg  
"Look brother, my wife and child(ren) are there..."  

68.  
ājla-nā qu-yān mān-yān pānī ā-s-āli-nā serākā at-kan  
once-Loc man-Du go-3Du and mother-Coll-Dim-Lat seriously say-3Du  
'Once the men left and warned their wives and children'  

The respective symmetric reference term is also attested. The following group-reference term is attested for the man's family:

69.  
jūy-s-ayān luw juy wer-tā mān-yān  
people-Coll-Du bow wood make-INF go-PST0.3Du  
'The father and son went to make a bow.'
In this case, the term ḥa-y-s-āyōn (Lit. father/our people-Coll-Du ‘two of father’s/our people’) is used in reference to ‘father and son’.

It should also be noted that the discourse functions and propositional-semantic content associated with situations describing marital practices in the narratives is, to an extent, indicative of the traditional conceptualization of marriage and family in Eastern Khanty. Thus, the types of verbal constructions found in the marriage context appear illustrative of this conventionalized cultural frame. Thus, the choice of verb’s lexical semantics, as well as the choice of verbal constructions, is in correlation with the cultural frame of marriage - the conventionalized practice of patriarchal/patriloclal residence.

70. a) ma jān ol-na ḥa-m-am-a at-ām ma-nt-ām jas-tə: 1sg ten year-Com become-PP-Ilat father-POSS.1sg 1sg-Acc/Rfl say-PST.0.3sg/sg ‘When I was 10 my father told me: …’

b) “ma noŋ-at kʊt-ām, pərkafnike, pana noŋ-at rʊt’ iki-ja mə-ŋ-əm” 1sg 2sg-Acc send-Prst-1sg shop-assistant and you-Acc Russian man-Ilat give-Prst-1sg “I’ll send you to study for a shop-assistant and give you away to marry a Russian man”

71. “ati ma kɪtʃ-əm əntə rʊt’ iki-ja məŋ-tə’” father 1sg want-1sg Neg Russian man-Ilat go-INF “‘I don’t want to go to the Russian man’”.

72. əntə məŋ-ŋ-an wōy-nə tʊl-ʊj-ən Neg go-Cond-2sg force-Com take-PS.2sg ‘If you are not going (to marry), you’ll be taken by force’”. (Tereskin 1961)

(Tsingala (Kulonen 1989))

73. nuŋ mej-āj-ən pun-əŋ eṭəp məxموx-ʊ-ja You give-PS.2sg hair-Com grow forest.man-Ilat ‘You were given (to marry) to a forest animal-man with a hairy body’.
(Konda (Kulonen 1989))

74.  
*jeś-ān-nā mej-ājān. tut-ām ... noņ-at*
father-POSS.2sg-Loc give-PS.2sg take-1sg you-Acc
'If you are given (to marry) by your father, then I take you'.

That is, the woman/wife is given by her family to go and live with the man/husband, i.e. acts as a patient of 'giving', 'taking' and 'keeping/having' (Target).

The man/husband, on the other hand, is the one who decides or is allowed to take and have/keep the woman/wife at his residence, i.e. acts as a purposeful agent of 'taking' and 'keeping/having', or as a recipient of 'giving' in 3 last examples above.

75.  
"*tul, tšumin ni wij-āyān ...*"
Look-Imper.2sg Dem wife/woman take-PST0.3sg
"Look, he took such a wife..."
(Kalinina 1970)

76.  
*iwān ilā-nō nomōysōl-wēl: "mā timin mustim ni tōja-kan-im ..."
Ivan once-Loc think-3sg 1sg Dem beauty wife keep/have-PST0-1sg/sg
'Ivan thought then: "I had such a beauty of a wife"'.

(Konda (Kulonen 1989)):

77.  
*jeś-ān-nā mej-ājān, tut-ām ... noņ-at*
father-POSS.2sg-Loc give-PS.2sg take-Prst.1sg you-Acc
'If you are given by your father, then I take you'.

In more categorical terms, in this type of social behavior (the cultural frame of 'marriage'), the social role of wife and mother correlates most frequently/exclusively to the semantic role of Target/Undergoer, while the social role of husband and father most frequently correlates to the semantic role of Agent/Recipient. The only consistent discrepancy from the above correlation in this frame, is the 'wife = agent' correlation in the
case of motion verb constructions, where ‘wife/bride’ is the Agent of ‘going’, both in literal, physical relocation, and in a more abstract sense, that of transferring oneself from the general domain of the Father to the general domain of the husband: *ikiya manta* ‘towards husband/man go’; become associated with the general domain of Husband's Father, as implied by the frame:\(^2\):

*Fig. 4: Marriage: 'social role' transition = 'space' transition.*

However, the above spatial/abstract transition is not really agentive, in the sense of volition and control, as the cultural frame implies that the agent (woman) is not the one who really makes the decision to move, but complies with the external will. The agent (woman) in reality never acts alone, being taken to a new location by the man.

This discussion may be concluded with the statement that the key differentiations in the Khanty kinship terminology is mutually informed and conditioned by the important patterns in the social behavior. Such prominent differentiation as gender (sex) is omnipresent at all levels in the kinship terminology system, but is otherwise absent from the Khanty grammatical system.

\(^{20}\) 'bride' - is more precise, as the cultural frame implies that the status of 'wife' is complete only upon arrival to- and observing certain rituals at the new family location (new house), normally 'husband's' clan residence.

\(^{21}\) Patrilocal setting - the husband=son normally resides with, or in the immediate proximity to his Father.
Kinship terminology is a dynamic adaptive and highly "subjective" cognitive system serving the multi-fold purpose of delimiting the individual's domain of kin relations by mapping the social frame of kinship to 'real-world' kinship environment on one hand, and identifying, regulating, communicating social relations in the community on the other.

It is a tendency in kinship terminology for nuclear terms to be more or less universal across speakers, whereas more peripheral terms tend to be increasingly individualized with regards to semantics. This is because the individual real-world circumstances define (corrupt) the correspondences between the term, the actual biological kin and social roles, which, in turn, has implications in affecting larger areas in the domain, i.e. semantic and lexical shifts in compounds, linking routes, etc.

The Eastern Khanty kinship terminology system itself demonstrates an immediately observable relation to social behavior patterns, in that, in its functional utilitarian nature, it appears both an instrument and indicator of social changes, such as cultural and linguistic assimilation.
3. PRONOUNS

Eastern Khanty pronouns are a closed class of proforms, that are used robustly to substitute instances of an open class (Shopen 1985), that of nouns and/or noun phrases.

1. aŋ aj ni män-nä qit'-'qas
   one small woman 1sg-Com stay-PST2
   ‘One girl (small woman) stayed here with me’

Among the Eastern Khanty pronouns there are virtually all subtypes that are typically differentiated for this class of words.

3.1.1 Personal Pronouns

Personal pronouns are used primarily to refer to the speech act participants, i.e. 1 and 2 sg, dual and plural:

2. ul-əm torim-nə nøŋ-an ma-n loyoslə-yas-ən.
   sleep-Poss.3sg dream-Loc 2sg-Loc 1sg-Acc hit-PST3-2sg
   ‘You hit me in my dream.’

3. tom pel'koy sawəsiki ma-nä jö-wəl.
   Det side-Abl2 Siwsiki 3Pl-Loc go-Prst.3sg
   ‘Sewsiki [wood goblin] is coming here (to us) from that side of the river.’

4. nøŋ tət al fərk-itən.
   2Du Det Neg make_noise-Imper.2Du
   ‘Don’t (you two) be naughty’

They are also used in reference to other referents whose identity is available to the speakers either from the linguistic context or situationally (i.e. 3sg, dual and plural):

5. mə pətʃkän-nat liyiltə -l-im, juy-əŋ oy-ol il wer-l-ətə
   1sg gun-Com take_aim-Prst-1sg 3sg-Loc head-POSS.3sg down do-Iterat-3sg/sg
   ‘I tried to take a shot with my gun, but he sees me and hides his head’

6. ellə niŋ-əl-nə muyəjə jək antə āreləl-to niŋ-əl-kən
   elder woman-Poss.3sg-Loc how 3Pl Neg ask-IMPP girl-Dim-Du
   ‘No matter how much the elder woman tried to calm them down, the girls...’
wijna kum l'uyi-t-ən-ən ʃərə-yə-qən
maliciously outside leave-IMPP-Poss.3Du-Loc make_noise-Pst0.2Du
‘…went out and kept making noise.’

The exact paradigm of the Eastern Khanty personal pronouns looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mä</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>məŋ / mŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>nəŋ</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td>nəŋ / nŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jəŋ / loŋ22</td>
<td>jin / lin</td>
<td>jəŋ / ləŋ // jîŋ / lîŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Eastern Khanty Personal Pronouns.

3.1.1.1 Inflection

Pronominal forms may be co-referential with any argument or adjunct in the proposition, and their syntactic functional domain is very wide; hence, Eastern Khanty pronouns have extended case paradigms, almost identical to that of nouns, with the exception of Accusative case marker, non-existent in the noun paradigm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mä</td>
<td>nəŋ</td>
<td>jəŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>məŋənt</td>
<td>nəŋət</td>
<td>jəŋət</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>məŋənən</td>
<td>nəŋən</td>
<td>jəŋən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilat/Dat</td>
<td>məŋənən</td>
<td>nəŋən</td>
<td>jəŋən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allat</td>
<td>məŋənəpən</td>
<td>nəŋəpən</td>
<td>jəŋəpən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>məŋənəpən</td>
<td>nəŋənən</td>
<td>jəŋənən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst/Obj</td>
<td>məŋənəpən</td>
<td>nəŋənən</td>
<td>jəŋənən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablat</td>
<td>məŋənələn</td>
<td>nəŋələn</td>
<td>jəŋələn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abess</td>
<td>məŋələn</td>
<td>nəŋələn</td>
<td>jəŋələn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Case Paradigm of the Eastern Khanty Personal Pronouns.

3.1.1.1.1 Nominative

The nominative case is predictably the case of the Agent semantic role, of either matrix (7) or linked clauses (8), used to express the SAP - 1 and 2 person.

22 There is a regional variation of the initial consonant /j/ ~ /l/ between south-eastern Vasyugan and Upper Alexandrovo vs. more northern dialects of Vakh and Yughan.
7. non wiw-at öyn-äj wajay, mä way-1-om kör-äj wajay.
   2sg call-Impr.2sg feather-Attr animal 1sg call-Prst-1sg leg-Attr animal
   'You call the winged animals, and I call the earthy animals.'

8. mä wäl-t-am tj'ars-a poroyla-l-män
   1sg live-IMPP.1sg sea-lllat fly-Prst-1DU
   'We'll fly to the place, where I live, at the sea'

Whereas the Eastern Khanty nouns are normally unmarked for case both in the Agent and Target semantic roles, the pronouns in the semantic role of Target of the action are marked by the Acc case marker (cf. Accusative below). However, there are occasional examples where the pronominal Target argument is coded morphosyntactically similarly to the pronominal Agent (cf. (9), (10), (11) vs. (12), (13)), by the Nom. case.

Agent of State:

9. ójpä quinta mä werœn wäl-m-am-na
   once when 1sg small be-PP-1sg-Loc
   'Once, when I was small…'

Agent of Event:

10. mä pat-l-uj-om
    1sg be_cold/freeze-Prst-PS-1sg
    'I am getting cold'

Agent of Action:

11. quinta mä noj-œ loyos-l-om
    when 1sg 2sg-Instr/Obj hit-Prst-1sg
    'When did I hit you?'

Target of Action:

12. poj-ol-no qoy juy waya-yn.
    son-POSS.3sg-Loc long 3sg call-Pst0.3sg
    'Her son called (for) her for a long time.'

13. mä non qitjik-alî-nati utiy-la-l-om
    1sg 2sg knife-Dim-Instr/Com cut-Prst-1sg
    'I will cut you with a knife'

14. tim puhal-øy min-t pöyi-la-walt mën-itøy mën-itøy
    Det village-Abl2 1PL-Acc chase-Tr-Prst.3PL go-Impr.2PL go-Impr.2PL
    '(They) chase us away from this village: "Go, go!"'
This is not a typical way of marking the semantic role of Target and appears to be associated with the negotiation of the pragmatic properties of the referents, where the argument structure is a manifestation of the pragmatic dynamics of the referents in discourse (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure). In (12), the Agent referent ‘her son’ is pragmatically marked – topicalized (secondary topic, or otherwise), whereas the Target referent ‘3sg’, though referential, i.e. contextually accessible, is nevertheless a part of the assertion in the proposition, and is also not an SAP.

Pronominal NP possessor may be unmarked for case and as any nominal modifier may be simply juxtaposed to the head noun which it modifies:

15. mä soŋəput-am äl tuy-i.
   lsg pot-Poss.lsg Neg carry-Impr.2sg
   ‘Don’t carry away my pot’

3.1.1.1.2 Accusative

What is more typical and traditionally (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966) described for the Khanty language, is coding the role of Target by the Accusative case marker (14), (16):

Target of Action:

16. nön-ət möyi nemp-ə way-wəlt ?
   2sg-Acc what name-Instr/Obj call-Prst.3PL
   ‘What name do they call you?’

17. jājəm-nati mä-nt tuyi jəŋə-m-ti
   axe-Com/Instr lsg-Acc away chop-Mmnt-3sg
   ‘(He) will chop me with an axe’

Compared to (13) above, in (16), the Target referent ‘2sg’ is not only contextually accessible, but also activated, being a part of the presupposition in the proposition, and the rest of the
proposition is predicating some information about it, focusing on the Instrumental referent ‘name’ coded by the InstrObj case, whereas the Agent referent is either irrelevant or unambiguous and elided.

Target of transitive Action:
18. muyl’a tj’iti jäl’iywən, mä-n tjəqə kən’ka-mtə-s-o.  
why DET act-Prst-2sg 1sg-Acc very frighten-Mmnt-PST2-2sg  
“Why do you do that? Got me really scared.”

Benefactive of di-transitive Action:
19. pälänə jay-no min-t rāk-ə totqəl-wəl.  
sometimes people-Loc 1PL-Acc flour-Instr/Obj give-Prst.3PL  
‘Occasionally people give us some flour’

As for the status of this morpheme as a case marker, it is not entirely clear, if the reference ‘the accusative case marker’ is altogether adequate. It is clear from the available data, that this marker or the grammar it serves to code is not grammaticalized for Eastern Khanty nouns, i.e. it is not present in the noun case paradigm. Thus, its functional distribution is limited to personal pronouns. It is also clear, that in the domain of personal pronouns, the function it codes is that of the Target role in the active direct transitive clauses. It is also known, that Accusative case is not characteristic for most of the genetically related Finno-Ugrian languages. Moreover, in some of these languages, like Finnish, a similar phenomenon exists, where there is a marker on pronouns in the semantic role, which is referred to as definite P marker (A.P.Volodin, 2006)\(^{23}\) and is not considered a case marker, but rather a marker of definiteness. While, confirming the definite pragmatic status of all the referents marked by this morpheme in the available Eastern Khanty data, for the purposes of this descriptive work, the nature and appropriateness of the reference terms for it will not be discussed in any further detail.

\(^{23}\) Personal communication. I would like to acknowledge professor Volodin’s comments concerning the Khanty case system.
3.1.1.1.3 Locative

The Locative case prototypically marks spatial/temporal relations of the referents, often locating the event or other referents with regard to the SAP:

20. nuy kul'-ä mä-na jul-öm lat-int-as
    upward get.up-Impr.2sg 1sg-Loc mouth-Poss.1sg get.burnt-Mmnt\Tr-Pst2.3sg
    ‘Get up, my(at me) mouth has got all dry’

21. tʃ'u kəsi-na nuy jɔyl-il jɔyä-nä tʃutʃi-mtä-tä.
    Det man-Loc upward bow-POSS.3sg 3sg-Loc raise-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg/sg
    ‘That man aimed his bow at him’

Apart from the typical spatial locative semantics, Loc case is frequently used to mark the semantic role of Agent in the so-called Eastern Khanty Loc-Agent (ergative) constructions, as well as the Agent of the agented passive constructions (cf. 10.3.Non-canonical Constructions):

22. t'u sart män-an kippä päntʃältə-yäl-iŋ.
    Det pike-fish 1PL-Loc twice boil-PST3-1PL
    ‘We boiled that pike-fish twice’

    Agented passive:

23. män-na länki løyäl-öŋ kàyɾəmtä-s-i, jɔy-an mä-ŋt köt-ä-m-öŋ perä-s.
    1sg-Loc squirrel tail-Abl grab-Pst2-PS.3sg 3sg-Loc 1sg-Acc hand-Abl bite-Pst2.3sg
    ‘I grabbed a squirrel by the tail, and it bit me on the hand’

3.1.1.1.4 Illative/Dative

Similarly to nouns, in pronouns, the Illative/Dative case most commonly marks the recipient of the object transfer/target in the change of possession, addressee of speech act, direction of movement:

24. jöräl'i jɔy-ä təyta-yan
    mouse-Dim 3sg-Illat say-Pst0.3sg
    ‘The mouse said to her’
25. sart n'øyäs-t-an pirnə, muyłəl män-ü qaj-i.
pike-fish scale-IMPP-POSS.2sg after liver 1sg-lllat leave-Impr.2sg
‘After you scale the pike, leave the liver for me’

3.1.1.5 Allative

Very similarly to the Illative/Dative, the Allative case /-pa/ marks the direction of
movement, and less often object transfer:

26. mänä-pä tom t'arös-pa ləyəlla-mən
1sg-Allat Dem sea-Allat fly-Imper.1DU
‘Let’s fly to the sea, to my place’

Allative, appears a less frequent and less productive case marker, whose functional-semantic
domain overlaps with that of the Illative/Dative.

3.1.1.6 Comitative

The Comitative case marker /-nä(ti)/ is found on the referents whose co-presence in the
event is seen as salient:

27. t’a məŋ jay-näti oytnə urj-a mən-s-ŋə
Dem 1Pl 3Pl-Com Okhteurij-lllat go-Pst2-1Pl
‘We went with them to Okhteurij’

28. min juy-na aj kəl tələwə-əs-in
1DU 3sg-Com small word say-Pst3-3DU
‘We, (me) and her, talked for a while’

3.1.1.7 Instrumental/Objective

The Instrumental/Objective case of the pronominal arguments is attested mainly in
the Vakh Eastern Khanty dialects marking the referents with the semantic role of Target
of the transitive Action:

29. qunte mä nöŋ-e ləyəs-l-əm
when 1sg 2sg-InstrObj hit-Prst-1sg
“When did I hit you?” (Tereskin 1961)
30. tiyl-ä juy-ä, mä nœn-ø jœwil-l-œm.  
here-Lat come-Imper.2sg 1sg 2sg-InstrObj feed-Prst-1sg  
‘Come here, I will feed you’ (Tereskin 1961)

31. app-al-nœ juy-i jœwœ-tœ, joœl juy-ä werä-øøn.  
father-POSS.3sg-LOC 3sg-InstrObj feed-Pst0.3sg bow 3sg-Dat make-Pst0.3sg  
‘Father fed him, made him a bow’ (Tereskin 1961)

32. toruy qojnäkœm juy-i way-œøl  
suddenly somebody 3sg-InstrObj call-Prst.3sg  
‘Suddenly somebody calls him’ (Tereskin 1961)

3.1.1.8 Ablative

The Ablative case marker /-oy/ expresses the source of movement or object transfer:

33. mœn-øy qoqqaøa æl mœn-ä  
1sg-Abl far Neg go-Imper.2sg  
‘Don’t go far away from me’

34. mä jin-øy sïl-ä mœn-s-œm  
1sg 3PL-Abl away-lllat go-Pst2-1sg  
‘I went away from them’

3.1.1.9 Abessive

The Abessive case characterizes the situation with respect to absence of some referent in the State, Event, Action:

35. mœn-laø wer-œøl  
1sg-Abess do-Prst.3sg  
‘(S)he works without me’

3.1.1.2 Reflexive Forms of Personal Pronouns

Eastern Khanty personal pronouns also have the so-called reflexive forms (alternatively: emphatic and reflexive forms (Gulya 1966) or definite-possessive forms (Tereskin 1961)).
The morphological makeup of these forms is the following, the stem of the personal pronoun is affixed with the marker /-ti/, most probably with an emphatic semantics, and a possessive suffix corresponding in number and person to the stem personal pronoun is added:

\[ X + /-ti/ + POSS.x \]

Where \( X \) is the base personal pronoun, and \( x \) – is the possessive affix corresponding to \( X \).

These forms are used quite robustly in various syntactic positions and their functional characteristics are quite diverse. When occurring in the Agent, or Target semantic role, they have prototypical reflexive substantive meaning: ‘I myself’, ‘you yourself’:

36. jöy-t-il küm läytäs
    3sg-Rfl-3sg out exit-Pst2.3sg
    ‘Then he himself went out’

When appearing as arguments in the function of the nominal attributive modifier, these forms have a possessive – reflexive meaning: ‘my own’, ‘your own’:

37. mä män-t-im sem-yal-äm-nä t’i täyi ajnänm wu-yal-im
    1sg 1sg-Rfl-1sg eye-Du-POSS.1sg-Instr/Com Dem place once see-Pst3-1sg
    ‘I saw this all with my own eyes’

Finally, when occurring as arguments functioning as an adverbial modifier, these forms have a manner modifier meaning ‘I along’, ‘just them’:

38. älväli jöy-t-il âlontä-s
    Alvali 3sg-Rfl-3sg go_to_bed-Pst2.3sg
    ‘Alvali went to bed by himself (alone)’

39. jöl-il-ä nun-tän lökka-ol-øy
    go-Mult-Imper 2sg-Rfl-2sg road-POSS.3sg-Abl
    “Walk your own way!”
More complete paradigm of these forms is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mäntim</td>
<td>mintimön</td>
<td>mäntüy / mäntuy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>nöntin</td>
<td>nin</td>
<td>nöntin / nöntin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jöytül / loytül</td>
<td>jintin / lintin</td>
<td>jöytül / loytül // jüytül / liytül</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Reflexive Forms of Eastern Khanty Personal Pronouns.

There is also another form of the personal pronoun (so far only in the 3sg), which appears to have a similar reflexive (emphatic)/possessive semantics. Morphologically, it represents the base of the personal pronoun (here 3sg) affixed with the marker /-nam/-näm/:

40. töya wət'-imt-a'yən  tʃu rayaw  jöy-nämːa wət'-imt-a'yən.
    fire take-fire-Mmmt-Pst0.3sg Det right away 3sg-Refl took fire-Mmmt-Pst0.3sg
    'The fire started, and it (the grass tuft) took the fire itself'

41. juj toyi jöyi-tə,  jöy-näm utwisöy kum popoŋla-γən.
    bile away throw-IMPP 3sg-Refl window out jump-Pst0.3sg
    '(He) threw the bile away, and (himself) jumped outside through the window'

42. atʃ-il  man-a'yən  oran puyl-a...
    elder_brother-3sg go-Pst0.3sg other village-Illat
    'The elder brother left for the other village,...'

    töt jöy-näm jay-ləl  käs-tə  töt wəl-m-a'yən.
    Dem 3sg-Refl people-Poss.3Pl find-IMPP Dem live-Inch-PST0.3sg
    '...found his (own) family there and started to live there'

43. kəsi-ne  nuy  jöyl-əl  jöy-nämə  pərtəy  wəj-tə.
    man-Loc upward bow-POSS.3sg 3sg-Refl back take-Pst0.3sg
    'The man put his (own) bow down'

This pronominal form appears mainly either in the Agent semantic role (40, 41), or as a possessive/attributive modifier to the nominal argument, in which case it is juxtaposed (commonly pre-posed (42) but may also occur as a postposition (43)) to the modified head. The marker /-nam/-näm/ is quite infrequent and only occurs on another pronominal form, definite collective pronoun ajnäm ‘all’ derived from aj ‘one’.
44. aj-nam  man-so-at.
    all  go-Pst2-3Pl
    ‘Everyone has gone’

3.1.2 Demonstrative Pronouns

3.1.2.1 Inflection

There are four main forms of the Eastern Khanty demonstratives: timi ‘this one here’, tomī ‘that one there’; and t’it ‘this’, t’ot / t’ut ‘that’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definite/Visible</th>
<th>Proximal</th>
<th>Remote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>timi</td>
<td>tomī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite/Invisible</td>
<td>tf’it</td>
<td>tf’ot / tf’ut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Eastern Khanty Demonstrative Pronouns.

45. tom  kor  pəlk-a  ur-s-əm
    that  swamp  side-Illat  cross-PST2-1sg
    ‘I crossed to the other side of that swamp’

46. tim  təvɨ  âtəm-âki
    this  place  bad-Pred
    ‘This here is a bad place’

47. tf’u  sar-na  mən  qatʃ  kəmləyə-tə-yal.
    that  pike-Loc  1sg-Acc  almost  turn_over-Pst1.3sg
    ‘That pike almost got me out of the boat’

48. məyəmə  nəŋ-ən  nuy  wə-jin  tf’i  sart.
    how  2sg-Loc  upward  take-Pass-Pst0.2sg  this  pike
    ‘How did you get this pike out?’

Similarly to personal pronominal forms, demonstratives could be co-referential with arguments or adjuncts in a variety of syntactic functions, and thus have an extended case paradigm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal</td>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>Proximal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>timi</td>
<td>tomī</td>
<td>timiyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>timina</td>
<td>tomina</td>
<td>timiyənnə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illat/Dat</td>
<td>timijä</td>
<td>tomija</td>
<td>timiyənä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allat</td>
<td>timijāpä</td>
<td>tomijāpa</td>
<td>timiyənāpä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>timinä</td>
<td>tomīna</td>
<td>timiyənənä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablat</td>
<td>timijōy</td>
<td>tomijōy</td>
<td>timiyənōy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abass</td>
<td>timilōy</td>
<td>tomilōy</td>
<td>timiyənloj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transl</td>
<td>timiya</td>
<td>tomiya</td>
<td>timiyəna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Case Paradigm of the Eastern Khanty Demonstrative Pronouns (Definite/Visible).

More typically, however, the demonstratives robustly collocate with nouns, in which case they behave similarly to other nominal modifiers, i.e. appear preposed to the head noun, uninflected for case, whereas the head noun carries the case agreement inflection (47):

- Dem.Prn.Def. modifying the NP with the Agent semantic role of the matrix clause marked by Nom. case:

49. tom pul pun lajaj-wəl
    that (Nom) piece hair hang-Prst.3sg
    ‘There’s that bunch of animal hair hanging’

- Dem.Prn.Def. modifying the NP with the Target semantic role Ø-marked for case:

50. tʃ’u l’a-nə rætʃ tʃ’al’əytä-γən tʃim werəŋ-ot-ət.
    that time-Loc old man scream-Pst.3sg this little-thing-Pl
    ‘Then the old man screamed to these children.’

- Dem.Prn.Def. modifying the Locative role marked by Loc. case:

51. tom palək-nə
    that side-Loc
    ‘On the other side’

- Dem.Prn.Def. modifying the ‘target’ Locative role marked by Illative/Dative case:

52. in-ta qoji-m-ŋ-an, tom kölləŋ-ä joy-ä, män-ä tʃeləyt-ä.
    eat-INF want-PP-2sg-Loc that bank-Lat come-Impr.2sg 1sg-Lat call-Impr.2sg
    ‘If you want to eat, come to that bank, call for me.’
Dem.Prn. Def. modifying the ‘source’ Locative role marked by Ablative2 case:

53. **tom-pel’k-oγ sawεsiki maŋ-ä jo-wəl.**

that-side-Abl2 Sevsiki 1Pl.-Lat go-Prst.3sg

’sewsiki [wood goblin] is coming here from that side of the river.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>tʃ’it</td>
<td>tʃ’ut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>tʃ’itnə</td>
<td>tʃ’utnə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illat/Dat</td>
<td>tʃ’itə</td>
<td>tʃ’utə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allat</td>
<td>tʃ’itəpə</td>
<td>tʃ’utəpə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>tʃ’itnə</td>
<td>tʃ’utnə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablat</td>
<td>tʃ’itəy</td>
<td>tʃ’utəy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abess</td>
<td>tʃ’itəy</td>
<td>tʃ’utəy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transl</td>
<td>tʃ’itəy</td>
<td>tʃ’utəy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Case Paradigm of the Eastern Khanty Demonstrative Pronouns (Indefinite/Invisible).

54. **tʃ’u pirnə jəy (kəntəy - jəy - al’it) puqəl**

that after 3Pl Khanty-people village

əj pel’əy-nə amti-t qat, tʃət / tʃut wəl-mə-t.

one side-Loc build-Pst.3Pl house that live-PP-3Pl

‘After that they built the house close to the village and lived there.’

Coding Target argument in Nom. case:

55. **naŋ tat æl fərk-ıtən.**

2Du that Neg make.noise-Impr.2Du

‘Don’t be so naughty (Lit.: Your two such(that, like so) don’t make noise ).’

The antecedent of the Dem.Prn. maybe the VP or a clause, as in the interrogative (56b) and (c), where the cataphoric ‘this’ in (b), and anaphoric ‘this’ in (c) are referential with the VP ‘got me really scared’ in the second part of (b).

56. a) **kəsɨ-no som-əl jəy ləkkintə-yən.**

man-Loc heart-POSS.3sg/sg home stop-Pst.3sg

‘The man’s heart stopped.’

b) **muyl’a tʃiti jəł’i-y-wən, mə-n tʃəqə kən’ka-mə-s-ən ?**

why this act-Prst.-2sg 1sg-Acc very frighten-Mmnt-Pst2-2sg

‘Why do you do this? Got me really scared.’
c) mola nog man-na aj ti’iti kotw-kal-әn, ma aj ti’iti som-әm jow amlәyil-kal.
manner 2sg 1sg-Loc one this do-Pst1-2sg 1sg one this heart-Poss.1sg stop-Pst1.3sg
"Back then, you did the same to me, then my heart was stopping like that."

- Coding Locative in Loc. case in adjunct relation:

57. inna ma jo-s-im, noŋ ti’u-na-ŋ
just 1sg go-Pst2.1sg 2sg that-Loc-Poss.2sg/sg
'I just came/arrived, you, that instance,...

nomiy jәyәs kum tot-limilti-s-әn.
exactly shit outside take.out-Pst2-2sg
...are throwing away the wastes.'

This example shows a rare temporal deixis marking by Dem.Prn.Indef. in Loc.case to express
spatial/temporal location and for 2sg/possession to express identification of the temporal
location with a referent of the proposition (2sg), literally: ‘at that (moment) of yours’.

However, more frequently, Dem.Prn.Indef. are used not independently, but in modifying
function with NP arguments with various semantic role.

- Dem.Prn.Indef. modifying the Agent semantic role marked by Nom. case:

58. ti’u jay joy jәŋ-әt.
that people home come-Pst0.3sg
‘Those people came into the house.’

59. ti’u-pirnә ti’u qu pәy-әl-a ti’suти joloy-wәl.
that-after that man son-POSS.3sg-Lat that say-Prst.3sg
‘After that, that man says that to his son: ...’

60. ti’u ni qat-a jәga-yәn ti’u aj ninәi-l’i-әnә
that woman house-ILLat/Dat go-Pst0.3sg that little woman-Dimin-Du-ILLat
tol’k-әgәs.
tell-Pst3.3sg
‘That woman came [back] into the house [and] told those little girls’

61. ti’u-pirnә ti’u rәtʃ’ qat-a kөna-yәn.
that-after-Loc that old man house-ILLat enter-Pst0.3sg
‘After that the old man came into the house.’
These examples of Dem.Prm. modifying NPs with the Agent semantic role include also modification of the Agent of a dependent clause (temporal, spatial, conditional or relative):

62. qunta tʃ’u jay im-l-ət in-tə, rətʃ juk-i
when that people sit-Pst-3Pl eat-JMPP old man forward-ILLat
‘When those people got down to dinner, the old man…’
ma-wəŋ kum tʃ’eltyə-wəŋ niŋi-t-ä.
go-Pst0.3sg out scream-Pst0.3sg woman-Pl-ILLat
‘…ran outside and screamed to the women.’

63. tʃ’u l’änə ajəmkıtəm qu-j-t æntə qoŋ nomaŋsək-min,
that time young man-EP-Pl Neg long think-Conv
‘Then not thinking much, young men…’
noŋ wer-ət, məŋ-ət tɔyəla, qo wəl-ət tʃ’u jay
arrow do-Pst0.3Pl go-Pst0.3Pl that-ILLat where live-Pst0.3Pl that people
‘…made arrows and went where those people lived’
as well as the Agent of the matrix clause inside a dependent clause, which in turn, is also a part of the matrix clause:

64. quntə qat tɔyə-nə i-m-əl, rətʃ uwəyt-ətə qa tɔyət
when house fire-Loc eat-PP-3sg oldman see-Pst0.3sg house fire
‘When the house burnt down, the old man saw, that while the house was burning,’
i-m-əl-øy, tʃ’u jay entaw wəlaka məy-ä il-mən-t.
eat-PP-3sg-Abl that people waist up to ground-Lat down-go-Pst0.3Pl
‘…those people got under the ground up to the waist.’

- Dem.Prm.Indef. modifying the Agent role marked by the Loc. case:

65. tʃ’u kəsi-nə nuy jɔyl- il jɔyə-nä tʃuʃə-mtə-tə.
that man-Loc upward bow-POSS.3sg 3sg-Loc raise-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg/sg
‘That man aimed his bow at him.’

24 [When the house burned down], the old man saw [that while the house was burning], those people got under the ground up to the waist. Matrix 1: ‘the old man saw that while the house was burning, those people got under the ground up to the waist’;
Matrix 2: ‘those people got under the ground up to the waist’.
köröy-ne oy-il il mäyn’imtə-tə.
eagle-Loc head-POSs.3sg/sg downward bow-Pst0.3sg
‘The eagle got its head down.’

- Dem.Prn.Indef. modifying NP with the Target semantic role Ø-marked for case:

66. muyl’a tf’iti jäl’iy-wən, mà-n tfəqə kən’ka-mta-s-ən.
why this act-Prst-2sg 1sg-Acc very frighten-Mmnt-Pst2-2sg
‘Why do you do this? Got me really scared.’

67. məŋ app-al-aw-ne tf’i kəntəy jay wel’-s-il’.
1Pl father-Poss.3sg-Pl-Loc this Khanty people kill-Pst2-3Pl/sg
‘Our fathers killed these Khanty people.’

68. jəy jə-yit wel’-tä tfu rətf i tfu, kä nɪn-kən.
3Pl come-Pst0.3Pl kill-INF that old.man and that two woman-Du
‘They have come to kill that old man and those two women.’

69. kəntəy rətf-ne jəj-əm wəj-tə
Khanty old man-Loc axe-Poss.3sg take-Pst0.3sg

tf’u on’amə rətf’ jəj-əm-ne oy-il-təə jəyəm-tə.
that old old man axe-Poss.3sg-Instr head-Poss.3sg-InstrObj hit-Pst0.3sg
‘The old Khanty man took an axe and hit that old man on the head with the axe.’

70. quunti rətf’ tf’i köl tiym-al-na, kuj-at l’isiymin puyjalə-t.
when old man this word say-PP-3sg-Loc man-Pl laugh-Conv get.up-Pst0.3Pl
‘When the old man said these words, the young men got up laughing.’

The last example prompts, the frequent use of this Dem.Prn.Indef. with the semantics of
message cataphorically preceding the direct report, or less often, anaphorically following it:

71. rətf’ əj nɪn-ă tf’iti tölka-wən.
old man one woman-Illat this say-Pst0.3sg
‘The old man said to one woman this: …’

72. qöröy kəsi-j-a tf’iti tölöy-wəl.
eagle man-EP-Illat this say-Prst.3sg
‘The eagle says this to the man:…’

73. wərən-ot-at puyəl jor-na puy-wəl-t, tf’iti tf’el’-wəl-t.
little-thing-Pl village center-Loc jump-Prst-3Pl this scream-Prst-3Pl
‘The children are jumping in the street and are screaming this: …’
74. jëng-äl’i tfuti jöy-a tööy-wel.
mouse-Dim that 3sg-lllat say-Prst.3sg
‘The mouse says the following: ...’

75. kæsi tfuti köröy tfuti tööy-wel.
man that eagle-lllat say-Prst.3sg
‘The man says that to the eagle: ...’

76. ëjpä kæsi-j-a köröy tfuti tööy-wel.
once man-EP-lllat eagle that say-Prst.3sg
‘Once, the eagle says that to the man: ...’

77. ankä-na pal-ty-ä jëwë-ta, tfuti juy-ä tööy-wel.
mother-Loc breast-PL-Instr/Obj feed-IMPP that 3sg-lllat say-Prst.3sg
‘Mother (breast-) fed him and so says this to him: ...’

78. pæy-l-a tfuti tööy-wel.
son-POSS.3sg/sg-lllat that say-Prst.3sg
‘She says that to her son: ...’

79. tf’u-pirna rätj juy-im jay-a tfuti tööy-wel.
Det-after old man come-PP people-lllat that say-Prst.3sg
‘Then the old man says that to the foreigners: ...’

- Dem.Prn.Indef. modifying the Locative role marked by Loc case:

80. aj kæsi quft’kil’-to mën-m-äl’-na, tf’u toej-ä jöyä’-yen.
one man hunt-IMPP go-PP 3sg - Loc that place-EP-Lat come-Pst0.3sg
‘One man went hunting and got to that place.’

There are a number of strong collocations of Dem.Prn.Rem.Indef. with the postposition
(grammaticalized nominal in the Loc. case) used to express temporal modification of the
event, such as: tf’u pirna ‘after that’:

81. tf’u pirna körön-ey oy-il
that after eagle-Transl head-POSS.3sg/sg
‘The eagle then, raised his head.’

82. tf’u pirna qörüy tf’uti kæsi-j-a tööy-wel.
that after eagle that man-lllat say-Prst.3sg
‘After that, the eagle says the following to the man: ...’
83. kəsi tʃäyintä-ʔən, tʃ'ù pirnə jin poröyl'-kən.
man get ready-Pst0.3sg that after 3DU fly-Prst-3DU
‘The man got ready, and then they flew.’

84. tʃ'ù pirnə qöörəg wəl-tə təyə-ja poröy ləl-kən joy juq-qin.
that after eagle live-IMPP place-Lat fly-Pst0.3DU home come-Pst0.3Du
‘After that, the eagle went to that place where he lived, and they got back home.’

85. tʃ'ù pirnə in mən-kən.
that after 3DU go-Pst0.3Du
‘After that they (two) left.’

or with the noun ‘time’ – tʃ'ù länə ‘at that time’:

86. quntə intot tetəy wer-l'-tən i qat pam-nətə
when food inwards do-Prst-2Du and house grass-Com
‘After you cook the food and…’

tʃ'əki-l-tən, tʃ'ù länə kum luəti - tən.
fill-Prst-2Du that time out go-Prst.2Du
‘…fill the house with the hay, then go outside.’

Occasionally, with the Russian borrowing remə (Russ. vremja ‘time’) in the Eastern
Khanty Loc. case - tʃ'ù reməno ‘right then’:

87. tʃ'ù remə-no al'wə il ruŋimtä-ʔən nöröytä-ʔən.
that time-Loc Alva down jump-Pst0.3sg run-Pst0.3sg
‘Right then, Alva jumped down and went running.’

as well as other temporal and spatial modifiers:

88. tôyə wəts'-imt-əyən tʃ'ù rayəw jöynəmpə wəts'-imt-əyən.
fire take.fire-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg that right away 3sg-Refl took.fire-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg
‘The fire started, and it [the grass tuft] itself lit up that instant.’

- Dem.Prm.Indef. modifying the Locative role marked by the Illative/Dative case:

89. qu-jət tʃ'ù puyl-a jö-yit jöyən.
man-EP-PI that village-illat come-Pst0.3Pl night
‘The young men came to that village at night.’
• Dem.Prn.Indef. modifying juxtaposed noun in the function of nominal modifier:

90. tf'u kase-nə appa-kəl əŋkə-kəl an'äm-kən
   that man-Loc father-Poss.3sg/Du mother-Poss.3sg/Du get old-Pst0.3DU
   'That man's father and mother got old…'

91. jənjən-ni-nə tsu ni lopisaj en-tə, mənə-ən jəy qat-ɨl-a.
   water-woman-Loc that woman cloth put-Pst0.3sg go-Pst0.3sg inside house-3Pl-Lat
   'The mermaid put on that woman's clothes and went to their home.'

92. tf'u-pirnə tsu rəts i kā niŋ-kən wəj-əl' tfu
   that-after that old man and two women-Du take-3sg that
   'After that that old man and two women took…'
   jəy wel'i-t, mən-ət jəy puyləl-ə.
   people reindeer-Pl go-Pst0.3Pl back village-Poss.3sg-Il-lat
   '…those people's reindeer and went to their village.'

93. tf'u iki səgə-put wəj-tə noroytə-ən.
   that old man kind-pot take-IMPP run-Pst0.3sg
   '(She) took the old man's pot and ran away.'

Finally, quite rarely, demonstratives (only Indefinite in these data) occur in the predicate
function in a way similar to nominal predicates, using the predicative/adverbializer affix /-iki/. In this case, the demonstrative is anaphoric with the antecedent NP of Target,

Instrument, nominal or verbal modifier semantics:

94. ḏamp-ət tf'ut-i-ki znachit wajəy men-əyən
   dog-Pl that-Pred means animal go-PST0.3sg
   'The dogs are here like that, so the animal has gone out'
4. ATTRIBUTIVE NOMINAL MODIFIERS

4.1 Adjectives

Further utilizing word-class assignments based on a constellation of interacting criteria, with a prototype principle at the core of the categorization, we can identify a class of nominal modifiers with attributive semantics, i.e. adjectives.

1. allə ni-ŋə juy-nəm wəŋət-əl jərnəs-əl oγti-ja pən-tə
   big woman-Loc home-Allat child-Poss3sg dress-Poss.3sg inside-lat put-PST0.3sg
   ‘The elder woman put her children in her dress’

2. puʃk-əl’i ətəm uləm wərə-γən
   bird-Dim bad dream see-PST0.3sg
   ‘The little bird saw a bad dream’

3. ni mən̥-γən əran puyl-a
   woman go-PST0.3sg strange village-ILLat
   ‘The woman left for the other village’

4. əj aj ni mən-ŋə qit’-qas
   one small woman 1sg-Loc stay-PST2
   ‘One girl (small woman) stayed here with me’

Identification of adjectives as an independent word-class rarely yields undisputed outcomes, and Khanty is not an exception. As it will be shown below, most of the Eastern Khanty candidates for adjectives appear contestable based on at least some criteria.

4.1.1.1 Semantic features

The analysis of the semantics of the Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers yields fairly prototypical semantic groupings, conventionally put forward for the class of adjectives:

  wat’/wan’t ‘narrow’; jər kor ‘tall/high hill’.
- physical shape: wan’ ‘thin’, köl ‘thick’; koma ‘wide’; qeq ‘long’; n’ayl ‘short’;
  walaq ‘bent, not straight’.
- tactile quality: peṣə ‘sharp’, matəl ‘dull’; ətiy ‘cold’; n’am’ay ‘soft’; telk’ay
  ‘smooth/even’; wəl’ək ‘smooth/clean/open’;
- value: jəm ‘good/correct’; ätəm /atəm ‘bad/defective’;

There are also examples of Eastern Khanty adjectives that would fall in the group of
those with typologically less prototypical semantics:
- evaluative & human propensity: wij ‘crafty, naughty, mischievous’; siiən jernas
  ‘nice shirt’; ariŋ ‘different/strange/foreign’; jertin ‘expensive’; äjan kətəl ‘good/ lucky
  day’; səman qasi ‘brave/hearty man’; namaslay qasi ‘dumb person’; äjlay-kollay
  ‘untalkative, unsociable (äj ‘small/little’, kəl ‘word’)
- living states:
  + age: ukum, werəŋ, ‘young/small’; pirəs, əsiŋ, ən’əmə, əllə ‘old
    (human/animate)’.
  + health: mörokkə / möryəm ‘healthy, recovered’; kətʃəy ‘sick’;
  + life: tf’öŋwə ‘late/diseased’.

Curiously, although there are considerable lexical means of expressing color in Eastern
Khanty, most color terms are derived from nouns, either by affixation or by metaphoric
extension, rather than being a part of a non-derived proper adjective closed class. This is a
less frequent phenomenon typologically (Dixon 1977; Givon 2001; Haspelmath 2002) based
on cross-linguistic comparison of adjectives. Eastern Khany color terms are mainly
denominal derivatives: nayi ämp ‘white dog (naj ‘fire/light’); wort-sul ‘red berry (wör
‘blood’); wosta ‘yellow’ (wes ‘mammoth tusk’); sarn’a-way ‘golden (gold metal – most
probably from sarn ‘Zyryan people’) coin’, poyta-ul ‘black-berry’ (poyat ‘fur’); soj ul
‘black berry (soj ‘coal’); soj-punawp ‘gray furred/haired (soj ‘frost’). Simile, in analytical
constructions, is often employed to specify colors:

5. n’arəy pam qorasaw
   wet grass image
   ‘green like wet grass’

The semantic function of the Eastern Khany adjectives is typologically common for this
word-class (Shopen 1985; Givon 2001; Haspelmath 2002), namely, that of modification of
nouns, i.e. expressing a quality of the modified nominal referent. Thus, adjectives here
denote some salient, relatively stable in temporal terms feature of an entity.

4.1.1.2 Syntactic features

In the prevailing majority of the instances, the Eastern Khany adjective is prototypically
a clause constituent that immediately precedes the noun that it modifies (93.5%) as in (1-5),
and less prototypically follows it (6.5%) as in (6):

6. tuy’ul 3lla tf’iyla-yən
   fire big burn-PST0.3sg
   ‘The big fire burns well’

The less rigid word order normally implies that the modified nominal participant is higher on
identifiability scale, i.e. is contextually accessible (more cf. 10.2. Information Structure).
Leaving outside this discussion such nominal modifiers as quantifiers (or limiting modifiers), this section will deal predominantly with the so-called *descriptive adjectives* as prototypical representatives of the class.

Syntactically, Eastern Khanty adjectives function either as nominal modifiers or as predicates:

- **Nominal modifiers.** In this function adjectives typically precede the modified noun not carrying any of the nominal inflections (number, case, possession):

  7. tom ukum ot wij kuliltə-ɣəl
     Dem small thing naughty behave-3sg
     'That baby (small thing) is naughty...'

  8. ñllä sart rätʃ män-na lö yöli-s-im
     big pike oldman 1sg-Loc get_ready-Pst0-1sg/sg
     'I got big pike ready'

  9. jal-s-im tʃinam nəyi ämp-am
     stand-Pst2-1sg Dem white dog-POSS.1sg
     'I stand there, white dog at my side'

  10. tam ni sükən jernas jan-wel
       Dem woman nice shirt sew-Prst.3sg
       'That woman makes a nice dress'

- **Predicates.** In this function, adjectives may either appear as the matrix nominal predicate itself, uninflected either for nominal or verbal categories, or as a nominal part of the complex verbal predicate containing either an auxiliary verb in a finite form or a nonfinite (typically imperfective participle) verb form.

  +As a simple nominal predicate, an adjective may either appear in its bare, uninflected form, or with a predicative/adverbializer affix */(a/)ki/.

    - Bare adjective-predicate is much less frequent (15%):
11. pun-əl nayɨł
    3sg-POS.3sg short
    'The hair (his) is short' (nayɨł adj. 'short')

12. nimlim wäsim, tʃɔya sarmalɨ
    ski-POS.1sg take-1sg snow shallow
    'I took my skis, snow is shallow' (sarm adj. 'shallow')

The last example represents an infrequent case of adjectives carrying a nominal derivational
(Dim) affix /-ali/.

- Adjective with a predicador/adverbializer affix /-(a/o)ki/ is a more typical,
productive and frequent nominal predicate in Eastern Khanty (42%):

13. juɣ wujan-əki
    3sg proud-Pred
    'She is proud/fat' (wujan adj. 'fat/proud (woj n. 'fat')')

14. nu jəm-əki
    ok good-Pred
    'Ok, well' (jəm adj. 'good')

- There are occasional examples of reduplication of the predicador/
adverbializer affix /-(a/o)ki/ attested in south-eastern dialect of Vasyugan, in
approximately 7% of the instances of nominal predicates:

15. toɣi jɔr 3ll3-ki-əki
    place swamp hill big-Pred-Pred
    'That place there is big' (3ll3 adj. 'big')

16. jəm-ak'i-əki
    good-Pred-Pred
    'Ok, then' (jam adj. 'good')

The exact function of such reduplication is unclear, for, as follows from the comparison of
(14) and (16), at least in some of the usages, functional distribution is parallel. The most
plausible hypothesis is that the first /-(a/o)ki/ in these instances is actually a derivational
affix deriving adverbs from adjectives, whereas the second one is the predicative/adverbializer
affix signifying the nominal predicate syntactic function. The use of first /-(a/ə)ki/ as an
adverbial derivational affix is quite regular (cf. 5. Adverbial Modifiers):

17. pirtāŋ un-kas-im tɔqə jəm-aki
    back cross-Pst1-1sg also good-Pred
    ‘I crossed back also well’

   + Adjective as a nominal part of complex verbal predicate (Adj+V). In these
   instances the predicate contains an adjective, either affixed by /-(a/ə)ki/ (70%) - (17-
   18) or not (30%) - (19), and followed by a finite verb form, most typically wertā ‘do’
   (22-23) or jəyta ‘become’ (18, 20, and 21).

18. katim sart poŋŋa-joy al′wi-nə kən-əl kəl-ay jəy-əyan.
    fast pike gut-Abi2 Alva-Loc stomach-POSS.3sg sick-Pred become-3sg
    ‘Alva’s stomach got sick after eating the greasy pike-fish guts’

19. tom ukum ot wij kulilt-əŋəl
    Dem small thing naughty behave-3sg
    ‘That baby is naughty (crafty/mischievously behaves)’

20. qəm səri meleq-qi jə-wəl
    Indef later warm become-Prst.3sg
    ‘Soon it’ll get warmer outside’

21. os t’u suytow-ət pəni t’u jərtin-aqi jəy-ət
    also Dem medication-Pl and Dem expensive-Pred become-3PL
    ‘But medication is getting expensive’

In case of the verb ‘do’, the semantics of the expressed event is typically causative.

22. pəni oypi kəl-aqi wər-l-i
    and door open-Pred do-Prst-PS.3sg
    ‘And he opens the door (does open)’

23. oypi kəl-aqi wər-s-itan
    door open-Pred do-Prst2-PS.3PL
    ‘(they) opened (did open) the door’

There are occasional references to a certain diminutive/deficient aspect in the semantics of
the nominal predicates suffixed with /-(a/ə)ki/, i.e. a certain expression of the weakness of
the attributed quality in the modified entity (Kuznetsov 2004). This, however, is only
revealed in the translation of the Eastern Khanty examples into a contact language (most
frequently Russian):

sasam-aqi ‘a little hard/tough (Russ. твердоватый (tverdovatyj))’
qinaŋ-aqi ‘a little solid (Russ. крепковатый (kreplkovatyj))’
mele-qi ‘a little warmer (Russ. потеплеет (potepleet))’

This gradience nuance in the semantics of /-(a/ə)ki/ predicates, however, cannot be attributed
to the marker /-(a/ə)ki/ itself. Examples are abundant, where this type of adjectival predicates
exists without any such ‘feature weakness’ in the semantics of the adjectival predicates:

24. ilin təy li-wəł, ʃto uy-əl-pa golen-aqi
    shy be-Prst.3sg that head-POSS.3sg-Allat bald-Pred
    ‘(He) feels shy, that his head is bald’

25. os t’u suytowət pəni t’u jertinaqi ʃøy-ət
    also Dem medication-Pl and Dem expensive-Pred become-3PL
    ‘but medication is getting expensive’

26. kur-ḵən qawav qaʃʃ-əki-ʃən, əy qaʃʃ-əki, kun qaʃʃ-əki
    feet-Du sort hurt-Pred-Du head hurt-Pred stomach hurt-Pred
    ‘My feet and such hurt, my head aches, my stomach hurts’

It is most likely, that the ‘feature weakness’ in some translations of the instances originates
from the interaction of discourse pragmatic, emotional and semantic aspects of the utterance,
and that this semantic feature is to be attributed to the domain of epistemic modality of the
whole proposition, rather than semantics per se of the particular nominal predicate or
predicator affix /-(a/ə)ki/.
4.1.1.3 Morphological features

With regard to their morphological makeup, Eastern Khanty adjectives can be described as having both derivational and grammatical morphological elements. First, all of the Eastern Khanty lexical units with attributive or nominal predicate function, denoting a salient, temporary stable feature of an entity, may be categorized with regard to their morphological complexity into two major groups: i) morphologically simple, i.e. those of a closed class of non-derived nominal stems, and ii) morphologically complex, i.e. those derived by affixation, compounding, and combination of the former and the latter.

4.1.1.3.1 Derivational

This morphological classification implies that all examples can be classified as belonging to either a group of non-derived tokens whose etymology is no longer transparent, or to a group of those that are derived, i.e. represent the usages of the noun-, rarely other adjective-, and verb-stems accompanied by a variety of nominal affixes.

4.1.1.3.1.1 Non-derived adjectives

Non-derived Eastern Khanty adjectives, adjectives proper, are a closed class of mono- and bi-syllabic stems, fairly stable inter-dialectally. Consistently with typological generalizations (Dixon 1977), this Eastern Khanty closed class of adjectives includes lexical units of mainly prototypical adjectival semantic groups, such as:

- dimension: äj 'small'; 8113 'big/old'; qoy 'long'; wən 'short'; wat 'narrow'; enə 'thick';
- age: ukum 'young/small'; pìrs 'old (human/animate)';
- value: jəm 'good, correct'; ätäm /atəm 'bad, defective';
- human propensity: wij 'crafty, naughty, mischievous'; töyör 'greedy'

A more complete list of the class members would include the following units:
ena 'thick'; köla 'slippery'; lēla 'melted'; pesta 'quick, sharp'; sēra 'strong/tough'; wān 'short'; qoy 'long'; kōsāy 'oblique'; mināy 'crooked'; nomrāy 'entire'; sār 'front'; nörāy 'strange'; ökōm 'small';  öld 'big'; tārem 'hard'; jam 'good'; āj 'little'; qoqlā 'nimble'; lōwāt 'weak (not tight)'; tāt 'ready'; nāmākk 'soft'; warāk 'open'; pōyrāk 'round'; mōyāl 'free'; melāy 'blunt, stupid'; sōłāy 'mellow'; nēyōl 'low'; qal 'fragile'; jor 'straight'; töyör 'greedy'; pīrūs 'old'; jōlōw 'new'; m'āl 'deep'; lāwātāk 'even'.

4.1.1.3.1.2 Derived adjectives

The majority of Eastern Khanty adjectives are derived from noun stems with the help of a variety of affixes. The affixes normally fall into two main classes: derivational and relational or grammatical (Bybee 1985; Melchuk 1997; Croft 2001; Givon 2001; Haspelmath 2002).

Since, as it was already mentioned, Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers do not carry any agreement with the head, relational affixation in this context is non-existent in Eastern Khanty. As for derivational affixation in Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers, it is fairly diverse, as is the repertoire of changes in grammatical categories, and/or significant meaning alterations that they manifest.

4.1.1.3.1.2.1 Denominal

The most typical way of deriving nominal modifiers in Eastern Khanty is denominalization. Observing possible strategies of semantic grouping of the Eastern Khanty denominal nominal modifiers (adjectives), it is evident that these semantic groups generally resonate with cross-linguistic semantic domains proposed typologically (Haspelmath 2002). Following is the list of the Eastern Khanty denominalizers – derivational affixes found on nominal modifiers:
• /əŋ/ has relational /proprietary/ material semantics to the effect “endowed with”:


27. tam ni sükän jernas jan-wel
Dem woman nice dress sew-Prst.3sg
‘That woman makes a nice dress’ (sükän adj. ‘nice (süy ‘beauty’))

28. araŋ pel’köy qasi
strange side human
‘stranger, foreigner (araŋ adj. ‘alien, strange (ar ‘many, various’))

29. juy öyəŋ qo
3sg daughter man
‘He is a man of many daughters (öyəŋ ‘having daughters (öyi ‘daughter’))

30. tot top aŋ almän qo
Dem only one sleepy man
‘There is only a sleepy man there (almän ‘sleepy (aläm ‘sleep’))’

31. juy tʃipänəŋ qo
3sg shaman man
‘He is a man of shaman abilities (tʃipänəŋ ‘having shaman abilities, tʃipän ‘shaman’)

Schematically this process of derivation may be represented as follows:

NP = Y-/əŋ/ X

where, X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /əŋ/ to Y manifests its semnatics of a nominal modifier to X, with the feature Y attributed as salient to X.

This affix is very productive in all Khanty dialects, as well as in related Finno-Ugric
languages. The meaning of this affix may be approximately described as identifying a feature that is saliently, or even inalienably present in an entity. In Finno-Ugric literature it is often assigned possessive semantics (Gulya 1966). This is true for the majority of the available examples of the Eastern Khanty denominal adjectives derived with this affix, to the extent that the head is seen to possess a feature expressed by the modifier, i.e. in the example below, it is the ‘place’ that possesses ‘squirrels’ and ‘lynx’ as a salient feature, and not alternatively, the ‘squirrel’ or ‘lynx’ whom the place belongs to (though it may be hard to distinguish the directionality of possession in these real-world situations):

läŋkǐŋ tayi ‘place with squirrels’  kimlavgəŋ tayi ‘place with lynx’

A similar affix is used in closely related Mansi to express possessive semantics (Balandin, Vaxrusheva 1957; Kuznetsov 2004). In remotely related Finnish, affix /-inen/ has the semantics of possession and of group affiliation (Bubrikh 1955), which finds parallels in the semantics of the Eastern Khanty adjectives with the /-än/-əŋ/ affix. In quite consistent form, this affix is present in virtually all Finno-Ugric languages, with identical or very similar semantics, which is felt very strongly as an indication of common etymology (Bubrikh 1955; Serebrennikov 1962). This derivational affix, most probably, of proto-Finno-Ugric diachronic depth, is also etymologically connected to the Eastern Khanty Locative affix /-(ə)n(ə)/ and Comitative /-(ə)ŋ(ə)/, being also consistently present in the prevailing majority of the Finno-Ugric languages. In existing Finno-Ugric literature, the formal affinity of these attributive, Locative and Comitative markers is explained by their fairly evident conceptual proximity, i.e. joint/concurrent co-existence at a location (Bubrikh 1955; Serebrennikov 1962). Leaving aside this discussion of the exact grammaticalization route, it can be said that the extension of a proto-affix’s functional domain from possessive to Comitative and
Locative, and to derivation of type or group affiliation nominals based on a salient feature, i.e. nominal modifiers, seems very plausible.

- /i/ with proprietary semantics: layirti rit adj. "heavy" boat (layərt ‘heaviness/weight/something heavy’); nayi amp adj. "white" (naj ‘fire/light’) dog; mori ot adj. "wet thing" (maram ‘wet/humid’; marata ‘to get wet’); alqi qasi adj. ‘weak man (alita ‘to manage/overcome’); ej jeri adj. ‘medium size (jer ‘line, bar’); jøŋki toyi adj. ‘wet place (jøŋk ‘water’); qali jernas adj. ‘insufficient, weak dress/shirt (qal ‘weak, fragile’).

Schematically, derivation may be represented in the following manner:

\[
\text{NP} = \text{Y-} /i/ \quad X
\]

where, X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /i/ to Y manifests its semantics of a nominal modifier to X, with the feature Y attributed as currently salient to X.

This suffix is also common to many Ugric and Finnic languages where it has the same semantics and functional distribution. It is possible that the functional domain of the suffix /-i/ is subject to diachronic reduction, gradually taken over by another, functionally related suffix /-ŋ/. This was noticed previously for related and more remote Khanty dialects (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966; Kuznetsov 2004).

Semantically, the exact properties of the attribute expressed by these lexical units represent an interaction of the semantics of a stem, which the unit is derived from, and the semantics of the modified noun. This aspect refers to the nature of adjectives as a lexical class, i.e. the fact, that any attribute may only be conceived/experienced indivisibly with the
entity that it is modifying, that is, “directly when it is bundled coherently, together with all other properties, into a noun-coded entity” which is attributed a certain prominent feature expressed by the adjective (Givon 2001: 53). This implies that, for example, the derivational affix /-i/ is used with base-stems of various semantic properties: abstract, collective, temporal, concrete, etc., and the exact semantic output is the stem and interaction of both the modifier and the head, the whole of the noun phrase:

\[ \text{jëñki toyi adj. ‘wet place (jëñk ‘water’); pami altol ‘pile of hey’ (pam ‘grass’); kulï/nöyi ayol ‘sleds loaded with fish/meat’ (kul/nöy ‘fish/meat’); sat-ali ratj ‘hundred-year-old man’ (sat-al ‘hundred years’); il-nowti vremja ‘old times’ (il-nowt ‘old(low) age/epoch’); itni kunal ‘dawn (itën ‘evening’); älni qos ‘morning star’ (äløn ‘morning’).} \]

- /λɔɣ/ with privative semantics, correlating to the abessive case (cf. 2.1.2.2.3.9.Abessive): analøy mes ‘cow without horns (ənət ‘horn’); pelloj ‘deaf (pel ‘ears’); semloy ‘blind (sem ‘eyes’): piris pelloj semloy ratj ‘deaf and blind old man’; wernali otlay ‘without children’ (werø adj. ‘small’ - werø ot n. ‘small children’).

Schematic representation of this derivation may look as follows:

\[ \text{NP = Y-/λɔɣ/ X} \]

where, X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /-λɔɣ/ to Y manifests its semantics of a nominal modifier to X, with the lack of feature Y viewed as currently salient in X.

- /-(a)w/pɔ – with relational/proprietary semantics: alqi turaw ni adj. ‘woman with weak voice, hoarse voiced (alqi ‘strength-less’; tur ‘voice’); ârki pöŋkâw wajay
'animal with many teeth (pǒŋk ‘tooth’); āj joyataw adj. ‘identical in size’;

āj pálätāw adj. ‘equal in height’.

32. arinaw(ə) (tāji) men-s-əw
   far place go-Pst2-1PL
   ‘We went far away’ (arinaw adj. ‘far/remote/foreign (aran ‘strange’)’)

Schematic representation of this derivation may look as follows:

\[ NP = Y-/aw/ \ X \]

where, X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /-aw/ to Y manifests its semantics of a
nominal modifier to X, with some feature Y saliently present in X. Frequently (90% of
instances), these nouns have more than one attribute, or represent a certain attribute
nesting feature:

33. ārki pǒŋkāw wajay
    many tooth-/aw/ animal
    ‘animal with many teeth’

34. āj joyataw āmpyōn
    one size-/aw/ dog-Du
    ‘dogs of the same size’

In these examples, first two elements (ārki pǒŋk ‘many teeth’ and āj joyat ‘one/same size’) are already Modifier-Noun pairs, and thus it can be said that the affix /-aw/ in a way, refers
to the whole NP ‘many teeth’ or ‘one size’, deriving the modifier to the head noun ‘animal’
or ‘dogs’ based on a salient feature ‘many teeth’ or/and ‘one size’:

```
NP
   NP[attr] + /aw/
      (Prt, Adv, Num)  N  N
    ārki       pǒŋk-aw  wajay
    many       teeth       animal
```

```text

```
• /-əɣ/ - with a relational/proprietary semantics: mələɣ ‘blunt, sealed, blank’; moləɣ ‘free, separate, detached’; soləɣ ‘fragile, gunpowder’ (səl ‘small’ ‘small’ (multiple objects: stones, money, pellets’)); qələɣ ‘cavernous’ (qəl ‘opening, crack, crevice’ (qələɣ ‘with a crack, crevice’)); wələɣ ‘single/unmarried, vacant, empty’ (wəl ‘single twig’); nərəɣ ‘raw, unprocessed, bare’ (nər ‘damp, wet’)

35. nərəɣ pam qorəsw
wet grass image/kind
‘green like wet grass’

Schematic representation of this derivation may look as follows:

NP = Y-/əɣ/ X

where, X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /-əɣ/ to Y manifests its modification of X, with the feature Y attributed as saliently present in X.

• /-τə/ - with relational/proprietary semantics: pestə ‘sharp, quick’, pəγτə ‘black’ (pəγə ‘fur of an animal’); wəɾə ‘red’ (wəɾ ‘blood’).

Schematic representation of this derivation:

NP = Y-/τə/ X

where X and Y are nouns, and affixation of /-τə/ to Y manifests its modification of X, with the feature Y attributed as saliently present in X.

• /-aki/: has a general adverbial/predicative derivational semantics: ajəki adj. ‘of little importance (aj ‘small’); ärki ‘numerous (ar ‘many, various’); alqi adj. ‘weak (alita ‘to manage/overcome’; älta ‘to carry’):
36. alqi turaw ni
weak voice woman
‘woman with a weak voice’

Schematic representation of this derivation may look as follows:

\[ NP = Y-/aki/ \quad X \]

where affixation of /-aki/ to Y manifests its modification of X, with the feature Y attributed as salient in X.

- Examples of multiple derivational processes show that adverbial/predicate affix /-(a/ə)ki/ is the only one that appears to co-occur with other derivational affixes of nominal modifiers. The linear order is always such that /-(a/ə)ki/ follows other derivational affixes (above).

(juŋ) wujan-əki ‘she is fat/proud’ \(\leftrightarrow\) (wuj-an adj ‘fat/proud’) \(\leftrightarrow\) (woj n ‘fat’)

4.1.1.3.1.2.2 Deverbal

Deriving adjectives from verb stems in Eastern Khanty is fairly infrequent. Among the most productive affixes used for this purpose there are:

- /-t/ that occurs in deverbal nominal modifiers with a resultative/patientive semantics: juŋ wan’-t-əki ‘stick is thin, narrow’ \(\leftrightarrow\) wan’-t’a ‘to cut, trim’.

Here, the deverbal nominal modifier is wan’t ‘thin, narrow’ with a nominal predicate function, with the predicative affix /-aki/.
More productively, verbal stems are used in the function of nominal modifiers by means of nominalization in participial resultative and relative constructions (cf.: 4.2.2. Nominalization, below).

4.1.1.3.2 Grammatical

4.1.1.3.2.1 Degree of comparison

Eastern Khanty lexical units with attributive semantics do not have morphological ways of expressing the degrees of comparison. Rather, a fairly stable and productive analytical construction is employed to express the semantics of comparison of two or more entities based on some salient, relatively temporally stable feature.

37. a) jųγ mən nǐṅā əlī-ki. b) jųγ mən nǐṅā əj-āki.
   3sg 1sg [from] big-Pred 3sg 1sg [from] small-Pred
   ‘(S)he is older/bigger than me’. ‘(S)he is younger/smaller than me’.

38. lōγ mes nīṅā jem-āki
   horse cow from/since good-Pred
   ‘The horse is better than the cow’.

The Eastern Khanty analytical construction of comparison may schematically be represented in the following way:

X - Y[Acc] - nǐṅā - Z[feature]-/āki/

Following Payne’s (1999) identification of the elements of the analytical comparative construction, in this Eastern Khanty comparative construction, X – is the subject of comparison, Y – is a standard of comparison, Z – is an attribute/feature of comparison, and the lexical unit nīṅā is a structural element - a marker of comparison. Similar definitions of the constructional elements were proposed in previous studies of Siberian languages (Vasiliev 1980; Cheremisina & Solovar 1995).
In syntactic terms, this construction represents a normal simple clause, where X - is an S argument, typically expressed by nominal or pronominal NP in Nominative case, Y - is an oblique expressed by a nominal or pronominal NP in Accusative case, a modifier to the nominal predicate Z expressed by an adjective with a derivational/predicate affix /-aki/. The marker of comparison /ninǝ/ is a postposition with, most probably, Ablative semantics (cf. (39)).

39. tim-al ninǝ sem-lǝy
   Dem-POSS.3sg from/since eye-Abess.
   '(S)he is blind from birth' (Steinitz 1980)

Ablative-like semantics of such formal markers of comparison is typologically common in Uralic (Collinder 1940; Bubrikh 1955; Serebrennikov 1962; Steinitz 1980; Tereskin 1981; Désy 1990), as well as in genetically unaffiliated languages (Payne 1999).

40. tim qat tom (qat) ninǝ ällǝ-ki.
   Dem[prox] house Dem[dist] (house) from/since big-Pred
   ‘This house is older than that one (house)’.

Treatment of the marker /ninǝ/ as a special comparative case marker (Karjalainen, 1964) does not seem plausible in light of (39), where this unit is outside a comparative context and has an evident ablative semantics (temporal metaphor).

As to the order of the elements of the construction, while the clause-final position of the attribute - nominal predicate suffixed by /-aki/ is fixed, in compliance with overall Eastern Khanty SOV pattern (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure), the order of the standard and the subject may vary (compare (36, 37, 39, 40) vs. (6)).

41. tom rit-al ninǝ mǝ rit-ǝm ällǝ-ki
   Dem(dist) canoe-POSS.3sg from/since 1sg canoe-POSS.1sg big-Pred
   'My canoe is bigger than his canoe'
This word order variation is attributed to discourse-pragmatic, information structuring patterns of Eastern Khanty reviewed in detail below (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure and 10.2.Information Structure). It has to be noted though, that the order \textit{standard-marker} remains fixed regardless of other constituent ordering (36, 39) vs. (40). In accordance with the Eastern Khanty case-marking pattern, only pronominal arguments with the Target semantic role of the active clause have the Accusative case, while nouns in this position are unmarked for case, or are in Nominative (cf. \textbf{Pronouns}). Following this pattern, the \textit{standard of comparison} expressed by a pronoun appears marked for Accusative case (36, 41).

42. \textit{møn(t) nīŋa ãj-ãki}
   1sg-Acc from/since small-Pred
   ‘(S)he is younger/smaller than me’

In (7, 41) above, the 3sg. S-argument is frequently omitted from overt expression in the clause, whereas the word-final voiceless stop /t/ is reduced gesturally (dropped) preceding the C-initial word.

The superlative degree of comparison in the Eastern Khanty adjectives is expressed only analytically with the help of the adverb \textit{tʃako} ‘very, extremely’:

43. \textit{tʃako semenka tiylä ál’ jöyitən}
   very brave-Pred here-Illet Neg come-Imper.2Pl
   ‘Do not come close, too bravely’

44. \textit{tim qat tʃako om-ãki}
   Dem house very good-Pred
   ‘This house is very good’
Similarly, the negative degree, a weak feature presence/prominence, is expressed with the help of the adverb tʃiməl ‘a little, not much’, sometimes affixed with the Diminutive suffix /-ali/:

45. a) juy tʃimlali wujan-aki
3sg a little fat-Pred
‘(S)he is a little fat’

b) juy wujan-aki
3sg fat-Pred
‘(S)he is fat’

46. tim petʃkan tʃiməl jayr-əki
Dem gun a little bend/not straight-Pred
‘This gun is slightly off mark (bent)’

Occasionally, the meaning of ‘the most’, i.e. the superlative degree of feature prominence, is expressed at the clause level by the use of aspect affixation and by preverbs (mostly spatial), such as /-noq/-nok/ ‘out, away, completely’, thus manifesting some of the adverbial/modal function on the predicate:

47. t’u woron qu oypi quntʃay köl-əqi wərsi
Dem forest man door completely open-Pred do-PST2-PS.3sg
‘Then the bear opened (made open) the door completely’

4.2 Other means of expression of attributive semantics

4.2.1 Noun Juxtaposition

Similar to languages that lack an independent class of adjectives (adjectival-noun, e.g.: Quechua; adjectival-verb, e.g.: Mandarin Chinese (Shopen 1985)), and to languages that have a closed class of adjectives, Eastern Khanty frequently uses nouns to express some adjectival functions, by placing a modifier noun before the modified noun:

48. ni kuj-el mes jəŋk mə-s
woman man-POSS.3sg cow water give-Pst2.3sg
‘A woman gave her husband some milk’ (mes jəŋk ‘milk (cow-water)’)

"
49. *wajay* lők āntim, *lāŋki* lők āntim, metali lők āntim
   animal track NEG squirrel track NEG none track NEG
   'Not an animal track, no squirrel tracks, no tracks at all' (*wajay* 'animal')

50. *ejo... ejo* kimt-aiki tropna *pəl* koləy pil juyo-m-am
   "again" "again" second time buckshot-Com ear cavity couple shoot-PP-1sg
   'Again, should have shot again to ear cavity with buckshot' (*pəl* 'ear')

51. *way* put mej-a!
   iron kettle give-Imper
   'Give me the big (metal) kettle!' (*way* 'iron/metal')

52. *moʒət* *kimlay* pun
   "maybe" lynx hair
   'Perhaps, it's a lynx hair' (*kimlay* 'lynx')

So, morphologically, there is nothing distinguishing the modifier and the modified. The only cue remaining is the relative position of elements, in Eastern Khanty the modifier obligatorily precedes the modified. This strategy of noun modification is extremely prevalent in the languages of the world: English *log house, stone wall, etc.*; Eastern Khanty *way* put 'metal kettle/pot', or *key* put 'stone kettle/pot'. In these collocations both elements are uninflected noun stems.

Based on the sort of internal semantic relations, a more or less finite set of attributing feature type groups can be made. The biggest and most immediately apparent of such groups is characterized by the relation similar to that of possession, i.e. when one entity, the modified, belongs in some way to the domain of the other, the modifier. This general semantic possessive relation may be detailed further using semantic prototypes. Thus, some N-N collocations can be viewed as approximating the prototypical affiliation to location: *as* jay 'Ob river people', *torem* qat puyol ni 'a woman from Alexandrovo village (god’s house village)'; or prototypical part-whole relation: *qas* oγ 'human head',
sar poyə 'pike fish guts', qat oyti 'door of the house'; or a prototypical ethnic/cultural affiliation: jaryan jay toyi 'the place of Nenets people', ser'än rit 'big family plank boat (Zyrian-people boat)', qantey jay kotşagy 'Khanty people knife'; or prototypical agent-product/result relation: mes jəŋk 'cow water (milk)', wajay lök 'animal footprint', qan oyi 'tsar's daughter'; or prototypical material-object relation: juy qənrikər 'wooden sled', sənni wey trop 'silver (silver metal) pellet'; or, finally, prototypical possession proper relation: t'yu ni lopiʃaj 'that woman's clothes'; tøyər qat 'rabbit's house'. Further, detailed semantic grouping is possible to the point of single class-members and individual token-usages.

Some of the collocations merge in frequent usage into what appears to be noun compounds, consisting of two nominal stems, where the relation of modification/attribute exists between the first element – modifier noun, and the second noun – the head. In these cases, the head noun codes more temporarily stable, generic qualities, whereas the modifier may be said to code a variable. Khanty N-N compounds appear to manifest prototypical compound lexical unit features, such as:

- rigid constituent order (true for any Khanty noun phrase);
- single stress, which appears on the first (modifier) element of the compound;
- single meaning, which is not always etymologically transparent, i.e. not inferable from the meaning of the elements of the compound. A compound refers to a real-world entity that is not deconstructable;
- the inflectional morphology attaches to the whole unit and not to its components:
  a) qul potʃeq qu 'hawk (fish tail male)', but qu potʃeq qul*
  b) köy jəŋəl 'bottle (stone liquid)', but jəŋəl köy*
c) mes jaŋk 'cow water (milk)', but jaŋk mes*
d) köɣ put 'large iron pot (stone/clay kettle)', but put köɣ*
e) köɣ sem 'glass bead (stone eye)', but köɣ sem*
f) kör köɣ 'brick (oven stone)', but köɣ kör*
g) kör juy 'fire wood (oven wood)', but juy kör*
h) köɣ qat 'prison (stone house)', but qat köɣ*
i) amp qat 'doghouse (dog house)', but qat amp*

In Eastern Khanty, there is no agreement between the nominal head and modifier, and constituent order is generally rigid and grammatically significant at various syntagmatic levels (NP, VP, PP, SOV). Thus, all the typical compound features are to be viewed in a cluster and en par with such criteria as idiomaticity, frequency of collocation and productivity. Again, none of these additional features may be viewed as a key criterion for assigning a N-N collocation a single lexical unit (compound) status, rather they should be considered as mutually supplementing and informing each other in locating a collocation along the continuum towards a prototypical lexical unit status. Thus, idiomaticity alone does not necessarily entail lexical compound status (Haskelmath 2002), nor does collocation frequency, as there is unlikely an objective universal frequency threshold, after which a collocation may be granted a status of compound. In the set of examples of N-N collocations above, (a) through (i) may all be viewed as compounds. Their constituent order is rigid. When produced in isolation, they have a single stress on the first stem; they denote a single real-world entity (or a type thereof); and all inflectional morphology is suffixed only to the last stem. However, they can also be viewed as a continuum from a prototypical compound lexical units (a)-(d) - with high idiomaticity, high collocational frequency and productivity, low transparency ('iron pot' is not made of 'stone', nor is 'bottle', and 'hawk' may be a
female) to the least fossilized (g)-(i), which are less idiomatic, more transparent, more freely produced (invented) in non-compound (N[modifier] – N[head]) collocations for immediate needs of the speech situation (juy qat ‘wooden house/shelter’, møy qat ‘earth house (dugout)’, köy qat ‘stone house’).

In cases of multiple modifiers, the general typological claim (Bybee 1985; Shopen 1985; Givon 2001; Croft 2001) holds true in Eastern Khanty, that the more inherent, durable, generic is the feature coded by the modifier, the closer this modifier is to the head:

i) ëllä särni wøy trop ‘big silver pellet’, but särni wøy ëllä trop*;

ii) nayi qat oyti ‘white door of the house’, but qat nayi oyti*.

And in case of juxtaposed noun-modifiers, their proximity to the head cannot be altered by any other (adjective, nominalization, Rel.Clause) modifier, due to the nature of noun, i.e. coding the most time-stability, compactness, etc. (cf. Noun).

4.2.2 Nominalizations

This chapter will also consider nominalized verb forms that are also frequently used for noun modification in Eastern Khanty, directly preceding the modified noun (Potanina 2005). These nominalizations are participial verb forms, of either imperfective (marker /-ta/) or perfective (/-/om/) aspect:

53. pent-om pam qat-a joy tøw-tä, oran niylä tøytäyen intot tetøy werä dry-PP grass house-ILLat back bring-Inf other woman-ILLat say-Pst0.3sg food inwards do-Impr.sg
   ‘He told the other woman to bring dried grass home’

54. put köyq-om pirne kul wel-to jay jø-yäs-øt
    pot cook-PP after fish kill-IMPP people come-PST3-3PL
   ‘When the food had been cooked, fishermen came’
These examples of participial constructions above, represent a common process in Eastern Khanty, in which a finite verb clause or verbal phrase is converted into a component of a noun phrase, in our case an attributive nominal modifier.

55. qu | wel-tə | qu  
   fish | kill-IMPP | man  
   'fisherman'

56. jol-tə | qu  
   shamanize-IMPP | man  
   'shaman'

57. jol-t-al | tayi-joy | löγ-as, | osew-a | at-wəl’ ...  
   shaman-IMPP-3Sg | place-ABL | finish-PST2.3Sg | Osip-Illat | say-Prst.3Sg  
   'He finished shamanizing and said to Osip:...'

58. wel | li-tə | wajəγ  
   reindeer | eat-IMPP | animal  
   'wolf'

59. kantʃin-tə | juy  
   write-IMPP | wood  
   'pencil'

60. töγat | wer-tə | juy  
   fire | do-IMPP | wood  
   'match'

61. jöt-tə | ot  
   buy-IMPP | thing  
   'purchase'

62. ala-tə | ot  
   lie-IMPP | thing  
   'lying'

63. altawta-m | werəŋ | ot  
   make sleep-PP | little | thing  
   'made -sleep baby'
64.  wal - tə  taɣi  
    be-IMPP  place  
    'the place of living'

65.  wal -m -il  taɣo-ja  jʊ - yəs-ə.  
    be-PP-3Pl  place-All  come-Pst3-3Pl  
    'They came to the place of living'

66.  tiɣ- am  taɣi  
    be born-PP  place  
    'place of birth'

67.  lʊk -ken  n’uɬa  pit -em  taɣi  
    track-DU  together  become-PP  place  
    'crossroads/juncture (lit. place, where roads cross/join)'

68.  alintə -tə  kat  
    sleep-IMPP  house  
    'bedroom'

69.  mä  onəltaɣəl-tə  kat-pə  mən-tətə  ənte  koj-l-əm  
    1Sg  learn-IMPP  house-All  go-INF  NEG  want-PRST-1Sg  
    'I do not want to go to school'

These are effectively nonfinite attributive relative clauses, which can modify any of the nominal arguments: the Agent role, Target, or Locative. The attributive function is far from the most frequent function of the participial constructions (nominalizations) in Eastern Khanty, but we will note it here, as pertinent to the discussion of the nominal modifiers above. Similar to simple noun nominal modifiers, relative clauses in this function precede the modified head noun. However, there are occasional infrequent examples of such clauses following the head:

70.  mä  kolente-l-əm  merəm  mənuɬj  jateswe-wəl  anʃ-im  
    1sg  listen-Prst-1sg  tale  Det  tell-Prst.3sg  mother-POSS.1sg  
    'I listen to the tale that is told by my mother'

Normally, relativization in Eastern Khanty is such that the grammatical role of the relativized nominal argument is not overtly marked, i.e. the gap relativization strategy. These
Eastern Khanty constructions normally do not have relativizers and are immediately juxtaposed to the modified head. In the rare cases of the relative clause following the head (70), the relativizer does occur in the form of interrogative pronouns, such as mūyuj ‘what, which’, and the relative clause itself is typically finite rather than pre-posed participial (more cf.: Complex Clause: Relative Clauses).

A relative clause modifying a head noun is a somewhat typologically rare function of nominalization (Comrie & Thompson 1985: 394). The evidence of nominalization may come from the use of the possessive (person/number), or case marker. How nominalization can function as a relative clause can be conceptualized as two juxtaposed nominal elements [Nom] [Nom] (cf. 4.2.1.Noun Juxtaposition), the modifying relationship between them being inferred by the language users (rather than being specified by the grammar, as it is in languages with specific relative clause morphology), “just as the modifying relationship is inferred in a noun-noun compound such as tree-house, in which the two nominal elements simply happen to be single nouns” (Comrie & Thompson 1985: 394).

Below (cf. Complex Clause.) there will follow a separate section detailing the structural and functional patterns of Eastern Khanty relative clauses, where formal, semantic and pragmatic features of these nominal modifiers will be outlined more precisely.
5. Adverbial Modifiers

5.1 Adverbials

Eastern Khanty adverbial modifiers are the least homogenous semantically, morphologically and syntactically, similarly to what is observed cross-linguistically (Givon 2001; Shopen 1985) for this word-class. In Eastern Khanty, adverbial meanings may be represented by a continuum of the language's formal means: from morphology – to a lexical unit – to a phrase – to a clause. For example, such adverbial meaning as coding a point or episode in time, i.e. various temporal aspects of events, may be expressed morpho-syntactically by:

i) bound morphemes - TAM verbal affixes such as momentative -礫- (cf. 8. Verb):

1.  kərəmp-礫-ən
   get angry-Mmmt-Prst.3sg’
   ‘(S)he got instantly angry’

ii) free lexical units, such as qɔy ‘for a long time’, or əjəpə ‘once’:

2.  əjəpə in kulkəntʃə mən-kən.
   once 3Du fish_get-INF go-Pst0.3Du
   ‘Once they went fishing’

3.  pɔy-əl-ən  qɔy  juy  waya-ən
   son-POSS.3sg/sg-Loc long 3sg call-Pst0.3sg
   ‘Her son called for her for a long time’.

iii) phrase- or clause-size units:

3.  kəzdiʃ  qɔtəl  wor-pa  jəlli-li-wəl  jət-ət-a
   every day forest-Abl go-PRST.3sg food-thing-ILLat
   ‘every day he goes into the forest for food’

5.  juyənuy  qaʃəmal  pɨrə  tul  nomiɬ  ʃəwsi ki n’ən’kəmtə-kət-ətə.
   tree-ILLat-up climb-PP-POSS.3sg after then from_up Syvski tease-INCH-PST0.sg.3sg
   ‘Once up the tree, he started teasing oldman Syvski.’
Morphological coding of adverbial meanings in Eastern Khanty, such as verbal TAM affixation, will be reviewed in detail in the chapter on verbal morphology (cf. 8. Verbs) below, while the main focus of this chapter will be the Eastern Khanty single-word lexical adverbials.

5.1.1 Single-stem Lexical Adverbials

Using the established prototype feature-constellation word-class assignment parameters, we can identify the examples of verbal modifiers in Eastern Khanty:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pesty</td>
<td>‘fast’</td>
<td>perty</td>
<td>‘back (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worey</td>
<td>‘in vain, useless’</td>
<td>jorya</td>
<td>‘back home (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjeke</td>
<td>‘very, strongly’</td>
<td>ilapá</td>
<td>‘in front, forward (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jame(ki)</td>
<td>‘well’</td>
<td>wánay</td>
<td>‘near (Lat/Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajpá</td>
<td>‘together, at once’</td>
<td>niypá</td>
<td>‘down towards river (lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ätmä (aki)</td>
<td>‘badly’</td>
<td>qoqy</td>
<td>‘for a long time’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wijnti</td>
<td>‘purposefully’</td>
<td>wän</td>
<td>‘shortly, a little’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajqy</td>
<td>‘together, jointly’</td>
<td>witf</td>
<td>‘forever, always’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qoteqe</td>
<td>‘where (Loc)’</td>
<td>joyen</td>
<td>‘at night’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tet</td>
<td>‘here (Loc)’</td>
<td>iten</td>
<td>‘in the evening’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tot</td>
<td>‘there (Loc)’</td>
<td>qotlog</td>
<td>‘by day, during daytime’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kömän</td>
<td>‘outside, outdoors (Loc)’</td>
<td>aleqy</td>
<td>‘in the morning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tilan</td>
<td>‘in front (Loc)’</td>
<td>aluewteki</td>
<td>‘on mornings’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quyen</td>
<td>‘far away, long ago’</td>
<td>malayel qotl/ mala qotl</td>
<td>‘yesterday’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jqqyen</td>
<td>‘back home (Loc)’</td>
<td>qotlog</td>
<td>‘tomorrow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilen</td>
<td>‘down there (Loc)’</td>
<td>joget</td>
<td>‘next year (durative)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nömen</td>
<td>‘up there (Loc)’</td>
<td>joystam</td>
<td>‘next year (punctual)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuy/ nuq</td>
<td>‘upwards (Lat)’</td>
<td>palane</td>
<td>‘sometimes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qolepa</td>
<td>‘where, towards (Lat)’</td>
<td>ajlanye</td>
<td>‘once’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teyepa</td>
<td>‘here (Lat)’</td>
<td>tjinal</td>
<td>‘a little’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kümpä</td>
<td>‘outside, outdoors (Lat)’</td>
<td>mätjáy</td>
<td>‘always’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1.1 Semantic features

In their semantics, Eastern Khanty adverbials, typically for their class, modify the semantics of a verbal predicate, or often of the whole proposition (exceeding the scope of a single verb), in respect to some salient feature, with regard to which the event is viewed.
Such features typically include: the manner in which the event unfolds, an instrument involved, some relevant spatial or temporal characteristic of the event, some epistemic or deontic venture point specifics. Finally, some Eastern Khanty adverbials have the semantics of modifying or adding to an attributive nominal modifier with respect to intensity or a degree – adjective modifiers. In many instances, any categorization of the exact semantic features of Eastern Khanty adverbial modifiers is ambiguous, as in their individual usages they can combine semantics of manner and instrument, manner and epistemicity, manner and time, etc. Thus, frequently, the adverbial *il* ‘down’ with spatial semantics, when preceding the non-motion verbs adds more to the manner or epistemic value (completeness, emphasis) in which the event is to be construed, rather than to understanding of its spatial characteristics, compare a) vs. b):

6.
   a) *t’u sawrki il wəl-mən*  
   Dem frog down kill-PP-Loc  
   ‘They killed that frog (definitely)’
   vs.
   b) *tōy-ı il wiyil-s-im*  
   Dem-POSS.3sg down go-PST2-1sg  
   ‘I went down there’

Similarly, adverbial modifier *tōyi* ‘away’ interacts with the semantics of the motion verb contributing a typical spatial modification, when in a more common collocation with a motion verb (in the first case), and a manner modification (in the second case) when collocating less typically with the non-motion verb:

7. *səwšikí jāım-il tōyi pəkə-to, sem-əl tōyi pəŋko-kə-to.*  
   Syvsiki axe-POSS.3sg away throw-3sg eyes-POSS.3sg away rub-Inch-3sg  
   ‘Syvsiki threw his axe away and started to rub his eyes.’

In this respect, the following discussion of the semantic groups of Eastern Khanty adverbials will have an underlying prototype principle at their core, implying that central,
more frequent instances would fall within group boundaries, whereas peripheral, less frequent usages could fall closer to the adjacent group's prototype.

5.1.1.1 Manner

There is a wide variation in semantic range of Eastern Khanty manner adverbial modifiers, interacting in individual propositions with the semantics of individual verbs that they most typically precede and modify.

8. səwšiki i al'wə qıqa wəl-qən.
   Syvšiki and Alva one live-Pst0.3Du
   'Syvšiki and Alvali lived together.'

9. tʃəkə semen-kə tıyl-ä āl' jöyi-tən
   very brave-Adv Det-Illat Neg come-Pst0.2Du
   'Do not come close too bravely'

The following narrative sequence (a-b) seems particularly illustrative, as the only difference between the two clauses is exactly the adverbial modifier of manner:

10. a) ámb-ali aj pelk-ä i piri-ka men-əs
    dog-Dim one side-Illat and behind-Transl go-PST2.3sg
    'The doggy also got off and away'

    b) ámb-ali welk-ali aj pelk-ä i pı-ka porom-s-əm
    dog-Dim quietly-Dim one side-Illat and back-Transl step-PST2-1sg
    'The doggy moved away quietly'

Some of the examples may fall both into the group of manner modifiers and those with various aspectual and Aktionsart semantics. For the purposes of this description, they will be reviewed here in the Manner semantic group, however, it is possible that they be grouped separately for a finer semantic classification.

11. təɾuɣ qojnəkəm jwav-əl
    suddenly somebody 3sg call-Prst.3sg
    'Suddenly somebody calls him.'
12. os tsekăn ñanta kəl-ayin
   again too much no be_seen-3sg
   'Again, we don't see him'

13. än'i-l-ne in-ne tel'ə-kətə-tə, qənqikir äriy wəlləyinta-γən.
   sister-POSS.sg/3sg-Loc while-Loc take-INCH-IMPP sled away break-Pst0.3sg
   'As soon as the sister started to drag the sled, it broke up.'

14. əlle kiriw weri-γən, jəy mətšim ot il-pa il siliqəta
   big boat make-Pst0.3sg people which kind - thing down-Lat down put-Pst0.3sg
   'He made a big boat, for people to put all sorts of things down there'.

Here, the first case of il 'down' accompanied with the Lat case marker is a prototypical
spatial adverbial modifying the meaning of the verbal predicate with respect to
direction/destination of 'putting', while the second case of il 'down' adds more to the
manner/Aspect/Aktionsart specifics of the predicate.

Other Eastern Khanty manner modifiers include:

pestäy ‘fast’
worəy ‘in vain, useless’
ajpa ‘simultaneously, at once’
ajqəy ‘together, jointly’
ajəmpa ‘in concert’
ajukuə ‘in single file’
aŋə ‘at once’
aŋqa ‘jointly’
tʃiməl ‘a little’
sərəkə ‘firmly, tightly’

wəynəti ‘by force’
səmti ‘to one’s face’
sərəy ‘quickly, soon’
ųyə ‘free, gratis’
äjəltəli ‘slowly, quietly’
ən’aqqə ‘tediously’
qəntə ‘on the back’
qomta ‘face down’
muyə ‘throughout’
kərə ‘on foot’

There is also a group of adverbials derived from demonstrative pronouns used
referentially for manner modification: timnil ‘in this manner’; tomnil ‘in that manner’;

tətə ‘like this’:

15. tit-ə wer-min
   Dem-Adv do-PST0.1Pl
   'That's how we did it'
16. niŋ-kən tʃut-i wəll-kən.
woman-DU Dem-Adv live-3DU
‘That’s how they lived’

5.1.1.2 Spatial/Locative adverbials

Locative adverbials are also most frequently used immediate preposed to the verbal predicates and add to the meaning of the predicate or the whole proposition with respect to the spatial characteristic of the event, i.e. its static location or direction of movement or object transfer.

17. al'waːli nuŋ kul'ay-ən, ən'ilə təl'øy-wəl.
Alwali up get up-PRST.2sg sister-POSS.3sg-Lat say-PRST.3sg
‘Alvali gets up and says to his sister’

18. ən'il-ŋə juy-qənkikər niŋ tel'-tə.
sister-POSS.3sg-Loc wood-sled down to the bank bring-IMPP
‘The sister brought the sled down to the river bank’.

woman-water-Loc shoe-POSS.3sg outside hang-Pst0.3sg
‘The mermaid hung his shoes outside.’

20. tʃ'u pirə körən-əŋ oy-il nuŋ kəsək-mtə-tə.
Dem after eagle-Transl head-POSS.3sg upward lift-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg
‘The eagle then, raised his head up.’

21. səwski kat-a joy jəŋə-m-al, sar poŋə kəntʃa-kət-ət
Syvsksi house-Illat back come-PP-3sg pike guts search-Inch-3sg/gsg
‘Syvsksi got back home, went on looking for the pike-fish guts’

The last example is illustrative of the use of the adverbial joy ‘back (home)’, which, in the above example is used after a noun qat ‘house’, and appears to undergo the process of delexicalization from a more restricted nominal meaning of ‘home’:

22. ənk-əl əŋ-al-ŋə joy kitiʃ-kən.
mother-POSS.3sg son-POSS.3sg/sg-Loc home stay-Pst0.3DU
‘Mother with her son stayed home.’
- to a more abstract adverbial meaning of ‘back to the point of origin, to initial position’:

23. wajay-nə oɣ-ol joy nirimtä-s-ta
    animal-Loc head-POSS.3sg home pull-PST2-3sg.sg
    ‘The animal hid its head back inside’

Similarly to manner adverbials, there is also a group of spatial/locative adverbials that are
derived from demonstrative pronouns and used referentially: tit ‘here (Loc)’; tot ‘there
(Loc)’; tayapä/tiylə ‘towards here (Lat)’; tolał ‘from there (Lat)’; təði ‘from here (Lat)’

24. tjəkə semen-kə tiyl-ä al’ jöyi-tən
    very brave-Adv Det-IIlat Neg come-Pst0.2Du
    ‘Do not come close (here) too bravely’

25. toyo-j men-ə pirik-a
    away-Abl1 go-Imper behind-IIlat
    ‘Get off! (Go away!)’

Other Eastern Khanty spatial/locative adverbials include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qoteqe</td>
<td>‘where (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kümən</td>
<td>‘outside, outdoors (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilən</td>
<td>‘in front (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qoyən</td>
<td>‘far away’ (Loc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jöqən</td>
<td>‘back home (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilen</td>
<td>‘down there (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nomen</td>
<td>‘up there (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utan</td>
<td>‘at depth (Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wänəy</td>
<td>‘near (Lat/Loc)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qolepa</td>
<td>‘where, towards (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qoltaγnam</td>
<td>‘where from (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>küməpä</td>
<td>‘outside, outdoors (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pərtäγ</td>
<td>‘back (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joypa</td>
<td>‘back home (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iləpä</td>
<td>‘in front, forward (Lat)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niiγpä</td>
<td>‘down towards river (lat)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1.1.3 Time (aspectual)

Similarly to manner adverbials, time (aspectual) adverbials are quite diverse semantically
and formally, coding various temporal aspects of events, and thus adding to the semantics of
the whole proposition rather than just a predicate that these adverbials most frequently
precede:

26. itʃä män-ä into məj-a
    now 1sg-IIIlat food give-IMPER.2sg
    ‘Now give me some food.’
27. kultøø jäl’iys-əkøta-l-man
tomorrow fight-Inch-PRST-1DU
'Tomorrow we start fighting'

28. köröø il’en jäl’øy-s-əm-əł’-nə joynämə ran’it’ werä-γən.
eagle earlier fight-PP-3sg-Loc Refl. wound do-PST0.3sg
'Earlier, the eagle got himself wounded when fighting'

29. ittøø qu-j-əl wont-oγ juya’-γən
in the evening man-EP-POSS.3sg/sg forest-Prol come-Pst0.3Sg
'In the evening her husband came from the forest'

30. ä’lin weriyl-əm-əl, möröø kotl mətä-kolp-əntə juy-ä tôløy-wəl.
in morning wake up-PP.3sg all day some_kind-word-NEG 3sg-Illat say-Prst.3sg
'Having waken up in the morning, she does not say a word to him'

The temporal point may be of a more abstract sort:

31. illane jöyray ju-wəl
once wolf walk-Prst.3sg
'At one point a wolf was passing by.'

32. ajpə app-al wont-a mənä-γən,
one father-POSS.3sg/sg forest-Illat go-Pst0.3sg
'Once father went into the forest'

33. pirpit-ä’l-nə mörök-kə jəyä-γən,
by then -POSS.3sg-Loc healthy-Pred become-Pst0.3sg
'Finally the eagle got better'

There are a number of Russian loans used for adverbial modification, especially in the
south-eastern Khanty dialectal area – most affected by linguistic assimilation:

34. ämp-əm srazu awsintanti-yl-wəl
dog-1sg immediately sniff-Inhoat-PRST.3sg
'The dog starts sniffing around right away'

35. män-ən t’äṣ qəty-əni tuyi tṣoy-l-uy-əm
1sg-Loc now knife-Com/Instr away cut-Prst-PS-1sg
'I’ll cut with a knife now'
Some temporal adverbial meanings are coded in referential manner by demonstrative pronouns *tfu* ‘this, such’, meta ‘measure, extent’ supplemented by Locative/Lative case markers and spatial postpositions:

36.  *tj’u-pirna jay (kantay-jay-alt) pu-yal ej pel’yay-na amti-t qat*  Det-after 3Pl Khanty-people village one side-Loc build-Pst0.3Pl house  ‘After that they built the house close to the village’


38.  *mœta-pirna ank-äl tjet loya ut-œ kulä-yœn,*  measure after mother-POSS.3sg harbor shore-IlLat go-Pst0.3sg  ‘At last his mother got onto the shore’

Other Eastern Khanty temporal adverbials include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Eastern Khanty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘forever, always’</td>
<td>witʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘for a long time’</td>
<td>qoɣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘long ago’</td>
<td>qoɣən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘shortly’</td>
<td>wän</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘still’</td>
<td>qota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘as soon as’</td>
<td>tjökîn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘when’</td>
<td>quntə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘at night’</td>
<td>joɣən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘by day’</td>
<td>qotloɣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘last time’</td>
<td>munya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘then’</td>
<td>t’utoɣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sometimes’</td>
<td>pälänə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘for a while’</td>
<td>elə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘soon’</td>
<td>kimtəkə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1.1.4 Epistemic and Deontic – evaluative

Similarly to the temporal adverbials, Eastern Khanty modal adverbials, both epistemic and deontic, have their semantic scope extending over the whole proposition, expressing the speaker’s attitude to how truthful, certain or possible is the described event, or what his/her subjective assessment of, or attitude toward this event is.

39.  *joɣ-in l’ägil-œ — kœrnäm juj.*  3sg-Loc eat-PSt0.3sg just/only bile  ‘He tried it, it was (nothing but) bitter with bile.’

Most of such epistemic adverbial meanings are expressed in Eastern Khanty by single-
word lexical adverbials.

40. tʃɪ-n-әw-әl kʊm rʊɣu-mtø-s kʌtʃ kʊt-әm nɪʃʃəytø-s-tø
    that-Loc-Abl2-POSS.3sg jump-Momnt-PST2.3sg almost hand-POSS1sg bite-PST2-3sg/sg
    ‘Then, it jumped right from out there, almost bit my hand’

Many of such lexical items are loans from Russian:

41. mʊʒø tɪm lay pʊn
    maybe lynx hair
    ‘Maybe be a lynx hair’

42. a) nəmʊy-s-әləm tʊli nɔyøs
    think-PST2-1sg/PL perhaps meat
    ‘I think: “perhaps it’s a meat smell”’

b) tʊli lɔy tʊli nɔyɪ mʊyʊli kʌm əltəl-əyɪn
    perhaps bone perhaps meat something drag-PST0.3sg
    ‘Could be a bone smell, or meat smell, something was carried around here’

Deontic adverbials are frequently derived with the use of the adverbializer/predicator affix

/-aki/ from evaluative adjectives such as, jʊm ‘good’, aʊm ‘bad’, etc.:

43.  pɪɾt-әy unka-s-im toʒø jəməkɪ
    back-Ablat2 cross-PST2-1sg also well
    ‘I crossed back, well’

5.1.1.1.5 Intensification/Modification adverbials

There are some single-word Eastern Khanty adverbials (tʃəkə ‘very’, tʃɪməl ‘a little’) that are used predominantly for the purpose of intensification of the meaning of either an attribute or a predicate, both nominal and verbal:

44. tʃəkə jəm-aki
    very good-Pred
    ‘This is really good’
45. тыры тыка тылытын
thunder very roar/yel-PST2.3sg
‘Thunder roars very much’

46. мулла тынти ялы-ван, ман тык ван’кэ-мтэ-сан.
why DET act-Prst.-2sg 1sg-Acc very frighten-Mmnt-PST2-2sg
‘Why do you do that? Got me really scared.’

5.1.1.2 Syntactic features

In the prevailing majority of their instances of use, Eastern Khanty adverbials prototypically immediately precede the head that they modify (94%), and less prototypically follow it (6%):

47. кута тыу яй им-л-ет ин-та, рать жук-и ма-ван кут тылытын-
when Det people sit-Prst-3Pl eat-IMPP oldman forward-ILLat go-Pst0.3sg out scream-Pst0.3sg
‘When those people got down to dinner, the old man ran outside and screamed’

Canonically for its word-class, Eastern Khanty adverbials function as verbal modifiers adding to the semantics of either a matrix predicate or a co-ordinate/subordinate predicate:

48. сёвсико нуя ляя-м-ал-на, ал’ев-на пер пой-а сам-то ил л’амошты-то.
Syvsiki up look-PP-POSS.3sg-Loc Alwali-Loc ash 3sg-ILLat eyes-PL down drop-3sg
‘When Syvsiki looked up, Alva dropped ashes down right into his eyes’

The rare cases when the adverbial follows the modified head are mainly instances of location/spatial adverbial modification or adverbials of manner:

49. тил-и пой-па
take-Imper.2sg home-Allat
‘Take it home’

50. ты пирено вол-акато-ван алой.
Det after again live-INCH-Pst0.3Du together
‘After that, they started to live together again’

51. ял-с-им тфинам, нави амп-ал
stand-PST2-1sg there white dog-Dim
‘I stood there, white dog at my side’
In these cases, however, the adverbials are more frequently preceding the modified heads (3% for location/spatial, and 8% for manner), half of which are subordinate nonfinite adverbial clauses with independent heads – inherently less rigid syntactically (cf. 5.1.2.1. Subordinate clauses with adverbial semantics) and (cf. 11. Complex Clause. Subordination).

5.1.1.3 Morphological features

With regard to their morphological makeup, Eastern Khanty single-word adverbials can be categorized with regard to their morphological complexity into morphologically simple, i.e. those of a closed class of non-derived stems; and morphologically complex, i.e. those derived by affixation.

5.1.1.3.1 Derivational

Within this morphological classification, all instances fall either into the group of non-derived adverbials (or those with non-transparent etymology), or the derived units (those representing the usages of the other word-class stems accompanied by adverbializer affixes.

5.1.1.3.1.1 Non-derived adverbials

A group of Eastern Khanty single-word adverbials may most probably be regarded adverbs proper – a closed class of modifiers used exclusively in the adverbial function with location/spatial, temporal and adjective modification semantics. These adverbs are morphologically simple, consisting of a single stem, and these include:

$tʃəko$ ‘very, strongly’,
$tʃiməl$ ‘a little’,
$te³$ ‘here’,
$to³$ ‘there’,
$nuy$ ‘up’,
$il$ ‘down’
$qoγ$ ‘for a long time’,
$waŋ$ ‘shortly, a little’,
$jọγo$ ‘next year’,
$witi$ ‘forever, always’.
There is an open group of non-derived, i.e. morphologically simple adverbials representing instances of use of another word-class tokens in the adverbial function, without any morphological modification:

**Conversion: nouns → adverbials:**

itən ‘evening, in the evening’:

52. a) itn-əγ jəγ evening-Trnsl become-PST0.3sg  
   ‘Evening came’

b) itən quj-el wont-əγ juva-γən evening man-POSS.3sg forest-ABL come-Pst0.3Sg  
   ‘In the evening, her husband came back from the forest’

äləŋ ‘morning, in the morning’:

53. a) äləŋ jəγ morning become-PST0.3sg  
   ‘Morning came’

b) äləŋ əŋkəl man-əγən jəŋk-ə morning mother-POSS.3sg go-PST0.3sg water-Illat  
   ‘In the morning, mother went to bring water’

joγən ‘night, at night’; qotl ‘day, during the day’; mələγəlt / mala ‘past, completed’ + qotl ‘day’ → mələγəlt qotl / mələ qotl ‘yesterday’.

### 5.1.1.3.1.2 Derived adverbials

The majority of Eastern Khanty adverbial meanings are expressed by predominantly single-word nominal forms derived with the help of a variety of affixes. Eastern Khanty adverbial modifiers most frequently represent quite robustly used nominal modifiers in prototypical pre-verbal position, and typically, though not necessarily, morphologically marked by affixes corresponding to meaning alterations that they manifest.

Among most productive affixes are the following:

- Affix /-əγ, -əɣ, -eɣ/ apparently without distinct semantic restrictions and appearing with temporal, locative/spatial and manner adverbials:
  
pesəɣ ‘fast, quickly’ ← pesə adj. ‘fast, quick, sharp’;
̚aŋe ‘together, jointly’ ← ̚ej num. ‘one’;

połtä ‘back(wards)’ ← połt / pirt n. ‘back, backside’;

wänä ‘near (Lat/Loc)’ ← wän adj. ‘short, nearest, proximal’;

qutlo ‘by day, during daytime, tomorrow’ ← qutl n. ‘day’;

mätʃä ‘always’ ← mätʃä / mötʃö / mötʃö postpos. ‘until’; tolöt mötʃö ‘until winter’;

54. tj’u jay entöw wålaka matʃö møy-ä il- mønt.
Det people waist up to ground-Lat down-go-PST0.3Pl
‘...those people got under the ground up to their waists.’

- Affix /-ən, -nə/ appearing predominantly either with adverbials of locative/spatial semantics, or, by extension, with temporal adverbials:

kömen ‘outside, outdoors (Loc)’ ← köm / küm n. ‘outside, outdoors, street’;

iln ‘in front, before (Loc)’ ← il n., adj. ‘front’;

qoyen ‘far away, long ago’ ← qoy adj. ‘long, far’;

joqquen ‘back home, indoors (Loc)’ ← joy adv. ‘back to point of origin, back home’;

iln ‘down there (Loc)’ ← il adv. ‘down’;

nomen ‘up there (Loc)’ ← n., adj. ‘upside, upper’;

wänna ‘near (Lat/Loc)’ ← wän adj. ‘short, nearest, proximal’;

55. köröy il-ən jälqəsə-mäl-nə joynəmə ran’it’ werä-yən.
eagle front-Loc fight- PP-3sg-Loc 3sg.Refl injure-Inf do-Pst0.3sg
‘Earlier that eagle got himself wounded when fighting.’

- Affix /-pə, -pa/ appearing almost exclusively with adverbials of locative/spatial semantics:

̚ajpə ‘together, at once’ ← ̚ej num. ‘one’;
qolepa ‘where, towards (Lat)’ ⇐ qol *adv/prn.‘where, when’;
teyepa ‘here (Lat)’ ⇐ tet *adv.‘here’;
kümpä ‘outside, outdoors (Lat)’ ⇐ küm *n.‘outside, outdoors, street’;
joypa ‘back home, indoors (Lat)’ ⇐ jöy *adv.‘back to origin point, back home’;
iləpä ‘in front, forward (Lat)’ ⇐ il *n., *adj.‘front’;
nipo ‘downwards, to the riverbank (Lat)’ ⇐ niy *adv.‘down to the river’;
nuyupa ‘upwards (Lat)’ ⇐ nuy *adv.‘up’;
iləpa ‘downwards (Loc)’ ⇐ il *adv.‘down’;

56. mä-nə tja liyəlt-s-əm, nuypa liyəlt-s-im jöyo-s-im
lsg-Loc then take_aim-PST2-1sg up-Allat take_aim-PST2-1sg shoot-PST2-1sg
‘I took aim, I raised up the gun (took aim) and shot’

- Affix /-əki, -aki, -əqə/ - appearing more frequently in adverbials with manner or
modal semantics:

jəməki ‘well’ ⇐ jəm *adj.‘good’;
ətməki ‘badly’ ⇐ ətəm *adj.‘bad’;

älnəwtsəki ‘on mornings’ ⇐ älnəw *adv.‘in the morning’:

57. nu jəməki metali òntim
OK well something no
‘Well then, there’s nothing’

- Affix /-i, -i/:

wijnati ‘slyly, craftily’ ⇐ wijnat *adj.‘mischievous, crafty’ ⇐ wij *n.‘mischief, slyness’;
wöynäti 'strongly, forcefully' ← wöynät adj. 'strong, forceful' ← wöy n. 'strength, force';
semti 'clearly, visibly, obviously' ← semt n. 'eyes PL'; sømti 'directly, in one's face' ← søm n. 'heart'.

58. nim-nil-kön wijnati küm l'uyi-t-ən-na sərə-γıı-qən
  girl-Dim-Du maliciously outside leave-IMPP-Poss.3Du-Loc make_noise-Pst0.2Du
  'Girls went out and kept making noise.'

These most productive derivational adverbial affixes show identity to morphological
features described above for the Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers (cf. 1.1.3.1.2.Derived
adjectives) in that the adverbial affixes listed in this chapter are formally identical to
derivational affixes of nominal modifiers. Thus, adverbial affix /-əŋ/ is corresponding to
adjectival affix /-əŋ/ with relational/proprietary semantics, adverbial affix /-ən/ - to
adjectival affix /-əŋ/ with relational/material semantics, adverbial affix /-i/ to adjectival affix
/-i/ with proprietary semantics. In this respect the differentiation between Eastern Khanty
nominal and verbal modifiers is rather functional than formal. In their etymology, both
nominal and verbal modifiers are predominantly nouns. However, the important
differentiating feature of the adverbial modifiers is that unlike Eastern Khanty nominal
modifiers, it is not typical for this function to be expressed by a morphologically unmarked
noun juxtaposed to a predicate.

5.1.2 Other means of expression of adverbial semantics
5.1.2.1 Subordinate clauses with adverbial semantics

Another very frequent form of adverbial modification in Eastern Khanty is the use of
subordinate clauses, mainly with nonfinite predicate, typically preceding the matrix clause, or
at least the modified predicate. These are most frequently participial clauses, of either
imperfective (marker /-tə/) or perfective (/-əm/) aspect, or converbial clauses.

Adverbial subordinate clauses of temporal semantics:

59. quntə ajam-kitam qui-jt joy ju-m-il-na, kəntʃ-əktə-t qat-əl
when young man-EP-Pl home come-PP-3Pl-Loc search-Inch-Pst0.3Pl house-3sg
‘When young men came home, they started to look for their house’

60. quntə qat təɣə-na i-m-əl, rətʃ uwaɣ-tətə qa təɣət i-m-əl-oy,
when house fire-Loc eat-PP-3sg oldman see-Pst0.3sg house fire eat-PP-3sg-Prol

\[ tʃ’u \ jay \ entəw \ wəlaka \ məɣ- \ ə \ il-mən-t. \]
Det people waist up ground-Ilлат down-go-Pst0.3Pl
‘When the house burnt down, the old man saw that while the house was burning
those people got under the ground up to the waist’.

These adverbial subordinate clauses may have their Agent referents either co-referenceal with
the Agent role of the matrix clause, as in (59), or as an independent event participant as in
both cases of (60).

These temporal nonfinite constructions may have a temporal subordinate clause marker
in the form of an interrogative pronoun, most commonly quntə ‘when’ (59, 60).

Adverbial subordinate clauses of locative/temporal semantics and subordinator:

61. juy-a-nuy qan-əm-əl pirənə tul nomil səwsiki n’ən’kə-mta-kət-ətə.
tree-Ilлат-up climb-PP-Poss.3sg after then above Syvsiki tease-Mmnt-Inch-3sg/sg
‘Having gotten up the tree, he started teasing oldman Syvsiki’.

Adverbial subordinate clauses of manner semantics:

62. tʃ’u l’ənə ajəmkıtəm qui-jt entə qoɣ noməysək-min, nəɣ wer-ət
this time young man-Pl Neg long think-Conv arrow do-Pst0.3Pl
mən-ət təɣəla, qo wəl-ət tʃ’u jay
go-Pst0.3Pl Det-Ilлат where live-Pst0.3Pl Det people
‘Then not thinking much, the young men made arrows and went to where those
people lived’
63. pötkänäli-m nåli-ā pon-äm wiliy joy ju-s-ām
gun-Dim-Poss.1sg bullet-InstrO load-PP quietly home come-PST2-1sg
'The gun loaded with a bullet, I got home little by little'

Eastern Khanty subordinate adverbial clauses of manner most frequently imply simultaneity of two or more states/events, which is frequently expressed in Eastern Khanty by a conversbial clause (59). However, the most productive Eastern Khanty subordination device – participial constructions are equally frequent as adverbials of manner as well.

Similarly to nominalizations in the function of attributive nominal modifiers (cf. 2.1.2.2. Nominalizations), Eastern Khanty clause-size adverbial modifiers are not clause arguments, but rather juxtaposed adjunct elements with the modifying relationship inferred by the language users, conceptually just as the modifying relationship between a single-word verbal modifier adding some adverbial information, to the predicate.

A more detailed account of the Eastern Khanty subordinate clauses will follow below (cf. 11.Complex Clause: Subordination).
6. NUMERALS

Eastern Khanty numerals form a clearly distinct word-class, which could be viewed as closed, as it has a finite number of basic stems, which, however, can be used in various combinations to form indefinite amount of compound units to express hypothetically infinite numbers. Based on a host of morphological and functional-semantic criteria, these numerals can be readily differentiated into two main sub-types: cardinal and ordinal, and three additional sub-types: multiplicative, fraction and distributive.

6.1.1 Cardinal Numerals
6.1.1.1 Morphological and Semantic Features

Eastern Khanty cardinal numerals may be classified within their class of lexical units into morphologically simple, or underived (column A in Table 1), and those derived from the latter by compounding (columns B and C in Table 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (1-10)</th>
<th>B (11-20)</th>
<th>C (21-30)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aj ‘1’</td>
<td>jõñerki aj\textsuperscript{25} ‘11’</td>
<td>qosørki aj ‘21’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kätken ‘2’</td>
<td>jõñerki kätken ‘12’</td>
<td>qosørki kätken ‘22’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qolom ‘3’</td>
<td>jõñerki qolom ‘13’</td>
<td>qosørki qolom ‘23’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nälom ‘4’</td>
<td>jõñerki nälom ‘14’</td>
<td>qosørki nälom ‘24’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wet ‘5’</td>
<td>jõñerki wet ‘15’</td>
<td>qosørki wet ‘25’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qut ‘6’</td>
<td>jõñerki qut ‘16’</td>
<td>qosørki qut ‘26’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lâwet ‘7’</td>
<td>jõñerki lâwet ‘17’</td>
<td>qosørki lâwet ‘27’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{25} According to Tereskin (1961) the form jõñerki in some of the Vakh river speech communities is produced as jõñerki where the stem-final velar nasal /ŋ/ of jõñ ‘10’ is produced as a very weak voiced uvular /γ/ intervocally, however, in more complex units like qolernjöñ aj ‘31’ /ŋ/ remains /ŋ/.
Table 1: Cardinal numerals 1 through 30.

It is evident from the above Table 1 that numerals '1' through '8', '10', '20', '100' are monostem underived lexical units, whereas '9', and the higher numerals '11' through '19', and '21' through '30' are complex compound units. As it was observed in earlier descriptions of Khanty (Tereskin 1961), the numeral '9', and those containing the notion of '9', such as higher numerals '19', '29', etc. represent a compound of 3 stems with a certain consistent syntax (cf. 5.1.2. Internal Syntax of Numerals):

1. aj - ær-jöŋ  aj - ær - qos  aj - ær - qoləm - jöŋ
   1 - many/more - 10  1 - many/more - 20  1 - many/more - 3 - 10
   '9'       '19'       '29'

In other words, the pattern here may be described as 'one more towards...'. The element 'many/more' most probably has the etymological relation to the quantifier ærki 'many/much/a lot' (1), also used as a quantifier in nominal phrases (2) (cf. also Quantifiers), an adverbial modifier (3), which is evident from the compound numerals such as qosærki wet '25' in (4) below:

2. kät  qoj-wən  ær  kul  tuy-kən
   two  man-DU   many fish bring-3Du
   'Two men brought a lot of fish'
3. mä ärey - joyo-s-im
   1sg much/many saw-Pst2-1sg/sg
   ‘I cut it up with a saw’

4. qos-ärki wet
   20-many/much-5
   ‘25’

Numeral compounding in the group ‘11’ through ‘18’ (column B in Table 1) and
‘21’ through ‘28’ (column C in Table 1), and further ‘31’ through ‘38’, ‘41’-‘48’, ‘51’-‘58’,
etc. (column B in Table 1) appear to differ from nominal compounding (cf. Compounding.)
in that semantically, unlike nominal hyponymic relation to the second member, numerals
may be said to display hyponymic relation to the first, i.e. numeral compound of this type is a
token of the first rather than the second member’s type. Thus, ‘25’ is a token of the type of
‘20’ rather than ‘5’, and in the dependent-head relation, the second compound member is the
dependent modifying the first, the head. This pattern appears as a deviation from the general
Eastern Khanty syntactic/semantic pattern of modifiers preceding the modified.

Similar to other word-class compounding, the elements of the numeral compounds
preserve their phonological independence and are not transparent to word-internal
phonological processes, such as Vowel Harmony, palatalization, etc. [Cf. 1.2.5 Disharmony].
Thus, for example in qolamjön qut ‘36’, while both qolam ‘3’ and qut ‘6’ contain the back
vowels, jön ‘10’ contains the front.

The round decimals ‘30’ through ‘70’ (column A of Table 2) are also compounds, but
of a slightly different nature, namely they represent a combination of a basic simple number
of ‘3’ through ‘7’ and the ‘10’, thus manifesting the regular, nominal-type compounding
strategy with hyponymic relation to the second member, i.e. these numeral compounds are
tokens of the second member's type. Thus, '30' is a token of the type of '10' rather than '3', and the first member of the compound is the dependent modifying the second, the head.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qolomjöŋ '30'</td>
<td>qolomjöŋ aj '31'</td>
<td>ajaranløjöŋ '39'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nälajöŋ '40'</td>
<td>nälajöŋ aj '41'</td>
<td>ajarwetjöŋ '49'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetjöŋ '50'</td>
<td>wetjöŋ aj '51'</td>
<td>ajarqütjöŋ '59'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qutjöŋ '60'</td>
<td>qutjöŋ aj '61'</td>
<td>ajarláwätjöŋ '69'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lárwetjöŋ '70'</td>
<td>lárwetjöŋ aj '71'</td>
<td>ajarñilsat '79'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nilsat '80'</td>
<td>nilsat aj '81'</td>
<td>nilsat ajarjöŋ '89'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajarjöŋ '90'</td>
<td>ajarjöŋ aj '91'</td>
<td>ajarjöŋ '99'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample tokens of the decimals 30 through 99.

Similar to the round decimals, round hundreds '100' through '800' (column A of Table 3) are also compounds of a basic simple number of 2 through 8 and the stem '100' sat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sat '100'</td>
<td>sat aj '101'</td>
<td>sat ajarjöŋ '109'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kásatqøn '200'</td>
<td>kásatqøn aj '201'</td>
<td>kásatqøn ajarjöŋ '209'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qolømsat '300'</td>
<td>qolømsat aj '301'</td>
<td>qolømsat ajarjöŋ '309'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nälømsat '400'</td>
<td>nälømsat aj '401'</td>
<td>nälømsat ajarjöŋ '409'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetsat '500'</td>
<td>wetsat aj '501'</td>
<td>wetsat ajarjöŋ '509'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qutsat '600'</td>
<td>qutsat aj '601'</td>
<td>qutsat ajarjöŋ '609'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lárwetsat '700'</td>
<td>lárwetsat aj '701'</td>
<td>lárwetsat ajarjöŋ '709'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niløysat '800'</td>
<td>niløysat aj '801'</td>
<td>niløysat ajarjöŋ '809'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajarjöng '900'</td>
<td>ajarjöng aj '901'</td>
<td>ajarjöng '909'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Sample tokens of the hundred and hundred+units 100 through 1000.
All the intervening values employ regular compounding strategies discussed above, with the systematic exception of units ending with ‘..9’ (column C of Table 3) above and (Table 4) below, which are applying the subtraction strategy instead of addition. Conceptually similar to the form for ‘90’ above, the form for ‘900’ ajarjaras (1 more (of the type (of hundreds)) towards 1000) is using the concept ‘on of the type towards...’ with underlying subtraction notion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sat ajarjar 199</th>
<th>nalaumsat ajarjar 499</th>
<th>lawatsat ajarjar 799</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kasatqan ajarjar 299</td>
<td>wetsat ajarjar 599</td>
<td>nilaysat ajarjar 899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kolamsat ajarjar 399</td>
<td>qutsat ajarjar 699</td>
<td>ajarjaras ajarjar 999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: ‘...9’-ending numerals over hundreds.

6.1.1.2 Internal Syntax of Numerals

Departing from Comrie’s and Guirardello-Damian’s (2004) premise that numerals, especially higher numerals, have internal syntax, some observations regarding the internal syntax of the Eastern Khanty syntax can be made.

5. ka-sat-qan qolam-jon nilay
   (2x100) + (3x10) + 8 = 238

Comrie and Guirardello-Damian (2004) is based on generalizations concerning addition in the internal syntax of numeral expressions by Greenberg (1978), namely (26) “If in a language, in any sum the smaller addend precedes the larger, then the same order holds for all smaller numbers expressed by addition” and (27) “If in a language, in any sum the larger addend precedes the smaller, then the same order holds for all larger numbers expressed by addition” (Greenberg 1978: 273). In these, according to Comrie and Guirardello-Damian (2004), an evident cognitive principle is involved, that is “the very first element gives me a
reasonably close approximation to the final result, and every successive item gives a further approximation’ whereas ‘the opposite order leaves the hearer in the dark till the last item is reached’ (Greenberg 1978: 274).

We can see then, that in the Eastern Khanty, there is a combination of arithmetic processes with sequential ordering of elements at different levels of the numeral system. The first and most robustly employed process is that of addition.

i) In the case of addition, numerals ‘11’ through ‘18’ and ‘21’ through ‘28’, there is larger addend preceding the smaller addend: jöŋ-ərki kätkən ‘10-(+)-2=12’, jöŋ-ərki qoləm ‘10-(+)-3=13’, qos-ərki näləm ‘20-(+)-4=24’, qos-ərki wet ‘20-(+)-5=25’, etc. Further on, the non-round decimals ‘31’ through ‘38’, ‘41’ through ‘48’, and such, also display larger addend preceding the smaller: näləyjöŋ aj ‘40(4x10)+1=41’, qutjöŋ aj ‘60(6x10)-1=61’, as do the non-round hundreds: sat aj ‘100+1=101’, näləmsat aj ‘400(4x100)+1=401’, niləysat aj ‘800(8x100)+1=801’, ajərtəras aj ‘900(1-(+)-1000)+1=901’.

Thus, exemplified by the (1) given at the onset of the chapter, it can be generalized that, the Eastern Khanty higher numerals have consistent tendency for larger addends precede smaller addends.

There is also a phenomenon of suppletion within the overall pattern exemplified by decimal ‘20’ (compare qos ‘20’ vs. qoləm-jöŋ ‘30’, näləy-jöŋ ‘40’, wet-jöŋ’50’, qut-jöŋ ‘60’, läwet-jöŋ ‘70’) and decimals ‘80’ and ‘90’ (compare nil-sat ‘80’, aj-ər-sat ‘90’) representing a local mini-pattern.
There is, however, a local scale systematic deviation from this general addition pattern in that ‘9’ and all higher numerals containing it are applying subtraction, rather than addition.

ii) In the case of ‘9’, ‘19’, ‘29’ and further higher numerals ending with ‘..9’, there is a smaller subtracted preceding the larger subtrahend: *aj-ər-jöŋ* ‘1-(more to)-10’ or ‘by 1 → 10’, *aj-ər-qos* ‘1-(more to)-20’, or ‘by 1 → 20’, *aj-ər-qoläm* ‘1-(more to)-30’ or ‘by 1 → 30’, etc. Note incidentally, that in cases of ‘90’ and ‘900’ the internal semantic pattern of ‘one more towards …’ is interpreted at a more extended scale, as ‘one more (of a kind) towards’, i.e. ‘90’ is *aj-ər-sat* ‘1-(10 more to)-100’ meaning ‘one more (decimal) towards 100’; and ‘900’ is *aj-ər-tors* ‘1-(100 more to)-1000’ meaning ‘one more (hundred) towards 1000’.

Other processes consistently employed include multiplication by 10 and its exponents.

iii) Multiplication is at the core of the round decimals ‘30’ through ‘70’: *qoläm-jöŋ* ‘3x10=30’, *wet-jöŋ* ‘5x10=50’, *läwet-jöŋ* ‘7x10=70’. Curiously, the round decimal ‘80’ follows here a somewhat similar pattern to ‘90’ (above): i.e. *nil-sat* ‘8(reduced)-100=80’, literally ‘eight towards hundred’, which does not replicate schematically in ‘800’: *niloy-sat* ‘8(full)-100=800’ which appears consistent with its group employing multiplication (compare: *qoläm-sat* ‘3x100=300’, *nålom-sat* ‘4x100=400’), where too, the smaller addend precedes the larger: *wet-sat* ‘5x100=500’. In multiplication the smaller multiplied precedes the larger multiplier.
6.1.1.3 Regarding the Base of the Eastern Khanty Numeral System

Following Comrie (2005) framework for identifying the arithmetic base of the language’s numeral system, defining the base as numerical value to which various arithmetic processes (operations) are applied (Comrie 2005), it is evident that in Eastern Khanty, ‘10’ is the most readily available candidate for the arithmetic base. Exemplified by näløyjön niløy ‘48’, Eastern Khanty uses ‘10’ to produce ‘40’ by multiplication by ‘4’: näløy-jöön ‘4x10’ and adding ‘8’: niløy. It is exactly ‘10’ that is used here as a base for multiplication, rather than ‘4’, as this base (‘10’) is recurrent in other decimal numerals: wet-jöön aj ‘51’ (5x10 + 1), qutjöön läwet ‘67’ (6x10 + 7), etc. Moreover, ‘10’ is used to produce ‘9’ by subtraction of ‘1’: aj-ør-jöön ‘1-(more to)-10’, and to produce ‘11’ through ‘18’ by addition: jöön-orki nälom ‘14 ‘10 + 4’), jöö-orki wet ‘15 ‘10 + 5’). Furthermore, ‘10’ is used as a base for exponentiation of it to the power, though expressed by the words of unrelated etymology, in the case of ‘100’ sat – a borrowing from Arian sto, sotnja, in the case of ‘1000’ t’eás – most probably also a borrowing from Arian t’arés, and in the case of ‘1 000 000’ – a compound of the indigenous modifier nemløy ‘nameless’ and the latter Turkic borrowing for ‘1000’: nemløy t’arés ‘Lit. nameless thousand’. The morphonologically opaque, etymologically non-transparent suppletive form qos ‘20’, could be said to fall under the general ‘10-base’ pattern, as it appears at the ten, decimal position, and all ‘intervening values are expressed by adding a number less than ten to this word’ (Comrie 2005): qosorki läwet ‘27 ‘20+7’), qosorki niløy ‘28 ‘20+8’). Moreover, in its type of decimals between ‘19’ and ‘79’, this suppletive form occupies the slot taken by regular transparent
forms derived by multiplication of ‘10’, compare underlined: \textit{qosarki lāwet} ‘27 ‘20+7)’ vs. \textit{qutjōŋ lāwet} ‘67 ‘6x10 + 7)’ vs. \textit{lāwetjōŋ lāwet} ‘77 ‘7x10 + 7)’, with the only differentiating feature being the overt presence of the element \textit{arki} ‘more/much’, making the ‘twenties’ thus somewhat distinct.

The decimal forms ending with ‘...9’, such as: ‘19’, ‘29’, ‘39’, etc., as well as the forms ‘90’ and ‘900’ should not be treated as exceptions as they most probably represent a kind of conceptual extension of the form for ‘9’ - \textit{aj-ər-jōŋ} (1 more to 10) treated as a schematic pattern to form: ‘19’ - \textit{aj-ər-qos} (one more to 20); ‘29’ - \textit{aj-ər-golm-jōŋ} (1 more to 3x10); and even further extension in ‘90’ - \textit{aj-ər-sat} (one more (of the type(of decimals)) to hundred) and in ‘900’ - \textit{aj-ər-tər̄es} (one more (of the type(of hundreds)) to thousand).

Finally, another suppletive, but transparent decimal form ‘80’ \textit{nil-sat} (8 (to hundred) uses the phonologically reduced form of ‘8’ - \textit{nilōy}, preceding the form for ‘100’ – \textit{sat}. The reduced form of ‘8’ is the only feature that differentiates it from the form for ‘800’ - \textit{nilōysat}, produced by regular multiplication of the base ‘100’ - \textit{sat} by ‘8’ - \textit{nilōy}. The form for ‘80’ (and intervening values: ‘81’ - \textit{nilsat aj}, etc.) is the only occasion synchronically, where the numerals containing ‘8’ are irregular (‘18’ - \textit{jōŋarki nilōy}; ‘28’ \textit{qosarki nilōy}, etc.), unlike numerals containing ‘9’ consistently employing subtraction. Though, the etymology of this form is not clear, it can be speculated that it is probably a relic of the earlier extinct system where ‘8’ and forms containing ‘8’ had subtraction-like pattern similar to that of ‘9’, which was gradually normalized to the dominant pattern. Perhaps, indirect local evidence of ongoing (completing) normalization could be seen in recently reported
(Tereskin 1961) parallel forms for ‘89’: a ‘9’-type ajarjaersat (1 more to (1 more to 100)) and regular addition-type nilsat ajarjog (80 + (1 more to 10)). Also, the cross-dialectal comparative analysis provides evidence in favor, showing that in the northern dialects (Nikolaeva 1999), although admittedly mutually unintelligible, nevertheless obviously closely related, there is a synchronically attested form for ‘18’ - nijal-xu:s ‘8-20) that follows the same pattern as ‘19’, both in Northern and Eastern Khanty, as well as the form for ‘80’ - nijal-so:t(8-100).

6.1.1.4 Functional Characteristics of Cardinal Numerals

In the data available, Eastern Khany cardinal numerals do not carry any of the inflectional morphology. Their most frequent syntactic function is that of nominal modifier, in which they appear juxtaposed to the modified head nominal similarly to all other modifiers (cf. Lexical word-size modifiers).

The head nominal modified by the numeral aj ‘1’ typically will not carry any number inflection:

6. mʊɬəm aj jʊɣən kanʼyal.
   only 1 night be_ill-PST3.3sg
   ‘She was ill only one night’ (Gulya 1966).

The numeral aj ‘1’ often functions as an indefinite nominal quantifier/determiner, which is a cross-linguistically typical phenomenon:

7. aj rætʃ i kə niŋ-kən ajey wəl-t.
   one old man “and” two woman-Du together live-PST0.3PI
   ‘A man and two women lived together.’
In combination with a demonstrative, numeral aj '1' has the opposite function of a definite or deictic determiner, which typically functions as an anaphoric referring argument with an antecedent, frequently a phrase- or a clause-size, in the immediately preceding discourse:

8. a) tʃ'ars-a jɔyɔ-min-na, qɔrɔɣ noməl ili-pa l'iwtʃ'i-mt-ŋən.
sea-ILLat come-Conv-Loc eagle from above down-All descend-Momnt-Pst0.3sg
'They arrived at the sea, the eagle got down from up high very fast.'

b) kɔsi-na ʃəm-əl jɔy lokkinta-ŋən.
man-Loc heart-POSS.3sg/sg Prvr (in) stop-Pst0.3sg
'The man's heart stopped.'

c) qɔrɔɣ kɔsi-j-a tʃ'iti tɔlɔy-wəl: "məla nɔŋə aj tʃ'iti
eagle man-EP-ILLat/Dat Dem say-Prst.3sg then 2sg i Dem
'The eagle says to the man: - "Back then, you did the same to me.

d) kɔtɔy-kɔl'-əŋ, mə aj tʃ'iti ʃəm-əm jɔy amləyil-kəl
do-Pst1-2sg 1sg 1 Dem heart-POSS.3sg/sg Prvr Stop-Pst1.3sg
'...My heart was stopping then like that too'.'

The meaning of the collocations aj tʃ'iti here appears close to the English 'this one', or 'like this'.

The head modified by the numeral kəti(qən) '2' will prototypically be used in Du number inflection form:

9. t'u aməs-l-əm kəniŋ-qən mən-nə jü-s-ŋən
Det sit-PRST-1sg 2 woman-Du 1sg-Loc come-Pst2-3Du
'While I was sitting, two women came to me.'
Finally, nominal heads modified by all other numerals implying plurality will prototypically not be used with PL number inflection form, but rather in the uninflected for number Sg. form (cf. 2.1.2.2.1. Number.):

10. nu jəmaki pətʃ'ka-n-a-m pon-s-im wet əmp-əm we-s-im
    OK well gun-POSS.1sg load-PST2-1sg four dog-POSS.1sg take-PST2-1sg
    'Ok then, (we) got the guns loaded, took our four dogs.'

Numerals can be used to modify any grammatical relation in the clause: the NP[S/A] as in (9) above, NP[O] as in (10) above, NP[time] as in (6) above and (11) below:

11. niŋ iki qel'ka kil'tʃ'iŋ-tə
    2sg old_man one-side move-Imper.sg
    You, old man, move away (to one side)

Less frequently (approx. 2% of numeral use in the data), numerals also may function as core arguments of the clause, an NP[Su] or NP[DO], acting as a nominal NP:

12. qolom jal-əw kollonta-l-əw
    three stand-PRST-1Pl listen-PRST-1Pl
    'We stand there 3 of us, and listen'

Numerals are also frequently used in the function of adverbial modifiers (cf. 1.1.1.Single-word Lexical Adverbials) bearing productive adverbial suffixes such as /-pa/ such as in (13) below:

13. qipə qventa mä werəŋ wel-m-am-na
    once when 1sg small be-PP-1sg-Loc
    'Once, when I was small...'

    mən-kəl'-əm kəskən tel'-il-te, wel-kəl'-əm a11ə sart.
    go-Pst1.1sg Spoon-bait pull-Inf hunt/catch-Pst1.1sg big Pike
    'I went fishing with a spoon-bait and caught a big pike fish'
Finally, numerals are used as definite quantifier nominal modifiers within the noun phrase, such as ‘both’ which entails also the use of bound Du number modifier on the head argument and bound Du number agreement modifier on the predicate:

14. atʃ'i-sa-qən  kitta  niŋinta-kən.  
    brother-Coll-Pl.  both  get_married-Pst0.3Du.  
    ‘Two brothers got married.’

This quantifier is evidently derived from a numeral *kä't* ‘2’ with the suffix */-tə/* and a rise in the root vowel */à* → */i/*.

6.1.2 Ordinal Numerals

Ordinal numerals are derived from the cardinal stems with the suffix */-mat/* and, in some stems, a change in the quality of the root vowel, similar to that observed in derivation of the definite quantifier above: *kä't* ‘2’ → *kitmat* ‘second’. In compound numerals the derivational suffix is added to the leftmost element of the compound: *gosarki wet-mat* ‘twenty fifth’.

Ordinal numerals typically function either as definite nominal modifiers, or as adverbial modifiers, where, in the latter case, they also attach the affix */-ək/-əγ/* associated with adverbializer/predicative derivational affix */-əki/* (cf. Derived Adverbs; Derived Adjectives):

15. aŋmat  iki  la'l-wəl,  kitmat  iki  aməs-wəl.  
    first  man  stand-PRST.3sg  second  man  sit-PRST.3sg  
    ‘The first old man is standing, the second old man is sitting.’ (Gulya 1966)

16. kulmatəy  sajəw  t'arsa  panyas  
    third  time  net  see  
    ‘[the old man] flung [put] the trawl for the third time in the sea’ (Gulya 1966)
6.1.3 Multiplicative Numerals

There is a group of numerals frequently referred to as *multiplicative numerals* (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966) that can be defined based on their morphological and functional features. These numerals are derived from cardinal numerals with the suffix */-pa/* of a common adverbial functional range and which is etymologically related to the suffix of Allative case (cf. Derived Adverbials; 2.1.2.2.3. Case). They typically function as adverbial modifiers with the scope ranging from modification of the predicate or verb phrase, to the whole proposition. The multiplicative numeral with the stem */aj/ ‘1’ is typically used in the thetic type clauses that set up the stage and open a narrative or an event line:

17. al’wa-qan äni-sa-kən waal-la-qan.
    Alvali-Du sister -Coll -Du live -Prst -3Du
    ‘There lived Alvali and his older sister.’

18. aj-pə äni - l jəy-ə tələy-wəl.
    one -Allat sister -POSS.sg/3sg 3sg-ILLat/Dat say -Prst.3sg
    ‘Once his sister says to him.’

Other numeral stems are used to denote repetitive action of the same kind, thus bearing the multiplicative aspectual and Aktionsart semantics. None of the verbal predicates in the examples below show verbal bound morphemes with this semantics:

19. potom os nuyät-kätä-wəl nilla-pə, wet-pə nuyät-kätä-wəl
    after again move-Inch-Prst.3sg five-Allat four-Allat move-Inch-Prst.3sg
    ‘Then, again he moved, 4-5 times he moves and hides like this’

20. jowat-pə kəsi-nə jöyi-tä koi-ə.
    seven times man-Loc shoot-Inf Want-Pst0.3sg
    ‘Seven times the man wanted to shoot.’
6.1.4 Fractions

Fraction numerals are derived analytically, by using an appropriate cardinal numeral stem and for expression of the notion of ‘halt’ — the lexeme *pelək*: *qoləm əl pana pelək* ‘3 and a half years’. In case of singular, a proper noun may be used to denote the whole, collocating with *pelək* to denote a fraction: *tʃ’as pana pelək* ‘an hour and a half’. The whole (or multiple wholes) and a fraction are conjoined by the conjunction *panə* ‘and’.

Incidentally, *pelək* may also be used to denote not exactly a half, but rather any part, including the quarter:

21. süŋk awəl torəm pelək mörə willä ølla tøytə ołi.
  sun sky part completely as big fire light-PASS/3Sg
  ‘The quarter of the sky, where the sun (is), is burning like a big fire’ (Gulya 1966).

6.1.5 Distributive Numerals

Finally, in Gulya (1966) there is also identified a rare group of distributive numerals, derived from cardinal numerals with the suffix /-təl/ and used prototypically for referring to the homogeneous or identical entities distributed in equal quantity: *ajətəl* ‘one by one’,

*kıtətəl* ‘in twos/pairs’, *wetətəl* ‘in fives’:

22. welit kıtətəl jəy-nə likərtə jərtət-ət
  reindeer-PL in twos people-Loc sleigh-ILLat/Dat tie-PS.3PL
  ‘In twos the reindeer are harnessed by men to the sleighs’ (Gulya 1966)

Interestingly, the distributive ‘in twos’ does not affect the grammatical agreement between the NP[Su] ‘reindeer’ and the predicate, which is expressed in the PL with corresponding bound PL number modifier on the argument ‘reindeer’ and PL verbal agreement inflection on the predicate ‘tie’. Thus, the distributive numeral ‘in twos’ functions here as an adverbal modifier of manner, and not as a nominal modifier, as numeral quantifier or determiner type
modifier would be corresponding in number to the modified head nominal and to verbal inflection (cf. 6.1.1.4. Functional Characteristics of Cardinal Numerals).
7. Postpositions

There is an open class of Eastern Khanty lexical units that can be taken as a distinct word class or at least as an identifiable lexical category. Mainly for expressing spatial semantics, Eastern Khanty makes a frequent and robust use of a group of nouns, which may serve as a readily available empirical base for the analysis of grammaticalization in this system. This group of nouns occurs juxtaposed as postpositions to nominals and are traditionally referred to as postpositions (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966). They can be categorized into two subtypes: (i) synchronically non-transparent tokens, and (ii) those whose nominal etymology is clear and which illustrate grammaticalization/delexicalization in progress.

7.1 Etymologically Non-transparent Postpositions Proper

The first subtype is a closed and very restricted group of units of former nouns, which are synchronically completely delexicalized and used exclusively as spatial postpositions, including: *motfə, welaka* ‘upto, to the point’; *sany(ə) ‘manner’; *qoyat ‘along’; *sapi ‘across’; *merə ‘during’; *qut’na ‘home’; *muytə ‘via’; *petənə ‘for the sake’.

- *motfə* and *welaka* - with identical semantics of a landmark, measure ‘upto’:

1. ajqu-na nerkəl-moŋkəm os jovim-i, antw-əl motfə may uja mən-iyən lad-Loc serpent again hit-PS.3sg waist-POSS.3sg upto ground under go-3sg ‘The young man hit the serpent so hard, that it went into the ground up to his waist’ (Tereskin 1961)

2. qunto qat tovo-na i-m-əl, rati uweytae qa toyt i-m-əl-oŋ, when house fire-Loc eat-PP-3sg oldman see-Pst0-3sg house fire eat-PP-3sg-Abl tʃ’u jaŋ entew welaka məy-ə il-mən-t.

Dem people waist up to ground-Lat down-go-Pst0.3Pl ‘When the house burnt down, the old man saw that while the house was burning those people got under the ground up to their waists.’
• sayi(t) - with the semantics of ‘manner, mode, means’:

3. rut' sayi jalt-a
   Russian mode tell-Imper.2sg
   ‘Tell it in Russian’

4. juy loq(el) sayi man-s-om
   3sg track(3sg) mode go-Pst2-1sg
   ‘I followed (went by) his tracks’

The postposition sayi may occasionally take possessive inflection suffixes when collocating with personal pronouns as modifiers within a postpositional phrase:

5. mã nin sayit-än wer-s-im
   1sg 2Du manner-POSS.2sg do-Pst2-1sg
   ‘I made it according to you (two)’ (Gulya 1966)

• qo yat - with the semantics of spatially extended landmark ‘along’:

6. joyan qo yat ajrit-na man-l-om
   river along canoe-Instr/Com go-Prst-1sg
   ‘I go along the river in a boat’

It should be mentioned that etymologically this postposition could plausibly be related to the noun qoy ‘the length’ also attested as a nominal attributive modifier qoy ‘long’ (cf. 4.1.Adjectives) with the relational/proprietary suffix /-(a/)t/ (cf.4.1.1.3.2.Derived Adjectives).

• sopi - with the semantics of a landmark ‘across’ which the motion, action is taking place:

7. küm / loq sopi man-əs
   street / road across go-Pst2.3sg
   ‘(S)he went across the street’

• merə - with the semantics of a temporal reference point for the event:
8. tü qotl mere aj klop ea mt-at-wal
   Dem day during 1 word Neg say-Prst.3sg
   ‘During this day (s)he would not utter a word’ (Tereskin 1961)

   - qut’na - with the semantics of a certain reference to point of origin ‘home’
     towards which the movement is taking place:

9. miŋ qaŋ qut’na ju-s-œw
   1Pl house back come-Pst2-1Pl
   ‘We came back home’

The etymology of this postposition could plausibly relate it to the noun qaŋ / qot
/ qut ‘house, home’ inflected for the Loc case, which makes it functionally and
etymologically akin to the postpositional use of joŋ ‘home’.

   - muŋtí - with the semantics of a landmark ‘via’ which the movement is taking
     place:

10. os korliki-ŋ-oŋ muŋtí kör-a mën-tä mas-wal
    again Korliki-EP-Abl2 via leg-Instr/Obj go-INF need-Prst.3sg
    ‘And one should go on foot via Korliki’ (Tereskin 1961)

   - patøa - with the semantics of beneficiary ‘for the sake’ of whom the
     event/action occurs:

11. müyilli patøa ?
    what for the sake
    ‘What for?’ (Tereskin 1961)

The functional differentiating feature of the non-transparent postpositions proper from other
postpositions is that, unlike the postpositional use of proper nouns, these units prototypically
do not appear inflected for any of the noun inflection categories apart from those mentioned above (*say*).

### 7.2 Postpositional Use of Nouns

This group represents a type of frequent usage of nouns in postposition to nominals, where the semantics of the postposed noun is extended and abstracted so that it approximates that of bound spatial case morphemes. These slightly over a dozen nouns appear to fall within certain generally definable semantic domains, which seems to be the factor making these nouns available for usage as postpositions. That is, synchronically, all these postposable nouns are attested within their prototypical nominal semantic-functional range:

- as free content lexical morphemes;
- frequently carrying derivational and inflectional morphology;
- frequently under stress in the clause;
- in semantic roles typical for their class of nouns: Agent, Target, Beneficiary, nominal predicate, associated with appropriate nominal grammatical categories, such as case, number, and possession;
- with semantic features commonly shared by the majority of the examples of the noun class: concrete and relatively stable in temporal and spatial plane.

All of these nouns are also frequently attested as functional units:

- syntactically rigid, if not bound grammatical morphemes;
- typically unstressed in the clause, or sharing a stress with the preposed nominal;
- typically not carrying nominal derivational or inflectional morphology, apart from infrequent use of spatial cases and possessive markers;

- with relational semantics (most frequently spatial), bearing very abstract semantic association with their respective nominal concreteness and spatio-temporal stability.

Below, a few most productive postpositional nouns are considered in their function as relational grammatical morphemes, contrasted with their use as proper lexical nouns:

- qas-, sāj-, tʃontʃ-, pir-, potʃ-\(^{26}\) with common semantics of ‘behind, the backside, back,’ appearing similarly in spatial case inflected forms: Illat/Dat qasa / sājə / tʃontʃə / potʃə ‘towards the back, behind’ and Loc qasənə / sājnə / tʃonənə / pirə / potʃənə ‘at the back, behind, after’.

12. oypi qasa jolayən
    door behind stand-Pst.3sg
    '(S)he stood behind the door'

The stem qas has a typical meaning of ‘an obstacle, a figure blocking the view’, from which an extension ‘a space behind-, blocked from view by- something’ is arrived at. Similarly, the stem sāj has almost identical meaning ‘an obstacle, a curtain, a concealed space’ (being a conceptual core of such cognates as: sājwal_qulkäntʃə ‘to fish with a fishing net’; sājan welə ‘covered living space, sleeping area’), deriving spatial relation semantics synonymous to qas: ‘a space behind’:

\(^{26}\) Yogan Khany.
13. **juy säj-na kən’imta-yn**  
   tree behind hide-Pst.3sg  
   '(S)he hid behind the tree'

The other synonymous postpositions involve somatic lexical units used in conceptually extended manner to express spatial relations:

14. **qat tfön-na amas-l-an**  
    house back sit-Prst-2sg  
    'You sit behind/at the back of the house'

15. **mä tfön-tf loy-am qatʃa-qi iki**  
    1sg back-POSS1sg hurt-Pred Pred  
    'My backbone (spine) hurts'

16. **ämp qot potn-na omos-t**  
    dog house back-Loc sit-Prst.3sg  
    'The dog is sitting behind the house'

17. **mä pot-tf-am qotʃo-qi**  
    1sg back-POSS1sg hurt-Pred  
    'My back hurts'

- **pir(t)**- also has the semantics of ‘backside’, but is equally frequently used for expression of both space and temporal relations, appearing in spatial case forms:

  Illat/Dat **pirta** ‘behind’ and Loc **pirna** ‘at the back, behind, after’. The stem **pir** has the typical meaning of ‘rear, back, butt’ and in a typologically common way is available for metaphorically extended use for the expression of spatial (and further metaphorized from spatial to temporal relations):

18. **öt-äm pirt-a nirimtä-s-im i na ylimta-s-im**  
    hand-POSS.1sg back-Illat pull-PST2-1sg/sg and curse-PST2-1sg  
    'I pulled my hand back and cursed'

19. **ämp-ali aj pelk-a i pir-ka men-ös**  
    dog-Dim one side-Illat and behind-Tranls go-PST2.3sg  
    'The doggy got off and away'

20. **pirt-ay unka-s-im to3j jəmaki**  
    back-Ablat2 cross-PST2-1sg also well  
    'I crossed back, well'
21. mata    pirna    ank-ɐl    tfet    loya    ut-æ    kulã-yan,
    measure after mother-POSS.3sg harbor shore-ILLat go-Pst0.3sg
    ‘At last (after a while) his mother got onto the shore’ (Tereskin 1961)

22. jóy    män-ml-ål    pir-na    mä    atʃ-im    jó-s
    3sg    go-PP-POSS.3sg back-Loc 1sg brother-POSS1sg come-Pst2.3sg
    ‘After he went away my elder brother came’ (Gulya 1966)

As follows from the last two examples, this postposition may not exclusively follow a proper
noun, but any nominative or noun phrase, such as Dem.Prn., abstract noun, nominalization
and the participial clause. It is also represented by the examples above, that in the
prepositional usage, pirt most frequently has temporal relation semantics, whereas when
used as a preverbal modifier, it typically has the spatial relation semantics.

- sil-/ ponæ-/ poton- with the semantics of ‘proximity, near’, also in appropriate
case forms: Loc silna/ potognæ ‘near’. The stem sil has a typical meaning of
‘side, the outside’ from which the extension of ‘near’ is derived.

23. imi    tfoyal    sil-na    sapoq-qaæ    käs-wæl
    woman oven near-Loc boots-Du  search-Prst.3sg
    ‘The old woman is searching for boots behind the oven’ (Tereskin 1961)

The other postpositions with synonymous semantics ponæ and poton are originally somatic
nouns typically denoting either human or animal body parts, which are used in a
metaphorical extension in postposition to nominals to express spatial relations.

24. ninæ    sæyi    put    loq    poŋla    rãkät-i
    woman clay kettle road side drop-PS.3sg
    ‘Woman dropped the clay-jar near the road’

25. mä    ponl-æm    qatsö-qi
    1sg side-POSS1sg hurt-Pred
    ‘My side hurts’

26. ämp    qot    poton-na    omæ-t
    dog house side-Loc sit-Prst3sg
    ‘The dog sits near the house’

27. mä    poton-æm    qotsö-qi
    1sg side-POSS1sg hurt-Pred
    ‘My side hurts’
• əłnəʔ-, oyti- with the common semantics of 'the space above, or on top of':

28. pūtkāli joyən əłnəʔ-na aməs-wəl
   bird-Dim river on top-Loc sit-Prst3sg
   'The bird sits on the river surface'

The stem əł has the meaning of 'body, corpus': mə əłəm qätʃəqi 'my body aches'; and from it əłnəʔ has a typical meaning of 'surface, the top of smth. ('body'+proprietive affix (cf. 4.1.1.3.1.2.Derived Adjectives.))'

The other postposition sharing the same functional-semantic domain is the noun oy with the typical meaning 'head (human or animal)', which is used in an extended manner to express spatial relation 'above, on top'.

29. āmp qot oyti-na aməs-wəl
   dog house head-Loc sit-Prst3sg
   'They dog sits on top of the house'

30. mə oy-am qätʃə-qi
   1sg head-POSS1sg hurt-Pred
   'My head aches'

• köt- with the semantics of 'a gap, a threshold, a place between smth' appearing in Illat/Dat inflected form kötə 'towards the place between smth'; in Loc form kötnə 'in between smth'; and in Allat form kötəy 'from in between smth':

31. tʃu əllə juy jory-ən kötəy mən-wəl
   Dem big tree root-Loc between go-Prst3sg
   '(S)he goes between the roots of the big tree'

• uj- / pitta- with the common semantics of 'the space below, or at the bottom of smth.', with respective case forms: Illat/Dat uja 'towards under smth'; Loc ujənə 'in between smth'; and in Allat form ujoj 'from under smth':

---
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32. əŋq-əl jəŋq uŋ-øy nʊŋ wiyala-wən
   mother-POSS3sg water bottom-Allat up go-Prst.3sg
   'His mother got out from under the water'
33. mä uŋ-əl jɔy质量安全-s-im
   1sg butt-POSS3sg shoot-Pst2-1sg
   'I shot him in the butt'

34. āmp qot pittə-na
    dog house bottom-Loc
    'The dog is under the house'
    - ont- / tiypi-¹ with the common semantics of 'the space inside of smth.', with
      respective case forms: Illat/Dat onta 'towards inside'; Loc ontnə 'inside smth';
      and in Allat form ontoy 'from inside':

35. aŋpä dui-qasə-qən mən-kən juy - ont-a
    once husband-man go-PST0.3Du forest – inside-Illat
    'Once men went into the forest'
36. mä ont-am / sol-am qəstə-qə
    1sg inside-POSS.1sg ache-Pred
    'My inside hurts'

37. āmp qot tiypi-ja taŋə-1
    dog house inside-Illat enter-Prst.3sg
    'The dog is entering the house'
    - ilpi- / tempin-¹ with the common semantics of 'the space in front of smth.', with
      respective case forms: Illat/Dat ilpija 'towards the front'; Loc ilpina 'in front
      of smth':

38. rit ilpi-na ims-i
    boat front-Loc sit-Imper
    'Sit in front of the boat'

39. āmp qot tempin-na oməs-1
    dog house front-Loc sit-Prst3sg
    'The dog sits in front of the house'

¹ Yukan
² Yukan
- tayi- has, perhaps, the most extended semantics, implying the extensive metaphorical extension from the original nominal semantics of ‘the domain generally associated with the referent’, with respective case forms: Illat tayija ‘towards the place’; Loc tayina ‘in the place’.

40. jol-t-al tayij-ov löy-ös, osow-a at-wəl 41. tayi jor əlləs-ki iki shaman-IP-3Sg place-Abl finish-Pst2.3Sg Osip-Ill say-Prst.3Sg place hill big-Pred Pred ‘He finished shamanizing and said to Osip’ (Lit.: shamanizing place (he) finished) (Steinitz 1980: 561)

42. mə il-alintə-l-əm iy-ə mən-t 43. wal-m-il tayə-jə jə-əs-ə. 1Sg down-lic-Prst-1Sg bear-Loc 1Sg-Acc be-PP-3Pl place-All come-Pst3-3Pl ‘They came to the place of living’

nuy-li-tə tayi ənte wu-ta-m-a. up-eat-IMPP place Neg see-IMPP-Poss1sg-Illat

‘I lie down, not to see the bear devouring me’ (Lit.: ...the bear’s devouring me place) (Gulya 1966)

44. məŋ put-kəli lulpani-tə tayi koləntəçəloɣ 45. jetərkı kəjia tayə-jə jə-əs bird-Dim sing-IMPP place listen-Prst3sg grouse singing place-Ill come-Pst3.3sg ‘We listened to the singing of birds’ ‘He came to the place of grouse singing’ (Lit.: ...to singing place of the birds we listened)

In these pairs of examples, those on the right represent a more original use of tayi with the typical nominal stable semantics of ‘place, location’. The examples with nominalizations (participial clauses) on the left represent postpositional use of tayi grammatically functioning as the head of postpositional phrase with a very abstract metaphorical semantics: ‘general relation to the domain of reference’ of the nominal element of the PP. That is, in the examples on the left, tayi does not carry any spatial semantics, but rather merely indicates the object of sense perception expressed by the predicates (seeing, listening).

Thus, it is evident that the majority of the Eastern Khanty spatial postpositions derive
from the body part nomenclature, or somatic lexical field representatives. In this light, the metaphorical extension from body to object and spatial relation is a well attested cognitive behavior. As follows from the two subtypes of the postpositions listed above, there is a common tendency for the concrete nouns, most frequently of basic semantics — human/animal anatomy terms to undergo various degrees of metaphorical extension widening their functional-semantic scope. In their metaphorized, usage these terms characterize the typical 3-dimensional space, with the characterized objects being conceptualized as a body, human or animal, with the face or belly being in the front (⇒ ‘in front’); back or butt - at the back (⇒ ‘behind’); head – on top (⇒ ‘top/on top’); backside or butt - below (⇒ ‘under’); side being at a side (⇒ ‘near/outside’); while gut or intestines being inside (⇒ ‘inside’). Further on, in a typical metaphorical extension process, some of the extended spatial usages extend yet further to the temporal dimension, with the ‘behind’ in space conceptually assimilated to ‘behind’ temporally. In this, the event appears to be conceived as a tangible entity, following which (at whose back) the next event may occur. The minority group of postpositional nouns of non-anatomical terms, such as tayi ‘place’, is interesting as it forms a separate group of its own, already representing a certain degree of spatial abstraction (place). However, in some of its postpositional usages (42), this term is further extended to the more spatio-temporal context, thus obtaining an even more abstract general sense of ‘event’, hence the translations could run: ‘shamanizing (event)’(40), ‘bear’s devouring me (event)’(42), and ‘bird singing (event)’(44). In this process of metaphorical extension, as evident from the first subtype, these nouns may undergo considerable de-lexicalization becoming etymologically non-transparent to the speakers, gradually fossilized in its function of postponed grammatical morpheme with underlying relational semantics.
8. VERB

A class of verbs is prototypically referring to the least time-stable entities, i.e. coherent bundles of experience relatively limited in their duration (Givon 2001: 52).

1. wajọy ụg-ẹ́l nok tʃutʃ pana nureyọy
   animal head-POSS.3sg up turn.PST0.3sg and run.PST0.3sg
   'The animal turned up his head and ran away'

In Eastern Khanty, the members of this word-class prototypically express events of state or change in state, location, componentiality of more temporary stable entities denoted by nouns.

2. nu ej tọ́yọj-na tọ́yọj-na men-s- əw kul-kan-tʃa- tati illati
   OK one spring-Loc spring-Loc go-PST2-1PL fish-find-INF- Sup down
   'Once in spring..., in spring we went down to fish'

3. mā sart wel- s- əm
   1sg Pike kill-PST2-1sg
   'I caught a pike fish'

As outlined at the onset of the morphology section, the criteria that are used here for the differentiation and class assignment include semantic and grammatical/syntactic features: complexity of meaning; temporal stability; compactness; content/function, or in other words, lexical words vis-à-vis grammatical morphemes; etc. These criteria may often imply a certain gradience and lack of feature discreteness.

Eastern Khanty verbs are an open class of typically free lexical morphemes expressing and coding culturally shared and relatively temporary stable concepts and real-world experiences of the speakers, normally of the largest phonological size (in their actual natural use). Thus, the words tʃutʃ 'turned', nureyọy 'ran away', mensəw 'went', welsəm 'killed'
in the example clauses above are all members of the verb class sharing a number of common features.

8.1 Semantic Features

Eastern Khanty verbs, typically for this class, express experiences that are typically less durable temporarily and more diffuse spatially compared to other word classes, such as, for examples, nouns. Thus, in (1) above, ‘animal’ and ‘head’ are intuitively more temporarily stable and durable and more compact spatially than ‘turning’ and ‘running’. There is, naturally, considerable class-internal variation in conceptualized temporal stability and duration, that is, *mensam* ‘(I) went’ would typically imply more duration than *welsam* ‘(I) killed’ or *tufsam* ‘(I) turned’. Due to the fact that they typically express events or changes in state that occur to more temporally stable and durable entities: inanimate objects, animals, humans, ideas, etc., verbs may often involve a certain complexity, typically in some way associated with individual and/or cultural routines, conventions, stereotypes, etc.

4. òllà sart man-ñana ọyọ-li-s-im
   big pike 1sg-Loc get ready-Intr-Pst2-1sg/sg
   'I got the big pike ready'

5. terka-s-im iewes-ña
   fry-Pst2-1sg/sg stick-Loc
   'I fried it on sticks'

Thus, for example, in (4) above, ‘preparing’ and ‘frying on skewers’, would typically imply for any Eastern Khanty speaker a certain scenario, an ordered sequence of subevents, subchanges: taking fish ashore, washing, scaling, gutting, cutting if necessary, and pickling in the salt brine. Also, by extension, this shared routine would also normally involve some indirect but strongly associated events, such as carefully storing the fish and thoroughly disposing of leftovers not to attract big predators.
As follows form the very semantic definition of this word class, verbs typically describe events, changes and states of more temporarily stable entities expressed by nouns, predicing some information about them, and as such, verbs to a large extent are dependent or associated with these nouns. That is, the exact meaning of the verb is discernible more fully and precisely only from the meaning of the whole proposition. More information regarding semantic features of verbs will follow in the chapter on Simple Verbal Clauses and Argument Structure (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clause).

8.2 Syntactic Distribution Features

Even based on an extremely limited data set given at the onset on this chapter, it is possible to note a pattern in the prototypical syntactic positions and/or co-positions of constituents expressed by various word classes in the local parts of discourse, clauses. This particularly refers to verbs, as they appear to quite persistently occupy the clause-final positions, with the exception of (5), where there is more information following the finite matrix verb in the clause. In both cases they are adverbial modifiers, one of purpose *quilkantfatati illati* ‘to catch fish’ and one of manner *iwesna* ‘on skewers’ in (5). A more detailed account of the features of Eastern Khanty adverbial modifiers is given above (cf. 5.Adverbial Modifiers) and in some sections below (cf. 11.Complex Clause: Adverbial Clauses). For the purpose of this discussion, it can be said that in Eastern Khanty, the prototypical clause-final position is a very reliable cue for identifying verbs, both in the typical finite form, and in subordinate clauses produced by a variety of Eastern Khanty nominalizations (cf. 9.Noun Phrase) and (11.Complex Clause).
Overall, similarly to the discussion of the verb’s semantic features, its syntactic characteristics are most accurately seen in the discussion of verbs’ actual usage as the center of the proposition, i.e. simple verbal clause.

### 8.3 Morphological distribution features

Firstly, the representative majority of the tokens are comparable based on the comparative co-distribution or combinatorial probabilities of class members and various grammatical morphemes, such as: typical collocations of the stems with bound morphemes, either derivational or inflectional.

#### 8.3.1 Derivation

In discussion of the morphology of the lexical units belonging to the class of verbs, some of them will be said to derive from other lexical units, sometimes manifesting a change in word-class affiliation.

As it was mentioned in the description of the nominal derivation above, suffixes are the dominant, if not only type of affixation in Eastern Khanty, used in both derivation and inflection. Here we overview the inventory of affixes used in production of verbs from either nominal or more basic verbal stems – two dominant word classes used in verbal derivation in Khanty. It should be said though, that with a rare exception, these derivational affixes are not easily distinguishable into denominal and deverbal, and in many cases into clearly derivational or inflectional. Thus in the outline of the verbal derivation to follow, we will list these affixes commenting on the most frequent and typical semantic value that they import in the resultant verbs. As mentioned at the onset of the morphology chapter, resonant to J.Bybee (1985), the distinction between derivational and inflectional morphology is treated here as a
gradual rather than discrete distinction on the basis of relevance. That is, the derivational / inflectional distinction and the hierarchical distributions within these two morphological categories result from difference in the degrees of relevance. The other factors, after Bybee (1985), are the necessity for inflections to have more (full) general applicability to lexical items of the class, and the amount of semantic change added by the affix: the greater the semantic difference between the base and the derived from, the more the likelihood of the affix being derivational.

8.3.1.1 Bound Verbal Derivational Morphemes

Among the few affixes that were attested more often in the function of denominal verb derivation, there are: (/-/tâ/, the infinitive marker (cf. 8.4. Nonfinite Verb Forms)). Below, I will briefly review these most frequent derivational affixes and will discuss their function in more detail further on (cf. section 8.3.1.2.1. Voice and Aspectual Affixation):

A) one of the productive modes of denominal verb derivation is the conversion of nominal stems into verbal stems by means of verbal derivational and/or inflectional bound morphemes but without special denominal derivational morphemes. This is exemplified below by the use of infinitive marker /-/ with nominal stems: on'tf-ta ‘intr. to get shallow’ ⇐ on'tf ‘shallow’; qos-ta ‘to urinate’ ⇐ qos ‘urine’; qor-ta ‘to skin/peel/uncover’ ⇐ qor ‘1. image; 2. peel/skin’; n’ala-ta ‘to lick’ ⇐ n’âlâm ‘tongue’; man’t’a ‘to tell tales’ ⇐ man’t ‘tale’; piqim-ta ‘to rot’ ⇐ piqim ‘rotten’; poyal-ta ‘to dam’ ⇐ poyal ‘pond’; sôy-tâ ‘to plait’ ⇐ sôy ‘plait’; (moq) pimnâ-tâ ‘to baptize a child’ ⇐ pimnâ ‘cross’:
6. öy-əl pirmāta panel-əs
daughter-3sg christen-PP curb-Pst2.3sg
‘(S)he prayed/crossed/swore’
    7. pirmā-ŋ qu
cross-Der man
‘Man with a cross’

8. pamə sōy / qoŋ sōy
grass wisp/long plait
‘Wisp of grass’/‘long plait’
    9. uy-əm sōy-l-əm
hair-1sg plait-Prst-1sg
‘I will plait my hair’

Thus this verbal derivation could be represented schematically as:

\[ \text{[X]} \{n, \text{adj, adv}\} - \alpha \]

\[
\text{[[X]} - ] V - \text{event}\text{/action associated with } \alpha, \\
\text{where:}
\]

[X] - is the stem;
{n, adv} - the stem can be nominal;
\( \alpha \) - the meaning of the stem;

\[ \text{[[X]]} V - \text{the derived lexical unit keeps the stem and acquires verbal functional and morphological features.} \]

B) /-m/ ewli-m-ə ‘to smell up (something)’ \( \leftrightarrow \) ewl ‘smell’; orta-m-ə ‘to get rich/prominent’ \( \leftrightarrow \) ort ‘headman’; qotl-əm-ə ‘to dawn’ \( \leftrightarrow \) qotl ‘day’;

C) /-ta/ pām-ə-ntə ‘to steam(something)’ \( \leftrightarrow \) pām ‘heat’ (cf. pāməltə ‘to sweat’); sōj-ə-ntə ‘1.intr. to char; 2.tr. to chat’ \( \leftrightarrow \) sōj ‘coal’; enjə-ntə ‘to get fat’ \( \leftrightarrow \) enjə ‘fat’;

D) /-i/ qaŋʃi-i-ta ‘to write up (make motley)’ \( \leftrightarrow \) qaŋʃə ‘motley, many-colored’; n’ayl-i-ta ‘to shorten’ \( \leftrightarrow \) n’ayal ‘short’ (cf. noyličtanta ‘intr. to shorten’);

E) /-s/ n’olɑɣ-s-ənta ‘to lick Reflect.’ \( \leftrightarrow \) n’olɑɣ ‘mucus/slime’;

F) /-y/ qoșa-ʃ-ta ‘to glimmer/shine’ \( \leftrightarrow \) qos ‘star’; qaʃa-ʃ-ta ‘to crackle intr’ \( \leftrightarrow \) qaʃa ‘to crackle Reflect’;
G) /-l/ minäyläntä ‘to bend down (oneself)’ ⇔ minäytäntä ‘to bend (something), to miss’;
weräyläntä ‘to wake up’ ⇔ weräytäntä ‘to waken up’;
H) /-t/ minäy-äntä ‘to bend, miss’ ⇔ minäy (nöllöw) ‘curvy (nose)’; woj-äntä ‘to smear
with fat, to grease’ ⇔ woj ‘fat, grease’;
I) /-lt/ werä-ll-ältä ‘to make someone work’ ⇔ wertä ‘to work’; wurtama-ll-äntä ‘to stretch
(something)’ ⇔ wurtamtanta ‘to stretch (oneself)’;
J) /-ys/ piltäysiltä ‘1. to help (occasionally)’ ⇔ piltäntä ‘1. to help’; poŋtaysita ‘to open’ ⇔
poŋlam ‘my side’ (cf. poŋlamtanta ‘to open up’);
K) /-ynt/ qoroŋtanta ‘to skin’ ⇔ qorta ‘to uncover/peel’; nöläytäntä ‘to swallow up’ ⇔ nöläntä
‘to swallow’;
L) /-il/ tälltä ‘to smoke (occasionally)’ ⇔ tältä ‘to smoke’; nawtilta ‘to drift (occasionally)’
⇔ nawata ‘to swim/drift’;
M) /-mt/ moŋlamtanta ‘to wrap up, to roll up’ ⇔ moŋlīta ‘to wrap, to roll’; wotŋamtanta ‘to
brush/whisk up’ ⇔ wotśta ‘to brush/whisk off’;
N) /-nt/ wotŋamtanta ‘to scratch oneself, to scrap oneself’ ⇔ wotŋayta ‘to scratch, to scrap’;
täjäntä ‘to get tired/fit/bound’ ⇔ täjätä ‘to tie/fit/bind’;
P) /-yal/ weräysäyältä ‘to settle, to set the camp’ ⇔ weräysältä ‘to place, to set’;
n’olaysayaltanta ‘to lick (Refl/intr)’ ⇔ n’alata ‘to lick’ (cf. n’ilām ‘tongue’);
Q) /-yl/ söŋkiltä ‘to hammer/ram in/whip (Mult.)’ ⇔ söŋštä ‘to hit/nock/whip (sngl)’;
wayløyiltä ‘to descend/get down’ ⇔ wayọlta ‘to descend/get down (sngl)’:
R) /-int/ moqintanta ‘to give birth’ ← moq ‘baby, cub’; monjintanta ‘to wrap oneself up’ ← monjita ‘to wrap’; poqintanta ‘to burst up (by itself)’ ← poqata ‘to burst (by itself)’; ponjintanta ‘to open (by itself)’ ← ponl-am ‘my side’;

S) /-qat/ moq-int-aqat-anta ‘to start giving birth’ ← moq-int-anta ‘to give birth’; werayläkät-äntä ‘to start/be waking up’ ← weraylä-äntä ‘to wake up’;

T) /-wəyt, -pəyt/ werwäytäntä ‘to work a little/awhile’ ← wertä ‘to work/do’; wojtawayntanta ‘to grease up a little’ ← wojtanta ‘to grease’; pirläiwäytäntä ‘to pray a little’ ← pirläntä ‘to pray’.

Thus this verbal derivation could be represented schematically as:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[X]} \{n, \text{adj, adv, v}\} - \alpha \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[[X] -i, -t, -m, -s, -γ, -l, -ə, -il, -mt, -lt, -nt, -ys, -yt, -yil, -yal, -ilt, -(ə)qə(t), -wəyt]} \ V - \\
\text{event/action associated with } \alpha,
\end{array}
\]

where:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[X]} \quad \text{- is the stem;}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{n, \text{adj, adv, v}\} - \text{the stem can be nominal, adverbal, or verbal;}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\alpha \quad \text{- the meaning of the stem;}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[[X] -i, -m, -s, -γ, -l, -ə, -il, -mt, -lt, -nt, -ys, -yt, -yil, -yal, -ilt, -(ə)qə(t), -wəyt]} \ V - \\
\text{the derived verb keeps the stem and acquires verbal functional and morphological features.}
\end{array}
\]

### 8.3.1.1 Nominal vs. Verbal derivational affixes:

As follows from the above, among the most productive verbal derivational affixes, are /-i/, /-a/, /-t/, /-l/, /-m/. These affixes derive verbs both out of nominal bases as well as from verbal. Thus, the affix /-i/, for example, is used to derive verbs that describe an action
characterized by the central feature of its nominal base; that is, the feature central in the
nominal base is either a salient feature in the event/action or a desired result of it: qanṭf-i-ta
‘to write up, decorate’ (qanṭf ḍ ‘motley’), nʾayl-i-ta ‘to shorten’ (nʾayl ‘short’). Incidentally,
affix /-i/ is also a very productive in nominal derivation, where it manifests a salient feature
of the base (typically a noun and less frequently a verb): wat-i ‘twists of snow/sand, ripples
on water (wat ‘wind’), kōṭf-k-i ‘sword’ (kōṭf ṣk ‘knife’). Similarly, a very productive verbal
derivational affix /-t/ with semantic features quite akin to the /-i/ above, derives verbs where
the meaning of the nominal base is a salient feature of either the event itself or of its result:
punta-ta ‘to grow fur, feathers’ ← pun ‘fur, hair, feather’; poyal-ta ‘to dam’ ← poyal ‘pond’.
Affix /-t/ is also a very productive in nominal derivation, typically deriving a sense of an
entity resulting from the base (prototypically a verb): ayō-t ‘vomit’ ← ayō-ta ‘to vomit’; war-
t ‘long stick, pole’ ← war-ta ‘to push away oneself, to pant’. There are a few other
derivational affixes that spread their functional domain over both verbal and nominal
derivation: verbal /-l/ mināy-l-āntā ‘to bend down (oneself)’ ← mināy-tā-nṭā ‘to bend
(something), to miss’; werāy-l-āntā ‘to wake up’ ← werāy-tā-nṭā ‘to wake up’ vs. nominal /-
l/, deriving a sense of an entity with a salient quality of the base, or resulting from the base:
qomt-ṭl ‘width, thickness’ ← qomṭ ‘wide, thick’, qitʾ-l ‘leftover, a small bit’ ← qitʾ-ta ‘to
remain, to be left, to stay behind’; verbal /-m/: ewl-im-tā ‘to smell up (something)’ ← ewāl
‘smell’ vs. nominal /-m/ deriving the sense of entity enabled by the base: kör-ma ‘step’ ←
kör ‘foot/leg’, tfṣ-y-im ‘dough’ ← tfṣ-y-ta ‘to ferment’.
Thus, many of the Eastern Khanty derivational affixes, particularly those that trigger the change in the lexical category (word-class) affiliation of the resultant forms, appear to have wide functional domain, deriving both verbal and nominal forms from both verbal and nominal bases.

8.3.1.1.2 Verbal derivation

Considering the most frequent and productive Eastern Khanty verbal affixes cited above, it is apparent that the semantic addition of these affixes to the derived forms varies even within the groups of examples representing the distribution of one affix, and more so among the affixes.

8.3.1.1.2.1 Voice and Aspectual Affixation

It was observed in the descriptions of the Finno-Ugric languages, particularly for the Ugric branch including Hungarian, Mansi and Khanty, that the verbal derivation affixes that have aspectual semantics, tend to fall into an opposition that is characterized not along the completion/perfectivity axis, but rather along a certain quantitative continuum. That is, these affixes rather have an ability to express instantaneity (inceptivity/inchoativeness), punctual or transitory action, as well as an ability to express repetitiveness, duration, dispersion, etc. (Majtinskaja 1966). As for those that have voice semantics, there are those that express middle, passive and reciprocal meanings, as well as transitivity and causativity (Majtinskaja 1966).

Affixes with voice semantics

Among the affixes with a semantics associated with either increase or decrease of valency, transitivization or de-transitivization, there are the following:
- affix listed as (H), /-t/- derives transitive verbal stems from nominal bases with a sense of event/action characterized by affecting an entity (direct object) in way that will make the salient feature of the nominal base also salient in the affected entity: minäy-t-äntä ‘to bend, miss’ ← minäy (nölów) ‘curvy (nose)’; woj-t-anta ‘to smear with fat, to grease’ ← woj ‘fat, grease’; pil-t-äntä ‘1. intr. to help; 2. tr. to add’ ← pil ‘comrade’; juv-t-anta ‘to get covered with trees’ ← juv ‘tree’ (juvjintanta ‘to make firewood’):

10. man’t’ man’t’-l-äm
tale tell-Prst-1sg
 ‘(I will) tell (you) a fairy tale’

V
[transitivity]

[X] n → [X-t] V
woj ‘fat, grease’ woj-t-anta ‘to smear with fat, to grease’

- affix listed as (C), /-tə/ has a general denominative verb derivation function; however, the resultant verb forms are predominantly transitive: päm-tä-ntä ‘tr. to steam (something)’ ← päm ‘heat’ (cf. pämältä ‘to sweat’); qora-ta-nta ‘to cover’ ← qora ‘cover, holster’. Rarely, the derived verbs do not differentiate transitivity, or rather are able of being used both transitively and intransitively: söj-tä-ntä ‘1.intr. to char; 2.tr. to chat’ ← söj ‘coal’; jöj-ta-nta ‘1.intr. to let rot; 2.tr. to suppurate’ ← jöj ‘pus’; qaŋtʃa-ta-ta ‘to be many-colored’ ← qaŋtʃa ‘motley, many-colored’ (cf. qaŋtʃə-int-ta ‘to write’ ← qaŋtʃə-ta ‘to write up (make
motley’); pun-ta-ta ‘to grow fur, feathers’ ← pun ‘fur, hair, feather’; ärəy-ta-nṭä ‘to promise’ ← ärəy-tä ‘to perform ritual songs’:

11. juy män-ä loy ärəy-täs
   3sg 1sg-Lat horse promise-Pst2.3sg
   ‘(S)he promised me a horse’

Among the derived transitive forms, there are also occasional cases with a certain causative sense: onal-ta-ntä ‘to teach’ ← onalta ‘1. to know/be able; 2. to get used to/learn’; eṇä-tä-ntä ‘to fatten’ ← eṇä ‘fat’; ejäm-tä-ntä ‘to glue/stick together’ ← ejäm ‘glue’ (cf. ejmitäntä ‘to glue up (smear with glue)’);

\[
V \\
\text{[transitivity/causativity]} \\
[X] \quad n, v \quad \rightarrow \quad [X-ta] \quad V \\
onalta ‘to know’ \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad onal-ta-nta ‘to teach’
\]

- affix listed as (D), /-i/ deriving transitive verbs mainly from the nominal base stems with a certain causative meaning. That is, the derived verbs express the event of affecting an entity, the syntactic direct object, to achieve the state characterized by the base stem (13, 12):
n’ayl-i-ta ‘to shorten’ ← n’ayl ‘short’ (cf. noylitanta ‘intr. to shorten’); məŋl-i-ta ‘to wrap, roll’ ← pam məŋəli ‘bundle of things/clothing’ (cf. ‘intr./refl. to wrap (oneself)’); ejm-i-təntä ‘to glue’ ← ejəmtəntä ‘to glue/stick together’:

12. nipik qántʃ-i-jä
   receipt write-Imper.2sg
   ‘Write a receipt!’
V
[transitivity/causativity]

[X] n → [X-i] V
n'ayal 'short'    n'ayl-i-ta 'to shorten'

- affix listed as (E), /-s/- is similar to the previous denominal affix /-i/-, i.e. deriving
mainly transitive verbs from the nominal stems, has a certain causative sense, in that the
derived verbs typically express the action/event of directly affecting an entity to achieve or
result in the state characterized by the base nominal stem (cf.: (13) vs. (14)): n’oløy-s-onta
‘to lick Refl.’ ← n’oløy ‘mucus/slime’; amø-s-ta ‘Intr. to sit/stand (objects)’ ← amøta ‘Tr. to
sit/stand/place’:

13. kiriw-nø ajqu amø-s-wøl
   boat-Loc boy sit-Prst.3sg
   ‘A boy is sitting in a boat’

14. oγ-.ali-n æl oyi-ta imt-i
   daughter-Dim-2sg knee top-Lat sit-Imper
   ‘Put your daughter on your knees’

V
[transitivity/causativity]

[X] n, v → [X-s] V
n’oløy ‘mucus/slime’    n’løy-s-onta ‘to lick’

- affix listed above as (F), /-γ/ is used frequently to derive verbs from the nominal base
stems, but also attested in deverbal verb-derivation, where it derives intransitive verbs from
transitive or reflexive base verbal stems: qosa-γ-ta ‘to glimmer/shine’ ← qos ‘star’; qatʃa-γ-ta
‘to crackle Intr’ ← qotʃata ‘to crackle Refl’; wayla-γ-ta ‘to get out (from the woods to the
river bank) \( \leftarrow \) wayəlta ‘to descend’; sarn’a-γ-ta ‘to shine/glitter’ \( \leftarrow \) sarni ‘shiny’; porqa-γ-ta ‘to smoke (by itself)’ \( \leftarrow \) porqi ‘smoke’ (cf. porqamtanta ‘to fumigate’):

15. lukət wayl-γ-tə jiməq qotl
wood.grouse fly-Der-LMPP saint day
‘The day of wood grouse flight’

\[
V
\]

[\[X\] n, adj, v \[X -γ\] V qos ‘star’ \( \rightarrow \) qosa-γ-ta ‘to glimmer’

- affix listed as (G), /-l/ - derives intransitive verbs from the transitive verbal stems: minäy-l-äntä ‘to bend down (oneself)’ \( \leftarrow \) minäy-t-äntä ‘to bend (something), to miss’; weräγ-l-äntä ‘to wake up’ \( \leftarrow \) weräγ-t-äntä ‘to wake up’; pirmä-l-tä ‘to pray’ \( \leftarrow \) pirmä-tä ‘to baptize/christen’; tajalta ‘to bear/endure’ \( \leftarrow \) tajata ‘to keep/hold’; ηoqəltə ‘to peck up (once)’ \( \leftarrow \) ηoqta ‘to peck’. Compare (16) vs.(17):

16. juyγ pirmä-l-əs
3sg pray-Der-Pst2.3sg
‘(S)he prayed/crossed/swore’

17. moq-əl pirmä-tə panel-əs
baby-3sg christen-PP curb-Pst2.3sg
‘(S)he christened his/her child’

\[
V
\]

[\[X\] v \[X -l\] V pirmä-tä ‘to baptize/christen’ pirmä-l-tä ‘to pray’

- affix listed as (I) above, /-lt/-/wt/- - with the causative meaning, deriving transitive verbs out of intransitive and reflexive verbal stems: joyma-lt-anta ‘to make busy’ \( \leftarrow \) joymanta
‘to be busy’; jola-li-anta ‘to thaw up Trans.’ ← jolata ‘to thaw’; waja-li-anta ‘to put to sleep’ ← wajata ‘to sleep’; tōŋtā-wt-āntā ‘to fill up Trans’ ← tōŋātta ‘to befill Refl/Intr’; n’aŋra-li-anta ‘to pull something’ ← n’aŋrara ‘to pull oneself’; poqa-li-anta ‘to burst (something)’ ← poqata ‘to burst (by itself)’; polqa-li-anta ‘to pour (something)’ ← polqyta ‘to fall (fine snow)’; pāmā-l-tā ‘to sweat’ ← pām ‘heat’ (cf. pāmtāntā ‘to steam (something)’); ortama-li-anta ‘tr. to get (someone) rich’ ← ortamta ‘to get rich’; majḷa-li-anta ‘tr. to give/present’ ← majlta ‘intr. to be a guest:

18. juy mān-ā samint-aŋ majḷa-li-as
    3sg 1sg-Lat head.scarf-Transl give/present-Der-Pst 2.3sg
    ‘He gave me a head scarf’

19. mā jiy way-āl-āl-ōm
    1sg bear lower-Der-Prst-1sg
    ‘I killed a bear’

20. juy meldjo qan’t’a-li-āl-tə
    3sg always scare-Der-Prst-3sg/sg
    ‘(S)he always scares him/her’

V
  [transitivity/causativity]
  [X]  v  [X-It]  V
wajata ‘to sleep’  ←  waja-li-anta ‘to put to sleep’

-affix listed as (N), /-nt-/ deriving typically intransitive verbs with a frequent associated reflexive semantics out of transitive verbal stems: nayi-nt-anta ‘Refl/intr to swear/curse’ ← nayita ‘tr. to curse/swear at someone’; tōnjāl-nt-āntā ‘Refl/intr. to pinch/squeeze’ ← tōnjāltā ‘tr. to pinch/squeeze’; qola-nt-anta ‘to obey/listen to’ ← qolta ‘to
hear'; ɲoqantanta ‘intr./Refl. to peck’ ɭ ɲoqta ‘to peck’; sōyantä ‘tr./Refl. to wind/twine/twist’ ɭ sōytä ‘to plait’; etantantä ‘intr./Refl. to appear’ ɭ että ‘to get out’:

21. mān wəsna sāri etənta-yäl
1sg-Acc pock-marks appear-Der-Pst1.3sg
‘I got covered with pock-marks’

It has been observed for Hungarian (Majtinskaja 1959: 97) that for many verbal affixes that affect transitivity, it is common that they either contain /-t/- or consist solely of the component /-t/- This element is also fairly common in the abovementioned Khanty aspectual/voice affixes: /-(l, -w, -n)-t-/ (Ossipova and Shalamova 2000). It is also fairly evident that the affix /-t/- is historically common Ugric affix affecting transitivity and voice of the verbal stem:

\[
\begin{align*}
V \\
[\text{intransitivity/reflexivity}] \\
[X] \quad v & \rightarrow & [X-nt] \quad V \\
\text{että ‘to get out’} & \rightarrow & \text{etəntantä ‘intr./Refl. to appear’}
\end{align*}
\]

-affix listed as (R), /-int/ derives verbs from verbal bases, typically with the derived sense of an event/action directed at the agent or involves affecting the agent, i.e. with middle or reflexive semantics: moq-int-anta ‘to give birth’ ɭ moq ‘baby, cub’; moŋl-int-anta ‘to wrap oneself up’ ɭ moŋli-ta ‘to wrap’; poŋl-int-anta ‘to open (by itself)’ ɭ poŋl-am ‘my side’ (cf. poŋla-mt-anta ‘to open up’); porqy-int-anta ‘to blacken/fill with smoke’ ɭ porqa-mt-anta ‘to fumigate’; poq-q-int-anta ‘to burst up (by itself)’ ɭ poqa-ta ‘to burst (by itself)’; juŋ-int-anta ‘to make firewood’ ɭ juŋ-t-anta ‘to get covered with trees’; qaŋfʃ-int-anta ‘to write’ ɭ qaŋfʃi-ta ‘to write up (make motley)’; səŋk-ənt-ətä ‘intr./tr./Refl. to
hammer/ram/nock’ ⇐ söŋ-tä ‘to hit/nock/whip (single)’; al-int-ta ‘to lie down (punctual)’
⇐ ala-ta ‘to lie/sleep’:

22. jəɣ noməs-int-əɣ-la-ɣəl-t, oɣ-əli qan’t’a-ɣ-intə-wəl
3PL think-Der-Der-Der-PST3-3PL daughter-Dim scare-Der-Der-Prst.3sg
‘They thought the girl will get scared’

23. itən li-s-uɣ pənì al-int-oṣ-uɣ
evening eat-Pst2-3PL and lie-Der-Pst2-3PL
‘In the evening, they ate and went to bed’

24. jaɣ wajaj-ət al-wəl-ət
people animal-Pl sleep-3Pl
‘People and animals sleep’

V
[reflexivity/middle]
[X] n, v → [X-int] V
poŋl-am ‘my side’ → poŋl-int-anta ‘to open (by itself)’

-affix listed as (J), /-ys-/ is similar in its function to the affix /-nt-/ but much less frequent,
derives intransitive and reflexive verbs out of transitive verbal stems: pono’a-ys-anta ‘to (get)
entangle(d)’ ⇐ pono’ta ‘to tie up tr.’; ala-ys-il-ta ‘to lie about Refl/intr.’ ⇐ alata ‘to lie’; jola-
yəs-əyal-ta ‘to be getting fixed Refl/intr.’ ⇐ jolta ‘to fix/repair tr.’; There is also a certain
aspectual sense associated with the derivation with the help of this affix: piltəysilə ‘to help
(occasionally)’ ⇐ piltəntə ‘to help’; poŋtaṣita ‘to open’ ⇐ poŋlam ‘my side’ (cf.
poŋlaŋmnta ‘to open up’); poŋlyəsənta ‘to dam’ ⇐ poŋəltə ‘to dam up’; lọŋəjəysəntə ‘to
look/watch (occasionally)’ ⇐ lọŋəjəntə ‘to look/watch’; aliysilə ‘can/be able (mult)’ ⇐
alita ‘to be able/master’:
25. pirt-ay löyätäjä-ys-æl-æm
   back-Ablat2 look-Der-Mult-PST0.1sg
   ‘I kept looking back’

\[ \text{V} \\
\text{[intransitivity/reflexivity]} \\
\text{[X]} \quad \text{v, n} \quad \rightarrow \quad [X-ys] \text{ V} \\
\text{jolta ‘tr. to fix/repair’ jola-ys-a-yal-ta ‘Refl/intr. to be getting fixed’} \]

Aspectual Affixes:

-affix listed as (L), /-il/ - deriving both transitive and intransitive verbs from verbal base stems, with the resultant sense of occasionality/habituality of events/actions: täliltä ‘to smoke (occasionally)’ ← tälätä ‘to smoke’; metiltä ‘to get tired (occasionally)’ ← mettätä ‘to get tired’;
n’ayrayliltä ‘to admire/marvel (habitually/occasionally)’ ← n’ayraytä ‘to admire/be amused’;
man’t’iltä ‘to tell tales (habitually)’ ← man’t’a ‘to tell tales’; ärk-il-tä ‘to sing habitually/from time to time’ ← ärä-y-tä ‘to sing’; walq-il-ta ‘to live about’ ← wal-ta ‘to live’; jök-il-tä ‘to dance repeatedly’ ← jökätä ‘to dance’; jolq-il-ta ‘to say habitually’ ← jolal-ta ‘to say’. This affix with multiplicative, repetitive semantics has a common functional distribution in Finno-Ugric languages (Serebrennikov 1960: 31). It is used equally well in combination with the verb stems with inherent multiplicative/repetitiveness, resulting in a certain redundancy with no apparent restrictions (Ossipova and Shalamova, 2000): künť-f-il-tä ‘to scratch, scribble’ ← künť-fäntä ‘to scratch’; jäsäńl-il-tä ‘to chatter’ ← jäsäńl-tä ‘to chat about’; jis-il-
tä ‘to howl’ ← jis-tä ‘to howl, cry’.

26. mä tjökæ met-s-æm
   1sg very tire-Pst2-1sg
   ‘I am very tired’

27. mä met-il-s-æm
   1sg tire-Hab-Pst2-1sg
   ‘I am (usually) getting tired’
28. mä qans’a tāl-l-ām
   1sg pipe smoke-Prst-1sg
   ‘I am smoking a pipe (now)’

29. mä qans’a tāl-il-l-ām
   1sg pipe smoke-Hab-Prst-1sg
   ‘I (occasionally) smoke a pipe’

30. mä n’ayray-l-ām
    1sg amuse-Prst-1sg
    ‘I am amused’

31. mä ögya n’ayrayl-il-l-ām
    1sg girls admire-Hab-Prst-1sg
    ‘I am admiring girls’

\[\text{[habituality/occasionality]}
\]
\[\text{[X]} \quad v \quad \rightarrow \quad [X-il] \quad V\]
\[
\text{tāl-tā ‘to smoke’} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{tāl-il-tā ‘to smoke (occasionally)’}
\]

This affix collocates frequently with the above mentioned voice affixes /-nt/- and /-ys/-:

wānjli-nt-il-tā ‘to stumble now and then’ \(\leftarrow\) wānjlā-tā ‘to stumble’; kōtjā-ys-il-tā ‘to track down’ \(\leftarrow\) kōtjā-tā ‘to track’; pilṭā-ys-il-tā ‘to help now and then’ \(\leftarrow\) pilṭā-tā ‘to help’; as well as with the aspectual affixes /-wayt/-payt/-: ālm-il-wāyt-āntā ‘to weigh up a little’ \(\leftarrow\) ālm-il-tā ‘to weigh’ (ālām-tā ‘to weigh up’); n’orq-il-wayt-anta ‘to swim about for a while’ \(\leftarrow\) n’orq-il-ta ‘to be swimming’ (n’oray-ta ‘to swim’).

-affix listed as (M), /-mt/- deriving mainly transitive verbs from mainly verbal bases, however, intransitive derivations are attested, as well as nominal bases. The resultant verbs have a completed/bounded sense (cf. (0) vs. (33)): moṃla-nt-anta ‘to wrap up, to roll up’ \(\leftarrow\) moṃli-ta ‘to wrap, to roll’; wotʃa-nt-anta ‘to brush/whisk up’ \(\leftarrow\) wotʃ-ta ‘to brush/whisk off’; poŋla-nt-anta ‘to open up’ \(\leftarrow\) poŋl-am ‘my side’ (cf. poŋlintanta ‘to open (by itself)’); porqa-nt-anta ‘to fumigate’ \(\leftarrow\) porqi ‘smoke’ (cf. porqayta ‘to smoke (by itself)’); ali-nt-ta ‘can/be able/manage’ \(\leftarrow\) ali-ta ‘to be able/master’:
32. tintə-ta əntə ali-l-em
   pay-Inf Neg can-Prst-1sg/sg
   'I won’t be able to pay for this'

33. nuq älem-tä əntə ali-mt-al-im
   up lift-Inf Neg manage-Prst-1sg
   'I cannot lift this up'

\[
V
\]
\[
[X] \quad v \quad [X -mt] V
\]
moŋli-ta ‘to wrap, to roll’
moŋla-mt-anta ‘to wrap up, to roll up’

-affix listed as (T), /-wayt/-/payt/- has a wide semantic range, which is true cross-
linguistically within the Ugric language branch (Descy 1990: 65), with the dominant
meaning of low intensity, attenuation, weakness of the salient feature, as well as instantaneity
and rapid completion of the action: wer-wäyt-äntä ‘to work a little/while’ \(\leftarrow\) wer-tä ‘to
work/do’; wojta-wayt-anta ‘to grease up a little’ \(\leftarrow\) wojt-anta ‘to grease’; piriŋl-wäyt-äntä
‘to pray a little’ \(\leftarrow\) piriŋl-tä ‘to pray’; piltä-wäyt-äntä ‘1. to help (fast); 2. to add (fast)’ \(\leftarrow\)
pilt-äntä ‘1. to help; 2. to add’; poŋlaya-wayt-anta ‘to dam for a while/a little’ \(\leftarrow\) poŋlaya-
anta ‘to dam’ (but not * poŋal-wayt-anta \(\leftarrow\) poŋal-tä ‘to dam up’), i.e. semelfactive is not
combinable with the perfective meaning; same in: poŋ-wayt-anta ‘to blow for a while/a little’
\(\leftarrow\) poŋ-tä ‘to blow’ (but not * poŋol-wayt-anta \(\leftarrow\) poŋol-tä ‘to blow away’); mojaŋ-wayt-
anta ‘to whinge a little’ \(\leftarrow\) mojaŋ-tä ‘to whinge’; öŋ-wäyt-äntä ‘to gurgle a little’ \(\leftarrow\) öŋ-tä
\('intr. to gurgle’; köläm-päyt-äntä ‘to row for a while’ \(\leftarrow\) köläm-tä ‘to row’. This affix derives
from both the transitive verbal stems: piŋim-payt-anta ‘to let rot a while’ \(\leftarrow\) piŋim-tä ‘to rot
\('Intr’; wot’-wayt-anta ‘to swipe off a little’ \(\leftarrow\) wot’-ta ‘to swipe off’; tʃelkį-wäyt-äntä ‘to
stroke for a while’ \(\leftarrow\) tʃelkį-tä ‘to stroke’; and from the intransitive stems: rönkä-wäyt-äntä
‘to drag along for a while’ \(\leftarrow\) rönkä-tä ‘to drag along’; n’ayti-wayt-anta ‘to sneeze a little’ \(\leftarrow\)
n’aytita ‘to sneeze’; wal’ay-wayt-anta ‘to boil for a bit’ ← wal’ayta ‘to boil’; qäs-wäyt-äntä ‘to trod for a while’ ← qästä ‘to trod’. In denominal verbal stems, the semantics of weakness and low intensity is fairly evident: quli-ta-wayt-anta ‘to dirty a little’ ← quli-t-anta ‘to dirty’ (quli ‘dirt’):

34. jänk qol-wayt-as
terms run.out-Mmnt-Pst2.3sg
‘Water suddenly ran out’

In the prevailing majority of the examples, this affix derives the instantaneity and rapid completion meanings from the transitive verbal stems (Ossipova and Shalamova 2000): wel-wäyt-äntä ‘to bit up fast’ ← weltä ‘to bit/kill’; jä-r-wäyt-äntä ‘to tie up fast’ ← järtä ‘to tie up’; in-wäyt-äntä ‘to eat up fast’ ← intä ‘to eat’.

\[
\begin{align*}
V \\
& [\text{attenuative/low intensity/weakness/rapid completion}] \\
& [X] \quad \text{v} \quad [X \text{-wayt}] \quad \text{V} \\
öy-tä ‘\text{intr. to gurgle’} & \quad \öy-wäyt-äntä ‘to gurgle a little’
\end{align*}
\]

In the semantics of low intensity and weakness, this affix may also collocate with other aspectual affixes, such as the above voice affixes /-lt-/ and /-nt-/: wata-lt-wayt-anta ‘to dry cure a little’ ← wata-lt-anta ‘to dry cure’ (watta ‘to blow (wind) Intr’); waqa-lt-wayt-anta ‘to clap/slap a little’ ← waqa-lt-anta ‘to clap/slap’ (waqata ‘to clap/slap Intr’); äytä-nt-wäyt-äntä ‘to cut oneself a little’ ← äytä-nt-äntä ‘to cut oneself’; wotqa-nt-wayt-anta ‘to scrape oneself a little’ ← wotqa-nt-anta ‘to scrape oneself’ (wotayta ‘to scrape’).
-affix listed as (B), /-m/- derives the verbs out of nominal stems, often adding either some completion or punctual meaning (compare (35) vs.(36) and (37) vs.(38)): qotl- ámb-ta ‘to dawn’ ← qotl ‘day’; öya-m-ta ‘Intr. to gurgle (once)’ ← öytä ‘Intr. to gurgle’; qos- ámb-ta ‘to urinate a little’ ← qosta ‘to urinate’; yöy-m-ta ‘to rock (cradle) once’ ← yöytä ‘to rock (cradle)’; nọq- ámb-ta ‘to peck a little’ ← nọqta ‘to peck’:

35. ewl ámb I yö-wál
   smell-POSS.1sg spread-Prst.3sg
   ‘My smell spreads’

36. m ámb ewl-1-im
   1sg smell-Der-Prst-1sg
   ‘I (will) smell (something) up’

37. nọrytìla-m ámb qọq- ámb-s ámb
   run-Conv 1sg warm-Der-Pst2-1sg
   ‘Running I warmed up’

38. nọrytìla-m ámb qọq- ámb-s- ámb
   run-Conv feet-1sg warm-Der-Pst2-1sg
   ‘Running I warmed my feet’

V

[completion/punctuality]

[X] v, n → [X –m] V
qotl ‘day’ qotl- ámb-ta ‘to dawn’

- affix listed as (P), /-yal/- derives intransitive verbs slightly more frequently than transitive (60% vs. 40%), from verbal base stems, expressing repeated, habitual events with a certain sense of duration, deriving from both, the intransitive: kàritä-yl-tä ‘to toss and turn now and then’ ← kàri-tä ‘to turn’; yöyi-tä-yal-tä ‘to be making an effort repeatedly’ ← yöyi-tä ‘to make an effort’; qọqam-ta-yal-ta ‘to be warming up now and then’ ← qọqamta- ‘to warm up’; kàsöl-yl-tä ‘to resettle repeatedly’ ← kàsöl-tä ‘to stumble’; and transitive verb stems: tʃiyam-ta-yl-tä ‘to be stifling repeatedly’ ← tʃiyam-ta-tä ‘tr. to drown’; yöy- ámb-ta-yl-tä ‘to be pressing, squeezing’ ← yöy-tä ‘to press, squeeze’; weräysäyáltä ‘to
settle, to set the camp’ \(\leftrightarrow\) werëysáltä ‘to place, to set’; n’olaysayaltanta ‘to lick Refl/intr.’ \(\leftrightarrow\) n’alata ‘to lick’ (cf. n’âlläm ‘tongue’); n’olâyseqâlta ‘to smack lips, to lick Refl.’ \(\leftrightarrow\) n’olâyssânta ‘to lick Refl.’; man’t’ayolta ‘to tell tales (habitually)’ \(\leftrightarrow\) man’t’a ‘to tell tales’; qotleqatayolta ‘to be starting to dawn’ \(\leftrightarrow\) qotleqatantta ‘to start dawning’ (qotlemta ‘to dawn’):

39. qotle-katâ-yâl-ás
dawn-Inch-Der-Pst2.3sg
‘It was starting to dawn’

40. qotle-katâ-as
dawn-Inch-Pst2.3sg
‘It started to dawn’

\(V\)

\([\text{repetitive/habitual/durative}]\)

\([X] \text{v} \rightarrow [X-\gamma]\text{âl} \text{V}\)

wöyi-tä ‘to make an effort’
wöyit-ayâl-tä ‘to be making an effort repeatedly’

This affix may collocate with the voice and aspectual affixes. Frequently, with the voice markers /-ys/- and /-nt/-: jantâ-ys-a-yâl-ta ‘to be fixing/mending repeatedly’ \(\leftrightarrow\) jantâ-ys-ânta ‘to fix, mend’ (jant-ta ‘to sew’); jolâ-ys-a-yâl-ta ‘to be patching repeatedly’ \(\leftrightarrow\) jolâ-ta-ta ‘to patch’. Among the aspectual affixes, frequent collocations are with /-wâyt/-/pâyt-/: n’atjî-ta-yâl-wâyt-a-nta ‘to be toiling’ \(\leftrightarrow\) n’atjî-ta-yâl-ta ‘to toil’ (n’atjî-ta-nta ‘to make toil’).

-aflx listed as (Q), /-yîl/ - derives both transitive and intransitive verbs from the verbal bases with the resulting sense of homogonic multiplicative, repeated event: sön-kil-tä ‘to hammer/ram in/whip (Mult.)’ \(\leftrightarrow\) sön-tä ‘to hit/nock/whip (single)’; waylâ-yîl-ta ‘to descend/get down’ \(\leftrightarrow\) wayl-ta ‘to descend/get down (single)’:

41. il waylâ-yîl-ta lök
down descend-Der-IMPP path
‘A path for getting down to the river’

42. mä joyan-a wayl-l-om
1sg river-Lat descend-Prst-1sg
‘I (will) get down to the river’
-affix listed as (S), /-(ə/ə)k(ə/ə)-/ has the general sense of Inchoative, that is the beginning of an event/action (compare (44) vs. (45)). It very often collocates with the affix /-t/-, sometimes referred as ‘determinative’ (Ossipova and Shalamova 2000). It derives both intransitive: moqintaqanta ‘to start giving birth’ ← moqintanta ‘to give birth’; weräyläktäntä ‘to start/be waking up’ ← weräyläntä ‘to wake up’; qotləqətäntä ‘to dawn’ ← qotləmtä ‘to dawn’; jolq-akat-anta ‘to start talking’ ← jolay-ta ‘to talk’; käs-əkə-tä ‘to start searching’ ← käs-tä ‘to notice, search’; and transitive verb stems: wan’tʃ-əqt-anta ‘to start gathering’ ← wan’t-ta ‘to gather, take’; qaŋ-əq-t-anta ‘to start ripping’ ← qaŋ-ta ‘to rip’; ñoqaqənta ‘to start pecking’ ← ńoqta ‘to peck’:

43. qotl-əqət-əs
dawn-Inch-Pst2.3sg
‘It began to dawn’

44. juy män-ä way kit-əkət-əs
3sg 1sg-Lat money send-Inch-Pst2.3sg
‘(S)he started sending me money’

45. nipik kita-əs
book send-Pst2.3sg
‘(S)he sent me a book’

V
[inchoative]

[V]

moqintanta ‘to give birth’

moqintaqanta ‘to start giving birth’
This affix may collocate with the transitivizer affix /-lt-/ mentioned above: lawtja-lat-aqat-anta ‘to start lapping’ ← lawtja-lat-anta ‘to lap’; and with the detransitivizer affix /-ys-/: la-ys-aqat-anta ‘to start hobbling’ ← la-ys-ta ‘to hobble’.

-affix listed (K), /-yt/ deriving mainly transitive verbs from verbal base stems with the resultant sense of completeness/boundedness of the event/action (compare (1) vs. (47)): qoroytanta ‘to skin’ ← qorta ‘to uncover/peel’; n’öläytánta ‘to swallow up’ ← n’öltä ‘to swallow’; qojmøytonta ‘to start up subsiding’ ← qojontta ‘to subside’:

46. t‘ä wänne qojmə-ytə-wəl 47. jəŋk qojəm-pəl jøyən-ne
Dem soon subside-Der-Prst.3sg water subside-3sg river-Loc
‘So, the water will drop low soon’ ‘The water in the river drops’

\[
V \\
\rightarrow [X -yt] V
\]

n’öltä ‘to swallow’ n’öläytánta ‘to swallow up’

In a number of Uralic languages, including the areally adjacent Selkup, in many of verbal stems an inherent aspect of the expressed event is identified, namely presence or absence of the internal boundary, or a tendency towards completion (Helimsky 1980; Kuznetsova 1995). This internal boundedness/completion of the verbal stem plays a role in the process of derivation. In this light, many of the above aspectual affixes have higher probability of collocating with either bounded/completed and others with unbounded/incompleted stems in deriving verbs of a certain resultant aspectual semantics. It is also possible, that many of the
non-derived verbal bases may not have this inherent aspectual differentiation and may thus function as both, transitive and intransitive, perfective and imperfective.

Thus, in Eastern Khanty the unbounded/incompleted verbal stems are derived by the following affixes: multiplicative, durative /-iI/, /-γəI/:

\[
\begin{aligned}
V \\
[\text{unbounded/incompleted}] \\
[X] & \quad \rightarrow \quad [X /-iI/, /-γəI/]
\end{aligned}
\]

The bounded/completed verbal stems are derived by the following affixes: inchoative, momentative, unexpected, attenuative: /-(e)q(e)t-/, /-mt-/, /-wəyt-/:.

\[
\begin{aligned}
V \\
[\text{bounded/completed}] \\
[X] & \quad \rightarrow \quad [X /-(e)q(e)t-/, /-mt-/, /-wəyt-/]
\end{aligned}
\]

The characteristic feature of these verbal stems is the ability to be used as imperfective participles, while the bounded/completed stems are more probable as perfective participles. Compare (48) vs. (49):

48. äräγ-tä ‘to sing’ - äräγ-tø ‘the singing one’

vs.

49. ärk-äm-tä ‘to become singing’ – ärk-äm-äm "the one who became singing"

8.3.1.1.2.2 Verbal affixes linear ordering

The reviewed affixes follow hierarchical patterns in the linear ordering, i.e. that in Eastern Khanty, voice affixes precede the aspectual ones (Ossipova and Shalamova 2000). In accord with the general typological patterns of agglutination language, Eastern Khanty systematically strings affixes on a stem, with some hierarchy underlying the ordering. For instance,
considering the derivational progression (i) below, it is seen that from the base form (i).l. there are two attested derivations (i).2a. and (i).2b. with affixes /-t/ (that affects the valency of the verb) and /-m/ (which adds some incompleteness/imperfection semantics to the verb). These affixes appear to be in complementary distribution. Also, judging from further derivations (i).3a., (i).3b. and (i).3c., the affix /-m/ is always the closest to the verb stem preceding /-il/ (which adds some completedness/resultativeness) in (i).3a., and /-kət/ (which adds some inchoative meaning) in (i).3b., and /-lt/ (which affects the valency of the verb) in (i).3c.

(i).l. köyərtä ‘Intr. to boil’ $\rightarrow$ 2a. köyərtä ‘Tr. to boil’
   $\rightarrow$ 2b. köyərtä ‘to be on boil’ $\rightarrow$ 3a. köyərəltä ‘Intr. to boil up’
   $\rightarrow$ 3b. köyərəkətä ‘Intr. to start boiling’
   $\rightarrow$ 3c. köyərəltətä ‘Tr. to boil/heat up’

Similarly, in the derivational progression (ii), it is seen that from the base form (ii).l. there are three attested derivations (ii).2a., (ii).2b. and (ii).2c. with the affix /-il/ (that adds multiplicative/habitual meaning) in (ii).2a., the affix /-kət/ (which adds inchoative meaning) in (ii).2b., and the affix /-γt/ (which adds completive/singular meaning) in (ii).2c. These three affixes also appear to be in complementary distribution, and also, judging from further derivations (ii).3a., precede other affixes, like /-γəl/ (adding multiplicative as well as some imperfectivity meaning) in (ii).3a.

(ii).l. kitʃä ‘to burp’ $\rightarrow$ 2a. kitʃīltä ‘to burp (mult)’
   $\rightarrow$ 2b. kitʃəkətä ‘to start burping’ $\rightarrow$ 3a. kitʃəkətəɣəltä ‘to be starting burping(mult)’
   $\rightarrow$ 2c. kitʃəγtəntä ‘to burp (single)’
The ordering of the affixes in the derived verbs was traditionally considered in the Finno-Ugric literature to be conditioned by historical considerations, i.e. the earlier affixes are located closer to the stem than the later ones. Thus linear ordering of the verbal affixes reflects their history (Décsy 1990:77). Leaving the historical hypothesis aside, it can be argued here that to a great extent the order of the affixes, or rather their distance from the stem is indicative of their semantic import in the derived verbal form, as posited in Bybee (1985). More precisely, we refer to Bybee’s position that the degree of morpho-phonological fusion of an affix to a stem correlates with the degree of semantic relevance of the affix to the stem, that is “the semantic relevance of an affix to a stem is the extent to which the meaning of the affix directly affects the meaning of the stem” (1985: 6).

It should be said that as follows from the few derivation examples above (i) and (ii), most of the affixes may appear in immediate postposition to the base stem. However, in cases of multiple affixation, it is evident that some of them consistently pattern closest to the stem, whereas others attach to already derived stems. Among the affixes that appear closest to the stem are: /-m/, /-tə/, /-i/, /-s/, /-v/, /-l/, /-v/. Firstly, these affixes predominantly derive verbs from nominal bases, but in prevailing majority of the cases they also appear to bear at least some aspectual (Aktionsart) or voice semantics.

One of the core ideas underlying this discussion is that aspectuality of verbal forms is a complex interaction of the inherent aspectuality of the lexical verb stems with the often multiple derivational affixes, and of the utterance, in an overall episode of the discourse.

It may also be noted that among the aspectual affixes, those that have the semantics Aktionsart, Iterativity, Repetition and Durativity precede those that have Inchoative and Low
Intensity semantics. n’oray-ta ‘to swim’ → n’orq-il-ta ‘to swim around’ → n’orq-il-wayt-anta ‘to swim around for a while’.

With denominal verbs, the denominal derivational affix is closest to the stem, preceding those of voice and aspectuality: lintʃi ‘saliva’ → lintʃi-t-anta ‘to slobber over’ → lintʃi-ta-wayt-anta ‘to slobber over a little’.

The maximal attested collocation of the aspectual affixes in one derived verb does not exceed two, whereas the overall collocation of affixes does not exceed three – one voice and two aspectual: lɔŋkā-łt-äyäl-äkät-äntä ‘to (suddenly) start babbling for a while’.

Thus, the schematic representation of the linear order of derivational affixes in a maximally extended (derivationally) Eastern Khanty verb may look as follows (Fig. 1):

\[
\text{V(stem)} + \begin{array}{c}
\text{DenomDeriv} \\
\text{POS Der} \\
\text{Caus/Trans/Intr-Refl} \\
\text{Voice} \\
\text{Iterat-Rep} \\
\text{Aspekt-Aktionsart} \\
\text{Inch-Intens}
\end{array}
\]

Fig.1: Eastern Khanty Verbal Affix Linear Ordering.

8.3.1.2 Inflection

In the examples of the typical Eastern Khanty simple clauses (50), (51) and (52) below, it is seen that the intransitive predicates ‘go’ and ‘curse’, and the transitive predicate ‘pull’ consist of a stem and a set of affixes, for example, in the case of (52), the tense affix /-s-/ , the voice suffix /-uj-/ , and the person-number affixes /-əm-/ .

50. kem pəlk-a jɔyə-s-əm
    Dem side-Ilat go-PST2-1sg
    ‘I went there to the other side’
51. köt-äm pirt-a nirimtä-s-im i nayimta-s-äm
   hand-POSS.1sg back-ILLat pull-PST2-1sg/sg and curse-PST2-1sg
   ‘I pulled my hand back and cursed’

52. joy-ön (mä) wel-s-uj-äm
   3sg-Loc 1sg hit-PST2-PS-1sg
   ‘I was hit by him’

In the discussion of the Eastern Khany verbal inflection immediately below, we will adhere
to this order of description of the verbal inflectional categories: Tense (Aspect-Mood) –
Voice – Person-Number, as it is exactly the sequential order of verbal suffixes consistently
attested in the data.

8.3.1.2.1 Tense

In the example sentences reviewed so far, it is seen that Eastern Khany has a fairly
extended grammaticalized system of Tense, consisting of 5 distinct Tense forms: the Present-
Future Tense (53) with the marker /-l-/; the Past (0) Tense respectively with a zero marker
(54); the Past (1) Tense with the marker /-yal-/ (55); the Past (2) Tense with the marker /-s-/
(56); and the Past (3) Tense with the marker /-yas-/ (57):

53. jeyata-l-im süy metali
    look-PRST-1sg birch something
    ‘I look and see some birch’

54. muyluli kam pat-eyin sem-ol kal-ayin
    something stand_still-PST0.3sg eyes-POSS.3sg be_seen-PST0.3sg
    ‘It sat there for some reason (doesn’t move), I could see his eyes’

55. tj'u sart-na mä-n qat'j  kamiayta-val
    Dem pike-Loc 1sg-Acc a little turn.over-PST1.3sg
    ‘That pike almost got my out (of the boat)’
56. nomoy-s-alam muyuli
think-PST2-1sg/PL something
‘I was wondering whatever happened’

57. ál'än nuyk̪äll'-m-äl-na,
jögr-äli-jä jäsäñłä-tä,
morning wake.up-PP-POSS3sg-Loc mouse-Dim-Il lat
tell-PST0-3sg
uläm torim-na non-an män loyosla-yas-an
sleep dream-Loc 2sg-Loc 1sg-Acc hit-PST3-2sg
‘In the morning, having woken up, the bird told the mouse about the dream: “You hit me in my dream”.’

We will review these forms in detail in the same order.

8.3.1.2.1.1 Present-Future

As follows from (53) and other examples reviewed so far, the Eastern Khanty Present-Future code the relation between two points along the linear time axis, that is between the reference point of the time of speech and the event time either coincides with the absolute time, the time of speech (58), (59), (60 a), or follows it (61)-(62).

58. mä sali-l-äm tfiməł
1sg lie-Prst-1sg a little
‘I am lying a little’

59. quj-ali aj-ni-na nül awel-wał
man-Dim small-woman-Com Recipr hug-Prst.3sg
‘A boy and a girl are hugging’

60. a) muyuli wər-wən?
what do-Prst.2sg
‘What are you doing’

b) pəɾ'-t nara-l-äm, əlləwtaki toytə pən-l-äm, jətopi äntə pat-wəł jonoq plank-Pl lay-Prst-1sg on top snow put-Prst-1sg so.that Neg freeze-Prst.3sg ice
‘(I) am laying planks, and will put some snow over, so that the ice does not freeze’
It appears that the differentiation between the Present and Future is not essential here and thus is not grammaticalized. In this respect, perhaps one could speak of the main feature of the event coded by this tense form as being Imperfective, Not-Completed, Unbounded. Thus, it is mainly salient that the event is Non-Past, i.e. the event-time not preceding the reference-time of the speech-event (Fig.2).

![Figure 2: Present-Future Tense Schema.](image)

There is, though, an analytical construction used to specify that the event is in future, that is that the event-time follows the reference-time of the speech (61).

61. mä ti ji-tä pit-l-əm  
    1sg this eat-INF begin/become-Prst-1sg  
    ‘I will eat this later’

62. potom jøs-tä pit-l-im  
    later tell-INF begin/become-Prst-sg/1sg  
    ‘(I) will tell (you) (this story) later’

This analytical construction is an infinitival construction of a quite common sort, typologically, namely, having the content lexical verb is in the form of infinitive, whereas the grammatical information is coded on the auxiliary verb, in this case on the verb pit-‘begin/become’. This construction was noted in earlier descriptions of the Eastern Khanty, and the lexical semantics of the auxiliary was identified on the basis examples in Past Tense forms (Gulya 1966: 109), that is that ‘begin/become’ is the only lexical meaning of this verb in the Past context:
Apart from these, fairly straightforward functions, the Present-Future is also used to code the so-called narrative present, or historical present, that is where the event time coincides with the time of speech, although the event itself is preceding it considerably (present in the past):

In (64a-b), the events clearly belong to the past, years ago (64a), i.e. the event-time precedes the speech-time equated to reference-time. However, at a certain point, when the narration reaches high intensity and dynamicity, the reference-time shifts to the event-time, making the event-time seemingly coincide with the speech-time (64b). This is used quite frequently in narration to achieve a certain emersion effect, putting both the speaker and the hearer on the event scene (65a-b).

Fig. 3: Eastern Khanty ‘historical past’ use of Present-Future Tense.
Here, the general time of the narration (a fairy tale conventionally told as long-ago past) is the past (65a), however, a few clauses down in the narrative, the situation in the story becomes more dynamic and emphatic (a heated exchange between the two main characters leading to a key point), and the Present-Future Tense form is employed.

8.3.1.2.1.2  Past 0 (Ø-suffix)

Out of four grammaticalized Eastern Khanty past tenses, the first one reviewed here is curiously enough an unmarked Past Tense (PST0), also referred to as Suffix-less Past in the previous descriptions of Khanty (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966).

66. toil loy, toil nōyi, muylul kam altal-ɔyin
   perhaps bone perhaps meat something  drag-PST0.3sg
   "Bone smell, meat smell, something was carried around here"

67. wont kitʃ-ɔyin
   hunting forest search-PST0.3sg
   'It went around looking for something'

As follows from (66)-(67) above, the Eastern Khanty Past0 Tense codes the relation between two points along the linear time axis, i.e. between the speech event reference-time and the event-time that precedes it (Fig.4):

![Event-Time Diagram](image)

Fig.4: Eastern Khanty Past0 Tense.

The main salient feature is that the event-time generally precedes the speech-time that is this tense form codes unspecified past.
68. os jslkámtä-s-im jëvi-ja il jon-avín
again circle_around-PST2-sg/1sg trunk-illat down get-PST0.3sg
‘I went around again, it found a hollow tree trunk and got inside’

This feature of indefiniteness of the remote past event makes this tense form an ideal candidate for use in the genre of story telling, particularly in the thetic-type introductory, stage-setting clauses ‘Once upon a time...’:

69. a) ajpa quy-kasä-kän män-kän wont-a niŋ-atän-a toloy-qän
once husband-man-Du go-PST0.3DU forest-illat woman-POSS.3Du tell-PST0.3Du
‘Once the men went to the forest, (and) told their women,...’

b)* tapal quy-kasä-kän män-kän wont-a ....
last year husband-man-Du go-PST0.3DU forest-illat
*‘Last year the men went to the forest...’

Since, the event-time is indefinite, unspecified, the collocation with the temporal determiners other then the indefinite ones is less probable (69a-b).

The unspecificity of the past event-time coded by this tense form is also evident particularly in the interrogative clauses with temporal modifier-focus (70a-c):

70. a) qunta tiy-ën
when be.born-PST0.2sg
‘When were you born?’

b) muylúli iki-ñ tiy-ën
woman month-Loc be.born-PST0.2sg
‘What month were you born in?’

70. c) mà urn-iki-ñ tiy-äm
1sg crow-month-Loc be.born-PST0.1sg
‘I was born in crow-month’

Since the focus temporal constituent is by definition pragmatically unidentifiable belonging to the part of the proposition containing pragmatic assertion - new information, the use of unspecified past tense form is very appropriate. In the answer utterance, though still in focus,
the temporal modifier *urn-iki* ‘month of crow’ is already identifiable from the traditional Eastern Khanty nomenclature of season names. However, the use of the unspecified past tense form (PST0) is still appropriate as the event-time of ‘birth’ is still largely indefinite and remote in the past, that is the year of birth of a senior-aged speaker is unknown, rendering the event as still largely unspecified in the remote past. In contrast, the more exact specification of the past event-time by a specific temporal modifier calls for the use of different tense forms.

8.3.1.2.1.3 Past1 (-γ-)

The next Past Tense form (PST1) shares some features with the PST0 just reviewed.

71. ąjpa qa'nta mà wərəŋ wəl-m-am-na mən-kəł-am kəskən tel-il-ta
    'Once when 1sg small be-PP-1sg-Loc go-PST1-1sg spoon-bait pull-itr-INF
    'Once, when I was small, I went fishing with a spoon-bait'

The common point is that they code the relation between the reference point of the time of speech and the event-time that considerably precedes it (Fig.5):
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**Fig.5: Eastern Khanty Past1 Tense.**

As follows from (71), the Past Tense form (PST1) is also used to code the past events that are not exactly definite or specified (hence the temporal modifier ąjpa ‘once’). Some of the earlier descriptions implied that this form is used to code “…a completed action of long duration in the past, relatively further back in time” (Gulya 1966: 110). However, based on
the available data this can only be considered a possible tendency at best, as examples are ample where this past tense marker is attested with the verb stems having inherently punctual, momentative and such semantics. Thus, (72) and (73) below immediately follow the (71) above:

72. wel-käl-əm əlla sart.
    kill-PST1-1sg big pike
    'I caught a big pike fish'

73. t'fu sart-na mə-n qatʃ kəmlaytə-yl
    that pike-Loc 1sg-Acc almost turn-Preter-PST1.3sg
    'That pike almost got me turned over out of the boat'

74. mə-nä oγ-əl-təkə pətkən-ə jəγə-kəl-im
    1sg-Loc head-POSS.3sg-Abl gun-Instr shoot-PST1-sg/1sg
    'I shot it in the head with the gun'

Thus, both the Past Tense forms PST0 and PST1 code the absolute rather than relative time, a relation between the reference speech-time and the remote past event-time. The differentiating feature between these forms is exactly the degree of specificity or definiteness of the remote past event. The suffixless PST0 form is used to express an event generally in the past, covering a wide plain of the past but with a sense of an identifiable event in the past, possibly unknown. In the words of language speakers “either last year, or longer ago”. The PST1 form marked with a suffix /-yl-/ is used to express an event that was definitely in the remote past, but unknown: “long ago, but it is unknown when”.

75. kiij-öγ mən-ayon ?(məlayəl)? (top a1)
    swamp-Abl2 go-PST0.3sg (yesterday) (last year)
    '(S)he left over swamps'

    Comm.: ‘it is known that it was long ago, possibly yesterday but unlikely, last year – is more likely’
76. küj-öγ mən-kāl *(məlayəl) *(top al)  
    swamp-Abl2 go-PST1.3sg (yesterday) (last year)  
    *(S)he left over swamps’ 
Comm.: “time is unknown, use of temporal modifiers ‘yesterday’, ‘last year’ is unlikely” 

So, the best available definition could be, that PST0 expresses remote unspecified or irrelevant past (75), whereas PST1 is remote unidentifiable or unknown past (76).

8.3.1.2.1.4 Past 2 (-s-)

The next Past Tense form (PST2) shares the features of ‘past’ with other already reviewed forms PST0 and PST1 (77).

77. kem pəlk-a jöγə-s-əm  
    there side-ILLat come-PST2-1sg  
    ‘I came there to the other side’ 

The commonality is these forms’ coding the relation between the reference point of the time of speech and the event-time that precedes it (Fig.6):
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**Fig.6: Eastern Khanty Past2 Tense.**

The important feature of the PST2 Past Tense form is that it codes a relation to the preceding event-time, that is most recent, most closely related to the present (78c).

78. a)“tawaj, i-m-l-a” - kəwərət.  
    let you, sit-prst-imp says(prst.3pl - Russ)  
    ‘Go on, sit in’: they say. 

b) “əntə, pəskərə məs-wəl”  
    Neg fast need-prst.3sg  
    ‘No, I get to hurry’
c) nu, tʃi ajri mən-s-ət, qantə qu kîtʃ-əs
   Ok that boat go-PST2-3sg Khanty man stay-PST2
   ‘Ok, the boat went on, and the Khanty man stayed’

d) ill-apa tʃerä məntə-wəl
   front-Allat fast go-Prst.3sg
   ‘He goes swiftly forward’

In (78c), both predicates ‘went’ and ‘stayed’ are inflected for PST2 Past Tense form, expressing the immediate succession of events: following that of ‘saying’ in (78a-b) – expressed by the Present-Future Tense /-l-/; and preceding that of ‘going’ in (78d) – also expressed by the Present-Future Tense /-l/-wəl-/. Moreover, on many occasions, this Past Tense marker in usage expresses more of a sense of completion of an action; that is an Aspectual meaning, rather than a Temporal one. Compare (79a) and (b):

79. a) mən-ə oɣ-am qantʃ-wəl
    1sg-Loc head-POSS.1sg be.ill-Prst.3sg
    ‘My head is ill’

   b) mən-ə oɣ-am qantʃ-m-əs
    1sg-Loc head-POSS.1sg be.ill-PST2.3sg
    ‘My head got ill’

Also in short conversational sequences representing comments of the viewed situations and videos (80), (81) and (82), there is some evidence of the use of the PST2 Past Tense form to express a very recent completed event, typically still closely associated with the present by its immediate consequences.

80. a) juɣ ögöɬ-wəl n’ən’ kötʃəɣ-na
    3sg cut-Prst.3sg bread knife-Com/Instr
    ‘He is cutting bread with a knife’
b) juy kötʃɔy-na köt-ām jərimka-s
   3sg knife-Com/Instr hand-POSS.1sg cut/scratch-PST2.3sg
   'He cut his hand with the knife'

Thus, in (80b) the implication is that the event has just occurred, and the consequences can
be evident (blood from the cut, etc.).

81. a) muɣuli wer-wən ?
   what do-Prst.2sg
   'What are you doing? (now, on the video)'

   b) tʃum amə-l-əm.
      fish.basket sit-Prst-1sg
      'I am setting a fish basket'

   c) amə-s-əm.
      sit-PST2-1sg
      'I’ve set it up now'

In (81c), commenting on the video of himself, the speaker states the completion of the action
described as an on-going in (81b) with the Present-Future Tense form.

82. a) muɣuli wer-wən ?
   what do-Prst.2sg
   'What are you doing? (now, real time)'

   b) n’ant pen-l-im eləwtəki olintay-na toɣər-l-əm, nam-ək jəntəl-ːə
      bread dry-Prst-1sg on.top cloth-Instr enclose-Prst-1sg soft-Pred become-Prst-3sg
      'I am covering the bread with a cloth on top, so that the crust is softer'

   c) nam-æki jə-s
      soft-Pred become-PST2.3sg
      '(so that) it became soft'

In (82c), commenting on the performed actions, the speaker describes the projected soon
result of the action using the PST2 Past Tense form.

83. a) inna mə jo-s-im, non tʃ’un-əŋ
   just 1sg come-PST2-1sg 2sg this-POSS.2sg
   'I just came, (and) you, already, right at this very moment, ...'
b) nomiŋ jɔyəs küm tot li-m-ilti-s-ən
   wastes outside there disappear-Tr-Caus-PST0-2sg
   ‘...are taking away the wastes’

Finally, in (83a), the very recent past event, corroborated by the temporal modifier innə
‘just’, is expressed by the PST2 Past Tense form with the predicate jɔsim ‘(I) came in’,
whereas in (83b), the same PST2 Past Tense form is used with the predicate totlilmiltisən
‘(you) taking out’ to express the event-time almost as much as coinciding with the speech-
time.

8.3.1.2.1.5 Past 3 (-yas-)

Finally, the last past tense form – PST3 codes the relation between the reference point of
the time of speech and the event-time that recently precedes it.

84. (mä) malayən / tapal / qoyon loyojtayal-qas-im
     (1sg) yesterday/last year/long ago wash.self-PST3-1sg
     ‘I washed (myself) yesterday / last year / long time ago’

85. (mä) tim qətl köyöl loyojta-qas-im
     (1sg) this day    dishes wash-PST3-1sg
     ‘I washed the dishes today, already’

However, this recent event-time is more remote than that of previously described PST2, and
is less likely connected with the present (Fig.7):
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Fig.7: Eastern Khanty Past3 Tense.
In earlier descriptions of related Eastern Khanty dialects, this past tense form was described as “indicating an action concluded in the past before the occurrence of another action denoted by the..” PST2 past tense form (Gulya 1966: 110). This generally coincides with the data available to us, and with the language intuitions of the speakers (86, 87):

86. körk-öγ män-käs (mölavl) ?(top al)?
   swamp-Abl2 go-PST1.3sg (yesterday) ?(last year)?
   ’(S)he left along the tracks’
Comm.: “just happened, almost now, but longer ago than män-öς, perhaps in the morning, or yesterday, but unlikely too long”.

87. körk-öγ män-öς ?(mölavl)? ??(top al)??
   swamp-Abl2 go-PST1.3sg ??(yesterday)? ??(last year)??
   ’(S)he left along the tracks’
Comm.: “just happened, almost now”.

That is, the event expressed by the PST3 past tense /-yas-/ is used to express the event that is quite recent to the speech-time, but nevertheless relatively remote. Whereas the past tense form PST2 is used to express the most recent event, absolutely the closest to the speech-time, or even expressing the completion of a bounded in its nature event that is coinciding with the speech-time. This observations accord in their essence with the notes on the use of tense forms for the closely related Vakh dialect by Tereskin namely, that the use of the affix /-s-/ denotes the relation of unconditional and absolute closeness to the speech-time, whereas the use of the form /-yas-/ denotes the relation of only relative proximity to the speech-time, or that the fact of this proximity is unspecified or irrelevant for the speech event” (1961: 81).

88. al'wo toloγ-wøl: òγ nyù läyil'ì-ä, mä sërnì wøγ-ìa trop käs-käs-øm
   Alwa say-Prst.3sg here up look-Imper 1sg gold metal-Instr pellet find-PST3.1sg
   ‘Alwa says: Look up here, I found a golden pellet’
89. sawsiki quy läya-m-ä-l-nä, al’wa-na per jöy-ä sawt-t-a il l’ämäyt-t-a
Equality up look-PP-3sg-Loc Alwa-Loc ash 3sg-Ilat eye-Pl-Ilt down drop-PST0.3sg
‘Syvsiki looked up, Alva dropped ashes right into his eyes’

In (88), the verbal predicate käskäsem ‘found’ in the direct speech is marked with the PST3 Past Tense denoting the event recently preceding the direct speech-time indicated by the predicate toløywäl ‘says’ introducing the direct speech quotation. The use of the /-yas-/- marker of the PST3 Past Tense by the speaker indicates that the exact event-time of ‘finding’ is irrelevant, unspecified (after all, it turns out to be a lie, to attract attention) except for the fact of it being relatively quite recent. Most of the story, however, is told in the PST0 Past Tense (89), characterizing the genre of folk-story, where the time of the events is indefinitely in the remote past.

8.3.1.2.1.6 Remarks on Tense

The Eastern Khanty diversity in verbal tense category can be represented in the classification of Table 1, which is an elaboration of the traditional early reviews of the Khanty tense forms, such as that by Tereskin (1961: 81):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute Temporal Plane</th>
<th>Relative Temporal Distance</th>
<th>Further Relative Specificity/Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Specifiy/Relevance</td>
<td>Absolute Specifiy/Relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Unspecified/Irrelevant</td>
<td>Absolute Definite/Relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>Recent</td>
<td>-γəs-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>-γəl-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENT-FUTURE</td>
<td>-l-/ -wən-(2sg) / -wəl-(3sg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Eastern Khanty Tense Forms.

It is evident that the main temporal opposition in Eastern Khanty is Past-Non Past. It is manifested in fairly poorly grammaticalized specification of the Present and Future events on
one hand, and quite expensive multi-factorial grammaticalized specification of the Past Tense events, on the other hand.

In the Past Tense plane, the main lines of specification are relative temporal distance: Relative Temporal Proximity vs. Relative Temporal Remoteness; and relative Specificity/Relevance to the speech-event: Relative Specificity/Relevance vs. Relative Unspecificity/Irrelevance. That is, the Relatively Recent past event that is more definite in its temporal location and/or more relevant for the speech-time is probably to be expressed by the PST2 Past Tense marker /-s-/., whereas the Relatively Recent past event that is less definite in its temporal location and/or less relevant for the speech-time is probably to be expressed by the PST3 Past Tense marker /-səs-/.. Further on, the Relatively Remote past event that is more definite in its temporal location and/or more relevant for the speech-time is probably to be expressed by the PST1 Past Tense marker /-qəl-/., whereas the Relatively Remote past event that is less definite in its temporal location and/or less relevant for the speech-time is prototypically expressed by the PST0 suffixless Past Tense.

90. a) tʃimlali amis-min-na, nɪ mənə-ɣən juyə-iə
   a little sit-CONV-Loc woman go-PST.3sg gather.woods-PST.3sg
   ‘After sitting, the woman went to gather woods’

   b)  ámbi-j-ɪlɨ app-əl-a tələy-wəl
   little-man-EP-Dim father-POSS.3sg-Lat say-Prst.3sg
   ‘The boy says to his father’

c) mə əŋk-əm uyə-s-əm
   1sg mother-POSS.3sg/1sg see-PST2-1sg
   ‘I saw my mother’

d) app-əl-a jəsəntə-wə, qət ʊj-tə
   father-POSS.3sg/3sg-lllat tell-PST0.3sg where see-PST0.3sg
   ‘He told his father where he saw his mother’
e) app-al-na jālm jöyō-tə, oypi qasa kən’imta-yan
father-POSS.sg/3sg-III axe sharpen-PST.0.3sg head behind hide-PST.0.3sg
‘Father got his axe sharp, and hid behind the door’

In the typical folk story genre *mon’t* ‘fairy tale’ (often specified by those who tell it that it was not witnessed by the speaker, but rather told as hearsay), the speaker uses the PST0 Past Tense form. This is very adequate, as, being a *mon’t*, the exact temporal characteristics of the event-time are unknown by definition. However, also quite typically, the direct speech in (90c) is prefaced by the Present Tense form /-wəl-/ in (90b), as a common rhetoric device, the ‘historical present’. In the (90c), the use of the PST2 Past Tense form is appropriately expressing the relatively close distance between the event-time of ‘just seeing the mother’ and the speech-time quoted kin the direct speech. Then, in the (90d), the narration resumes prototypically in the PST0 Past Tense.

This kind of the unmarked or zero past form as opposed to the marked present is a fairly rare typological feature, found, for example, in only 2 out of 50 languages in the Perkin’s sample (Bybee 1985: 155). It should be noted though, that this unmarked or zero past, most frequent for the monologue-type, ‘story’ speech genres, is but one of Eastern basic 3 past tense forms.

With regard to morphology of the tense markers, it is apparent that the remote and recent unspecified/irrelevant past tense forms /-yəs-/ and /-yəl-/ have a common element /-y-, which appears to add certain sense of relative temporal unspecificity/indefiniteness of the event. Thus, it appears that this quality of relative unspecificity/indefiniteness of the relation of precedence of the past event-time to the speech-time is marked formally in Eastern Khanty, whereas the specificity/relevance is the unmarked feature.
Having obtained the formal marker for the meaning of relative specificity/relevance of the event-time to another event - the speech-event, we may posit that this is plausibly an anterior marker, with its prototypical meaning of "current relevance" (McCawley 1971; Li and Thompson 1982). A formal comparison could be drawn of this anterior affix /-γ-/ to the derivational verbal affix /-γ-/-q/-/k/ with someaspectual semantics of reflexivity/intransitivity discussed above (cf. 8.3.1. Derivation.). It nevertheless seems feasible to discuss it in the section on tense, as, after Bybee, its meaning deals primarily "...with the time of an event or situation relative to another time, the moment of speech", and unlike aspect it "...does not affect the internal temporal contours of the situation" (1985: 160). However, unlike the prototypical anterior, Eastern Khanty does not cross-classify with present and past, but associates solely with the past tense, thus proving dependent on the past, and never on the Present and Future, marked by a single affix /-l-/ (with the possibility to specify future by the non-bound morphology). Thus, the Eastern Khanty inflectional anterior may not be expected to occur outside the past tense inflection.

Outside the anterior marker /-γ-/, the remaining morpheme for the Recent Past Tense remains /-s-/ whereas the morpheme for the Remote Past Tense is either /-l-/ or zero (Table 1). Having disposed of the two out of four gradations in the past event-time by the formal anterior inflection, Eastern Khanty still has fairly undisputed differentiation into recent and remote past tense, which while not a unique, it is a fairly typologically infrequent feature (Bybee 1985: 156).
PAST | Recent | -s- | Remote | -l- / -Ø-  
---|---|---|---|---

Table 2: Eastern Khanty Past Tense

Finally, it should also be mentioned in a discussion of tense that in actual usage, the tense forms may occasionally appear in seemingly non-transparently random combinations, the motivation for which at this stage could only be hypothesized:

91. a) t’u ni qat-a jona-van, t’u aj niŋ-äli-kon-ä tolak-ayäs
    that woman house-Illat come-PST0.3sg that small girl-Dim-Du-Illat say-PST3.3sg
    ‘That woman came into the house, and said those little girls:

b) tom pel’k-øy sawsikí mën-a jo-wal
    that side-Ab12 Sywsiki 1PL-Illat come-Prst.3sg
    ‘Sywsiki is coming here from the other side of the river’

c) aj-ni-kon kantš’-inta-qan
    small-woman-Du be.frightened-Mmnt-PST0.3Pl
    ‘The girls got frightened’

In (91a), the Remote Definite/Relevant Tense for (PST0) is used on the predicate ‘came’, followed by the Recent Unspecified/Irrelevant Tense form (PST1) on the predicate ‘said’. Further use of the Present-Future Tense form (PRST) in the direct speech quotation in (91b) is well documented and typologically prevalent case, followed by the return to the expected and dominant in the narration PST0. The actual utility of the Recent Unspecified/Irrelevant Past (PST1) in the second part of (91a) prefacing the direct speech quotation may only be assumed to signify a certain shift towards the historical present of the direct speech, expressed by the recent past tense form typically used in Eastern Khanty to express “an action completed in the past before the occurrence of another action” (Gulya 1966: 110). It would be expected, however, that the Recent Specified/Relevant Past PST2 would be used subsequently, which was not the case.
8.3.1.2.2 Mood

Eastern Khanty has a fairly limited mood/modality inflectional paradigm. Most of the modal meanings tend to be expressed by the non-bound morphemes, in analytical constructions. Thus, Interrogatives are formed with the help of the WH-words, interrogative pronouns, substituting the clause constituent (cf.: 10.Simple Clause.). Negatives are fairly commonly typologically formed by positioning the negative particle directly in front of the negated syntactic constituent (more on negation and its scope cf. 10.Simple Clause.). Nevertheless, there is a clearly differentiated Mood inflectional category consisting of three members: the Indicative (92), the Imperative (93) and the Conditional (94) Mood markers, in their typical understanding of markers “...on the verb that signal how the speaker chooses to put the proposition into the discourse context” (Bybee 1985: 165). These markers of the mood category have a typologically consistent common feature – “they signal what the speaker is doing with the proposition” and have “the whole proposition in their scope” (Bybee 1985: 110).

92. niml-im porom-s-im
   skis-POSS.1sg step-PST2-1sg/sg
   ‘I stepped on skis’

93. sär-i jəyata-l-im
   wait-Imper.2sg look-PRST-1sg
   ‘Wait a minute, I look’

94. tā qul, n’ān’, ʃaj, int ot wəł-wəl, in-tä ja-n-an, iny-ä
   there fish bread tea food-thing be-PRST.3sg eat-INF want-Conj-2sg eat-Impr.2sg
   ‘There is fish, bread, tea here, if you want to eat, then eat!’

The Indicative Mood fairly expectedly typologically is the unmarked one, not having any overt formal expression (92). The Imperative Mood, also quite regularly typologically occurs
predominantly in the 2 person (93) in all three Eastern Khanty numbers, also complying with the Eastern Khanty verbal double conjugation paradigm: so called subjective and objective (cf. 8.3.1.2.4. Person-Number). Finally, there is also grammaticalized Conditional Mood, also representing the complete verbal conjugation paradigm (94).

The types of modalities such as those marking the degree of commitment of the speaker to the truth of the proposition, the epistemic modality; and those describing certain conditions on the agent with regard to the main predication, i.e. agent-oriented deontic modalities of permission, obligation, ability, desire and intention, are not inflectional categories in Eastern Khanty, but are rather marked by the non-bound morphology. This is corresponding to the strong empirically tested typological tendency for markers designating “conditions on the agent of the sentence” not likely to be verbal inflections, whereas the markers that designate “the role the speaker wants the proposition to play in the discourse” will often be inflectional (Bybee 1985: 111).

8.3.1.2.2.1 Imperative

Formal means of the above Mood category of Eastern Khanty designate the kind of speech act is being performed by the utterance, having the whole proposition in their scope, i.e. referring to the illocutionary force of the utterance in which the proposition occurs (Bybee 1985: 111).

By far the most frequent form of the Imperative Mood in Khanty is the 2sg (95):

95. polina tʃa man-ä, metä sayi, man-ä! Polina this go-Imper.2sg somehow manner go-Imper.2sg 'Polina, go, somehow, go!'
Normally, the marker of the Imperative Mood for the 2sg is the single vowel affix /-a-/ with the corresponding Backness VH allophone /-ä-/ (cf. 1.2. Vowel Harmony).

96. a) mä soliləm tʃiməl  
    1sg lie-Prst-1sg a little
    ‘I am lying here a little’

   b) nu ka jáś, soli-j-a
    ok then now lie-EP-Imper.2sg
    ‘Ok, go on lying then’

In (96b), the marker of the Imperative Mood is the suffix /-a-/ preceded by the epenthetic glide /-j-/ to prevent the vowel cluster between the V-final verb stem soli- ‘lie’ and the Imperative marker (cf. 2.3.3. Consonant Epenthesis). Occasionally, the epenthetic consonant is /-γ-/ typically following the stem-final vowels /-i/-/i-/, as in (97) below:

97. saʃgo, mä-n’t tʃinəm tʃu-γ-a!
    Sashka 1sg-Acc there bring-Imper.2sg
    ‘Sashka, take(walk) me there!’

98. walentin qoloŋt-a!
    ʃas män-nə joroŋ-y-im
    Valentin listen-Imper.2sg now 1sg-Loc tell-Prst-1sg
    ‘Valentin, listen! I’ll tell now’

The stem-final vowel tends to be deleted in the polysyllabic stems ending in /-ə-/ as in the example (98) above.

Quite often in Eastern Khanty Imperatives, there is shift in the quality of the root vowel, as in the (99) below, covered in more detail in the Phonology chapter (cf. 1.3. Vowel Alternation).

99. dawaj, ʃim-l-a!
    let you sit-Imper.2sg
    ‘Get in (sit in)!’
The Eastern Khanty Imperative is not attested in persons other than 2, except for the single occurrence of the 3sg form *mən-āti* ‘(s)he go!’ of the verb *mən*-‘go’ mentioned in the early description based on the Vakh dialect of Khanty (Gulya 1966: 121).

Leaving this single occurrence outside this discussion, it should be noted that depending on the pragmatic status of the referent of the proposition expressed by the argument with the Target semantic role, the Eastern Khanty Imperatives have two paradigmatic sets corresponding to those in the Indicative Mood (cf. 8.3.1.2.4. Person-Number). These two sets express the agreement between the imperative verbal predicate and the argument with the semantic role of Agent in case of the so-called subjective or indefinite conjugation, and between the imperative verbal predicate and both the argument with the role of Agent and that with the role of Target (Table 3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Indefinite/ Subjective</th>
<th>Definite/Objective Conjugation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trg=Sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td>-a mən-ā</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘You go!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Du</td>
<td>-i-tən mən-itən</td>
<td>-i-tən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘You(2) go!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl</td>
<td>-i-təy mən-itəy</td>
<td>-i-təy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘You(Pl)go!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Imperative conjugation paradigm of the 2nd person of the intransitive verb *mən*-‘go’ and the transitive verb *toloy*-‘say’.

100. a) nukə, qantəy sayi jəlk-ä
     hey, Khanty manner speak-Imper.2sg
     ‘Hey, *speak* Khanty!’

b) qantəy sayi jəlk-itən
     Khanty manner speak-Imper.2Du
     ‘You(two) *speak* Khanty!’
c) qantəɣ sayi toloy-ıyła
Khartman manner tell-Imper.Du/2sg
‘Tell these two (stories) in Khanty!’

There are also increasingly prevalent analytical imperative constructions using the Russian borrowing dawaj ‘let me/you/(s)he/us’ followed by the regular Indicative Present-Future tense-marked predicate with respective person-number inflection.

101. dawaj imal-î-im
let us sit-Prst-1Du
‘Let us(two) sit!’

102. dawaj, máγtórøy noroyta-l-ôw
let us fast run-Prst-1Du
‘Let us(two) run fast!’

103. dawaj, pirtay noroyta-l-ôw
let us back run-Prst-1Pl
‘Let us(two) run back!’

These are evidently Russian syntactic borrowings as, apart from containing the lexical loan dawaj ‘let…’ they replicate quite closely the formal makeup of the verbal predicate, i.e. the Indicative Future Tense:

Russ: даяй побежим
    dawaj po-bez-im
    let us Inch-run-Prst.1Pl
    ‘Let us run’

Khanty: dawaj noroytałow
    dawaj noroyta-l-ôw
    let run-Prst-1Pl
    ‘Let us run’

8.3.1.2.2.2 Conditional

Another formal inflectional mood category of the Eastern Khanty, that signals the intention of the speaker with respect to the proposition in the context of the speech situation (Bybee 1985: 168), is the one expressing what is referred to as the commitment to the truth of assertion (Bybee 1985: 169) - the Conditional Mood.
104. нөң surt-an toγ süл-n-an, muγl-əl män-ä paŋ-i
2sg pike-POSS.2sg gut-Cond-2sg liver-POSS.3sg 1sg-1llat leave-Imper.2sg
"If you gut this pike-fish, leave the liver for me" (Tereskin 1961: 92)

8.3.1.2.2.2.1 /-ŋ/-Conditionals

The most frequent form of expression of the Conditional Mood in the Eastern Khanty is
the bound verbal morpheme /-ŋ/- occupying the position normally taken by the Tense marker
preceding the person/number on the finite predicate of the adverbial subordinate clause, as in
(104) above.

The Eastern Khanty conditional is extremely infrequent in the data. It is reviewed on the
basis of the Vakh dialect in earlier descriptions (Tereskin 1961: 91; Gulya 1966: 121), as
forming a complete paradigmatic set. The set represents the conjugation expressing the
agreement between the person/number of the argument with the Agent role and the verbal
predicate, by means of pronominal inflections following the Conditional Mood marker /-ŋ/-
(Table 4):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>toloγ-ŋ-am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'If I say,...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>toloγ-ŋ-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'If you say,...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>toloγ-ŋ-al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'If (s)he say,...'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Conditional conjugation paradigm of the verb toloγ- 'say'.

In Eastern Khanty, the conditional, as in the majority of other languages, refers to the
epistemic modality, i.e. the judgment by the speaker concerning the propositional
information – its truth or certainty (more cf. 11.2.2.Reality Condition Relation).
The /-η/-conditional (104) expresses the temporal relation of either simultaneity or precedence of the speech-time to the event-time of both the subordinate if-clauses, and the matrix then-clauses of the attested /-η/-conditionals.

The formal marker /-η/- of the Conditional mood consistently occurs on the verbal predicate of the if- adverbial clause, and not in the then- matrix clause, consistently with the widely attested typological tendency (Bybee 1985: 188). However, this is not necessarily the case for the past Eastern Khanty conditionals (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.2./töŋ/-Conditionals).

In the Eastern Khanty Conditionals, the verbal predicate is formally insensitive to the pragmatic status of the Target argument, i.e. the two paradigmatic sets of verbal conjugations (Subjective/Indefinite vs. Objective/Definite) merge into a single conjugation set, expressing only the agreement between the Agent role and the predicate (cf. Table: 4 above).

8.3.1.2.2.2. /töŋ/-Conditionals

There is another analytical expression of the conditional, which uses a non-bound morpheme töŋ.

105. jöy  wal-ṇ-al  töŋ, timint wer  onto  wal-yas
       3sg live-Cond-3sg Cond this business Neg be-PST1.3sg
       ‘If (s)he were alive, such a thing would not have happened’ (Gulya 1966: 122)

In (105) above, the Conditional is marked by the inflectional morpheme /-η/- and the non-bound morpheme töŋ. The whole of the proposition has a certain perfectivity sense.

106. mä  joy-pa  mën-s-əm  töŋ
       1sg home-Lat go-PST2-1sg Cond
       ‘I should have gone home (but did not)’ (Gulya 1966)
Sentence (106) above and the other examples below demonstrate that the marker /-ŋ/- is not the essential one here, and rather, the modal sense is expressed by the marker töŋ (more cf. 11.2.2. Reality Condition Relation).

The implicit negative matrix of the counter-fact conditional is more evident in the examples like (107) with the explicit reason proposition in the subsequent but-clause (more cf. 11.2.2. Reality Condition Relation):

107. mä tay jō-s-əm töŋ, uy-əm kötʃ-əki
1sg here come-PST2-1sg Cond head-POSS.1sg hurt-Pred
‘I should have come here, but I have a headache’ (Gulya 1966: 122)

As follows from the above set of examples of the counter-fact töŋ-Conditionals, the position of the conditional marker töŋ itself appears to be fairly free and unrestricted. It precedes the verbal predicates (105) or follows them (106), (107) and precedes the S (105) or following it (106, 107). However, a certain pattern can be identified. In examples (106, 107), the clause structure is fairly straightforward: (S)(O)V töŋ (with the Agent being elided but unlikely to appear after the predicate). Whereas in (105) the Perfective/Conditional marker töŋ appears amidst the clause arguments. However, (105) could be viewed as complex clause, i.e. containing two clauses rather than one. Example (105), as mentioned above, contains two Conditional markers instead of one, that is the Imperfective Conditional suffix marker /-ŋ/- and the Perfective/Completed non-bound marker töŋ. Such excessive conditional marking in these clauses is rather to be viewed as evidence of a combination of two conditional clauses. Thus, (105) is the combination of the Imperfective /ŋ/-Conditional clause ‘with him alive’
and the Perfective/Completed töŋ-Conditional ‘this would not have happened’, with an established implicit negative matrix ‘but X did’.

Similarly, (108) may also be seen as a combination of the extremely contracted Perfective töŋ-Conditional ‘we would have been at that place’ with an implicit negative matrix ‘but X did not’ and the Imperfective /ŋ/-Conditional clause ‘this is good’.

108. tğu taɣɨ-nə tɵŋ jəm wał-ŋ-al
    that place-Loc Cond good be-Cond-3sg
    ‘There, it would have been good’ (Gulya 1966: 122)

Finally, (109) should appear similar to the (108) above, in that it may represent a combination of the contracted Perfective/Completed töŋ-Conditional ‘would it have been another man’ with an implicit negative matrix ‘but X did not’ and the Past Tense PST1 /yas/ negative clause ‘(he) did not behave like this’.

109. perɨy qasi tɵŋ titi ənte köt-kas
    other man Cond this Neg behave-PST1.3sg
    ‘Somebody else would not have behaved like this (but (s)he did)’ (Gulya 1966)

Thus, syntax-wise in (106, 107), töŋ could be said to be clause-initial, whereas in (105), töŋ is clause-final.

As for the Conditional marker töŋ itself, it could be related to the attributive nominal töŋ ‘straight, correct, true, honest’ and its adverbial derivation töŋqø ‘straightly, truly, honestly’.

Further on, a hypothesis could be forwarded as to the etymological affinity of both, bound Imperfective /-ŋ/- and non-bound Perfective/Completed töŋ Conditional markers. However, limited available data do not allow pursuit of this in any adequate detail at this stage.
8.3.1.2.3 Voice

Eastern Khanty grammatical voice is to be viewed here within the common functional typological understanding of having to do with the "...vast multi-dimensional functional domain ... of transitivity and de-transitivization" (Givon 2001: 91). In this vein, it will be part of the premise that the de-transitive voice is coded by constructions sharing the functional sub-domains (semantic and pragmatic), as markedly distinct from the unmarked default active-direct (transitive) voice. The constructions of the primarily semantic functional sub-domain typically (Givon 2001: 91) include the reflexive, reciprocal, middle-voice and adjectival resultative, whereas those of the primary pragmatic functional domain include the passive, antipassive, and inverse.

The exact functional, semantic and discourse-pragmatic features of these voice constructions will be dealt with further below (cf. 10.2.Information Structure.), whilst here merely their formal make up will be reviewed, as Eastern Khanty inflectional categories.

8.3.1.2.3.1 Passive Voice

As it was mentioned above, Eastern Khanty active-transitive is the neutral unmarked clause type. Passive, however, is an inflectional category that has a formal marker, verbal suffix /-uj-/ taking the linear position after the Tense suffix:

110. a) puran pensin-nat pon-i,  b) awat-at jur-i
    skidoo gasoline-Com put-PST0.PS.3sg sledge-Com tie-PST0.PS.3sg
    c) juta ämp-yan wej-in
        together dog-Du take-PST0.PS.2sg
    'We put some petrol in the skidoo, tied sledge to it, and took dogs with us'
These constructions use finite verb forms to express actions/events that are inactive from the point of view of the referent with the Target semantic role, who is often characterized as a single surviving topical argument after demotion of the Agent:

111. min lel-əm-nat əj jaqqəl-əm-nə internat-i noq wej-əj-mən kanikul-nam
1PL brother-1sg-Com one parents-1sg-Loc school-Lat up take-PS-1Pl holiday-Lat
‘I and my brother were taken by our parents from the boarding school for holidays’

As follows from (110 a and b, and 111) the passive voice inflectional marker /-uj-/ does not comply with the Eastern Khanty vowel harmony pattern, thus producing a regular paradigmatic inflectional set (Table 5):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trg Prs/Nmbr</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-ujäm</td>
<td>-ujmän</td>
<td>-ujọγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ujän</td>
<td>-ujatän</td>
<td>-ujatän</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-(uj)(a)γən</td>
<td>-(ət)at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Eastern Khanty Passive Verbal Inflection Paradigm.

The person/number inflectional markers following the passive voice suffix are principally consistent throughout. In active-direct intransitive and transitive clauses (cf. 8.3.1.2.4.Person-Number), and conditional clauses (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.2.Conditional), the markers are essentially a bound pronominal co-referential inflection expressing the so called subjective conjugation, i.e. agreement between the argument with the Agent role and the verbal predicate. In case of the passive clause type, this argument controlling the predicate agreement is the referent of the proposition undergoing a change, animate/inanimate referent with the Target role.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trg Prs/Nmbr</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>por-ujäm  ‘I was bitten’</td>
<td>por-ujmän ‘We(2) were bitten’</td>
<td>por-ujọγ ‘We(Pl) were bitten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>por-ujän ‘You were bitten’</td>
<td>por-ujatän ‘You(2) were bitten’</td>
<td>por-ujatän ‘You(2) were bitten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>por-I  ‘(S)he was bitten’</td>
<td>por-(uj)(a)γən ‘They(2) were bitten’</td>
<td>por-(ət)at ‘They(2) were bitten’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Passive conjugation of the Transitive Verb por-‘bite’.
At the same time the referent with the semantic role of the Agent, initiating the change/event, either animate (110, 111, 112) or inanimate (113), is coded as a peripheral participant in the passive, marked by the Loc. case, or elided, but not controlling the verbal agreement:

\[ 112. \quad \sqrt{\text{aj amp-\text{"a}li männa kur-yat-ti katli}} \]
small dog-Dim 1sg-Loc leg-Du-Com/Instr hold-PST0.PS.3sg
‘...The doggy was held by me by its legs’

\[ \sqrt{113. \quad \text{"O saw rut’ wer-\text{"a}m notn-na welä-\text{jän, rut’ wer-\text{"a}m o\text{"o}tan-na welä-\text{jän}}}}} \]
(2sg) Russian make-PP arrow-Com kill-PS.2sg Russian make-PP spear-Com kill-PS.2sg
‘You were killed by an arrow made by a Russian, by a spear made by a Russian’

In (113) the referent with inanimate agent semantics is expressed by the full NP marked by an oblique (Locative, Comitative, Instrumental) case, while the referent with Target semantic role, a 2sg, controls 2sg predicate agreement inflection, but elided from the overt expression (more on the pragmatics and syntactic functioning of the passive voice cf. 10.2. Information Structure).

As follows from the (110, 112) above, typified in Table 6 and further exemplified in (115) and (116) below, the 3sg passive voice marker is consistently distinct from other person/number markers, in that it represents the maximally morphologically reduced morpheme /-i/, most probably contracted from the general passive /-uj-/.
Typologically, this is a quite common phenomenon, consistently manifested in the Eastern Khanty system. Thus, in the active-direct intransitive clause type, the agreement for the 3sg Agent argument is expressed by a zero (cf. 8.3.1.2.4.Person-Number) for all the Tense forms (cf. for example (86), (87) and (91a-b) – where the bare Tense suffix expresses the 3sg predicate agreement).

In the same way, in (116) below, the suffix /-i/ simultaneously marks the suffixless PST0 Past Tense, the passive and the 3sg person/number agreement on the predicate.
The passive clause type is also quite common with the so-called *communication verbs*, where what is said, the Message, a direct quotation in (114), is essentially equated to the Target in semantics. Having been in Acc. case in the active-direct transitive clause, it is promoted to Nom. case in the passive gaining control over predicate agreement. The Agent, or the Addressee, is marked with an oblique case (typically Locative) in (114), whereas the Recipient/Addressee (Dixon 1994) of the Message is often omitted (114):

114. tìi imi-na pirit-i
    Dem  woman-Loc  say-PST0.PS.3sg
    ‘That woman asks: “...(message)...” (It is asked by a woman...)’

There is a group of attested passive constructions with motion/posture verbs that can be revealing of the notion of transitivity in Khanty. These verbs are apparently neither prototypically intransitive, as they are strongly associated with another argument (location), nor are they prototypically transitive, as the second core referent is usually marked by one of the oblique cases and has locative semantics:

115. tüt pirna juy ont-nam ti man-i
    Dem  after forest inside-Lat  Dem  go-PST0.PS.3sg
    ‘After this we went to the woods (After that into the forest it was gone)’

116. titi qułen jiyl sały man-l-i
    Dem  Kulen-Yogal manner go-Prst-PS.3sg
    ‘So they drive along the river Kulen-Yogal (Like so it was gone along Kulen-Yogal)’

The motion verbs are seen to behave transitively having the locative referent as one of the core arguments coded by the Nom. case (116) in the passive. Such “transitive” behavior occurs not exclusively in the domain of passive, but is also attested in active-direct clauses, where these locative arguments with motion/posture verbs occasionally co-occur with the *objective conjugation*, non-Agent agreement inflection on the predicate (cf. 10.Simple Clause).
8.3.1.2.4 Person-Number

While the inflectional markers of the category of tense were discussed above (cf. 8.3.1.2.1. Tense), in this section we will review the person-number inflectional affixation. It is clear in the examples reviewed thus far, that in Eastern Khanty, the agreement is obligatory between the Nom-marked semantic role of Agent and the verbal (both intransitive and transitive) predicate (117), while the agreement between the Acc-marked semantic role of Target and transitive predicate is not (compare (118 a) and (b) below).

117. juy pirt-a nirimtä-s-əm
     stick back-illat pull-PST2-1sg
     ‘I pulled a stick back’

This agreement between the semantic role of Target and transitive predicate appears to be contingent upon the properties of the Target argument, its pragmatic properties of identifiability for the speakers from the context or the situation (118).

118. a) mä wajay wel-s-əm
     1sg animal kill-PST2-1sg
     ‘I killed an animal’

     b) mä wajay wel-s-im
     1sg animal kill-PST2-1sg
     ‘I killed the animal’

Verbal predicates are always inflected with the agreement marker (of pronominal etymology) coreferential with the Nom. Agent argument (117, 118). Transitive predicates may also have agreement marker coreferential with the Acc. Target argument (118), expressing its pragmatic identifiability and activation. No agreement between the transitive predicate and the Acc. Target argument manifests the Target’s unidentifiability and inactiveness; this referent’s unavailability to interlocutors, either from context, or from the situation (more cf. 10.Simple Clause, 10.2.Information Structure).
8.3.1.2.4.1 Subjective Conjugation

Example (119) below, illustrates the straight-forward person-number verbal predicate inflection, marking the agreement between the Nom-marked semantic role of Agent and the predicate. As follows from the set (120 a-d) below, these verb-suffixed pronouns facilitate the frequent Eastern Khanty omission of the Agent arguments.

119.  ámbálí aj pelk-ä i pirik-a mən-əs
dog-Dim one side-Illat and behind-Illat go-PST2.3sg
‘The doggy also got off and away’

120. a) kem pəlk-a jōyə-s-əm  b) kem pəlk-a jōyə-s-ən
Dem side-Illat go-PST2-1sg Dem side-Illat go-PST2-2sg
‘I went there to the other side’  ‘You went there to the other side’

c) kem pəlk-a jōyə-s  d) kem pəlk-a jōyə-s-əw
Dem side-Illat go-PST2.3sg Dem side-Illat go-PST2-1PL
‘He went there to the other side’  ‘We went there to the other side’

Any Eastern Khanty verb has a complete person number inflectional paradigm, traditionally referred to as “Subjective” or in other terms “Indefinite Conjugation” represented in (Table 7) below that is recalls the noun possessive (person-number of the possessor) paradigm (cf. 2.1.2.2.2. Possession):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/A</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-əm</td>
<td>mən-əm</td>
<td>-əmən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>mən-ən</td>
<td>-ənom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>mən</td>
<td>-ənom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Agent (subjective) verbal conjugation paradigm of the intransitive verb mən- ‘go’.

The term “Subjective Conjugation” is fairly transparent, referring to traditional notion of “verbs agreeing with the subject” (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966). The term “Indefinite Conjugation” refers to the notion of definiteness of the referent with the semantic role of Target, where the absence of the Target-predicate agreement (presence of only Agent-
predicate agreement) is treated as indicative of the pragmatic feature of definiteness (in this case [-indefiniteness]). This issue of Agent vs. Target agreement pronominal inflections, and their role of referential coherence and information structuring will be dealt with in more detail further on in their respective sections (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clause; 10.2.Information Structure).

Evident in (120c) and considered in Table7, a quite common for languages of various typologies, the 3sg Agent agreement inflection is expressed by a null morpheme. In (119) above, there is only the Past2 morpheme following the verb stem man ‘go’, whereas the 3sg person-number inflection is zero. Similarly, in the altered (Present Tense) (121) below, there is only a Present-Future Tense suffix /-wəl/- following the stem.

121. ämp-åli pirik-a man-wəl
dog-Dim behind-lllat go-Prst.3sg
‘The doggy got away’

However, the very allomorph of the Present-Future Tense marker /-wəl/ is indicative of the 3sg. As in other person-number forms, it is reduced to /-l/-, Cf. (122) below.

122. mä wor ont-a men-l-əm
1sg wood inside-lllat go-Prst-1sg
‘I am going to the woods’

Thus, the Present-Future Tense paradigm of the verb man- ‘go’ looks as in Table 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/A</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-əm</td>
<td>man-l-əm</td>
<td>-nəm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-əm</td>
<td>man-l-əm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-əm</td>
<td>-yəm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-əy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>man-(l/w)-ən</td>
<td>-ən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-ən</td>
<td>man-l-ən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>-yən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-əy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>man-wəl</td>
<td>-əγen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-əγen</td>
<td>man-l-əγen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>-ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>man-l-ət</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: The Present-Future Tense Agent (subjective) verbal conjugation paradigm of the intransitive verb man- ‘go’.
Similarly, for the Past (2) Tense, from (120a-e), the paradigm remains largely the same with the exception of the Tense affix /s-/ (Table 9):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/A</th>
<th>Sg</th>
<th>Du</th>
<th>Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-әәm</td>
<td>-әәм</td>
<td>-әәм</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>man-s-әәm</td>
<td>men-s-әәm</td>
<td>men-s-әәm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-әәn</td>
<td>-әәң</td>
<td>-әәң</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>man-s-әәң</td>
<td>men-s-әәң</td>
<td>men-s-әәң</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-әә</td>
<td>-әәә</td>
<td>-әәә</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>man-s-әәә</td>
<td>men-s-әәә</td>
<td>men-s-әәә</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: The Past(2) Tense Agent (subjective) verbal conjugation paradigm of the intransitive verb man- ‘go’.

8.3.1.2.4.2 Objective Conjugation

As mentioned in the preceding section, in transitive verbs, the absence of the pronominal agreement marking between the verbal predicate and the argument with the semantic role of Target is traditionally considered a way of formally expressing the indefiniteness of the Target participant (hence the traditional reference to the Subjective conjugation as Indefinite (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966, et al.)), whereas the presence of the marked agreement with the number of the Target argument is a means of identifying the definiteness of this referent (hence the traditional reference to the Objective conjugation as Definite). The modified (123a-b) and (c-f) illustrate the inflection of the transitive predicate in agreement with the Agent argument in person and number, and with the Target argument in number.

123. a) mә wәjaɣ wel-s-әәm
    1sg animal kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I killed an animal’

    (b) mә wәjaɣ wel-s-im
    1sg animal kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I killed the animal’

c) mә qa wәjaq(-qәt) wel-s-әәm
    1sg 2 animal(-Du) kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I killed some 2 animals’

d) mә qa wәjaq(-qәt) wel-s-әәәlam
    1sg 2 animal(-Du) kill-PST2-Du/1sg
    ‘I killed those 2 animals’

e) mә wәjaɣ-әә wel-s-әәm
    1sg animal-Pl kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I killed some animals’

    (f) mә wәjaɣ-әә wel-s-әәләm
    1sg animal-Pl kill-PST2-Pl/1sg
    ‘I killed those animals’
In case of marked Target agreement, the Agent agreement markers and the Target agreement markers form an individual set of portmanteau morphemes distinct from the Agent agreement set (Table 10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ag =</th>
<th>Trg=sg</th>
<th>Trg=Du</th>
<th>Trg=Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag=sg</td>
<td>1 -im</td>
<td>-əɣlam</td>
<td>-əlam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 -in</td>
<td>-əɣlan</td>
<td>-əlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 -əta</td>
<td>-əɣəl</td>
<td>-əəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag=Du</td>
<td>1 -imən</td>
<td>-əɣlamən</td>
<td>-əlamən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 -ətan</td>
<td>-əɣlin</td>
<td>-əlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 -ətan</td>
<td>-əɣlin</td>
<td>-əlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag=Pl</td>
<td>1 -uy</td>
<td>-əɣlay</td>
<td>-əloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 -əton</td>
<td>-əɣlin</td>
<td>-əlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 -il</td>
<td>-əɣlal</td>
<td>-əəl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Target (Objective/Definite) verbal conjugation paradigm.

Respectively, the Past(2) Tense Target agreement paradigm (between the semantic role of Agent, semantic role of Target and the transitive predicate) of a sample transitive verb wel-‘kill’ may be represented as follows (Table 11):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent =</th>
<th>Trg=sg</th>
<th>Trg=Du</th>
<th>Trg=Pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag=sg</td>
<td>wel-s-im</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣlam</td>
<td>wel-s-əlam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘I killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘I killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘I killed them’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wel-s-in</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣlan</td>
<td>wel-s-əlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘You killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘You killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘You killed them’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wel-s-əta</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣəl</td>
<td>wel-s-əəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘(S)he killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘(S)he killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘(S)he killed them’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag=Du</td>
<td>wel-s-imən</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣlamən</td>
<td>wel-s-əlamən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We(2) killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘We(2) killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘We(2) killed them’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wel-s-ətan</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣlin</td>
<td>wel-s-əlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘You(2) killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘You(2) killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘You(2) killed them’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wel-s-ətan</td>
<td>wel-s-əɣlin</td>
<td>wel-s-əlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They(2) killed it(one)’</td>
<td>‘They(2) killed them(two)’</td>
<td>‘They(2) killed them’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Verbal agreement is instrumental in the omission of clause constituents. The Agent argument is frequently omitted as a free clause constituent, being expressed by the pronominal person-number inflection on the predicate or by zero agreement in case of 3sg. argument (124).

124. män-ä tiypil nörɑŋ-wəl
    1sg-Lat  here swim-Prst.3sg
    ‘(S)he swims towards me here’

Hence, clauses in Khanty are commonly devoid of an overt Agent argument, and the Agent information is formally accessible from the pronominal inflection on the predicate.

Omission of the Target argument is also attested whenever the context provides enough information about this pragmatically active referent, and then the clause can consist of only a predicate as in (126).

125. mä sart wel-s-əm
    1sg pike  kill-Pst2-1sg
    ‘I caught a pike fish’

126. terkä-śni im iwes-na
    fry-Pst2-sg/1sg stick-Instr
    ‘I fried it on a stick (made a kebab)’

The omission of the identifiable and active referent with the Target role is expected only when accompanied/licensed by the definite/objective conjugation, i.e. Target-predicate agreement. Such omission of the Target is naturally far less frequent than Agent omission.
More on the issue of argument structure and motivation of predicate agreement (Objective/Definite Conjugation) below (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clause.; 10.1.1.2.Core Semantic Roles and Their Grammar; 10.2.Information Structure).

8.4 Nonfinite Verb Forms

Eastern Khanty has four verb forms that are regarded as nonfinite, which will be referred to as: the infinitive, the imperfective participle, the perfective participle, and the converb. The terms that are used here in reference to these verb forms are largely due to the convention that had settled in the Uralic literature (Steinitz 1937; Zhivotikov 1942; Tereshkin 1961; Rédei 1965; Gulya 1966; Honti 1984) as a heritage of the Indo-European descriptive tradition. A more detailed review of their functional features will be a part of the forthcoming sections on Simple and Complex Clauses, while in this section a brief overview of the structural and semantic features will be offered. As it will be indicated below, with regards to their usage these forms may be placed at different loci along the nonfiniteness continuum, and they could also be opposed to the finite verb forms based on a set of criteria. These criteria will be summarized below upon the revision of their main features.

8.4.1 /-tal/- Infinitive

Eastern Khanty infinitives are typically attested in complex clauses, where they are most frequently used as a nonfinite predicate of the embedded dependent clause with various adverbial semantic relations towards the event expressed by the matrix clause (Filtchenko 2000):

127. pirt-a  ыми-a  ӡоыи נטל kali
   back-ILLat  cross-INF  snow no little/enough
   ‘There's just enough snow to cross back’
In (128), the infinitive *parəmta* ‘to break track’ expresses the purpose of the event/action of the matrix finite predicate ‘(I) went (to break track)’.

As follows from the example (128) above, infinitives may also occur as parts of the noun phrase or a part of the complex nominal predicate, where they also typically express the purpose of the modified head nominal: *katʃəmta löy* ‘tracks (to hunt)’.

Similarly, in (130), infinitives quite robustly contribute to the nominal lexical units derived by means of nominalization.

The nominal *intot* ‘food’ is derived from the verb ‘to eat’ in the infinitive form and the noun *ot* ‘thing’, which is one of the most grammaticalized nominalizers in Eastern Khanty, resulting in a complex nominal *intä + ot* = *intot* ‘a thing to eat, eating matter’. Apart from the nominalizer *ot* ‘thing’, there is another Eastern Khanty noun that is used in similar function *qu* ‘man, person’. Functional distribution between these two nominalizers is evidently along the inherent animacy status of the referent:
131. tʃi qasi - qul kän-tʃa qu

Dem human fish catch-INF man/person
‘This man is a fisherman’

That is the animate entities acquire the etymologically animate nominalizer qu, whereas the inanimate nominalizer ot (with culturally conditioned border cases, such as small children ‘small ones’ are traditionally grouped with inanimate).

It can be posited that the infinitives in all three groups of examples express the event/action in its most abstract sense, devoid of the explicitly coded specifics of temporal relations (tense), relation of the speaker towards truth of the proposition (mood), pragmatic relations between the referents of the proposition (voice), and finally the exact identity of the core arguments (person/number).

As follows from the above examples, the formal features of the Eastern Khanty infinitive are as follows: bound infinitive marker, affix /-ta/, naturally with the V-Harmony allophone /-tä/ that attaches to the base stems containing the front vowels.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  wər-ta & \text{vs. } \text{wel-tä} \\
  \text{do-INF} & \text{hit/kill-INF}
\end{array}
\]

The infinitive affix takes the position that in the finite verb forms is normally taken by the affixes of tense, voice, mood and person/number.

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
  \text{\textbullet} & - l-i \text{ ‘(it) is/will be done’} & \text{\textbullet} & - s-i \text{ ‘(s)he was killed’} \\
  wər- & - ta \text{ ‘to do’} & \text{wel-} & - tä \text{ ‘to hit/kill’} \\
  \text{\textbullet} & e-əm \text{ ‘if I do something’} & \text{\textbullet} & -əm töŋ \text{ ‘I should have killed’}
\end{array}
\]
The infinitive marker is the subject to the regular Eastern Khanty morphophonological processes (cf. Phonology), such as, progressive assimilation to the stem-final consonant, mainly to the affricate /tʃ-/ with which the INF-affix initial /t-/ is co-articulated (assimilates) completely: köntʃ+ta = köntʃ’a ‘to scratch’; käntʃ+ta = käntʃ’a ‘to search’; qaŋtʃ+ta = qaŋtʃ’a ‘to rip’; untʃ+ta = untʃ’a ‘to cross’.

The etymology of the Eastern Khanty infinitive marker is typologically common, at least within the Finno-Ugric family of languages. As follows from even a brief comparative analysis of nonfinite verb form affixes (Collinder 1965; Filtchenko 2000), their common etymology implies use of one of the Locative or Lative case affixes with the de-verbal nominal derived with the affix /t-/: Estonian – Locative /da/; Voda and Livv – Locative /-də/ and /-ta/; Vepps, Saami, Erzja, Moksha, Mari, Udmurt, Komi – Inessive-Lative, Illative cases (Bubrikh 1955; Kask 1966; Hjamjalajnen 1966; Laanest 1966; Adler 1966; Vajari 1966; Kert 1966; Feoktistov 1966; Kovedjaeva 1966; Tepljashina 1966; Lytkin 1966). In all north-western Khanty dialects, infinitive markers have similar etymology, that is a derivational affix /t-/ followed by the Locative or Lative affix /-a/ or /-i/: MiddleOb: motti wer-ta mosl ‘Something has got to be done’; Kazim: xæn voj pa xul katal-ti raxal? ‘When game and fish can be produced?’; Shuriskar: xot xuvat lari-ti pitas ‘He started to spin around the house’; Obdoor: tam xatl velpasl-ta ‘Today we are going hunting’ (Koskareva 1990).

As for the more adjacent Eastern Khanty dialects, the infinitive affix is universally /-ta/, most plausibly of Illative case nature.
[X]{v, n, adj, adv} - α

[infinitive]

[[X] ta] V - event/action associated with α,

where:

[X] - the stem, possibly with voice and/or aspect derivational affixes, but without tense, mood, person/number;

{v, n, adj, adv} - the base stem could be verbal or nominal;

α - the meaning of the base stem;

[[X] ta] V - the resultant infinitive form has the stem and formal infinitive marker.

Apart from regular Eastern Khanty infinitive marker /-ta/, there are also fairly rare occasions of the use of the affix /-tati/. These infrequent (under 5%) instances appear exclusively in the context of expression of the purpose of the matrix event, that is the /-tati/ infinitives always have the semantics of the adverbial of purpose. Incidentally, these infinitive forms serve as further evidence of the Lative etymology of the regular infinitive marker, by demonstrating their functional-distribution similarity (Gulya 1966: 37), compare (132) vs. (133) against (134) vs. (135):

132. joy juy-a mən-əs
   3sg trcc-Lat go-PST2.3sg
   'He went to the woods'

133. joy juy-a-ti mən-əs
   3sg tree-Lat/-ti/ go-PST2.3sg
   'He went to the woods'

134. mä onəliyəl-ta mən-l-am
   1sg tree-Lat go-Prst-1sg
   'I am going to study'
135. mä onəltəyəl-ta-ti mən-1-am
    1sg tree-Lat-ti/ go-Prst-1sg
‘I need to go to study’

The use of /-(a)ti/ brings in the sense of purposeful, targeted acting in the situation nearing the sense of necessity/obligation in both the Lative-inflected nominals and in the infinitives. This use of the /-ti/ affix with the infinitive is seen here as a “natural” evidence of the nominal nature of this verbal form and the Lative etymology of the formal marker of infinitive (Gulya 1966: 37).

8.4.1.1 /-nta/ Infinitives

Eastern Khanty, particularly the south-eastern-most Vasyugan Khanty is distinct from other Khanty dialects in the frequent use of the infinitive marker /-nta-/ instead of the cross-dialectally prevalent /-ta-/ (Ossipova and Shalamova 2000). It appears that the Vasyugan infinitive affix /-nta-/ is most probable in the derived verbal forms, particularly those that were derived from nominals with the affix /-t(ə)-/, compare (136 vs. 137):

136. ewli-m-tä ‘to smell up (something)’ ← ewäl ‘smell’

vs.

137. päm-tä-ntä ‘to steam (something)’ ← päm ‘heat’

There are a few counterexamples to this, i.e. where the use of denominal affix /-t-/ does not license the /-nta-/ infinitive marker, but instead the generic Khanty /-ta/ is used:

138. pun-ta-ta ‘to grow fur, feathers’ ← pun ‘fur, hair, feather’
139. qaŋţfa-ta-ta ‘to be many-colored’ ↔ qaŋţfa ‘motley, many-colored’

Such counterexamples, however, have extremely low frequency. The exact motivation for not using the /-nta/-Infinitive as in the prevailing majority of the cases is not entirely clear and will not be detailed here.

Also, the Aspectual (Aktionsart) affixes /-wayt-/ , /-qat-/ and the voice affixes /-lt-/ , /-nt-/ , /-mt-/ , /-yt-/ co-occur with the /-nta/ infinitive marker, compare:

wer-øyit-antä ‘to work a little/awhile’ vs. wertä ‘to work/do’
ñoqa-qat-anta ‘to start pecking’ vs. ñoqta ‘to peck’
moŋli-mt-anta ‘to wrap oneself up’ vs. moŋlita ‘to wrap’
n’aŋra-lt-anta ‘to pull something’ vs. n’aŋrata ‘to pull oneself’
wotʃa-mt-anta ‘to brush/whisk up’ vs. wotʃta ‘to brush/whisk off’
qoro-uyt-anta ‘to skin’ vs. qorta ‘to uncover/peel’

At the same time, the denominal/deverbal affixes /-m-/ , /-i-/ and the aspectual (Aktionsart) affixes /-øl-/ and /-il-/ do not trigger the use of the infinitive affix /-nta/, and instead, the regular affix /-ta/ is used. Compare (140a) and (141a) with /-øl-/ , /-il-/ vs. (140b) , (141b) without:

140. a) n’olø-øs-øy Ł-ta ‘to smack lips, to lick Refl’ vs. b) n’olø-øs-anta ‘to lick Refl’

141. a) tæł-il-tä ‘to smoke (occasionally)’ vs. b) tæl-kátä-ntä ‘to start smoking’
Above, in the (a) examples, the use of the affix */-γal-/* or */-il-/* cancels or prevents the use of the */-nta/* infinitive marker licensed by the affixes */-γs-/* and */-kɔt-/* in (b) examples. It should be noted that both these affixes add similar semantics of iterativity, durativity, repeatedness.

\[ V \]
\[
[X \text{-ta-}] \quad \quad \rightarrow [[X]-nta]
\]
\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{-wayt-(-payt-)} \\
\text{-(ɵ)qa(t)-} \\
\text{\text{-mt-}} \\
\text{\text{-lr-, -nt-, -γs-, -γt-}} \\
\end{array} \right\}
\]

quray-ta ‘to rumble in the guts’ \quad \rightarrow \quad quray-wayt-nta ‘to rumble in the guts a bit’

where:

\[
[X \{ \text{-} \}] \quad \rightarrow [[X]-nta]
\]
- is the stem of the verb with voice & aspect affixes
- acquiring by the stem with these affixes of the infinitive affix -nta

8.4.2 Participles

Existing typological surveys of the Finno-Ugric languages observe the comparative diversity of the participial forms in these languages, which is interpreted as an indication of the fact of existence of the participial forms at a diachronic depth of the common Proto-Uralic languages (Serebrennikov 1964; 1967). These participial forms were analyzed with regard to the comparative frequency of the participial markers. The example of participial marker of higher frequency is */-m/*, and due to its presence in most of the languages of the family it is hypothesized to have existed in its modern function at a stage as early as Proto-Uralic (Serebrennikov 1967). This marker is currently used productively and consistently in many Finno-Ugric languages in the function of a perfective participle: Komi mun-om ‘the one who has left’, Udmurt myn-cm ‘the one who has left’, Mari lud-mo ‘the one that has been read’,
Mansi *ala-m* 'the one who has been killed', north Khanty *man-em* 'the one who has gone'.

Among the lower frequency nonfinite markers there is the marker */-t/ which is used consistently either in the function of infinitive (cf. 8.4.1/*-ta/ - Infinitive) or imperfective participles (Serebrennikov 1964: 167-175; 1967: 211-217).

### 8.4.2.1 */-ta/ - Participle

The so-called Eastern Khanty imperfective participles (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966) are used fairly frequently throughout the types of discourse.

142. a) ämp wääj-te joj-pa,  b) tom qor pälk-a ur-s-äm
    dog pull-IMPP home-Allat2 that swamp side-Il1at cross-PST2-1sg
    'The dog pulling home, I crossed to the other side of the swamp'

Similarly to infinitives, these participles are typically used in complex clauses, where they are most frequently participial predicates of embedded dependent clauses with either adverbial semantics of time (143) or manner (142) to the event expressed by the finite matrix clause, or in the attributive semantics typically to one of the core arguments of the matrix clause, normally the Target role (Filtchenko 2000).

143. a) aṭšil män-ışan ərāj puyl-a  b) tit joy-nam jay-ləl kös-tə ...
    brother go-PST0.3sg other village-Il1at Dem 3sg-Refl family-3sg find-IMPP
    c) tit wël-m-ışan
    there live-Mmnt-PST0.3sg
    'The elder brother left for the other village, there having found his family, he lived'

Co-reference with the matrix Agent argument is not mandatory, the Agent of the participial clause may be independent of the matrix Agent (cf. 11.Complex Clause):
144. qant-ta̰ pit-ta̰ pani puyol-pa̰ ärki persɵy je-s-i
     sick-IMPP become-IMPP and village-Lat2 many strange become-PST2-PS.3sg
     ‘I am getting sick, and there are more and more strangers in the village’

The event-time of the participial clauses typically overlap with that of the matrix
predicate (143, 144). While the reference-time for the matrix predicate is the speech-time, the
reference-time for the participial predicate is rather the event-time of the matrix predicate, to
which it is typically in relation of simultaneity (Fig.8):

---

Reference-time = Matrix predicate event-time

Fig.8: Eastern Khanty Imperfective Participle

The state-of-affairs coded by this participle consistently has the incomplete, imperfective
semantics, i.e. the expressed event does not yet reach its typical, projected or otherwise
completion. This marker is most likely etymologically connected with the above-mentioned
infinitive marker /-ta/ and thus the schema for forming these participles may look similar:

[[X] ta/ta] v - event/action associated with α,

where:
[X] - the base without person-number, tense and mood;
{v, n, adv} - the base may be verbal, nominal, adverbial;
α - the meaning of the base;
[[X] ta/ta]v - the resultant imperfective participial form retains the base with added
    formal marker.
The imperfectiveness of these participles, however, is more a prototypical feature, rather than mandatory (cf. 142). Naturally the output aspectual semantics of these forms is rather a result of the interaction of the inherent semantics of the lexical base, that of verbal derivational/aspectual affixes, and finally, the overall propositional meaning.

The nominal nature of these participle forms is manifested by the use of nominal inflectional categories, affixes of possession:

145. a) nuy kul’-ä mä-nä jul-äm lat-int-ös
get-Imper 1sg-Loc mouth get-burnt-Mmnt-PST2.3sg
‘Get up, my mouth has got dry…’

b) äln-əwt-əki töyöt pöy-min il’-ä wer-tä-m səye
morning-Attr-Pred fire blow-Conv forward-Illat make-IMPP-1sg along
‘…blowing to make a fire every morning’

and case markers attaching to the stem after the participial marker:

146. pokä jöy juv-at-al-øy, rätf pült-äl-öy pərtäy layt-int-əwəl
while 3sg go-IMPP-3sg-Abl oldman hole-3sg-Abl through get-Cmpl-PRST.3sg
‘While she is leaving, the oldman gets through the hole inside there.’

In (146), the participle jüv-ət ‘going/coming’ has the possessive affix of the 3sg, manifesting referential agreement with the preceding independent 3sg Agent argument of the participial clause jöy ‘(s)he’, which is followed by the Ablative2 (Prolative) case marker. This case may be taken as illustrative of the occasional redundancy in the Eastern Khanty system. In this complex clause, the imperfective /-tə/-participle (used typically to code an event simultaneous to that of the matrix clause) is inflected for Ablative(Prolative) case with the sense of ‘through, along’ (thus within a common space-time metaphorization adding to
the sense of simultaneity), and finally the clause opens with the Russian adverb *poka* with the sense of ‘while’ (again specifying simultaneity).

This apparently redundant usage of case markers with the participial embedded clause predicates appears to contribute to the aspectual specifics of this predicate. The salient temporal specifics of the event expressed by this predicate in relation to the event expressed by the matrix predicate will be reviewed in more detail further below (cf. 11.Complex Clause).

Apart from Ablative, another case marker that even more frequently used with the */-tɔ/-participial predicates is the Locative:

147. a) *alla nĩŋ-əl-na mʊyɪŋŋa joq ənto āralt-əl-tɔ*
    big woman-Poss.3sg-Loc how back/home Neg stop/calm-MItmpl-IMPP
    ‘No matter how much the elder woman tried to calm the girls down,…’

b) *nĩŋ-əli-kɔŋ wĩjna kʊm l̂ũyi-t-ən-ŋ fɔrə-yɪə-qən*
    woman-Dim-Du maliciously outside leave-IMPP-Poss.3Du.Loc make_noise.PST0.2Du
    ‘… the girls got outside and made noise’

While the first imperfective participle in the (a) part of (147), the embedded adverbial clause of manner/time, is uninflected for any of the nominal categories, the second of the two imperfective participles in the (b) part, *l̂ũyi-t-ən-ŋa* ‘leaving’ has the possessive 3Du inflection expressing the reference agreement with the 3Du Agent of the participial clause *nĩgălikən* ‘2girls’ followed by the Locative case inflection */-na/. The use of the Locative here is to be understood as temporally (and indeed spatially, i.e. ‘outside’) locating the event of the matrix clause ‘made noise’. The exact import of the Locative inflection on the participial predicate is to be seen as setting the local discourse stage for the event predicated by the matrix clause, resulting also in a certain aspectual specification of the event expressed by the
participle predicate itself (cf. 11. Complex Clause).

The syntactic functions of these participial constructions are quite common typologically, with the most frequent being the adverbial clauses (142, 143, 144, 146, 147), and relative clauses (152, 148):

148. pot köyr-əm pirmə qul wel-ə jəj jö-yäš-ət
   ‘When the food had been cooked, fishermen (fish killing people) came’

Eastern Khanty also robustly uses imperfective participles to produce complex lexical units, in which a finite verb is nominalized into a component of a noun phrase:

149. weli li-te wajəɣ
    reindeer eat-IMPP animal
    ‘wolf (deer eating animal)’

150. əyət wer-te juy
    fire do-IMPP wood
    ‘match (fire making stick)’

8.4.3 /-əm/- Participle

The most frequent Eastern Khanty nonfinite verb form will be referred to as the perfective participle:

151. a) pōṭʃək-əm trop-na pan-əm
    gun-1sg buckshot-Instr load-PP
    ‘My gun loaded with a buckshot, …’

b) aj pełk-a porom-s-im jal-s-əm jal-m-əm jal-m-əm
    one side-lllat step-PST2-1sg/sg stand-PST2-1sg stand-PP-POSS.1sg stand-PP-POSS.1sg
    ‘… I moved away and stood there waiting and waiting’

These forms represent nonfinite verbs formed with the /-əm/ marker attached to the verbal stem at a position normally taken by the tense, mood, voice, person-number markers.
152. a) pótská-li-m nāl-s pon-ām b) wilìy joy ju-s-ām
gun-Dim-POSS.1sg bullet-InstrO load-PP quietly home come-PST2-1sg
‘The gun loaded with a bullet I got home little by little’

Similarly to the nonfinite forms reviewed so far (8.4.1./-ta/ - Infinitive, 8.4.2.1./-ta/ - Participle), these participles are used in complex clauses as participial predicates of embedded dependent clauses with either adverbial semantics of time (153a) or manner (151, 152) to the event expressed by the finite matrix clause, or in an attributive function, a relative clause typically but not exclusively modifying one of the core arguments of the matrix clause, most frequently the Agent (Filtschenko 2000).

153. a) ajpā qunta mā werān wal-m-am-na,
once when 1sg small be-PP-1sg-Loc
‘Once, when I was small,…’

b) mēn-kāl-ām kāskān tel’il-tā wel-kāl-ām ālā sart
go-PST1-1sg spoon-bait pull-Iter-IMPP kill-PST1-1sg big pike
‘I went spoon-bait fishing and caught a big pike’

In the example above, the participle *wal-m-am-na* ‘being’ has the 1sg inflection marker expressing agreement with the 1sg Agent argument of both, the embedded participial clause of time (a), and the finite matrix clause (b). Similarly to imperfective participle forms (cf. 8.4.2.1./-ta/ - Participle), the possessive co-reference with the matrix Agent argument is not mandatory, and the Agent of the participial clause may be independent of the Agent of the matrix (for more detail cf. 11. Complex Clause):

154. quntī rātʃ t’i kōl tiy-m-al-na quj-āt l’isiy-min puyjāl-āt
when oldman Det word say-PP-3sg-Loc man-Pl laugh-Conv get_up-PST0.3Pl
‘When the old man said this, the young men got up laughing’

In (154), the 3sg Agent of the embedded participial clause is independent of the 3Pl Agent of the matrix clause. The participial clause is setting a temporal context for the matrix clause,
having the function of the adverbial modifier of time. The Loc case marker on the participle following the possessive 3sg inflection confirms the nominal nature of it, establishing the temporal location for the event of the matrix clause.

With regard to the temporal plane, the event-time of these participial constructions is typically preceding that of the matrix predicate as in (151a), (152), (154), i.e. while the reference-time for the matrix predicate is the speech-time, the reference-time for the participial predicate is rather the event-time of the matrix predicate, which it typically precedes (Fig.9a):

![Fig.9a): Eastern Khanty Perfective Participle](image)

The event coded by this participle consistently has completive, perfective aspecual semantics, i.e. the expressed event normally reaches its typical, projected completion. However, the perfectivity of these participial forms is more of a typical feature, frequently attested but not obligatory as in (155b) and (153a). Thus, the schema for the typical temporal relations expressed by these participial forms could be amended to accommodate both the relation of precedence and coincidence with that of the matrix clause (Fig.9b):

![Fig.9b): Eastern Khanty Perfective Participle](image)
This /-əm/ marker is most likely of common Finno-Ugrian etymology, as it is the most common participial marker in Finno-Ugrian languages (Filtchenko 2000) (cf. 8.4.2. Participles). The schema for forming these participles may look similar:

\[
[X]\{v, n, adj, adv\} \triangleleft \alpha \\
\downarrow \text{participle} \\
\downarrow \text{[perfective]} \\
[[X] -əm] v \quad \text{- event/action associated with } \alpha, \\
\text{where:} \\
[X] \quad \text{- the base without person-number, tense and mood;} \\
\{v, n, adj, adv\} \quad \text{- the base may be verbal, nominal, adverbial;} \\
\alpha \quad \text{- the meaning of the base;} \\
[[X] -əm] v \quad \text{- the resultant imperfective participial form retains the base with added formal marker.}
\]

The temporal/aspectual semantics of these participles is the result of the interaction of the verbal base inherent semantics, the verbal derivational/aspectual affixes, and the overall propositional meaning encompassing the temporal/aspectual meaning of the matrix predicate.

Thus, the event-time of embedded relative clause participial predicate, as käől-əm ‘holding’ in (155) below, may mean both, coincidence with the speech-time (a) and precedence (b) to the speech-time, depending on the temporal value of the matrix predicate ələ- ‘I see’:

155. a) mä u{l-l-əm} köt käőōl-səm soy
1sg see-Prst-1sg hand hold-PP walking stick
‘I see the hand that holds the walking stick’

b) mä u{l-s-əm} köt käőōl-səm soy
1sg see-PST2-1sg hand hold-PP walking stick
‘I saw the hand that held the walking stick’
The relation of the event-time of the matrix predicate to the reference speech-time defines the event-time of the participial predicate to the speech-time.

Apart from the prevalent use of the nominal inflectional categorial affixes of possession and case, the nominal nature of these participial forms is further manifested by their usage in the function of nominal predicates with respective derivational bound morpheme /-aki/ (cf. 4.1 Adjectives: 4.1.1.2 Syntactic Features) attaching after the participial marker:

156. a) nu pòtjkan-âm ònto pon-am-aki, b) jäl-m-äj jäl-m-äj, well gun-POSS.1sg Neg load-PP-Pred stand-PP-3sg stand-PP-3sg ‘Well, my gun is not loaded, with him standing there and standing,...’

c) potprignut wer-käli, rüyö-mtä-yäj jump-up(INF) do-PST1.3sg jump-Mnnt-PST1.3sg ‘... he then jumped up, jumped’

In (156), clause (a) has the perfective participle pon-am ‘loaded’ with the nominal predicator affix /-aki/ corresponding to its function of the nominal predicate in this clause. This marker and the function are typical of the Eastern Khanty attributive nominal modifiers, i.e. adjectives. The aspectual meaning of this participial predicate is clearly perfective, expressing the event preceding that of the main clause, as well as that of another participial predicate – (b). In (b), the participial predicate jäl-am ‘standing’ is inflected with 3sg possessive marker – jäl-m-äj - to make explicit reference to the Agent role of this clause, independent of both, the Agent of the preceding (a) and the subsequent (c). The event-time of the participial clause predicate in (b) precedes that of the matrix clause.

Here, the participial clause (156b) illustrates another phenomenon in the Eastern Khanty system that is close to redundancy in its essence, namely a reduplication of the whole
predicate to express a durative, homogenous or repetitive event. The redundancy in this case is of a system-structural nature. As mentioned above (cf. 8.3.1.1.2.1. Voice and Aspectual Affixation), this durative, repetitive meaning could well be expressed by one (or more) of many of the aspectual affixes available in the system of Eastern Khanty, for example: *jäI-yäl-san* ‘standing (durative/repetitive)’. Instead, reduplication is employed, a fairly frequent formal tool in the narratives.

Apparently the stems used in the */-am/-participial forms typically, though not exclusively, refer to the inherently bounded ones and serve to express the taxis relations, typically of precedence to the matrix event-time (157, 158):

157. jur-äm ämp uy-øl
tie-PP dog bark-Prst.1sg
‘The *tied* dog is barking’

158. mas-køl tun-ta wel-am jorki wet’ läñki i kä sas’-qøn
need-PST1.3sg sell-INF kill-PP ten five squirrel and two ermine-Du
‘She needed to sell the *produced* fifteen squirrels and two ermines’ (Kalinina1970:11)

The use of case markers with the perfective participles in (153a) and (154) is frequent, and similar to what was observed for the imperfective participles, manifests the nominal character of these forms, by the metaphorical use of the spatial case markers to temporally locate the event of the embedded participial clause with regard to the event-time of the matrix clause. This use of case inflections appears to further specify the salient internal temporal and/or actions type features of the event. That is, they contribute to the aspectual specifics of this predicate. The salient temporal specifics of the event expressed by this predicate are reviewed in the section on the Complex Clause below (cf. 11. Complex Clause).

Apart from the predictable Locative case in (153a) and (154), Ablative, is used:
159. ṛatʃ uyânta-ta qa töyöt ji-m-əl-o'y, tfu jay cnteə
oldman see-Pst0.3sg house fire eat-PP-3sg-Abl those people waist
‘...the oldman saw that while the house burned, those people...’

welaka mey-ä il - men-t
up to earth-Lat down go-PST0.3Pl
‘... got under the ground up to the waists’

In (159), the embedded adverbial clause of time, the perfective participle ji-m-əl-o’y ‘eating’
has the possessive 3sg inflection expressing the reference agreement with the independent
3sg Agent role of the participial clause töyöt ‘fire’, followed by the Ablative/Prolative case
inflection /-o’y/. The Ablative here emphasizes temporal simultaneity that locates the event of
the matrix clause at the discourse stage, and results in a certain durative but bounded
aspecual specification of the event expressed by the participle predicate itself.

The syntactic functions of these participial constructions are quite predictable
typologically, with the most frequent being the adverbials of time (153, 154, 146, 147), and
manner (151a, 152a, 156b) (cf. 5.1.2.1. Subordinate clauses with adverbial semantics), and
relative clauses (155, 157, 158), (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations):

160. put köyr-am pirnə quł wel-tə jay jō-yas-tə
pot cook-PP after fish kill-IMPP people come-PST3-3PL
‘When the food had been cooked, fishermen came’

As mentioned above for the imperfective participle (cf. 8.4.2.1./-ta/ - Participle.), Eastern
Khanty also frequently uses perfective participles to produce complex lexical units, in which
a finite verb is nominalized into a component of a noun phrase (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations):

161. tiy-am tayi
be born-PP place
‘place of birth (lit. the place of being born)’
162. lök-kăn n’ula pit-âm tayî 
track-DU together become-PP place 
‘crossroads/juncture (lit. place of joining roads)’

8.4.4 /-min/ - Converb

Finally, the least frequent Eastern Khanty nonfinite verb form is the verb marked with the affix /-min/: 

163. qat-a liña-min tawaj tuŋça qor öŋkâr-ta-yalin 
house-Illet come-Conv let straight image look-TR-3Du 
‘Entering the house, they started looking at everything’

These forms represent a nonfinite verb formed with the /-min/ marker attached to the verbal stem at the position normally taken by the tense, mood, voice, person-number markers: köynîl-min ‘stammering’.

Most of the Finno-Ugric languages have at least some verb forms with the /-m/ markers, as for example, in Finish (Bubrikh 1955), where they are said to be derived from the action nominals in spatial case forms. In the north-western Khanty dialects, these verbs have the marker /-man/ (Cheremisina and Kovgan 1989). In Eastern Khanty, the verb marker /-min/ has the allophone /-min/ in accordance with the consistently observed vowel harmony variation (cf. (164 a) vs. (164b)):

164. a) mâns’tsâ-ylä-min  b) nawsa-lta-min 
hide-Rpt-Conv misfire-Caus/Tr-Conv
‘hiding’ ‘misfiring’

There are also occasional examples in the north-eastern areas of the Eastern Khanty dialectal area, where this verb affix has the allophone marker /-män/:
165. t’u töyr-ali jis-man küm-pä mən-əs
that hare-Dim in cry-Conv outside-Il lat go-Pst3.3sg
‘The hare got out weeping’

As follows from (164) above, the conv verb base may contain a stem with voice (b) and aspectual (a) affixes. Thus, the schema for these conv verb forms may look as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
[X\{v, n, \text{adj, adv}\}] & \quad \rightarrow \quad \alpha \\
\downarrow \text{Converb} \\
[[X\ -\text{min}] v] & \quad \text{the action/event associated with } \alpha \\
\quad \quad \text{where:} \\
[X] & \quad \text{- the stem without the person-number, tense or mood markers;} \\
\{v, n, \text{adv}\} & \quad \text{- the base-stem is likely verbal, but may be nominal or adverbal;} \\
\alpha & \quad \text{- the meaning of the base-stem;} \\
[[X\ -\text{min}] v] & \quad \text{- the resultant conv erbial form with the formal marker.}
\end{align*}
\]

As in the case of other Eastern Khanty nonfinite forms reviewed above (8.4.1./-tə/ - Infinitive and 8.4.2.1/-tə/ - Participles), these conv verb forms are used in complex clauses as subordinate predicates of the embedded nonfinite clauses with adverbial semantics of time (163) or manner (165) to the event coded by the finite matrix clause (Filtschenko 2000).

The event-time of the conv verbial clause is in the dominant majority of the cases in relation of simultaneity to the event-time of the matrix clause finite predicate:

166. mà øŋkäm pəl’nitsa-na tʃəqə qan-min øla-qal
1sg mother-1sg hospital-Il lat very be_ill-Conv lie-PST1.3sg
‘My mother was lying very sick in the hospital’ (Kalinina 1970(1))

167. ivən-ə jil’-min tun-int-ita,ʃə at’e-kəl məlayəl mən-qin joy-na
Ivan-Loc go-Conv know-PST0.3sg Det brother-3sg yesterday go-PST0.3Du home-Il lat
‘Ivan went and learned that his two brothers went home’ (Kalinina 1970(4))

Rather than being able to express the various taxi temporal relations to the event-time of the matrix predicate, these conv verb forms are generally consistent in their simultaneity.
However, due to a variation in the inherent boundedness of the event expressed by the base stem, and with the import of the voice-aspectual affixes possible with the verbal stem, the converses may have an explicit expression of the internal temporal or manner nature of the event/action. Thus the converses with the unbounded bases tend to express the incomplete, ongoing event:

168. ḥj-pā má amis-kal-əm kom-ən, l’iy-min ḥy-ont-a
    one-Abl 1sg sit-PST1-1sg outside-Loc look-Conv forest-inside-ILLat
    ‘Once, I was sitting outside looking into the forest’

169. ivān pat-min utaməŋ-kal’-wəl
    Ivan hurry-Conv get_down-Dur-Prst.3sg
    ‘Ivan goes down to the shore in a hurry’ (Kalinina 1970)

170. tō’i kutʃa-na jol joł-min aməs-wəl
    fire near-Loc shaman shamanise-Conv sit-Prst.3sg
    ‘Near the fire, there is a shaman sitting, practicing sorcery’ (Kalinina 1976)

And consequently, the converses with the bounded bases express the completive aspect of the event:

171. a) pat-min b) qils-a jo-min c) tō’i wer-kal-mən
    hurry-Conv shelter-ILLat come-Conv fire do-PST1-3Du
    ‘Having come back to the shelter in a hurry, we made a fire’

172. n’ur-na jər-min kaj-s-atən
    belt-Instr/Com tie-Conv leave-PST2-3Pl
    ‘They left him there tied by the belt’ (Kalinina 1970)

Incidentally, in (171), there are two converbial forms. In the first case (a), the verb pat-min ‘hurrying’ has the unbounded base producing a sense of an uncompleted event simultaneous with the matrix event-time. In the second case (b), the verb jo-min ‘coming’ has the bounded base and results in a sense of a completive event somewhat preceding that of
the matrix event-time. Neither of the conversbs have any voice-aspect affixation, being formally the verbal base followed by the converb marker /-min/.

Thus, with regard to temporal plane, the event-time of the converbial constructions typically coincides with that of the matrix predicate (165, 166, 168, 169, 170, 171(a)). However, due to the inherent boundedness of some of the base stems, a sense of precedence may result (163, 167, 171(b), 172) (Fig.10):
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**Fig.10: Eastern Khanty Converbs**

This feature of Eastern Khanty conversbs is typologically prevalent. Nedjalkov (1990) observed their exemplification in the typical dependent taxis that expresses temporal relation towards the independent predicate. It is also noticeable that there is a certain correlation between the voice / transitivity status and the aspectral status of the base stem. Thus, transitive stems are typically bounded and tend to express a degree of precedence of the converb event-time to the matrix event-time (172), whereas the unbounded stems are typically intransitive and tend to express simultaneity (168).

The negation with converbs is expressed by a simple juxtaposition of the negative particle *anto* to the negated clause constituent:

173. tsulä-ä øįmkitêm kuj-t anto koy nömäysal-min, noy werst...
   that-Loc young man-Pl Neg long think-Conv arrow make-PST0.3Pl
   ‘Then, the young men, not thinking long, made arrows…’ (Kalinina 1976)

In the majority of cases, the Agent of the embedded converbial clause is coreferential with
the Agent of the matrix clause (163, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173). However, there are occasional, fairly rare examples with the converbial Agent referents independent of the Agent of the matrix clause.

174. loqa-paj-a **amas-min** jis-min illä-na woqi ju-wal
garbage-pile-Illat sit-Conv cry-Conv time-Loc fox come-Prst.3sg
‘While he (hare) was sitting in the trash pile, weeping, there passed a fox’

In (174), both of the converbial constructions, **amas-min** ‘sitting’ and **jis-min** ‘weeping’ have the 3sg Agent argument ‘hare’ non-coreferential with the Agent argument **woqi** ‘fox’ of the matrix clause. This type of independent converbial clause is much less frequent, approximately 10% of all converbs.

Unlike participial forms reviewed above (cf. 8.4.2.Participles), Eastern Khanty converbs do not take nominal inflectional categories such as possessive or case markers. They are also never used as nominalized elements of complex lexical units. These features may be viewed as testifying to their nature as the least nominal of all Eastern Khanty nonfinite verb forms. The syntactic functions of these converbial constructions are clearly consistently adverbial modification of time or manner.

**8.4.5 Overview of the Eastern Khanty nonfinite verb forms**

The main unifying principle that groups these forms into a single category is their opposition to the finite verb forms based on the following criteria. First, they are never marked for such verbal inflectional categories as tense (as described in 8.3.1.2.1.Tense), mood (as indicated in 8.3.1.2.2.Mood), voice (8.3.1.2.3.Voice), verbal person/number
conjugations\textsuperscript{27} (8.3.1.2.4.Person-Number). In case of participles, they are frequently marked with the nominal bound morphology (case, possession), which correlates to their nominal syntactic behavior. Second, they are typically not used as a single matrix predicate, the head of the matrix verb phrase. Within the nonfinite clauses, whose heads these nonfinite forms are, there is a consistent decrease in canonical clause features, such as subjeckthood properties of the Agent argument, deficiency in verbal features, and, on the contrary, increase in nominal, which generally correlates to the typical dependent status of these clauses in relation to their finite matrix predicates (cf. 11 Complex Clauses).

\textsuperscript{27} With the exception of possessive markers on participial forms, which, however, follows the nominal rather than verbal pattern (more detail cf. 8.4.2./\text{to}/-participle, 8.4.3./\text{am}/-participle).
9. NOUN PHRASE

The noun phrase in Eastern Khanty is a grammatical construct which prototypically has a noun (or a nominalization, or a proform co-referential with a noun) as the semantic and syntactic head. Optionally it has one or more modifiers to the head whose semantic role is either Agent or Target, or less prototypically of the predicate and adjuncts. Thus, the (1) below consists of a set of noun phrases (tom ållä kör qoy qat, flagnat ‘that big brick (oven stone) house with a flag’; joyan pelkana ‘on the river bank’; kontoraiki ‘office’), each with a noun as a head (qat ‘house’; pelka ‘side/bank’; kontora ‘office’), modified in some cases by demonstratives (tom ‘Dem’), adjectives (ållä ‘big’) and other nouns (kör qoy ‘brick’; flagnat ‘with a flag’; joyan ‘river’), and having a semantic roles and grammar both prototypical (Agent, Target) and more peripheral (Location, Predicate) for the class of noun.

1. 

```
NP[S]
  NP
  NP
    NP
  tom ållä kör-qoy qat, flay-nat, joyan pelka-na kontora-iki
  Dem big oven-stone house flag-Com river side-Loc office-Pred
  ‘That big brick-house with a flag on the river bank is the office’
```
9.1 Heads and Modifiers

This chapter will focus primarily on the structural and functional features of the noun phrases with a proper noun as the head accompanied by a modifier. Noun phrases with names and proforms functioning typically as heads without modifiers are naturally present and frequent in Eastern Khanty, however, their features are typologically common and regular, and thus a general overview will suffice here. In their nature, proforms (pronouns) and names refer to some specific unique real world or context entities – tokens (Givon 2001), which explains their frequent use without modifiers. Lexical nouns, on the contrary, appear to refer more to kinds or classes of entities – types, which calls for often needed further specification, that is, modification serving to narrow the domain of reference (Givon 2001).

9.2 Types of Eastern Khanty modifiers

Eastern Khanty noun modifiers appear to demonstrate correlation to well established cross-linguistically valid types (Givon 2001; Shopen 1985; Comrie & Smith 1977), namely: Quantifiers, Determiners, Adjectival Phrases, modifying nouns, relative clauses, noun-complements (adverbial embedded clauses modifying nouns), postpositional phrases, which can be grouped based on their morphosyntactic features into bound modifiers, lexical word modifiers, phrase modifiers, and clause modifiers.

9.2.1 Bound modifiers

Among the Eastern Khanty bound modifiers, the following can be identified: number markers (cf. 2.1.2.2.1. Number.), case-markers (cf. 2.1.2.2.3. Case.), and determiners (Cf. 2.1.2.2.2. Possession and 3.1.3. Demonstrative Pronouns).

The functional scope of these bound modifiers may extend over lexical semantics, phrasal semantics, clausal semantics, and pragmatics. Thus number modifiers interact very closely with the noun’s lexical semantics. For example, Dual and Plural mark prototypically
two or more referents that are perceived as homogeneous or comparable instances of the same type of entity; and combinatorial options of the number bound modifiers may be affected by the innate and contextual semantic properties of some of the lexical units. That is, mass, group, and abstract nouns are not typical in Du or PL form. This close semantic interaction of the bound number modifiers with the noun stem is reflected, in an iconic manner, in the ordering of its inflectional affix, most proximal to the stem (Cf. 2.1.2.2.1. Number.). At the same time, at the phrasal and clausal level, the presence of the bound number modifier entails various functional combinatorial and agreement patterns. At the phrasal level, Du or PL bound modifiers on the noun in the noun phrase prototypically entail collocation with another modifier:

i) with a numeral (‘one’, ‘two’ or ‘3, 4, 5…’ respectively) (cf. 5. Numerals); or with a quantifier (‘each’, ‘any’, ‘another’, etc. in case of Sg; ‘both’ in case of Du; ‘many’, ‘few/a little’, ‘all’, etc. in case of PL):

2. a) əj aj ni
   one small woman
   ‘one girl (small woman)’
   b) kaʃna qu
      every man
      ‘every man’

3. a) kät aj ni-qən
   two small woman-DU
   ‘two girls (small women)’
   b) kitte qujäyan
      both man-EP-DU
      ‘both men’

4. a) wet aj niŋ-åt
   five small woman-PL
   ‘five girls (small women)’
   b) är qu-ʃ-at
      many man-EP-PL
      ‘many men’

ii) with the possessive determiner (which displays the grammatical agreement pattern between the possessor and possessed based on the person and number of the possessor and number of possessed) – (cf. 2.1.2.2.2. Possession):
5. a) imp-ওম  'my dog'
    b)  appré�  'our dog'
    c)  appré-lg�  'our dogs'

iii) occasionally with nominalizations such as rare relative clauses following the head
noun and having formal relativizer (which often displays agreement in the number with
the head noun) – (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations):

6. mā kolente-l-ওম  meram  muyuį  jateswe-wēl  aŋk-im
   lsg listen-Prst-1sg  tale  Det  tell-Prst.3sg  mother-POSS.1sg
   'I listen to the tale that is told by my mother'

7. mā kolente-l-ওম  meram-qām  muyula-yan  jateswe-wēl  aŋk-im
   lsg listen-Prst-1sg  tale-DU  Det-DU  tell-Prst.3sg  mother-POSS.1sg
   'I listen to two tales told by my mother'

At the clausal level, bound number modifiers on the noun in the noun phrase mark a salient
semantic property that is at the core of the obligatory grammatical agreement between the
semantic role of Agent and Target, and the predicate. That is, verbal conjugation builds
around the number and person status of the Agent referent. It should also be mentioned that
in the semantic role of Target, the referent expressed by a noun phrase may bare the status
generally describable as definiteness (pragmatic identifiability, accessibility, activation),
which is marked, however, on the predicate rather than the noun phrase itself, i.e. by the
presence or absence of the objective/definite verbal conjugation affixation (cf. Verbal
Conjugation.; Simple Verbal Clause and Information Structure).

9.2.2 Lexical word-size modifiers

The typology of the word-size Eastern Khanty modifiers is fairly common, consisting of
a quite prototypical set of members, including:

- Determiners

A host of Eastern Khanty lexical units could be generally identified functionally to form
the type of modifiers typically referred to as determiners, including:
> deictic determiners such as ‘this’ and ‘that’:

8. \texttt{tf'u sar-na m-an qafj kəmlaytə-yal.} 
that pike-Loc 1sg-Acc almost turn\_over-PST1.3sg
\textit{That} pike almost got me out of the boat

9. \texttt{tim tə-yi ətəm-əki} 
this place bad-Pred
\textit{This} here is a bad place

> indefinite determiner, such as ‘a’, ‘some’:

10. \texttt{nu aj toy'oj-nə men-s-əw jql-kan-tʃa-tati illati} 
OK one spring-Loc go-Pst2-1PL fish-find-INF- Sup down
\textit{Once} in spring..., in spring we went down to fish

11. \texttt{metali lok ənt-im} 
some footprint Neg-PP
‘There’s not a single footprint around’

> possessive determiners: ‘my’, ‘your’, etc.:

12. \texttt{nu jəmaki pətkän-əm pon-s-im män-äm ämpäm we-s-im} 
OK well gun-POSS.1sg load-PST2-1sg 1sg-POSS.1sg dog-POSS.1sg take-PST2-1sg
‘Ok then, I got them guns loaded, took our 4 dogs,

13. \texttt{wotʃqor-nə amp-lən paqo amp-nat njûtwa-təqən} 
outside- Loc dog- POSS3Du/sg other dog -Com pile/fight-3sg
‘Outside, \textit{their dog} got into a fight with some other dog’

It can be seen that possessive marker can be of two kinds: a bound affix following the stem and marking the person-number of possessor (13); and a free preposed personal pronoun in the possessive form, as in (12).

These determiners do not collocate as modifiers of the same nominal head with a noun phrase, i.e. they appear to be in complementary distribution:

14. \texttt{* nu, aj metali toy'oj-nə men-s-əw kul-kan-tʃa-tati illati} 
OK one some spring-Loc go-Pst2-1PL fish-find-INF-Sup down
\textit{Once in (a)} spring..., in spring we went down to fish
15. * tim metali tɔɨi ātəm-äki
    this some place bad-Pred
    ‘This here is (some) bad place’

This can be seen as evidence of their belonging to the same functional type. Deictic
determiners do occur modifying the nominal head also marked for possession; however, this
possession is typically marked with a bound possessive modifier, rather than by a word-size
independent one:

16. tʃi ämp-əŋ mä-n poro-s
    that dog-POSS.2sg 1sg-Acc bite-Pst2.3sg
    ‘This dog of yours bit me’

17. * tʃi nɔŋ ämp (əŋ) mä-n poro-s
    that 2sg dog (POSS.2sg) 1sg-Acc bite-Pst2.3sg
    ‘This your dog bit me’

- Adjectives (cf. 4.1. Adjectives):

18. jal-s-im tʃinəm nayi ämp-əl
    stand-PST2-1sg there white dog-Dim
    ‘I stood there, white dog is by my side’

19. juy kali wə-s-im
    stick small take-PST2-1sg/sg
    ‘I took a small stick’

- Juxtaposed, or compounding nouns (cf. 2.1.2.1.2. Compounding):

20. āj-qu wərt-ul kän-tʃ’a mən-wəl
    small-man red-berry get-INF go-Prst-3sg
    ‘The boy (small man) is going to get cranberry’

21. kimlay pun kä-s-im
    lynx hair find-PST2-1sg
    ‘(I) got myself some lynx hair’

22. mə ilka-s-im kafəm-tə lök pərəm-tə
    1sg go-PST2-1sg hunt-INF track path_make-INF
    ‘I went breaking a hunting ski track’
• numerals (cf. 5. Numerals):
23. nu jomaki pót’kän-âm pon-s-im wet ämp-âm we-s-im
OK well gun-POSS.1sg load-PST2-1sg four dog-POSS.1sg take-PST2-1sg
‘Ok then, I got them guns loaded, took my four dogs.

24. t’u aməs-l-əm qa niŋ-qən mən- nâ ju-s-γən
Dem sit-PRST-1sg two woman-Du 1sg-Loc come-PST2-3Du
‘While I was sitting, two women came to me’

• quantifiers (cf. 1.1.2.5.1.1.1. Quantifiers):
25. matkəm kəwa wel-min-na, puʃk-āl’i
some time live-Conv-Loc bird-Dim
äməm uləm werə - γən,
bad dream do-Pst0.3sg
‘They lived for some time, the little bird saw a bad dream…”

26. āl′əŋ jəl’əɣs - okətə - t, kələ n’ul wel’-ət.
in the morning fight-Inch-Pst0.3PL all Recipr. kill-Pst0.3PL
‘They started fighting in the morning and all got each other killed.’

Functional scope of these modifiers ranges from just pragmatics in case of
demonstratives; to lexical and phrasal semantics in case of compound nouns; to phrasal
semantics and pragmatics in the case of adjectives, numerals, and quantifiers.

Neither demonstrative ((27a) vs. (b); cf. 3.1.3. Demonstrative Pronouns), nor adjectival
modifiers including more typical gap relative clauses following the head ((28a) vs. (b); cf. 4.
Attributive Nominal Modifiers), nor Noun complements ((29) vs. (30); cf. Nonfinite Verb
Forms) display any grammatical agreement with the head:

27. a) tf’u sart
that pike
‘That pike’

b) tf’u sarta-γən
that pike-DU
‘Those two pikes’

28. a) arəŋ pel’kōy qasi
strange side-Abl2 man
‘stranger (strange side man)’

b) arəŋ pel’kōy qasi-j-at / qu-j-at
strange side-Abl2 man-EP-Pl
‘strangers (strange side men)’
29. mä onáltayál-ta kat-pa mæn-täti æntæ koj-1-æm
1Sg learn-IMPP house-All go-INF NEG want-PRST-1Sg
‘I do not want to go to school (learning house)’

30. (weræ otæ) onáltayál-ta kat-at-pa mæn-täti æntæ koj-wæl-t
(children) learn-IMPP house-PL-All go-INF NEG want-PRST-3PL
‘(Children (small things)) they do not want to go to schools (learning houses)’

9.2.3 Phrase-size modifiers

There are a number of Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers that formally exceed the size of
a single lexical word and have an internal structure of their own, similar to that of the noun
phrase, i.e. functionally categorized into head and modifier elements.

9.2.3.1 Adjectival Phrases

As follows from the example (1) at the onset of this chapter, there can be more than one
attributive nominal modifier preceding the modified head noun. Also, this attributive nominal
modifier may in its turn be preceded by an adverbial intensifier specifying more/less than
normal salience of the attributed feature in an entity expressed by the modified head nominal
(cf. 4.1.Adjectives).

31. tom tfækæ ãllæ wæntæ kör-koy qat, jøyæn pelka-na kontora-iki
Dem very big red oven-stone house river side-Loc office-Pred
‘That very big red brick-house with a flag on the river bank is the office’

Formally, the set of attributive modifiers preceding the head ‘house’ is to be considered an
Adj.Phrase, with a syntactic structure: (Adv) (Adj)n Adj, implying an ordered syntax with an
optional intensifier – (Adv) and more than one - (X)n optional functionally kin constituents.

It should be noted that examples of noun phrases with multiple Adj modifiers are scarce
in the natural Eastern Khanty data. However, when these do occur, the relative ordering of
these attributive modifiers appears to generally fall within the typologically common
semantic-pragmatic relation pattern (Bybee 1985; Givon 2001). Namely, the more salient, central to the meaning, and inherent, and stable is the feature, the closer to the head noun is the modifier that expresses it.

As stated in the section on attributive adnominal modifiers (cf.4.1.Adjectives), the differentiation of the Eastern Khanty nominal modifiers into Adjectives proper and Nouns functioning as nominal modifiers is not always clear cut. It was noted above (Cf. 4.2.1.Noun Juxtaposition), that Eastern Khanty noun modifiers are represented along a continuum from the most adjective-like derived noun-modifiers with denominalizer affixes at one end, to word-size juxtaposed nouns as modifiers, and further to fully fused modifying noun-constituents of noun-noun compounds sharing a single stress with the head at the other end of the continuum.

32.  jan̂ki tojì
    water place
    ‘Wet place’

33.  kimlay pun kā-s-im
    lynx hair find-PST2-1sg
    ‘What myself some lynx hair’

34.  way put mej-a!
    iron kettle give-Imper
    ‘Give me the big (metal) kettle!’

These juxtaposed nouns as modifiers appear to express the most stable and salient features of the entity expressed by the modified head nominal, and thus take the syntactic slot closest to the head ((34) – above, and (35) here).

35.  ǝllǝ sârni way trop
    big silver metal pellet
    ‘big silver pellet’
It is possible to consider these modifiers as part of the functional continuum of attributive nominal modifiers and thus a part of the phrase-size modifier type - Adj.Phrase.

9.2.4 Clause-size modifiers

9.2.4.1 Relative Clauses

The most typical representatives of the type of Eastern Khanty clause-size modifiers are Relative Clauses (Cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations). Eastern Khanty relative clauses have syntactic and semantic features of a clause. They are typically preposed to the head (pre-nominal) and have a nonfinite participial predicate:

36. tɔræm-ŋa qurt-əm ot-ŋət pajlæŋ wajy-qa jə-y-ət
   sky-Loc scare-PP thing-PL with wings animal-Transl become-Ep-PST.3PL
   ‘Kids, scared in the skies, turned into birds’

The grammatical role of the relativized nominal is not marked, and the relativizers are typically absent.

However, as mentioned above (cf. 9.2.1. Bound modifiers), on rare occasions, there are non-prototypical relative clauses that follow the head noun, have formal relativizer and finite predicate:

37. juy-a qatìn-tə-wəl mä təluy-l-əm muyuli pir-ə-y-wəl
   3sg-Lat listen-TR-Prst.3sg 1sg say-PRST-1sg what ask-PRST-3sg
   ‘She listens to my answers to what she asks’

38. mä kolente-l-əm mərəm muyuj jateswe-wələn ank-im
   1sg listen-Prst-1sg tale Det tell-Prst.3sg mother-POSS.1sg
   ‘I listen to the tale that is told by my mother’

All Eastern Khanty relative clauses in the data, regardless of their pre- or post-nominal position are restrictive, in the sense that they narrow the domain of reference (Givon 2001), i.e. eliminating possible vagueness in the unique identification of the head nominal, even in cases where it may be semantically compatible with the referents in the proposition. Thus,
the relative clauses in Eastern Khanty are functionally within the domain of definite determiners, marking their head as identifiable, active and accessible referents in the interlocutors discourse universe (cf. Complex Clause: 11.2.3. Finite Relative Clauses). And thus, the functional scope of these modifiers is that of clausal semantics and pragmatics.

9.3 NP Constituency and Ordering

9.3.1 Ordering of Eastern Khanty modifiers:

As follows from the above typology of the nominal modifiers, and as it was already mentioned briefly in the chapter on nominal modifiers (cf. 4.1. Attributive Nominal Modifiers), and consistent with examples at the beginning of this chapter, there can be more than one attributive adnominal modifier in the noun phrase.

Morphosyntactically, the Eastern Khanty modifiers may be:

- Bound: number and case markers, possessive markers
- Free:
  - Word-size: Determiners, Quantifiers, Numerals, Adjectives, Nouns as modifiers
  - Phrase-size: Adjectival Phrases
  - Clause-size: Relative Clauses
- Pre-nominal: Determiners; Quantifiers; Numerals; Adjectives and Adjectival Phrases;
  Relative Clauses, Nouns as modifiers
- Post-nominal: Finite Relative Clauses with relativizers.

There is a fairly consistent hierarchical pattern of ordering of the modifiers and intensifiers within the larger Noun Phrase, which may be formally represented as:

\[
NP: \text{(Det)} \ (\text{Quant}) \ (\text{AdjP}) \ (\text{RelC}) \ (\text{N-mod}) \ \text{N} \ (\text{RelCl})
\]
9.3.2 Joint event participation and Noun Phrase conjunction

There are occasional examples in the Eastern Khanty natural data of more than one NP in the clause having the same or comparable semantic role and morphosyntactic coding. Thus, in the (39c)) below, both the SAP and the 3sg (girl) participated in a single event of talking with equal or comparable roles:

39. a) t’u aməs-l-em qa nip-qən mən-nə jʉ-s-γən
   Det sit-PRST-1sg two woman-Du 1sg-Loc come-PST2-3Du
   ‘While I was sitting, two women came to me’

   b) aj aj ni mən-nə qit’-qas
   one small woman 1sg-Loc stay-Pst3.3sg
   ‘One girl stayed here with me’

   c) min juγ-na aj kəl tələwə-γəs-in
   1Du 3sg-Com small word say-Pst3-3DU
   ‘We talked for a while, the two of us’

Such joint event participation is differentiated from equal or comparable participation in similar or equal events, in which case each event is coded, respectively, by an individual proposition, even in cases of formally identical concepts:

40. nədo jətəbi qəsi tuti wəl-ta-l-ati
   ‘it is need that’ man Det live-Caus-INF/SUP
   ‘It was needed, so that humans lived there’

   jətəp wajə γəl-γə-ati qul wəl-γə-ati
   ‘so that’ animal live-Ep-INF/SUP fish live-Ep-INF/SUP
   ‘so that animals lived there, fish as well’

Thus in (40), all three participants (‘humans’, ‘animals’ and ‘fish’) are coded as participating in separate events, presumably since ‘there’ can mean different individual domains for every one of the participants.
Joint participation may be coded in Eastern Khanty in two manners, by conjoined NPs in Dual number (41) and by the Comitative case on one of the NPs (cf. (39c) above) and (42) below:

41. al'wa-qən än'i-sə-kən wəl-la-qən
   Alvali-Du sister-Coll-Du live-PRST-3Du
   ‘There lived Alvali and his older sister’

42. əjr̩ä app-al wont-a mənä-yən, ənk-äl
   once father-Poss.3sg forest-Illlat go-Pst0.3sg mother-Poss.3sg
   pəy-al-na(t) joy k̩itʃ-kən
   son-POSS.3sg-Com home stay-Pst0.3DU
   ‘Once father went into the forest, mother with her son stayed home’

Joint equal participation in the event may be expressed by the conjoined NPs in a variety of formal representations, which could be viewed along a formal continuum:

i) two compounding conjoined nouns with reduplicated Du number marking and Du Agent-predicate agreement pattern:

43. nin-kən - quq-qən toj-l-ən āj pəy-əl’i
   woman-Du-man-Du have-Prst-3Du little boy-Dim
   ‘The husband and the wife had a son’

In these examples, both nouns bear the Du number affix, though they express a single referent of each kind, i.e. ‘one woman’ and ‘one man’, manifesting a kind of grammaticalized normalization of identical formal means of representing the most typical equal joint participation in the event. Compounding is a reflection of the high frequency collocational use of these lexical units, which also display some other features such as single stress:

44. kät im-qən-rät’-qən wəl-la-qən
   two old.woman-Du-old.man-Du live-PRST-3Du
   ‘Once, there lived an old man and an old woman’
ii) two independent (not compounding) conjoined nouns with reduplicated Du number marking and Du Agent-predicate agreement pattern:

45. il' nowə-na put’k-āl’i-kən jōŋr-āl’i-kən welā-qən.
    down old days- Loc bird-Dim-Du mouse-Dim-Du live-PST0.3sg
    ‘In the old days there lived a little bird and a mouse’

iii) two independent conjoined nouns without number markers and with Du Agent-predicate agreement pattern:

46. pəmə səyəl' jōmentʃ’əy sem əjka wəl-l-kən.
    grass tuft bird_cherry eye together live-Prst-Du
    ‘A tuft of grass and a wild cherry live together’

iv) two, or more independent nouns not marked for number, with a formal conjunction and Du Agent-predicate agreement pattern:

47. səwsiki i al’wə əjqa wəl-qən
    Syvsiki “and” Alva together live-Pst0-3Du
    ‘Syvsiki and Alvali lived together’ (Kalinina 1970)

48. əj rātʃ i kā niŋ - kən əjəy wəl- t.
    one old man “and” two woman-Du together live-Prst.3Pl
    ‘An oldman and two women lived together’

The predicate agreement inflection in all these examples is typically contingent upon the real number of the participants in the event, rather than number marking on them, and thus it is not sensitive to the extravagant (double) number marking of types (i) and (ii).

The double number marking appears to be restricted only to Du (there are no examples of double/multiple Pl markers) and to the contexts implying typical equal participants in a group of two - married couples or imitations of such (‘bird and mouse’ in (45)). As examples of the types (iii) and (iv) demonstrate, just co-habitation at a place or even household do not trigger the double Du number marking (neither ‘grass and berry’ seem to be a couple, nor are males ‘Syvsiki and Alvali’, or ‘oldman and two old women’).
As for the linear order of the conjoined nouns, at least to some extent it is a matter of cultural conventions. In some cases there is a more or less fossilized order, almost lexicalization of two conjoined NPs into a single complex one, or indeed a compound. Thus, in description of married couples it appears that females come before males: ‘woman and man’, ‘wife and husband’, ‘old lady and old man’, ‘grandma and grandpa’. Thus even though the ‘woman’ is initial in the first clause in the narrative (49), in the immediately subsequent (50), the ‘man/father’ is the assertion part of the proposition, a sentence-focus type utterance, and the ‘woman/mother’ is still such, in the next:

49. nin-kän - quq-qän toj-län äj pəγ - āl’i
   woman-Du-man-Du have-Prst-3Du little boy-Dim
   ‘The husband and the wife had a son’ (Tereskin 1961)

50. aŋpä app - al wont - a mənä - ɣən,
   once father-POSS.3sg forest-ILLat go-Pst0.3sg
   əŋk-āl pəγ-al-na jəγ kitʃ-kan
   mother-Poss.3sg/sg son-Poss.3sg/sg-Loc home stay-Pst0.3Du
   ‘Once father went into the forest, mother with her son stayed home’ (Kalinina 1970)

In (50), though the referent ‘man/father’ is the clause-initial Nom-marked Agent (the position typically reserved for the topical referent), the referring expression ‘father(his)’ appears to show that the overall discourse topical referent is the ‘boy/son’. Further on, the narration is more about the boy, whose mother is kidnapped by a mermaid and whose father is tricked. Moreover, the title of the story is ‘The Boy’.

Generally, however, it appears that the pragmatic properties of the referents have at least some relevance on the linear order of the conjoined NPs. In (51), the ‘old woman’ is the clause-initial Nom-marked Agent argument, and a part of the presupposition in the subsequent clause sequence (52). Most of the narration to follow is about the ‘oldman’ no less then the “old woman” (53), while the whole story is titled “Oldman and his eyes”.

51. kät im-qān-rāt'-qān wāl-lā-qān
two old.woman-Du-old.man-Du live-Prst-3Du
‘Once, there lived an old man and an old woman’

52. imi waro-pa jil-illa-wāl jōm-antsāy wān'-ti
old.woman forest-Ilłat go-Mitpl-Prst.3sg cherry-wild rose gather-INF
‘Old woman goes into the woods, picks wild cherry and wild rose berries’

53. rāt’ qatāy-lā-wāl qaylē-ŋati
oldman goes-Mitpl-Prst.3sg sledge-Com
‘Oldman just goes tobogganing’

In yet another example (54), the male ‘Alvali’ is initial in the conjoined NPs set. In the clause to follow (55), this referent, with the semantic role of Beneficiary (Addressee) marked by Illative case, is expressed by the 3sg personal pronoun rendering it more pragmatically prominent.

54. al'wā-qān ān'i-sō-kān wāl-lā-qān
Alvali-Du sister-Coll-Du live-PRST-3Du
‘There lived Alvali and his older sister’

55. āj-pā ān'i-l joy-ā tōlō-wāl'.
one-Allat sister-POSS.3sg 3sg-Ilłat say-Prst.3sg
‘Once his sister says to him’
(Kalinina 1970)

In the narration to follow, both these referents are equally persistent anaphorically, however, ‘Alvali’, a recurrent character in the folk oral tradition, is more topical with most of the propositions being in relation of predication about him.

The correspondence of the initial position in the set of conjoined NPs to the high pragmatic status (cataphoric persistence) of the discourse referent is not a rigid one-to-one relation, but rather a tendency, which appears to be neglected in some cases:

56. pāmē saŋāl' jōment'āy sem ąjka wāl-l-kān.
grass tuft wild_cherry eye together live-Prst-Du
‘A tuft of grass and a wild cherry live together’
57. ajpa joment'ay sem nuy kul'-ayon
   once wild_cherry eye upward-Prvr get_up-Pst0-3sg
   ‘Once the berry got up’

58. toyət il'ə wer-əkət-ayən.
   fire forward make-Inch- Pst0.3sg
   ‘It started to make a fire’                    (Tereskin 1961)

In the (56) above, though the ‘grass tuft’ is the initial NP in the conjoined set, the other one,
‘wild cherry’ is the topical Agent participant in the immediately subsequent discourse (57-  
58). And further on in the narration, they equally share the stage.

Similarly, in the first clause in the narrative (59) below, ‘Syvsiki’, being the initial NP in  
the conjoined NP set, shares the overall topicality with another referent ‘Alvali’, and the rest  
of the narrative asserts new information about both of them to comparable extent.

59. søwsiki i al'we ajqa wəl-əqən
   Syvsiki “and” Alva together live-Pst0-3Du
   ‘Syvsiki and Alvali lived together’

60. ajpə in kul-kən-tʃə man-kan.
   once 3Du fish_get-INF go-Pst0.3Du
   ‘Once they went fishing’

61. joy jö-min-na, quł pəntsəltə-kən, sart poγə søwsiki jöy-nəm-a wə-tə
   home go-Conv-Loc fish boil-Pst0-3Du pike guts Syvsiki home-Rfl-Dat take-3sg
   ‘When they got back home, they boiled fish, Syvsiki kept the pike’s guts’

62. søwsiki kum mən-məl, pirə al'wi-na sart poγə iy-tə, jöynəm kənlimta-yaŋ
   Syvsiki outside go-PP-Poss3sg after Alvali-Loc pike guts eat-IMPP self hide-Pst0.3sg
   ‘When Syvsiki left the house, Alva ate the pike’s guts and hid from Syvsiki’

   It is nevertheless a fairly persistent pattern in Eastern Khanty, for the initial NP in the  
conjoined NP set to correspond to the referent that is pragmatically more prominent in the  
subsequent discourse. Thus the referent ‘oldman’ is initial in the conjoined set in (63), and is
also a more prominent agentive referent in the whole discourse, making decisions and affecting the events:

63. aj räf i kâ nin - kən ajəy wəl- t.
   one old man “and” two woman-Du together live-Prst.3Pl
   ‘An oldman and two women lived together’

64. ajpä ittin amis-m-əl-nə ämp uyant-əkəta-ən.
   once in the evening sit-PP-3sg-Loc dog bark-Inch-Pst0.3sg
   ‘Once in the evening they were sitting and a dog started to bark’

65. räf aj niŋ- l-ä tölöy-wəl.
   oldman one woman-Poss.3sg/sg-illat say-Prst.3Sg
   ‘The old man says to one woman’  (Kalinina 1970)

In the last type (iv), the NPs are formally connected by a free conjunction morpheme i, a Russian loan ‘and’. Although there is a native conjunction para with similar semantics, the Russian loan is almost exclusive in this function of conjoining NPs as well as clauses (cf. 11. Complex Clause) in Eastern Khanty.

66. səwsiki i al’wə ajqa wəl-qən
   Syvsiki “and” Alva together live-Pst0-3Du
   ‘Syvsiki and Alvali lived together’

67. aj räf i kâ nin - kən ajəy wəl- t.
   one old man “and” two woman-Du together live-Prst.3Pl
   ‘An oldman and two women lived together’  (Tereskin 1961)

The linear ordering pattern discussed above applies to formally conjoined (with the conjunction morpheme) NPs equally well, i.e., the more pragmatically prominent discourse referent tends to be initial in the conjoined NPs set.

Apart from conjoined NPs of the above four types (i-iv), there is also another type of coding co-participation in the event - the Comitative marking of the second referent.

---

28 Among the Eastern Khanty, the native conjunction ‘para’ is still used productively in Yugan Khanty.
68. a) tʃʼu kəsi-na appa-kəl aŋkä-kəl anʼäm-kən,
      DET man-Loc father-Poss.3sg/Du mother-Poss.3sg/Du get.old-Pst0.3Du
      ‘That man’s father and mother got old,...’

      b) köröy-na(t) ajka wəl-im-kən, kutʃʼəlʼ-tə jəl’ilʼ-əkətə-kən
      eagle-Com together live-Mmnt-Pst0.3Du hunt-IMPP go-Inch-Pst0.3DU
      ‘...and they started to live together with the eagle, they went hunting together’

In (68a), conjoined NPs ‘father and mother’ of the above type (ii) with double Du number
marking on both NPs trigger 3Du agreement on the predicate ‘get old’, in compliance with
the established pattern. In the subsequent (68b), these referents are topical and expressed
predictably by elision, whereas the referent ‘eagle’ is expressed respectively by a full NP
marked for Comitative case. At the same time, the agreement on the predicates ‘live’ and ‘go
hunting’ remains 3Du, i.e. with the topical elided NPs ‘father (and) mother’, which testifies
to the status of the Com-marked NP in this clause as an adjunct of a locative or similar
nature, rather than a core participant.

Similarly, in (69), the proform NP ‘we’ is in the Nom-marked Target role controlling the
3Du agreement on the passive predicate ‘were taken’, whereas, the co-present Com-marked
NP ‘with my younger brother’ is more of a specification-type adjunct in this clause.

69. min lel-em-nat jaqqa-lam-na internat-i nok
    1Du brother-POSS.1sg-Com parents-POSS.1Pl-Loc school-Lat up
    ‘My younger brother and I were taken by our parents from the boarding school...’

    wej-ojman kanikul-nam
    take-PS1Du holidays-Lat
    ‘...for holidays’

The Com-marked referent co-present in the event always follows the core unmarked NP, and
it is very unlikely to bear high pragmatic prominence in the discourse, normally manifesting
a referent typically high on agentivity, co-present or co-participating in the event in a role
comparable to that of the primary topical referent, typically an SAP, but not to an equal
extent sharing the focus of attention. This is less so in cases like (69) above, where most of
the prior narration was about the ‘eagle’ and a ‘man’ equally, or at least sharing the status of
discourse center, and only in this closing complex clause, the ‘eagle’ appears as an adjunct
with the ‘man’s father and mother’, by being expressed by the full NP ‘eagle’. Perhaps, (69)
represents a local micro-context topic-shift, where a new referent ‘father and mother’ briefly
takes on topicality, being expressed by elision and the predicate agreement inflection.

Overall, the abovementioned formal features on conjoined NPs appear to correlate with
general typological principles (Haiman 1985; Givon 1991) that single multiparticipant events
tend to be coded by single clauses with conjoined Agent or Target arguments, whereas
separate events are coded by separate (possibly conjoined) clauses (Givon 2001). At the same
time, it is true in Eastern Khanty that a Com-marked conjoined NP more often marks a
referent that is in some way deficient as compared to the primary unmarked referent, and is
not fully equal in inherent capacity to act equally in the event. It is lower on the animacy
and/or agentivity hierarchy (inanimates – animates, animals – humans, children – adults).

It is a well attested typological universal for inter-NP (or prefixed to second NP)
conjoining morphemes to be typical for the VO languages and for post NP-set (or suffixed to
second NP) conjoining morphemes to be typical for the VO languages (Givon 2001). Eastern
Khanty, however, appears to be an OV language, in which the functional domain of the
native bound conjoining morpheme (Com) is restricted to expression of the unequal
participation of either similar or, often dissimilar referents, whereas the functional domain of
the loan free prefixed conjoining morpheme (‘and’) is primarily to express more equal
single-event participation by similar referents. Admittedly, the OV Eastern Khanty has a
fairly extended history of areal contact with a VO Russian, and some Turkic languages, and
the very conjunction ‘and’ is a Russian loan.

9.4 Noun Phrases Produced by Nominalization

Eastern Khanty makes a robust use of nominalizations (nonfinite clauses) in nominal
functions. Nominalization is understood as a grammatical process by which a final verb
clause is converted into a noun phrase via reduction in the degree of finiteness. As it was
stated above, Eastern Khanty nominalizations may take on a variety of nominal functions
within another matrix clause (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations).

70. pötf'käli-m näl-ä pon-am wiliy jov ju-s-äm (pon-s-äm)
gun-POSS.1sg bullet-Instr load-PP quietly home come-Pst2-1sg (load-Pst2-1sg)
‘The gun is loaded with a bullet, I got home little by little’ (‘I loaded’)

71. tju pirmə liləŋ jay kal-am jay-na(t) pitja were-kətə-γal (köl-γal)
Dem after alive people die-PP people-Com hello do-Inch-3Pl (die-3Pl)
‘After that, alive people and the dead people started to say hello’ (‘They died’)

72. n’in’-t’e kotel wäl-γal (n’in’-γal)
rest-IMPP day be-Pst3.3Sg (rest-Pst3.3sg)
‘It was a day of rest’ (Tereskin 1961) (‘(S)he rests’)

73. toyu wer-ta mas-wəl (wer-wəl)
fire do-INF need-Prst.3sg (do-Prst.3sg)
‘We need to make a fire’ (‘(S)he does’)

74. wel’-ta jəm-aki
live-INF good-Pred
‘Life is good (To live is good’

75. t'u tiy'-ali jis-\textit{man} küm-pä man-əs (jis)
Det hare-Dim cry-Conv outside-illat go-Pst2.3sg (cry-Pst2.3sg)
‘The hare got out weeping’ (‘(S)he cried’)

76. kör pöy-m-al, pöy-m-al, tōya wət'-'imt-aγan (pöy-aγan)
oven blow-PP-3sg blow-PP-3sg fire light-Mmnt-Pst0.3sg (blow-Pst0.3sg)
‘Him blowing and blowing in the oven, the fire started’ (‘(S)he blew’)
Comparing the underlined nominalized forms (70-78) with their finite counterparts, we see that consistent with general typological observations (Hopper & Thompson 1984), Eastern Khanty nominalizations could be best described as the “syntactic adjustment from the finite verb-clause prototype to the nominal prototype”, in that the prototypically finite verb loses its TAM morphology, becoming a head noun and acquires respective nominalizing morphology (PP, IMPP, INF, Conv), and determiners (possessive and case markers). Thus, by losing the grammatical feature of finiteness, nominalized forms acquire the nominal feature of nonfiniteness (Givon 2001). All Eastern Khanty nominalization forms could be placed along a continuum with regard to the presence or absence of finiteness/nonfiniteness aggregate features. Thus, at the more finite, i.e. verbal end, there are participial constructions (70) that appear to have such aspeclual semantics assigned to them, as imperfectiveness/activeness in the semantics of the /-ta/ participles, and perfectiveness/passiveness in the semantics of the /-am/ participles. Yet the less finite /-ta/ infitinitives (73-74) which display even fewer verbal features and more nominative functional ones, are followed by the nominalized verbal form of /-min/ converb (75). Finally, at the nonfiniteness nominal end there are participial constructions like (76) with bound possessive determiner markers, and, perhaps, at the nonfiniteness extreme, there are the most
nominalized participial forms like (77, 78) with bound possessive determiners and case markers.

Judging by the wide formal variety and frequent use of the nominalizations, Eastern Khanty appears fairly close to extreme nominalizing (embedding) languages like Turkic (Anderson 1998; 2002) and Carib (Gildea 1998), where all subordinate clauses are in one way or the other nominalized (except for the extremely infrequent post-nominal finite relative clauses with formal relativizer (Cf. 9.2.4.1.Relative Clauses)). Among the signs of clause nominalization, are formal nominalization markers: INF, PP, IMPP, Conv; object or adjunct case-marking of the whole clause. Occasionally, there is an adjunct case-marking of the Agent of the nominalization clause.

The most frequent nominal functions of nominalized clauses are:

- attributive nominal modifier: (70, 71);
- adverbial of manner and time: (75, 76, 77, 78);
- Target argument of the matrix clause (73);
- Agent argument of the matrix clause (72, 74);

Thus it is indeed reasonable to posit that such languages as Eastern Khanty, like other often quoted extreme nominalizing languages (Ute, Chuave, Quechuan), have rigidly fixed preposed nominalizations, frequent case and possessive determiner markers of the embedded nonfinite clause, explicit formal nominalization markers, subordinate clauses that are grammaticalized to the extreme (Givon 2001). The only finite distinction present in nominalizations in Eastern Khanty is that of simultaneity vs. sequentiality, and even then not straightforward and contingent on transitivity, lexical semantics and exact individual sentential context (cf. for more detail 11.Complex Clauses).
10. Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure

10.1 Semantic Features and Grammatical Relations

The Eastern Khanty simple, declarative, affirmative, active-direct clause will be viewed here as a typologically relevant reference point for the description of the Eastern Khanty syntax. Similar to any other description, at the core of this one is a description of the most typical predicates and semantic groupings which define the semantic typology of the clauses. The most frequent types of verbal predicates will be reviewed with reference to the number and kinds of semantic roles and grammatical forms in typically coded states-of-affairs. Thus, the description will center around typical semantic structure and the morphosyntactic features of the clauses coding them.

Typical Eastern Khanty states-of-affairs coded by the simple verbal clauses can be differentiated into States, Events and Actions. States are understood as propositions typically signifying no change over time, either of a limited duration or permanent (1):

1. mä tem puyol-na jën al wəl-s-əm
   1sg this village-Loc 10 year live-PST2-1sg
   ‘I was (resided) in this village for 10 years’

The verb most frequently used in this type of clause in the function of the predicate is wəl- with the sense ‘live, exist, be’, which can be considered a prototypical predicate.

Events typically express a change over time, usually from the initial state to another, either bounded – from a distinct initial state to a distinct terminal state, or unbounded – a process without emphasized event boundaries (2):
2. pült öl-äy jøy-äyi.
   hole big-Transl become-PST0.3sg
   ‘The hole got big’

The Event is characterized by the absence of evident volition and control ((2) and (5)) and the most prototypical verbal predicate for this type of clause is jøy- ‘become’.

The Action proposition expresses a state-of-affairs typically initiated by a volitional, controlling, active agent. Based on the analysis of the available corpus of Eastern Khanty clauses, it is evident that Action is the most frequent semantic type of the proposition (90-92%), while Events and States account for 4-5% of clauses each (3):

3. mä n’an’ wer-s-əm
   1sg bread make-PST2-1sg
   ‘I baked bread’

The verb that can be considered the prototypical Action predicate for this type of clause is wer- ‘do/make’.

10.1.1.1 Semantic Roles

The semantic classification of proposition is based, naturally, on the type of the verbal predicate, which is defined by the number and typical semantic roles of its main participants. It should be born in mind that a definition of this sort is subject to basic limits, such as potentially infinite specification of possible semantic roles and a consequent rational need for prioritizing for description purposes of the major prototypical roles over minor cases (Givon, 2001: 106). With regard to their essential relevance for coding the Eastern Khanty state-of-affairs, semantic roles can be grouped into larger classes of the “core” and “peripheral”. The core semantic roles will include the entities that act either volitionally or not in the state-of-
affairs, or are undergoing a change, and are of key importance for the state-of-affairs conceptualization, i.e. Agent and Target. The peripheral roles are those that are either animate participants who are in some way less relevant in the state-of-affairs, or inanimate participants used for performing an Action, or are referred to for spatial/temporal orientation of the State/Event/Action, and those for whose benefit the state-of-affairs occurs, i.e. Associative, Instrumental, Locative, and Benefactive. The important principle in differentiating the roles into core and peripheral will be the extent of their significance for the morphosyntactic make up of the proposition, or the extent of their grammatical consequences (Givon, 2001: 107). As it will be shown below, this mapping is the subject to change in voice manipulations.

Eastern Khanty semantic roles of referents of proposition could be differentiated in the cross-linguistically relevant manner in accordance with their formal differentiation by the system’s morphosyntactic inventory as follows:

- **Agent** – an animate participant in the State; or acting volitionally initiating the Action and being of key importance and responsibility for its successful/desired completion

\[ (mä \ ‘l’ in (1, 3, 4), ønkäλ ‘mother’ in (7)):\]

4. mä  qui  ter-l-əm  iwäs-nä,  tüyü-nä
lsg  fish  fry-Prst-1sg  stick-Instr/Com  fire-Instr/Com
‘I fried fish on skewers on the fire’

This may also be an animate participant in the Event, who is not, however, its volitional and controlling initiator, but rather its experiencer (ämp ‘dog’ in (5)):

5. ämp  loyo-na  kaya-s
dog  bone-Instr/Com  choke-PST2.3sg
‘A dog choked on a bone’
- **Target** – either animate or inanimate participant in the Action, being in the situation, or registering the change of state as a result of an Action (*kaləw* ‘net’ in (3), *qul* ‘fish’ in (4) and *pətʃkənəm* ‘my gun’ in (6)):

6. *pətʃkənəm* ənte pon-am-aki
gun-Poss.1sg Neg load-PP-Pred
‘My gun is not loaded’

- **Associative** – typically an animate participant, whose role can be likened to that of the core participants (Agent, Target), but who is in some way less relevant in the State/Event/Action (*őyəlnə* ‘with her daughter’ in (7) or *watləy* ‘without wind’ in (8))

7. ənk-əl őy-əl-ña əwləltə-wəł
mother-Poss.3sg daughter-Poss.3sg-Com hug-Prst.3sg
‘Mother is hugging with her daughter’

8. etər, wat-ləy qotəl wəl-yał
bright wind-Abess day be-PST.1sg
‘It was a bright and calm (windless) day’ (Gulya 1966: 135)

- **Instrument** – typically inanimate participant in the Action, that is used by the Agent for performing the Action (*tũyũnə* ‘on the fire’ in (4), and *loyna* ‘on a bone’ in (5)) (*iũsnə* ‘on skewers’ in (4));

- **Locative** – typically an inanimate (less frequently animate) landmark, for typically spatial (less frequently temporal) orientation of the State/Event/Action (*punəlna* ‘in the village’ in (1), *jũsəppa* ‘across the river’ in (3), in *mũnũy* ‘from me’ (9)): 
9. män-oŋ qoqqı̈-pa āl män-á
   1sg-Abl far-Abl Neg go-Imper.2sg
   “Don’t go far away from me”

   Also an animate participant towards whom an entity is transferred, a recipient, or a
   participant for whose benefit the State/Event/Action occurs (wereŋ otama ‘for my
   child’ in (10), and koʃkaka ‘for the cat’ in (11), nöŋa ‘you’ in (12)):

10. mà wəl-l-əm tol’ka mən-əm wəreŋ ot-am-a
    1sg live-Prst-1sg only 1sg-POSS.sg/1sg small thing-1sg-Illat
    ‘I am living only for my child’s sake’

11. mà koʃka-ka moloka nayal-ta-yas-əm
    1sg cat-Illat milk pour-PST3-1sg
    ‘I poured some milk for the cat’

   • Manipulee-Instrument – typically an inanimate participant in the Action, that
     undergoes manipulation, most often transfer by the agent to another animate
     participant (woqi-tə ‘a fox’ in (12)):

12. min nöŋ-ä woqi-tə məj-əl-l-əmən
    1Du 2sg-Illat fox-Instr/Obj give-Dur-Prst-1Du
    ‘We (2) give you a fox’ (Gulya 1966: 56)

   Occasionally, a certain alteration in the affiliation of the semantic roles with the semantic
   core or periphery occurs, when, for example the referent with the semantic role of Agent
   appears to shift towards the periphery, while the referent with the semantic role of
   Locative/Beneficiary appears to shift towards the core of the proposition, as in (13), where
   the Target referent appears clause-initially, unmarked for case and controlling the 3Pl verbal
   predicate agreement, while the Agent appears marked similar to Locative:
13.  pəɣ-ali-t  əp-il-na  jəɣ-1-ə  weɾ-at
    son-Dim-Pl  father-3sg-Loc  bow-3sg-Instr/Obj  make-PST0.PS.3Pl
    'The father made a bow for his sons'

The Agent referent may be altogether omitted as irrelevant or predictable, thus shifting ultimately away from the semantic core of the proposition towards periphery, such as in (14), where in the passive clause with motion verb predicate, the oblique Locative semantic role appears to approach the semantic core somewhat similar to the Target, whereas the Agent is elided.

14.  tʊt  piɾna  juɣ  ont-nam  ti  mən-i
    Dem  after  forest  inside-Lat1  Dem  go-PS/3sg
    'After this (we) went to the woods'

Finally, the Target may be found to be elided from explicit coding being expressed overtly only by verbal predicate agreement inflection, as in (15), where Agent appears marked formally as an oblique, i.e. by Loc. case, thus testifying to its certain demotion from the core of the proposition towards the periphery, while the Target is elided as more topical.

15.  mən-na  tʃəs  qətʃəɣ-ñati  tuɣi  tʃəɣ-1-uj-ən
    1sg-Loc  now  knife-Instr/Com  away  cut-Prst-PS-2sg
    'I'll cut you up with a knife now'

Thus, it can be seen from the last set of examples (13-15), that in certain propositional frames such as passive or the so called Loc-Agent constructions (cf. further below 10.3.Non-canonical Constructions), the affiliation of semantic roles to the core or periphery, particularly with regard to their formal morphosyntactic features, may change. These alterations in the affiliation of the semantic roles with the core or periphery grammar will be generally referred to as voice manipulations, and will be discussed in more detail below.
10.1.1.2 Core Semantic Roles and Their Grammar

10.1.1.2.1 Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure)

In this description, the morphosyntactic coding of the semantic roles in Eastern Khanty simple verbal clause will be taken to manifest their grammatical functions, signaling the affiliation of the semantic roles either with the state’s-of-affairs semantic core or periphery.

The semantic roles and their grammatical functions can be distinguished in Eastern Khanty by the available morphosyntactic markers, including word order, case marking and verbal co-referential predicate agreement inflections (16):

16.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{må} & \quad \text{amp-am} & \quad \text{tiyl-a} & \quad \text{kari-mta-} & \quad \text{s-im} \\
1sg & \quad \text{dog-Poss.1sg/sg} & \quad \text{Dem-Lat} & \quad \text{pull-Intens-PST2-} & \quad 1sg/sg^{29} \\
\text{'I pulled my dog closer'} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

The cases essential for distinguishing the semantic roles are Nom(Ø), Acc(Ø-for nouns and 
/-t/-marked for pronouns), Loc, InstrObj, InstrCom, Illat (cf. 2.1.2.2.3.Case).

In the active transitive Action clause (16), the referent with the semantic role of Agent typically appears clause-initially (SOV), expressed by the argument in the Nom. case, that controls co-referential Agent-predicate agreement (arrow in (16) between the verb and the clause initial 1sg Agent argument). The referent with the semantic role of Target, usually expressed by a nominal argument in the Acc. case\(^{30}\), appears in pre-V position and follows the Nom-Agent argument (SOV). The Target argument may control agreement inflection on the predicate (arrows in (16) between the verb and the Acc-Target argument ‘my dog’). Co-

---

\(^{29}\) So called object conjugation marking the person-number of the Agent (1sg) and the number of Target (sg).

\(^{30}\) The accusative case in Eastern Khanty nouns is zero-marked, i.e. morphologically indistinguishable from the Nominative. Pronouns, however, have what is referred to the Acc. marker /-t/:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma kuf tuy-om} & \quad \text{amp man-t por} \\
1sg fish bring-1sg & \quad \text{dog 1sg-Acc bite (3sg)} \\
\text{'I brought a fish'} & \quad \text{'A dog bit me'}
\end{align*}
\]
referential Agent-predicate agreement inflection is frequently the only formal expression of
the Nom-Agent argument, in cases when this referent is situationally or textually accessible.

The agreement is obligatory between the Nom-Agent and the predicate while the
agreement between the Acc-Target and transitive predicate is contingent upon the pragmatic
properties of the Acc-Target referent. More precisely, transitive verbs, while always agreeing
with the Nom-Agent argument, may also have agreement with the Acc-Target argument as in
(16), expressing pragmatic identifiability, accessibility and high degree of activation of this
referent in the interlocutors' discourse universe. Contextually, it would imply that this
referent was recently mentioned, discussed or is unambiguous in the situation (cognitively
available to interlocutors). Absence of the agreement between the predicate and the Acc-
Target argument manifests pragmatic unidentifiability, inactiveness of this referent indicating
that it is unavailable to interlocutors, either from context, or from the situation. This is
evident from the pragmatic context of such a clause, where a new or unidentifiable referent is
introduced into the discourse expressed by an Acc-Target argument in the part of the
proposition that asserts new information. Thus, for example (17) will be unacceptable in the
pragmatic sense of a Comment asserting new information and containing a brand-new Target
referent. The Acc-Target argument codes here an identifiable, accessible discourse referent
with relatively high degree of pragmatic activation, such as the discourse-active Target
referent coded by a noun in the Acc. (18):

17. mä sārt wel- s- im
   1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg.sg
   'I caught *a pike-fish', but rather 'I caught the pike-fish'.

    Syyvski-loc Alva search-Inch-PP-3sg-loc find-s3sg-1sg house head-Lat
    'Syyvski went looking for Alva, and found him on the roof of the house'
In case of marked Target-predicate agreement, the Agent agreement markers and the Target agreement markers form a set of portmanteau morphemes - distinct from the Agent-predicate agreement paradigmatic set (cf.: Verb: 8.3.1.2.4. Person-Number), and hence is the reference to the so-called Khanty Subjective (Indefinite) and Objective (Definite) conjugations (cf. Verb: 8.3.1.2.4.2. Objective Conjugation) (cf. also Tereshkin 1961; Gulya 1966).

In the Finno-Ugric literature, the most frequently cited property of the Target (also referred to in sources as Object) that is essential in co-occurring with the agreement on the predicate is definiteness and specificity, which is commonly understood as having to do with the formal grammatical properties of this argument such as possessive constructions, pronouns, constructions with demonstratives, embedded clauses, elided/zero objects (Tereshkin 1961; Gulya 1970; Honti 1984; Nikolaeva 1999; among others). However, while these properties are indeed typical of the Target arguments that co-occur with the Target-predicate agreement in Eastern Khanty, they do not always trigger such agreement. Numerous examples are attested where Acc-Target arguments with the above "definiteness" properties need not co-occur with the Target-predicate agreement, as for example, the definite, specific (preceded by demonstratives) and possession-marked Acc-Targets (19-20):

19. mä tʃu qul wel-yäl-əm
   1sg Dem fish kill-Pst1-1sg
   'I caught that fish'

20. wajəŋ oy-əŋ noq tʃutʃ pānə nurəŋąŋ
    animal head-POSS.3sg up turn.PST0.3sg and run.PST0.3sg
    'The animal turned up his head and ran away'

A host of pragmatic and semantic properties of the referent, expressed by the Acc-Target argument appear to be of import. Such properties may be revealed while observing the syntactic behavior of the arguments in narratives. The Acc-Target arguments that co-occur
with the Target-predicate agreement are more flexible in their constituent position (21b), or are altogether elided (c), whereas the Target argument without agreement is fixed in its overt pre-V position (a).\(^{31}\)

21. a) mà sar \(\text{wel-} \ s-\text{əm} \ \text{b}l\text{lə} \\begin{array}{l}
1sg \ \text{pike} \ \text{kill- Pst2-1sg} \ \text{big} \\
'I \text{caught a pike fish, big one}'
\end{array}
\)

b) \(\text{b}l\text{lə} \ \text{sart} \ \text{ratʃ} \ \text{mən-}nə \ \text{lvoyöl-} \ \text{s-im} \\begin{array}{l}
\text{big} \ \text{pike} \ \text{old man} \ 1sg-\text{Loc} \ \text{get ready- Pst2- 1sg/sg} \\
'I \text{got the big pike ready}'
\end{array}
\)

c) térkä- \ s- \ \text{im} \ \text{iwes-} nə \ \text{fry- Pst2- 1sg/sg} \ \text{stick-} \ \text{Loc} \\begin{array}{l}
'I \text{fried it on sticks}'
\end{array}
\)

Reflexives can be bound by the Agent argument or the Target argument that co-occurs with the agreement, while the Target argument without the agreement cannot control it. The reflexive/possessive affix on the locative 'house' in (22a) may refer both to the Agent 'animal' and the Target 'dog', accompanied with Target-predicate agreement, whereas in (b) this affix may only refer to the Agent 'animal', and not the Target 'dog', hence only the Agent-predicate agreement. (This example also demonstrates the marking of the Agent argument by the Loc. case, the so-called Loc-Agent, to be discussed below.)

22. a) \(\text{wajay-nə} \ \text{amp} \ \text{joy} \ \text{nirimtà -s-tä} \ \text{tʃimin} \ \text{ont-kat-al} \\begin{array}{l}
\text{animal-Loc} \ \text{dog} \ \text{home pull-Pst2-3sg/sg} \ \text{there inside-house-POSS.3sg} \\
'The animal hid the dog inside his (bear's) / (dog's) house.'
\end{array}
\)

b) \(\text{wajay-nə} \ \text{amp} \ \text{joy} \ \text{nirimtà-s-əyən} \ \text{tʃimin} \ \text{ont-kat-al} \\begin{array}{l}
\text{animal-Loc} \ \text{dog} \ \text{home pull-Pst2-3sg} \ \text{there inside-house-POSS.3sg} \\
'The animal hid a dog inside his (bear's) house' / *(dog's) house.'
\end{array}
\)

In Target-focus clauses, WH-question/answer sequences only Agent-predicate agreement is attested (not Target-predicate agreement).

\(^{31}\) Khanty is an SOV language and unidentifiable Targets are always rigidly fixed in SOV order clauses. However, there are cases where pragmatically active and identifiable Target referents may cause OSV and occasional SVO order, frequently originating from the increasing Russian interference.
23. a) ämp kojovi por / *por-attø
dog who bite.3sg / *bite-3sg/sg
   - Who did the dog bite?

b) (ämp) (tam) iki por / *por-attø
   (dog) (Dem) man bite.3sg / *bite-3sg/sg
   - (The dog) bit a (this) man.

c) (ämp) män-t por / *por-attø
   (dog) 1sg-Acc bite.3sg / *bite-3sg/sg
   - (The dog) bit me.

d) (ämp) afl-im por / *por-attø
   (dog) brother-1sg bite.3sg / *bite-3sg/sg
   - (The dog) bit my brother.

e) (ämp) Andrei por / %*por-attø
   (dog) Andrei bite.3sg / %*bite-3sg/sg
   - (The dog) bit Andrei.

(It has to be noted, that for the majority of the answer utterances in the sequence above, the
most typical will be just the presence of the Focus referent, i.e. the Target argument,
sometimes followed by the predicate, but more often not).

The combination of the above functional features, and especially the latter collocation of
Target-focus clauses with Agent-predicate agreement, indicate the importance of the
discourse-pragmatic function of the Target argument for the Target-predicate agreement. The
sequence (23) also shows that Target role coded by both, the proper nouns and by the
pronouns may occur without the Target-predicate agreement. The pragmatic status of focus
(in itself associated with lack of specificity) appears strongly of relevance in predicate
agreement. The correlation of the syntactic flexibility, omissibility, control over
reflexivization, inferability (pragmatic identifiability, activation through a relation such as
possession to an already active referent), are consistent with overall pragmatic prominence
(degree of topicality) of the Target argument and presence of Target-predicate agreement. On
the other hand, the correlation of syntactic rigidity, obligatory overtess, inability to control
reflexivization and uninferability is consistent with the pragmatic function of focus of the
Target argument and absence of Target-predicate agreement (Lambrecht 1994; Nikolaeva 1999; Givon 2001).

Verbal agreement is instrumental in the omission of clause constituents. The Agent is frequently omitted as a free clause constituent, being expressed by the co-referential person-number inflection (16) on the predicate or by zero agreement in the case of a 3sg argument:

24. män- a tiypil nöriγ- wəl
    1sg- Illat Dem swim- Prst.3sg
    'S)he swims towards me here'

Whenever the Agent is overt, it is seen to be emphasized (pragmatically marked) as an established brand-new or reactivated discourse referent, for example in a topic-shift (24) vs. (16); or thetic or presentational\(^{32}\) clause type, as in (25):

25. øj məta lət- nə məŋ ikəm- nat juy
    one IndPn time- Loc 1Du husband-Com forest
    ont- nam nin- ta mən- ta jəγ- mən
    inside-Lat rest- INF go- INF become- 1Du
    'Once, me and my husband decided to go to the woods to relax'

Here, in what is the first clause of the narrative, the discourse participants are introduced for the first time as central referents of the narrative, making them available for predication in subsequent discourse thus, making them discourse-active. This type of clause is commonly associated with indefinite temporal/spatial adverbial phrases in a conventionalized discourse-setting, such as 'once (upon a time)', etc.

Hence, clauses in Khanty are commonly devoid of an overt Agent, and the Agent information is formally accessible only from the co-referential inflection on the predicate. Omission of the Target argument is attested whenever the context provides enough

---

\(^{32}\) The thetic/presentational clause type (Lambrecht 1994) has as its purpose not a predication of a property of an argument, but the introduction of a new referent into the discourse for subsequent predication.
information about this pragmatically active referent, and then the clause can consist of only a predicate or the VP as (21c) above.

The omission of the identifiable and active Target referent is expected only when licensed by the definite (objective) conjugation, indicated by the Target-predicate agreement inflection. Such omission of the Target is naturally far less frequent than Agent omission, as often the Target is part of the pragmatic assertion or new information, rather than part of the presupposition. Even when identifiable, it is still more often than not overtly present. Formal presence of the Target is motivated by the very nature of this semantic role, which differs from that of the Agent by a host of properties, such as lack of autonomy (Keenan 1976) indicated by greater dependence on the argument of the Action or property expressed by the predicate.

10.1.1.2.2 Clauses with Simple Intransitive Predicates

The typical Eastern Khanty simple intransitive verbal clause (5, 7), implying a single core participant, has the referent with the semantic role of Agent expressed either by a Pronoun (65%) or an NP (35%) in the Nominative case, typically the animate Agent of an Action (Ag=Prn/NP=Nom=S) (28):

26. \text{tom rätʃ} uʃɔ pereti mən-wəl

that oldman already in_front go-Prst.3sg

'That oldman is already going in front'

The action verb group would also include the communication verbs, where a conscious deliberate effort is implied (27).

27. \text{Valentin, qołə-m-ta! ʃas mən-næ joroŋ-l-im}

Valentin listen-Mmnt-Imper now 1sg-Loc tell-Prst-1sg

'Valentin, listen, \(D\)’ll be telling now'
Quite often, the Agent referent, due to its topical pragmatic function (cf. more 10.2. Information Structure), is elided as a clause constituent (28).

28. il-pa noroyta-wal
    back-illat run-Prst.3sg
    ‘(S)he runs back’

The Agent of the intransitive Action may be an inanimate entity (29), acting as a typical Agent. These cases represent a typical metaphorical extension, where an Agent proper is not explicit, and an instrument (transport or weapon) has the features of an Agent, the Nom-marked clause-initial constituent controlling the verbal agreement:

29. ti ai-rit man-s-at
    that small-boat go-PST2-3sg
    ‘That canoe goes on (the oldman in canoe)’

In Eastern Khanty, referent with semantic role similar to the Dative of mental state is also classified as the Agent, as it does not have distinct formal expression (30):

30. (mä) antə onə-l-əm
    (1sg) Neg know-Prst-1sg
    ‘(I) don’t know/remember’

The Eastern Khanty intransitive clauses also include the existence states-of-affairs coded by the State predicates (31) or by the copula verbs (32), where the semantic role of Agent may be paralleled semantically to the Patient of State (Givon 2001: 104-106):

31. pay-am tʃinäm olay-wal
    son-POSS.1sg there lie-Prst.3sg
    ‘My son lies there’

32. man-ən wəl-kās im-əli Marfa, səm-ləy im-əli
    1Pl-Loc live-PST1.3sg woman-Dim Marfa eye-Abes woman-Dim
    ‘There was this old lady Marfa at our place, the blind old lady’

Merging with the domain of intransitive states (‘be sick’ in (33)) are the states-of-affairs representing an event of change resulting in a State (33), (34):
33. ti quian kan'-kas i qala-qas
    that man be_ill-PST1.3sg and die-PST1.3sg
    ‘That man was sick and died’

34. qantä qu qitf-as
    Khanty man stay-PST2.3sg
    ‘That Khanty man remained’

In these states-of-affairs, the Agent of the State/Event lacks in explicit volition and control
over the State/Event, and thus may not be classified as, for example the Agent of action of
long duration.

Some of the Eastern Khanty intransitive verbs and simple verbal clauses fall within a
peripheral, transitional area between the prototypically intransitive and prototypically
transitive ones. Such are, for example, many of the motion and communication verbs
(clauses), having a core role of the Agent coded as topical Nom-marked clause-initial
constituent (often elided) and controlling the predicate agreement (3Pl in (35), and 1sg in
(36)). There is another participant that is important in the event, with the general semantic
role of Locative\(^{33}\) – the spatial landmark for the motion ((35) ‘go’, (37) ‘run’), or existence
(36) of the Agent; the metaphorical landmark of cognition, or emotional and propositional
attitude ((35)‘laugh’, (38) ‘believe’), or of perception (39) ‘hear’.

35. a joy-pa potom män-wašt, tįillä män-a lišmaytə-wašt
    and home-Abl2 then go-Prst.3Pl very 1Pl-Illat laugh-Prst.3Pl
    ‘And then (they) will go home, and will be laughing at us there’

36. əmtər-nä wəl-l-im
    lake-Loc live-Prst-1sg
    ‘(I) live on the lake’

37. män-nä noroytol-wəl, kak tʃaləŋtə-wəl!
    1sg-Illat run-Prst.3sg so yell-Prst.3sg
    ‘It (the bear) runs to me, and yells so loudly’

\(^{33}\) Here, for the purposes of this description, the variation of locative semantic relations such as Ablative (35), Locative (36),
Ilative (37, 38), Allative (39), and Prolative will be referred to with the general term “Locative semantic role”.
38. mä nuŋ-a əntə ōŋəl-l-əm
   1sg 2sg-IIIat Neg believe-Prst-1sg
   ‘I don’t believe you’

39. mĩũ  jìγ-i  əntə qol-waytə-wəl
   1Pl 3Pl-Allat Neg hear-Attenuat-Prst.3sg
   ‘We won’t be hearing them’

10.1.1.2.3 Clauses with Copula Predicates

The prototypical type of Eastern Khanty intransitive clauses is the one coding the existence of a referent, that is, the existential clauses, where the following patterns obtain:

40. a) qoŋyōl wəllo?
    where be-3sg
    ‘Where was it?’

   b) tʃarimowọ-ŋə  wəl-kās
    Charimova-Loc be-PST1.3sg
    ‘In Charimova it was’

The examples (40a-b), and ((41, 42, 43) below, illustrate the Eastern Khanty clauses with the copula verb, representing semantically some temporally stable states-of-affairs of some extended duration (permanent or temporary).

41. wajay əntə kāntjim  wəl-kāl
    animal Neg thin be-PST3.3sg
    ‘The animal was not a thin one’

42. jōy tʃəkə qatʃə  wəl-yal
    3sg very sick be-PST1.3sg
    ‘(S)he was very ill’ (Gulya 1966: 136)

The verbal predicate here, serves the grammatical function of expressing ‘State’ predication itself. Most of the lexical-semantic import typically comes from the non verbal clause constituents, for example attributives ‘thin’ in (41) and ‘sick’ in (42), adverbials ‘in Charimova’ in (40b) and ‘this year’ in (43a), which are providing substance for the ‘State’.
43. a) tim al ul wəl-wəl?
   this year berry be-Prst.3sg
   ‘Are there any berries this year?’

   b) ul əntim
   berry Neg
   ‘There are no berries’ (Gulya 1966: 134)

Apart from the common use of the verb wəl- with the sense ‘live, exist, be’ (cf. 44-45):

44. mä tuy-puyol wəl-l-əm
   1sg lake-village live-Prst-1sg
   ‘I live in the Lake village’

45. jöy wəl-wəl əŋk-əl – ap-al-na
   3sg live-Prst.3sg mother-3sg – father-3sg-Com
   ‘(S)he lives with his parents’

This existential verb is also used freely in reference to the inanimate referents (46-48), being extended in usage in this function, and to an extent de-semantisized.

46. tøyöj-na wəl-yal
    autumn-Loc be-PST1.3sg
    ‘It was in spring’

47. etər, wat-ləγ qotəl wəl-yal
    bright wind-Abess day be-PST1.3sg
    ‘It was a bright and calm day’ (Gulya 1966: 135)

48. wor-ont-na jəm wəl-yal
    woods-inside-Loc good be-PST1.3sg
    ‘It was good in the forest’ (Gulya 1966: 135)

In some cases (49) and (50), no copula-predicate is used, and the predication function is performed by the juxtaposing nouns (or nominalizations) without formal expression of predication function.

49. ti - rut’ in-t - ot
    this Russian eat-IMPP - thing
    ‘This is Russian food’
50. qantøy in-t - ot - qu1, n'an', nöy, jaj...
    Khany eat-IMPP - thing fish bread meat tea
    'Khany food is fish, bread, meat, tea'

These examples appear usually in the context of a dialogue, with the discussed referent being situationally available, pointed at, i.e. highly identifiable, topical. The copula remains optional in other TAM forms, such as the past tense (51a).

51. a) qaqi wajay (wəl-kal)?
    brother animal (be-PST1)
    '(Was it) a bear?'

   b) omtə ollə, aj al
    Neg big one year
    '(Yes), Not a big one, one year old'

Similar to copula verb clauses are the States with the nominal predicates marked with the Predicator-Adverbializer affix /-aki/.

52. tiyla-ti olə-wəl trop-na pon-əm-əki
    Dem-Loc/Sup lie-Prst.3sg pellet-Com load-PP-Pred
    'Here it lies, loaded with buckshot'

53. jirjata-l-im pōt[kän-əm ajrit-na-ki
    see-Prst-1sg/sg gun-POSS.1sg/sg canoe-Loc-Pred
    'I see my gun (is) in the boat'

Nominal predicates may be of various kinds, attributive nominal modifiers (52), locative modifiers (53), adverbials of manner/evaluative (54), quantitative modifiers (55):

54. tiyl-a kari-mta-s-im jem-aki-əki
    here-ILLat pull-Intens-PST2-1sg/sg good-Pred-Pred
    'I pulled it in well'

55. tam qaŋtøj jay ärki -iki
    there Khany people many-Pred.
    'There are many Khany people there'
Interesting in this respect is the Eastern Khanty means of coding the negative existence:

56. män-ne tšimläli tši-näm jijo-s-im, tšut-na-pa ånt-im-äki
   1sg-Loc a little there-Lat shoot-PST2-1sg that-Com-Neg Neg-PP-Pred
   'I shoot there a little, and nothing happens'

57. qrugom welkältä-l-im, mätä nöyös lök ånt-im-äki
   around walk-Prst-1sg which sable track Neg-PP-Pred
   'I walk around, there is no sable track'

In (56, 57), the non-existence is coded by the perfective participle derived from the negative particle ånta and affixed with the predicative/adverbializer affix -äki- (more cf. 10.4. Negation).

On the whole, it appears that, there are three available strategies of coding the existence state, the existential verb wəl- 'to be', predicative/adverbializer affix -äki/, and the nominal predicate without a copula or predicative affix. Consistently with cross-linguistic observations (Givon 2001), the juxtaposed nominal predicates (no copula or predicative affix) are very rare and tend to express the most time-stable, salient, inherent qualities, as for example, traditional Russian or Khanty food in (49, 50), while the predicates containing the verb wəl- 'live, exist' appear to code more temporary qualities or states (47, 48). Notably, the 'attributive nominal modifier + copula' predicates (adjectival) tend to code more durable temporary states (41, 42), whereas, 'locative + copula' predicates (adverbial) more frequently express less durable temporary states (40(b), 43(a), 46). Finally, the adverbializer-predicate affix is used more in the adverbial modification function, rather than the proper predications. It is usually adjacent to the main verbal predicate and specifying, either the manner (52), location (53), manner/evaluative (54), or quantity (55). Similarly, in case of negation (56, 57), these states-of-affairs do not express the main State/Event/Action itself, but rather
modify the State/Event/Action with regards to its manner or effect, that is, effects of ‘shooting’ in (56) and of ‘walking around’ in (57).

Another Eastern Khanty verb considered in this section on copula clauses is the verb ja-get, become’, which is used typically to express an event of change, transformation (58, 59).

58. jay jaŋk-ä qirqa-qä-at, qul-a jay-ät
    and water-Illat fall-Inch-PST0.3PL fish-Transl become-PST0.3PL
    ‘People started to fall into the water, turned into fish’

59. juqqeq wor-a qir-ôm-åti wajä-qä jay-ät
    woody forest-Illat fall-PP-3PL animal-Transl become-PST0.3PL
    ‘Those (kids) who fell into the forest, turned into animals’

Most frequently these predicates are used in the past tense or perfective aspect in a proposition expressing a permanent or temporary State as a result of an Event of change.

In the above Eastern Khanty intransitive propositions, transformation states-of-affairs with the predicate ‘become’, as in the case of clauses with copula verbs, the single core participant has the semantic role of the Agent. Though the overall semantics of these states-of-affairs makes this single core referent semantically akin to the undergoer of an event of change, morphosyntactically this referent is still coded by the noun in Nominative case (58), or a whole clause with nominalization (59), and thus is classified here as Agent.

In this group of examples with the transformation predicate ‘become’, the resultant state-of-affairs, a time-stable, permanent, concrete entity is coded typically by an NP marked for the Translative case in the nominal part of the complex nominal predicate, while the verb ja- ‘become’ bears the grammatical information. The less time-stable, permanent state is typically coded by the adjectival lexeme, which is the nominal part of the complex nominal predicate containing the verb ‘become’ (60, 61):
60. qatim sart poyaj-oy al’wi-na kön-əl katjyan jayə-yan.
   after pike guts-Prolat Alva-Loc belly-3sg sick become-PST0.3sg
   ‘Alva’s stomach got sick after eating the pike-fish guts’ (Kalinina 1970)

61. joq-ən alla jajm-əl pesə jayə-tə, āl’wə-jə manə-yan
   home-Loc big axe-3sg sharp become-IMPP Alva-Illat go-PST0-3sg
   ‘At home he got a big axe sharp and went to Alva’

More frequently, however, the nominals are used with the predicator affix /-əki/, functioning already as a nominal predicate with the copula ‘become’ acting more as an auxiliary coding TAM semantics of incomeludedness, unboundedness, and imperfectivity (62, 63, 64):

62. muyuli wəl-ta, qam sari melə-ki jə-wəl
   InterPrn live-INF outside wait warm-Pred become-PRST.3sg
   ‘What am I to do, soon it’ll get warmer outside’

63. os t’u suytowat jertina-qi jayə-tə
   Conj that medication expensive-Pred become-Pst0.3PL
   ‘But medication is getting expensive’

64. pirpit-nil-no mörök-ko jayə-yan
   back-3sg-Loc healthy-Pred become-PST0.3sg
   ‘Finally (s)he got better’

Quite rarely, in the context of the future or imperfective, the verb pıt- ‘become’ is used in the similar function of the verbal part of the complex nominal predicate containing a noun, adjective or a participle denoting the resultant state (65).

65. qatun-tə pıt-tə pani puyol-pa ārki persəy jə-s-i
   sick-IMPP become-IMPP and village-Lat2 many strange become-Pst2-PS.3sg
   ‘I am getting sick, while there are more and more strangers in the village’

10.1.1.2.4 Clauses with simple transitive predicates

The typical Eastern Khanty transitive simple clause is a clause coding a transitive state-of-affairs, the action with two core event participants, an animate volitional active Agent, and
a concrete inanimate/animate Target, and a verbal predicate coding a completed change
(Action) V.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & O & V \\
Agent & Target & Predicate \\
\end{array}
\]

66. мн sārt tālka-s-iw
   1Pl pike fry-PST2-1Pl
   ‘We fried a pike-fish’

The transitive clauses fall into six semantic types according to the coded action:

i) Agent’s creation (establishment) or destruction of an entity coded by the argument
   with the semantic role of Target:

67. (mä) n’an’ ter-s-əm
    1sg bread make-PST2-1sg
    ‘(I) baked bread’

68. (jöy) in-t - ot wer-kās
    3sg eat-IMPP - thing make-PST1.3sg
    ‘((S)he) made some food’

69. tim kāt-kān muyuli-kam qantʃi-sə-kən
    this two-Du IndPrn write-PST2-3Du
    ‘These two wrote something’

70. mä ätʃ-im sārt wel-əyi
    1sg brother-1sg pike kill-PST0.3sg
    ‘My brother caught(killed) a pike’

ii) Agent’s considerable effect on the physical shape of the Target:

71. (jīy) oy-al tuiyjoy joyuʃem-s-əta jajəm-na
    3Pl head-3sg away chop-PST2-3Pl axe-Instr/Com
    ‘(They) cut the head off with an axe’

72. jöy n’an’ oyolo-s kötʃəɣ-nə
    3sg bread cut-PST0.3sg knife-Instr/Com
    ‘He cut bread with a knife’

73. (mä) junaŋ petʃɔy-s-əm, qaləw aməl-ati
    1sg ice cut-PST2-3Pl net set-INF/Sup
    ‘(I) smashed ice to set the fishing net’
iii) change in spatial location of the Target:

74. (mä) qaliw-oğ quļ tuvọj we-s-ōm
   lsg net-Prollat fish away take-PST2-1sg
   ‘(I) took the fish from the fishing net’

75. mä nuŋ kä qint-aļan tuvā-s-im
   lsg 2sg two bag-2sg/Du carry-PST2-1sg
   ‘I carried your two bags’

76. (mä) jir maj-li-s-ōm
   lsg offering give--PST2-1sg
   ‘(I) offered a sacrifice’

iv) Agent’s effecting either the external or internal characteristics of the Target:

77. miŋ sart telka-s-iw
   1Pl pike fry-PST2-1Pl
   ‘We fried a pike-fish’

78. (mä) watjanä jerim-s-im qōy-(n)a
   3sg little_finger scratch-PST2-3sg stone-Instr/Com
   ‘(I) scratched my little finger with a glass’

79. (jōy) quļ nōỹas
   3sg fish scale.PST0.3sg
   ‘((S)he) scaled fish’

v) Agent’s sense perception of the Target:

80. jōy mān uwayta-yal
    3sg 1sg-Acc see-PST3.3sg
    ‘(S)he saw me’

81. āmp-ām iyla-pa sunqotoğ suwōlāy-āyi
    dog-1sg down-ILLat smell smell-PST0.3sg
    ‘My dog smelled something down there’

vi) Agent’s communication to the Target:

82. jōy mān-ā tif toloy-qos
    3sg 1sg-ILLat this say-PST1.3sg
    ‘(S)he said this to me’
83. mä jöy-ä jöyökalt-a-yäl-im
1sg 3sg-IIlat scold-PST3-1sg/sg
‘I scolded her yesterday’

In the examples so far (66-83) and further below, it can be seen that the grammatical expression of the semantic roles in Eastern Khanty may vary, but certain patterns of Form-Function correlation are grammaticalized in the system of case inflections. The animate volitional active Agent is typically coded by Nom. case, while the concrete animate/inanimate Target is coded by the Acc. case (unmarked for nouns). Another significant indicator of semantic role is word-order and the predicate (cf. 8.3.1.2.4.Person-Number and 10.1.1.2.1.Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure)).

In the typical transitive Eastern Khanty active clause (3, 4, 106, 107), the referent with the semantic role of Agent, is expressed by a Pronoun (70%) (106, 107, 117, 118), or an NP (30%) and appears in Nominative case (Ag=Prn/NP=Nom). This pattern of the Eastern Khanty coding the Agent role will henceforth be referred to as Agent’s Nominative voice of the active clause controlling the predicate agreement inflection. Less frequently (119, 56) this Agent referent appears inflected for Locative case (Ag=Prn/NP=Loc), still controlling the predicate agreement inflection. This is the case of the Loc-Agent construction (so-called “ergative”) representing a pragmatically marked alteration in the coding of Agent’s semantic role to be detailed below (cf. 10.3.2.The Loc-Agent Constructions.), and will henceforth be referred to as the Agent’s Locative voice. Finally, the Agent of the passive constructions (13, 15) above, and (117, 118) below, also appearing in the Locative case but no longer controlling the predicate agreement inflection (Ag=Prn/NP=Loc≠S) is to be further detailed below (cf. 10.3.1.The Passive Constructions). The latter, Loc marking of the Agent referent
may serve as formal indicator of the de-transitive (passive) voice constructions (cf. further 10.3. Non-canonical Constructions).

Apart form the case marking (Nom. and less frequently Loc.), the Agent semantic role, is most typically clause-initial (1-5, 119, 7, 10, 11, 12, 106, 107). In the cases when it is not, and another referent occurs clause-initially (for example the Target semantic role (21b), or the Locatives in various grammatical functions (purpose, temporal, location adverbials: (85) (88b)), these referents are usually seen as pragmatically prominent, having a degree of pragmatic salience, discourse topicality (cf. 10.2. Information Structure. and 10.3. Non-canonical Constructions).

The referent with the semantic role of Target, is typically expressed by either an NP (80%) unmarked for case (3, 4, 11, 106, 98), or by a Pronoun (20%) in the Accusative case (119), \( \text{Trg} = \text{NP=Nom, Prn=Acc} \)). Expectedly, in passive constructions (13, 15), the semantic role of Target appears in the Nominative case, controlling the agreement inflection of the predicate (\( \text{Trg=NP/NP=Nom} \)), replacing the Agent role in this grammatical function (more cf. 10.3.1. The Passive Constructions).

10.1.1.2.5 Reflexives

There are Eastern Khanty constructions exemplified by (84a) through (84d) that imply an action where participants with the semantic roles of Agent and Target, are coreferential, i.e. the Agent performs some action upon itself. Thus, in comparison to the active direct transitive (84a) with non-coreferential Agent ‘1sg’ and Target ‘bread’, the clauses (84b-d) code various situations where the Agent and the Target are coreferential:

84. a) mä n’än’ (%mil-näm / toyoj) öyô-käs-êm köjtəy-nä
1sg bread (touch-Refl/away) cut-PST1-1sg knife-Com/Instr
‘I cut bread with a knife (%incidentally/on purpose)’
Active direct transitive action (optional adverbials specify degree of intentionality).

b) mä köt-äm (mil-näm / toyoj) öyo-käs-öm kötjäy-nä
1sg hand-1sg touch-Refl/away cut-PST3-1sg knife-Com/Instr
'I cut my hand with a knife (incidentally/on purpose)'
Reflexive or middle event with the Nom-Agent’s body-part is the Acc-Target (optional adverbials specify degree of intentionality).

c) män-na köt-äm (mil-näm /%tyoj) öyo-käs-öm kötjäy-nä
1sg-Loc hand-1sg (touch-Refl/away) cut-PST3-1sg knife-Com
'I cut my hand with a knife (incidentally /%on purpose)'
Reflexive or middle event with the Loc-Agent of lower control/volition and the Agent’s body-part being the Acc-Target (optional adverbials specify degree of intentionality).

d) mä kötjäy-nä män-nämä (mil-näm / toyoj) öyo-käs-öm
1sg knife-Com/Instr 1sg-Refl (touch-Refl/away) cut-PST3-1sg
'I cut myself with a knife (incidentally/%on purpose)'
Reflexive event with the active direct transitive clause; the Target referent with the reflexive pronominal inflection /-nämä/ is coreferential with the Nom-Agent (optional adverbials specify degree of intentionality).

While (84b) is formally still very much a transitive Action, with the Target role ‘hand’ technically non-coreferential with the ‘1sg’ Agent role, the underlying state-of-affairs still implies identity of the core participants. The verbs used in these clauses are typically used in the active constructions with two core participants, but the underlying state-of-affairs appears to deviate from prototypical transitivity in that the Agent acts on itself. The required second participant slot is filled by the referent that in one way (part of (84b-c)) or another (explicit “self” reference (84d)) refers back to the Agent referent. Unlike (84b), which allows for volitional, purposeful event of acting on oneself, the Loc-Agent voice in (84c) codes less intentional, defocused Agent and typically has a ‘reading’ of the less volitional, intentional
Event/Action (more cf. 10.3. Non-canonical Constructions). Finally, example (84d), morphosyntactically identical to the (84a) (apart from the Target role lexical content) displays an explicit rendering of the Target role as coreferential with the Agent role, coded by the invariable reflexive marker nâmä postposed to the 1sg personal pronoun. Generally, the reflexives of the (84d) kind are by far more frequent in Eastern Khanty than those of the (84b-c) kind, and may be regarded as more typical. That is, the use of the reflexive form of the pronoun (affixed with nâmä) is more generic and common, whereas the use of the possessive marked NP is more specific, less frequent.

85. muyl’a (nuŋ) nüŋ-nâmä patält-ɔwan?' why (2sg) 2sg-Refl freeze-Prst.2sg ‘What are (you) freezing yourself for?’

In (85), the 2sg reflexive-pronominal Target is referential with the elided Agent role, which is apparent from the Agent-controlled agreement inflection on the predicate.

86. qu jōy-nâmä-ti jəŋq-nәti tʃəŋən-ayi man 3sg-Refl-Det vodka-Instr poison-PST0.3sg ‘The man poisoned himself with vodka’

87. qantəŋ jay jōy-nämä-ti jəŋqi-wəl-t / tʃəŋən-wəl-t Khanty people 3Pl-Refl-Det vodka-Prst-3Pl poison-Prst-3Pl ‘Khanty people are drinking / poisoning themselves to death with vodka’

In (86-87), the Agent role is coded by the full NP in the Nom. case controlling predicate agreement, while their coreferential Target referents are coded as pronouns with reflexive marker nâmä, postposed with the demonstrative ti ‘this’, which is used to express the emphatic reflexive sense (cf. 3.1.1.2. Reflexive Forms).
Some of the reflexive meanings are coded in the derived verbal forms with the help of intransitive verbal affixes, such as /-in-/ or /-int-/, which typically render a derived form in some reflexive sense (cf. 8.3.1.1.2.1. Aspectual and Voice Affixation):

88. a) jay wajay-ät al-wal-ät  
    people animal-Pl lie-Prst-3Pl  
    ‘People and animals sleep (lie)’

    b) itän li-s-uy päni al-int-äś-uy  
    evening eat-Pst2-3PL and lie-Der-PST2-3PL  
    ‘In the evening, they ate and went to bed (laid themselves to sleep)’

Example (88a) represents a regular State, with the single Agent referent in the Nom case controlling the agreement inflection on the predicate. In (88b), the presence of the verbal affix /-int-/ on the predicate with the same root as in (88a), implies some sense of Action (as opposed to State), transitivity, although the proposition still has a single argument, the elided Agent controlling the 3Pl agreement inflection on the predicate.

Another, more recent form of coding of the reflexive meaning is the use of uninflccted infinitival form of a loan lexical verb followed by the auxiliary verb wer- ‘do’, which carries all the grammar inflections. Generally, the verb wer- ‘do/make’ could be considered as the prototype of the Action clause, similar to the way the verb wäl-’be/live/exist’ can be seen as the prototype of the State, and the verb jər(y)- ‘become’ is the prototype of the Event.

89. a) mà käınä qotl prıtsa wer-l-äm  
    1sg “every” day “shave(rfl)” do-Prst-1sg  
    ‘I shave every day’

    b) nip-äm-na mà-n käınä qotl prı  
    woman-1sg-Loc 1sg-Acc “every” day “shave(tr)” do-Prst.3sg  
    ‘My wife shaves me every day’
The reflexive sense in (89a) is coded by the use of the appropriate de-transitive (reflexive) infinitive form of the loan verb (cf. prit’sa (Russ. бриться) ‘to shave (intrans.)’ vs. prit’ (бриться) ‘to shave (trans.’). This is clearly a contact induced innovation in the total bi-lingual environment, which manifests code-switching, gradual language assimilation. In (89a), the Agent referent is the single participant, expectedly in Nom. case and controlling the predicate agreement inflection. In (89b), the proposition has two participants, the Agent role marked for Loc case and the Target role in Acc case (unmarked for nouns). This is a Loc-Agent voice construction which has pragmatic motivation (cf. 10.3.2. The Loc-Agent Constructions.).

The native Eastern Khanty lexicon appears to allow only typical active direct action construction in both the (89a) and (89b) cases, with overt ‘beard’ or ‘hair’ as Target roles:

c) mä käñä qotl lus-im toyoj jor-l-im
1sg “every” day beard-1sg away cut-Prst-1sg/bg
‘I shave (cut) my beard every day’

d) nin-äm-nə mä lus-im käñä qotl toyoj jor-l-atə
woman-1sg-Loc 1sg beard-1sg “every” day away cut-Prst-3sg/bg
‘My wife shaves (cuts) my beard every day’

10.1.1.2.6 Reciprocals

This type of Eastern Khanty constructions is used to code reciprocity, using the reciprocal particle /nul/ in postposition to the agentive argument whose reciprocal event participation is described (90b):

90. a) ti qu sart wel-äyi
this man pike kill-PST0.3sg
‘This man killed a pike fish’
Active direct transitive action.
b)    ti  qu-jat nül  wel-wəl-t
      this man-Pl Recipr kill-Prst-3Pl
'These men are killing each other'

Reciprocal transitive event with the reciprocal particle
nül roughly similar in meaning to ‘each other’ and 3Pl
predicate agreement inflection.

The fact of reciprocal participation of numerous Agents in the event is also reflected in the
use of the predicate agreement inflection (PL or DU) (91). Often though, in the narrative
speech, this agreement appears to be the default 3sg (92, 93). Since the discourse
environment does not appear to show any considerable variation, the reciprocal marker nül
bears a reciprocal meaning heavy enough to license the default 3sg inflection. On the other
hand, the Pl predicate agreement may also code a more individual action of each member of
the group of Agents similarly on all other members, whereas the Sg agreement may code a
more homogenous, indiscriminate mass acting (compare (91) vs. (92, 93)).

91.  quij-ət nül  jovoj-wəlt
     man-Pl Recipr beat-Prst.3Pl
     'The men are beating each other'

Reciprocal transitive event with the reciprocal particle
nül 'each other' and the 3Pl predicate agreement
inflection.

92.  ämp-ət nül  par-wəl
     dog-Pl Recipr fight-Prst.3sg
     'The dogs are fighting'

Reciprocal transitive event with the reciprocal particle
nül 'each other' and 3sg predicate agreement inflection.

93.  ämp-ət nül  ron'-wəl
     dog-Pl Recipr bite-Prst.3sg
     'The dogs are biting each other'

Reciprocal transitive event with the reciprocal particle
nül 'each other' and 3sg predicate agreement inflection.

Alternatively, some reciprocal senses may be coded by the use of Comitative-
Instrumental case affix marking the argument that codes the co-participating Agent-like
referent with the semantic role of Associative (cf. 2.1.2.2.3.Case). A type of the Eastern Khanty intransitive Event with more than one participant typically has apart from the core role of the Agent, a second participant associated with the Agent, and acting with the Agent either in homogenous (94), or in a reciprocal manner (95c), (96b), (97b):

94. miŋ Tajka Nazonkin-na wer-s-ämin loq-ŋə
1Du Tajka Nazonkin-Com work-PST2-3Du road-Loc
‘We, with Tajka Nazonkin work on the road’
Intransitive action with the Nom-Agent and the Com-Assoc. role and Du predicate agreement.

95. a)qu-jali aj ni tfuipi-l-tə
man-Dim small woman kiss-Prst-3sg/sg
‘Young man is kissing a young woman’
Direct transitive action with the Nom-Agent and the zero-marked Acc. of the nominal Target.

b) qu-jali-ŋə aj ni tfuipi-l-tə
man-Dim-Loc small woman kiss-Prst-3sg/sg
‘Young man is kissing a young woman’
Direct transitive action with the Loc-Agent voice and zero-marked Acc. of the nominal Target.

c) qu-jali aj niŋa tfuipi-nt-əl-ŋən
man-Dim small woman-Com kiss-Tr-Prst-3Du
‘Young man and a young woman are(2) kissing’
Reciprocal event coded by the de-transitive clause (de-Tr verbal affix /-nt-/ with two agentive core arguments: the Nom-Agent and Com. case-marked agentive Associative co-participant, and de-transitive verbal predicate inflected for 3Du agreement.

While the co-participant is marked with the Com-Instr. case, the predicate agreement inflection is indicative of the number of the participants: two in case of 3Du in (95c) and (97d). In some cases, however, this person-number agreement inflection may appear to be the default 3PL both, for 3dual and 3plural participants as in (96b), which is a prevalent
phenomenon in Khanty. More noteworthy, however, are the cases, where the co-participation is not reflected in the predicate agreement inflection, cf. (97c) vs (97d).

96. a) ṣŋk-āl-na

mother-3sg-Loc

werəŋ ot-əl

small thing-3sg

tʃupi-1-ə
t

kiss-Prst-3sg/sg

‘Mother is kissing a child’

Direct transitive action with Loc-Agent voice and zero-marked Acc. of the nominal Target.

b) ṣŋk-āl

werəŋ ot-ləw-na

mother-3sg

small thing-3sg-Com

tʃupi-nt-əwəlt

kiss-Tr-Prst.3Pl

‘Mother and her child are(Pl) kissing’

Reciprocal event coded by the de-transitive clause (de-Tr verbal affix /-nt/-) with two agentive core arguments: the Nom-Agent and Com-marked agentive Associative co-participant, and de-transitive predicate inflected for 3Pl agreement.

Finally, the co-participation in the event could be coded by both the use of the reciprocal particle postposed to the co-participating agentive referent in the Associative semantic role as well as with marking of this argument with Comitative-Instrumental case inflection (97c)

97. a) quj-anə

man-Loc

niŋ-əl

woman-3sg

ewɬ-1-ə

hug-Prst-3sg/sg

‘The man is hugging his wife’

Direct transitive action with the Loc-Agent voice and zero-marked Acc. nominal Target.

b) ṣŋk-āl

öŋ-əl-nä

mother-3sg

daugther-3sg-Com

ewɬ-əltə-əl-kən

hug-Tr/Rfl-Prst-3Du

‘The mother and her daughter are(Du) hugging’

Reciprocal event coded by the de-transitive clause (de-Tr verbal affix /-lt/-) with two agentive core arguments: the Nom-Agent and Com-marked agentive Associative co-participant, and de-transitive predicate inflected for 3Du agreement.

c) ṣŋk-āl

öŋ-əl-nä

mother-3sg

daugther-3sg-Com

ewɬ-əltə-wəl

hug-Tr/Rfl-Prst.3sg

‘The mother is hugging with her daughter’
Reciprocal event coded by the de-transitive clause (de-Tr verbal affix /-lt-/) with two agentive core arguments: the Nom-Agent and Com-marked agentive Associative co-participant, and de-transitive predicate inflected for 3sg agreement.

d) quj-ali aj ni-pa nul awal-wal
man-Dim small.woman-Com Recpr hug-Prst.3sg
‘The young man and a young woman are hugging’

Reciprocal event coded by the regular transitive clause with the Nom-Agent and Com-marked agentive Associative co-participant; reciprocal particle /nul/; and transitive predicate inflected for 3sg agreement.

The difference in coding of seemingly identical reciprocal events (97b, c, d) is formally in the verbal agreement inflection: 3sg vs. 3Du/3Pl. The underlying motivation for this difference may be in the conceptualization of the degree of involvement and control of the participants in the event. Thus in (b), both of the agentive participants have comparable participant status, with comparable degree of control and volition, which is reflected in 3Du agreement inflection on the predicate ‘hug’. In (97c), however, the degree of involvement and control in the event could be viewed as unequal. The event still implies co-participation which is reflected by the Com-Instr. case marker of one of the participants, the Associative ‘daughter’. However, the event still lacks adequate reciprocity, in the degree of control or volition, which is reflected in the use of the 3sg agreement inflection, pointing at the unmarked more agentive participant ‘mother’. In (97d), the use of the Com-Instr case marker on the Associative role signals co-participation with light (potential) reciprocity, while the particle /nul/ signals the proper (heavy) reciprocity, most likely to license the use of the default 3sg predicate agreement.
10.1.1.2.7 Clauses with di-transitive predicates

In the Eastern Khanty ditransitive clauses coding Actions with three or more participants, the participants of the proposition find a variety of formal means of expression, case forms and linear order. Below, all possible ditransitive situations belong to one of five types of ditransitive clauses, implying five respective schemas for grammatical coding of the semantic roles.

98. ἀmp-ā int-ot mā-yās-in ?
    dog-ILLat eat-thing give-PST3-sg/2sg
    ‘Did you give food to the dogs?’

99. tʃıkäj-äm-ā kəŋwətk-āt wə-l-am
    younger sister-1sg-ILLat sweet-PL buy-Prst-1sg
    ‘I will buy sweets for my younger sister’ (Tereskin 1961: 48)

100. nəŋ-æl-l-ä jernās-ot jən-s-ot
    woman-Dim-Pl-ILLat dress-Pl sew-PST2-3Pl
    ‘They made dresses for the girls’ (Tereskin 1961: 48)

(i) In (98-100) the Agent is coded pronominally in the Nominative case (Ag=Prn=Nom). The second core participant is in the semantic relation of Benefactive and is expressed by the NPs kəʃka ‘cat’ and ἀmp ‘dog’, tʃıkäj ‘sister’ and nijaleza ‘girls’ in the Illative case (Ben=NP=ILLat). The animate referent in the semantic relation of Benefactive, due to its animate nature is the recipient of the spatial transfer of an inanimate Target participant. If the Benefactive is inanimate, however, the sense of recipient appears absent, with only the sense of spatial transfer, movement remaining (compare (101) vs. (102).

101. mā əŋk-im-ä rāk tu-s-əm
    1sg mother-1sg-ILLat flour bring-PST2-1sg
    ‘I brought flour for my mother’
Finally, the referent of the proposition with the semantic role of Target is expressed by the NPs, *moloka* ‘milk’ and *intot* ‘food’, *konwok* ‘sweets’ and *jemäs* ‘dresses’ unmarked for case (Acc). The Target is distinguished from the Agent by the animacy status contrast (Target=inanimate vs. Agent=animate), as well as by the predicate agreement controlled by the Agent. This first pattern of grammatical coding of the semantic roles of the referents covering this group of examples (98-100) and (103, 105) could be schematically represented as follows (Fig.1):

![Di-transitive event-proposition schema (i).](attachment:image.png)

As in (98-100, 101), the Agent is frequently elided from overt expression, being available contextually and formally from the co-referential predicate agreement inflection. Examples (103) and (104) below may also be considered to follow the pattern (i), only difference being the use of a rare Illative-Purpose case form */-ati/* to mark the Benefactive relation:

103. *tim ul-t aŋk-im-äti qajla-l-am*
   the berry-Pl mother-1sg-Illat/Purp leave-Prst-sg/1sg
   ‘These berries I will leave for my mother’ (Tereskin 1961: 48)
104. qoj-at nọŋ tim well wọ-l-in?
    who-Il-lat/Purp 2sg this deer take-Prst-sg/2sg
    'Who are you buying this deer for?' (Gulya 1966: 55)

What distinguishes this rarely used Il-lat-Purp. form from the more common Il-lat. is a certain modal sense of purpose and/or obligation present in the Il-lat-Purp. marked proposition (cf. 11.1.1.2.1.Deontic modality complements).

The schema (Fig.1) also covers the situations of communication, where what is said, the 'message' is functionally akin to the inanimate object of transfer, the Target role (105):

105. pəy-ali ap-al-a eryalti, ọŋk-il wu-m-al tayi
    son-Dim father-3sg-Illat tell.PST0.3sg mother-3sg see-PP-3sg place
    'The boy told his father (the place) where he saw his mother'

Example (106) is significant in that apart from the animate Benefactor (full NP unmarked for case) of the Target of transfer (Pron=Acc.; Ø=full NP) there is also a proper spatial landmark coded by the NP 'village' in the Illative case.

106. mā ọŋk-im puqol-a qul tu-s-əm
    1sg mother-POSS.1sg village-Illlat fish bring-PST2-1sg
    'I brought fish to the village for my mother'

Incidentally, once the spatial landmark is not present (compare (109)), the Benefactor occurs inflected for Acc. in the case of pronoun or uninfl cted for case in the case of a noun, whereas the inanimate object of manipulation appears inflected for InstrObj case (cf. 2.1.2.2.3. Case), exemplifying the model (iii) below.

(ii) The next pattern is illustrated by examples (107-108) below, and represents a quite rare type in the Eastern Khanty data (1%). The referent with the semantic role of Agent is expressed either by an NP or a Pronoun in the Nom case (Ag=NP/Pron=Nom). The Benefactive is expressed either by a Pronoun or an NP in the Illative case
(Ben=NP/Pn=Illat), and the Target is coded by an NP in the Instrumental-Objective case

(Trg=NP=Instr/Obj) - Fig.2:

107. min nöŋ-ä woqi-tə məj-əl-l-əmən
    1Du 2sg-Illat  fox-Instr/Obj  give-Dur-Prst-1Du
    ‘We(2) are giving you a fox’
    (Gulya 1966: 56)

108. iki øj nín-ä tut-ə jəyi-yən: ...
    oldman one woman-Illat this-Instr/Obj say-PST0.3sg
    ‘The oldman says this to one of the women: ...’

Fig.2: Di-transitive event-proposition schema (ii).

109. mä əŋk-im qul-ə tu-s-əm
    1sg mother-POSS.1sg  fish-Instr  bring-PST2-1sg
    ‘I brought fish to my mother’

(iii) The third pattern covers the Eastern Khanty transitive clauses exemplified by (109-110)
and (111), where the Agent is typically expressed pronominally or by an NP in the
Nominative case (Ag=NP/Pn=Nom).

110. män-t noyi-tə tu-s
    1sg-Acc meat-InstrObj bring-PST2.3sg
    ‘(S)he brought me meat’
    (Tereskin, 1961: 50)

111. jöy män-t noyi-tə ma-s
    3sg 1sg-Acc meat-InstrObj give-PST2.3sg
    ‘(S)he gave me meat’

Frequently, the Agent referent is elided from overt expression (112-113):
112. oyrap-il taman-o pan-s-o
door-3sg lock-InstrObj lay-PST2-sg/3sg
‘He locked the door with a lock’ (Tereskin 1961: 52)

113. män-t int-ot-o mij-ä
1sg-Acc cat-thing-InstrObj give-Imper.2sg
‘Give me some food’

The Benefactive is expressed either by the Pronoun in the Acc. case (111), (113), or the NPs unmarked for case (110-109), (112) (Ben=NP/Pmn=Acc):

114. min nōp-at nān-o ma-l-ma
1Du 2sg-Acc bread-InstrObj give-Prst-1Du
‘We(two) give you bread’ (Gulya 1966: 76)

The referent with the semantic role of Target is typically coded by an NP in the Instrumental-Objective case (110-115) (Trg=NP/Pmn=InstrObj) - Fig.3:

115. pōtjän-äm nāl-ä punka-s-im
gun-POSS.1sg bullet-InstrO load-PST2-sg/1sg
‘I loaded my gun with a bullet’

![Diagram](image)

**Fig.3: Di-transitive event-proposition schema (iii).**

(iv) The next pattern exemplified by (116-120) covers approximately 13% of the Eastern Khanty transitive clauses, and appears to be a pragmatically marked (10.3.Non-canonical
Constructions) variant of the pattern (iii), structurally identical apart from the Loc. case marking of the referent with the semantic role of Agent (Ag=NP/Prn=Loc):

116. jöy-ən män-t suməny-ə maj-l-əs
   3sg-Loc 1sg-Acc headscarf-InstrObj  give-Tr-PST0.3sg
   'He gave me a headscarf'  (Tereskin 1961: 52)

117. jöy-ən män-t kät qul-ən-ə mə-ɣəs
   3sg-Loc 1sg-Acc two fish-Du-InstrObj  give-PST3.3sg
   'He gave me two fish'

118. jöy-ən aj-ni köɣər-ʃəŋk-ə mə-l-tə
   3sg-Loc small-woman boiled-water-InstrObj  give-Prst-sg/3sg
   'He gave soup to the girl'  (Gulja 1966: 56)

The Benefactive is typically expressed by the Pronoun in the Accusative case (116, 117, 119, 120) or an NP unmarked for case (118) (Ben=Prn/NP=Acc/Ø):

119. non-ən män-t qul-ə mə-ɣəs-ən
   2sg-Loc 1sg-Acc fish-InstrObj  give-PST3.2sg
   You gave me fish'

120. pälænə jay-na min-t räk-ə totqəl-wəlt
   sometimes people-Loc 1PL-Acc flour-InstrObj  give-Prst.3PL
   'Occasionally people give us some flour'  (Tereskin 1961: 53)

The Target is typically coded by an NP in the Instrumental-Objective case (Trg=NP=InstrObj) Fig.4:
There is a rare example in the available data that within this pattern offers an alternative way of coding of the Benefactive semantic relation and the Target semantic role (121). It is the Illat. case coding of the pronominal 3sg Benefactive and the Acc. case coding of the pronominal 1sg Target, which contrast the pattern’s Acc case marking of Benefactive and the InstrObj case marking of Target. This example could be likened to the pattern (i) and (ii) in its Illat case marking of the Benefactive. Such coding could be explained as a strategy to prevent potential ambiguity. The existence of two pronominal arguments, the Target and the Benefactive, could result in an ambiguity as to their roles in the state-of-affairs, as according to the pattern they were supposed to be both marked with the Acc. It should be noted that the InstrObj case never marks animate pronominal arguments, hence “Instrumental-Object”. The ambiguity is resolved here by the use of the Acc case for the Target, i.e. the object of manipulation/transfer (a rare action towards a human, i.e. an SAP manipulatee), and by the use of the Illat case for the Benefactive, i.e. the spatial Landmark of the Target transfer. The word-order is also indicative of the distinctiveness of the action, with the Target argument used in the post-Agent slot of the general SOV linear order, while the Benefactive in the Illat. case is used in the pre-V slot, normally taken by adverbials (cf. 5.Adverbial Modifiers).

(v) The last pattern is illustrated by the example (122b) above, and represents another pragmatically marked clause type, the passive voice, with an average frequency in the Eastern Khanty data of 10%.
b) ṣẹp-il-na int-i pənì joyl-ə wer-i
father-3sg-Loc feed-PS.3sg and bow-InstrObj make-PS.3sg
'A boy is crying, asking for food, his father fed him and made a bow'  
(Tereskin 1961:53)

The referent with the semantic role of Agent is expressed either by an NP or a Pronoun in the Loc. case or is not overtly expressed: (Ag=NP/Prn=Loc). The Benefactive relation is expressed either by a Pronoun or an NP in the Nominative case (Ben=NP/Prn=Nom) and controls the predicate agreement inflection. The Target is coded by an NP in the Instrumental-Object case: (Trg=NP=InstrObj) - Fig.5:

Fig.5: Di-transitive event-proposition schema (v).

This pattern will be considered in more detail in the section on the non-canonical constructions (cf. 10.3.Non-canonical Constructions), displaying marked grammatical coding of the semantic roles. The motivation for these morphosyntactic marking is iconic of the pragmatic markedness associated with notions of topicality, demotion, and control.
It can be seen in the above five models of the Eastern Khanty coding of the ditransitive states-of-affairs that the most frequent patterns of coding the participants with core semantic roles are as follows:

- the Agent semantic role is coded by Nom. (patterns (i), (ii), (iii)); less frequent pattern is the Loc-marking in case of the pragmatically motivated non-canonical constructions (Loc-Agent (pattern (iv)), and passive (pattern (v)));

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>(ii)</th>
<th>(iii)</th>
<th>(iv)</th>
<th>(v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag=Nom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ag=Loc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- the semantic relation of Benefactive (animate Recipient for whose benefit the action occurs) is coded by the Acc-marked pronouns or Ø-marked full NP (patterns (iii), (iv)); and less frequently by the Illative/Ilative-Purp. (patterns (i) and (ii)); or Nom case in case of passive pattern (v);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>(ii)</th>
<th>(iii)</th>
<th>(iv)</th>
<th>(v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ben=Illat/Ilat-Purp</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ben=Acc</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ben=Nom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- the semantic role of Target (manipulable inanimate object) is coded by InstrObj. case (patterns (ii-iv)); and less frequently by the Acc. (Ø=full NP) (pattern (i)); or InstrObj. case in the passive pattern (v);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>(ii)</th>
<th>(iii)</th>
<th>(iv)</th>
<th>(v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targ=Acc</td>
<td>Targ=InstrObj</td>
<td></td>
<td>Targ=InstrObj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apparent in the above patterning is that in the Eastern Khanty ditransitive clause, the core semantic roles of the Agent and the Target are coded grammatically by the cases which are central, core in the argument structure of the clause (Nom, Acc), whereas the peripheral, spatial and instrumental cases typically code the participants which are less central to the semantics of the proposition, more peripheral semantic roles (Ilat, Ilat-Purp, Loc., Instr.,
InstrObj, etc). This represents the canonical di-transitive pattern of morphosyntactic coding of the semantic roles, grammaticalized in the Eastern Khanty case system, where the Nom case is used for the Agent; the Acc case (marked the pronouns and unmarked for nouns) or InstrObj is used to code the Target; while Illative or Illative-Purposive case is used to mark the animate Benefactive. Thus, the patterns (i) and (ii) are peculiar as they exemplify Benefactive marked similarly to peripheral event participants by the spatial Illative or Illative-Purposive case. However, these patterns differ in the grammatical coding of the semantic role of Target: the Acc case of the pattern (i) and in the InstrObj of the pattern (ii), as exemplified by (98-100) above in comparison of (100) vs. (101). Unlike patterns (iv)-(v), in (i) and (ii), as in (99) repeated here, the referent coded by the argument in Illat. or Illat-Pupr. case is what can be termed a remote Benefactive, at a local scale it is a designation-purpose landmark for the event of manipulation of an inanimate object, similar to a spatial landmark for object transfer.

99. tʃakäi-äm-ä kənəkt-ät wə-l-əm
   younger sister-1sg-Illat sweet-PL buy-Prst-1sg
   ‘I will buy sweets for my younger sister’  (Tereskin 1961: 48)

As such, this purposive designator is coded formally in a way similar to other spatial, temporal, etc. adverbials, that is, by NPs in spatial Illative case form (cf. for example, 5. Adverbial Modifiers). In this same manner, nonfinite (participial and infinitival) subordinate clauses with purpose semantic relation are used inflected for the Illat. or Illat-Purp. cases in the function of adverbials (cf. (123) here, and 5.1.2.1.Subordinate clauses with adverbial semantics).

123. wäsk-ä qatantə-l-əm, jöyö-t-äm-ä
    duck-Illat sneak-Prst-1sg shoot-1MPP-1sg-Illat
    ‘(I) sneak on a duck, so that I could shoot it’
Patterns (i) through (iv) appear to show the dominant linear ordering of the semantic roles: *Agent → Benefactive → Target → Predicate*, generally corresponding (with the exception of pattern (i)) to their grammar: case marking and predicate agreement control: *Nom or Loc [+agreement]=(Agent) → Illat [−agreement] or Acc [±agreement]=(Benefactive) → Acc[±agreement] or InstrObj[−agreement]=(Target) → V*. This correspondence is followed, to an extent, in the passive pattern (v) as well, with the order: *Nom[+agreement]=Ben → Loc=Agent[−agreement]→ InstrObj=Target[−agreement] → V*.

Patterns (iii) and (iv) consistently show Acc/Ø case-marking of the Benefactive role, while patterns (ii-v) are consistent in InstrObj case marking of the inanimate Target role (the referents ‘fox’ in (107) and ‘fish’ in (109, 117, 119) are perceived as inanimate (dead)). The unmarked Acc case coding of both, the inanimate Target role and the animate Benefactive role in (106) within the pattern (i), could be attributed to the economy principle, as in all available examples of this type any ambiguity concerning the semantic relation or grammatical function of the referents is improbable in light of differences in animacy, discourse or cultural status (Ben ‘mother’ vs. Target ‘fish’).

Considering the pattern (iv) vs. (i), (ii) and (iii), the pragmatic markedness of the proposition, the Loc-marking of the Agent referent does not affect the coding and overall status of other semantic roles in the proposition (cf. 10.3.2. The Loc-Agent Constructions.). Passive pattern (v), on the contrary, illustrates the effect of pragmatic operations such as voice on determining the status (core vs. peripheral) and grammatical coding of the semantic roles (cf. 10.3.1. The Passive Constructions).

Predicate agreement inflections, indicating the grammatical functions of the participants in the proposition, may also be indicative of the semantic status of the referents. That is, it is
the core semantic roles (Agent and Target) that control the agreement in the clause, coded as bound morphemes of possessive etymology on the verbal predicate. Thus, for example, as established above and further confirmed below (cf. 10.1.1.2.1.Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure)), the semantic role of the Agent tends strongly to control the so called "subjective" Agent-predicate agreement inflection (cf. 8.3.1.2.4.1.Subjective Conjugation). Also following the outlined pattern, the semantic role of Target typically coded by the Acc. case may trigger the so-called "objective" Agent-Target-predicate agreement inflection, once this Target referent has the appropriate pragmatic status (cf. 8.3.1.2.4.1.Subjective Conjugation and 10.1.1.2.1.Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure)). In case of ditransitive propositions, this is typically the animate referent in the Benefactive semantic relation.

Thus, for example, in (115), repeated here for convenience, the objective Agent-Target-predicate agreement inflection shows coreference with the elided 1sg Agent role, and the sg of the Target role 'my gun', rather than the Instrument 'bullet'. This is evident from the fact, that if the number of the Instrument referent changes, the Agent-Target-predicate agreement inflection remains sg (b):

\[\sqrt{115.a) \ pö́tj'kán-ám \ nál-é \ punka-s-im} \]
\[\text{gun-POSS.1sg \ bullet-InstrObj \ put-PST2-sg/1sg} \]
\[\text{‘I loaded my gun with a bullet’}\]

\[\sqrt{b) \ pö́tj'kán-ám \ nál-t-é \ punka-s-im} \]
\[\text{gun-POSS.1sg \ bullet-Pl-InstrObj \ put-PST2-sg/1sg} \]
\[\text{‘I loaded my gun with bullets’}\]

There are some examples, however, where the objective agreement appears to be controlled by the argument of the proposition coding the referent with the semantic role of
Target, the inanimate object of manipulation. Thus, in the example (124), it is most likely the 'given', i.e. the Target 'what you want' that is marked as sg. by the verbal predicate inflection. This assumption is based on the fact that the relative clauses such as the participial clause 'what you want' here, renders the relativized constituent as high in pragmatic status, that is, identifiable, accessible and active in the interlocutors' discourse universe (cf. 10.2. Information Structure).

124. möyölä koj-emp-in, nöŋ-ä mœ-l-im
    what want-PP-2sg 2sg-Illat give-Prst-sg/1sg
    'What you want, I give to you' (Gulya 1966: 86)

Similarly, in (104), repeated below, it is most probably the object of buying, 'this deer', being identifiable, active contextually and situationally, that controls the sg Agent-Target-predicate agreement (objective conjugation) of the predicate 'buy', because the focused referent 'who' of the question can not bear the required pragmatic status, i.e. definiteness, activation.

104. qoj-at nöŋ tim welí wa-l-în ?
    who-Illat/Purp 2sg this deer take-Prst-2sg
    'Who are you buying this deer for?' (Gulya 1966: 55)

These examples characterize the pattern (i), as distinct from the other patterns, particularly such as (iii-iv), in that it is the semantic role of Target, the inanimate entity that is coded by the NP's or nominalizations unmarked for case, and not the semantic role of the animate Benefactive coded by either NPs or pronouns marked for the Illative or Illative-Purposeive case. Functionally thus, within the pattern (i), the Benefactive relation is construed in the proposition as peripheral, the adverbial in either spatial or purposive relation, while the Target role is construed as belonging to the semantic core of the proposition, the entity undergoing/registering the change. Within the patterns (iii-iv), on the contrary, the
Benefactive is one of the core participants in the proposition, undergoing the change, while the Target is peripheral as the instrumental adverbial.

On the other hand, pattern (i) stands apart from the pattern (ii) in that the role of the inanimate Target is unmarked for case as opposed to its InstrObj case marking in the pattern (ii) where it is functioning as an instrumental adverbial. This morphosyntactic complexity of the Target role coding within the pattern (ii) appears to reflect iconically the fact of lesser semantic proximity of this referent to the core of the proposition, where Benefactive relation appears more salient at the propositional level.

10.1.1.3 Simple Clause Word Order

It is evident from (67, 68, 71, 73, 74, 76, 78, 79) above that in Eastern Khanty, the Agent referent is often elided from the explicit expression, being marked by the co-referential agreement inflection on the verbal predicate. Nevertheless, it is also noticeable that the dominant and fairly rigid linear word order in the Eastern Khanty simple clause is SOV. Of course, in the discussion to follow, as in previous sections, it should be born in mind, that word-order is assumed to be a complex multi-factorial domain, where generalizations are more often scalar rather than discrete (cf. Givon 2001: 234).

Following the traditional word-order typology, the differentiation will be made between the dependent and independent variables (Greenberg 1966):

a) Independent variable:

- WO in simple unmarked clause

b) Dependent WO Variable:

- WO in complex subordinate clause
-WO in NP

-order of morphemes vis-à-vis lexical word-stems: morphotactics

Thus, the word-order in the Eastern Khanty independent, simple unmarked indicative active-
direct transitive clause is typically SOV:

125. ja-ken a sa-ken nuruyte-l-ken
    bear-Du Conj. cub-Du run-Prst-3Du
    ‘A bear with a cub are running’
    Direct active intransitive clause: S-V.

126. ja-ken tom jiyi pelay-na ut-a kariimta-s-ken
    bear-Du Dem river side-Loc forest-lllat turn-PST2-3Du
    ‘The bears(two) on the other side of the river turned into the forest’
    Intransitive clause with oblique elements: S-Obl-V.

127. juy sayillti-min men-as
    3sg run-Conv go-PST2.3sg
    ‘He took off running’
    Intransitive clause with embedded Adverbial nonfinite (Conv) clause: S-Obl[ConvCl]-V.

128. toyi jor alla-ki iki
    there hill big-Pred Pred.
    ‘That hill there is big’
    Intransitive state with nominal predicate: S-V[nom].

129. mä qul wel-s-əm
    1sg fish kill-PST2-1sg
    ‘I caught a fish’
    Active Direct transitive clause: S-O-V.

130. Igorenka Sashka-na samt-a ṭsi-nam joyo-wal
    Igorenko Sashka-Loc mug-lllat this-Lat shoot-Prst.3sg
    ‘Sashka Igorenko shot at the mug’
    Active direct transitive clause with an oblique: S-Obl-V.

131. tawaj men-l-əw, pōt[kān-ät nā-yl-i] poni-tat i tawaj men-l-əw
    let’s go-Prst-1Pl gun-Pl bullet-Pl-InstrO load-Imper.2Pl and let’s go-Prst-1Pl
    “Let’s go, load you’all’s guns with bullets and let’s go”
    Transitive imperative clause with an oblique element:(S)-O-Obl-V.
132. min toyu wer-ta maswəl
1Pl fire do-INF need
‘We need to make a fire’
Transitive clause with verbal complement (obligation/necessity), the
infinitival CompCl is the second argument of the matrix clause:
S-O[CompCl=OV[inf]]-V.

133. aj ämp-əli mā-æn qur-yət-i kətə
small dog-Dim 1sg-Loc leg-Pl-Extat hold-PST0-PS.3sg
‘I was holding the small dog by its legs (Lit.: Small fog by me by legs was held)’
De-transitive (passive) clause with oblique elements (Agent, Loc):
S[Target]-Obl[Agent]-Obl[Loc/Manner]-V.

134. tūt pirnə (min-nə) juy ont-nam ti mən-i
Dem after 1Du-Loc forest inside-Lat1 Dem go-PS/3sg
‘After this (we) went to the woods (Lit.: After this(by us) the forest was gone in)’
De-transitive (passive) clause with motion verb and oblique element
(Temp, Loc): Obl[Temp]-S[Loc]-V.

135. (nuŋ) mān-æn tʃəs qoʃɔy-nətə tuɣi tʃɔy-1-ʊŋ
2sg 1sg-Loc now knife-Instr away cut-PST-PS-2sg
‘I’ll cut you up with a knife now (Lit.: You’ll be by me now with a knife cut up)’
De-transitive (passive) clause with oblique elements (Agent, Instr,
Temp), and preverbal spatial adposition with aspectual sense: S[Target]-
Obl[Agent]-Obl[Temp]-Obl[Instr]-Adp[Spat]-V.

As mentioned above (cf. 10.1.1.2.1. Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure), the information about the Agent role is often discernible from the predicate agreement inflection, which is an obligatory agreement in Eastern Khanty. This derives from the strongly preferred association of the topic with the semantic role of Agent and the clause-initial position (cf. 10.2. Information Structure). Depending on its discourse-pragmatic status, the argument with semantic role of the Target may also be elided (cf. 10.1.1.2.1. Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure).

Eastern Khanty also displays quite strong correlation between the clausal word-order (SOV) and the order in the noun phrase (modifier-head, pre-nominal modification), thus
supporting the general SOV cross-linguistic pattern (Greenberg 1966). As covered in the
section on the noun phrase, all Eastern Khanty noun modifiers strongly tend to precede the
modified head (cf. 9. Noun Phrase):

136. ällä sörni wøy trop
    big silver metal pellet
    ‘big silver pellet’

137. ts’u sar-na mä-n qatʃ kəmlaytə- yal
    that pike-Loc 1sg-Acc almost turn_over-PST1.3sg
    ‘That pike almost got me out of the boat’

138. kät aj nin-qən
    two small woman-DU
    ‘two girls (small women)’

139. mä oy-am qətsʃə-qi
    1sg head-POSS1sg hurt-Pred
    ‘My head aches’

140. mä kätəm sov köt u-l-əm
    1sg hold-PP stick hand see-Prst-1sg
    ‘I see the hand holding the walking stick’

    There are examples, though, with the larger nominal modifiers such as Relative clauses
which able to appear both in pre-nominal, harmonic OV order, as well as in the post-nominal,
disharmonic VO order (141):

141. mä u-l-əm köt kätəm sov
    1sg see-Prst-1sg hand hold-PP stick
    ‘I see the hand holding the walking stick’

This, on one hand, may be assumed to be the contact influence from the VO Russian
language. On the other hand (142), it is an evidence of the existing scale in formal and
semantic features of the Eastern Khanty relative clauses, where finite post-nominal instances
combine the features of both subordination and coordination (cf. 11.2.3. Finite Linked Clauses with the Function of Relative Clause)

142. män-nə onəl-l-əm  toms gu  ju-wəl
1sg-Loc know-Prst-1sg that man walk-Prst.3sg
‘I know the man, who is walking there’

In any case, larger nominal modifiers such as relative clauses occurring in the post-head position, are consistent with the major word-order alteration pattern in Eastern Khanty, namely looser or flexible ordering of OV licensed by the pragmatic status of the Target role. More precisely, once the referent with the Target semantic role is pragmatically activated and accessible, it acquires certain word-order flexibility, i.e. allowed in SVO or OSV order (more cf. 10.1.1.2.1. Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure)).

10.1.1.4 Peripheral Semantic Roles and Their Grammar

As mentioned above, the semantic roles of Benefactive and Target both appear to be able to exist both within and outside the immediate semantic core of the proposition, depending on the context, being coded appropriately unmarked for case as core roles, or bearing respective case-marking typical for peripheral roles: Illative(Purpose), Instrumental-Object. Other Eastern Khanty semantic roles, however, consistently fall within the semantic periphery of the proposition.

Associative:

The section on reciprocals (10.1.1.2.6. Reciprocals) has already discussed Eastern Khanty intransitive clause that has a second participant which is associated and acts homogenously with the Agent as in the repeated here (94), or reciprocally, as in (143a):

(94) mëŋ Tajka Nazonkin-na wer-s-əmin loq-nə
1Du Tajka Nazonkina-Com work-PST2-3Du road-Loc
‘We, with Tajka Nazonkina work on the road’
143. a) quj-äli tjüpi-ntä-l-qäŋ ajni-na cf. b) quj-äli tjüpi-l-tä ajni
man-Dim kiss-Rfl-Prst-3Du girl-Com man-Dim kiss-Prst-3sg girl
‘The young man and a girl kiss’ ‘The young man kisses a girl’

This second agent-like participant has the semantic role of Associative and is typically expressed in the function of a modifier to the predicate and as such to the whole of the proposition. This semantic role is grammaticalized in the Eastern Khanty in the so-called Comitative/Instrumental case with the marker /-na/.

Apart from the Comitative/Instrumental case marking of the Associative participant in (143a), the predicate itself is used with the transitivity altering voice affix /-nt/, adding to the reflexive/reciprocal sense of the coded event. Compare this to the regular transitive (143b) with no voice affix on the verbal predicate tjüpi- ‘kiss’. Similar contrast is seen in the (144a) vs. (144b), and (144c) vs. (144d).

144. a) ajk-äl ogy-äl-nä owlā-it-äl-kān
mother-3sg daughter-3sg-Com hug-Tr/Rfl-Prst-3Du
‘The mother with her daughter hug’

compare

b) ajk-äl(-nə) ogy-äl owlā-lə-tə
mother-3sg(-Loc) daughter-3sg hug-Prst-3sg
‘The mother hugs her daughter’

compare

c) ajk-äl ogy-äl-nä nül owlā-wəl
mother-3sg daughter-3sg-Com Recipr. hug-Prst-3sg
‘The mother hugs with her daughter’

In the variation (144a-c), the first clause (a) has the Agent referent ‘mother’ expressed in the Nominative case, the Associative referent ‘daughter’ marked with the Comitative case, and
the predicate ‘hug’ used with the transitivity altering voice affix /-lt/. This results in a reciprocal sense of the coded event (144a) shown also in co-referential 3Du Agent-predicate agreement, i.e. with both, the Agent and the Associative participants. As mentioned above (cf. 10.1.1.2.1. Coding of the core Roles and Agreement (Argument Structure) and 10.2. Information Structure), this clause structure contrasts with the transitive active (144b) where the Agent role ‘mother’ is in the Locative case, and the Target role ‘daughter’ is in the unmarked Acc. case, while the verbal predicate ‘hug’ is used without any voice affixes. This example also illustrates the so called objective (Target-predicate) agreement inflection, co-referential with the 3sg Agent role and the sg Target role. Finally, (144c) has the Agent ‘mother’ in the Nominative case, the Associative ‘daughter’ marked by the Comitative case, the verb ‘hug’ in a transitive form (144b) without voice affixes and showing agreement with the 3sg Agent, which is preceded by the special invariable reciprocal preverb nūl. Example (144c) thus offers an alternative expression for the event (144a) with more emphasis on the ‘mother’ as a more active, deliberate, controlling animate entity, that is higher in agentivity.

The dominant peripheral character of the semantic role of Associative in the proposition is also indirectly evident in the fact that it shares the formal means of representation, the Comm/Instr. case marking with another peripheral semantic role, the Instrument:

145. mā n‘ān’ öyö-kās-ōm kūṭay-nā
    1sg bread cut-PST3-1sg knife-Com/Instr
    ‘I cut bread with a knife’

Instrument:

As follows from (145) above, another frequent peripheral event participant is the semantic role of Instrument, an inanimate entity (145), (146) manipulated by the Agent in the
Action. This semantic role is typically coded by the clause argument immediately preceding the verbal predicate, and with a general function of a modifier to the verbal predicate. Thus, similar to the Instrument ‘knife’ in (145), the referent ‘buckshot’ in (146) appears marked by the Com/Instr case and occurs in the preverbal position, generally specifying the manner in which the action is performed:

146. mən-na trop-na pon-im
    1sg-Loc buckshot-Com/Instr load-PST0.1sg/sg
    ‘I loaded it (the gun) with buckshot’

In addition to their occurrence in (di)transitive propositions, referents with the semantic role of the Instrument may occur in intransitive propositions, having the same function of modifying the verbal predicate. Thus in (147), the Instruments ‘skis’ and ‘sled’ appear preverbially marked for the Com/Instr case and functioning as modifiers to the intransitive verbal predicate ‘go’:

147. nimal-nä mən-s-əm, pir-nə pat-t-əl-a jiqi-na mən-l-əm
    skis-Com go-Pst2-1sg back-Loc freeze-IMPP-3sg-Lat sled-Com go-Prst-1sg
    ‘I went on skis, so that when the snow hardens, I could go on sledge’

In addition to the sense of purely objective inanimate tool manipulated in the Action, this semantic role also encompasses referents signifying body-parts, both animal (148) and human (149), which are acted upon in the way similar to instruments:

148. nomən kältəl-to köt-əl, pala-nä kolantə-wəl,
    upwards curle-IMPP hand-3sg ear-Com/Instr listen-Prst.3sg
    ‘Its (dog’s) paw is pulled up, it listens with its ears’

149. nuqa, jiýata-l-im, nuqa köt-nä we-l-im,
    let see-Prst-sg/1sg let hand-Com/Instr take-Prst-sg/1sg
    ‘Let me see it, let me take it with my hand’

Thus, both the Associative in (144c) and the Instrumentals in (145), (146), (147), (148) and (149) typically fall outside the semantic core of the proposition, coded by peripheral
Com/Instr case, not affecting the transitivity of the proposition, and are not registering in the formal makeup of the verbal predicate (predicate agreement). Functionally, these referents act as modifiers for the predicate typically appearing immediately prior to it, specifying the manner in which the action occurs.

**Locative:**

The semantic role of Locative has a fairly rich and diverse domain, the instances of which share common basic sense of the spatial Landmark with regard to which a state-of-affairs occurs.

150. ata toy_puyol-na wal-kal
    this lake village-Loc be-PST1.3sg
    ‘This was in Ozernoe village’

Within this common domain, there is a differentiation between Stative and Dynamic Locatives depending on the type of predication, that is, the propositions denoting existence or States co-occur with the stative Locatives (150, 151), while the propositions denoting Events, Actions, such as motion co-occur with the Dynamic Locatives (152, 153, 154, 155, 156).

151. miŋ Tajka-na wer-sä-min, lök-na
    1Du Tajka-Com do-PST2-1Du road-Loc
    ‘We worked on the road with Tajka’

All Locatives are coded by the arguments of the clause, typically functioning as spatial modifiers of the verbal predicate, most frequently directly preceding it (150, 154), but also occasionally following it (151, 152, 156).

152. sayölta-min mën-at aj lök-kå.
    jump-Conv go-PST0.3Pl one track-Prol
    ‘Went off leaping in a single file (single track)’

    Vasja cellar-3sg open-Pred do-PST2-3sg head-3sg-Prol rag lay-PST0.3sg
    ‘Vasya opened the cellar and over the top he laid a rag’
The specifics of the semantic relation of the Locative referent to the Agent or another core participant in the State/Event/Action is detailed by the Eastern Khanty system of locative cases. The stative Locatives are coded by the full NPs or pronouns in the Locative case as in (150).

154.  man-a  pat-i nuruyta-l-kan
       1Pl-ILLat  hill-Elat  run-Prst-3Du
       'Down from the hill, towards us (it is running)'

155. Matrena tjera man-ma-l, potpal-a il koriy-m-əl tim kät-kän toyi arij-ayi.
       Matrena fast  go-PP-3sg cellor-ILLat down fall-PP-3sg this 2-Du away break-PST0.3sg
       'Matrena having gone real fast, fell down into the cellar and broke up two (ribs)'

156. mä jöy-a toloy-wol: "port-ay noroyta-l-əw, a to təmi qaqi wajay naverna.
       1sg 3sg-ILLat say-Prst.3sg back-Prol run-Prst-1Pl as this brother animal perhaps
       'I am saying to her: "We should run back, as this could be a bear"'

The dynamic Locatives are coded by the NPs or pronouns marked by a set of Lative cases, such as Illative (155, 156) coding the direction "towards", Elative (154) coding the direction "from", Prolative (153, 156) coding the direction "along", etc. (cf. 2.1.2.2.3.Case).

Frequently, the Locative roles of both stative and dynamic types are coded by the use of full NPs or pronouns affixed with postpositions, that is, postpositional phrases consisting of a nominal or pronoun and fully or partially delexicalized nominal either unmarked (157, 158), or marked for a Locative case (159) (cf. 7.Postpositoins).

157. juy lök-əl-sayi  man-s-əm
       3sg track(3sg) mode  go-Pst2-1sg
       'I went by his tracks'

158. lök  sapi  man-əs
       road across  go-Pst2.3sg
       '(S)he went across the street'

159. ämp qot_ potf-na  oməs-ɬ
       dog house back-Loc sit-Prst.3sg
       'The dog is sitting behind the house'
Locative semantic role is also extended to code the temporal landmarks for the States/Events/Actions, having identical grammatical coding with the spatial Locatives, that is, the stative Locative cases (160, 161). They also function as temporal adverbials.

160. toy puyol-na äl-øn
    lake village-Loc morning-Loc
‘In Ozernoe, in the morning’

161. do dyenatsati tfas-na wer-kas-min.
till “twelve” “hour”-Loc do-PST3-1Du
‘We worked till 12 o’clock’

Occasionally, temporal Locatives may be coded by the whole clauses still having the same function of the adverbial modifier and preceding the main predicate and bearing Locative affix attached to the dependent participial predicate (162), (163) (cf. 5.1.2.1.Subordinate clauses with adverbial semantics).

162. nimal-nä mën-s-øm, pir-na pat-t-øl-a jiqi-na mën-l-øm
    skis-Com go-Pst2-1sg back-Loc freeze-IMPP-3sg-Lat sled-Com go-Prst-1sg
‘I went on skis, so that when the snow hardens, I could go on sled.’

163. mën-t-øm-na kömalsäk-ä tayi joyo-s-øm
    go-IMPP-1sg-Loc hill-Lat place come-Pst2-1sg
‘Going up the hill, I came to that place’

Purpose:

An animate or inanimate referent can be used either with the already reviewed semantics of Benefactive (164) (cf. 10.1.1.2.7.Clauses with di-transitive predicates), or with the semantics of designation/purpose of the Action (165), both marked by the Illative case, and either preceding the predicate and the Target role argument (164), or following it (165):

164. mä kojka-ka moloka nayalta-yas-øm
    1sg cat-ILLat milk pour-PST3-1sg
‘I poured some milk for the cat’
165. Iwän juy lalkités-wel, töyt-a
    Ivan wood chop-3sg fire-Illat
    ‘Ivan is chopping wood, for the fire’

Unlike the pure spatial dynamic Locative marked by the Illative case and coding motion or transfer towards a landmark as in (155) and (163) above, in (165) there is a metaphorical extension of the spatial landmark semantics to the purposive semantics. The semantics of the verbal predicate in (165) does not imply any movement or transfer. Thus, instead of the designation of spatial motion of (155) and (154), the Illative-marked referent represents the projected state-of-affairs in (164) and (165), the purpose designation of the Action, construed similarly to a spatial landmark and also functioning as an adverbial (purpose).

10.2 Information Structure

    As a general observation on the information structuring in the Khanty narratives, it can be noted that the most frequent way of introducing a new referent in the beginning of the discourse is by a full NP or a free pronoun in a thetic-type clause (25). The referent, which is thereby discourse-identifiable and -active, is then-onwards marked by an unaccented pronominal coreference on the predicate (or a co-referential zero agreement in case of 3sg. argument on the predicate).

10.2.1 Topic and its Grammar in Eastern Khanty

    In the following section, the Vasyugan Khanty text examples are used to corroborate the claim about the formal and semantic features of the established Agent participant contrasted with the new Agent participant, in relation to their discourse-pragmatic features. A referent is hereafter considered as pragmatically central, topical based on a host of properties such as: its belonging to the presuppositional part of the proposition; its being contextually accessible
and active; in dislocation tests ("as for" and "about") it produces the target clause\textsuperscript{34}; it is not carrying the clause accent, and the rest of the proposition appears to carry a relation of "aboutness" towards it (Lambrecht 1994).

In the selected narrative, in clause (166), the discourse topical referent, 1Pl. Agent, is activated and maintained (8 clauses in the narrative) as an unaccented co-referential inflection on the predicate:

166. nu ej toyoj-na ... toyoj-na men- s-əw kul-kant-ja-tati ɨll-ati
    OK one spring-Loc spring-Loc go-PST2- 1Pl fish-find-INF-Sup down-ILLat
    'Once IN SPRING..., in spring we WENT DOWN to fish'

Formal absence of this referent, as a free pronoun, may be attributed to a certain cataphoricity effect, as most of the participants, implied under 1Pl here, are identified by full NPs and free accented pronouns further in the discourse. This 1Pl central discourse referent is also inclusive of the author of the text (1sg SAP), which is a feature of the genre of autobiographical narrative, and thus, already has high situational accessibility. Once the referent is identified in the discourse as topical and has high activation status in the interlocutors’ discourse universe, it can undergo temporary or terminal de-activation as a result of activation of a new or competing active referent in the proposition:

167. nu jemaki kall-əw
    - OK spend night-1Pl
    'OK, so we stay for one more night'

168. mà sart wel-s-əm, əllä
    1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg Big
    'I caught a pike fish, big one'

169. əllä sart ratʃ män-na löyöli- s- im
    big pike oldman 1sg - Loc cut-PST2- 1sg/sg
    'I got the big pike ready'

\textsuperscript{34} Kuno 1972; Gundel 1976; Lambrecht 1994.
Clause (168) demonstrates a change of the topical 1PL 'we' Agent referent, which is active and identifiable in (166), and is expressed by the 1sg verbal inflection in (168). As anticipated by the pattern, the change is marked by a free accented 1sg pronoun. The 1sg referent is maintained as topical further on, expressed only by the 1sg predicate inflection.

The stretch of discourse (170-174a) represents a sequence of changes of the topical status from the referent 'bear' to the 1sg Agent 'I' and it deviates from the established pattern in that the change is not marked by a full NP or free pronoun. Rather, each referent takes turns being maintained as topical coded by elision and predicate inflection. In (170) the 3sg Agent 'he/she/it' assumes the status of topic, marked by a free pronoun, as expected by the pattern, and is maintained in (171) marked by elision and the Agent-predicate agreement (zero in the case of 3sg). In (172), the 1sg reappears as topic not coded by a full pronoun but by elision and predicate inflection.

170. jōya jiyi jor- nə nux loyi- m- ayi
3sg river middle-Loc up lie- PP- Prol
'In the middle of the river he floats, just resting there'

171. loyi- wəl
lie- Prst.3sg
'He stayed there (on the water)'

172. τji layta- s- im: rut’ sayi "medwed’
cry- PST2-1sg/sg Russian along/way "bear"
'I cried in Russian "bear!"'

173."moχet ji yi-nə kol-wayta- l- il"
"maybe" 3Pl- Loc hear-Attenuat-Prst- 3Pl/sg
"'Maybe they would hear it'"

174. a) nu jemaki, jiyatə- l- im,
- good look- Prst-1sg/sg OK, animal
'Ok, I look "OK, there it is"'
(b) "aha, waja'y."

The absence of overt expression of both of the participants (‘man’ and ‘bear’) suggests that, at this point in the narrative, they together constitute the foreground in the narrative. As both literal (spatial) and pragmatic distance between them decreases, they are simultaneously on the stage. This also allows them to maintain a certain economy and dynamics in the narrative that is pertinent to the particular described situation. This is supported by the fact that this kind of “dynamic pragmatic alternation” is used again in the subsequent discourse for these same referents.

Example (173) presents an inner speech quotation, the thought of the narrator, where the 3PL Agent 'they' is marked with Loc case. The predicate in (173) is inflected for 3PL agreement with the Agent and for a definite singular agreement with the Target, i.e. 'it', (the bear). Since (173) is outside the narrative stream, it does not displace the 1sg Agent, the narrator from the topical position, and it continues as the pragmatic center in (174a) appropriately expressed by elision and 1sg predicate inflection. Similarly, (174b) quotes the inner speech of the narrator.

Thus, we can conclude with regard to the pragmatic organization of the Khanty narrative:

(i) The way to introduce a brand-new referent into the discourse, or to reactivate it as a participant in the discourse is by coding it by a full NP or a free pronoun with the Agent role in the clause-initial position and by the respective predicate agreement inflection. Inner speech quotations, asides and such, do not alter the pragmatic status of the arguments and do not require their formal reestablishment;

(ii) Once the referent is identifiable as topical at the current stretch in the discourse, it is expressed by an elision and objective Target-predicate agreement inflection;
(iii) More than one discourse referent can have compatible discourse prominence, representing closely associated participants simultaneously occupying the stage in the narrative. They can alternate in the Agent role in conjoined or adjoined clauses, being marked only by elision and respective predicate agreement inflection. In these cases, the alteration of such pragmatic "equilibrium" is signaled by the reversion to marking of the current topical referent with an NP or free pronoun with the Agent role and the respective predicate agreement inflection.

The exceptions to the above grammar of the pragmatic functions and the semantic roles are:

(i) Clauses with no clear topical referent (Background setting, Thetic, Event reporting);

(ii) Clauses with no agentive argument, or with an inanimate referent in Agent role;

(iii) Clauses with the topical referent expressed by an argument with the semantic role of Target.

The above correlation between pragmatic functions and morphosyntax prevails over that between the semantic roles and morphosyntax. The latter is evident from the fact that, although the correlation between the pragmatic status of topic, the semantic role of Agent and the grammar (clause-initial order, Nom case and predicate agreement control), by far prevail, in some instances, arguments with the semantic role of Target correlate with a pragmatic topicality status and with the grammar of Agents (clause-initiality, Nom case and predicate agreement control). At the same time, in such constructions, arguments with the semantic role of Agent are oblique-case marked and do not control predicate agreement.

We can re-affirm the universal correlation (Lambrecht 1994) of the pragmatic status of a referent's formal complexity, in that the continuum between a zero and maximal
morphological explicitness is counter proportionate to the continuum between pragmatic centrality, activation and unidentifiability, inactiveness:

\[
\text{morphological coding}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NP}(+\text{agreement}) & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{pronoun}(+\text{agreement}) \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{zero argument} \quad (+\text{agreement}) \\
(-) & \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{central/active} \quad \rightarrow \quad (+)
\end{align*}
\]

That is, in Eastern Khanty, the Agent argument is the one that normally has high activation status. It is typically the discourse topic, typically clause-initial position and is typically coded by an elision and predicate agreement. The new discourse referent may be either an Agent argument coded by a full NP controlling predicate agreement, or most frequently a Target argument coded by a full NP and absent predicate agreement.

It is thus fairly uncontestable that the referent with high discourse-pragmatic status, topical, normally occurs in Eastern Khanty coded by the clause-initial argument in the utterance, that is, when it does occur overtly coded. More typically the topical discourse referent is coded by elision and appropriate predicate agreement inflection. This tendency appears to be the essential strongest pattern of the Eastern Khanty discourse organization, overriding that of semantic role - grammar association, or pragmatic function - semantic role association, which is evident from the examples of the constructions such as voice constructions, where these mapping patterns are altered as compared to the canonical active direct clauses (cf. 10.3. Non-canonical Constructions).

175. min Tajka Nazankin-na wer-sä-min lök-na
1Du Tajka Nazankin-Com do-PST2-1Du road-Loc
‘We worked on the road with Tajka Nazankina’

176. po uzkolejke, nu nochnoj smena, Joyon,
‘along” “narrow track” well “night” “shift” night
‘Along the narrow track, well the night shift, at night,’
177. do dvənədatsəti tʃəs-na wer-kas-min.
till "twelve" "hour"-Loc do-PST3-1Du
'(we) worked till 12 o'clock'

The topical referent, when overtly present, may be coded either by the full NP or the pronoun
with the Agent role marked by the Nom. case controlling the predicate agreement inflection.

178. qoq-kam tʃerä tʃil-wal.
where-Ind very yell-Prst.3sg
'Somewhere someone yelled real loud'

179. -Tajka män-ä toloy-wal: "qoq-kam... mûyuna qul-pa mən-ayi"
Tajka 1sg-İllat say-Prst.3sg who-Ind some where-Ind go-PST0.3sg
'Tajka says to me: "Someone... seems to have gotten into something"'

180. mä toloy-l-əm: "əntə! tʃi əntə qasə, tʃi qaqə wajəy tʃil-wal!
1sg say-Prst.3sg Neg this Neg man this brother animal yell-Prst.3sg
'I say: "No! This is not a human, it's a bear yelling"'

181. jöy toloy-wal: "əntə, təmə qasə tʃil-wal.
3sg say-Prst.3sg Neg this man yell-Prst.3sg
'She says: "No, this is a human yelling"'

182. mä jöy-a toloy-wal: "pər-təy noroyta-l-əw, a to təmə qaqa-wajəy naverna"
1sg 3sg-İllat say-Prst.3sg back-Prol run-Prst-1Pl otherwise this bear perhaps
'I am saying to her: "We should run, because this could be a bear"'

In the sequence (178-182), in the reported dialogue (179-182), the situationally accessible
referent is established as topical for the next discourse episode, coded by the clause-initial
indefinite pronoun in the Agent role 'someone' in the first reported speech utterance (179). It
is further maintained in the reported speech utterances (180, 181, 182) coded by the clause-
initial pronominal determiners tʃi and təmə ‘this’ in the Agent role controlling the predicate
agreement. In similar manner, the author’s reporting of the conversation follows the same
pattern. The topical referent has typically the Agent semantic role coded by the clause-initial
NP (179) or pronoun (180, 181, 182) controlling the predicate agreement. The free pronoun
coding in (180, 181, 182) is not reduced to elision, as the typical Topic coding in the Eastern Khanty, in order to avoid ambiguity in the dialogue, that is, the rapid sequence of topicality shifts.

10.2.2 Focus and its grammar in Eastern Khanty

It is evident from the Eastern Khanty examples reviewed so far, that the position in the clause immediately preceding the verbal predicate is typically taken by the referent belonging to the part of the proposition containing pragmatic assertion, which can be very roughly equated to the new information. This semantics typically associates with the Target semantic role and is coded in preverbal position.

183. a) (nuŋ) muŋulį wel-s-ən ?
(1sg)   what kill-PST2- 2sg
‘What did you catch?’

   b) (mä) sart wel-s-əm
(1sg)   pike kill-PST2- 1sg
‘(I) caught a pike-fish’

Thus in (183b), the Agent referent is identifiable and active, recoverable both contextually and situationally, and has the pragmatic function of topic, with the rest of the proposition predicking some additional information about it. From the question, it is recoverable that a certain agent, the SAP ‘caught something’, that is, “SAP caught X”, where X stands for the new, not yet shared knowledge. It is also recoverable that the X is the second argument of the verb ‘catch’ with the role of Target, and it is anticipated that in the answering proposition it will be coded in the linear position immediately preceding the predicate, which is a typical position for the Acc-marked Target.

It was discussed in the section on topicality that every proposition coded by the utterance typically contains a part that is regarded as pragmatic presupposition (the shared knowledge),
and a part that is regarded as pragmatic assertion (a unique, or not yet shared knowledge). In the discussion of the pragmatic assertion, the notion of Focus will be used to very generally oppose the notion of Topic. The focus of the proposition coded by a clause in a given context is to be understood as the element of information whereby the pragmatic presupposition (shared knowledge) differs from the pragmatic assertion (not yet shared knowledge), it is the unpredictable or pragmatically unrecoverable element of the utterance (Lambrecht 1994: 207). This section will review various types of focus as different kinds of marking the pragmatic relation of focus in the pragmatically structured propositions. The function of Focus Marking is taken here to mark not so much an individual constituent of a clause as new, but rather to signal a focus relation between an element of a proposition and the proposition as a whole, where the Focus Relation is the relation holding between the proposition and the denotatum of a constituent of this proposition, without which the utterance of the proposition will fail to convey new information (Lambrecht 1994: 210).

In (183b) above, the NP *sart* ‘pike-fish’ is the pragmatic Focus, in that the referent of this NP is in the focus pragmatic relation to the whole of this proposition, adding some not yet shared, unrecoverable information.

The Eastern Khanty examples can be differentiated into three large structural types with regard to the association of the clause structure and the focus meaning.

(i) The clauses of the (183b) kind, with the focus identifying one of the arguments of the presupposed proposition, is going to be referred to as the Argument-Focus.

184. a) *muyalan* pan-\(\text{on}\) jerim-s-im?
    which finger-2sg scratch-Pst2-sg/2sg
    ‘Which finger did your cut?’
b) \textit{watjän (jcrim-s-im). qöy-nä jcrim-s-im}\smallskip
\textit{small.finger (scratch-Pst2-sg/1sg) glass-Com/Instr scratch-Pst2-sg/1sg}\smallskip
'I cut the small finger, scratched it with the glass'

The open presupposition evoked in the utterance (184) is 'the speaker cut/injured the finger X'. The first assertion of the reply utterance (b) is 'X=small finger'. The focus here is the preverbal Target argument 'small finger', not just the modifier 'small', as the 'small finger' is the single stem lexical unit in Eastern Khanty. Interestingly, the Target referent is identifiable with a certain degree of pragmatic activation, which follows from the 'objective' Target-predicate agreement inflection in both (184a) and (184b). It is still, however, in the pragmatic relation of focus to the whole of the proposition in (b). The second assertion in the reply utterance (b) is specifying another argument, the instrument 'X=with a glass', with the focus also being 'with a glass'. The evoked presupposition, though not explicit, but implied is 'the speaker cut a finger with X'.

This type will also include the clauses such as (185), where the question (a) sets up the expectation with regard to the answer (b) where in the presupposed proposition “speaker is going to X” the focus is the Locative coded as the adverbial NP:

185. a) \textit{qol-pa mən-l-ən ?}
\textit{where-IlLat go-Prst-2sg}
'Where are you going?'

b) (mä) \textit{joy-pa mən-l-əm, omtər-nä}
\textit{(1sg) home-IlLat go-Prst-1sg lake-Loc}
'(I am) going home, on the lake'

The clauses such as (186), where in the presupposed proposition (b) “speaker is talking to X” the focus is the Associative/Addresser of the communication predicate and is coded by the NP in the function of adverbial of manner:
186. a) əŋkoj, nuŋ qoŋ-na joroŋ-wəŋ?
mother 2sg who-Com talk-Prst.2sg
‘Mother, who are you talking to?’

b) (mə) ätinäm (joroŋ-l-əm)
(1sg Refl. talk-Prst-1sg)
‘(I am) (talking) to myself’

The range of the semantic relations of the adverbials that may bear the focus function is wide, including space as in (185b), purpose as in (187b), reason as in (188b), instrument/manner as in (189b) and time as in (190b).

187. a) məyul’ə n’an’ jiya-s-in?
why bread look-PST2-2sg
‘Why did you look at the bread?’

b) (mə n’an’ jiya-s-im), koʧ-ayi ili anta koʧ-ayi
(1sg bread look-PST2-1sg) burn-PST0.3sg or Neg burn-PST0.3sg
‘(I looked at the bread) (to check) if it burned or not’

188. a) Ivan məyul’ə nayinta-wəl?
Ivan why swear-Prst.3sg
‘Why is Ivan swearing?’

b) (Ivan nayinta-wəl), qu’il riiy-wəl-t put-xoy
(Ivan swear-Prst.3sg fish down jump-Prst-3P1 pot-Prol
‘Ivan is swearing) (because) fish is jumping out of the pot’

189. a) məyuli-na (jöŋ tøyör) wel-to?
what-Com/Instr (3sg hare) kill-PST0.sg/3sg
‘What with (how) did (he) kill (the hare)’?

b) (jöŋ tøyör) lis-nə, sesək-nə (wel-tə)
(3sg hare) loop-Com/Instr loop.trap-Com/Instr (kill-PST0.sg/3sg)
‘(He killed the hare) with the loop, with the loop trap’

190. a) tʃi qanta wer-wəŋ?
this when do-Prst.2sg
‘When are (you) doing this?’
b) (mā) ʧi toyi-na, maj-iki-na (wcr-s-em)
    (1sg) this spring-Loc May-month-Loc (do-Pst2-1sg)
    ‘(I did) this in spring, in May’

As seen in (187) – (190) above and further below, the WH-words (muyul’)- ‘why, how, which/what kind’, go- ‘when, where’, etc.) may occur either clause-initially (183), (184), (185), (187), (189), (191), which is most typical, or preverbially (186), (188). Generally, these WH-words occur in the position of the questioned clause constituent. Thus, in (187) and (188), the question word muyul’a ‘why’ refers to the reason/purpose adverbial modifier, that fall within the scope of focus. Since in (187), the Agent role refers to the 2sg SAP in the presuppositional part of the proposition with topic pragmatic status, it is elided and the WH-word appears clause-initially. While in (188), the topical Agent ‘Ivan’ is overt and clause-initial, and the WH-word questioning the constituent with ‘reason’ semantics appears preverbially, appropriately for the adverbial.

Apart from adverbials, the nominal modifiers too, can fall within the scope of focus.

191. a) muyalin söj (wəl-wəl)?
    which sound be-Prst.3sg
    ‘What kind of sound (this is)’?

    b) pɔtįkən söj (wəl-wəl)
    gun sound (be-Prst.3sg)
    ‘(This is) the sound of a gun shot’

In the utterances of the type (191b), the presupposition evoked in the clause is ‘The sound is of the X quality’ and the assertion in the reply (b) is ‘X=gun shot’ thus making the focus ‘(the sound) of a gun shot’.

Similarly, in (192), the quantifier-attribute may be the focus.
192. a) *muyina* pit-aγi qul?
   how get-Pst0.3sg fish
   ‘How (much) fish is getting (in the net)?’

b) *tjimläli* (qul pit-aγi)
   a little (fish get-Pst0.3sg)
   ‘A little (fish) (got in)’

The evoked presupposition here is ‘there is X-much fish getting in’, and the assertion of the reply utterance (b) is ‘X=a little’, and the focus is ‘a little (fish)’.

In the same way, in (193), the quantifier attribute of the Target NP is the focus, with the evoked presupposition being ‘the speaker poured X-much water’. The reply utterance (b) asserts the quantity ‘X=four ladles (of water)’ rendering ‘four ladles (of water)’ as the focus.

193. a) *matkura* jæŋq näγärä-s-æn?
   how much water pour-Pst2-2sg
   ‘How much water did you pour?’

b) nellä kowʃik jæŋq (näγärä-s-æm)
   four ladle water (pour-Pst2-1sg)
   ‘(I poured) four ladles of water’

(ii) The type of clauses exemplified by (194) and (195) have the predicate itself, either verbal or nominal, as the focus, while the Agent argument is in the presuppositional part of the proposition.

194. a) *muyalan* pütʃk? tʃi urni?
   which bird this crow
   ‘What kind of bird this is? This is a crow?’

b) tʃi antæ urni, tʃi teley pütʃk
   this Neg crow this tomtit bird
   ‘This is not a crow, this is a tomtit’

In the example (194), the nominal predicate is in the focus relation to the whole of the proposition. That is, the proposition is the comment about a certain topic referent ‘this’, the
situationally and contextually shared, identifiable, active entity. The state-of-affairs denoted by the predicate establishes the relation of ‘aboutness’ towards the topical referent (Lambrecht 1994, 226), asserting the not yet shared, unrecoverable knowledge.

195. a) mujäli tit?
   what this
   ‘What is this?’

   b) tši jir. (jöy) jir maj-li-wal
   this gift/oilfering (3sg) offering give-Intr-Prst.3sg
   ‘This is an offering. He is making an offering’

In (194) and (195), both parts of the answer utterance (b) are the predicates which assert, establishing the relation of ‘aboutness’ towards ‘this’ and ‘he’ respectively, the identifiable, active, cognitively shared entity. The presupposition here is ‘this or he is the topic for comment X’, where ‘X=tomtit, offering, gives and offering’. The focus in these examples, are the predicates ‘tomtit, offering, gives and offering’, hence this type is to be referred to as the Predicate-Focus. This is best seen in the example (196), where the presupposition is that ‘the speaker is doing X’ and the assertion of the reply utterance (b) is that ‘X=breaking ice’. Thus, the focus is ‘breaking ice’.

196. a) mujuli wer-wan?
   what do-Prst.2sg
   ‘What are you doing?’

   b) (mä) jonq petšey-l-em
   (1sg) ice break-Prst-1sg
   ‘(I am) breaking ice’

This type also includes modal predicates, where the assertion is the modality itself. In (197), the presupposition is that ‘the speaker is in some modal relation X to bread’, and the assertion is that the relation is desiderative ‘X=want’, and the focus is ‘want’.
197. a) n’an’ qojl-an?
   bread want-2sg
   ‘Do you want some bread?’
   b) (mā n’an’) qojl-am
   (1sg) bread want-1sg
   ‘(I) want (bread)’

(iii) The final type is exemplified by (198), where the whole of the clause is the assertion
and the presupposition is that a state-of-affairs generally takes place.

198. a) qoti jes’?
   what become-Pst2.3sg
   ‘What happened?’
   b) galaw golla-s
   fishing.net end-Pst2.3sg
   ‘The fishing net ended’

In (198), the presupposition in the question could be said to be that a state-of-affairs could
occur, or even can be absent altogether. The assertion, however, appears to extend over the
whole of the proposition: ‘the fishing net ended’. The proposition thus has the pragmatic
function of reporting the state-of-affairs, all of it being the focus: ‘the fishing net ended’.
Both the Agent argument of the Event and the predicate fall under the scope of focus, hence
this type is to be referred to as Clause-Focus.

The negative reply utterances such as (199b) also fall within this type, as the
presupposition here is ‘something is the X’s work’ or ‘X did something’, while the assertion
is ‘X=the speaker’, or ‘the speaker did something’. The reply proposition, however, is
effectively the falsification of the presupposition: ‘It was not me, I did not do anything’. That
is, in the reply proposition both, the Agent argument and the predicate itself are within the
scope of the focus.
199. a) Matrena Jakowlevna, ṭem̩i nʊŋ ᱣrabota-ɲ? mʊy̱uli ṭem wər-s-ːən?
    Matrena Jakovlevna this 2sg work-2sg what here do-PST2-2sg
    ‘Matrena Jakovlevna, is this your job? What did you do here?’

    b) (tem̩i) aŋta mān-ña, mɛtali-p aŋtu-s-ːəm
    (this) Neg 1sg-Loc some-Neg Neg-PST2-1sg
    ‘(That’s) not me. I did not do anything (nothing happened)’

Interestingly, in the reply utterance (199b), the Agent role is coded here as the clause-initial argument marked by the Loc. case, that is, it has the oblique case marking, which is a feature of voice constructions. The main pragmatic function of these constructions is identified as demoting the Agent, making it less volitional, controlling, affecting and, importantly less topical for the given stretch of the discourse (normally for the length of one or two clauses) (cf. 10.3.Non-canonical Constructions). The non-topicality, the focus relation of the Agent argument in (199b), is an important feature, the one by which the presupposition of (199a) is falsified, or made absent. Thus, it is not incidental or random that the morphosyntactic properties of this argument in (199b) are consistent with those of the ‘demoted’ Loc-Agent voice construction. On the other hand, the non-topicality of the role of Agent here, its coding by the Loc-marked NP aligns it with another marked Agent-demotion construction, the agented passive (cf. 10.3.1.The Passive Constructions).

Thus, in Eastern Khanty, the focus of the proposition may be any argument of the clause, including the Target argument (most frequently) typically in the preverbal position; the nominal and adverbial modifiers of time, space, manner, reason, purpose. This kind of examples of focus constructions forms the Argument-Focus type of propositions. The predicate, verbal, or nominal, or complex verbal containing complements may also be the focus, and this kind of examples form the Predicate-Focus type of propositions. Finally, the whole clause, with both, the Agent argument and the predicate may be within the focus scope
and the presupposition may be either absent or restricted to some peripheral elements, and this kind of example forms the third type, the Clause-Focus.

10.3 Non-canonical Constructions

There are types of the Eastern Khanty clauses that consistently deviate from the prototypical formal coding of the semantic roles and marking of the grammatical relations of the arguments in the proposition outlined above. These include the Eastern Khanty passive constructions, representing approximately 13% of the clauses in the narratives, and the so-called “ergative” constructions, averaging 10% of the clauses. The structural properties of these constructions are neither typologically unique, nor previously undescribed. However, what is missing in previous accounts (Kulonen 1998) is a detailed discussion of pragmatics of these constructions. The following section will examine in more detail the instances of these construction types in their narrative discourse environment in attempting to obtain a satisfactory functional explanation of their non-canonical morphosyntactic makeup.

10.3.1 The Passive Constructions

The functional domain of passive is shared in Khanty by two types of constructions with regard to their formal and semantic properties. Constructions of the first kind, referred to as stative passives, express situations that represent a state-of-affairs resulting from an Action. Structurally, they are represented in Eastern Khanty by the nonfinite verb forms in attributive function (perfective participle) and are referred to as resultative passive constructions. This correlation between the resultative, completion, perfective on the one hand and the passive on the other is well attested and described as originating from the “inactive nature of the passive subject (patient)...”, which has “the effect of shifting the perspective from the agent's
side to the patient's, and accordingly from the beginning to the end of the event” (Shibatani 1985).

200. min at’sa-kən men-kal-men wál-m-aw kət-a
     1Du brother-Du go-PST1-1Du live-PP POSS.1Pl house-ILLat
     ‘We, two brothers went to the house where we lived’

Northern Khanty participial constructions, similar in their features have been described in
adequate depth by various Siberian scholars (Skribnik & Kovgan 1991; Cheremisina &
Koshkareva 1991; Kovgan 1991). In Eastern Khanty, the main features of such constructions
are essentially similar, they code a state-of-affairs that is construed within the perspective of
another state-of-affairs, which is reflected in coding of the dependent state-of-affairs as the
subordinate nonfinite clause embedded within the matrix finite clause (200) and (202, 203).

201. súymit-áli jál-wəl,
     birch-Dim stand-Prst.3sg
     ‘There is a birch standing there’

202. tomkol təuyo jiláy-t-əm jálw… jálw-yəy.
     bark away rip-PP fresh fresh-Adv
     ‘The bark is fresh ripped off, recently’

203. tot súymit niláy-t-əm tʃonʃọy-na puŋ lajáy-wel-t.
     that birch rip-PP bark-Loc hair hang-Prst-3Pl
     ‘On that ripped bark there is some hair hanging’

In this sequence, the referent ‘bark’ is the clause-initial argument of the participial clause in
(202), which is the rare example of the postposed participial relative clause modifying the
referent ‘birch’, coded by the clause-initial Agent argument of the matrix State clause (201).
Interestingly, in (203), the referent ‘bark’ appears to have topical status, and occurs in the
Locative semantic role coded by the clause-initial full NP inflected for Loc. case and
functioning as a spatial adverbal. At the same time, this referent is also the head argument of
the preposed participial relative clause ‘ripped off’, exemplifying the passive, resultative construction, where the perfective participle has the passive connotation.

204. küm täl-s-im, kollo.
    all pull-PST2-sg/1sg all
    ‘We pulled it out, all of it’

205. küm täl-m-äp, maram perwij män-na jätö-m-äm näl parka-loy konamt-ayi.
    out pull-PP-Adv only ‘first’ 1sg-Loc shoot-PP-1sg bullet chest-bone hit-Pst0.3sg
    ‘Having pulled it out, only the bullet that I shot first hit it in the chest bone’

In the sequence (204-205), the utterance (204) represents the canonical structure with the topical 1sg Agent coded by the elision and the 1sg predicate agreement. The identifiable and active inanimate Target role ‘bear’ is also elided, coded by the respective sg. Target-predicate agreement. In (205), there are two participial resultative constructions: ‘having pulled it out’ referring to the topical ‘bear’ and functioning as temporal adverbial with the relation of precedence of the dependent event-time to the matrix event-time, and ‘that I shot first’ functioning as a relative clause modifying the referent ‘bullet’. In both cases, the heads of the participial resultative clauses are inanimate Target roles with the pragmatic function of topic within these clauses. In the second case (205), the referent with the Target semantic role (patient of change) coded as the head of the participial resultative clause is coreferential with the Agent argument of the matrix clause. In this embedded participial relative resultative clause, the referent with the semantic role of Agent (1sg) has the explicit free pronominal coding, marked by the Loc case, characteristic of the Eastern Khanty passive clauses (cf. immediately below).

Another, most typical kind of the Eastern Khanty passive constructions is the dynamic passive, structurally representing a morphologically passive finite verb form, coding the
state-of-affairs that is inactive from the point of view of the argument controlling the predicate agreement, in case of (206) with the semantic role of Target:

206. min lel-em-nat jaqqel-am-na internat-i noq wej-oj-men kanikul-nam 1Pl brother-1sg-Com parents-1Pl-Loc school-Lat up take-PS1Du holidays-Lat
‘My younger brother and I were taken by our parents from the boarding school for holidays’

This group of constructions can be differentiated into subgroups based on the status of the Agent referent marked by the Loc case.

The first type of agented constructions may describe situations with either one or more event participants. The affecting referent with the semantic role of Agent may be deficient in control, authority, and can be inanimate, as typified in fairy tales with supernatural agents/events and idiomatic expressions:

207. sem muyuli-na ji-1-i eye something-Loc eat-Prst-PS.3sg
‘The eyes are smarting with the smoke’ (Lit. *the eyes are eaten by something*)

The utterances of the (207) kind typically occur only in the passive form and are not attested as active direct transitive clauses (low probability of a context featuring the non-specific Agent ‘something’ as topical in a direct transitive action). The referent with the semantic role of Target is the clause-initial argument in Nom. case controlling the predicate agreement inflection. This referent is the one carrying the topical pragmatic function, with the rest of the proposition predicating some additional information about it. The predicate bears the passive derivational affix /-i/-j/ preceding the otherwise regular intransitive person-number predicate inflectional marker (cf. Verb: 8.3.1.2.3.Voice).

The examples of the second type of the Eastern Khanty passives have no overtly expressed Agent argument:
208. puran pensin- nat pon- i,
    Snowmobile gasoline-Com put- PS/3sg
    '(We) put some petrol in the snowmobile (Lit. the snowmobile was filled with gas)'

In (208), the inanimate referent with the semantic role of Target bearing the pragmatic status of topic is coded as the clause-initial full NP argument coded in the Nom case and controlling the 3sg predicate agreement. The agentive referent here has no overt coding being either irrelevant or unambiguous contextually.

In cases when the Agent referent, as the clause-initial Nom argument controlling predicate agreement of an active direct clause, is an inanimate entity or is devoid of control, authority, it obtains the semantic quality of Force. These are situations without the typical Agentive referent, corresponding to Event, descriptions of an Action that occurs without a visible cause, i.e. "automatically" (209). This makes these constructions, in a sense, akin to anti-causative.\(^{35}\)

209. pami søy pä wetʃ-yel-yäl-i
    hay bunch also light up-Rfl-PST1-PS.3sg
    'The hay bunch also caught fire' (Lit. hay bunch also got lit up)

In (209), the inanimate referent 'hay bunch' with the semantic role of the Target is coded as the clause-initial full NP argument unmarked for case controlling the predicate agreement and bearing the topical status.

Sentences (206) and (207) testify to the agreement pattern in these passive constructions, with the 1Du agreement inflection on the passive verbal predicate corresponding to the 1Du agreement inflection on the passive verbal predicate corresponding to the 1Du

\(^{35}\) This type of constructions in the western dialects is referred to as "Automotive use of causatives" by Kulonen (1989).
of the Target argument in (206), and 3sg predicate agreement inflection – to the 3sg Target argument in (207) respectively.

There are two groups of verbs that are commonly found in these constructions (Kulonen 1989): a) verbs occurring in both active and passive forms, and having a causative/transitive sense in active, and describing event with the clause-initial Nom-marked argument taken by the Target semantic role in the passive, where the Agent role is the Loc-marked non-controlling argument; b) automotive verbs, occurring only in the passive form or with inactive semantics (209). The function of these is similar to that of medial verbs (Kulonen 1989), in that they cannot be used to express an Action with an Agent, but have Event semantics instead. The agentless passive clause with inanimate Agent and automotive verbs are also frequently associated with a certain spontaneity of the event, which "is highly germane to passive defocusing (demotion) of an agent, as an event that is brought about by an unknown, or unmentioned agent is perceived as spontaneous" (Shibatani 1985: 838).

There is also a group of the Eastern Khanty passive constructions with motion/posture verbs that can be revealing for the notion of transitivity. These verbs are apparently neither prototypically intransitive, as they are strongly associated with the second core argument, nor are they prototypically transitive, as the second core argument has the Locative semantic role and maybe marked by one of the oblique cases (210):

210. tut pirnə juy ont-nam ti mən-i
   Dem after forest inside-Lat1 Dem go-Pst0.PS/3sg
   'After this we went to the woods' (Lit. after that into the forest it was gone)

Sentence (210) may also be seen as an instance of the impersonal passive construction, traditionally describing events, where the demotion of an Agent referent as Nom-marked agreement controlling argument of the active-direct clause happens without the promotion of
another referent, (while in the personal passive there is a promotion of a referent, which normally is the Acc-marked non-controlling Target role in the active-direct to the Nom-marked controlling argument in the passive) (Comrie 1977; Shibatani 1985). So this sort of impersonal passive construction appears to demonstrate a demotion of the Agent referent outside of the semantic core of the proposition, expressing the Action of an indefinite Agent, unaccompanied by a promotion of an inactive/inanimate referent to the semantic core.

The underlying event structure here is the same in the passive and the active. The motion verbs are seen to behave here in a way transitively, having the locative referent as one of the core arguments and occasionally even displaying Target-like predicate agreement inflection. Such “transitive” behavior is attested not exclusively in the domain of the passive, but also in the active-direct (Kulonen 1989):

```
211.  amp-ət  woj-ə  nov-t-ət  i  joyt-ət
    dog-PL  elk-InstrObj chase-Tr-3PL  and  come-Tr-3PL
'The dogs chased the elk and caught it' (Lit. the dogs chased the elk and made it come)
```

In the active-direct (211), both verbs, the transitive stem ‘chase, push’ and the intransitive stem ‘come’ are used in the transitive sense implying two core participants in the event. These occurrences are rare, demonstrating that in Khanty a participant (even that of a prototypically intransitive situation) can be made part of the semantic core for pragmatic purposes, “if the Loc/Gen constituent is important for the situation and bears firm relation to the verb, its status can be emphasized grammatically by transitivization” (Kulonen 1989).

```
212.  Ø  aij-ku- nə  os  joy-t-i
      (3sg) young-man-Loc again come-Tr-PST0.PS.3sg
'The young man came to him again' (Lit. (he) was visited by the young man)
```
In (212), the referent with the semantic role of Agent is coded as a non-controlling argument marked for Loc case, while the Target referent bearing the topical pragmatic status is coded as the elided Nom-marked argument controlling the agreement inflection on the passive predicate.

In these Eastern Khanty motion verb passives, the passivization of the locatives appears possible, as the locatives denoting a certain landmark of motion (source, goal, relative orientation) are important, if not inseparable, core elements of the semantic frame of the proposition. And “all entities which correspond to the elements of a semantic frame or valence can be considered as focused to some extent...”, that is, “they are singled out as essential elements, requiring the listener's attention in decoding the message; they are highlighted against the background of all other entities which may be in the consciousness of the speech-act participants, but are not semantically coded” (Shibatani 1985: 832).

The Eastern Khanty de-transitive passive clauses represent an apparent deviation from the prototypical SOV word-order (213):

213. əj piɣr-əm-ne puran nöy-t-i
     one man-Poss.1sg-Loc "buran" pull-Prst-PS.3sg
     ‘My man started the skidoo (Lit.: By my man the skidoo was pulled (started))’

In these constructions, the argument controlling the obligatory verbal agreement inflection (a prototypical Agent grammar), normally codes a non-agent referent, rather than specifically the referent with the semantic role of Target (occasionally it is the role of Locative). At the same time, the Agent role, when overtly present, is coded as an oblique (peripheral) argument. Nevertheless, it often appears that the Agent role, when overtly expressed, is often clause-initial, and appears to retain many of the typical subjecthood properties and, more importantly, high degree of pragmatic topicality. The examples of the passive clauses of the
(213)-type exemplify agent-initial de-transitive passive clauses: Agent\textsubscript{[Loc]} Target\textsubscript{[Nom]} \rightarrow V, as well as topic-initial de-transitive passive clauses: Top-Foc-V. The implication of these passive constructions for the issue of word-order in Eastern Khanty is that grammar per se, does not seem to be as essential as the pragmatic status features for the clause-initial position, and word-order flexibility. That is, the discourse-pragmatic topicality and semantic role of Agent appears to be the more decisive factor for clause-initiality (213). Similarly, in light of absent Acc. case markers for full NP arguments (as opposed to pronominal), rigid OV order remains definitive for the Target semantic role, and this restriction lifts once the exact roles and relations of the participants are unambiguous.

10.3.2 The Loc-Agent Constructions.

Another type of the non-canonical clause is the so-called Eastern Khanty "ergative"\textsuperscript{36} construction type:

214. šllä  sart  rätʃ  män-  nə  öyöli-  s-  im
       big     pike  oldman  1sg-Loc  prepare-PST2-1sgyg
'I got the big pike ready'

In (214), the referent with the semantic role of Agent is coded by the free pronoun controlling the 1sg agreement inflection of the active transitive predicate, but similarly to the passive clauses above, marked by the Loc case. The referent with the semantic role of Target is coded here by the full NP in the unmarked Acc case (for nouns). The OSV word order of (214) is pragmatically motivated, as the Target argument here bears at least some topicality status, being contextually identifiable and active, which is manifested also by the sg (definite) agreement inflection on the predicate. This, however, does not always have to be the case in

\textsuperscript{36} The term "ergative" in reference to the described construction type is inherited from the previous descriptions (Balandin, Comrie, Kulonen). The type of constructions should be structurally and functionally similar to what Dixon (1994) referred to as marked nominative constructions, where the Agent has a marked case instead of the Target.
this type of constructions, and the Loc-marked Agent role may be more topical and clause-
initial, compare (214) vs. (215) below:

215. qu-jali-na aj ni tʃupi-l-tə 
    man-Dim-Loc small woman kiss-Prst-3sg/sg
    'Young man is kissing a young woman'

As will be shown in this section, the traditional “ergative” may not be the most precise
terminological choice for this construction type. For our purposes we will hereafter refer to it
as the Loc-Agent constructions.

At first glance these constructions demonstrate great structural similarity to the canonical
active-direct clause type, with two important exceptions; namely, the Agent argument is
always overt, expressed by a full NP or a free pronoun, and it is always inflected for Loc
case. This Locative marking of the Agent role, though not unique, is quite rare typologically.
The more complete list of formal properties of this construction type is as follows:

(i) Frequency: average 10%

(ii) The argument with the semantic role of Agent is overtly present in the proposition,
    expressed by a free pronoun or a full NP (high on agentivity properties: identifiable,
    accessible, predominantly human/animate), marked with the Loc case

(iii) This Agent argument marked for Loc case is controlling the agreement inflection on
    the active verbal predicate.

(iv) The predicate of the proposition is a verb typically expressing a perfective action,
    often with an unclear affect on the Target role, as an underlying de-transitive: ('take
    aim', 'look', motion/posture, 'shoot' not implying 'hit', body part manipulation, these
    events are mainly intransitive)
(v) The second core argument of the proposition with the semantic role of Target is expressed by a full O case-marked NP, mainly definite (possessive-marked, identifiable, accessible contextually); locus of motion or State, direction of Action (object of looking or target of shooting).

A brief outline of the statistical, pragmatic, structural and semantic features of the Loc-Agent constructions are laid out in the table (Table 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent-Loc</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prs.Pronoun: 71%</td>
<td>motion verb: 6% (omitted) + Loc of motion direction</td>
<td>no Trg argument: 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper Nouns: 16%</td>
<td>posture (sit/lie): 16% + Loc of whereabouts</td>
<td>Loc/Lat Trg: 41% -locus of motion/posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nouns (identifiable/accessible): 18%</td>
<td>perception (look/see, hear): 18% + what is perceived (seen/heard) is a separate clause</td>
<td>-direction of looking/shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ NP animate/ non human 16%</td>
<td>'take aim' - intransitive: 16%</td>
<td>definite NP=TrgO: 41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ NP inanimate 6%</td>
<td>'shoot' – 16% + 18% (omitted) + Lat/direction of shooting</td>
<td>- body part: 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>body parts (head/nose) manipulation (shake/hide/move/stick/put) : 30%</td>
<td>&quot;message&quot; of saying: 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>de-transitive/anticausative (cut): 6% + definite object NP (fish)</td>
<td>definite object NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(fish):6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Loc-Agent construction features.

It can be seen that nothing in the grammar of these propositions precludes the use of the canonical active-direct clause type from expressing the same content. The question arises then in regards to the motivation of the choice of the non-canonical construction type?

10.3.3 Eastern Khanty Non-Canonical Constructions in the Narrative

Better understanding of the exact motivating factors and functional characteristics of these non-canonical constructions could be achieved via the reference to such notions as discourse-pragmatic status, activation, accessibility, topicality, pragmatic foregrounding.
10.3.3.1 Passive Constructions in the Narrative Discourse

In the narrative, clause (216) below maintains the referent 'we' as discourse topic, according to the established pattern, by elision of the typically clause-initial Agent role and by predicate agreement inflection.

216. juta put waj-maŋ pana li-te ot
together kettle take-1Du/sg and eat-IMPP-thing
'We took with us a kettle and some food'

217.a) puran pensin-nat pon-i, b) avet-at jur-i,
skidoon gasoline-Com put-PS/3sg sled-Com tie-PS/3sg
'We put some petrol in the skidoo, tied the sled to it,...'

218. juta amp-yon waj-jin
together dog-Du take-1Du
'...and took two dogs with us'
(Lit.: The snowmobile was fueled, sled attached and dogs tied up)

The canonical topic expression is altered in (217-218). The topical Agent referent of (216) is not overtly present, and the referent with non-agentive properties, the semantic role of Target, 'skidoo' is coded by the clause-initial full NP unmarked for case and controlling verbal agreement inflection in (217a). Such re-arrangement, at this stretch of the discourse, is necessitated by the pragmatic demand to establish and maintain a non-agentive referent as pragmatically prominent, topical, while the agentive referent, previously topical, is temporarily demoted, backgrounded as contextually obvious and of lesser import. The new topical Target role argument is elided in (217b), though still controlling the predicate agreement. The 1Du Agent role, however, effortlessly returns as the discourse topic as soon as the "special" passive re-arrangement is no longer maintained in the active-direct (218),
still having the established pattern of topic expression, that is, by elision and verbal inflection.

Sentence (219) represents a sequence of passive and active-direct clauses, where in the passive (219a), the Agent referent is coded by the clause-initial full NP ‘my man’ marked by the Loc case, whereas the Target role ‘skidoo’ appears coded by the full NP and the 3sg predicate agreement.

219. a) ej piγr-əm- nə puran novità-i pana b) sar-nam mən
    one man-POSS.1sg- Loc skidoo pull- PS/3sg and ahead- Lat1 go.3sg
    ‘My man turned the skidoo on and went on forward’ (Lit: By my man the skidoo was started and he went forward)

In the coordinated (219b) conjoined by pana, however, the Agent role of (219a) ‘my man’ appears expressed by elision and 3sg agreement, which, according to the previously established pattern is consistent with topicality. The question as to which argument in (219a) the predicate in (219b) actually agrees with (as both the oblique-marked Agent and the Target are 3sg arguments) can be clarified by (219d) and (219e) below, which are in many ways similar.

In the active-direct (219c), the topical referent with the semantic role of Agent is coded by the clause-initial pronominal 1sg argument and 1sg predicate agreement inflection. It is then de-activated, pragmatically backgrounded in (219d) expressed by the Loc-marked 1sg pronoun, while the referent with properties testifying to its relatively lower agentivity is pragmatically foregrounded. This necessitates the special passive re-arrangement where this non-Agent role is coded by the clause-initial full NP controlling the predicate agreement.

219c) os mə awet-a ānte imt-əm
    but 1sg sled-Lat NEG sit-1sg
d) aj amp-əli män- nə kur-γət-i katl- i
    small dog- Dim lsg- Loc leg- Pl-Lat hold- PS/3sg

e) panə puran pir- i ti quyt-əm,
    and skidoo back-Lat2 Dem trod-1sg

'But I did not sit in the sled, with small dog held by me by the legs, I ran behind the sled'

In the conjoined (219e), once the passive non-agent foregrounding stops, similar to (219b) above, the lsg Agent referent re-appears as the topic coded by the elision in the active-direct clause.

Both sequences (219a) - (219b) and (219c) - (219e) contain active-passive-active clause combinations. In each of the passive clauses, the referent with the semantic role of Agent is expressed by the oblique-marked NP (nominal or pronominal). This referent, however, still enjoys a degree of pragmatic activation strong enough to allow this referent to re-appear as topical, coded by elision and the verbal agreement inflection in the immediately following discourse. That is, the Target role unmarked for case in the passive clauses increased their pragmatic activation during the passive clause(s), but it did not interrupt the pragmatic status of the Agent referent at the overall discourse level. This leads to the conclusion that passive is not used to establish a new discourse-topic. It is capable of setting the stage but does not promote the discourse pragmatic status of a referent.

Notably, one of the structural distinctions (217a-b) vs. (219a, d) is the overt expression of the Agent referent. I posit that the question of what requires the overt expression of the Agent role in some passive clauses could be approached via the analysis of the information structuring. It is evident from observing this stretch of discourse that the passives (lacking an overt Agent referent) are preceded and followed by active-direct clauses with the same Agent referent (lsg), which testifies to the identifiability and topical status of this referent in the
interlocutors' universe. It is also evident, however, that in cases of "agented" passives this Agent referent is an essential participant, and if elided, would render the proposition ambiguous. The overt presence of the Agent is thus needed for the adequate processing of both the information/locution content and communicative/perlocution effect (humor) of the proposition.

The analysis of the following sequence (220a-b) reveals a similar pattern. In the (220a) the topical discourse referent, 1sg Agent is expressed predictably by elision.

\[
\begin{align*}
220. \ a) & \quad \text{opal-am qot mut\j\j puran pir-i quyt-om,} \\
& \quad \text{sister-POSS.1sg sg home until skidoo back-Lat2 trod-1sg}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& b) \quad t\u \ lat- n\e aj amp-\xi ma- n\o \i\x-ti asl-i \\
& \quad \text{Dem time-Loc small dog-Dim 1sg-Loc front-Lat let go-PS/3sg}
\end{align*}
\]

'I ran behind the skidoo all the way to my sister's house and the doggy was let go by me'.

In the adjoined passive (220b), the Target role 'small dog' is expressed by the full NP unmarked for case and controlling 3sg predicate agreement, whereas the Agent role is expressed by the free Loc-marked pronoun. The topic of the (220b) is the Target argument 'small dog', whereas the 1sg Agent is temporarily backgrounded. However, the relevance of the Agent in the proposition (220b) is still manifested through its overt presence, apparently to minimize ambiguity (since the dog is "bound" on both sides, by the sled and by the human). In the active-direct (221) however, the 1sg Agent remains topical, expressed by elision and predicate agreement, and is coreferential with the Agent of the participial modifier clauses (inflected for 1sg).
221. puran pir-i qot-m-am-ǝ njayt-ǝm, orj ̣ tiypil
skidoo back-Lat2 trod-PP-1sg-Loc laugh-1sg yard inside
‘While running behind the skidoo I laughed…’

ḷ aŋ-m-am-a imat sar-nam njay-ta ̣ jɔy- ǝm
enter-PP-1sg-IlLat more ahead-Lat1 laugh-INF become-PST0.1sg
‘…and having entered the front yard, I laughed even more

Finally, (222) demonstrates the so-called Khanty passivization of motion verbs, where
the referent with the semantic role of Locative expressed by the full NP appears as the only
explicit argument, while the predicate agreement inflection is the 3sg.

222. ṭ ụ ṭ pirṇ a juyg ont-nam ti mən-i
Dem after forest inside-Lat Dem go-PST0.PS/3sg
‘After this we went to the woods’ (Lit.: the woods were went to)

The referent with the semantic role of Agent is again elided, but is identifiable and has a high
degree of pragmatic activation, accessible both situationally and textually.

Now the discourse-pragmatic based generalizations regarding the use of passive in the
Eastern Khanty narrative can be outlined:

i) clause type frequency in the narratives ~ 14%;

ii) passive is the clause type showing a deviation from the canonical active-direct
arrangement, in that the referent with the semantic role of Target is typically
clause-initial argument in the unmarked Nom case, controlling the agreement
inflection on the predicate;

iii) the referent with the semantic role of Agent is marked by Loc case, or elided;

iv) semantically, the agentivity status of the topical argument of the passive (Target)
is always relatively lower than that of the Agent argument;
v) pragmatically, the passive marks a change in the degree of pragmatic centrality of the referents, temporarily foregrounding the status of the non-Agent (Target), rendering it in the unmarked Nom case controlling predicate agreement; and backgrounding the status of the Agent;

vi) however, while at the clausal level the pragmatic status of the referents is altered by the passive, at the level of overall discourse the agentive referent, temporarily demoted when relevant, or omitted when obvious/irrelevant), maintains high activation status, which follows from its canonical topic expression by elision and predicate agreement in the passive-active clause sequences;

vii) (active-)passive-active clause sequences, when contrasted with the active-active ones, testify that passive is a marked construction type, requiring a special arrangement of the referents, which is outside the general pattern of mapping pragmatic function - to semantic role - to morphosyntax;

viii) all reviewed passive constructions demonstrate, that the alignment of <pragmatic function=grammar> in Eastern Khanty is the strongest, overriding that of <pragmatic function=semantic role> or that of <semantic role=grammar>. That is, the canonical active alignment <Topic=Agent=Nom (+agreement control)> of the active-direct construction is altered in the passive construction to be <Topic=Target=Nom(+agreement control)>

With regard to information structure, it was noted above that the preferred topic expression in Eastern Khanty is by unaccented co-referential pronominal inflection on the predicate (including zero agreement in the case of a 3sg predicate argument). It was also
noted, that the referent with the role of Target, in the unmarked Nom case in the passive clause, has the relation of aboutness/centrality in the proposition.

However, it is seen that the referent with the role of Agent, demoted in the passive clause (from the typical clause-initial Nom argument controlling predicate agreement), retains, to a large extent, the set of pragmatic properties that allow it to emerge as topical in the immediately subsequent discourse (after passive) without any special topic promotion, that is, expressed by elision and predicate inflection - the preferred topic expression. Thus, the topicality of the Agent referent appears to have been maintained in the course of the passive construction.

This kind of "residue topicality" of the Agent referent in passive constructions correlates with the fact of retention by the Agent argument of the grammatical features normally referred to as subjecthood. That is, in the Eastern Khanty examples, there is a certain distribution of the so-called subjecthood properties between the promoted Target role on the one hand and the demoted elided or overt Loc-marked Agent role on the other. Defining the subject as an element of the clause possessing a convergence of properties characteristic of subjecthood (Li, 1976), such as: control of co-referential agreement in conjoined or adjoined clauses; control over nonfinite clauses embedded within the matrix clause; control over reflexivization, we see that in the Eastern Khanty narratives, in passive clauses with an overt Agent argument these properties often characterise the demoted Loc-marked Agent equally well as they do the promoted Target.

With respect to control of co-reference, we see that though the control over verbal inflection in a passive clause is by the promoted Target role, the control over embedded nonfinite clauses is typically by the demoted Loc-marked Agent. In the sequence (220b)-
(221), in (220b) the passive demoted Loc-marked Agent associates both with the Agent of the embedded nonfinite clauses and with the 1sg. coreference in (221).

Control over reflexivization can be maintained both by the Agent and the identifiable, active Target that co-occurs with the Target-predicate agreement (objective/definite conjugation). The reflexives/possessives may refer both to the Agent and the Target, when accompanied by the Target-predicate agreement may bind the reflexives (cf. example (22) in 10.1. Semantic features and grammatical relations) repeated here as (223).

223. wajay-na ämp joy nirimtä -s-tä tšimn önt-kat-al
animal-Loc dog home pull-Pst2-3sg/sg there inside-house -3sg
'The bear hid the dog inside his (bear's) / (dog's) house.'

Thus, in the Eastern Khanty passive constructions, there is a certain curious distribution of grammatical and pragmatic properties, commonly assigned to subjecthood, between the demoted Loc-marked Agent and the promoted unmarked (for Nom) Target.

Pragmatically, we can speak of the continuum of topicality, or a certain foreground/background dynamic. In the passive clause, the non-Agent (Target) referent can be said to be temporarily foregrounded against the background of the active-direct discourse with a primary core discourse topical Agent referent being demoted, either omitted or expressed in the passive clause as an oblique argument.

The above-mentioned possible distribution of both pragmatic and grammatical features between the two arguments is most relevant for just one type of the passive clause, namely, the one with the overtly expressed Loc-marked Agent role (agented passive) and less relevant for passive clauses with unexpressed/obvious/irrelevant (agentless) or unknown (impersonal) agent referents.
As evident, the predicates in the passive examples are typically transitive verbs implying two core arguments, one of which has high agentivity status, volition and control properties while the other lacks such properties and is affected in the event. This pragmatic and semantic context for passivization appears to resonate with the prototypical passive features of Shibatani's passive prototype (1985: 839) and Givon's "promotional de-transitivization" (Givon 2001: 126-128). These features include: (1) agent marked by an oblique case, conceptualised, but defocused at the level of syntactic encoding; (2) the syntax of the passive diverges from that of the active-direct; the range of non-agent roles that can be promoted to subjecthood in a passive clause tends to be restricted to semantic role of Target; and (3) passives tend to be restricted to semantically transitive verbs, those having both Agent and Target in the semantic frame, but syntactically, are typically intransitive. This list of prototypical features places the Eastern Khanty passive clauses with overtly present agent arguments somewhat at the periphery, as such agented passive clauses appear to deviate from the prototype. Particularly, overt syntactic presence of the Agent referent in a passive clause upsets some of the prototypical features. Even so, these clauses appear to resonate with the general tendency of the passive, in its fundamental function of having "to do with defocusing of agents" (Shibatani 1985: 831).

The functional/pragmatic features that are commonly associated with, and motivate the agentless passives, such as: agent-unknown, Agent superfluous/obvious, agent absent for specific reasons (tact/delicacy), Agent is of lesser interest, spontaneity of the event, etc. (Shibatani 1985; Givon 2001), appear to apply, to various extent to all the Khanty constructions reviewed so far to form the domain of passive. Thus, based on the narrative discourse analysis, it can be observed, that agentless passives (218a-b), (222) describe a
typical transitive event that implies the Agent, whose omission is contextually motivated by its superfluousness/lesser interest, which follows from its (the agent's) topicality in the immediately preceding and following active-direct clauses (216) and (218), expressed by elision and verbal inflection. Other features (agent unknown or absent for tact/delicacy, spontaneity, etc.) hardly apply to the agentless passive clauses in the narratives above, as in the majority of the cases the events described by agentless passives are rather volitional, authoritative, deliberate, premeditated ('fuelling', 'tying together', 'tying up dogs', 'going to the forest') and are generally devoid of adverse connotation. Agented passives (219a, d), (220b) describe events where the Agent referent is of high relevance and a new Agent referent has replaced the previously established one, or is important for the unambiguous interpretation of the proposition (219d), (220a).

Interestingly, when contrasted, the events described by the agented passives appear to imply more spontaneity and affectedness of the Target, than those described by the agentless passives (cf. (217a-b), (216), (222) and (219a, d), (220b). That is, a more prominent, new Agent referent implies a change, or dynamicity, or more affectedness for the Target, whose perspective, according to common interpretations, is dominant in the passive arrangement. In contrast, a known/superfluous Agent of the agentless passive is unlikely to imply spontaneity. This is consistent with the information structure pattern established at the onset of this section, in which elision/omission corresponds to "known/topical", whereas overt expression (full NP, free pronoun) corresponds to shift/change and "new" (cf. 10.2. Information Structure).

It is then reasonable to correlate the above-mentioned pragmatic continuum of topicality, foregrounding-backgrounding with a certain grammatical continuum, in the sense of
considering various related forms as "... passives to the extent that they share properties of the passive prototype", placing all these forms "... along the continuum between the passive and active-direct" (Shibatani 1985: 844). Such "fuzzy" treatment of the attested formal possibilities allows for a degree of flexibility and dynamicity typical of the language as a system, resonant with Shibatani's "change in progress" exhibited by the language forms, which "a discrete analysis of grammatical structure does not allow us to capture" (1985: 846).

10.3.3.2 Loc-Agent (Ergative) Constructions in the Narrative.

Clause (224) demonstrates the establishment of a new topical referent, the 1sg Agent in the Nom case, clause-initially, and controlling the 1sg predicate agreement.

224. mä sart wel- s- øm, sille
   1sg pike kill-PST2- 1sg big
   'I caught a pike-fish, a big one'

Clause (225) is the instance of the Loc-Agent clause type.

225. sille sart män-na löyöli- s- im
   big pike 1sg- Loc cut-PST2- 1sg/sg
   'I prepared the big pike'

As will be seen in the following analysis of the Loc-Agent clauses in the narrative, (225) is anomalous in having the Target argument in the clause-initial position. Such a position, preceding the Agent argument, is evidence of the increased pragmatic status of this Target referent. The referent "pike" here is identifiable and highly accessible textually, which is also evident from the marked sg. Target-predicate agreement. This results in a situation where there are two referents with a compatibly high degree of pragmatic activation. There are still, however, marked differences in the semantic properties of these referents, such as animacy/agentivity status, as well as their comparative discourse status. The 1sg, apart from being the SAP, is the author of the narrative and a central participant in the event. In (224),
this human Agent appears clause-initially controlling predicate agreement. The established pattern would predict further maintenance of this referent as topical by elision and agreement inflection. However, counter to this expectation, in (225), this referent appears expressed by the free 1sg Loc-marked pronoun in and 1sg predicate inflection. There are other properties that make this clause stand out in the otherwise canonical active-direct narrative discourse flow, namely the intransitive/anticausative verbal affixation that contributes to the distinctness of the proposition affecting the sense of transitivity/subjectionhood in the event. After this temporary alteration by the non-canonical (225) clause, the narrative discourse resumes in the expected canonical way in the immediately following active-direct (226), where the topicality of the 1sg Agent referent is "canonically" expressed by the elision and the 1sg agreement on the predicate.

226. terkä-s- im iwes- nə
    fry- PST2- 1sg/sg stick- Loc
'I fried it on sticks'

The next Loc-Agent clause is (228a), which demonstrates familiar formal characteristics, such as a Loc-marked overt Agent, and manifests the beginning of a repair describing a temporally displaced coherent episode, licensed by the adverbial 'before that' in (228a) and completed by the logical return to the main narrative sequence 7 clauses later in the narrative.

227. wäsk- äti kəm nöyü- lök jiya-tati
duck-INF/Sup or moose-track look/see-INF/Sup
'Either to look for ducks or moose tracks'

228.a) tʃu il peley-nə min-nə aməs-ta...
Dem ahead/down half/side-Loc lDu-Loc sit-INF
'Before that, we sit...'

kollöm qasi amas-l-aw
three man sit-Prst-1Pl
‘...the three of us men are sitting (and see)...’
(228a) is also peculiar as it contains a self-initiated repair from 'we-two sit..' to '(we) three men are sitting', where, interestingly, in the repair part an active-direct arrangement substitutes for the Loc-Agent clause. That is, the initial Loc-Agent is changed into Nom-Agent in the repaired part. Essentially, the number of the Agent referent is repaired from Du 'we' to Pl 'us, three men'. One of the motivations of the change from Loc-Agent clause grammar (Loc) to active-direct (Nom=Ø) may stem from the alteration of pragmatic content in this repair, that is, the change of referentiality of the participant (from pronominal-1Du to full NP-Pl), and a decrease in its pragmatic activation.

229. tfilayt- at- am  "rut  sayi :  medwed ! "
    cry - IP. 1sg  Russian  along/way  "bear"
    'I cried in Russian "bear!"'

230. moqet  jiýi- no  kol- wayta- l- il
    "maybe"  3Pl- Loc  hear-Atten-Prst- 1Pl/sg
    'Maybe they would hear it'

231.a) nu  jemaki,  jiýata- l- im,  b) aya, wajaý.
    -  good  look-Prst-1sg/sg  OK, animal
    'Ok, I look, there is the animal'

In the next example, the canonical clause type (229) the topical discourse referent (the Agent expressed by elision and predicate agreement co-reference), is interrupted by the Loc-Agent clause type in (230) with a new referent temporarily foregrounded, expressed by the Loc-pronominal Agent. It also represents a type of an aside containing the inner speech of the narrator. The discourse topical referent (1sg Agent) is consequently reactivated in the following canonical active-direct clause (231a) "appropriately" expressed by elision and predicate agreement inflection.
The Loc-Agent clause (233a) is yet another instance of the described non-canonical pattern. It temporarily establishes a new pragmatically prominent referent, by the Loc-marked pronominal Agent, against the background of the preceding active-direct (232) and the following active-direct (233b) with the discourse topical referent expressed canonically by elision and predicate agreement.

232. pestätil tom toy-əm-əl pelk-a nöröy-wəl ... i tʃel-wəl
   fast Dem go-PP-POSS..3sg side-Lat swim-Prst.3sg "and" cry-Prst.3sg
   'He swims to the other side ... and yells'

233.a) män-na əʃo ... joyo- tə anə uspet wer-s-əm,
   1sg- Loc again... shoot-INF NEG "be on time" do-PST2-1sg

   b) tʃerä nöröy- wəl
      Dem swim- Prst.3sg
      'I didn't shoot in time, it swam so fast'

Thus, as a generalization of the use of Loc-Agent clauses in the narrative, it can be concluded that in addition to the listed structural features above, the following holds true:

- pragmatically, the Loc-Agent clause marks a temporary alteration of the discourse topic, parenthetically establishing a new quasi-topical referent coded typically by the Locative-marked Agent argument. This can be viewed as an act of temporary foregrounding of a referent other than the current discourse topic of the narrative.

- in every case, the discourse topical referent of the preceding active-direct discourse, which was altered by the Loc-Agent clause foregrounding act, reappears coded by elision and verbal agreement inflection, thus maintaining the topicality status, and continues as a topical Agent argument in the consequent canonical active-direct discourse.
10.3.3.3 Comparative Analysis of Active-Direct vs. Loc-Agent (Ergative)

Seeking a functional-pragmatic motivation of the choice between the canonical active-direct clause and the Loc-Agent clause, we can contrast below the instances of each construction in their narrative discourse environment.

The first pair readily yields itself to a contrastive analysis, in the above mentioned sequence (224-225), the active-direct clause (224) is immediately followed by the Loc-Agent clause (225). Having the same pronominal 1sg Agent argument, both clauses display such features as: Agent argument controlling verbal agreement inflection, high agentivity of this argument, verb-final word order, and perfective aspect of the transitive verb. However, there are a few differentiating features as well:

i) Ø case-marked Agent in the active-direct (224) vs. Loc case-marked Agent in the Loc-Agent (225),

ii) subjective verb conjugation in (224) vs. objective verb conjugation in (225),

iii) SOV order of (224) vs. OSV\(^{37}\) order of (225),

iv) brand-new unidentifiable Target in (224) vs. identifiable/accessible/active Target in (225),

v) transitive event with affected 3sg Target (224) vs. detransitivized verb (225).

These features correlate with the general pragmatics of Topic-Comment (224) with a pronominal 1sg Agent argument in the Nom case vs. marked (225) with a de-emphasized pronominal 1sg Loc-marked Agent argument. (Here, the reference to the cultural frame may be of importance. When caught, a fish has to be immediately processed (scaled, gutted, cut and pickled in salt-brine) to avoid spoiling and attracting predators. Thus, in a sense, catching the fish is part of a conventionalized routine.)

\(^{37}\) OSV is discussed above, as associated with the status of the Target - definite, co-occurring with Trg-V agreement.
In the Loc-Agent clause (235), a new, inanimate referent expressed by the Loc-marked argument, the full NP 'gun' signifies a temporary interruption of the discourse line, where this new referent appears as a temporary topic of attention in (235-236).

234. nuɣ- la pają- inta- s- im ämp- äm ajrit- na- ki up-Lat go- Trans- PST.1sg/sg dog-POSS.1sg/sg canoe-Com-Pred
'I went upstream, the dog is in the boat'

235. sidar tʃɔŋwɔ pɔtʃkɔn- nɔ tɔʃə ajrit- nə olay- wɔl Sidor late gun-Loc also canoe-Loc lie-Prst.3sg
'Late Sidor's gun also lies in the boat'

236.a) twenati kaliber-am ... olay- wɔl pon-am trop-na ...
12twelve calibre-1sg lay-Prst.3sg load-PP buckshot-Com

b) man- nə-pa trop-na ...
1sg-Instr-Lat buckshot-Com
'My twelve calibre lies here, loaded with buckshot... by me (loaded) with buckshot'

237. jem- aki nuɣla- pa jayi- nta- l- im, good-Pred up-Lat paddle-Trns-Prst- 1sg/sg
'Ok, I paddled upstream ...'

However, in (237), the temporary backgrounded discourse topical referent, the 1sg narrator, regains its status as the primary discourse topic without any special promotion, that is, by canonical elision and predicate agreement inflection.

Contextually, Loc-Agent clauses appear to have parenthetical, consequential semantics. They represent an action-effect, causal dependence on the preceding event. The latter is expressed by an active-direct clause immediately prior to the adjoined Loc-Agent clause that represents an implicature, not merely an entailment. In the complex clauses of (238) and (239), the states-of-affairs of the coordinated Loc-Agent clauses are in a consequential relation with those of the preceding canonical active-direct clauses.

238. os liɣɔltə-l-im, juy-nə os oy-əl il wer-wal-ətə again take.aim-Prst.1sg 3sg-Loc again head-Poss.3sg down do-Prst-3sg/sg
'I tried to take aim again, he had his head down again'
239. ʧa oy-əl nuq aləm-s-ətte, män-ne ʧa liyəltə-s-əm
    then head-Poss.3sg up move-PST2-3sg/sg 1sg-Loc then take.aim-PST2-1sg
    ‘Then he got his head out, I raised my gun then’

Equally in the sequence (240-241), the event Loc-Agent (241) is a consequence of the
canonical active-direct (240).

240. ʧinam joyo-s-im
    there shoot-PST2-1sg/sg
    ‘I threw it (a stick) there’

241. ämp-əli-nə ʧinam pünk-əl warta-kata-s-ta
    doggy-Dim-Loc there nose-Poss.3sg stick-Inch-PST2-3sg/sg
    ‘The dog started to stick its nose there (in the hole from the stick)’

It is thus justified to posit that the events described by the Loc-Agent clauses are in a
consequential relation, reactive in their nature, dependent upon the events in the preceding
discourse. By extension, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the Loc-marked Agent
arguments of these clauses, although mainly semantically agentive (definite human/animate),
are construed as deprived, at least in part, of the control, volition properties in the above
reactive sense. This correlates appropriately with the oblique (Loc) case marking, which is
non-canonical for the Agent role. Also ultimately, it correlates with the above-mentioned
discourse pragmatic failure of these Loc-Agent arguments to assume and maintain discourse-
topicity status.

As just argued above, the Eastern Khanty constructions with Loc-marked Agents
demonstrate a mixture of features. Though demonstrating regular predicate agreement
patterns and same agency-subjecthood features, the oblique (Loc) case-marking of the Agent
role aligns this argument with peripheral, Locative arguments of motion/posture/state
propositions which are essentially intransitive in their nature.
This strongly correlates with the cross-linguistic observations for non-canonically marked Agent arguments, namely, the fact that among the predicates requiring the non-canonical Agent marking, those expressing uncontrollable activities are numerous to the extent that the non-control vs. control may be a generally applicable semantic feature with regard to predicates requiring non-canonically marked Agents (Onishi 2001). It is also observed cross-linguistically that, in general, non-canonical oblique case marking of core arguments reflects decreased transitivity status of the whole clause (Onishi 2001) owing to a set of multilevel factors, such as the valency of predicate, the referential status of the NPs, and clause TAM, polarity, specificity, etc. in their integration (Shibatani 1985).

These tendencies could be represented in the following adaptation of the Onishi continuum (Aikhenvald et al. 2001):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
(+\text{Agent's subjecthood} \\
\text{(control/volition)}
\end{array} \quad (-\text{Agent's subjecthood} \\
\text{(control/volition)})
\hline
(+\text{Clause/event transitivity}) \quad \text{Clause/event transitivity (}-\text{)}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Nominative} \quad \text{Locative}
\end{array}
\]

\[\leftarrow \text{canonical} \rightarrow \quad \leftarrow \text{non-canonical} \rightarrow\]

This non-canonical Agent coding taken to manifest the reduced control/volition of the Agent in the described state-of-affairs finds interesting resonance with the earlier descriptions of this phenomenon in the Finno-Ugric languages. Observations were made about such constructions representing a "logically impersonal sentence" with a "covert subject", when events were conceptualized by speakers as "caused by other (mystical forces) – true agents" (Balandin 1967). A human, as an apparent agent of change, is not granted agentic status, "merely representing a locus of an event", whereas "the causative effect of outside forces is revealed, and the agent appears in essence a mere semi-responsible performer" (Balandin 1967).
Extra-linguistically, this phenomenon appears to find strong cultural correspondences in Eastern Khanty. It is notable that the bear is an extremely frequent participant in the events described by these non-canonical constructions. Bear is a highly ritualized and tabooed cultural agent, and there are strongly observed rituals associated with bear hunting and feasting such as the use of masks and nicknames by hunters to conceal the identities of those responsible for the bear's death, taboo on the lexicon pertaining to the bear's body parts, and the word bear itself (a generic term \textit{wajay} 'animal' or \textit{qaqi-wajay} 'brother-animal' is used instead of proper \textit{jiiy} 'bear'), etc. Thus, the tendency to demote or "de-agentivize" the particular referents in the propositions coded in these constructions appears culturally motivated.

The internal motivation of case-marking in general, is usually seen in the identification of key participants of the proposition and their exact interrelations. A general claim holds that, for nominative languages the differentiation is made by prototypically making Target more morphologically complex than Agent, and for ergative languages by making the Agent more complex than Target (Comrie 1978; Dixon 1979). This may seem in a way counter to the observations concerning the Eastern Khanty \textit{Loc-Agent clauses}, where the coded state-of-affairs is construed largely as reduced in transitivity. It should be born in mind that these Eastern Khanty Loc-Agent constructions are not the most prototypical ergative per se. However, morphological complexity of the Agent argument of the Eastern Khanty Loc-Agent clause quite consistently correlates to prototypical ergative continuity between Agent and Target at the deeper level. That is, the Agent of the Loc-Agent clause approximates the Target of the active in its pragmatic and semantic features: decreased topicality and activity,
approaching thus the semantics of the Experiencer in the Event, where affectedness of the Target role is unspecified.

10.3.4 The Eastern Khanty Voice Constructions

Lexical semantics indicating the degree of animacy corresponding to potential agentivity and subjecehood of the referent may provide enough information to prevent any potential ambiguity of the proposition and thus, to cancel the need for additional explicit labelling of the roles. And indeed, this is the case in the Eastern Khanty canonical transitive active-direct constructions, where NPs in the Agent and Target role are typically unmarked for case. However, specific pragmatic pressures cause the language system to resort to specific marking of the arguments, particularly of the Agent referent in cases of unpredictable distributions of semantic roles and pragmatic statuses, or where there is an unpredictable discrepancy between the pragmatic status of referents, their high animacy and their decreased or de-emphasised agentivity. Such discrepancies necessitate special grammatical coding of semantic roles, that is, the passive and Loc-Agent clauses.

In light of the cross-linguistically typical low morphological complexity of the Nominative compared to other cases and of the Absolutive compared to Ergative, the formal similarity of Eastern Khanty non-canonical constructions of NPs in the passive and of "ergative-like" Loc-Agent clauses could be interpreted as a "diachronic relationship" between the Eastern Khanty passive and "ergative" organisations. The abovementioned dynamics of the assignment of subjecthood properties to arguments may be taken as support for the hypothesis of the "gradual" evolution of the nominative language to ergative via the switch of subject properties from the morphologically simple Target of the passive to the morphologically complex Agent (Comrie 1978). It is thus reasonable to posit that Eastern
Khanty may be at a stage in its evolution, where the predominant nominative features are restricted to a particular functional domain, in the way that is characteristic of the ergative organisation. The directionality of this dynamic combination of organisational features may be determined in the course of further historical investigation.

In the course of this section, I have described the types of discourse-pragmatic functions and the kinds of propositional-semantic content that are associated with the voice constructions in Eastern Khanty, those with Loc-marking of Agents. Based on the analysis of Eastern Khanty narratives, I sought to support the hypothesis that the choice of these non-canonical constructions is motivated by pragmatic pressures/intentions in the discourse. The need to identify, maintain, and change the pragmatic properties and functions, and interrelations of referents in the discourse entails a variety of structural means available in the grammar of Eastern Khanty. The monostratal analysis of pragmatic-functional, semantic, and structural properties of all the participants in their interaction in the proposition as a whole is a particularly revealing approach to the issue of non-canonical constructions.

The comparison of the main relevant pragmatic, semantic and structural features of the core constituents, the verbal predicate, as well as the whole event coded by the non-canonical constructions is represented below (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Loc-Agent</th>
<th>Agentless Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human/animate</td>
<td>Human/animate</td>
<td>Known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definite</td>
<td>Definite/Indefinite</td>
<td>Human/animate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc-marked</td>
<td>Loc-marked</td>
<td>Definite/Indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foregrounded</td>
<td>Backgrounded</td>
<td>Backgrounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None/Definite</td>
<td>Definite/Indefinite</td>
<td>Definite/Indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None/inanimate</td>
<td>Less animate</td>
<td>Less animate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom-marked</td>
<td>Nom-marked</td>
<td>Nom-marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Foregrounded</td>
<td>Foregrounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affectness (-)/?</td>
<td>Affectedness (+)/?</td>
<td>Affectedness (+)/?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agentless</td>
<td>Impersonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agentless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impersonal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predic.</td>
<td>De-trans./less trans.</td>
<td>De-transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imperf./ Perfect.</td>
<td>Perfective/ Imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Parenthetical</td>
<td>Parenthetical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/disrupting but not</td>
<td>/disrupting but not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interrupting</td>
<td>interrupting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+) Consequential</td>
<td>(+) Consequential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+) Spontaneous</td>
<td>(+) Spontaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-) Control/volition</td>
<td>(-) Control/volition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less agentive</td>
<td>Less agentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foregrounds Agent</td>
<td>Foregrounds Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foregrounds Target</td>
<td>Foregrounds Target</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Non-canonical clause features.**

It follows from the analysis of these interrelated features of the non-canonical constructions that specific grammatical coding signal certain pragmatic-functional properties. More specifically:

(i) In the Loc-Agent clauses, the overt Loc-marked human/animate Agent, the low transitivity of the morphologically active verbal predicate, predicate agreement control, and its parenthetical character (one clause length followed by canonical active-direct clauses with the continuing discourse topic expressed by elision) signal temporary pragmatic prominence (secondary topicality) of the low control/volition Agent in the consequential dependence of the event, where the agentive (causer) nature of the Agent is de-emphasised, consistent with specific cultural conventions and practices (taboos, etc.);

(ii) In the passive clauses, such features as: a) the overt Loc-marked human/animate Agent demoted (or not explicit), b) the high semantic transitivity of the morphologically passive verb, c) the less animate (inanimate) Θ-marked promoted Target, d) Target controlled of predicate agreement, and parenthetical character (1-2 clause length followed by a canonical active-direct clause with the continuing topic expressed by elision) communicate temporary pragmatic prominence (secondary topicality) of the Target in the spontaneous/consequential/dependent event, where the pragmatic prominence (topicality)
and causer nature of the Agent is de-emphasized or irrelevant/unknown rendering the event less spontaneous and somewhat automatic.

The Eastern Khany non-canonical constructions - passive and Loc-Agent, are similar insofar as they manifest a parenthetical establishment of an alternative, secondary topic, i.e. a discourse-prominent referent, whose activation (topicality) status is briefly competing with that of the primary discourse-prominent referent (primary topic), which is expressed by the temporary promotion (foregrounding) of such a referent (to clause-initial position). This secondary discourse topic is typically coded by a full NP or a free pronoun, which, as shown at the onset of this section, is not a preferred primary topic expression in Eastern Khany. The second feature of the Eastern Khany non-canonical constructions is that the Agent referent is marked with Loc case. Such Loc-Agent non-canonical constructions differ in the semantic properties of the promoted referents. In the agented passive clauses, this referent is always lower on the animacy, agentivity scale, and it has semantic properties of the Target role, whereas in the case of the Loc-Agent clauses, the agentivity status of the referent is normally high.

What also appears to be differing in these non-canonical constructions, motivating their co-existence in Eastern Khany, is the variation in the pragmatic status of the two core roles in the proposition within the discourse context. That is, the Loc-Agent construction temporary demotes (backgrounds) current topical Agent, rendering it less controlling/volitional, and possibly parenthetically promoting (foregrounding) another Agent referent for the length of the utterance. The passive construction, while also demoting (backgrounding) the Agent, is not primarily concerned with its agentivity features (as in the

---

38Preferred topic expression is by elision and predicate agreement inflection (cf. Information Structure).
case of Loc-Agent construction), but rather aims to promote (foreground) the non-Agent, Target role to the discourse fore.

More broadly, within the Eastern Khanty system, non-canonical Agent marking constructions vs. canonical Nom/Abs-marking, indicate a general consistency in the Loc marking of the Agent with the particular pragmatic and semantic environments. This identification of the non-canonical constructions based on pragmatic functional parameters is supported by the indications of what appears to be a complementary distribution of the Loc-Agent and passive constructions in the narrative discourse. That is, these constructions have compatible type frequency in the narratives (10% and 12% respectively); however, they appear to show counter-proportional or mutually exclusive frequency in the same narratives, as evident in the discussed corpus and from prior studies (Kulonen 1989).

10.4 Negation

The Eastern Khanty negative clauses code propositions, whose truth value is asserted as false, as opposed to the regular indicative active-direct clauses (cf. 10.Simple Clause). The most common effect of the use of negation in the available Eastern Khanty data is only for a portion of the negative proposition to fall under the scope of negation, being asserted as false, while the rest remains true, being the part of the proposition containing presupposed information:

242. män-na ajo ... joyo-ta anta uspet wer-s-äm,
    1sg-Loc again... shoot-INF Neg "be on time" do-PST2-1sg
'I didn't have time to shoot again'
In (242), the matrix ‘I was in time’ is asserted as false, while the verb complement ‘to shoot’ is not affected by negation being presupposed, which is typologically a fairly common pattern (Givon 2001: 379).

Formally, negation is coded by the negative particle ‘əntə’, typically placed immediately preposed to the part of the proposition that is negated. Eastern Khanty uses the negation of the verb phrase strategy, thus leaving outside of the negation scope other clause constituents.

243. mä awet-a əntə imt-əm
    1sg sled-Illat Neg sit-1sg
    'I did not sit in the sled'

244. mıŋ jiŋ-i əntə qol-wayta-wəl
    1Pl 3Pl-Allat Neg hear-Attenuat-Prst.3sg
    'We won’t be hearing from them'

Similarly to (242-243), in (244-245), the negative particle occurs preceding the verbal predicate, expressing the false assertion. The Agent argument and the Locatives appear to be outside of the scope of negation referring to the presuppositional part of the proposition. In (245), the negative particle shows between the verbal predicate and the spatial adverb ‘outside’ closely associated with the predicate, thus leaving this spatial/manner preverb outside the immediate scope:

245. jal-l-əw küm əntə layil-wəl
    stand-Prst-1Pl outside Neg look-Prst.3sg
    'We wait, it does not look out'

This negative assertion pattern is further confirmed in (246-248), where the negative particle occurs immediately preceding the part of the proposition that is asserted as false, thus delineating the scope of negation:

+ The negation of desire coded by the negative particle preceding the complement-taking predicate, the desiderative modal verb ‘want’:
246. mä onal'ąqal-tə kat-pa món-tätı əntə koj-l-əm
    1sg learn-IMPP house-All go-INF Neg want-PRST-1Sg
    'I do not want to go to school'

    + The negation of ability coded by the negative particle preceding the complement-
      taking verbal predicate of ability 'can':

247. tintə-tə əntə ali-l-em
    pay-INF Neg can-Prst-1sg/sg
    'I won't be able to pay for this'

248. muylina wer-tä əntə on-l-əm
    something do-INF Neg can-Prst-1sg
    'I cannot do anything'

It should be noted, that here Eastern Khanty may express negative ability by lexical negation,
i.e. the use of lexical unit with inherent negative semantics of 'lack of ability':

249. nuy-pa porislə-wəl, küm lüyä-tä kuryt-äyi
    up-Lat scramble-Prst.3sg outside get.out-INF cannot-PST.0.3sg
    '(S)he scrambles up, (but) cannot get out'

    + The negation of cognitive ability coded by the negative particle preceding the
      complement-taking verbal predicate of cognition 'know/remember':

250. iməl-s-əm tiyla, əntə onol-l-im muyluli wer-tä
    sit-PST.2-1sg there Neg know-Prst-1sg what do-INF
    '(I) sat there, not knowing what to do'

251. mä nuŋ-a əntə öyəl-l-əm
    1sg 2sg-1llat Neg believe-Prst-1sg
    'I don't believe you'

    + The negation of obligation/necessity coded by the negative particle preceding the
      complement-taking verbal predicate of obligation/necessity 'must/need':

252. ta-l-a iši-lta əntə mas-l-i
    there-1llat walk-INF Neg need-Prst-PS.3sg
    'One mustn’t go there'
253. nọŋ tinaŋ ot-lan män-ä əntə mas-wəl
   2sg expensive thing-2sg/Pl 1sg-Il lat Neg need-Prst.3sg
   ‘I don’t need your expensive things (things are to me not necessary)’ (Gulya 1966)

+ The negation of the allowed event coded by the negative particle preceding the
  complement-taking verbal predicate of weak (distant) manipulation ‘let’:

254. qaləw əntə, wajəq qän-tʲä əntə sil-wəl-t
   fish-net Neg animal search-INF Neg let-Prst-3Pl
   ‘No fishing nets, they don’t let us track game’

+ The negation of the projected event serving as purpose, coded by the negative
  particle preceding the verbal predicate ‘go’ in the adverbial clause with purpose relation:

255. nän’ toyor-s-im, kör oypi toyor-s-im, sər kūm əntə män-t-äl-ä
   bread close-PST2-1sg oven door close-PST2-1sg heat outside Neg go-IMPP-3sg-Il lat
   ‘(I) closed the bread, closed the oven door, so that the heat would not escape’

+ The negation of the hypothesized/desired event serving as a condition for another
  event, coded by the negative particle preceding the verbal predicate in the adverbial clause
  with the relation of condition:

256. jöŋ wal-ŋ-al tŋ, timint wer əntə wal-γas
   3sg live-Cond-3sg Cond this business Neg be-PST1.3sg
   ‘If (s)he were alive, such a thing would not have happened’ (Gulya 1966)

257. perəq qası tŋ təti əntə köt-kəs
   other man Cond this Neg behave-PST1.3sg
   ‘Somebody else would not have behaved like this’ (Gulya 1966)

Apart from the verb phrase negation strategy, Eastern Khanty also uses individual
constituent negation strategy placing the negative particle immediately before the negated
element:

+ in preposition to an adverbial of time, thus negating what is asserted only by the
temporal adverbial rather than the whole of the verb phrase, as in (258):
258. tʃ' u l'ānə ajamkitəm qu-j-t antə qɔŋ noməysək-min,
that time young man-EP-Pl Neg long think-Conv

nɔŋ wer-ət, mən-ət tɔyla, qo wəl-ət tʃ' u jay
arrow do-Pst0.3Pl go-Pst0.3Pl that-illat where live-Pst0.3Pl that people
‘Then not thinking much, young men made arrows and went where those people lived’

+ in preposition to an adverbial of direction, thus negating what is asserted only by the
spatial adverbial rather than the whole of the verb phrase, as in (259), where it is the target of
movement that is negated, not the act of marriage itself (marriage is construed as movement):

259. mə kitʃ-am antə rut iki-ja mən-ta
1sg want-1sg Neg Russian man-illat go-INF
‘I don't want to go to (marry) the Russian man’

+ in preposition to an adverbial of condition/manner, thus negating what is asserted
only by the manner/condition adverbial, rather than the whole of the verb phrase, as in (260),
where it is the movement event of the conditional if-clause that is negated, not the whole
event of the complex clause itself:

260. antə mən-ŋ-an, wɔŋ-nə tul-uə-ən
Neg go-Cond-2sg force-Com take-PS.2sg
‘If you are not going (to marry), you’ll be taken by force’ (Tereskin 1961)

+ in preposition to a part of the adverbial of purpose, thus negating what is asserted
only the particular part of the purpose adverbial, rather than the whole of the adverbial clause
or the whole of the complex clause, as in (261), where it is one of the asserted options,
projected events of the purpose clause, that is negated:

261. n' an jiyata-s-im, qotʃ-ayi ili antə qotʃayi.
bread check-PST2-1sg/sg burn-PST0.3sg or Neg burn-PST0.3sg
‘I checked the bread, if it burned or not’
+ in preposition to each, the verbal predicate of the finite relative clause, and the
predicate of the matrix clause, thus negating separately the asserted event of the relative
clause, and negative presupposition of the matrix clause, as in (262):

262. koji əntə ropiltə-wəl, əntə li-wəl
who Neg “work”-Prst.3sg Neg eat-Prst.3sg
‘(S)he, who does not work, does not eat’ (Gulya 1966)

+ in preposition to the verbal predicate of the finite reason adverbial clause, thus
negating only the asserted predicate of the reason adverbial clause, rather than the whole of
the proposition of the adverbial clause or the whole of the complex clause, as in (263):

263. män-nə tu-γas-i töŋ, jög-ən män-ä əntə mə-γas-i
1sg-Loc bring-PST1-PS.3sg Cond 3sg-Loc 1sg-IlLat Neg give-PST1-PS.3sg
‘I should have brought it, but he did not give it to me’ (Gulya 1966)

The negation of state is typically coded by the perfective participle derived from the
negative particle əntə. This participial nominal predicate is often affixed with the
predicator/adverbializer affix /-āki-. In this case, the negative nominalization is acting as a
regular nominal predicate, requiring the predicator affix /-āki-/, compare (264-265) vs. the
stative nominalization predicate ‘be loaded’ in (266):

264. män-nə tʃimləli tʃi-näm joyo-s-im, tʃut-na-pa ənt-im-āki
1sg-Loc a little there-Lat shoot-PST2-1sg that-Com-Neg Neg-PP-Pred
‘I shoot there a little, and nothing happens’

265. qrugom welkältə-l-im, mətä nöyös lök ənt-im-āki
around walk-Prst-1sg which sable track Neg-PP-Pred
‘I walk around, there is no sable track’

266. nu pūtʃkän-im əntə pon-am-āki
well gun-POSS.1sg Neg load-PP-Pred
“Well, my gun is not loaded’
In cases where the referent whose existence is asserted as false is plural in number, the negative participle *ántim* is used with the plural form of the predicative affix */-átə*:

267. ämp-át jərày-wal-1, tju tayi morta təyì wer-il poro-min i jay-nəm ənt-im-átə.
    dog-Pl noise-Prst-3Pl Dem place all away do-3Pl step-Conv and 3Pl-Refl Neg-PP-Pl
    ‘The dogs are noisy, (they) stepped all over that place and themselves are not there’

However, also similar to some nominal predicates, this non-existence participle form of the negative particle *ánta* (264-265), is occasionally used without the predicative affix. Thus (268) and (269) contain two reiterated propositions, where the first case of negative has the predicative affix, and the second does not:

268. nomayəsəl-əm, wajay lək ənt-im-əkι, jək-1 jəlkəmtä-s-im: wajay lək ənt-im
    think-Prst-1sg animal track Neg-PP-Pred around-ILL circle-PST2-1sg animal track Neg-PP
    ‘(I) think: “There is no animal track”, (I) walked around: “No animal track’’

269. worw-al-a läy-im-al, pun-əl ənt-im-əkι, pun-əl ənt-im
    pants-3sg-ILLat look-PP-3sg hair-3sg Neg-PP-Pred hair-3sg Neg-PP
    ‘(He) looked in the pants, the hair is all gone, the hair is not there’

The repeated negative assertion is coded by the negative perfective participle without the predicative affix. This pattern appears to apply across the considerable anaphoric distance, i.e. when the reiteration is separated from its antecedent utterance by a sizable discourse. Thus, (270) appears as a reiteration of a clause (265) uttered 10 clauses earlier:

270. opjat’ nəyəs lək-pə ənt-im
    “again” sable track-Neg Neg-PP
    ‘Still, there is no sable track’

The cases of negative participle without predicative affix */-əkι*/ outnumber those with the affix (approx. 60% to 40%), which may prompt this form as a default coding of negative assertion of state when it is expressed for the first time. The exact implication of having the predicative
affix with the negative participle is not entirely clear, as in the case of adjectives in the
predicate function (above and cf. Adjectives: 4.1.1.2. Syntactic features).

271. män-nə krugom jəlkämä-tä-s-im: məta wajaŋ lök ant-im
1sg-Loc “around” circle-PST2-1sg some animal track Neg-PP
‘I circle around: there is not a single animal track’

It should be noted, that there are a number of examples where the negative perfective
participle unaffixed with */-äki/* is not a reiteration, but is an independent proposition as in
(271) above. There are no attested examples of the opposite reiteration, that is, where the
affixed negative participle follows the unaffixed one. However, there are rare examples of
the reduplicated predicator affix following the negative participle (272):

272. toyi-jay-i juna-s-am, mətali ant-im-äki-iki, ant-im wəl-käl
there-Illat get-PST2-1sg something Neg-PP-Pred-Pred Neg-PP be-PST1.3sg
‘I got there, there is nothing there, it wasn’t there’

In light of the above data, a prediction concerning the distribution of the predicator affix
*/-äki/* with the negative participle to code non-existence implies a strong connection to the
pragmatic features of the referent(s) whose non-existence is thus predicated. That is, it is
most probable that negative assertion of existence will be coded by the negative
nominalization uninflected with predicative affix */-äki/* if the referent, whose non-existence
is predicated, is high in pragmatic identifiability/activation, that is, more available in the
discourse universe. Example (272) is viewed here as the supporting evidence, where the
reiterated final predication, the negative participle antum, is followed by the existential
wəlkäl ‘(s)he was’, resulting in the literal ‘non-existing it was’, referring to absent ‘milk’
whose non-existence was definitively confirmed by the SAP.
In complex nominal predicates with the nominal (attributive) part and the existential ‘to be’, similar to (272) above, the negative particle, according to the general pattern, appears in preposition to the nominal part, thus negating quality asserted by the nominal, rather than the existence of the entity itself. Thus, in (273), it is the quality ‘thin’ that is asserted as false, rather than the existence of the animal itself, with the negative particle thus preceding the attribute ‘thin’ rather than the copula ‘to be’:

273. wajay ᐃᑎ ᕏᖃᖅᑯᔨᒻᒧᔰ ᐃᒧᒥ-ᒃ
       animal Neg thin be-PST3.3sg
       ‘(That) animal was not a thin one’

This pattern of the negative particle immediately preceding the nominal predicate applies also to the cases of the nominal predicates with absent copula or predictor affix /-aki/:

274. ᐃᑎ ᕕᑭ ᐋᒃ ᐊᒡ ᐃᒧ
       Neg big one year
       ‘Not a big one, one year old’

The whole proposition may also fall under the scope of negation, when the whole of the proposition is asserted as false. This is typically the case in refutation-answers or rejection replies to imperative or proposing utterances, as in (275b, 276b):

275. a) ᕏᑭ ᕕᑭᕐᑭ ᐃᕐᔨ ᕏᑭᒫᒃ
       Dem brother animal cry-Prst.3sg
       ‘This is a bear crying’

   b) ᕐᕐᑎ ᕏᑭ ᕐᕐᑎ ᕕᑭᕐᑭ ᐃᕐᔨ, ᕑᒧ ᕗᕐᑭ ᕏᑭᒫᒃ
       Neg Dem Neg brother animal Dem man crying-Prst.3sg
       ‘No, this is not a bear, this is a person crying’

276. a) ᐅᓂᑦ-
       sit-Imper.2sg
       ‘Sit in!’

   b) ᕐᕐᑎ ᕑᑭᒃᑯᒥ ᕐᕋ ᐃᒧᒥ-ᒃ
       Neg fast need-Prst.3sg
       ‘No, I have to hurry’
Finally, the Eastern Khanty imperatives have the special negative particle ˚\(\text{\textdegree}\)/used to code the negative imperatives/prohibition utterances or negative requests:

277. m\(\text{\textdegree}\)-o\(\text{\textdegree}\) qoq\(\text{\textdegree}\)-pa ˚\(\text{\textdegree}\) m\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\)
    1sg-Abl far-Illat Neg go-Imper.2sg
    ‘Don’t go far away from me!’

278. tsak\(\text{\textdegree}\) sem-en-k\(\text{\textdegree}\) ti\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\) ˚\(\text{\textdegree}\) j\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\)-\(\text{\textdegree}\)
    very heart-Com-Pred here-Illat Neg come-Imper.2Du
    ‘Don’t you (two) come close so baldly!’

279. pin-ka ˚\(\text{\textdegree}\) jal-l-ita\(\text{\textdegree}\)
    bunch-Transl Neg stand-Imper.2Pl
    ‘Don’t stand in a crowd!’

The negative particle ˚\(\text{\textdegree}\)/here always appears in preposition to the verbal predicate in the imperative mood form. Eastern Khanty imperatives, being the non-declarative strong manipulative speech acts, are associated with the scope of irrealis, as they refer to the states-of-affairs whose event-time will follow the speech-time, i.e. which are projected to occur in the future (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.Mood). The scope of negation in these cases extends over the whole of the proposition, thus eliciting the non occurrence of an action. The existence of the special negation pattern for imperatives is though rare but well attested typological pattern (cf., for example, Modern Hebrew (Givon 2001: 317)).
11. Complex Clause

The main goal of the study of clause linkage in Eastern Khanty, as elsewhere in the functional grammar frameworks, is to uncover the association between the morphosyntactic structural inventories used to code relations between the clauses, and the conceptual situations, a set of cross-linguistically sensitive functional principles, that these structural machinery, clause-linking strategies serve to express (Van Valin, La Polla 1997; Givon 2001; Christofaro 2003).

Complex clauses in the Khanty dialects have been the subject of studies of various depth and theoretical affiliation. Starting with early studies by Steinitz (1937), Zhivotikov (1942), Tereskin (1961), Gulya (1966), Sauer (1980), among others, the traditionally defined subordinate nonfinite constructions have been described primarily from a structural standpoint. More recent and more detailed studies of the features of embedded clauses have appeared in the works by Honti (1984), Csepregi (1998), and Nikolaeva (1999). Finally, the so-called poly predicative constructions were the object of continuous and rigorous academic effort from the local Ugrian, as well as from areal Siberian perspective by the Siberian scholars under the guidance of professor M.I.Cheremisina and include works by N.B.Koshkareva (1991), E.A.Kovgan (1991), and E.K.Skrinbik (1991). Most of the above descriptions were made on the basis of the better described and more vital north-western dialects, and from a primarily formal-structural perspective. The focus of this chapter will be the description of the Eastern Khanty complex clause, a range of syntactic constructions containing more than one predicate unit. The analysis will reflect cognitive-functional theoretical perspective. It is proposed that the relations holding between the components of
Eastern Khanty complex syntactic constructions may be best viewed along the continuum between conceptually subordinate and conceptually coordinate prototypes.

As it was established in the preceding sections (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalization. and 9. Verb.), Eastern Khanty makes a robust use of the various nonfinite constructions that may perform a variety of functions. I posit here that this prominent feature of the Eastern Khanty syntax, that is the embedding of the dependent clause within the matrix clause, is an extremely well suited illustration of the relation of iconicity holding between the syntactic complexity and the "cognitive-semantic nesting of one event inside another" (Givon 2001: 40). Though nonfinite embedded subordinate clauses will be shown to be indeed the most productive means of making complex clauses in Eastern Khanty, it will also become clear that this language system makes use of the range of other means of event linkage.

11.1 Subordination

In this section, the Eastern Khanty independent clause, as a finite clause demonstrating prototypical finite features of coding independent events, will be taken as a proxy measure for the description of the various types of constructions used to code dependent events. That is, the features (pragmatic, semantic, structural) of dependent clauses will be described against those of the simple independent finite clause and, if present, the differences and/or their possible affects on independent clause will be identified. Thus, the following description is built around the study of the contrast between the dependent event coding and the coding of the typical independent declarative event occurring in isolation.

As follows from the description of the Eastern Khanty simple declarative active-direct clause (cf. 10. Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure), grammatical functions in the generally verb-final Khanty simple clause are coded by a combination of such features as
word order, case marking, and predicate agreement inflection (cf. (1) vs. (2)). Agreement is obligatory between the Agent role and the predicate (1, 2), and agreement between the role of Target and the transitive predicate is contingent upon the pragmatic properties of the Target argument (2b, c), expressing pragmatic identifiability, accessibility and high degree of activation of this referent in the interlocutors' discourse universe.

1. mā tem puyol-na jön al wöl-s-əm
   1sg this village-Loc 10 year live-PST2-1sg
   'I lived in this village for 10 years'

2. a) mā sārt wel-s-əm, əlla
   1Pl pike kill-PST2-1sg  big
   'We caught a pike-fish'

    b) əlla sārt män-na löyöli-s-im
       big pike 1sg-Loc get-ready-PST2-sg/1sg
       'I got the big pike ready'

    c) terkä-s-im iws-nə
       fry-PST2-sg/1sg stick-Instr/Com
       '(I) fried (it) on sticks'

It was also established in chapter 10 that with regard to the pragmatic organization of the Eastern Khanty, the way to introduce a brand-new referent into the discourse, or to reactivate it as a discourse participant with the topical pragmatic status, is by coding it with a full NP or a free pronoun in Nom case and by the respective predicate agreement inflection. Once the referent is identifiable as topical at the current stretch of the discourse, it is expressed by an elision and predicate agreement inflection. The exceptions to the above grammatical coding
of the semantic roles are the clauses with no clear topical referent (Background setting, Thetic, Event reporting), clauses with no clear agentive argument, or with an inanimate Agent, and passive clauses with the topical referent expressed by an argument with the semantic role of Target in the unmarked Nom case and controlling predicate agreement inflection.

Coding of two temporally ordered states-of-affairs requires a use of either structurally equivalent verb forms capable of occurring in independent clauses, also referred to as balanced, or use of structurally unequalivalent verb forms, one being deranked and incapable of occurring independently (Stassen 1985). It will be my assertion later in this section that complex syntactic units code conceptually unequalivalent events, and as such are both semantically-pragmatically and structurally asymmetrical. The conceptually subordinate events are coded in Eastern Khanty by forms deranked to some degree. They could be viewed along a continuum between fully independent finite predicate units and fully decategorized embedded dependent predicates. I will henceforth term these combinations of the conceptually independent and conceptually subordinate states-of-affairs as complex clauses. Since many of the Eastern Khanty subordinate constructions may be used to perform a variety of semantic functions, in the description below, the kinds of dependent syntactic forms will be reviewed with regard to their structural features and their functions in the matrix clause.

The most numerous and diverse Eastern Khanty subordinate constructions are, by far, the nonfinite adverbial clauses. The evolved functional definition of subordination applied to the adverbial constructions implies that one of the linked state-of-affairs corresponds to the circumstances under which the other state-of-affairs takes place. That is, it functions as a
typical adverb towards the matrix independent predicate (Koptevskaja-Tamm 1993; Haspelmath 1995).

There are a variety of semantic relations that adverbial states-of-affairs may code. In Eastern Khanty, they are the relations of purpose or reason of bringing about the matrix state-of-affairs, temporal structure of the matrix state-of-affairs, and the condition under which the matrix state-of-affairs occurs.

In the available Eastern Khanty narrative data, on average, 56% of the adverbial meanings are typically expressed by single-stem lexical adverbs either uninflected or inflected for case or followed by postpositions. 13% of the adverbial meanings are expressed by the dependent perfective participle adverbial clauses, possibly inflected for case or occasionally followed by postpositions, while 9% are coded by the noun phrases typically inflected for case or followed by postpositions, or inflected with adverbializer/predicator affix. 7% of the adverbial meanings are coded by numerals, 5% - by the dependent imperfective participle adverbial clauses, occasionally inflected for case, 5% - by the dependent converbial clauses, typically uninflected, 3% - by the finite adverbial clauses, 2% - by constructions involving determiners and indefinite pronouns; and 1% by the negative markers, occasionally inflected with adverbializer/predicator affix.

I will concentrate in this section on adverbial and other nonfinite modifiers of clause-length. Among the main adverbial relations that can be identified in Eastern Khanty complex clauses are: (i) purpose; (ii) temporal precedence (posteriority); (iii) temporal simultaneity (overlap)\(^{39}\); (iv) reason/manner; (v) reality condition.

\(^{39}\) Temporal subsequence (anteriority) relation appears not coded by the dependent clauses, though such adverbial relations as purpose (reviewed below) do imply anteriority of the dependent state-of-affairs.
11.1.1 Infinitival Constructions

As outlined above (cf. 8.4.1. /-ta/ - Infinitive), Eastern Khanty infinitives with the infinitive marker /-ta/ (with the V-H allophone /-tә/) attached to the base stem are frequently used as a nonfinite predicate of the subordinate clause acting as a matrix verb complement.

3. mä ilkä-s-im katʃəm-ta löq porəmta
   1sg go-PST2-1sg hunt-INF track path_make-INF
   'I went to break a ski (hunting) track'

The semantic features of the complement relations of the dependent states-of-affairs are generally determined by the semantics of the complement-taking matrix predicate (Ransom 1986; Givon 1991; Cristofaro 2003). Eastern Khanty examples will be differentiated here with regards to the semantics of their complement-taking predicates into four major types:

i) purpose nonfinite construction;

ii) modal nonfinite constructions (deontic and phasal);

iii) utterance, perception and cognition nonfinite constructions;

iv) manipulation nonfinite constructions.

11.1.1.1 Infinitival Clauses with the Purpose Relation

In the example (3), the infinitive löq porəmta ‘to break a track’ expresses the purpose of the Action of the matrix finite predicate ‘(I) went (to break a hunting track)’.

Example (4) below demonstrates an immediate extension from the single-stem lexical adverb relation to an adverbal infinitival clause coding a dependent state-of-affairs with the purpose relation:

4. Iwän jun lalkitən-wəl tōyt-a, tōytwer-tə
   Ivan wood chop-3sg fire-Ilat fire make-INF
   'Ivan is chopping wood for the fire, to make the fire'
The first nominal purpose function is coded by the NP inflected for the Illative case, while the second dependent state-of-affairs with the purpose relation is the coded by an infinitival clause with elided co-referential Agent argument (Ag=Ag₁). It can be noted that in its Illative case marking the nominal purpose function is similar to the recipient function (Benefactive) of di-transitive clauses (cf. 10.1.1.2.7.Clauses with di-transitive predicates), which is another extension of the original spatial function of the Illative case.

Example (5) illustrates the Eastern Khanty coding of the dependent state-of-affairs with the purpose relation by another infinitival form, the so-called infinitive-supine:

5. räγ ruγu-l-äm, n‘än’ wer-tatì
deflour mix-Prst-1sg bread do-INF/SUP
‘(I) mix flour, (need/have) to make bread’

The dependent state-of-affairs is an infinitive-supine predicate construction with the modal sense of obligation (INF/SUP), and with elided coreferential Agent argument in the linked clause (Ag=Ag₁). The use of the Eastern Khanty infinitival affix /-tatì/ is fairly rare (under 5%). It occurs exclusively in the context of expression of the purpose of the matrix event, and consequently, these infinitives have the semantics of the adverbial of purpose. The use of /-(a)ti/ brings in the sense of purposeful, targeted acting in the situation, the sense of need/obligation, which differentiates this marker from the generic infinitive marker /-ta/.

Similar to the single stem adverb in (6a), Eastern Khanty infinitival adverbial clauses with the semantics of purpose (6b) code the envisioned resultant state-of-affairs of another independent state-of-affairs coded by the finite matrix clause. Cross-linguistically, the typical context for these will involve motion predicates.

6. a) al’val’i tf’onqîr wœjä-γen, jorh-ä mœnä-γen
   Alvali bucket take-Pst.0.3sg water-Illat go-Pst.0.3sg
   ‘Alvali took a bucket and went off for water’ (Tereskin 1961)
6. b) al’wal’i tj’onqir wajä-yan, quł-kän-tʃa mənä-yan
   Alvali bucket take-Pst0.3sg fish-INF go-Pst0.3sg
   ‘Alvali took a bucket and went off to fish’

   Typically for purpose relations, in the Eastern Khanty examples, the infinitival subordinate clauses have no entailment about the participants of the dependent state-of-affairs, nor about the control over realization of the dependent state-of-affairs by the performer of the independent (matrix) state-of-affairs. That is, the realization (result) of ‘going for water’ in (6a) is not evident, as well as there is no overt restriction in the system as to the identity of the ‘water fetcher’. There is cross-linguistic evidence though, for the tendency that the Agent of the dependent state-of-affairs is co-referential with that of the independent matrix state-of-affairs, and that the dependent state-of-affairs is realized. This clause, however, cannot be fully equated to a common motion Action clause with the locative adverbial of the direct Illative sense of the spatial landmark of motion: ‘went towards water’. It appears that what is important is the semantics of the lexical unit that occurs inflected for the Illative case (6c).

6. c) al’wal’i tj’onqir wajä-yan, jo yan-a / puyol-a / quł-a / ul-a mənä-yan
   Alvali bucket take-Pst0.3sg river-Ill village-Ill fish-Ill berry-Ill go-Pst0.3sg
   ‘Alvali took a bucket and went off towards (*for) river / towards (*for) village/
   for (*towards) fish / for (*towards) berry’

   Here, there is a probable example of an ongoing functional extension of the Illat case marker /-a/, where it substitutes the now increasingly less frequent Instr/Purp case marker /-ati/, which is inapplicable to the pure spatial contexts of motion towards a landmark and has to imply a sense of purpose/obligation.

   Another, and perhaps, the most frequent function of the infinitival subordinate clauses, is the range of complement relations to the matrix finite predicate in the Eastern Khanty complex clauses of the type exemplified by (7) below:
7. nun quin-ta koj-an?
   2sg marry-INF want-2sg
   'Are you going (want) to marry?'

This example represents the infinitival verbal complement to the desiderative modal complement-taking finite matrix verb ‘want/go to’. The word order here is the product of pragmatic factors, namely the tendency to place the focus element prior to the finite matrix predicate, an evidence of the infinitive’s complement function.

This type of clauses falls under the general definition of clauses with verbal complements, coding the conceptually dependent states-of-affairs. The complement relation is taken below to imply that two states-of-affairs are linked in such a way that the matrix clause entails reference to the dependent (Cristofaro 2003: 95). In more traditional terms, the dependent states-of-affairs are coded by the dependent verbal clauses functioning as core arguments (Agent, but most frequently Target) of another, independent, matrix verbal clause (Givon 2001: 38).

11.1.1.2 Infinitival Complement Clauses with Modal Matrix Predicates

Eastern Khanty infinitival complement clauses will be differentiated here with regard to the semantics of the finite complement-taking predicates into deontic modal and phasal.

11.1.1.2.1 Deontic modality complements

Desire

This group of infinitival verbal complements code states-of-affairs, whose occurrence is desired in the matrix state-of-affairs coded by the finite independent predicate (8)-(11):

8. mā nun niri-ta koj-l-am
   1sg 2sg ask-INF want-Prst-1sg
   'I want to ask you'
9. kos-ta koj-l-am
   urinate-INF want-Prst-1sg
   'I want to urinate'

10. koj-wal t'upim-ta, no juy-nam pal'ma-y'an
    want-Prst.3sg kiss-INF but 3sg-Refl be.afraid-3sg
    '(He) wants to kiss (her), but (he) is afraid'

11. morsam niŋ-al jiyitaje-ta koj-wal jok-on
    only woman-3sg look-INF want-Prst.3sg home-Loc
    '(He) only wants to look at his wife'

These desiderative predicates code the wish on the part of the experiencer that the dependent state-of-affairs is realized by the experiencer (8-11). The modal complement-taking verb used in Eastern Khanty as the matrix predicate of desiderative complex clauses with verbal complements is the verb koj- ‘want’. The functional extension of a modal verb proper into a modal predicate taking complement clauses can be illustrated by comparing examples (8-11) to (12), where the modal verb takes a proper nominal Target NP argument:

12. mä onto koj-l-am juy-a
    1sg Neg want-Prst-1sg 3sg-Instr/Obj
    'I hate him (don’t want him)'

Obligation

For expression of obligation or necessity, the verb mas- with semantics ‘must, need’ is used (13-19) as the finite verbal predicate taking the infinitival complements:

13. mas-gal tun-ta pirna wel-om wet laŋki
    need-PST1.3sg sell-INF after killed-PP five squirrel
    'We needed to sell the 5 squirrels that we killed'

The condition of obligation in these constructions with verbal-complements appears construable in two ways (Cristofaro 2003: 100). First, the necessity/obligation is seen with
regard to the participant who is responsible for the event, normally the speaker, and second, the occurrence of the dependent state-of-affairs itself is felt to be needed, or obligatory.

14. jäwet jayon jāl-il-tā mas-wal
   seven night play-Dur-INF need-Prst.3sg
   ‘(One) has to play for seven nights’

In case of speaker-obligation, the internal nature of the necessity/obligation is expected to be iconically reflected in the coding of the matrix predication by the finite modal complement-taking verb with the predicate agreement inflection, similar to other modal verbs (cf. above: ‘want’). However, the modal verb mas- ‘need’ is not attested in the conjugation other than 3sg. The only predicate agreement inflection this verb displays is the 3sg (13, 14, 15).

15. mā-mpi joqan kasi wə-s-əm, joy māy-ā mən-tə mas-wal
   1sg-RefI married man be-PST0-1sg home earth-ILLat go-INF need-Prst.3sg
   ‘I am a married man myself, have to go home’ (Kalinina 1970)

The default 3sg form of the modal matrix verb is the feature prevalent beyond the complex clause with verbal complements, and occurs in examples containing nominal complements (16, 17):

16. mān-ā pɔskāri mas-wal
   1sg-ILLat “fast” need-Prst.3sg
   ‘I need (it) faster’ (Lit.: to me faster is necessary)

Nominal (adjective) complement of the necessity modal finite matrix predicate is inflected for 3sg, while the Agent is 1sg.

17. nəŋ tinaŋ ot-λan mān-ā əntə mas-wal
   2sg expensive thing-2sg/Pl 1sg-ILLat Neg need-Prst.3sg
   ‘I don’t need your expensive things (things are to me not necessary)’ (Gulya 1966).

NP complement with the Target role of the necessity modal finite matrix predicate is inflected for 3sg, while the Agent is 1sg.
It is notable here that once the speaker-internal necessity/obligation is salient, the modal verb *koj-* ‘want’ is used. Thus, the internal nature, of the first conceptualization of obligation/necessity is seen with regard to the participant who is responsible for the event. The speaker, an SAP or other participant, is coded by the matrix clause with the modal verb ‘want’.

In cases, when this internal nature of obligation/necessity is present, but is not salient in the proposition (not profiled), the default 3sg conjugation is used. That is, the conceptualization of obligation/necessity is still seen with regard to a participant responsible for the event, by the speaker (13 and 15), the addressee (18), or by a non SAP participant (13, 14, and 19), but this responsible, controlling participant is not specified in the dependent state-of-affairs. This necessity is coded in Eastern Khanty by the unspecified, impersonal construction with 3sg modal verbal agreement inflection.

In the second, external conceptualization of obligation/necessity, the impersonal 3sg passive form of the modal complement-taking verb ‘need’ is used, either preceding the complement clause (18) or following it (19), while the referent endowed with obligation/necessity is either marked by Illative case (18), or unmarked explicitly (19):

18. nun-a mas-l-i man-tä anni-tä
   2Pl-Illat need-Prst-PS.3sg go-INF sleep-INF
   ‘You all need to go to sleep’

19. ta-l-a lil-ta enta mas-l-i
    there-Illat walk-INF Neg need-Prst-PS.3sg
    ‘One mustn’t go there’

The use of the default impersonal 3sg passive form of the modal necessity/obligation verb *mas-*, could be further illustrated by (20b), where it is used in response to a question concerning offering gifts at sacred places or before hunting/fishing sessions, which is a part
of the ritual tradition of shamanism among the Eastern Khanty. Hence, the impersonal response ‘it is necessary’ is most appropriately coding a general necessity for some event.

20. a) muylä jir majle-s-an?
   why gift offer-Pst-2sg
   ‘Why did you offer a gift there?’

   b) mas-l-i,
       need-Pst-PS.3sg
       ‘It is necessary’

   In recent data, there are occasional examples of complement clause constructions with the Russian loan modal verb *nado* indicating necessity/obligation. Incidentally, the complement clause is introduced here by the Russian loan complementizer, the pronoun *stobi* ‘so that’, referring to an abstract entity specified by the dependent infinitival clause:

21. *nado* stobi qasi tutti wəl-tä-l-âti
    ‘need’ ‘that’ man here be-TR-Dur-INF/SUP
    ‘There needs to be a man here’

   These instances are contact-induced substitutions of the native modal verb *mas-*, and they exemplify code-switching in the situation of constant bi-lingualism, language assimilation and attrition. Russian contact influence is also evident in the occasional innovative use of the native Eastern Khanty necessity/obligation constructions. Example (22) shows the use of the native lexical modal verb *mas-* in the Russian-type syntax. The default 3sg inflection of the modal matrix predicate (similar to Russian *nado*), the clause-initial instead of clause-final matrix verb, and position preceding the complement infinitive (functioning as a second core argument) instead of following it, are the features of Russian syntax: VO (non-typical for Eastern Khanty) instead of OV.
22. mas-wal niŋ-kuj-ot-pa koja-pa man-ta waɬ-ta (X)
need-Prst.3sg woman-man-Pl-Lat IndPrn-Lat go-INF be-INF
‘I need to go live with my daughter and her family, or someone’

**Ability**

To express ability, the verb ona with the semantics ‘can, know how’ is used (23, 24, 25) as the complement-taking finite matrix predicate:

23. muylina wer-ta əntə on-l-oəm
   something do-INF Neg can-Prst-1sg
   ‘I cannot do anything’

24. qat wer-ta on-wal
   house go-INF can-Prst.3sg
   ‘(S)he can build the house’

25. “tulpul, əntə onol-yas-ən qul-oɣ ɬɨn waɬ-tal!”
   fool Neg can-PST1-2sg fish-Prol ransom take-INF
   “Fool, (you) could not take a ransom from the fish!” (Gulya 1966: 139)

This verbal lexeme is also used as a cognition verb with the semantics of ‘to know’. The conceptual situation underlying the states-of-affairs coded by the constructions with this modal verb expresses the fact that an entity has mental (more often) or physical (dis)ability to enable or affect the dependent state-of-affairs (Cristofaro 2003: 101).

Eastern Khanty has a typologically rare phenomenon such as a special mono-morphemic lexical unit kür-t- with a sense of negative ability (most frequently physical) ‘cannot, unable’:

26. mä joyo-ta kür-t-əm
   1sg shoot-INF cannot-PST.1sg
   ‘I could not shoot’

This negative ability modal verb functions in a way consistent with the positive ability coding lexeme ona- ‘can, be able’ which takes complement clauses with infinitival dependent predicates (compare (24) vs. (26, 27, 28)): 
27. nuy-pa porislo-wal, küm lüyä-tä kuryt-äyi
   up-Lat scramble-Prst.3sg outside get.out-INF cannot-PST0.3sg
   ‘(S)he scrambles up, (but) cannot get out’

28. täl-tä kür-s-im
   pull-INF cannot-PST2-1sg
   ‘I could not drag (him)’
   (Tereskin 1981: 131)

11.1.1.2.2 Phasal verbs

The Eastern Khanty phasal complement-taking predicates comprise a fairly limited set of lexical verbs. Among them is the verb *jäta* ‘to become’ which is used to code the inception of an event. The dependent state-of-affairs itself is coded most consistently by the imperfective participle verb form, uninflected for any nominal categories, but able to make typical verbal categorial distinctions such as Aspect (by the *imperfective* participial marker itself) and Aktionsart (cf. 11.1.2. Imperfective Participle Constructions), specifying the internal structure of the event.

In Eastern Khanty, there is an aspectual affix with inchoative semantics coding the inception of a state-of-affairs. This synthetic way of coding the inception phase is illustrated by the examples with inchoative verbal affix in (29, 30) below:

29. mä wöy-äm qola-qat-äsi
   1sg strength-1sg exhaust-Inch-PST2.3sg
   ‘My strength began to exhaust’

30. juy män-ä way kit-akat-äsi
   3sg 1sg-llat money send-Inch-Pst2.3sg
   ‘(S)he started sending me money’

It is clear that in the case of the aspectual operator, i.e. the affix */qät-/, the event typically refers to the temporal plane of the past, preceding the speech event time. Also, the phase itself is not as salient in the proposition, and is viewed as rapid, not to be construed as an
event in itself. The examples with phasal complement-taking predicates code predominantly the events of the temporal plane of the present, i.e. overlapping with the speech event-time (cf. 11.1.2. Imperfective Participial Constructions). If the fact of inception is salient in the proposition, it is viewed as a separate state-of-affairs coded by the matrix predicate, the verb ‘become’. As a typical finite predicate this verb may have its own internal structure coded by aspectual operators or Aktionsart affixes (62-66). This appears to be inline with the general cross-linguistic iconicity principle (Givon 2001), in that, close semantic binding between the events and lack of profiling of one of them, is reflected in one of the event’s coding by a bound aspectual morpheme. A looser semantic connection (though obviously existing) and a higher salience of the inception event are reflected by its conceptualization as an independent event coded by the matrix clause.

Example (33) below illustrates the extension of the use of the finite verb ‘become’. It varies from a proper nominal argument-taking transformation verb (31), to the verbal complement-taking phasal finite verb (cf. 11.1.2. Imperfective Participial Constructions). The headless nominal modifier is a target of transformation (32), and the nominal predicate (nominal modifier ḍḷa ‘big’ with predicative inflection -ayi) is a verbal complement with overall resulting inceptive phasal semantics (33):

31. ámp  juy qa jiy
dog stick-Trans become.PST.3sg
‘Dog turned into a stick’

32. ḍḷa  jājm jāyma jayta
big axe sharp become-PST.3sg/sg
‘The big axe got sharp’

33. pült  ḍḷa yi jay yi
hole big-Pred become-PST.1sg
‘The hole got bigger (Lit.: got to be big)’
It is also clear from (29, 30) that in its use as a complement-taking phasal predicate, the verb 'become' acquires verbal affixes (cf. 8.3.1.1.2.1.Voice and Aspectual Affixation) affecting its valency, i.e. rendering it transitive, with the complement clause acting effectively as the second core argument.

The examples of infinitival constructions with the phasal sense of inception of the event ‘to start, to become’ have a much lower frequency, and they use the verb *wer*ta ‘to do, make’ in the auxiliary function, as in (34) below:

34. ʧu pirmɔ lilaŋ jay qɔlɔm jay-na piʧa weɾ-æqæt-æyal
   this after alive people dead people-Com greet-INF do-INCH-PST1.3sg
   ‘After that those alive started to greet the dead ones’ (Kalinina 1970)

In (34), the verb *piʧa* ‘to greet’ is used in the infinitive form followed by the verb ‘to do’ carrying the grammatical information (TAM, person-number agreement). The phasal meaning of the inception of the event here is also carried out by the Inchoative verbal affix /-q æt-/ on the verb ‘to do’. The Eastern Khanty verb ‘to do/make’, due to its most abstract semantics, appears a logical candidate for becoming abstract and delexicalized into a grammatical morpheme, an auxiliary verb that is used robustly with nominalization-predicates (35) or with loan infinitive dependent predicates (36-41).

35. Wasja tom ot-ɔl, potpal-ɔl köll-öko weɾ-s-äto
    Vasja that thing-3s cellar-3sg open-Pred do-PST2-3sg
   ‘Vasja got that thing, got the cellar open’

36. mä kaʃna qɔtl pritsä weɾ-l-im
    1sg "every" day "intr. shave(INF)" do-Prst-1sg
    ‘I shave (myself) every day’ (Russian loan for ‘shave (refl.)’)

37. mä-n nin-ali prit’ weɾ-wal
    1sg-Acc woman-Dim "tr. shave(INF)" do-Prst.3sg
    ‘My wife is shaving me’ (Russian loan for ‘shave (tr.)’)

38. mîn tam pesok razgrebat' wer-te
  1Du there “sand” “shovel(INF)” do-PST0.3sg
  ‘We(two) were shovel[ing] sand there’ (Russian loan for ‘to shovel’)

In the use of Russian loan verbs, Eastern Khanty preserves the native architecture of complex predicates (34), keeping the lexical loan verb in the infinitive form preceding the native auxiliary ‘to do’ in fully inflected form. In recent data (2000-2005), such pseudo-complex predicates containing the infinitive of the loan verb and the finite auxiliary ‘to do/make’ increase in frequency in spontaneous speech, owing to the omni-present bilingualism and dominance of Russian. Thus, in casual narrative speech, the Russian loan verbs clearly substitute for the existing Eastern Khanty verbs used by the same speakers in careful speech (39-41).

39. jôy tʃerä tom l’oq pereskati' wer-s-ät
  3Pl fast that road “jump over” do-PST2.3Pl
  ‘They jumped over that road real fast’ (Russian loan ‘jump over’)

40. a). men-ŉə joyo-ta əntə uspet wer-s-am,
    1sg-Loc shoot-INF NEG "be on time" do-PST2-1sg

b). tʃerä pestatil nöröy-wəl
    Dem fast swim-Prst.3sg
    ‘I didn’t have time to shoot, he was swimming so fast’ (Russian loan ‘be on time’)

41. jal-m-al, jal-m-al. potpriknut’ wer-kali
    stand-PP-3sg stand-PP-3sg “jump up(INF)” do-PST0.3sg
    ‘He was standing, and then jumped up’ (Russian loan ‘jump up’)

This process of Russian lexical interference is not limited to the domain of verbs, and is also frequent in the use of nouns, numerals, etc.

The phasal meaning of the termination of an event is commonly coded by the infinitive and the finite complement-taking phasal matrix predicate lôytä ‘to stop’:
42. ul-ow, ätf-im is-tä löy-as
    see-1Pl brother-1sg cry-INF stop-PST2.3sg
    ‘We see, that my older brother stopped crying’ (Kalinina 1976)

43. mä tjimil is-käl-om, no tju pirne is-tä lök-käl-om
    1sg a little cry-PST1-1sg but this after cry-INF stop-PST1-3sg
    ‘I cried a little, and then stopped crying’ (Kalinina 1970)

Similar to the inception event phase, the termination phase is expressed by the infinitive form of the verbal complement carrying the lexical information about the nature of the event, and the finite form of the phasal matrix verb.

11.1.1.3 Infinitival Complements with Utterance/Perception/Cognition and Manipulation Complement-taking Predicates

Eastern Khanty infinitive clauses do not appear to be used with ‘utterance’ and ‘cognition’ complement-taking predicates, that is, predicates expressing any kind of information transfer by means of speech or states of knowledge about the propositional content (Noonan 1985: 118). These complements are coded mostly by finite verbal clauses (cf. Conclusions on Eastern Khanty Subordination).

Eastern Khanty complement-taking verbs involving acts of manipulation are, on the contrary, more frequent with infinitival complements, and are very rare with the finite complement clauses. Manipulation constructions are typically those where one entity functions as a causer, normally the Agent argument of the matrix clause, and another entity functions as a causee participant of the matrix state-of-affairs. The second entity is a potential agent coreferential with the Agent argument of the dependent state-of-affairs resulting from manipulation (Noonan 1985: 125; Givon 2001: 41; Cristofaro 2003: 104).

44. qul kän-tjä énta sil-wal-t
    fish search-INF Neg let-Prst-3Pl
    ‘They don’t let (us) fish (search fish)’
45. wagay kän-tä puw sil-wal-t
   animal search-INF Neg let-Prst-3Pl
   ‘They don’t let (us) hunt (track game)’

46. t’u jay-a qat-ta tinal-ta ma-wal-t
   this people-Plat house-Pl sell-INF give-Prst-3Pl
   ‘Some people are allowed to sell their houses’

In (44), (45), and (46) above, the matrix state-of-affairs involves one entity (3Pl)
manipulating another entity (implicit and contextually accessible 1Pl) in order to achieve a
target state-of-affairs, or rather here, to prevent the target state-of-affairs (‘fishing’ and
‘tracking’) coded by the dependent infinitival clause. These clauses are not prototypical
analytical causative constructions in their conventional cross-linguistic sense (Shibatani
1976), but have a weaker, permissive (or non permissive) sense. In Eastern Khanty most of
the causative meanings are coded synthetically with the help of verbal affixes with causative
semantics (cf. Verb: 8.3.1.1.2. Verbal Derivation) (47, 48, 49, 50):

47. ortama-It-anta vs. ortam-ta
   ‘to make (someone) rich’  ‘to get rich’

48. waja-lt-anta vs. waja-ta
   ‘to put to sleep’  ‘to sleep’

49. mä jiy way-qlt-ol-am cf. (mä) way-wal-l-am
   1sg bear lower-Der-Prst-1sg 1sg descend-Prst-1sg
   ‘I killed (taboo) a bear (Lit.: made a bear descend)’  ‘I descended/got down’

50. juy meltso qan’t’a-tl-ta cf. qan’t’a-wal
   3sg always scare-Der-Prst-3sg/sg be scared-Prst.3sg
   ‘(S)he always makes him/her fear’  ‘(S)he fears’

Examples of the analytical causatives in their typologically common sense, as prototypical
‘make’ and ‘order’ constructions, are rare in the available data, and when attested always are
lower on the implication, or direct manipulation scale, similar to the ‘order’, ‘tell’ (51), the utterance type constructions above (cf. 11.2.4.1. Utterance Finite Complements):

51. imi löy-ä löyt-amp-òl, löy-at-a ropil-ta kit-ò
woman 3sg-Il-lat scold-PP-3sg horse-PI-Il-lat work-INF send-PST.3sg/sg
‘The old woman starts to chide him, sends him to work in the stable’ (Gulya 1966)

Clearly in (44, 45) and (51), Eastern Khanty analytical causative constructions share most of the semantic-cognitive features (Givon 2001: 44): lower direct contact, lower causer control, higher causee agentivity, and often lower co-temporality. Though higher on causer intentionality, in these manipulative constructions, the causee always retains a degree of control. Also, in all of these analytical constructions and their contexts, the causee does not display much resistance, albeit complains, and the causer does not resort to much coercive power to succeed in manipulation. Moreover, since all of these analytical manipulative constructions code the dependent state-of-affairs by the infinitival clause, they involve both the low finiteness and illocutionary force of the subordinate clause. Eastern Khanty analytical manipulative constructions tend to code the causative manipulation events of lower direct contact, co-temporality and coercive power on behalf of the causer, and on behalf of the causee they code higher agentivity, though lower resistance. As in the case of (44, 45) above, the success, or rather completion of manipulation is not explicit. In their semantic-cognitive features, the synthetic manipulative/causative constructions (47-50), imply more direct contact, higher causer control and co-temporality, and lower causee agentivity. Higher causer intentionality generally combines with lower causee control in successful manipulation. The affixation strategy also means closest integration in one predicate of the event of causation and the caused state-of-affairs. In line with the cross-linguistic observations (Givon 2001: 44), the synthetic manipulative constructions in Eastern Khanty code the causative
manipulation events of higher directness, contact, co-temporality and coercive power, lower or unspecified agentivity of the causee, in normally successful manipulation.

Some causative senses are coded in Eastern Khanty by lexical units with inherent causative sense (52, 53):

52. tim punol-oy min pöyi-la-wa't: “mən-itər, mən-itər”
   this village-Abl 1Pl chase-Dur-Prst-3Pl go-Imper.2Pl go-Imper.2Pl
   ‘They chase (verbally) us away from this village: “Go, go!”’

53. imi os qul-aý-apä iki-l kit-ə-tə
   woman again fish-Dim-Lat oldman send-Prst-3sg/sg
   ‘The old woman sends her oldman again to the little fish’ (Gulya 1966)

Thus, Eastern Khanty appears generally consistent with the cross-linguistic observations on causation, in that, the dominant synthetic manipulative constructions with close morphosyntactic integration iconically code the events of manipulation with closer event integration. Synthetic causatives imply direct contact, co-temporality, causer control and intentionality, and typically code completed manipulation. At the same time, peripheral analytical causative constructions merge into utterance complement clauses, iconically coding the events of manipulation with lower event integration, lower direct contact, co-temporality, causer control and intentionality; higher causee agentivity (lower resistance), and generally successful, but possibly non-completed manipulation events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntactic Integration</th>
<th>Semantic-Cognitive Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic Causatives</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal affixation on</td>
<td>Higher direct contact &amp; co-temporality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the predicate</td>
<td>cause control &amp; intentionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Causatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement taking</td>
<td>Lower Cause agentivity &amp; control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterance verb</td>
<td>Higher cause agentivity &amp; control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitival subordinate Complement Clause</td>
<td>Lower direct contact &amp; co-temporality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cause control &amp; intentionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1: Eastern Khanty Manipulation Constructions.
11.1.2 Imperfective Participlal Constructions

As it was mentioned (cf. 8.4.2.1. /-tə/ - Participle), the Eastern Khanty imperfective participles with the marker /-tə/ attached to the base stem most frequently have the function of the participial predicate of the embedded dependent clause:

54. wäsk-ä qatantə-l-əm, jöya-t-əm-ä
duck-ILLat sneak-Prst-1sg shoot-IMPP-1sg-ILLat
‘(I) sneak up on a duck, so that I could shoot (it)’

11.1.2.1 Imperfective Participlal Clauses with Purpose Relation

One of the most frequent ways of coding the ‘purpose’ relation in Eastern Khanty is by the participial constructions. In (54) above, the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by a clause with the dependent IMPP predicate inflected for possession and case, and the elided Agent argument is coreferential with that of the matrix clause (Ag=Ag). The difference between the participial (54a) and infinitival (54b) purpose constructions appears to be in the degree of specificity of the purpose, that is, generic ability ‘to shoot’ coded by infinitive vs. purposeful ‘shooting of a specific target’ coded by the imperfective participle with possessive coding of the specific Agent:

54. b) ?% wäsk-ä qatantə-l-əm, jöya-tä / ... pöyskän-əm pon-1-əm, jöya-tä
duck-ILLat sneak-Prst-1sg shoot-INF / gun-1sg load-Prst-1sg shoot-INF
‘?% (I) sneak up on a duck, to shoot / ...loaded my gun, to shoot’

The Agent argument of the dependent participial clause need not be co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause, but it is discourse-identifiable, accessible:

55. nän’ toyor-s-im, kör oypi toyor-s-im, jär küm antə man-t-əl-ä
bread close-PST2-1sg oven door close-PST2-1sg heat outside Neg go-IMPP-3sg-ILLat
‘(I) closed the bread, closed the oven door, so that the heat would not escape’
In the example (55), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the clause with the IMPP predicate inflected for possession and Illative case, and the overt dependent non-coreferential Agent argument (Ag≠Ag₂).

The Agent role of the dependent participial clause may be coreferential, not with the Agent, but rather with the Target argument of the matrix clause:

56. a) n’an’ pan-l-im əlləwɔtki olintay-na toyor-l-əm, nəm-əki jən-t-əl-ə
bread put-Prst-1sg top canvas-Loc close-Prst1sg soft-Pred become-IMPP-3sg-Illat
‘I put the bread into the sack, so that (the bread’s crust) got softer’

The dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the clause with the IMPP predicate inflected for possession and Illative case, and the elided non-coreferential Agent argument (Ag≠Ag₂), but coreferential with the Target argument of the matrix clause (Ag₂=Trg).

Incidentally, (56b) uttered as reiteration immediately after (56a), demonstrates the possibility to code dependent state-of-affairs with purpose relation by a finite clause:

b) n’an’ pan-l-im əlləwɔtki olintay-na toyor-l-əm, nəm-əki jəs
bread put-Prst-1sg top canvas-Loc close-Prst1sg soft-Pred become-PST2.3sg
‘I put the bread into the sack, so that (the bread’s crust) got softer’

The dependent state-of-affairs here is coded by the clause with a finite predicate, with the elided non-coreferential Agent argument (Ag≠Ag₂), but coreferential with the Target of the matrix clause (Ag₂=Trg).

11.1.2.2 Imperfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Relation

The Eastern Khanty imperfective participial clauses are also used to code the adverbia temporal relations, and with regard to their ordering relative to the event-time of the independent matrix state-of-affairs, they are differentiated into: (i) the relation of temporal precedence (posteriority) implying the dependent state-of-affairs occurring prior to the
independent state-of-affairs; and (ii) the relation of temporal simultaneity (overlap) implying the dependent state-of-affairs occurring in the time-frame of the matrix.

57. a) t’u jay, il-pi-ja qirqa-qat-ta.
    Det people down-Il lat fall-INCH-IMPP
    ‘Suddenly, the people, having started to fall...’

    b) pani jink-ä qirqa-m-et, c) qul-a jay-ot
    and water-Il lat fall-Mmnt-PST0.3PL fish-Il lat become-PST0.3PL
    ‘and (they) fell into the water, (and) turned into fish’

In (57), the participial clause codes the dependent state-of-affairs with the temporal precedence relation and a coreferential Agent argument (Ag_1=Ag).

58. a) köröy il-œn jál’awasa-m-äl-na joy-nám-œ ranit’ werä-yan
    eagle front-Loc fight-PP-3sg-Loc 3sg-Refl-Instr/Obj injure-INF do-Pst0.3sg
    ‘That eagle got himself wounded when fighting,...’

    b) pir-pit-tal-na mörök-kœ jöyä-yan,
    back-become-IMPP-3sg-Loc health-Pred become-Pst0.3sg
    ‘Finally, the eagle got better,...’ (Kalinina 1970)

Similarly, in example (58b), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by a construction with the IMPP predicate inflected for possession (coreferentially with the agentive 3sg Agent argument) and Loc-case, and the Agent argument coreferential with the elided Agent of the subsequent finite matrix clause (Ag_4=Ag).

The imperfective participial clauses are also used in the function of the adverbial with the relation of temporal overlap:

59. qatn-ta pit-ta, pani puyl-pä ärki persəy je-s-i
    sick-IMPP become-IMPP and village-Lat many strange become-Pst2-PS.3sg
    ‘I am getting sick, and there are more and more strangers in the village’

In the example (59), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the imperfective participial clause and the Agent argument non-coreferential with the overt Agent of the subsequent matrix clause (Ag_5≠Ag). The absence of the possessive expression of the Agent of the
participial clause is due to it being unambiguously topical 1sg SAP, thus the specification would be redundant.

It should be observed on the basis of the reviewed examples that there does not seem to be a grammar in Eastern Khanty that is specific purely for the 'purpose' or 'temporal' relation of the imperfective participial constructions. These are subordinate IMPP-clauses, either inflected for possession and case or not. What, however, appears to be a pattern, is that the preposed (or embedded) IMPP-clauses tend to denote a state-of-affairs temporally posterior (or overlapping) with the matrix event and are marked by the stative Locative case (if any). At the same time, the postponed IMPP-clauses tend to denote a projected (anterior) state-of-affairs largely correlating to purposive semantic relation, and are marked by a dynamic Illative case (obligatorily).

11.1.2.3 Imperfective Participial Clauses with Relative Clause function

The chapter on nominal modifiers has dealt briefly with the participial clauses coding a dependent state-of-affairs which functions as modifiers of a nominal argument of the matrix clause (cf. 4.2.2.Nominalizations).

These participial clauses are predominantly perfective participles, however, the imperfective participial clauses are also used in this function.

60. mä onol'ta-yel-ta kat-pa mən-tätʃi eʃta koj-1-am
 1Sg learn-IMPP house-All go-INF NEG want-PRST-1Sg
  ‘I do not want to go to school (Lit. the learning house)’

In the example (60), the Illative-marked Locative argument of the matrix clause ‘house’ is the head of the participial relative clause (Loc-NP_rel).

Typically for the SOV Eastern Khanty, and following the pattern of the simple single-stem nominal modifiers (cf. 4.Attributive Nominal Modifiers), the participial relative clauses
precede the modified head noun, the constituent of the matrix clause. Typical Eastern Khanty relativization follows the gap strategy (Comrie & Thompson 1985), in which the grammatical role of the nominal argument in the relative clause, coreferential with the head, is not overtly marked (cf. 11.1.3. Perfective Participial Clauses). These Eastern Khanty constructions normally do not have relativizers and are immediately juxtaposed to the modified head.

11.1.2.4 Imperfective Participial Clauses as Verbal Complements

Eastern Khanty imperfective participles are particularly frequent as complements of the phasal complement-taking finite matrix verbs.

61. Ivän ili imil-wal, mül-l-ātī tā wöyäs-la-nə tiyi-l-wal
Ivan down sit-Prst.3sg hat-3sg-Instr this shake-Tr-IMPP become-Tr-Prst.3sg
‘Ivan sits and starts to shake his hat like so’ (Kalinina 1970)

The imperfective participial clause is used as the complement with the aspectual sense of occasionality/habituality (affix /-l/) of inception phase complement-taking matrix verb.

Phasal constructions appear to comprise most of the functional domain of the imperfective participial complements. The Eastern Khanty phasal complement-taking verbs are limited, including the verb jeta used in the sense ‘to begin’ (62-66).

62. tʃi kőljʊy-tal-na, juv-on-na os qitàləy-te tiyi-mə-s
this say-IMPP-3sg-Loc tree-inside-Loc again crack-IMPP become-Mmmt-PST2.3sg
‘When he was saying this it started cracking again in the forest’

Here, the imperfective participial verbal complement codes the event whose inception phase is coded complement-taking finite matrix predicate.

63. juv - noy os qitàləy-te tiyi-l-wal, mə tʃeləyτə-s-am
tree - twig again crack-IMPP become-Prst.3sg 1sg cry-PST2-1sg
‘Tree twigs started cracking again, I cried’ (Kalinina 1970)
As follows from the examples above, this type of phasal construction is used to code an event inception. The dependent state-of-affairs itself is coded consistently by the imperfective participle uninflected for any nominal categories, but able to make typical verbal categorial distinctions such as Aspect (by the imperfective participial marker itself) and Aktionsart (65, 66), specifying the internal structure of the event.

The states-of-affairs involved in these inception relation constructions are usually states-of-affairs of an entity obtaining in a certain temporal or internal structural phase (the matrix event) of another state-of-affairs (dependent event). Thus, in (62), some entity is in the state-of-affairs of beginning ‘to do X (matrix event)’, where X is the state-of-affairs of ‘cracking’ (dependent event). The entity participating in both events is the same, i.e. Agent referent of the matrix and the dependent states-of-affairs is co-referential. These phasal predicates may be related to aspectual operators, as they are taken to specify the internal constituency of a state-of-affairs. However, as Siewierska (1991) and Cristofaro (2003) have observed, phasal predicates are not like proper aspectual operators, which have purely internal reference to the affected state-of-affairs. Phasal predicates relate two states-of-affairs. The dependent one is taken as a whole, and the matrix one expresses the fact of an entity being in a certain phase of realization of the dependent state-of-affairs (Cristofaro 2003: 102).
In Eastern Khanty, there is also an aspectual affix with inchoative semantics which codes the inception phase. These two ways of coding the inception phase could be illustrated by comparing (62-66) above and the use of inchoative verbal affix in (67):

67. mä wöy-äm qola-qat-äs-i
   1sg strength-1sg exhaust-Inch-PST2.3sg
   ‘My strength began to exhaust’

68. juy män-ä way kit-skät-äs
   3sg 1sg-Illat money send-Inch-PST2.3sg
   ‘(S)he started sending me money’

In case of the aspectual operator /-qät-/ , the event typically refers to the temporal plane of the past, preceding the speech time. Also, the phase itself is not as salient in the proposition. It is viewed as rapid, and not construed as an event in itself. On the contrary, the examples with phasal complement-taking predicates tend to code predominantly the events of the temporal plane of the present, i.e. overlapping with the speech time. The fact of inception is salient in the proposition, and is viewed as a separate state-of-affairs coded by the matrix predicate ‘become’. As a finite predicate, this verb may have its own internal structure coded by aspectual operators or Aktionsart affixes (62-66). Again, this appears to be in line with the general cross-linguistic iconicity principle, in that, close semantic integration of events and lack of profiling of one of them are reflected in tighter morphological coding of one of the event’s by a bound aspectual morpheme. On the contrary, looser semantic integration and higher salience (profiling) of the inception event are reflected in the corresponding morphosyntax of an independent matrix clause.

Example (71) below illustrates the extension of the use of the finite verb ‘become’. It varies from a proper nominal argument-taking transformation verb (69) to the verbal complement-taking phasal finite verb (62-66). The headless nominal modifier is a target of
transformation (70), and the nominal predicate (nominal modifier əllə ‘big’ with predicative inflection -ayt) is a verbal complement with overall inceptive phasal semantics (71):

69.  ámb  juy-qə  ji-y  
dog  stick-Trans  become-PST0.3sg  ‘Dog turned into a stick’

70.  əllə  jäım-əl  peșta  joyo-tə  
big  axe-3sg  sharp  become-PST0.3sg  ‘His big axe got sharp’

71.  pült  əllə-yi  jüy-ayi  
hole  big-Pred  become-PST0-3sg  ‘The hole got bigger (Lit.: got to be big)’

It is also clear from comparing (62-66) and (67) that in its use as a complement-taking phasal predicate, the verb ‘become’ acquires verbal affixes (cf. 8.3.1.1.2.1.Voice and Aspectual Affixation) affecting its valency, i.e. rendering it as transitive, with the complement clause acting effectively as the second core argument.

11.1.3 Perfective Participial Constructions

As it has been described above (cf.8.4.3./-əm/ - Participle), the Eastern Khanty perfective participles with the marker /-əm/ attached to the base stem, most frequently have the function of a participial predicate of the subordinate clause:

72.  alcų.  węriyl-əm-əl,  möröy  qotl  matä-kol-p-ənte  juy-ā  tölıy-wał  
in the morning wake_up-PP.3sg  all day somekind-word-NEG 3sg-Illat say-Prst.3sg  ‘Having woken up in the morning, (she) does not say a word to him’
In (72), the perfective participial predicate inflected for possession codes temporarily posterior dependent state-of-affairs, with the Agent role coreferential with the elided Agent of the (temporarily and lineally) subsequent matrix clause (Ag=Agₐ).

11.1.3.1 Perfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Semantics

Similar to the Eastern Khanty imperfective participial clauses, the perfective participles are also used to code adverbal temporal relations, either of precedence (posteriority), or simultaneity (overlap), with the participial clause functioning as the temporal adverbial for the finite matrix predicate.

73. qunto qat töyö-na i-m-əl, rätʃ uwaŋtə-ta...
   when house fire-Loc eat-PP-3sg oldman see-PST0-3sg
   'When the house burnt down, the old man saw....'

Likewise, in (73), the temporarily posterior dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the construction with the perfective participial predicate inflected for possession, and the Agent of the Event non-coreferential with the overt Agent argument of the subsequent matrix Action clause (Agₐ≠Ag).

74. səwsiki-na al'we kəntʃə-kar-əm-əl'-na, käs-tə qat oŋti-na
   Syvsiki-Loc Alve search-INCH-PP-3sg-Loc find-3sg/sg house roof-Loc
   'Then Syvsiki went looking for Alva (and) found him on the roof'

In (74), the posterior dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the construction with the embedded perfective participial predicate inflected for possession and case, and the Agent argument coreferential with the overt Agent of the subsequent matrix clause (Agₐ=Ag).

The perfective participial constructions are also used, much less frequently, to code the semantic relation of temporal overlap of the dependent and the matrix state-of-affairs, when functioning as the temporal adverbial for the finite matrix predicate:
75. a) ḥŋ-äš sui-ä man-mäš-na, b) uwaŋt-ata c) ḥŋ-äš jëŋ-jöl qaŋŋaŋ-na jäl-wäš
mother-3sg voice-illat go-PP-3sg-Loc see-PST.3sg mother-3sg water edge-Loc stand-Prst.3sg
'Going for his mother's voice, he saw that his mother was standing at the water'

In (75), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the clause with the perfective participial predicate inflected for possession and case (a), and the Agent argument in the linked clause coreferential with that of the independent matrix clause (b) (Ag_{i}=Ag), and non-coreferential with the overt Agent of the subsequent finite complement clause (c) (Ag_{i}≠Ag).

11.1.3.2 Perfective Participial Clauses with Reality Condition Sense

Similar to the discussion of the IMPP-clauses with purposive and temporal clausal semantics, some Eastern Khanty perfective participial clauses may bear a general contextual sense of intention of the speaker with respect to the proposition in the context of the speech situation, or the commitment to the truth of assertion. This sense does not originate from a particular grammar of the participial clause itself, but is rather inferable from the holistic meaning of the complex clause.

The example (76) contains a participial adverbial clause 'If/when I had a book', and a counter-factual toŋ-conditional expressing the event that never did occur although expected/desired:

76. ñäŋ-ŋíš nipik taja-m-am-na, toŋ nöŋ-ä ma-yäš-i
1sg book have-PP-1sg-Loc Cond 2sg-illat give-PST1-PS.3sg
'If I had a book, I should have given it to you' (Gulya 1966: 122)

The Agent argument of the dependent if-clause is coreferential with the Agent of the subsequent counter-fact conditional. The counter-factual toŋ-conditional acts as a matrix
clause controlling the participial clause preceding it. It is nevertheless essentially also an adverbial clause with an implicit counterfactual sense 'but I have not (given the book), because I did not have it'. The conditional semantics in the participial clause is the contextually driven extension of its more typical use as temporal adverbial.

11.1.3.3 Perfective Participles as Relative Clauses

Similar to imperfective participial clauses, the perfective participles are used in Eastern Khanty to code dependent states-of-affairs functioning as modifiers of the nominal arguments of the matrix clause (cf. 4.2.2.Nominalizations).

77. wał-m-il tay-a-ja jō- ŋas-a.
   be-PP-3Pl place-III come-Pst3-3Pl
   'They came to the place of (their) living'

In example (77), the head of the relative perfective participial clause is the Illative-marked Locative role in the finite matrix clause (Stative Locative-NPrel). In the SOV Eastern Khanty, relative clauses typically precede the modified head noun.

These participial constructions illustrate a common Eastern Khanty, and typologically universal, process of a finite verbal phrase becoming a component of a noun phrase of another clause, a typically pre-nominal clause-initial attributive nominal modifier.

These attributive relative clauses are able to modify most of the nominal arguments. Eastern Khanty allows relativization of all the clause arguments, however, the perfective participial clauses are most frequently used in the relativization of the Target semantic role (83, 84, 85, 86), less often of the Agent role (78, 82), and Locative role (77). Other relations may be relativized in Eastern Khanty by the use of other types of relative clauses (cf. 11.2.3.1.Finite Relative Clauses).

---

40 In case of (76), the matrix is the passive clause with the demoted Loc-marked Agent (3sg) and the Agent of the embedded participial clause is co-referential with the elided Agent of the passive matrix clause (1sg).
Typical Eastern Khanty relativization follows the gap strategy (Comrie & Thompson 1985), in which the grammatical role of the nominal argument in the relative clause, coreferential with the head, is not overtly marked. These Eastern Khanty constructions normally do not have relativizers and are immediately juxtaposed to the modified head.

78. toram-na qurt-am ot-at pajlan vajay-qa ja-y-at
god/sky scare-PP kid-Pl wings animal-Transl become-PST0.3Pl
‘In the skies, scared children, turned into birds’

In (78), the Agent argument of the finite matrix clause is the head of the preposed participial relative clause (Ag=Head NP_{ret}).

Clause (79) is an example in which the Agent of the finite matrix clause is the head of the preposed dependent participial relative clause (Ag=Head-NP_{ret}).

79. min-nä jö-ma päy mä-nä jö-s
1Du-Com come-PP boy 1sg-lllat come-PST2.3sg
‘The young man who had come with us(two) came to me’ (Gulya 1966: 137)

The examples below also represent the result of nominalization, with clauses having less of a verbal character. Perfective participles often designate a resultant state, while imperfect participles tend to denote more complex, verb-like relations (cf. 11.1.2.3.Imperfective Participial Clauses with Relative Clause function).

80. mä wer-m-äl rit
1sg do-PP-3sg canoe
‘The canoe that I’ve made’

81. jöy wal-m-äl qat
3sg live-PP-3sg house
‘The house in which he lives’ (Gulya 1966: 128)

Examples (80, 81) provide additional illustration of the process of nominalization in Eastern Khanty (cf. 4.Adjectives) in the Givonian (2001) sense of a “grammatical process via which
a finite verbal clause – either a complete clause or a subject-less verb phrase – is converted into a noun-phrase” (Givon 2001: 24).

As mentioned above, the prevailing majority of the Eastern Khanty instances of the relative clauses exemplify the gap strategy, in which the missing coreferential argument is elided from overt expression. It thus confirms the cross-linguistic tendency for languages to extend the discourse anaphora strategy to other syntactic environments such as relative clauses (Givon 2001: 185). Evidence for nominalization may come from the use of such nominal categorial distinctions as possession (80, 81), and case (82a, 85).

There are also occasional examples showing embedded post-head participial relative clauses preceding the matrix clause with no relativizer (82a, 83a):

82. a. jay mən-äm-än qat-ät jəm qat-äw,
people go-PP-3PL house-Pl good house-Attr
‘People, who’d left houses, are with good houses’

b. jələw qat-äw wəl-yəl-t
new house-Attr be-PST1-3Pl
‘(They) are with new houses’

The Agent role of the finite matrix clause is the head of the postposed participial relative clause (Ag=Head NP_{rel}).

83. a. mä u-l-äm köt kätɬ-äm _____ soy
1sg see-PRST-1sg hand hold-PP stick
‘I see the hand holding the walking stick’

b. mä kätɬ-äm _____ soy köt u-l-äm
1sg hold-PP stick hand see-PRST-1sg
‘I see the hand holding the walking stick’

The Target argument of the finite matrix clause is the head of the postposed participial relative clause (Trg=Head NP_{rel}).
These instances, however, are highly infrequent, and as follows from (83a), they are eventually self-repaired into (83b). They may be, at least in part, due to the processes of language attrition, or assimilation of the native patterns into a system-novel patterns under the contact influence of the dominant SVO Russian⁴¹.

A similar explanation can be posited for the also rare post-matrix, but pre-nominal relative clauses (84, 85):

84. mıñ-ən tel-kal-ıw älü-im kayart-am sart
    |Du-Loc fry-PST1-1Pl/sg brother-1sg catch-PP pike
    'We have fried the pike fish that my brother caught'

85. äńmp-ə na rönöyta-s-tə mä kätäl-m-äm soy
    dog-Loc bite-PST2-3sg/sg 1sg hold-PP-1sg stick
    'The dog bit the stick which I am holding'

The Target argument of the finite matrix clause is the head of the pre-nominal but post-matrix participial relative clause (Trg=Head-NP₆). Both of the cases (84, 85) show the finite matrix clause with the relativized Target argument as the head of the subsequent participial relative clause, with the Ag₆ (‘brother’ (84) and 1sg (85)) being non-coreferential with the Agents of the matrix clauses (1Du (84) and ‘dog’ (85)). System internally, this kind of syntax is possible in Eastern Khanty in light of the syntactic flexibility of the identifiable/accessible/activated Target referent (cf. 10.1.1.2.4. Clauses with simple transitive predicates). This is consistent with the function of relative clauses grounding the referent, thus rendering it identifiable, accessible and active in the interlocutors discourse universe (also evident in Target-predicate agreement, Objective Conjugation).

⁴¹ All of the Eastern Khanty speakers are bi-lingual Khanty-Russian.
Finally, example (86) is similar to (84, 85) above, in that the participial relative clause occurs after the matrix clause, but also post-nominally. Also, in (86), the relativized head is preceded by the definite pronominal determiner *tom*, providing added explicit identifiability expression for the referent *âmp* 'dog':

86. mân-na wây-s-im tom âmp, tom qu rûnûyt-am
   1sg-Loc call-PST2-1sg/sg Det dog Det man bite-PP

   ‘I called the dog that bit that man’

The Target argument of the finite matrix clause is the head of the post-nominal and post-
matrix participial relative clause (Trg=Head-NP\textsubscript{rel}).

In light of the extreme rarity of this type, it is considered an idiosyncratic Russian-
contact influence in individual speaker, where the definite determiner of the relativized
element is clearly a redundant grounding of the already identifiable referent.

The Eastern Khanty "nominalized" attributive modifier examples reviewed above are
functionally adjectives, which in combination with typical nominal inflections (possession,
case) refer to entities involved in the process denoted by the verbal predicate, not the
process itself (Croft 1991: 75). In CG terms, the typical Eastern Khanty subordinate
participial predicate of relative clause has a nominal profile of a region in the domain of
entities, rather than the verbal independent profile of a relation or a process (Langacker
1991). Thus the predicative verbal profile of the independent clause dominates the whole of
the proposition containing the matrix and the subordinate clauses. In propositional terms,
these participial relative clauses belong to the part of the proposition containing pragmatic
presupposition. Their morphosyntactic features of the decategorized verbs (nominalizations)
correlate with their reduced illocutionary force, to the extent that they cannot function as
isolated independent syntactic units.
11.1.4 Converbial Constructions

Eastern Khanty converbial clauses (cf. 8.4.4. /-min/ - Converb) are typically used to code the dependent states-of-affairs and typically serve in the function of temporal adverbial to the finite matrix predicate. These converbial clauses are used to code the semantic relation of posteriority or that of the very proximal posteriority bordering temporal overlap.

87. ṭiml-ali-___ amis-min-na, ni mən̥-yən juya-tə
   a little-DIM sit-Conv-Loc woman go-Pst0.3sg gather woods-Pst0.3sg
   ‘After sitting awhile, the woman went off to gather firewood’

In (87), the converbial predicate, very rarely inflected for Loc-case, codes the dependent state-of-affairs with the Agent role coreferential with the elided matrix Agent (Ag₄=Ag).

88. qat-a________ jina-min, dawaj təqə qor əŋkər-tə-yalin
   house-IlLat come-Conv let straight image look-TR-Pst0.3Du
   ‘Having come into the house, they started looking at everything’

In (88), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the converbial clause with the Agent role coreferential with the elided Agent of the subsequent matrix clause (Ag₄=Ag).

The relation of temporal overlap implies two states-of-affairs that are generally temporally overlapping, i.e. one state-of-affairs occurs more or less in the time-frame of the other one, and the event-time of one state-of-affairs is the reference point for the event-time of the other.

89. ṭulâne ajəmkîtəm quj-t əntə qoy nomaysak-min, noy wer-ət, mən-ət ...
   then young man-Pl Neg long think-Conv do-Pst0.3Pl go-Pst0.3Pl
   ‘Then, the young men not thinking much, made arrows and went...’ (Kalinina 1970)

In (89), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the embedded construction with the converbial predicate, and with the Agent of the converbial clause being coreferential with the overt Agent of the finite matrix clause (Ag=Ag₄).
90. **loqapa-ia amas-man jis-man illänä woqi ju-wel**
garbage-Illat sit-Conv cry-Conv once fox come-Prst.3sg
‘With him sitting in the trash pile and weeping, there passes a fox’

In (90), the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the construction with the converbial predicate, and the Agent non-coreferential with the overt Agent of the finite matrix clause (Ag≠Ag₁).

**Conclusions on Nonfinite Temporal Adverbials**

Generally, the main features of the Eastern Khanty nonfinite temporal adverbial clauses may be summarized as follows:

- Perfective Participial dependent predicates - 60% of all adverbial clauses:
  - Structural features:
    - 29% of usage of the PP predicate inflected for possession (coding of Agent argument of the subordinate clause as possessor affix on the participial predicate)
    - 58% of usage of the PP predicate inflected both for possession and case
    - 13% of usage of the PP predicate not inflected for possession or case
    - 0% of usage of the PP predicate inflected for case but not possession
    - 2 occurrences of aspectual (Aktionsart) distinctions on the PP predicate (Inchoative, Durative)
  - Semantic features:
    - 20% of the subordinate PP clauses code temporal relation of simultaneity
    - 41% of the subordinate PP clauses code a temporal relation that expresses either simultaneity or an immediate precedence
    - 39% of the subordinate PP clauses code temporal relation of precedence
Pragmatic features:

- 50% of the subordinate PP clauses have the Agent argument co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause
- 50% of the subordinate PP clauses have the Agent argument not co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause, coding switch reference

Semantic-Pragmatic-Structural Feature Interaction:

- 85% of the PP predicates coding a temporal relation of simultaneity are inflected for both possession and case; and 15% - are inflected for possession only
- 93% of the PP predicates coding a temporal relation of simultaneity and immediate precedence are inflected for possession and case, and 7% - are inflected for possession only
- 85% of the PP predicates coding a temporal relation of precedence are inflected for possession, and 15% - are not inflected for either possession or case
- in ‘switch reference’ clauses, 17% - have the PP predicate inflected for possession and case; 30% - inflected for possession only; 3% - uninflcted for either possession or case; 2 occasions of use in the subordinate PP clause of the default 3sg predicate agreement expressed by possessive inflection on the PP predicate though factual Agent in both cases was 3PL
- in ‘coreference’ clauses, 33% - have the PP predicates inflected for possession and case; 14% - inflected for possession only; 3% - uninflcted for either possession or case; 2 - occasions of use in the subordinate PP clause of the default 3sg predicate agreement expressed by possessive inflection on the PP predicate though factual Agent in both cases was 3PL
• Imperfective Participial dependent predicates - 21% of adverbial dependent clauses:

  ➢ Structural features:

  o 18% of usage, the IMPP predicate is inflected for possession only (coding of Agent argument of the dependent clause as possessor)

  o 18% of usage, the IMPP predicate is inflected for possession and case

  o 64% of usage, the IMPP predicate is not inflected for possession or case

  o 0% of usage, the IMPP predicate is inflected for case but not possession

  o 1 occurrence of aspectual (Aktionsart) distinctions on the IMPP predicate (Inchoative)

  ➢ Semantic features:

  o 27% of the subordinate IMPP clauses code temporal relation of simultaneity

  o 46% of the subordinate IMPP clauses code a temporal relation that expresses either simultaneity or an immediate precedence

  o 27% of the subordinate IMPP clauses code temporal relation of precedence

  ➢ Pragmatic features:

  o 45% of the subordinate IMPP clauses have the Agent argument co-referential with the S/A of the matrix clause

  o 55% of the subordinate IMPP clauses have the Agent argument not co-referential with the S/A of the matrix clause, coding switch reference

  ➢ Semantic-Pragmatic-Structural features Interaction:

  o 9% of the IMPP predicates coding a temporal relation of simultaneity are inflected for possession only, and 0% are inflected for both case and possession, and 0% are inflected for case only
18% of the IMPP predicates coding a temporal relation of precedence are inflected for case and possession, and 0% - are inflected for either possession or case alone

9% of the IMPP predicates coding both temporal relation of simultaneity and immediate precedence are inflected for possession along, and 0% - are inflected for both possession and case, or case alone

in 'switch reference' clauses, 34% - have the IMPP predicate inflected for possession; 66% - uninflected for either possession or case

in 'co-reference' clauses, 40% - have the PP predicates inflected for both possession and case; 60% - uninflected for either possession or case

• Converbial dependent predicates - 19% of adverbial subordinate clauses:
  ➢ Structural features:
    o 0% of usage, the Conv. predicate is inflected for possession
    o 8% of usage, the Conv. predicate is inflected for case (Loc)
    o 92% of usage, the Conv. predicates are not inflected for possession, case
  ➢ Semantic features:
    o 90% of the subordinate Conv. clauses code temporal relation of simultaneity
    o 10% of the subordinate Conv. clauses code temporal relation of precedence
  ➢ Pragmatic features:
    o 90% of the subordinate Conv. clauses have the Agent argument co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause
    o 10% of the subordinate Conv. clauses have the Agent argument not co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause, coding switch reference
  ➢ Semantic-Pragmatic-Structural Feature Interaction:
100% of the Conv. predicates coding a temporal relation of simultaneity are uninflected for either possession or case.

100% of the Conv. predicates coding a temporal relation of precedence are inflected for case only.

100% of the subordinate Conv. clauses coding temporal precedence whose Conv. predicate is inflected for case have the Agent argument co-referential with the Agent of the matrix clause, thus Loc case marking is not serving the pragmatic but rather basic spatial-temporal semantic function.

Reduction in verbal categorial distinctions and occurrence of nominal ones in nonfinite temporal constructions is associated with an increase in assertiveness and a decrease in illocutionary force of the subordinate clauses. This lack in autonomous profile is manifested cognitively in the ability to conceptualize the dependent state-of-affairs as an entity allowing for these nonfinite subordinate clauses to occur in the function of adverbs. In the nonfinite predicates with reduced verbal categorial distinctions, the use of spatial case markers (Loc. or Prolat. in (58, 74, 75)) to locate the dependent state-of-affairs with regard to the matrix state-of-affairs time is the evidence of close semantic integration of the dependent state-of-affairs into the matrix state-of-affairs. The use of nominal possessive inflections to code the Agent role of the dependent state-of-affairs (except for convivial predicates) also contributes to general reduction of finiteness, as also observed cross-linguistically (Givon 2001).

**Generalizations on Eastern Khanty Nonfinite Adverbial Clauses**

Deviation from the independent declarative clause is measured with regard to two main parameters: the verb form, and the participant coding, i.e. the combination in the subordinate
predicate/clause of such prototypical verbal categorial distinctions as tense, aspect, mood, person; or presence of some morphology normally not allowed on verbs, which codes independent events such as distinctions of case and possession (expression of participants by possessive inflections). As for the lack or presence of TAM distinctions in some subordinate relations, it apparently cannot be accounted for in terms of semantic integration, predetermination, preference, or unrealized dependent state-of-affairs.

Since time reference, aspectuality and modality typically code the occurrence of a state-of-affairs through time, i.e. properties of the relation/process rather than entity, these distinctions are less likely to be made in the dependent states-of-affairs that are more entity-like (Cristofaro 2003: 177). Thus, in Eastern Khanty, such adverbial relations as temporal and purpose are more or less construable as entities and thus are less probable to have TAM distinctions. On the other hand, adverbial relations such as reason and reality condition are at the periphery (cf. 11.2. Finite Linked Clauses), and remain construable as processes and retain comparably more prototypical verbal distinctive features.

In over 70% of the instances, the participial adverbial predicates appear inflected for nominal categories of possessive expression for the Agent role and for case\(^2\). Thus, for instance, many of the Eastern Khanty 'purpose' adverbial dependent states-of-affairs are coded by the imperfective participial predicates exclusively inflected for Agent's person/number possessive inflections and Illat. case. Consequently, at least in some instances (5%), prototypical verbal properties such as aspectual (including Aktionsart) distinctions co-occur with the prototypical nominal properties, such as possession and case distinctions.

---

\(^2\)Eastern Khanty case inflections never occur on participles with no possessive markers.
The connection between the morphosyntactic features of the subordination relations and the semantic factors is functionally motivated and these motivations are based on cross-linguistic principles including economy and iconicity (Givon 2001; Haiman 1985), as well as on cognitive distinctions between entities and relations (Langacker 1991). The economy principle generally implies reduced morphological size and complexity of the formal expression (Bybee 1985; Lambrechts 1994). Also, this principle implies that only the information minimally required for adequate processing of the utterance will be coded explicitly, while the redundant and accessible information will be elided from overt expression. Thus, once the TAM values, participant information, etc. are determined and accessible from the matrix state-of-affairs, they need not be redundantly re-specified in the dependent state-of-affairs.

The elision of explicit expression of participants of the dependent states-of-affairs is highly prevalent in all Eastern Khanty adverbial relations but with varying frequency. For instance, elision is much more frequent in purpose relations. This is primarily due to these relations' inherently typical same-Agent semantics (cf. 11.1.2.Imperfective Participle Constructions), discourse motivated tendency towards co-reference of core participants with the matrix state-of-affairs. That is, in purpose relations, it is a strong implicit tendency for the Agent of the matrix state-of-affairs to have volition and a degree of control towards the realization of the dependent purpose state-of-affairs, which is reflected in typical semantic integration, though not strong enough for formal entailment (Cristofaro 2003).

In other adverbial relations, elision of explicit expression of arguments is also attested with different frequency. Possible complications of information processing are prevented by the application of various co- and switch-reference devices. In Eastern Khanty, it is the use of
the possessive markers on the participial predicates especially of purpose and temporal adverbials. That is, explicit expression of the participants of the dependent (as well as of the matrix) state-of-affairs will occur either for signaling a change, or to prevent ambiguity. Otherwise, no explicit expression is likely to take place, if the identity and roles of the participants are assumed to be identifiable by the speaker-hearer in the given discourse episode. Typologically, this is viewed as an application of the economy principle but at a more general overarching level (Givon 2001; Cristofaro 2003). In the case of Eastern Khanty subordinate adverbial clauses, this is seen in the syntactic integration of the linked states-of-affairs, where most of the relevant features are expressed in only one of the linked states-of-affairs, the matrix.

A lack in the verbal features and the presence of nominal features, as for instance in the case of Eastern Khanty participial predicates of temporal or purpose adverbial clauses, are manifestations of the usage of verbal forms’ in the non-prototypical discourse function of nouns, i.e. reference to concrete, time-stable, discourse-manipulable participants. While the prototypical discourse function of verbs is to predicate and refer to concrete, kinetically affective, time-dynamic processes (Hopper & Thompson 1985; Givon 2001; Croft 2001). The cases of the non-prototypical functioning of the instances of a class represent cross-linguistically common decategorization, manifested in the reduction of the prototypical morphosyntactic properties of the class, and possible acquisition of the prototypical properties of the other class (Cristofaro 2003: 257).
11.2 Finite Linked Clauses, Cosubordination

The traditional approaches to the definition of subordination derive in one way or another from morphosyntactic criteria such as clausal embedding, where the embedded clause is a clause functioning as a constituent of another clause. However, because of cross-linguistic variation in formal structural means and their interactions, morphosyntactic criteria alone cannot universally define subordination (Comrie 1981; Van Valin, La Polla 1997; Givon 2001; Cristofaro 2003).

In this section, I will describe examples of Eastern Khanty complex clauses, which I propose to be categorized as possibly falling at the far periphery of the domain of subordination. In Eastern Khanty, the subordinate states-of-affairs in this group of examples are coded by the clauses with finite verbal predicates. Subordination, here, will thus naturally be less of a structural notion, but rather a cognitive-semantic one.

The functional definition of subordination implies a universally valid way of construing of a relation between two (or more) events. Such a definition would refer to the Cognitive Grammar notions of profiling and backgrounding (Langacker 1991). Subordination here is defined as asymmetrical in that one of the events lacks an autonomous profile and is construed in the perspective of the other event (the matrix). Instead of appealing to particular structural means, such as clause types, functional definition of subordination appeals primarily to cognitive relations between states-of-affairs (Dik 1997), based on cross-linguistic universality of functional situations, and universals of human cognition (Cristofaro 2003).

As it will be shown in the description below, Eastern Khanty finite complex sentences represent strings of clauses, loosely linked, often without any overt syntactic indication of
subordination, or overt clause-linkage markers. That is, they hardly demonstrate any grammar specific for subordination. Differing in this respect from the nonfinite subordinate clauses, I suggest, these "strings" still may be seen to perform the subordination function of combining several states-of-affairs into a single linguistic unit. I will argue that a degree of semantic integration between these states-of-affairs is evident in recurrent elision of the core semantic roles, marked word order and reduced illocutionary force of these linked finite clauses. These features align conceptually with at least some degree of subordination.

On the other hand, it will also be pointed out that the semantic relation between these linked states-of-affairs could often be to some degree inferential, and is often mainly revealed by the features of paratactic character of the Eastern Khanty complex clauses.

11.2.1 Finite Linked Clauses with Purpose/Reason and Temporal Relations

Example (91) mentioned above (cf. 11.1.2.1. Imperfective Participial Clauses with Purpose Relation) and partially repeated here, demonstrates the possibility for a finite clause to code linked states-of-affairs with purpose semantics:

91. n'an' pan-l-im ñllæwtake olintaq-ν toyor-l-om, näm-ski že-s
   bread put-Prst-1sg top canvas-Loc close-Prst-1sg soft-Pred become-PST2.3sg
   'I cover the bread with the canvas sack, (so) it (the bread) got softer'

The second clause with the finite complex nominal predicate codes a state-of-affairs that represents the projected resultant Event, the state-of-affairs in purpose relation towards the Action of the matrix clause. This second purpose proposition has the elided Agent of Event, which is non-coreferential with the Agent of the matrix Action clause (Ag≠Agω), but is coreferential with the matrix Target argument (Trg=Agω). That is, the topical referent of the first finite clause, the 1sg Agent of the matrix Action, is not coreferential with the topical referent of the second finite clause, the Agent of the Event 'bread'. However, the Agent of
the second Event clause is elided and controls the predicate agreement inflection, which is the Eastern Khanty preferred topic expression (cf. 10.2. Information Structure). This elision of the non-coreferential Agent of the linked clause is in many respects similar to the features of the nonfinite purpose subordinate clauses reviewed above (cf. 11.1.1.1. Infinitival Clauses with the Purpose Relation). Hypothetically, the second clause of (91) ‘it got soft’ referring to some established discourse active participant, is able to occur in isolation as an independent finite clause. However, in the given context of real-time commentary of the currently occurring actions marked appropriately by the Prst-Fut tense of the predicates, the use of PST2 tense makes this clause stand out in any sense other than a description of the projected state-of-affairs of the preceding clause.

Likewise in (92), the purpose dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the finite clause:

92. a) n’an’ jiıyata-s-im, b) kiîtʃ-äyi  ili  anto  kiîtʃ-äyi.
  bread look-PST2-1sg/sg burn-PST0.3sg or Neg burn-PST0.3sg
  ‘a) I checked the bread, b) (if) it burned or did not burn’

The first state-of-affairs coded by the finite Action clause is followed by the second state-of-affairs coded by the finite Event clause. Similarly to (91), in (92), the topical referent of the first linked clause (92a), the 1sg SAP, elided and controlling predicate agreement (PTE) is temporarily replaced in the second linked clause (92b) by another referent ‘bread’ (Ag≠Agₜ). This topical referent in (92b), elided and controlling the 3sg predicate agreement, is coreferential with the Target ‘bread’ of the first clause (92a) (Trg=Agₜ). There is a certain intonation break between the two finite clauses, a registerable pause between the preceding finite matrix and the following finite ‘purpose’ clauses commonly marked by the comma. There is also an interesting distribution of the TAM features in the postposed finite (purpose) clauses. Although, these finite purpose clauses occur in the PST tense form, the assertive
power of their propositions is weak. That is, the propositions of these clauses are within the modal scope of irrealis. They are projections of States/Events, rather than asserted facts, which is quite typical of the purpose relation. Also, in the case of finite purpose clauses (91) and (92), there is obvious strong semantic integration of the dependent state-of-affairs into the independent matrix. Although, the dominance of a coreferential Agent referent in the dependent state-of-affairs is not formal, the matrix Agent’s control over realization of the dependent state-of-affairs is important.

On the one hand, it could be safely assumed that the sense of ‘purpose’ is not explicitly grammaticalized in these postposed finite clauses (91) and (92), and is rather an interpretation, or understanding of the utterances in their respective contexts. That is, the semantic relation between the linked states-of-affairs is rather inferred, resulting from the Eastern Khanty complex clause parataxis.

On the other hand, instead of a problematic differentiation of these Eastern Khanty purpose constructions as discretely subordinate based on explicit structural features, a scale may be posited, implying a gradation of structural and semantic features such as finiteness and participant coding. The Events coded by the second finite clauses in (91) and (92) may be seen as coding dependent states-of-affairs and as such functionally equivalent to lexical adverbs (cf. 5.Adverbial Modifiers). Admittedly, unlike single-stem adverbs and nonfinite adverbial clauses (cf.11.1.1.1.Infinitival Clauses with the Purpose Relation, 11.1.2.1 Imperfective Participial Clauses with Purpose Relation), these finite purpose clauses do not conform to the Eastern Khanty SOV word order, appearing typically after the matrix predicate. However, it should be noted that on the one hand, all Eastern Khanty adverbial modifiers (lexical, nonfinite clauses) are generally the least rigid in terms of word order. On
the other hand, because of the very fact of finiteness of the conceptually dependent predicates they may only reasonably occur outside the finite matrix clause. The purpose semantic relation is easily inferred when the matrix clause precedes the clause specifying the purpose.

Eastern Khanty finite clauses may also be seen to code the reason relation, in which the linked state-of-affairs is a reason for the realization of the matrix state-of-affairs. Conceptually, finite clauses with the semantic relation of reason are similar to the reason-part of the proposition often expressed by lexical adverbs (cf. (93) vs. (94) vs. (97)):

93. n'än’ jayart-aki, näräy
   bread heavy-Pred raw
   ‘The bread is heavy, (because) (it) is raw’

In example (93), the post-matrix nominal ‘raw’ modifies the Agent argument ‘bread’ of the clause, and bears a reason relation towards the state-of-affairs ‘bread is heavy’. There is a fairly strong tendency for the reason adverbials to appear in postposition to the modified predicate, however, preposed reason adverbials are also occasionally attested.

94. alla tföyöt, quillo tɛ́-s quil
   big fire all bake-PST.3sg fish
   ‘The fire is big, (so) all the fish baked’

In (94), the pre-matrix linked NP ‘big fire’ has the head non-coreferential with the Agent of the finite Event clause ‘fish baked’. Should the ordering of the linked clauses be altered (94*), the sequence would still remain acceptable with retained reason sense:

94.* quillo quil tɛ́-s, alla tföyöt
   all fish bake-PST.3sg big fire
   ‘All the fish baked, (because) the fire is big’
In the sequence (95)-(96), the commentary for the video recording, (95) introduces the event ‘fish jumping out of the pot’ as the focus of attention, which is then reiterated in (96b) as the reason event for the matrix Action (96a).

95. wanna Iwän quil mela-wal, quil put-oγ il rüγ-keto-wel, töyt-ää körkillo-keto-wel soon Ivan fish put-Prst.3sg fish pot-Prolat down jump-Inch-Prst fire-Illat fall-Inch-Prst.3sg ‘Soon, Ivan will put fish on, and fish will start jumping out of the pot, falling into the fire’

96. a) jeya-ta, Iwän nayinta-wal rut’ say, b) quil il rüγ-walt, quil put-oγ look-Imper Ivan swear-Prst.3sg Russian way fish down jump-Prst.3pl pot-Prolat ‘a) Look, Ivan swears in Russian, b) (because) fish is jumping out of the pot’

The state-of-affairs (96b) is coded by the finite clause with the overt Agent role non-coreferential with the Agent of the finite matrix (96a) (Ag≠Agd). Though the event of (106b), ‘the fish is jumping’ is clearly a part of the proposition containing pragmatic presupposition, a shared knowledge (topical), it is the center of attention in the discourse episode. Partial evidence of this is in the altered word order in (96b), where the Locative role ‘out of the pot’ appears postverbially. The topical (96b) occurs after (96a), which codes the not yet shared knowledge, a part of the proposition containing pragmatic assertion. In other words, the sequence focus-topic appears in violation of the Eastern Khanty strong topic-initial pattern (cf. 10.2.Information Structure). Motivation for this order arises from the mentioned tendency to have the reason relation (96b) to follow the matrix event (96a) in the absence of the explicit, grammaticalized ‘reason’ clause linkers. Thus, a degree of conceptual subordination can be posited between the following event (96b) setting reason specification for the matrix event (96a), functionally similar to a reason adverbial.

Alternatively, in a way similar to the finite ‘purpose’ co-subordinated clauses, the reason relation could be assumed to be rather inferential from the parataxis of Eastern Khanty
complex clauses, as both, (96a) and (96b) appear to be able to occur in isolation, although the altered Locative order in (106b) indicates it as somewhat marked pragmatically.

97.  a) mä qolislâ-l-im,  b) patî-l-âm  
    1sg cough-Prst-1sg  get.cold-Prst-1sg  
    ‘I am coughing, (because) (I) have a cold’

In (97), the linked finite clause (b) with the finite Future-Present predicate has the elided Agent co-referential with the Agent of the finite matrix clause (a) (Ag=Agₐ), and can be argued to bear a semantic relation of reason towards the preceding matrix clause. An argument in favor of the co-subordination treatment of this clause chain is the fact that if the clauses are reversed, the Agent ‘1sg’ must still be overtly present in the first clause, and could only be elided in the second (104*):

97*. a) ma patî-l-âm,  b) qolislâ-l-im  
    1sg get.cold-Prst-1sg  cough-Prst-1sg  
    ‘(When/if) I have a cold, (I) cough’

Then, the meaning of the reversed clause would rather be that of temporal or conditional modification ‘when/if I caught a cold, I cough’, rather than reason. Also, instead of a strong assertion, a realis modal scope statement of (97), there is a weak assertion, an irrealis scope conditional statement resulting in (97*).

The distinguishing of adverbiaal reason clauses in Eastern Khanty as a distinct type of coding the conceptually dependent states-of-affairs appears problematic both for nonfinite and finite clauses. All attested examples that can be interpreted as dependent states-of-affairs bearing reason relation to adjacent states-of-affairs are coded by finite clauses with arguably pragmatically marked word order and with minimally reduced illocutionary force.
Apart from the nonfinite constructions (cf. 11.1.2.2 Imperfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Relation; 11.1.3.1 Perfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Semantics), Eastern Khanty finite clauses may also be seen to code temporal relation, particularly of posteriority.

98. a) jay män-na tayragata-l-ì b) pâni tua-ratãlo-l-ì ajnäm, 3sg 1sg-Loc leave-Prst-PS.3sg and away-break-Prst-PS.3sg all ‘(As soon as) I leave it, everything is going to be broken up’
c) tuyta ja-wa-wol-t. fire cat-Caus-Prst-3Pl ‘they’ll burn it all’

In (98), the first clause (a) has the finite passive predicate and the 1sg Agent role marked by Loc case, while the 3sg predicate agreement is controlled by the overt 3sg Target. While this Target role is coreferential with the Target pronoun ‘all’ of the next passive clause (98b), the Agent roles of these clauses are evidently non-coreferential. The Agent of (98a) is rather coreferential with the elided Agent of the active clause (98c) (Trgₐ=Trgₜ=Trgₐ), (Agₐ=Agₜ=Agₐ). The TAM form of the predicates in all the clauses (98a-c) is Present-Future casting these propositions within the irrealis scope of the hypothesized future. The states-of-affairs of the passive clauses (98a) and (98b) may be seen as conceptually dependent, while that of the next finite active clause (98c) may be seen as the independent matrix. The passive clauses are conjoined by the link ‘and’ and represent a single intonation unit without a pause, whereas the active direct matrix (98c) is separated by the pause (0,225hms), shown in notation by a comma. This active clause (98c) has the topical Agent role coded appropriately by elision and the corresponding 3Pl predicate agreement (preferred topic expression).

Similarly to the finite purpose and, perhaps, more so for the reason clauses above, it could be argued that the temporal relation is increasingly not explicit in these postposed finite
clauses and is rather inferred from the order and context, that is, from the paratactic character of the complex clause.

Alternatively, a degree of conceptual subordination can be posited between the preceding (98a-b) setting temporal or conditional specification for the matrix Action clause (98c). That is, the first two passive clauses in their parenthetic character of the non-canonical constructions may be viewed as functionally similar to temporal or conditional adverbials. (It is a cross-linguistic fact (Givon 2001; Cristofaro 2003), that the distinction between the reality condition relations and the temporal relations of precedence and simultaneity may be either absent or coded by the same morphological means). Similar to the nonfinite constructions, Eastern Khanty finite clauses with temporal relation are typically preposed to the matrix clause, and are not used for coding the relation of temporal anteriority, rather implying the dependent state-of-affairs occurring before or in the time frame of the independent matrix state-of-affairs.

Eastern Khanty temporal adverbial clauses are admittedly typically subordinate along the grammatical, structural features (nonfinite). However, instead of the discrete subordination-coordination division, a scale may be posited implying a continuum of structural features (finiteness, participant coding, verbal and nominal distinctions) and of the pragmatic features (assertiveness, illocutionary force) in the conceptually dependent temporal state-of-affairs. Such scale may accommodate the diversity of Eastern Khanty morphosyntactic coding of conceptually dependent states-of-affairs with temporal relation to the matrix.

Representation of the morphosyntactic variation of the Eastern Khanty purpose, reason and temporal adverbial clauses may thus be seen as a graded scale, as in (Fig.2), illustrating variation in the degree of delexicalization of dependent predicates:
full finite clauses of reason relation with prototypical TAM distinctions and full illocutionary force (Ag≠Ag₂)
full finite clauses of temporal relation with prototypical TAM distinctions and full illocution. force (Ag≠Ag₂)
full finite clauses of purpose relation with reduced TAM distinctions and reduced illocution. force (Ag=Ag₂)

nonfinite predicates with some TAM distinctions and no nominal features, low illocution. force (Ag=Ag₂)
nonfinite predicates with some TAM distinctions and nominal features, low illocution. force (Ag=Ag₂)
nonfinite predicates with no TAM distinctions and numerous nominal features, low illocution. force (Ag=Ag₂)

Fig. 2: The Eastern Khanty Clauses as Purpose/Reason & Temporal Adverbials.

11.2.2 Finite Linked Clauses with Reality Condition Relation

As mentioned above (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.2.Conditionals), the formal inflectional category in Eastern Khanty that signals the intention of the speaker with respect to the proposition in the context of the speech situation is the one that codes the commitment to the truth of assertion. That is the conditional mood adverbials.

99. in-ta qoj-im-p-an, tām köllan-ə joy-ə, mān-ā ʧelāyt-ə
eat-INF want-Mmnt-Cond-2sg here shore-Illat come-IMP.2sg 1sg-Illat cry-IMP.2sg
‘If you want to eat, come to that bank, call to me’ (Kalinina 1970)

The dependent state-of-affairs is coded by the clause with the finite conditional predicate and the Agent in the linked clause coreferential with the elided Agents of the subsequent imperative matrix clauses (Ag₂=Ag). The first, clause may not occur in isolation with the conditional marker /-ə/ taking the slot of the tense inflectional marker, making the clause clearly a dependent one.

This reality condition relation codes two states-of-affairs where the realization of one, the state-of-affairs, is a condition for the realization of the other, the matrix state-of-affairs. The dependent state-of-affairs may be expressly unrealized as counterfactual in conditionals, or
they may have low probability of being realized. Since realization of the main state-of-affairs is contingent on the realization of the dependent state-of-affairs, the main state-of-affairs also appears to be non-factual or irrealis.

11.2.2.1 /-η/-Conditionals

As mentioned in the description of Eastern Khanty verbal categories (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.2. Conditional), one of the frequent forms of expression of conditional mood in Eastern Khanty is the bound verbal morpheme /-η/- occupying the position normally taken by the Tense inflection.

It is clear in the available examples that, parallel to the established typological tendencies (Givon 2001: 300), in Eastern Khanty the modality of the proposition does not affect the propositional frame of the clause. The pragmatic functions, semantic roles and grammar of the referents, predication types, and the verbs’ transitivity do not appear to impose any lexical restrictions. Conditional clauses show regular means of expression of transitivity, voice, aspect, negation, Agent-controlled predicate agreement, that is, pragmatic status-semantic roles-morphosyntax correlations.

100. əntə tà man-η-än, wöy-nä tul-uj-än
   Neg go-Cond-2sg force-Com take-PS-2sg
   ‘If you don’t go, you’ll be taken by force’   (Gulya 1966: 121)

In (100), the dependent conditional if-clause has the irrealis negative modal scope marked by the negative particle preceding the negated component. The predicates of both, if-clause and then-clause are in the Future-Present tense form. The first passive clause has the elided active identifiable Target referent coded by the 2sg predicate agreement inflection (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure). Thus, the Agent role of the subordinate conditional
clause is coreferential with the Target role of the passive matrix clause (Agd=Trg). The conditional if-clause, preceding the matrix clause, has reduced TAM distinctions and may not occur in isolation.

In communicative pragmatic terms, Eastern Khanty conditional casts the proposition either as a weak assertion of possible, uncertain, desired truth; or as a negative assertion (false assertion) contradicting explicit or assumed belief (Givon 2001: 301).

The weak assertion characterizes the conditional proposition (100). These Eastern Khanty Present-Future or Imperfective /-η/-conditionals seem to provide fairly elegant evidence of the validity of the cross-linguistically sensitive reference test for modality involving referential behavior of NPs (Givon 2001: 303). The test posits that for the non-fact modality (irrealis assertion and negative assertion), NPs can be interpreted as either referring or non-referring, whereas for the fact modality (presupposition and realis assertion), NPs can only be interpreted as referring. The Eastern Khanty conditionals, being the non-fact irrealis-assertions, make the verbal predicate formally insensitive to the pragmatic status of the Target referent (cf. 8.3.1.2.2.2. Conditional). That is, once the predicate has the conditional marker /-η/-, it may no longer distinguish the pragmatic status of the Target referent by the use of the Target-predicate (so-called Objective) agreement inflection (cf. 8.Verb; and 10.Simple Clause).
11.2.2.2 /töŋ/-Conditionals

There is another way of coding conditionals in Eastern Khanty, which uses a non-bound morpheme töŋ.

101. jöy wal-ŋ-al, töŋ timint wer anta wal-vas
     3sg live-Cond-3sg Cond this business Neg be-PST1.3sg
     ‘If (s)he were alive, such a thing would not have happened’ (Gulya 1966)

Example (101) has the subordinate if-clause coded with the finite predicate and the overt Agent argument non-coreferential with the overt Agent of the subsequent finite clause (Ag₁≠Ag). The conditional marker separates the clauses. Interestingly, neither of the linked clauses in (101) appears to be able to occur in isolation as they both represent marked conditional constructions. Without the marker töŋ the second clause in (101) is an acceptable negative statement ‘this thing did not happen’, whereas with töŋ, but without the negative marker anta, it is still the counterfactual conditional ‘this thing would have happened’ implying ‘but it did not’.

102. tʃu tayi-na, töŋ jem wal-ŋ-al
     that place-Loc Cond good be-Cond-3sg
     ‘There, it would (have) been good’ (Gulya 1966)

In (102), the conditional clause is coded by the locative NP with the elided Agent argument non-coreferential with the elided Agent of the subsequent another conditional clause (Ag₁≠Ag), separated by the conditional marker töŋ.

Both (101) and (102) contain two conditional markers, the imperfective conditional suffix /-ŋ-/ and the perfective non-bound marker töŋ. They are thus to be viewed as combinations of two conditional clauses: the imperfective /ŋ/-conditional clause and the perfective töŋ-
conditional, with an implicit negative matrix. The expressed sense implies, that counter to the expectation, the projected/desired state-of-affairs was never achieved.

The whole of the propositions ((101)-(106)) have a certain completion or perfectivity aspectual sense (also evident in the exclusive use of past tense forms of the predicates). It is also evident in (101) and (102), as well as other /tôŋ/-conditionals (103)-(106), that the perfectivity sense contributes to their general modality of a negative/false assertion, i.e. contradicting an explicit, factual belief. In other words, these propositions may be said to manifest the weakest possible degree of certainty on behalf of the speaker, to the extent of explicitly contradicting the real-world fact. Thus these Eastern Khanty perfective counter-fact conditionals fall under the modal scope of negation (Givon 2001: 311). It is also apparent that these epistemic modal constructions also have a certain sense of deontic modality, i.e. express a desire, obligation, expectation (102) and (103).

103. mä jôy-pa mên-s-am tôŋ
    1sg home-Lat go-PST2-1sg Cond
    ‘I should have gone home (but did not)’ (Gulya 1966)

In (103), the modal clause has a finite predicate with the overt Agent argument and clause-final conditional marker. The matrix clause has an implication ‘but I did not’ with coreferential Agent argument (Ag_d=Ag). Example (103) and the rest below, being perfective counter-fact conditionals, demonstrate that for this type of conditionals (101-102) the marker /-ŋ/- is not the essential one, and the modal sense is expressed by the marker tôŋ. Similar to (101-102), absence of the marker tôŋ would make (103) an acceptable independent simple verbal clause with the sense ‘I went home’.
104. qunta-na töp, mä man-yä-l-em, tut-na jöy-àn mä-nt käs-käl
when-Loc Cond 1sg go-PST3-1sg that-Loc 3sg-Loc 1sg-Acc find-PST3.3sg
‘If I had gone, then he would have found me’ (Gulya 1966)

In (104), the conditional *if*-clause ‘had I gone’ is coded by the past tense finite clause with
the overt *if*/when pronoun inflected for Loc-case and followed by the counterfactual non-bound conditional marker tög, rendering the clause as conceptually dependent and reduced in
illocutionary force (unable to occur in isolation). The subsequent non-canonical clause (Loc-Agent) is an independent, finite then-clause with full illocutionary force and an Agent non-coreferential with that of the counterfactual conditional (Ag≠Ag). The conditional ‘had I
gone’ has the implied counterfactual matrix ‘but X did not’, where X is the Agent of the
matrix (not necessarily coreferential with the Agent of the conditional as in (104)). Again,
whereas the second clause is perfectly acceptable as an independent clause, absence of the
marker tög would render (104) also an acceptable independent clause, and making (104) a
cordinate clause with the sense ‘I went and he found me’.

The existence of the implicit negative matrix in this type of adverbial counterfactual
conditional clauses becomes slightly more explicit in the example (105), where the reason for
the counter-factness (...but X did not...) is stated in the next but-clause:

105. mä tay jö-s-äm töp, uy-äm kötjf-aki
1sg here come-PST2-1sg Cond head-POSS.1sg hurt-Pred
‘I should have come here, but I have a headache’ (Gulya 1966)

The conditional state-of-affairs is coded by the past tense finite clause with the overt clause-final töp-conditional marker, rendering it conceptually dependent and formally subordinate,
with reduced illocutionary force and implied assertion of the event. It is followed by the
explicit reason extension ‘I have a headache’, clearly implying the quasi-explicit counter-fact
negative matrix ‘I didn’t come’. The subsequent non-canonical (Loc-Agent) independent finite then-clause has full illocutionary force and the Agent argument non-coreferential with that of the counter-fact conditional (Ag₆≠Ag). Once again, it is the presence of the marker töŋ that marks subordination. Without it (105) would be a typical coordinate ‘I came, and/but I have a headache’.

Finally, (106) further confirms the existence of the negative matrix of the adverbial counterfactual conditional. The dependent counterfactual state-of-affairs ‘I should have brought it’ is coded by the finite passive clause followed by the conditional marker töŋ. It has the reduced in illocutionary force, and implies assertion of the event. It is followed by the reason clause ‘(because) he did not give it to me’ with the non-coreferential Agent argument (Ag₆≠Ag), and implying counterfactual ‘I did not bring it’.

106. män-ä tu-yas-i töŋ₃², jöy-ën män-ä onte ma-yäs-i  
    1sg-Loc bring-PST1-PS.3sg Cond  3sg-Loc 1sg-lllat Neg give-PST1-PS.3sg  
    ‘I should have brought it, but he did not give it to me’ (Gulya 1966)

Thus, classification of Eastern Khanty finite conditional constructions as semantically and structurally subordinate is more straightforward than the cases of purpose/reason or temporal linked finite clauses. The prevailing majority of Eastern Khanty conditional meanings are coded by finite clauses with a slight tendency towards coreferential Agent (60%). Imperfective /-η/-conditionals are all same-Agent, while perfective töŋ-conditionals are more often different-Agent (70%). Thus, scalarity of structural features such as finiteness, participant coding and combination of verbal and nominal categories in the conceptually

---

⁴² For the discussion of the conditional marker töŋ cf.: 8.3.1.2.2.2. Conditional. Syntax-wise the marker töŋ is much more frequently clause-final than clause-initial.
dependent state-of-affairs for the conditional adverbial clauses will have a marked cline towards finite coding. Reduction in verbal categorial distinctions is manifested in the absence of tense distinctions in imperfective /-η/-conditionals and absence of ability to mark the pragmatic status of the Target role via marked predicate agreement (objective conjugation). Both types of conditionals lack in illocutionary force, are unable to occur in isolation without at least some contracted form of the counterfactual matrix.

The morphosyntactic variation of the Eastern Khanty subordinate conditional adverbial clauses could be represented as a scale, as follows (Fig 3):

(+) finite (independent)

- finite predicates with full TAM distinctions and near full illocut. force (105, 104-106) (Ag≠Ag₂)
- finite predicates with full TAM distinctions and reduced illocut. force (106) (Ag=Ag₂)
- finite predicates with reduced TAM distinctions and low illocutionary force (99-100) (Ag=Ag₂)
- nonfinite PP predicates with reduced TAM distinctions and some nominal features (76), (Ag=Ag₂)

(-) finite (dependent)

Fig 3: The Eastern Khanty conditional dependent adverbial clauses.

Conclusions on Eastern Khanty Finite Adverbial Clauses

The linked finite clauses reviewed thus far (cf. 11.2.1.Finite Linked Clauses with Purpose/Reason and Temporal Relation; 11.2.2.Finite Linked Clauses with Reality Condition Relation) appear to have in common their semantic relation towards the linked clause. This relation appears to be that of modification of either the matrix predicate or the whole of the matrix proposition. That is, these linked finite clauses may be seen as functionally akin to single-stem adverbials and nonfinite subordinate adverbial clauses. There are, however, notable differences between the Eastern Khanty nonfinite subordinate clauses in this function and the finite ones reviewed in the sections above. The degree of syntactic
dependence/integration of the finite clauses is much lower, so much that in many cases their very 'modification' semantic relation can be said to be rather inferable from their general deictic character, rather than truly grammaticalized.

In terms of the degree of semantic integration of the dependent state-of-affairs, all Eastern Khanty adverbial clauses, could be viewed as follows (Fig. 4):

(\(+\)independence) low semantic integration

Finite purpose (92), reason (94, 95), temporal (98) clauses
Finite conditional (99-102, 104-106) clauses
Nonfinite purpose and temporal (55, 56a, 73, 89, 90, 59, 75) adverbial clauses with non-coreferential Agent [Ag\!\neq\!Ag\textsubscript{d}]

(\(-\)independence) high semantic integration

Nonfinite temporal/conditional, purpose (58, 74, 87, 88) adverbial clauses with coreferential Agent [Ag\!=\!Ag\textsubscript{d}]

**Fig 4: The Eastern Khanty Adverbial Clauses.**

Many of the adverbial senses in Eastern Khanty are coded by the nonfinite verbal predicates, particularly participles (50%). Though with some complexities concerning the inherent boundedness/completedness of the verbal stem (Filtchenko 2000), the Eastern Khanty participles are traditionally differentiated into perfective and imperfective ones (or past and present participles) (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966). The distribution of verbal and nominal categorial distinctions in the Eastern Khanty adverbials may be represented along the scale as follows (Fig. 5):

(V) verbal categories (TAM)

Finite reason/purpose clauses (56b, 92, 94-96) [+TAM]
Finite temporal clauses (98) [+TAM]
Finite /top/-conditional clauses (102-106) [-TAM]
Finite /\textsuperscript{-}\textsuperscript{q}/-conditional clauses (99, 100) [-TAM]
Nonfinite purpose and temporal clauses (88, 89, 90) [-TAM], [-poss], [-case]
Nonfinite temporal clauses (87, 73) [-TAM], [-poss], [-case]
Nonfinite conditional, purpose (55, 56a), temporal clauses (58, 74, 75) [-TAM], [-poss], [-case]

**Fig 5: Grammatical categories in the Eastern Khanty adverbial clauses.**
Eastern Khanty finite adverbial clauses appear to share with their nonfinite counterparts a certain reduction of verbal distinctions, particularly aspect (Aktionsart) and mood, but to a much lesser extent (Table 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverbial relations</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>person/number</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-finite</td>
<td>finite</td>
<td>-finite</td>
<td>+finite</td>
<td>-finite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. precedence</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>/+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. simultaneity</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>/+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose/Reason</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reality Condition</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/+</td>
<td>/+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* – the category that cannot be differentiated in the given Eastern Khanty form, for instance, the Tense in the nonfinite verb form, or Case on the finite verb form.

(Blank cell) – no examples for the given form, for instance, the nonfinite ‘reason’ adverbial clauses.

(Prag) – occurrence of the possessive inflections of pronominal etymology is a pragmatics motivated way of coding core (Agent) role.

**Table 1: Grammatical distinctions in the Eastern Khanty adverbial clauses.**

The lack of verbal features (TAM distinctions) and reduced argument expression appear to be motivated by decreased processual properties in Eastern Khanty nonfinite adverbial clauses. The use of nominal features such as case-marking and expression of arguments as possessors in the nonfinite adverbial clauses is related to the semantic integration of the dependent state-of-affairs and the matrix one. Generally, the dominance of the matrix state-of-affairs’ profile over that of the adverbial state-of-affairs correlates with the fact that the dependent state-of-affairs is interconnected with the matrix one to the extent that it cannot be conceptualized as completely distinct (Cristofaro 2003). In Eastern Khanty, the evidence comes from a certain pragmatic sentential deficiency of all adverbial clauses. Typically, in one way or the other, these adverbial clauses appear unable to be used independently, or at least require very specific contexts. This correlates with the characteristic decrease in assertiveness, illocutionary force of these adverbial clauses, ranging from near full in finite *purpose/reason* and *temporal* clauses – to reduced, in finite *conditional* clauses – to low,
insufficient for independent discourse use in infinitival, participial and converbial adverbial clauses (Fig.6):

(+) full /near full illocutionary force

Finite purpose/reason adverbials (56b, 92, 94-96)
Finite temporal adverbials (98)
Finite conditional adverbials (106-106)

(-) low illocutionary force

Nonfinite conditional, purpose and temporal adverbials

**Fig. 6: Illocutionary force of the Eastern Khanty adverbial clauses.**

The decreased verbal distinctions and illocutionary force indicate increased semantic integration between the matrix and the linked states-of-affairs, and mean their decreased independent profile and processual features, allowing their conceptualization as unitary entities, parts of the matrix state-of-affairs (Langacker 1991, Cristofaro 2003). In functional features, this is manifested in these linked states-of-affairs acting as adverb-like constituents of the matrix clause (in case of nonfinite clauses with the associated use of the appropriate nominal features such as case and possessive marking of arguments).

A multi-parametrical scale of the Eastern Khanty adverbial clauses could be offered illustrating the degree of diversion from the lexical prototype, or gradual switch in typical categorial distinctions of the dependent predicates, reflecting the variation in the degree of semantic/conceptual independence of the linked states-of-affairs (Fig.7):

(+) *Independent linked clauses, coordinate-like interclausal relation*

finite clauses with prototypical TAM distinctions and full illocutionary force
finite clauses with reduced TAM distinctions and reduced illocutionary force
nonfinite clauses with no TAM distinctions, no nominal features, low illocutionary force
nonfinite clauses with no TAM distinctions and some nominal features, low illocutionary force
nonfinite clauses with no TAM distinctions and multiple nominal features, low illocutionary force

(-) *Dependent linked clauses, subordinate-like interclausal relation*

**Fig.7: Clause-linking relations in the Eastern Khanty complex clauses.**
11.2.3 Finite Linked Clauses with the Function of Relative Clause

The chapter on nominal modifiers has already dealt with the states-of-affairs coded by the clauses functioning as modifiers of nominal arguments of the matrix clause (cf. 4.2.2. Nominalizations).

11.2.3.1 Finite Relative Clauses

In the recent data, there are a growing number of examples of the relative clauses not only following the head, but also coded by the finite clauses (107, 108, 109). In these examples of the finite relative clauses, their syntactic and semantic features show that these clause-size nominal modifiers bear the appearance of full-fledged independent clauses.

107. mā kolente-l-əm meəm, muyui jateswe-wəl aŋk-im
   1sg listen-PRST-1sg tale Det tell-PRST.3sg mother-POS.1sg
   'I listen to the tale which my mother tells'

In (107), the zero-marked for Acc. case Target role of the active matrix clause is coreferential with the Target role of the postponed finite active relative clause, also zero-marked for Acc. case. The head of the relative clause is coded by the relativizer ‘which’ occurring clause-initially in the OVS linked clause. The 3sg predicate agreement in the linked clause is controlled by the Agent role ‘mother’ in compliance with the general pattern (cf. 10.1.1.2. Core Semantic Roles and Their Grammar). However, due to its specific word order and presence of relativizer the second finite clause is unlikely to occur in isolation as an independent clause.

The next example (108) is analyzed in much the same way:

108. zu-y-a qətín-tə-wəl, mā təlu-y-l-əm muyuli piray-wəl
    3sg-Illat listen-Tr-PRST.3sg 1sg say-PRST-1sg what ask-PRST.3sg
    ‘(S)he listens, I answer, what (s)he asks’

The Target of the matrix clause (utterance complement) is coreferential with the Target of the finite relative clause (also utterance complement) (Trg-NP[Trg]_rel). The head of the relative
clause is coded by the pronominal relativizer ‘what’. The finite relative clause, though showing canonical finite clause features (TAM, predicate agreement) is nevertheless unlikely to occur as an independent clause in light of the relativizer and marked word order.

109. tj’ul’änə ajëmkitəm quj-t ūntə qoŋ nọməwəsək-min, then young man-Pl Neg long think-Conv

‘Then the young men, not thinking much,…’

nọy wer-ət, mən-ət tọy-tə, qo wəl-ət tj’u jay
down make-PST0.3Pl go-PST0.3Pl Det-3sg-Illat where live-PST0.3Pl Det people

‘…made arrows and went there, where those people lived’ (Kalinina 1970)

Similar to the (107) in (109), an argument of the matrix clause, the Illat-marked Locative ‘there’ is coreferential with the head of the finite Event relative clause. Unlike the nonfinite gap relative strategy, in finite relative clause (108), the head is coded by a pronominal relativizer with the Locative role (Loc-NP[Loc]s). In compliance with the general Eastern Khanty finite clause pattern, the 3Pl predicate agreement in the linked clause is controlled by the Agent role ‘those people’. Also similar to (107), the finite VS (109) is highly unlikely as an independent clause.

In the somewhat similar manner, the finite linked clause in (110) has canonical TAM and Agent-controlled predicate agreement, though altered word-order (SVO) licensed by the pragmatic status of the Target referent ‘animal tracks’:

110. mä wel-s-əm, qo kö̀t’köl qasi kās-āyi wajay lök

1sg be-PST2-1sg where hunter man find-PST0.3sg animal track

‘I have been to that place, where the hunter found the animal track’

In departure from the pattern in (109), however, the complex clause (110) demonstrates headless relative or correlative clause with the matrix clause not having the head argument supposedly modified by the relative clause. In (110), it is the Locative ‘place, there’, which
should be coreferential with the head referent, the postposed finite relative clause, also the
Locative coded by the pronominal relativizer ‘where’ (ØLoc-NP[Loc]$_{re}$).

The finite clause may also be linked by the temporal WH-pronoun ‘when’ serving as
relativizer, as (111), also illustrating the Eastern Khanty headless relative clause pattern:

111. mä ona-l-əm, qunta jonən aj-nı tiy-äyi
   1sg know-Prst-1sg when summer small-woman be.born-PST0.3sg
   ‘I remember (the summer), when the girl was born’

The Target argument of the SVO matrix clause (cognition complement) is elided, being
coreferential with the Locative (Temp) of the postposed finite relative Event clause (Trg-
NP[Temp]$_{re}$), which shows otherwise canonical Agent-predicate agreement and SV order.

In all the above cases (approx. 15% of all relative clauses) the relative clause follows the
head (107, 109) or the matrix clause in cases of corelative (headless) clauses (110, 111), and
has the relativizer in the form of interrogative pronouns, such as muyuj ‘what, which’, qo
‘where’, qunta ‘when’.

Demonstrative pronouns, however, may also occur in the function of relativizers:

112. mä wel-käs-im köfəy, ti ni öyö-wəl n’an
   1sg make-PST3-1sg knife this woman cut-Prst.3sg bread
   ‘I have made the knife, which a woman cuts the bread with’

The peripheral role of the Instrument of the matrix clause is coreferential with the head of the
postposed finite relative clause. The finite active relative clause shows canonical Agent
controlled predicate agreement, the SVO word order, and is linked to the matrix by clause-
initial pronominal relativizer, coding the role of Instrument (Instr-NP[Instr]$_{re}$).

Somewhat similarly in the example (113), the postposed finite relative clause
demonstrates canonical finite Agent controlled agreement pattern and SV word order.
113. män-na onəl-l-əm, toŋ qu ju-wəl
1sg-Loc know-Prst-1sg that man walk-Prst.3sg
'I know the man, who is walking there'

The elided Target role of the finite Loc-Agent matrix clause (cognition predicate) is
coreferential with the overt Agent role ‘the man’ of the finite intransitive relative clause (Trg-
NP[Ag]rel). The SVO word order of the matrix clause is typical for the cognition, perception,
and utterance predicates (cf. 11.2.4. Finite Clauses as Verbal Complements). The absence of
the explicit Target role of the matrix clause and presence of the overt Agent role of the linked
relative clause in (113) illustrates the Eastern Khanty finite internally headed relative clauses.

A similar example of the finite internally headed relative clause is (114), with the
postposed finite intransitive relative clause having the overt Agent role.

114. män-na illə-na onəl-l-əm, ti qu-əlį ajri-na jayəntə-wəl
1sg-Loc ago-Loc know-Prst-1sg this man-Dim canoe-Loc go-Prst.3sg
'I’ve known for long the boy, who is going in the canoe'

The elided Target role of the SVO matrix clause (perception predicate) is coreferential with
the Agent role of the postposed relative clause (Trg-NP[Ag]rel). The interpretation of the
whole of the linked finite clause in (114) as the Target complement of the finite matrix
predicate of cognition is unlikely in light of the aspirational adverb ‘for a long time’.

In these examples, independent finite matrix clauses are followed by the finite relative
clauses, with interrogative or demonstrative pronouns serving as relativizers. Clause linking
elements precede the relativized matrix clause element. Relativized elements have various
semantic roles and grammar in the matrix clause, however, the Target role prevails (107, 108,
111, 113, 114) over other roles: Locative (109, 110) and Instrument (112)). The relativized
element may be altogether absent from the explicit expression rendering relative clauses
headless, corerelative (110, 111), and can occur within the internally-headed relative clause
itself (113, 114). Propositionally, these instances exemplify conceptually dependent state-of-affairs coded by the finite clauses with reduced illocutionary force. Thus, the examples under (115a-d), representing the relative clauses in (107-114) can hypothetically occur in isolation, but in some specific discourse environment:

115.  a. (muʋuje) jates-we-wɔl ɛŋk-im
     (Det) tell-Prst.3sg mother-POSS.1sg
     * '(which tale) my mother tells'

     b. (qo köʧköl qasi) kɔs-áyi wajay lök
     (where hunter man find-PST0.3sg animal track
     * '(Where the hunter) found the animal track'

     c. (qunta joŋan) aj-ni tiɣ-áyi
     (when summer) small-woman be.born-PST0.3sg
     * '(Which summer) the girl was born'

     d. (ti) ni ëyô-wɔl n’an’
     (this woman) cut-Prst.3sg bread
     * '(Which) the woman is cutting the bread'

     e. (tom) qu ju-wɔl
     (that man) walk-Prst.3sg
     * % '(That) the man is walking'

     f. (ti quj-áli) ajri-no jayontɔ-wɔl
     (this man-Dimin) canoe-Loc go-Prst.3sg
     * % '(This) the boy is going in canoe'

The instances of this type of finite relative clause are the closest to the finite prototype. However, none of the above finite dependent predicates makes full verbal categorial distinctions such as Aspect and Mood. Tense-wise, with the exception of (110, 111), all are in Present-Future form and show general overlap of the event-time of the dependent state-of-affairs with the matrix state-of-affairs and with the speech-time. Also, in case of the matrix event of ‘remembering the exact time X’ (111), may be viewed as a strong reference to X, or even conceptually being in X. Consequently, it may be posited that typically the event-time
of the whole complex clause is defined by the matrix predicate, whereas the finite predicate
could be devoid of independent time reference, having only relative or deictic time reference.

The available diachronic depth for this type of relative constructions can be inferred from
existing descriptions. Thus, in the 1950’s-1960’s there were similar constructions noted, but
analyzed in detail in the Vakh dialect of Eastern Khanty, with the occasional headless finite
relative clauses (116, 117) prefaced by interrogative pronouns as relativizers (Gulya 1966):

116. koji anţa ropitę-wəl, anţa li-wəl
who Neg work-Prst.3sg Neg eat-Prst.3sg
‘Who does not work, does not eat’ (Gulya 1966: 83)

The elided Agent role of the matrix clause is coreferential with the head, the Agent role of
the preposed finite relative clause (Ag-NP[Ag]rel), linked by the clause-initial WH-pronoun
relativizer ‘who’.

117. mọyọli ńa-nə mas-wəl, t'u mọji-yɨlə-yas
what 1sg-Loc need-3sg that give-Tr-PST3.3sg
‘What I need, that he gave me’ (Gulya 1966: 86)

The Target role of the matrix clause coded by the Dem. Pronoun ‘that’ is coreferential with
the head, the Target role of the preposed finite relative clause (Trg-NP[Trg]rel), linked by the
clause-initial WH-pronoun relativizer ‘what’.

118. mọyọlə kọjəm-p-in, nọp-ä me-l-im
what want-2sg 2sg-Illat give-Prst-1sg/sg
‘What you want, (I) give to you’

The elided Target role of the matrix clause is coreferential with the head, the Target of the
preposed finite di-transitive relative clause (Trg-NP[Trg]rel), linked by the clause-initial WH-
pronoun relativizer ‘what’.

These finite relative clauses are headless, and do not mark the grammar of the missing
head in the matrix clause (outside the general differentiation of animate/inanimate by the
choice of WH-pronouns), leaving it, however, fairly unambiguous due to quite rigid word-order.

Examples (116-118) above demonstrate hypotactic clause linkages with at least some degree of interdependence between the matrix clause and the linked clause. Whereas in (116, 118), relative clauses are introduced by relative pronouns which refer to an antecedent, in (117), there is a resumptive pronoun *t’u* which appears to mark the return to the matrix clause. Unlike (116, 118) with no trace of the missing head NP, the “position” of the missing head NP in (117) is taken by the high-reference demonstrative pronoun, in contrast with the non-referring and indefinite interrogative pronouns in (116, 118). It can be assumed that in (116, 118) the missing head has no specific semantic content that renders these sentences as more generic statements (correlating to the typical use here of the Present-Future Tense form). Alternatively, (117) has a more specific sense, corresponding to the use of one of the Definite Past Tense forms, and requiring an argument referentially identical to the interrogative pronoun which introduces the relative clause (Potanina 2005).

Usage of the demonstrative and deictic particles as clause arguments referring to the whole of another clause is an important explicit device for indicating an existing semantic relationship between the linked clauses. Similarly, the usage of TAM distinctions (Mithun 1984; Cristofaro 2003), codes a relation of temporal sequence (cf. 11.1.2.2.Imperfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Relation; 11.1.3.1.Perfective Participial Clauses with Temporal Semantics; 11.1.4.Converbial Constructions). Clauses (119, 120) demonstrate the obligatory presence of the highly-referring argument in the matrix clause *toyepa*, coreferential with an entire clause:
119. qol’t’ay jō-s-ən, toy-əpa mən-ā
whence come-PST2-2Sg there-All go-Imper.2Sg
‘From where you came, there you go’ (Gulya 1966: 96)

The Locative role of the matrix clause is coreferential with the Locative role of the preposed finite relative clause (Loc-NP[Loc]_{rel}), linked by the clause-initial WH-pronominal relativizer and the locative referring element toyəpa.

120. qöl-əpa kit-l-im, toy-əpa mən-əti
where-All send-Prst-1sg/sg there-All go-Imper.3Sg
‘Where I send him, there he should go’ (Gulya 1966: 142)

The Locative role of the matrix clause is coreferential with the Locative of the preposed finite relative clause (Loc-NP[Loc]_{rel}), linked by the clause-initial WH-pronoun relativizer and the locative referring element toyəpa.

These examples also express some general idea implicit in the use of the Imperative in the matrix clause (119), that it does not matter where one came from, one should go back, or (120), that it is more important that one obeys the order and no matter where one is sent to, one should go (Potanina 2005).

Moreover, toyəpa refers not to a visible, but a more abstract location (Gulya 1966: 201), which is more independent of the context. Examples (119, 120) are quite rare, atypical instances in unwritten Eastern Khanty, being rather more characteristic of “written” languages where prevalent reference is often made to entities and events that are not visible to the writer or reader (Perkins 1992: 67). Rather, in spoken Eastern Khanty, a more concrete lexical unit tayi with the general sense ‘place’ is a major device of locative relative clauses, denoting direction or location:
121. t'uti noməysil-l-əm, təy-əpa ap-im jəŋk-ə kəl-as
thus think-Prst-1sg place-All father-POSS.1Sg water-ILLat die-PST.2.3sg
'So (I) am thinking: probably (my) father drowned there....'

ləyəntəpə təy-ənə jəyən t'eləy-əkı
surely place-Loc river not.frozen-Pred
'...where the river is not frozen' (Tereshkin 1961: 105)

The Locative role of the matrix clause is coreferential with the Locative role, the head of the
postposed finite relative clause (Loc-NP[Loc]_{rel}).

122. qul wel-tä-1 təy-ja, wän təy-qi-təs
fish kill-IMPP-3sg place-ILLat near place exist-PST.2.3sg
'That place where he was fishing was not far' (Tereshkin 1961: 106)

The Agent role of the State matrix clause is coreferential with the Locative role, the head of
the preposed finite transitive relative clause (Ag-NP[Loc]_{rel}).

123. kəlyos kartowja ant-əm təy-ja jëy-əm-amən,
'kolhoz' 'potatoes' put-PP place-ILLat come-PP-1Du
'When we approached the place where the kolkhoz grows potatoes...'

mä jöy-ə, atf-im-a, t'u kəl at-1-əm
1sg 3sg-ILLat brother-Poss.1sg-ILLat Det word say-Prst-1sg
'...I say to him, my elder brother' (Tereshkin 1961: 106)

The Locative role of the intransitive matrix clause (which, in turn, is the temporal adverbial
close of another matrix) is the Locative role, the head of the postposed finite relative clause
(Loc-NP[Loc]_{rel}).

Examples (121, 122, 123) illustrate a more explicit and frequent type of Eastern Khanty
relative clauses with an overt NP in both linked clauses. The finite relative clauses (121, 122)
bear a certain degree of emphasis by foregrounding a part of the proposition in a way similar
to clefting. Example (121) demonstrates a conceptually dependent state-of-affairs that serves
to ground one of referents in another state-of-affairs, where this dependent state-of-affairs is
coded by the finite clause acting as a complement of the independent clause predicate. Examples (122, 123) have the dependent state-of-affairs coded by the participial relative clauses – a more frequent strategy.

**Generalizations on the Eastern Khanty Relative Clauses**

The co-existence of two Eastern Khanty strategies of relative clause formation: (i) a more frequent participial predicate without relative pronoun; (ii) a more recent and less frequent finite predicate and WH-pronoun, may be explained by contact influence from the areally dominant written SVO Russian. In this light an example from another Finno-Ugric language could be illustrative. Estonian, historically a typical OV language with the prenominal participial relative clauses, according to P.Hopper and E.Traugott, shifted to typical VO features – the finite verb and relative pronoun, under the influence of its Germanic and Slavic neighbors (2003: 126).

The tendency of unwritten languages to have shorter clauses and parataxis, as opposed to the widespread *unbracketing of the sentence frame* in written languages has been identified cross-linguistically in a number of studies (Schuetze-Coburn 1984: 653). Eastern Khanty relative clauses reveal this tendency in the avoidance of fully complex sentences. Most frequent types represent the embedded participial relative clauses, with the use of finite relative clauses being peripheral and more recent. Like other types of Eastern Khanty complex sentences, the complex clauses with finite relative clauses are generally loosely linked strings of clauses. These “strings” have the subordination function of combining several events into a single linguistic unit. The semantic relations between the linked states-of-affairs could still be viewed as inferential, revealed by the features of the paratactic character of the Eastern Khanty complex clauses. However, as the examples of finite relative
clauses above show, that there are certain features of these clauses (such as reduction in verbal distinctions and illocutionary force) that render them to a degree deficient as independent clauses.

As follows from the examples, Eastern Khanty relative clauses are restrictive, providing an explicit reference to another state-of-affairs, where some referent of a matrix clause acts as the Agent, or Target, or other arguments, thus providing *grounding* for the referent in the discourse universe (Givon 2001: 176). In this process, the grounding state-of-affairs of the relative clause is presupposed by the speaker to be in some way active and accessible to the hearer, because it belongs to the part of the proposition containing pragmatic presupposition (Lambrecht 1994). Eastern Khanty relative clauses ground the modified referents to a wider discourse context and appear presupposed rather than asserted, thus pertain to the propositional modality.

The deviation from the typical independent declarative clause in isolation is measured with regard to such parameters as finiteness and participant coding. The lack of TAM distinctions in typical Eastern Khanty relative clauses (passive or Loc-Agent finite relative clauses are not attested) is a result of the interaction of such factors as a high degree of semantic integration and predetermination of the dependent state-of-affairs.

Such features of Eastern Khanty relative clauses as the dominating gap strategy, reduced illocutionary force and reduced finiteness distinctions, coding explicitly only the information required for adequate processing of the utterance, with a tendency to elide the redundant and accessible information are the manifestations of the cross-linguistic principles of economy and iconicity. The TAM values and participant information determined by the matrix state-of-affairs is normally not respecified in the dependent clause. In cases where sharing of
participants with the matrix state-of-affairs is absent, arguments are formally elided. Complications of the information processing are avoided by the application of the switch-reference devices, including the use of the possessive markers on the participial predicates.

In Eastern Khanty relative clauses, the degree of semantic integration of the dependent state-of-affairs, can be placed along the following scale (Fig. 8):

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{((+))dependence} & \rightarrow \text{Finite post-nominal non-coreferential relative clauses with overt relativizers (pronouns) preceding the relativized head element (109, 114)[Ag\neq Ag_el]} \\
\text{lower semantic integration} & \rightarrow \text{Finite post-nominal coreferential relative clauses with overt relativizers (pronouns) preceding the relativized head element (107, 119)[Ag=Ag_el]} \\
\text{higher semantic integration} & \rightarrow \text{Nonfinite non-coreferential relative clauses with relativizer and/or possession marking (77, 85, 86, 122)[Ag\neq Ag_el]} \\
\text{((-)independence)} & \rightarrow \text{Nonfinite non-coreferential relative clauses with no relativizer, no possession marking (83, 84, 123)[Ag\neq Ag_el]} \\
\end{align*} \]

**Fig. 8: Semantic integration in the Eastern Khanty relative clauses.**

The reduced semantic independence of the linked dependent states-of-affairs is iconically reflected in the reduced syntactic independence of the linked relative clauses. Typical Eastern Khanty relative clauses are coded by participial predicates (80%), and the minority (20%) are expressed by the finite predicates. The distribution of verbal and nominal categorial distinctions in the relative clauses is somewhat different from that of adverbial clauses, and may be represented along the scale in (Fig. 9):

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{(V)verbal categories (TAM)} & \rightarrow \text{Finite post-nominal relative clauses (94, 107-120) – [-AM]} \\
\text{Finite post-nominal relative clauses (94, 107-120) – [-AM]} & \rightarrow \text{Nonfinite pre-nominal relative clauses (87, 78, 79)[-TAM]} \\
\text{(N)nominal categories (case, poss)} & \rightarrow \text{Nonfinite relative clauses [+poss]: (77, 83, 84, 85, 86, 122, 123)}
\end{align*} \]

**Fig. 9: Verbal and nominal feature distribution in relative clauses.**
Unlike adverbial dependent clauses, Eastern Khanty participial clauses are typically uninfl ected for nominal categories (75%), and only occasionally (25%) have possessive inflection coding of the Agent argument of the subordinate clause. The motivation for the use of possessive inflection on participial predicates is quite straightforwardly related to coreference of the Agent role of the matrix and subordinate clauses. Possessive affixation appears in non-coreferential relative clauses (77, 85, 122). Consequently, at least in some instances, prototypical verbal properties such as aspectual distinctions (imperfective & perfective participles) co-occur with the prototypical nominal properties, such as possession distinctions (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative clauses</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>person/number</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-finite</td>
<td>+finite</td>
<td>-finite</td>
<td>-finite</td>
<td>-finite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenominal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- coreferent</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- non-coreferent</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postnominal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- coreferent</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- non-coreferent</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Grammatical categories in the Eastern Khanty relative clauses.

The dominance of the matrix state-of-affairs' profile over that of the dependent one is manifested in the fact that the dependent state-of-affairs is interconnected with the matrix to the extent that it cannot be conceptualized as completely distinct. This correlates with the decrease in assertiveness and illocutionary force in the Eastern Khanty relative clauses, ranging from near full in case of finite relative clauses, to low in participial relative clauses (Fig.10):

(+) near full illocutionary force  

Finite non-coreferent. relative clauses (109, 114) [Ag≠Ag_rel]  
Finite coreferent. relative clauses (107, 119) [Ag=Ag_rel]

(-) low illocutionary force  

Nonfinite non-coreferent. relative clauses (77, 83-86, 122) [Ag≠Ag_rel]  
Nonfinite coreferent. relative clauses (82) [Ag=Ag_rel]

Fig. 10: Illocutionary force in the Eastern Khanty relative clauses.
Thus, a multi-parametrical scale of Eastern Khanty relative clauses may be drawn (Fig. 11) representing the functional/cognitive variation in the degree of their independence:

(+) Independent linked clauses, co-ordinate-like interclausal relation

- finite predicates with TAM distinctions; overt clause-linking element; near full illocutionary force
- nonfinite predicates with some TAM distinctions; non-coreferential Agent participant; no nominal features; low illocutionary force
- nonfinite predicates with no TAM distinctions; and nominal features; low illocutionary force

(-) Dependent linked clauses, subordinate-like interclausal relation

Fig. 11: Clause-linking in Eastern Khanty relative clauses.

11.2.4 Finite Clauses as Verbal Complements

Another group of examples of the Eastern Khanty complex clauses reviewed here are the finite clauses construable as complements of another finite clause.

124. t'u luŋ-mùŋk os' tel-ila-wal, "jäŋ-mäti tuyi joya-l-am!" This demon again cry-Tr-Prst-3Pl axe-Instr away chop-Prst-1sg 'Then, the demon cries again: “I will cut you with an axe!”'

125. ti nomay sala-wal, "tû sem-ka l enta qul-i-a" this think-Prst.3sg that eye-Du Neg hear/obey-3Du 'So he thinks: “Those eyes don’t hear/obey”'

126. ul-ow, ätf-im is-tä löyəs see-1Pl brother-1sg cry-INF stop-PST2.3sg 'We see, (that) my older brother stopped crying' (Kalinina 1976)

In the examples (124), (125) and (126), the second finite clause can be analyzed as representing the message, thought (inner speech message), or the object of perception of the matrix finite complement-taking predicates of ‘utterance’, ‘cognition’ and ‘perception’ respectively.

Similar to the nonfinite complement clauses (cf. 11.1.1.2.Infinival Complement Clauses with Modal Matrix Predicates; 11.1.2.4.Imperfective Participial Clauses as Verbal
Complements), the dependent states-of-affairs in (124), (125) and (126) are coded by finite clauses which may be argued to function as arguments of other finite clauses (Givon 2001: 38). Based on the semantic features of the finite matrix complement-taking predicates (Ransom 1986; Givon 1991; Cristofaro 2003), the Eastern Khanty finite complement clauses may be differentiated with regard to their semantics into: ‘utterance’, ‘perception’, and ‘cognition’.

11.2.4.1 Utterance Finite Complements

This group of the Eastern Khanty examples includes finite complement-taking predicates, expressing the information transfer by means of speech: *tələj*- ‘say, tell’, *jɨ*- ‘say, speak’, *təli*- ‘cry, yell’, *pɨrɨq*- ‘ask’, *tiyət*- ‘speak’, *pɨtʃ*- ‘greet’.

127. *t' u luŋ-qüŋk əs* tel-ilə-wəl, “jäjəm-nəti təuyi joyə-l-əm!”
   this demon again cry-Tr-Prst-3Pl away chop-Prst-1sg
   ‘This demon cries again: “I will cut you with an axe!”’

128. imi ji-yaŋ, “tū rətʃ qatıylə-wəl”
   woman say-Prst.3sg that oldman slide.downhill-Prst.3sg
   ‘The woman says: “That oldman is sliding down the hill!”’

129. piru mə-n pirikətə-wəl, “jəm n'ən’?”
   then 1sg.Acc ask-Prst.3sg good bread
   ‘Then, he asks me: “(Is this) bread good?”

In examples (127-129), the first clause with the transitive finite ‘utterance’ complement-taking predicate is followed by the second, direct report finite ‘message’ clause. The Agent role of the first ‘utterance’ clause is non-coreferential with the Agent of the ‘message’ clause. One of the indications of the complement nature of the second ‘message’ clause may be seen in that the transitive matrix predicate requires a second argument, which is otherwise absent, and the second clause effectively substitutes for this function.
Occasionally, in our data as well as in earlier documented data and sketches (Tereskin 1961; Gulya 1966; Kalinina 1970), there are examples of direct reported speech introduced by the use of a pronouns (tjfiti ‘this’ and tfuti ‘that’) with the resulting sense of emphasizing the directness of the report, similar to the English ‘...and says the following...’. In (130), the second, direct report interrogative finite clause is a complement of the ‘utterance’ complement-taking transitive matrix predicate ‘say’.

130. tâlay-ta mas-wâl ʃto, “muyuli qasi-ja nöyöl-ta-tâ ?”
say-INF need-Prst.3sg “that” why man-Illet touch-Tr-INF
‘One must say that, “Why (should you) touch a human being?”’

131. “oy, kam jam-akil!” Iwän tuti tis-tîs, joy-na liy-min
Oh IndPrn good-Pred Ivan that speak-PST2.3sg river-Loc look-Conv
‘“Oh, how fine!” – so said Ivan looking at the river.’ (Gulya 1966)

132. ajpâ kâsi-j-a köröy tj’uti tölöy-wal, “mâ wâl-tam tjârs-a poroyl-âl-mân”
once man-EP-Illet eagle that say-Prst.3sg 1sg live-IMPP-1sg sea-III fly-Prst-1Du
‘Once, the eagle says that to the man: “We will fly to that place where I live”’

Unlike the examples (127-129), the second finite ‘message’ clause in (130-132) is linked to the first finite matrix clause with the pronominal complementizer (native Eastern Khanty ‘that’, or the equivalent Russian loan) coding the second argument of the transitive matrix ‘utterance’ complement-taking predicate. The Agent role of the matrix clause is non-coreferential with the Agent of the second finite clause, the complement, which is logically the addressee of the first ‘utterance’ clause.

It appears in (127-132) that Eastern Khanty does not use indirect report constructions to convey the propositional content of someone’s utterance without resorting to quoting the exact words of it. Direct reports preserve the original finite structure and most of the illocutionary force of the ‘message’ clauses (136-138). Although, the matrix utterance predicate is normally inflected along the regular pattern of predicate agreement (133), there
are occasional examples of the use of the uncoordinated, generic 3sg Agent (130, 134a) and
the rare default 3sg matrix predicate agreement (134b)

133. mä  juy-a  tələya-l-əm,  “tawaj imal-l-im”
    1sg  3sg-Illat say-Prst-1sg  “let’s” sit-Prst-1Du
    ‘I say to her: “Let’s sit”

134. a) Tajka  män-nä  tələya-wəl,  “koj-kam  qul-a  mən-äyi”
    Tajka 1sg-Illat say-Prst.3sg  who-Indef  where-Illat  go-PST0.3sg
    ‘Tajka says to me: “Someone got into something”’

    b) mä  juy-a  tələya-wəl,  “dawaj  partay  noroyta-l-əw”
    1sg  3sg-Illat  say-Prst.3sg  “let’s”  back  run-Prst-1Pl
    ‘I say to her: “Let’s run back!”’

In these constructions, the message, the directly reported utterance, can be analyzed as
having the function of a second required argument of transitive ‘utterance’ predicates, coded
by finite complement clauses. Unlike nonfinite clauses (cf. 11.1.1.Infinitival Constructions,
11.1.2. Imperfective Participial Constructions, 11.1.3. Perfective Participial Constructions,
11.1.4. Converbial Constructions), the finite ‘utterance’ complement clauses (129, 130, 133-
138) typically follow the matrix clause, with extremely rare exceptions strongly attributed to
Russian contact influence and recent writing practice ((131) vs. (130) (135)).

135. illnä  juy  jumal-nä  i-metälî  tel-il-əwəl,  “qat-a  juy  āl  lip-a”
    once-Loc  home  come-PP-3sg-Loc  IndPrn  say-Tr-3sg  house-Illat  home  Neg  go-Imper
    ‘Once, he came back home and heard someone say: “Don’t go in the house!”’

The reported ‘message’ is fully finite and by its construed essence of the exact preserved
utterance has full illocutionary force (136-138):

136. os’  tayi  luvut-a  nuy-pa  qantəqat-am  tel-li-wəl,  “sem-iyl-äm  är  jinoq!”
    again  this  hill-Illat  up-Lat  climb-PP  cry-Tr-Prst.3sg  eye-Du-1sg  come-Imp-Du
    ‘Going up the hill, he cries: “My eyes, come to me!”’
137. ini  pətʃyəy wer-wəl, “qawə woł i ju-s-ən mən-no majəl-tə”
woman greet do-Prst.3sg such so and come-PST-2sg 1sg-Loc guest-INF
‘Woman greets: “Finally, you came to me to visit!”’

138. pəy-wəl-t, “mən-iṯəɣ, mən-iṯəɣ”
chase-Prst-3Pl go-Imper.2Pl go-Imper.2Pl
‘They chase us away: “Go, go!”’

Example (138) illustrates merger of the ‘utterance’ complement-taking predicates with
the domain of ‘manipulation’ complement-taking predicates (cf. 11.1.1.3.Infinitival
Complements with Utterance/Perception/Cognition and Manipulation Complement-taking
Predicates), where the coded situation is that of indirect causation.

### 11.2.4.2 Cognition Finite Complements

Some of the Eastern Khanty complex clauses may be argued to have the finite matrix
clause with the ‘cognition’ predicate wherein an entity is in a state of knowledge, or obtains
knowledge about the propositional content (Noonan 1985: 118) of another finite clause. In
these linked clauses, the second finite clause appears to be more or less conceptually
dependent on the first clause, functioning as one of its arguments (139-142):

139. ti  noməysələ-wəl, “ṯi  sem-kəl əntə qul-l-a”
this think-Prst.3sg that eye-Du Neg hear/obey-Prst-3Du
‘So he thinks: “Those eyes don’t hear/obey”’

In example (139), the first finite, matrix clause with the transitive ‘cognition’ complement-
taking predicate displays the canonical topical Agent coding by elision and agent-controlled
predicate agreement. The second finite clause shows overt 3Du Agent role non-coreferential
with the matrix Agent, and Agent-coordinated 3Du predicate agreement. In apparent parallel
to the ‘utterance’ complex clauses (cf. 11.2.4.1.Utterance Finite Complements), this second
finite clause represents the direct report type, or internal speech of the Agent of the first finite
clause.
140. illãna tü rätʃ nomøyṣaľo-wal, “muyño šayi tü imi  jojërğa-m-tal-la?”
Once this oldman think-Prst.3sg which way this woman fool-Mmnt-Tr-3sg/sg
‘Once the old man thinks: “How one would fool this old woman?”’

141. nomøyṣaľo-l-om, “wajay lök æmt-im-äki ‘
think-Prst-1sg animal track Neg-PP-Pred
‘(I) think: “the bear is not here”’

In examples (140-141), direct report finite clauses follow the finite matrix clauses with the transitive ‘cognition’ complement-taking predicate ‘think’. The Agent roles of the matrix and linked clauses are non-coreferential.

Cognition verbs appears to be similar in many respects to the utterance complement-taking verbs, in that the dependent state-of-affairs is coded by a finite clause preserving the exact finite form and illocutionary force of an independent utterance, i.e. direct report of the original (inner speech) utterance. Thus, in (139-141), as well as in (142) and (143), linked clauses coding the propositional content are the finite clauses, with full range of TAM distinctions and expression of the core roles ((142) and (143)). However, typically the linked event-time coincides with the matrix event-time and normally with the speech-time. Similar to the ‘utterance’ complement-taking predicates, the ‘cognition’ predicates are all transitive but lack the explicit second core argument.

The finite complement clauses of Utterance and Cognition, representing the matrix Agent’s (inner) speech, are pragmatically the focus of the proposition. That is, the propositional content of the linked clause makes up the part of the proposition of the whole of the complex clause that contains pragmatic assertion. It is in the focus pragmatic relation towards the whole complex clause proposition. In other words, these linked clauses correlate quite evidently to a referent of a typical Eastern Khanty simple transitive clause that bears the pragmatic status of focus and normally occurs clause-finally (before the transitive predicate
in the simple clause). That is, in pragmatic terms as well as in terms of typical argument structure and word order, the linked complement clauses effectively perform the function of the second core arguments of the transitive matrix predicates.

The linked clause may be impersonal representing the internal speech question or a rhetoric statement by the Agent of the matrix clause (142):

142. ímél-s-óm tiyli, anta onél-l-im múylulí wern-tá
    sit-PST2-1sg there Neg know-Prst-1sg what do-INF
    ‘(I) sat there, don’t know what to do’

In example (142), the direct report type complement clause of the ‘cognition’ complement-taking transitive finite predicate is impersonal, while the elided matrix 1sg Agent role with coordinated 1sg predicate agreement speaks to its topicality. The predicate onél- ‘know, able’ itself has modal semantics, frequently used to code mental or physical ability (cf. 11.1.1.2.Infinitival Complement Clauses with Modal Matrix Predicates). Recalling the discussion of the nonfinite verbal complements of this modal predicate it can be said that this deontic modality predicate requires a complement that will be in focus pragmatic relation to the whole of the proposition, that is, will represent the not yet shared information, pragmatic assertion. In case of the proposition of (142), this element is the postposed linked finite clause ‘what to do’. Thus, the linked complement clause in (142) may serve as an illustration of the functional kinship of the nonfinite and finite linked clauses as complements of the modal matrix predicate.

Some of the linked finite clauses are introduced by pronominal complementizer (143):

143. nù ladno, iki-nà tuyunta-s-i, jto nøyí qoyarta-wal woj etwal sónkarta-wal
    OK oldman-Loc figure-PST2-PS.3sg that meat boil-Prst.3sg fat smell smell-Prst.3sg
    ‘Ok then, the oldman figured, that it is meat boiling, fat smells’
In example (143), the direct report finite complement clause of the ‘cognition’ complement-taking transitive finite predicate is linked to the following ‘message’ clause by the pronominal complementizer ‘that’ (Russian loan). The linked clause has the explicit 3sg Agent and coordinated 3sg predicate agreement, non-coreferential with the explicit 3sg Agent argument and coordinated 3sg agreement inflection on finite matrix predicate. Also, the subproposition of the postposed linked clause contains pragmatic assertion and is in pragmatic relation of focus to the whole of the proposition in (143).

As is evident from the above examples (139-143), such features as transitivity of the matrix predicate, absence of second core role of this transitive matrix predicate, matrix Agent’s authorship of the linked clause’s proposition speak to these linked clauses’ strong conceptual integration with the preposed matrix clauses, and to their complement function of the of the ‘cognition’ predicates.

11.2.4.3 Perception Finite Complements

Finally, some of the Eastern Khanty complex clauses have linked finite clauses functioning as complements of the complement-taking ‘perception’ matrix predicates that refer to the mode of perception by the experiencer (Noonan 1985: 129):

144. mà pərtäŋ läyłəl-s-əm, jəyəta-1-im, ṣaqi-wajay, qolam ṣan-wal-t
   1sg back look-PST2-1sg look/see-Prst-1sg/sg brother-animal three go-Prst-3Pl
   ‘I looked back, (and) see three bears walk’

145. mà-no jəyətə-1-im, tät oləy-wal
   1sg-Loc see-Prst-1sg/sg there lie-Prst.3sg
   ‘I see it lies there’

In these examples, the finite linked clauses having the overt Agent role and coordinated predicate agreement are post-posed to finite clauses with the non-coreferential topical Agent controlling the agreement inflection on the transitive finite ‘perception’ complement-taking
matrix predicate. The second core roles of the transitive matrix predicates are not explicit and may be argued to be functionally substituted by the linked clauses, which code what is perceived by the matrix Agents.

Again, similar to ‘utterance’ and ‘cognition’ complement-taking predicates, ‘perception’ predicates have linked finite complement clauses typically with the form and illocutionary force of direct report utterances. That is, in (144) and (145) as well as in (146-147) below, the linked finite clauses code the propositional content, with TAM distinctions, independent time frame coinciding or not with the matrix event-time.

146. u-l-əw, ätf-im is-tä löy-as
    see-Prst-1Pl brother-1sg cry-INF stop-PST2.3sg
    ‘We see my older brother stop crying’ (Kalinina 1976)

147. wu-l-tə, tʃaras äj kum-na läyti-wəl
    see-Prst-3sg sea small foam-Com splash-Prst.3sg
    ‘(He) sees: the sea splashing with a small undulation’ (Gulya 1966: 139)

In examples (146-147), the direct report finite complement clauses of the ‘perception’ complement-taking transitive finite matrix predicates have the explicit Agent roles and coordinated predicate agreement inflections, non-coreferential with the Agent roles and inflections of the finite ‘perception’ predicates.

Similar to ‘utterance’ and ‘cognition’ complement linked clauses, ‘perception’ linked finite clauses, represent pragmatic assertion, the not yet shared information. That is, the subpropositions of these linked clauses can be considered to be in pragmatic relation of focus towards the proposition of the whole of the complex clauses (146-147).

It is evident that for the perception verbs, that it is more natural to have the Agent role participant of the linked clause non-coreferential with the matrix Agent role. This is logical
because these propositions typically express perception of one entity by another entity, the Agent, rather than the perception by the Agent of oneself.

148. mā qol-qal-im, jātārkī ujay-na qol-ayi.  
   1sg hear-PST1-1Pl grouse below-Loc spend.night-PST0.3sg  
   'I hear, a grouse has stayed for the night under there'

In example (148), the direct report type finite complement clause of the ‘perception’ complement-taking transitive finite predicate has an explicit 3sg Agent role and coordinated 3sg predicate agreement inflection, non-coreferential with the explicit 1sg Agent role and 1sg inflection of the finite matrix predicate. The subproposition of the postposed linked clause contains pragmatic assertion and is in the pragmatic relation of focus towards the whole of the complex clause proposition in (148).

The semantic connection between the matrix and the post-posed linked finite clause may become increasingly looser, coding not directly the ‘object’ of matrix Agent’s perception, but rather the speaker’s interpretation of another Agent’s ‘perception’ (149).

149. āmp-ām-nā iyl-apa owlāly-āyi, wajay sūnkōt sōnkört-awāl.  
   dog-1sg-Loc down-Lat smell-PST0.3sg animal smell smell-Prst.3sg  
   'My dog smells down there, the bear smell smells there'

The direct report type finite linked clause is postposed to the ‘perception’ complement-taking finite transitive predicate and has an explicit 3sg Agent role and coordinated 3sg predicate agreement inflection, non-coreferential with the explicit 3sg Agent role and coordinated 3sg inflection of the matrix predicate. Still pragmatically, the subproposition of the linked clause may be said to contain pragmatic assertion and supplement the subproposition of the preceding clause in the pragmatic relation of focus to the whole of the proposition in (149).

Even more loose is the inter-clause semantic connection in (150), with the direct report type linked copulaless existence clause being postposed to the ‘perception’ complement-
taking transitive finite predicate, but is essentially the speaker’s assumption, rather than the factual Agent’s ‘dog’ perception.

150. āmp-ām ːpə-nā  qolənt-əwal,  neufli ːmetā  nəyōs  ːfat il-ən  qot-ta.
   dog-1sg ear-Com hear-Prst.3sg could Ind.Prn sable here down-Loc where-Ind
   ‘My dog hears with its ears, could be a sable somewhere down here’

Generally, with regard to information structure of the reviewed complex clauses it is seen that the states-of-affairs of the postposed linked clauses represent the assertion part of the holistic complex clause proposition. The chain-initial finite clauses containing the transitive complement-taking predicates represent the part of the proposition containing pragmatic presupposition, to which the state-of-affairs of the linked complement clause can be said to be in relation of aboutness. In terms of the simple Eastern Khanty clause information structure (cf. 10.2. Information Structure), this complex clause information structuring clearly corresponds to topic-initiality (the matrix clauses) and focus-finality (the postposed linked complement clause). In other words, complement clauses have a least a degree of cognitive-functional kinship with the typical Eastern Khanty simple clause Target argument.

The examples of the Eastern Khanty ‘perception’ finite complement clauses appear closest to the ‘coordinate’ prototype in a continuum between ‘subordinate’ and ‘coordinate’ complex clauses. Nevertheless, it is still to be noted that the degree of semantic integration between these linked clauses is quite strong, at any rate because the perception of the state-of-affairs implies the perception of the entities involved in this state-of-affairs. In this, perception is construed as referring to an individual entity bringing about this perceived state-of-affairs (Cristofaro 2003: 105).

In a way similar to the finite ‘purpose’ linked clauses, the complement function of the ‘object of perception’ could rather be viewed as inferable from the Eastern Khanty complex
clause parataxis, as these linked clauses (144-147) all appear to have a grammar of independent finite clauses and as such are able to occur in isolation. The indication of their complement function thus seems to be merely the otherwise absent second core arguments of the always transitive 'perception' matrix predicates.

**Generalizations on Eastern Khanty Complement Clauses**

In Eastern Khanty, the semantic prototype of complement-taking verbs could be generalized in the following way:

- The matrix verb codes either the aspectual (inception or termination), or modal information (desire, obligation, ability), or target possibility (manipulation), or propositional content (perception/cognition/utterance) of the state-of-affairs of the complement clause;

- The Agent of the matrix clause is typically coreferential to the Agent of the complement clause (phasal/modal clauses); non-coreferential (perception and manipulation clauses); or can be either coreferential or not (utterance/cognition);

- The matrix clause containing the complement-taking predicate refers to pragmatic presupposition (topical status), whereas the complement clause as a whole refers to pragmatic assertion (focus status).

Syntactic prototype of complement-taking verbs:

- The Agent of the complement clause is elided (zero coded) \([\text{Ag}_{\text{comp}}=\emptyset]\) when coreferential (phasal/modal, manipulation); and typically overt (but elision is still possible) when non-coreferential \([\text{Ag}_{\text{comp}}=(\text{NP, Prn})] - \text{(utterance/cognition/perception)}\)
• The complement clause predicate is typically nonfinite (infinitive, participle) in case of the manipulation, modal and phasal matrix predicates; or typically finite in case of the utterance/cognition/perception matrix predicates.

• The complement clause is functionally the second core argument of the transitive matrix clause predicate [CompCl=Trg]

These syntactic features could be viewed as correlating with the semantic-cognitive ones, in that one dimension (semantic-cognitive) informs and is iconically reflected in the another dimension (syntactic). The complement relations listed in this section display a continuum of the extent to which the semantic features of the linked clauses are predetermined by the nature of the relation, which is iconically represented in these syntactic features of these complement constructions (Cristofaro 2003: 111). That is, the semantic predetermination of the TAM features and coreference in such complement relations as phase, modality and manipulation are reflected in the reduced finiteness of the linked clause. Consequently, there are no typical verbal (TAM) distinctions, restricted coreferentiality (phase, modal - \[Ag=Ag_{comp}\], manipulation - \[Trg=Ag_{comp}\]), and these subordinate clauses are low in illocutionary force. On the other hand, in such complement relations as ‘perception’, low existing semantic predetermination of such features, as TAM, and non-coreferentiality of the perceiver and the perceived entity, renders the linked clause, coding the perceived state-of-affairs, as finite, but nevertheless co-temporal with the matrix clause coding the perception event (144-150). Complement relations as ‘utterance’ (130-132) and ‘cognition’ (139-142) (possibly equated in Eastern Khanty to inner speech utterance), have low semantic predetermination with regard to TAM coreferentiality and render the linked clauses coding these conceptually dependent states-of-affairs as finite with near-full illocutionary force.
They are able to function in isolation, containing both the presupposition and assertion parts of the proposition.

The above Eastern Khanty strategies of complements of clause formation appear to be quite polar. Equally productive and frequent are nonfinite subordinate clauses without complementizers, and fully finite complement clauses with occasional use of complementizer linkers. In finite complement clauses (utterance and cognition), there is an apparent tendency towards exclusive use of direct report. The full finiteness and illocutionary force status of these direct report clauses does not prevent them from being able to be conceptualized as an entity, and as such to be able to function as arguments of the transitive complement-taking predicates.

Thus, Eastern Khanty complex clauses with complement-taking predicates can be viewed with regard to their semantic and formal features as distributed along the continuum between a more coordinate-like and a more subordinate-like prototypes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>semantic independence</th>
<th>illocutionary force</th>
<th>TAM features</th>
<th>coordinate-like</th>
<th>Complement Relation (Form of CompCl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>Perception (finite CompCl) [Ag≠Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Utterance (finite CompCl) [Ag=/#Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognition (finite CompCl) [Ag=/#Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phasal (INF, IMP CompCl) [Ag=Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manipulative (INF CompCl) [Ag=Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>Modal (INF CompCl) [Ag=Ag_comp]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Eastern Khanty complement clauses.

Unlike Eastern Khanty adverbial and relative clauses, complement clauses, or more precisely, their predicates, do not display any of the nominal features such as possessive
expression of arguments or case, even though some of the complement relations are coded by nominalizations (Adv. and Rel. clauses are not considered in Table 3).

Conclusions on Eastern Khanty Subordination-Coordination Continuum

With regard to implications that the reviewed features of Eastern Khanty complex clauses have for the general notion of subordination, the following remarks can be made. First, the Eastern Khanty complex clauses appear to confirm that the traditional bias towards formal morphosyntactic criteria such as clausal embedding in discrete definition of subordination vs. coordination does not adequately describe the known cross-linguistic variation in the means of clause linkage (Comrie 2006; Van Valin 2006; Austin 2006).

The cognitive situation of subordination is taken above to underlie all of the sentence types that are regarded as instances of subordination under traditional criteria, namely, adverbial, complement and relative clauses. This framework enables us to include within the analysis cases having various morphosyntactic manifestations, but unified by the same underlying cognitive-semantic structure. What appears important is the relation between semantic features in various types of linked clauses, in particular the degree of semantic integration between the linked events.

In light of posited general iconicity of the relation between language structure and language function (Haiman 1985; Givon 1990; Newmeyer 1992), the degree of independence of the linked concepts reflects the degree of independence of the expressions coding the concepts. A clean dichotomous differentiation of ‘independent’ and ‘dependent’ clauses, typical of traditional descriptions, is indeed ‘...unrealistic both functionally and syntactically, [and] ...rather, the analysis must deal more specifically with degrees, and
types, of semantic-pragmatic connectivity on the one hand, and syntactic dependency, finiteness and control on the other" (Givon 2001: 348).

In cognitive grammar framework, subordination is the situation where only one state-of-affairs is profiled, whereas in coordination neither of the linked states-of-affairs imposes its profile over the other (Langacker 1991; Cristofaro 2003). That is, lack of an autonomous profile correlates with the lack of assertion in the utterance, with dominance of presupposition (Lambrecht 1994).

A continuum or scale of combinable features is proposed, whose presence or absence and combination in each clause would locate it in relation to either of the subordinate or coordinate prototypes (Haiman and Thompson 1984; Mathiessen and Thompson 1988; Lehmann 1988; Van Valin and La Polla 1997; Givon 2001). These features manifest the degree of lexical-grammatical elaboration in a clause, and may produce a set of parallel continua resulting in a hierarchical scale of downgrading the subordinate clause. The scale would range from the prototype embedded subordinate clause, with low degree of grammaticalization of the main predicate and overt clause linkage, to the prototype finite matrix-like clause, possibly reduced in illocutionary force.

Within the hypothesis that clause linkage strategies will be related to the pragmatic distinctions of foreground/background information (Hopper and Thompson 1980; Reinhart 1984; Tomlin 1985; Thompson 1987), it is seen in the Eastern Khanty examples above, that while the foreground information is the essence of the text and has to be temporarily ordered, the background is supportive information and is typically out of timeline. Eastern Khanty subordinate clauses may express the background information, the base element of predication corresponding to the scene and containing pragmatic presupposition (relative clauses,
conditionals). They may alternatively express the foreground information associated with pragmatic assertion (complement clauses, modal/phasis and purpose/reason adverbials), which is the profile element of the predication corresponding to the designated component of the scene. What, however, is more essential is that the reviewed Eastern Khanty subordinate and cosubordinate clauses reveal the tendency to distribute these elements of predication, the types of information between the linked clauses in a way consistent with the cognitive-semantic situation of subordination rather than coordination. That is, what characterizes the reviewed Eastern Khanty complex clauses is that just one of the states-of-affairs referred to in the complex clause is asserted (or profiled (Cristofaro 2003: 31)), rather than all of them being equally asserted, which makes these complex clauses closer to the prototype of subordination rather than instances of coordination.

The functional definition of subordination implying universally valid ways of construal of asymmetrical relations between events (profiling and backgrounding (Langacker 1991); pragmatic assertion vs. presupposition (Lambrecht 1994)) allows for more multifaceted and flexible explanatory approach. Within this approach, appealing primarily to cognitive relations between events, rather than to structural clause types, the reviewed Eastern Khanty types of complex clauses (adverbial, relative and complement), are seen here as various instances of a cognitive situation of subordination, as it is iconically reflected in the morphosyntactic integration between clauses (Givon 1990; Newmeyer 1992; Cristofaro 2003). (Table 4):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>relation</th>
<th>Finiteness</th>
<th>semantic integr</th>
<th>illocutn.force</th>
<th>aut.profile</th>
<th>coord/subord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adv Clause</strong></td>
<td><strong>Purp/Reas</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Cosub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal</strong></td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cosub/Sub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condition</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>(-, +)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel Clause</td>
<td>Pre-posed</td>
<td>(+, -)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-posed</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(−, +)</td>
<td>(+, −)</td>
<td>(+, −)</td>
<td>C/ Sub/Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modal</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipul.</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percept.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+/−)</td>
<td>(+, −)</td>
<td>(+, −)</td>
<td>C/Sub/Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>C/Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>C/Sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of the features of Eastern Khanty linked clauses.

In Eastern Khanty complex clauses such features: as typical association of pragmatic assertion with one of the linked clauses and pragmatic presupposition with the other of the linked clauses; foreground information dominating the temporarily ordered clauses, and the background information being typically out of timeline and dominating the subordinate clauses appear to be matters of degree. The lack in the predicates of the linked clauses of the typical verbal features: finiteness and presence of the nominal features of possession- and case-marking refers primarily to Eastern Khanty nonfinite dependent clauses (Adverbial; Relative; Complement) and to a lesser extent to some of the finite linked clauses (Conditional, Relative) (cf. Table 4). However, such dependent states-of-affairs coded by full finite clauses as Reason, Perception Complement, and particularly Utterance and Cognition Complement find themselves at the other side of the range. In temporally ordered propositions they code the essential foreground information containing pragmatic assertion. Thus, all of the reviewed Eastern Khanty complex clauses are considered to fall within the cognitive-functional definition of subordination as utterances, where only one of the linked states-of-affairs is asserted or profiled, while another is presupposed.
11.3 Coordination

While subordinate clauses are traditionally described as dependent, coordinate clauses are typically referred to as independent (Givon 2001). As follows from the previous sections on Eastern Khanty subordination and co-subordination, semantic and syntactic dependence is understood to be scalar rather than discrete, as noted by T.Givon, “no clause in a coherent discourse is functionally absolutely independent of the local context” (2001: 327). Thus, a distinction between subordinate and coordinate clauses is best viewed as a continuum.

This section will review the types of Eastern Khanty clauses that instantiate a relation between linked clauses which locates them at the region of the continuum closer to the coordination prototype.

151. mä nuq-all-əm-ə kör lawa-yas-əm, put wer-yäs-im,
  lsg up-Der-lsg-Illat oven make fire-Pst3-lsg kettle do-Pst3-lsg
  ‘Having got up, I started the oven and made some food,…’

  juv joy wi-yas-im.
  firewood home bring-Pst3-lsg/lg
  ‘…brought fire wood into the house.’

Whereas, previously I have used the term “clause”, simple or complex, in reference to syntactic units with a single profile, in this discussion of Eastern Khanty coordination, the term “clause-chain” will be used, in the sense of a unit of coherent multi-propositional discourse combining clauses that have the tightest, most continuous cross-clausal coherence links (Givon 2001: 355).

Example (151) represents an instance of a chain of states-of-affairs unified by a common agent referent, coded as the lsg Agent argument of all the clauses in the chain. However, not all the states-of-affairs are coded homogeneously. That is, the coding of the first state-of-affairs ‘get up’ is different in its participial form of the predicate from the subsequent chain
of independent finite clauses coding a chain of independent states-of-affairs: 'start the oven', 'make food', 'bring in firewood'. The first state-of-affairs appears to be semantically dependent, referring to the background information in the whole of the proposition, which is iconically reflected in its syntactic features of a dependent embedded participial clause with reduced finiteness, lack of differentiation of verbal (TAM) features, presence of nominal (possession, case) features, and low illocutionary force. On the other hand, all the subsequent states-of-affairs are conceptualized as independent, each with its own autonomous profile containing some foreground information, and belonging to the part of the proposition containing the pragmatic assertion, which is iconically manifested in their finiteness, differentiation of typical verbal features and full illocutionary force. They are nevertheless united in a single coherent chain of clauses sharing such semantic-cognitive dimensions as close co-temporality (reflected in consistent TAM form) and coreferentiality (reflected in consistent coding of the common agentive referent by predicate agreement inflection). Thus, in (151) above, one complex clause illustrates the dominant Eastern Khanty features of this system's grammar of thematic coherence. The first nonfinite pre-posed Adv. clause 'get up', typologically commonly (Givon 2001: 355-56) represents a chain-grounding clause performing a coherence-bridge function, and coding the local cataphoric links to the subsequent chain-initial clause. The next chain-initial finite clause 'start the oven' launches the chain, initiating its major thematic strands (the overt 1sg SAP topical referent, TAM value of the whole proposition, narrative perspective). This is a typical finite clause with low anaphoric connectivity to the chain-grounding clause, and high cataphoric coherence. The third clause 'make food' is chain-medial, carries some sequential new information, displays a high degree of cross-clausal coherence, is finite, and retains main threads of thematic
coherence (topicality, TAM, perspective). Notably, this linked finite clause may not be interpreted as having a modifying function (adverbial) such as, for example purposive, as the finite predicate ‘make’ has the past tense form (PST3) rendering it in the realis modal scope, which is incomparable with purposive function, essentially irrealis. Finally, the chain-final finite clause ‘bring in firewood’ terminates the thematic unit. It has high anaphoric continuity with the preceding discourse and lower cataphoric continuity with the subsequent discourse, which prefaces a coming thematic break, and initiation of a new chain (152).

152.  

a) t’u pirmē nipik luy-əm, pirmē amas-l-əm,
Dem then book read-Prst.1sg then sit-Prst-1sg
‘After that I read a book, then sit for a while, …’

b) t’u amas-l-əm, qa nin-qən män-na ju-s-yən
Det sit-Prst-1sg two woman-Du 1sg-Loc come-PST2-3Du
‘…while I am sitting, two women came to me’

As it has been already illustrated (cf. 10.Simple Verbal Clauses & Argument Structure, 11.1.Subordination), Eastern Khanty is a language with SOV-type chaining, with, as is most typical for the SOV languages, the chain-final clause being the most finite. In (152b), the chain-final predicate ‘come’ has the past tense form making it a more definite, realis scope event. In a typologically common manner, the chain-final finite clause often marks the referential discontinuity, such as topic shift. This marks a universal tendency to maintain tight coherence within the chain and allows breaks only between the chains (Longacre 1985; Givon 2001). In the example (152) above, while the chain-initial and -medial clauses maintain continuity, as coded by finite clauses with elided topical Agent argument, the chain-final finite clause asserts new foregrounded information, and introduces new referents that may become consequently topicalized. The repetition of the chain-medial finite clause (152b), ‘while (I) am sitting like this’, is a chain-grounding device, a temporal marker for the
subsequent topic-shift of the chain-final clause. It maintains large-scale discourse coherence, and thus functions like a finite dependent adverbial clause conceptually dependent on the subsequent matrix indicated by ‘two women came to me’.

The referential status of the Agent argument in the linked clauses is unambiguous in the case of varying person-number of referents, even though both could be elided from explicit expression (cf. (153) vs. (154)), where the predicate form is informative enough:

153. (mâ) jöyö-kâs-əm (jiy), i potʃ-qas
   1sg shoot-PST3-1sg bear “and” flee-PST3.3sg
   ‘I shot a (bear/it) and (it) fled’

154. (mâ) jöyö-kâs-əm (jiy), i potʃ-qas-əm
   1sg shoot-PST3-1sg bear “and” flee-PST3-1sg
   ‘I shot a (bear/it) and (I) fled’

In cases where the person-number of referents coincide ((155a) and (156a)), possible referential ambiguity may be resolved in a variety of ways. In (155a) and (156a) below, both pairs of the referents (the ‘hunter’ and the ‘bear’ in (155a); and ‘mother’ and ‘daughter’ in (156a)) may be the antecedent of the 3sg pronominal argument, or the pronominal agreement on the predicate (in case the 3sg is elided) of the linked clause ‘(s)he ran away’. Although there is a slight bias for the Agent of the first clause to also be the Agent of the linked second clause, in these particular contexts the Target of the first clause appears a more likely candidate for the Agent of the second linked clause, but alternative scenarios are easily acceptable by the speakers.

155. a) kötfkül qu jöyö-s jiğ, (joj) mën-kâs / sayalta-yas
   hunt man shoot-PST2.3sg bear 3sg go-PST3.3sg / leave-PST3.3sg
   ‘The hunter shot a bear, (and) he (the hunter) went away / left’

   b) kötfkül qu jöyö-s jiğ, jiğ mën-kâs / potʃ-qas
   hunt man shoot-PST2.3sg bear 3sg go-PST3.3sg / flee-PST3.3sg
   ‘The hunter shot a bear, (and) the bear went away / fled’
c) kötifkül qu jöyös jiůn̂ jöynám mán-kās / nuruyt̂-ū-yas
   hunt man shoot-PST2.3sg bear 3sg-Refl go-PST3.3sg / run-PST3.3sg
   ‘The hunter shot a bear, (and) himself went / ran away’

Ambiguity resolution is achieved by the overt expression of arguments ((155b) and (156b)) in the case where Agent referents switch between the clauses (Ag2=Trg1). In case of referent persistence (Ag2=Ag1), it is disambiguated by the use of a reflexive pronoun ((155c) and (156c)), in which case the antecedent of the reflexive is preferred to be the Agent of the first, chain-initial clause.

156. a) aŋk-ål-na òy-ål joyot-käl-tató, (jöy) isi-kêt-áyi, küm nuruyt-áyi
   mother-3sg-Loc daughter-3sg scold-PST1-3sg 3sg cry-Inch-PST0.3sg out run-PST0.3sg
   ‘Mother scolded her daughter, and she ran away’

b) aŋk-ål-na òy-ål joyot-käl-tató, òy-ål isi-kêt-áyi, küm nuruyt-áyi
   mother-3sg-Loc daughter-3sg scold-PST1-3sg daughter cry-Inch-PST0.3sg out run-PST0.3sg
   ‘Mother scolded her daughter, and the daughter ran away’

c) aŋk-ål-na òy-ål joyot-käl-tató, jöynám isi-kêt-áyi, küm nuruyt-áyi
   mother-3sg-Loc daughter-3sg scold-PST1-3sg 3sg-Rfl cry-Inch-PST0.3sg out run-PST0.3sg
   ‘Mother scolded her daughter, and herself ran away’

d) aŋk-ål-na òy-ål joyot-käl-tató, aŋkál isi-kêt-áyi, küm nuruyt-áyi
   mother-3sg-Loc daughter-3sg scold-PST1-3sg mother cry-Inch-PST0.3sg out run-PST0.3sg
   ‘Mother scolded her daughter, and mother ran away’

Alternatively, but less frequently, the overt NP expression of the persistent Agent referent is employed (156d).

Thus, as can be seen in the examples above, in Eastern Khanty chained, coordinated clauses there is no rigid cataphoric equi-subject constraint. Some of the examples involve switch-subject between the chain-initial and subsequent clause; and the chain-grounding clause is always followed by a finite chain-final clause. However, it should nevertheless be noted that there is an obvious preference for topic maintenance in the system. Unless specified otherwise, or evidently ambiguous and constraining to the intended information
processing, the linked clauses are perceived as same-topic, and thus as equi-subject, as is consistent with obvious Ag=Topic and Topic=clause-initiality preference (cf. 10.2. Information Structure).

**Clause Juncture**

As follows from the examples above (155, 156), Eastern Khanty may link clauses without the use of linking morphemes, by a simple juxtaposition with intonation break and possible pause at the clause juncture.

Alternatively, the juncture may be marked by the use of continuative link, or a native continuative conjunction *pana* ‘and’:

157. a) qat puyol ajnәm tajәl-ot tәŋgoәә-l-i  b) pәni mәn-l-i
   house village all own-thing leave-Imper.2Pl and go-Imper.2Pl
   ‘a) Leave your house, your village, all you have  b) and go!’

158. a) mas-wәl torәm qat-a jilil-tә suytow-a  b) pәni atiә-ki, pat-l-uj-em
   need-Prst.3sg god house-ILLat go-INF drugs-ILLat and cold-Pred freeze-Prst-PS-1sg
   ‘a) Need to go to god-house village for drugs, b) but its cold, I am freezing’

This native Eastern Khanty connective marker of cataphoric transition to the next clause is equally frequent in linking both same-Agent and different-Agent, i.e. Agent role switch (cf. (157) vs. (158) and vs. (159):

159. a) qatỳn-tә pit-tә  b) pәni puyol-pә ärki persәg je-s-i
   sick-IMPP become-IMPP and village-Lat many strange become-PST2-PS.3sg
   ‘a) I am getting sick, b) and there got to be many strangers in the village’

In (157), this conjunction codes high thematic continuity with coreferential participants, co-temporality and location unity, TAM unity and narrative perspective. Further on, in (158), it codes lower thematic continuity though retaining an overall topical agent referent perspective, overall same-Agent chain, co-temporality, and location unity, but with
parenthetical Agent role switch in chain-medial nominal predicate clause, and alteration in TAM and voice. Finally, in (159), this conjunction appears to code contrastive rather than continuative event linking, not coordinated (in traditional terms) but instead asymmetrical, with the Agent role switch from the topical 1sg SAP in the preposed nonfinite temporal clause, present but more abstract co-temporality and location unity, not consistent TAM and narrative perspective.

Another native conjunction frequently used at the clause juncture is *pirne* 'after', which codes overtly the temporal sequence, and anaphoric continuity of the states-of-affairs in the preceding chain (cf. (152a) directly following (151) in the narrative discourse). *pirne* too, like *pana* above, does not seem to have same-Agent restrictions for the conjoined clauses (cf. (160) vs. (161), (162), (163)):

160. mä tšimíl is-käl, tʃu pirne is-tā lōk-käl
   1sg a little cry-PST1-1sg this after cry-INF stop-PST1.3sg
   'I cried a little, then stopped crying'

161. a) jem-aki nuruyta-s-im b) tʃu pirne mən-sa-kən iyla-pa
    good-Pred run-PST2-1sg/sg Dem after go-PST2-3Du down-Illat
    'OK, so I ran there,' 'after that, they two went down'

162. a) rāy ruyu-l-om n’ān’ wer-tā b) pirne mən-pirikətə-wəl “jəm n’ān’?”
    flour mix-Prst-1sg bread make-INF then 1sg-Acc ask-Prst.3sg good bread
    '(f) am mixing flour to make bread, then (he) will ask me: “Good bread?”'

163. a) motosikl-nā mən loyoslə-yās b) pirne mən pəl’nitsi-kə pin-kal-at
    motorbike-Instr 1sg-Acc hit-PST3.3sg then 1sg-Acc hospital-Illat put-PST3-3Pl
    '(He) hit me with a bike, then (they) put me in the hospital'

In recent data, a loan conjunction with identical semantics is attested, serving a similar function of (cf. (160) vs. (164, 165a)):
164. a) tim kät-kän müyuli-kam kantj-il-kän b) potom joy-pa môn-wəl-t
Dem two-Du some-thing write-Prst-3Du "then" home-Lat go-Prst-3Pl
"These two are writing something there, then (they) go home"

165. a) pesok tʃi-näm il pil-kasi-min tajka-na, potom kisim-mən toγ
"sand" there-Lat down put-PST3-1Du Tajka-Com then rest-PST0-1Pl there
"(We) load the sand down there, then rest"

b) a joγ môn-s-ə-tən tom, pesok tun-tə
"and" 3Pl go-PST2-3Pl there sand bring-INF
"while they went there to bring more sand"

Loans are gradually making their way into Eastern Khanty, and adverbs and conjunctions
appear to be particularly susceptible to this contact-induced innovation. Russian loan
conjunction i ‘and’, is currently sharing a functional domain with the native pana above, and
at some locations has gradually taken over as a continuative linker, as in (153, 154) above. It
should be observed, however, that unlike the native pana, the loan conjunctions have ‘source’
functional distribution, i.e. the loan i ‘and’ is typically used, as in Russian, for thematic
continuity, to join same-Agent finite clauses (cf.: (153, 154)). At the same time, another loan
from Russian, the conjunction a ‘but’ is typically used contrastively, for thematic
discontinuity again consistent with Russian grammar (cf.: (165), (166-167)):

166. a) "jilli-tay, pänkə ěl jilli-tay! b) a tʃiməl jər-əγ!
stand-Imper.2Du pile Neg stand-Imper.2Pl ‘but’ a.little line-Imper.2Pl
‘Don’t stand in a crowd!’ ‘But line up a little!’

167. a) wrjat jilli-tay!
‘in line’ stand-Imper.2Pl
‘Stand in line!’

b) a to küm tätma-tə, nje-o kolla ej pänkə jais-əγ kolla nje-o loyola-əwəł.
‘otherwise out get-IMPP 2Pl-Obj all one pile stand-2Pl all 2Pl-Obj hit-Prst.3sg
‘Otherwise it will get out and hit all of you standing in a crowd’
The functional differentiation between loan continuative and contrastive conjunctions is evident in (168) below, where in (a) continuative *i* is used for referential continuity with same-Agent marked in the linked clause by the reflexive 3sg pronoun, but further on in (b), the contrastive *a* is used for the Agent role switch.

168. a) ämp-ät ḥarā-y-wəl-t, ṭu tāyī morta toyi wer-il poro-min i jāy-nām ənt-im-ātə.
dog-Pl noise-Prst-3Pl Dem place all away do-3Pl step-Conv and 3Pl-Refl Neg-PP-Pl
*‘The dogs are noisy, (they) stepped all over that place and themselves are not there’*

b) a pült əll-aġ jīy-aɣi.
*‘but’ hole big-Adv become-PST0.3sg
‘but, the hole (bear den) got bigger’*

The use of contrastive junctions as in (168b) appears consistent with the general cross-linguistic strong association between contrastive conjunctions, referential discontinuity and thematic discontinuity (Givon 2001: 350), where the continuative (non-contrastive) conjunction *i* ‘and’ codes greater cataphoric continuity than the contrastive conjunction *a* ‘but’. In many cases, for example (166-167), overall thematic continuity is maintained regardless of temporary referential discontinuity. As in many other languages, conjunctions do not seem to signal the degree of referential continuity, but rather the degree of thematic coherence. Coherence as the continuity of some elements across a contiguous span of multi-propositional discourse (Givon 2001: 329) is grammaticalized in Eastern Khanty by a variety of formal means including referents, location, temporality, aspectuality, modality, perspective (narrative voice), action/events. Referential continuity thus is one of the strands of thematic coherence, combining with other features to affect thematic coherence or contrast, as a holistic entity. All of the reviewed lexical and grammatical means individually and in interaction contribute to maintaining the overall thematic coherence in the discourse.
Referential coherence is coded by lexical nouns, pronominalization, Agent-predicate and Target-predicate agreement inflections, case-marking, possessive inflections in nominals and nominalizations; tense-aspect-modal coherence is coded by verbal affixation. Event coherence is coded by lexical verbs; while spatial coherence and coherence of perspective are encoded by a mix of lexical and grammatical means including case, adverbs, and postpositions.

Thematic contrast is "always embedded in a context of expectations about states, activities, subjects or objects that are expected to behave in a certain way but in fact do not (Givon 2001: 351). The expectations are typically set up by a preceding discourse, but may also originate from certain cultural stereotypes and norms.

Generally contrasting the instances of clause linkage with no overt conjoining morphemes vs. those with explicit conjunctions, whether loan or native, it appears that in cases of both, referential continuity and referential discontinuity, same-Agent and the conjoining morphological material iconically reflect greater distance between linked states-of-affairs. They signal relatively reduced thematic continuity compared to that of conjunctionless chains. That is, directly juxtaposed clauses tend to code closer conceptualised states-of-affairs of the (151)-kind, whereas presence of an explicit juncture tends to introduce a degree of conceptual distance (compare the conjunction of (169) above with the absence of conjunction in (169)):

169. a) ämp-åt tjil-s-im 
   dog-Pl call-PST2-1sg
   'I tried calling the dogs'

   b) ämp-äm ënt-im-äki iki
   dog-POSS.1sg none-Pred. Pred.
   'My dogs are nowhere in sight'

Conclusions and Prospects on Eastern Khanty Complex Clauses

It can be confirmed with regard to Eastern Khanty complex clauses in the perspective of overall textual coherence that the observed features fall within the general cross-linguistic
patterns for the SOV languages (Givon 2001: 365-366). In Eastern Khanty complex clauses, there is apparent concentration of the most finite marking in the chain-final clause, which is especially evident in the system’s preferred subordination strategies (adverbial clauses, relative clauses, verbal complements). Even when clauses higher on a finiteness scale are employed for clause linkage, they still appear typically lower on such features as finiteness, semantic independence, and illocutionary force, than their consequent, chain-final matrix clauses (finite adverbial clauses: purpose, temporal, reality condition, reason relations, and also finite relative clauses, and finite verbal complements). Finiteness as a complex feature is indeed best construed as a multi-factorial scale, where the degree of finiteness of various clause-types iconically correlates with the degree of semantic and discourse-pragmatic independence, and thematic continuity in the coded states-of-affairs (Givon 2001: 367). That is, lower autonomy, semantic independence, and higher continuity typically correlate with lower finiteness (chain-medial same-Agent clauses). This corresponds largely with the overall typology of information structuring, in which general pragmatic-morphosyntactic continuum (Lambrecht, 1994) runs from reduced morphological complexity (formalism, overtness) to increased pragmatic status (topicality, activation, accessibility, identifiability).

The Eastern Khanty case system is employed robustly in regulating referential coherence. Thus, adverbial clauses, which are treated as single-stem adverbial modifiers, have possessive and case inflections that serve also to indicate same-Agent vs. different-Agent referential coherence in chain-initial and chain-medial clauses (adverbial clauses). There is, however, a set of issues to be resolved in further study of the system, as for example, the possible use of Eastern Khanty case-agreement for switch-reference, as for example in Latin (Haiman 1983) where it is an extension of noun modification case-agreement. This is not the
case for Eastern Khanty, which has no noun-modifier agreement of any sort, especially case-agreement.

Eastern Khanty displays a gradual increase in the distribution of the more finite linked clauses, particularly relative and adverbial clauses, where the domination of nonfinite (mostly participial) clauses has been the case. Apart from the increasing contact influence from Russian, this may be also regarded as a system internal, but typologically attested tendency for the initial grammaticalization of Adv-clauses via nominalization, with the subsequent gradual adding of more finite TAM morphology. This is a diachronic process of re-finitization registered cross-linguistically (Givon 1994; Gildea 1998; Watters 1998).
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Sample Eastern Khanty Dictionary
(Vasyugan Khanty)

A - a

-a suf. Lat.
-ay suf. Lat. pirtay layollam I keep looking backwards
a[j]a adj. big, a[j]alimäki a big man with big mouth
ayalamtanta v. to hang, ayalamtam hanging/hung (person)
ayalintanta v. to hang oneself, ayalintam having hung (her/himself)
ayalta v. to bark. iyä Bark!
ayastanta v. to look about, to be on the alert, ayastamin being on the alert (Conv)
ayastaqanta v. to begin to be on the alert, ayastaqata Start to be on the alert!
ayat v. spew, aytaq with spew
ayata v. to get sick, aytam having gotten sick (Conv)
ayawaytanta v. to get a little sick. ayawaytam having gotten a little sick (Conv)
ayiliita v. to bark, ayiliä Bark!
aysa[a]q tayi v. a place full of mushrooms
aysal n. a mushroom, aysalali a little mushroom
ayta[p]ali n. a decayed, spoilt thing
ayta[p]altanta v. to expire, to spoil, ayta[p]altam expired
ayta[p]alamtanta v. to expire (now), ayta[p]alamtam just expired
alim adj. big
aj adj. small, little
ajä n. luck, ajälä unlucky
ajka adv. together, ajkämänta to go together
al n. year, jaläw Al New Year
al pe[ak] n. half a year
alaysila v. to lie, alaysilam having lain
alam n. dream, alamam qolsim to feel sleepy
alaj adv. at first; beginning, end
alaj amasta v. to sit at first
alaj ulantaštanta v. to begin
alänäa adv. at first, at the beginning, in the end,
alata v. to lie, alamin having lain/lying (Conv)
alatätot n. lies (thing)
alawaytanta v. to lie a little, alawaytamin having lain/lying a little (Conv)
-ay(n

begun to sit

-ayn  suf. PST.3sg

anayi  v. Untie!

anaylanta v. to get tired, anaylamin getting tired (Conv)

anaylawaytanta v. to get tired (a bit), anaylawaytam having gotten tired (a bit)

anayta v. to buzz, anaymin buzzing (Conv)

anaylta v. to sniffle, anaylamin having sniffled

anaywaytanta v. to buzz (a little), anaywaytam having buzzed a little

analay adj. without horns,

anarqamtanta v. to fill, anarqamtam qasi a filled (full) person

anayisim v. I. untied. nimlim tujoj anaylisim I untied my skis

anat n. horn, anat with horns

anata v. to untie, anatam untied

anawaytanta v. to untie (quickly), anawaytam quickly untied

ani wojay n. brave animal

anampaytanta v. to enchant oneself (quickly), anampaytam enchanted

anamta v. to enchant oneself, anam mat self-enchanted

anlamaytanta v. to suppose, anlamiytam supposed

anlaytanta v. to hope, anlaytam hoping (Conv)

anlaytanta v. to suppose, anlaytam having supposed

anmalanta v. to enchant, anmalmat enchanted

anqim n. my elder brother's wife,

arayintaqatanta v. to fill oneself, arayintaqata Fill yourself!

arintanta v. to fill oneself, to glut oneself, arintam having filled oneself

apiti n. a rib, apitai a bone of the rib a little rib

apt n. holding pole of the weir

aptaq adj. with ribs

aptaq qamaqi n. a stag-beetle, aptaq qamaliq a little stag-beetle

aptintata v. to go, to horn, aptintam gored

aptislanata v. to go, to horn, aptislanam goring (Conv)

aptislanatiku n. a ladino, aptislanatames a goring cow

aptisimqatanta v. to go, to horn, aptisimqatam gored

aptislawaytanta v. to go, to horn (a little), aptislawaytam gored a little

apa n. father, apayami grandfather to grandfather

arayta v. to churn, arqam churned

araywaytanta v. to churn a little, araywaytam having churned a little

aran adj. alien, strange, aran pekoy qasi stranger

aran sayi adv. differently, aran sayi nomaysanta to think differently, aran sayi panta to mis(dis)place, aran sayi walamta to begin living differently

aranpilaytanta v. to note, to get wise

araq adj. bread-corn, araq n'an siit a piece of bread

arintanta v. to pull, to jerk, arintam pulled

arin adj. other; strange; foreign

arjama n. to put/sit in a different place

arjaaarintanta v. to turn aside

arjaaalintanta v. to lie down in a different place

arjaaalta v. to drag to some place

arjajorta v. to tie, to bind

arjakaatintanta v. to move

arjakaqmatanta v. to roll to some place

arjajkormintanta v. to step over

arjajkormintanta v. to roll aside, patai arjajkormintas the chock rolled aside

arjamanta v. to walk away

arjajottintanta v. to dodge, to swerve

arjappanta v. to move to some place

arjappoyta v. to overtake, surpass

arjappoylamanta v. to put into some other place

arjapporaytanta v. to fly over to some place

arjajarakatanta v. to throw away

arjajorekata v. to walk slowly away

arjajuntanta v. to bring to some place

arqamata n. to goggle, to stare, arqam tam goggled

arqamataqatanta v. to goggle a little, arqamataqatam goggled a little

arqaqatanta v. to begin to churn, arqaqatam churning

arta v. to divide, to share, artam divided

arita v. to break oneself, arita Break yourself!

artat n. something dividable

artay adv. together

aritata v. to break, aritam broken

aritawaytanta v. to break, aritawaytam broken

arwaytanta v. to divide a little, to share, arwaytam divided quickly

asmaqiraq n. a pillow, asmaqiraqina in/on the pillow

-ay suf. Pl.

ataaltanta v. to tell (about an event), ataltam told

ataltawaytanta v. to tell (quickly), ataltawaytam told

at n. a sheep, at'at a little sheep(pl.)

at joy n. the walls of the cattle yard

at n'oyi n. mutton

at' oyp'i n. gates (in the cattle yard)
at'ni n. a fur-coat made of sheep's fur
at't'amanta v. to get wild, at't'amam gotten wild
at't'im n. my elder brother, at'tisqaan my elder brother (dual)
at'tof int. hey! (to dogs)
at't'jalanta v. to bear, to endure, at't'jaltam endured
at't'jalawaytanta v. to bear, to endure (quickly), at't'jalawaytam quickly endured
awat n. one hair, awtam mōkānwāl I am loosing my hair
awraltanta v. to be opening wide, awraltam being wide open(ed)
awrimtanta v. to open wide, awrimtam wide opened
awsintantiyiwal v. (s)he started to sniff, ämpäm srazu awsintantiyiwal the dog immediately started to sniff
ayṭ'ajayantanta v. to deface oneself, ayṭ'ajayintam defaced by oneself
älmāy piltāyta v. to increase
älā ľilāa álāwytantän v. to sigh, to breathe
älāmāntā v. to take in the hands (a child), ľilāmām taken
äytil n. a chip, äyṭ'ajalī a little chip
äyṭ'akāntāntā v. to gain, to become rich, äyṭ'akātam gained, acquired
äyṭ'antāntā v. to cut (intr/refl), äyṭ'antāmām cutting oneself
äyṭ'antāwytantāntā v. to cut a little/quickly (intr/refl), äyṭ'antāwytantām having cut oneself a bit
äyṭ'atā v. to gain, to become rich, äyṭ'ām gained
älāmāki adj. v. to be big
äj n. a night, äj jorna at night at midnight
äj n. complaint
äj adj. little, small
äj ni n. a girl, äj nipalī a little girl
äj näli pōt'jān n. a small caliber gun
äj qu n. a boy, äj qujali a little boy
äj rit n. a little boat
äj rit juy n. oar, paddle
äjāy jāntā v. to diminish, to decrease (intr/refl)
äjāy wertā v. to diminish, to decrease (tr)
äjaki adj. of little importance
äjām kitmāy pittā v. to look younger
äjām kitām adj. young, äjāmkitām qujali a young man
äjān kōlān adj. sociable, communicative
äjān-kōlān adj. talkative, äjān-kōlān ni a talkative woman
äjākā int. ouch! hurts!
äkālantāntā v. to discuss, äwlātām discussed
āl n. armful, āl tel juy armful of firewood
āl Neg. don't. pinkāl jallātay don't stand in a crowd
ālām peḷāk n. that side
ālāmpāytāntā v. to weigh (quickly), ālāmpāyi Weigh (it) fast!
ālāmtā v. to weigh, ālāmām having weighed
ālān n. morning, ālānī (in the) morning (dim)
ālāmittā v. to weigh (habit.), ālāmittām weighing
ālāmilwāytāntā v. to hang (quickly), ālāmilwāyta having hung
āltā v. to carry, āltām carried
āltākāntāntā v. to begin to carry, āltākātam having begun to carry
āltīltā v. to carry (always), āltīltām being carrying, having carried
āltīwāytāntā v. to carry (a little), āltīwāyta having carried for awhile
āmp n. a dog, āmp soya dog harness, āmpálī doggy
ānim n. (my) elder sister, ānim pay a son of my elder sister
āṇintantā qu(ni) n. a gatherer man (woman)
āṇīta v. to pick, to gather, āṇīm gathered
āṇāmā imī n. old woman, āṇāmā imāli old woman (dim.)
āṇāmā rātīj n. old man, āṇāmā rātī soyi in an old man's (dim.) manner
āṇāmākāntāntā v. to get old, āṇāmākātam having gotten old
āṇāmāltāntā v. to make old, āṇāmāltām made old
āṇāmpāytāntā v. to get old (quickly), āṇāmpāyta having gotten old (quickly)
āṇāmtā v. to get old, āṇāmām having got old
āṇkā n. mother, āṇkōj Mother!
āṇkā jāy n. maternal grandfather, jāyāl his grandfather
āṇkām adj. maternal, āṇkām āyl mother's daughter
āṇkākāntāntā v. to blame, āṇkākātam having blamed
āṇkāl n. stump, pillar, āṇkāl wajāj place with pillars barrier
āṇlāmāntāntā v. to have a look, āṇlāmtām having looked
āṇrāyta v. to stare, āṇrāyta having stared
āntā prep. no, not, ānta āntilam not worn
ānt'ay n. brier, āṇrāyta brier place
ārāy payālāntāntā v. to unsieze
ārāy pagīta v. to wind
ārāy panta v. to put everywhere
ārāy paqīnta v. to break
ārāy pīfyantāntā v. to change
ārāy pākāntāntā v. to spill, to scatter (with a hand)
ārāy pōytā v. to disperse
ārāy n. a song
äray ayfälqamtaa

äray ayfälqamtaa v. to make slack  
äray alintanta v. to lie  
äray anata v. to untie  
äray antaysayalta v. to undress oneself  
äray arlay adv. undividedly  
äray arimanta v. to tear  
äray arimanta v. to break  
äray arta v. to divide  
äray lasqamtaa v. to let out  
äray âltâ v. to drag away  
äray erintâ v. to line  
äray evlisântâ v. to smell about, to sniff (compl.)  
äray iyâta v. to hang, to stretch out (compl.)  
äray ilâyntâ v. to drink out  
äray ilikântâ v. to sift (flour, berries)  
äray intâ v. to eat  
äray iâta v. to unload  
äray itântâ v. to rub out  
äray jâyintântâ v. to row (to pass one another in boats) (compl.)  
äraykâ adv. apart, separately  
äraytâ v. to sing, ârkâm having sung  
äraytântâ v. to promise, âraytâm having promised  
äraywäytântâ v. to sing a little (compl.), âraywäytâm having sung a little  
äraywäytântâ v. to promise quickly (compl.), âraywäytâs (s)he promised  
ärân n. debt, ârnâq qu a debtor  
ärân tintântâ v. to pay a debt  
ärkântâ v. to start to sing, ârkântâm having started to sing  
ärki adv., adj. many, much, ârki põékâw having many teeth  
ärkiki adv. much  
ärkiltâ v. to sing a little, ârkilâm having sung a little  
ârnâýki pîttâ v. to borrow, to be in a debt  
ârnây mântâ v. to lend  
ârpâ n. many times, ârtpâl in great amount  
âs n. mother, âsâl his/her mother  
âs n. Ob (a river), qâtan’ âs Îrysh (a river)  
âs pâj n. white willow, âs pöy white willow  
âsâltâ v. to let go (compl.), âsâlâm having let go  
âjâlântâ v. to hush, to hiss, âjâltâm hushed  
âsî joy adv. like him  
âsîpâ adv. certainly  
âsâlýgî n. step-mother, âsâlñâgal his step-mother  
âsâltâwâytântâ v. to let go (quickly), âsâltâwâytâm having let go (quickly)  
âjkmântâ v. to hush (shoo!) (compl.), âjkmântâm hushed  
âsâlâkântâ v. to start to let go, âsâlâkântâm having started to let go  
âsâlânântâ v. to break into a run (compl.), âsâlânâl (s)he broke into a run  
âsâlânântâ v. to let go (compl.), âsâlânântâm having let go  
âtâm adj. bad, defective, âtâmâñ rather bad  
âtâm adj. bad, âtâm ewlâw having bad smell  
âtâm wertâ qu n. bungler  
âtîl adj. lonely, âtîlnâm mântâ qu a lonely walking man  
ât’kâltâwâytântâ v. to try, to feel (compl.), ât’kâltâwâytâm having tried  
ât’kâltântâ v. to try, to feel, ât’kâltâm having tried  
âtmmântâ v. to abuse, âtmmântâm having abused  
âtmmâwâytântâ v. to find fault, to pick on (compl.), âtmmâwâytâm being picked on  
ât’a inter. hey!, ât’a ântâ tjâtî hey! not like that!  
ât’fâ n. frost, ât’kâlî a little frost  
ât’kîntântâ v. to freeze (compl.), ât’kîntâm frozen  
ât’tâ v. to heat, to roast (RF), ât’âm roasted  
ât’wäytântâ v. to heat, to roast (compl.), ât’wäytâm roasted  
ât’wälintântâ v. to dodge, to evade (compl.), ât’wälintâm having dodged  
ât’wälkântântâ v. to evade (compl.), ât’wälkântâm having evaded  
âwâl n. smell  
âwrintântâ v. to dodge, to evade, âwrintawał (s)he will dodge

E - e

cłâyta v. intr. to spin, to turn, cłâmin spinning (Conv)  
cłâywâytântâ v. intr. to whirl, to wheel round (a little) (compl.), cłâywâytâm having turned round  
cłîntântâ v. to spin, to turn round (once) (compl.), cłîntâm having turned round  
cj n. wooden shovel  
cj n. white moss that grows on the trees  
cj n. the habitation of a squirrel  
cj n. wooden scoop  
cłîw n. circle, cłîw pełâk half a circle  
cłâyântâ v. intr. to spin, to wind, cłâyâm having spun  
cłâlkântântâ v. tr. to spin, to whirl, to wheel round, cłâlkântâm having spun
elkältäväytäntä v. tr. to whirl, to spin, to turn round (a little) (compl.), elkältäväytäm having whirled

elkämätätäntä v. intr. to begin to walk around (compl.), elkämätätäm having began to walk around

elkämätäntä v. tr. to go, to walk around (compl.), elkämätämin going around (Conv)

el n. deep water at the mouth of the river

el n. a deep water side at the mouth of the river

eläytä v. to whirl (Rfl), elkämin whirling (Conv)

elän iyi n. a deep part at the mouth of the river

elän iyi n. a river with a deep part at its mouth

eltä v. intr. to get into the boat (compl.), eläm having gotten into the boat

eltä v. to get on the boat (compl.), eläm gotten into the boat

elväytäntä v. to get on the boat quickly (compl), elväytäm having quickly gotten in to the boat

elväytäntä v. intr. to sit into the boat (quickly), elväytäm having sat into the boat (quickly)

er n. line, eräll line (dim.)
erintä v. tr. to draw (compl.), erimäm having drawn

erintäväytäntä v. tr. to begin to draw, erintäkätä having begun to draw

erintäväytäntä v. tr. to draw (a little) (compl.), erintäväytäm having drawn

eritä v. tr. to draw, eräm having drawn

erämpäytäntä v. tr. to fail to find (quickly), erämpäytäm having failed

erämäntä v. tr. to fail to find, erämät having failed

eräsäkäätäntä v. intr. to begin to crack (compl), eräsäkäätäm having begun to crack

eräsäläntä v. intr. to crack, eräsälämin cracking (Conv)

eräsäläväytäntä v. intr. to crack (a little) (compl), eräsäläväytäm having cracked a little

erätstä qu n. chattering bird

ermäk n. silk, ermäk samintäy silk kerchief

ermäk wiŋtw adj. silky

ermäkäŋ adj. silky

ernävästä v. can, monä ernäväšäm having being able

ernäs n. shirt, ernäsšäy without a shirt

erfältäntä v. tr. to untangle, erfältäm having untangled

erfältäväytäntä v. tr. to untangle (a little) (compl), erfältäväytäm having untangled a little

erfältä v. intr. to untangle, erfältäm untangled

erwä n. bait, erwälši baity (dim.)

eje adj. more/again. [Note: Russian loan]

et'akätä v. tr. to begin to lash, to whip (compl), et'akätäm having begun to lash

et'ä v. tr. to lash, et'äm lashed

et'väyäntä v. tr. to lash, to whip (a little) (compl), et'väyätäm lashed a little

ewlämätäntä v. tr. to cover, to envelope (compl), ewlämätäm having covered

ewlintäntä v. intr. to cover, to envelope (compl), ewlintäm having covered

ewlämätäntä v. to cover (compl), ewlämätäm covered

ewlintäntä v. to become covered (compl), ewlintäm gotten covered

æ

aj num. one, aj semäli with one eye

aj ajä adv. one to one

ajar v. to gossip

ajar äd. slowly

ajar jültäntä v. to stand on a line

ajar mäntä v. to walk with the same speed

ajar n. in a line, aj eriyin'jä to put in a line

ajar joyataw adj. identical in size

ajar önä n. in one time

ajar paŋkja n. in one bundle

ajar paŋt n. one edge, aj paŋtäna at one distance

ajar pälčä n. to one side, pälčäy at one side

ajar päläy n. into one pile

ajar pälätäwänä n. at one height

ajar qoqämäntä adj. in passing, by the way

ajar sayy adj. together, at one time

ajar tätä adv. in the same manner as that

ajar t'ina n. at the same price

ajar tjämin adv. like that

ajar tjänt'weretäntä v. to repeat exactly

ajar wanna adv. beside, side by side

ajar wisaw n. double shooting, aj wisawna in a double shooting

ajar'joŋ num. nine, ajar'joŋjoŋ nine-fold

ajar'joŋ sat num. nine hundred

ajar-sat num. ninety

ajar-täl adv. easily, quickly, ajar-täl elkältäntä to finish easily

ajar yöyäy n. without talking,

ajar yöyäy n. everywhere

ajar yöyäy adj. in unison, in concert

ajar yöyäpä antä n. not once, never

### J

**jöyi jä** n. trunk

**jalta** v. stand, jälwel it stands, tšinam nínlim jälwel there are my skis standing

**jar** n. hill; mountain.

**jäy** n. people, jäy semna in the public view

**jäyäyläntä** v. to turn (Ref, compl), jäyäylämin turning (Conv)

**jäyäyläqätätä** v. to begin to roll up (compl, Ref), jäyäyläqätätämin having begun to roll (Conv)

**jäyäytätä** v. to turn (compl), jäyäytätämin turning (Conv)

**jäyäytätätä** v. to begin to roll up (compl, Ref), jäyäytätätämin having begun to roll (Conv)

**jäyäm** n. pine forest, jäyämäsä pine forests

**jäydän' tä** v. to assure, jäydän'min assuring (Conv)

**jäyän'vätätä** v. to assure (a little) (compl), jäyän'vätätämin assuring a little (Conv)

**jäyäntätä** v. to row, to pull, jäyäntätämin rowing (Conv)

**jäyäntätä qu** n. a rowing person

**jäyäntätätätä** v. to begin to row (compl), jäyäntätätätämin having begun to row (Conv)

**jäyäntätätätätä** v. to row (a little) (compl), jäyäntätätätätätämin rowing for a while (Conv)

**jäyät** n. fork, juju jäyät forked crown

**jäyätän' juy** n. a tree with a forked crown

**jäyatä** v. to throw out (compl), jäyämämin having thrown out (Conv)

**jäyäväytätä** v. to throw out (a little) (compl), jäyäväytätämin throwing out a little quickly (Conv)

**jäyäväyätätä** v. to ram (a little) (compl), jäyäväyätätämin ramming a little (Conv)

**jäytätä** v. to look at, jäytätämin looking at (Conv)

**jäytätätätätä** v. to look at (compl), jäytätätätätätätämin having looked at (Conv)

**jäyläntätä** v. to chew, jäyläntätämin chewing (Conv)

**jäyläntätätätä** v. to begin to chew (compl.), jäyläntätätätämin having begun to chew (Conv)

**jäyläntätätätätä** v. to chew (a little) (compl.), jäyläntätätätätätätämin having been chewed a little (Conv)

**jäyl' imta** v. to pick (once) (compl.), jayl' immin having been picking (Conv)

**jäyl' intä** v. to rummage, jäyl' intim rummaging (Conv)

**jäyl' intäntä** v. to begin to poke (compl, Ref), jäyl' intäntämin having begun to poke (Conv)

**jäyl' intätä** v. to begin to pick (compl.), jäyl' intätämin having begun to pick (Conv)

**jäyl' islamäntä** v. to pick, jäyl' islamämin being picking (Conv)

**jäyl' išiw** n. catapult

**jäyl' iwayntäntä** v. to poke (several times) (compl.), jäyl' iwayntämämin having been poking (Conv)

**jäyläntätäntä** v. to rummage (Ref), jäyläntätäntämin rummaging

**jäyämilta** v. to wave, jäyämilämämin waving

**jäyimäntä** v. to wave (once) (compl.), jäyimämin waving

**jäynäel' äyätä** v. to talk to people

**jäynäel' avwayntäntä** v. to talk to people (compl.)

**jäynimäntäntä** v. to kneel (perf, Ref), jäynimäntämin kneeling (Conv)

**jäynimäntäntäntä** v. to begin to kneel (compl.), jäynimäntäntäntämin having begun to kneel (Conv)

**jäynäqätätäntä** v. to begin to assure (compl.), jäynäqätätäntämin having begun to assure (Conv)

**jäyräg juy** n. a tree with oblique layers, jäyräg kötäw chumsy

**jäyräylätäntä** v. to stand slantwise (compl.), jäyrayläm Stand slantwise!

**jäyräytätäntä** v. to turn smth slantwise (compl.), jäyräytätämin having turned smth slantwise
jäyräytäqätäntä

(Conv)

jäyräytäqätäntä v. to begin to turn slantwise, jäyräytäqätäntämin having begun to turning (Conv)

jäysi n. dry rotten shavings put in the cradle under a child

jäyslänntä v. to wave (Rfl), jäyslänntämin waving (Conv)

jäyslänntäqätäntä v. to begin to wave (perf, Rfl), jäyslänntäqätäntämin having begun to wave (Conv)

jäyslänntäqätäntä v. to wave (a little) (compl.), jäyslänntäqätäntämin having waved a little (Conv)

jäysintäntä v. to lay in shavings, jäysintäntämin laying in the shavings (Conv)

jäytäyäl jaqqämäntä v. to grab smb. by the hair (compl.)

jäytäqätäntä v. to begin to throw out (compl.), jäytäqätäntämin having begun to throw out (Conv)

jäyttä v. to become crowded, jäyttä (it) became crowded

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to catch midair (compl.), jäytfijämpäyäntämin having caught midair (Conv)

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to catch midair (compl.), jäytfijämpäyäntämin having caught midair (Conv)

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to catch midair (compl.), jäytfijämpäyäntämin having caught midair (Conv)

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to start to catch midair, jäytfijämpäyäntämin having begun to catch midair (Conv)

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to catch midair, jäytfijämpäyäntämin having caught midair (Conv)

jäytfijämpäyäntä v. to catch midair (a little) (compl.), jäytfijämpäyäntämin having caught midair for a while (Conv)

jäjäm n. an axe, jäjämä with an axe

jälätäntä v. to wet, jälätäntämin wetting (Conv)

jälätäntäqätäntä v. to begin to wet (compl.), jälätäntäqätäntämin having begun to wet (Conv)

jälätäwäytäntä v. to wet (a little) (compl.), jälätäwäytäntämin wetting a little (Conv)

jälätäwäytäntä v. to wet slightly (compl.), jälätäwäytäntämin having wet slightly (Conv)

jälätäwäytäntä qätäntä v. to begin to wet, jälätäwäytäntä qätäntämin beginning to wet (Conv)

jälätäwäqtäntä v. to steal quickly (compl.), jälätäwäqtäntämin having stolen quickly (Conv)

jälätäntä v. to steal (compl.), jälätäntämin stealing (Conv)

jälätäntä v. to steal, jälätäntämin stealing (Conv)

jälämgäti n. a wet place

jälätäqätäntä v. to get wet (compl., Rfl), jälätäqätäntämin getting wet (Conv)

jälätäqäntä v. to act, jälätäqäntämin acting (Conv)

jälätäqäntä ot n. the doer

jälätäqäntä qittä v. to assist

jäläv adj. new, jäläv faj new clothes

jäläwäytäntä v. to act (compl.), jäläwäytäntämin acting (Conv)

jäläwäläki adj. new

jäläwäläkätäntä v. to come in, jäläwäläkätäntämin coming in (Conv)

jäläläli v. to walk, jälälälimin walking (Conv)

jäläläli l’ök n. a road

jäläläli cut n. a walker

jäläwäyäntäntä v. to go (repeatedly) (compl.), jäläwäyäntäntämin having being coming (Conv)

jäläkärwääntä adj. active

jäläkärätäntä v. to begin to do, jäläkärätäntämin beginning to do (Conv)

jäläkärätäntä v. to begin to do, to set, jäläkärätäntämin having begun to do (Conv)

jäläkärätäntä v. to do, to set, jäläkärätäntämin doing (Conv)

jäläkärätäwäytäntä v. to do, to set (repeatedly), jäläkärätäwäytäntämin having being done (Conv)

jälmaqätäntä v. to begin to steal (compl.), jälmaqätäntämin having begun stealing (Conv)

jälmaqätäntä v. to begin to steal (compl.), jälmaqätäntämin having stolen (Conv)

jälmiwäsän adj. thievish

jälta v. wet (Rfl), jälmin being wetting (Conv)

jälta v. to go (compl.), jälmin going (Conv)

jälwäytäntä v. to become wet (a little) (compl., Rfl), jälwäytäntämin having become wet (Conv)

jälwäyläkätäntä v. to begin to revive, jälwäyläkätäntämin beginning to revive (Conv)

jälwäyläntäntä v. to revive, jälwäyläntäntämin being revived (Conv)

jälwäytäntä v. to revive (compl.), jälwäytäntämin having been revived (Conv)

jälwäytäntä v. to go quickly (compl.), jälwäytäntämin having gone quickly (Conv)

jäm adj. good, jäm ulam good dreams

jäm mulaqätäntä v. to begin to wish well (compl.)

jäm multä v. to wish well

jäm mulaqätäntä v. to wish well (compl.)

jäm mulmiwäsän adj. benevolent, well-wishing

jämätäntä v. to prepare, jämätäntämin preparing (Conv)

jämäy jämäyqätäntä v. to recover

jämäy jänäkätäntä v. to recover (compl.)

jämäy jämäyqätäntä v. to recover quickly (compl., Rfl)

jämäy jämäy qätäntä v. to act well

jämäy pittä v. to grow prettier (compl.)

jämäy weräkätäntä v. to start doing well (compl.)

jämäy wertä v. to do well (compl.)

jämäy werwäyäntäntä v. to do well (habitual)(compl.)

jämäki adj. good., jämäki fiki good
jämältä v. to boast, jämälmin boasting (Conv)
jämältä ni n. a boaster (female), jämältä qu (male)
jämältäkätántä v. to cure (compl.), jämältäkätánta curing (Conv)
jämältántä v. to treat, jämältämín treating (Conv)
jämältäväyántä v. to treat a little, jämältäväyántämin treating for awhile (Conv)
jämälväyántä v. to boast a little (compl.), jämälväyántämín boasting a little (Conv)
jämämältántä v. to reconcile (compl.), jämämältämín reconciling (Conv)
jämämätäyáltä v. to reconcile (habit.), jämämätäyáltämín reconciling (Conv)
jämämätánta v. to reconcile, jämämätämín reconciling (Conv)

jämät n. a shelf, jämöy from the shelf
jämätäl pöökä n. a candle-end, jämätäl pökkäla a small candle-end
jämäkkätántä v. to begin to boast, jämäkkätämin having begun to boast (Conv)
jämilütántä v. to boast (repeatedly), jämilüm I began to boast (PST0)
jämliwäsän adj. boasting (man)
jamna adv. willingly
jamserki n. a spider, jämserkin qalwaw spider web
jämsi pel’äk n. right side, jämsi pel’äk sem right eye

jämsi pel’ki ot adj. right-side
jämät panta v. to put on the shelf (compl.)
jän n. tendon, jänäl little tendon
jänäy adj. weak, jänäy semlæw weak eyesight
jänäyqi adv. very weak

jänqär adj. sinewy
jänqapíkätántä v. to weaken (compl., Rfl)
jänqapíttä v. to get weak (compl.)
jänqapítväyántä v. to weaken quickly (compl.)
jänqapiuwärväyántä v. to weaken quickly (compl.)

jänqapiytikätántä v. to begin to weaken (repeatedly) (compl.)
jänqapitäs v. to weaken, to make smth weak (compl.)
jänqatánta v. to come in, jänqatänmin coming in (Conv)
jänata v. to come in (compl.), jänämín having come in

jänataot n. the one who comes
jänawätánta v. to come in quickly (compl.), jänawätämín having quickly come in

jänJintaqatánta v. to begin to stick (Rfl), jänJintaqatämín beginning to stick
jänJintawätánta v. to stick quickly (compl., Rfl), jänJintawätämín quickly sticking (Conv)

jän’lätánta v. to stick (once) (compl.), jän’lätämín having stuck (Conv)

jän’lätqatánta v. to begin to stick, jän’lätqatämín beginning to stick (Conv)

jän’lätawätánta v. to stick (compl.), jän’lätawätämín having stuck (Conv)

jän’lislántä v. to poke into smth, jän’lislämín poking (Conv)

jän’täyáltä v. to put to, set, jän’täyämín setting (Conv)

jän’tisläväyántä v. to stick (compl.), jän’tisläväyämín having stuck (Conv)

jän’tislantä ot n. thing to poke or poke with

jän’tislqätántä v. to begin to stick, jän’tislqätämín beginning to stick (Conv)

jänqär n. mane, jänqär wäräs a hair from the mane
jänqärk n. a bush or a tree with silver leaves and odorous flowers

jänqärä v. to love, jänqärämín loving

jänqaqätántä v. to begin to love (compl.), jänqaqätämín having begun loving

jänqaqätántä v. to begin to play (compl.), jänqaqätämín having begun to play

jänqätät v. to play, jänqämín playing

jänqätät ot n. someone who is playing, jänqätätäyi a place for a play

jänqätän adj. with a long mane

jänqawätántä v. to love for a short time (compl.), jänqawätämín having being loving briefly

jänqawätántä v. to play (a little)(compl.), jänqawätämín having played (Conv)

jänqiläqätántä v. to begin to walk (compl.), jänqiläqätämín having begun to walk (Conv)

jänqiltä v. to go, to walk, jänqilämín walking (Conv)

jänqilwäyántä v. to walk (a little) (compl.), jänqilwäyämín having walked (Conv)

jänrängántä v. to gnaw (Rfl), jänrängämín gnawing (Conv)

jäntä v. to sew, jänämín sewing (Conv)

jäntäyáltä v. to repair, jäntäyämín repairing (Conv)

jäntäyätäntä v. to begin to repair (compl.), jäntäyätäntämín having begun repairing (Conv)

jäntäyätäntä v. to repair (compl.), jäntäyätäntämín having repaired (Conv)

jäntä v. to sew with tendon thread, jäntämín sewing with tendon threads (Conv)

jäntäqätántä v. to sew up (compl.), jäntäqätämín having sewn up (Conv)

jäntiwtäyáltä v. to be harassed (Rfl), jäntiwtäyämín harassing (Conv)

jäntiwtäyäväyántä v. to be harassed (compl., Rfl), jäntiwtäyäväyämín having being
jántiwtäyläqätäntä v. to begin to be harassed (compl., Rfl), jántiwtäyläqätäntä having begun harassing (Conv)

jäqwâ n. burrow, hole. jäqwâi small hole (dim)

jänwäytântä v. to sew (a little) (compl.), jänwäytântä sewing (Conv)

jäqaltântä v. to snatch, to seize, jäqaltântä snatching (Conv)

jäqaltâqätântä v. to begin to snatch (compl.), jäqaltâqätântä having begun snatching (Conv)

jäqaltâwâytântä v. to snatch (a little) (compl.), jäqaltâwâytântä having been snatching (Conv)

jäqântä v. to wear out (compl., Rfl), jäqântä worn out (PP)

jäqänwâytântä v. to wear out (compl., Rfl), jäqänwâytântä having worn out (Conv)

jäqâqätântä v. to begin to catch on (Rfl), jäqâqätântä beginning to catch (Conv)

jäqânlântä v. to wear out, jäqânlântä wearing out (Conv)

jäqânlâqätântä v. to begin to wear out (compl.), jäqânlâqätântä having begun to wear out (Conv)

jäqânlâqântä v. to begin to wear out (compl., Rfl), jäqânlâqântä having begun to wear out (Conv)

jäqâqântä v. to snatch, to seize (compl.), jäqâqântä having been snatching (Conv)

jäqqântä v. to catch on (compl., Rfl), jäqqântä catching (Conv)

jäqqâwâytântä v. to catch on (a little) (compl., Rfl), jäqqâwâytântä catching for awhile (Conv)

jär n. meadow

järmä n. cereal. järmäi cereal grain

järmäi adj. cereal, järmâruq n. vogul, järmârujâv vogul

jäsântântä v. to wet, jässântântä wetting (Conv)

jässâq adj. sour, jässâqäqtäntä v. to go sour

jässâqântäntä v. to go sour (compl.)

jässâqântäntä v. to become wet (compl.), jässâqântäntä becoming wet (Conv)

jästä v. to get wet, to soak, jäsmiä getting wet (Conv)

jästâqätântä v. to wet (compl.), jästâqätântä wetting (Conv)

jästâwâytântä v. to wet (a little) (compl.), jästâwâytântä wetting (Conv)

jäswâytântä v. to get wet (a little) (compl.), jäswâytântä getting wet (Conv)

jätäyântä v. to pull out, jäätâyântä pulling out (Conv)

jätäyâqätântä v. to split (compl.), jäätäyâqätântä splitting (Conv)

jätäytâwâytântä v. to split (a little) (compl.), jäätäytâwâytântä splitting (Conv)

jätäl'âyâqätântä v. to wave (one time) (compl., Rfl), jätäl'âyâqätântä waving (Rfl) (Conv)

jätäl'âyâqätântä v. to begin to wave (compl., Rfl), jätäl'âyâqätântä beginning to wave (Conv)

jätäl'âyântä v. to wave (Rfl), jätäl'âyântä waving (Conv)

jätäl'âywâytântä v. to wave (compl., Rfl), jätäl'âywâytântä waving (Conv)

jätäl'ântäntä v. to wave (compl., Rfl), jätäl'ântäntä waving (Conv)

jätäl'qâmntäntä v. to wave (one time) (compl., Rfl), jätäl'qâmntäntä waving (Conv)

jätäl'qâmntäntä v. to wave (compl., Rfl), jätäl'qâmntäntä waving (Conv)

jâfâqâqtäntä v. to begin to check (compl.), jâfâqâqtäntä beginning to check (Conv)

jâfâl'tâ v. to check, jâfâl'tâ checking (Conv)

jâfâl'tâ v. to check (compl.), jâfâl'tâ checking (Conv)

jâfâwâyântântä v. to check quickly (compl.), jâfâwâyântântä checking (Conv)

jâwâyântä n. a squirrel, jâwâyântâ small squirrel (dim.)

jâwâjîq num. seventy, jâwâjîq ai seventy-year

jâwâk n. owl, toytâ jâwâk owl (dim.) eagle-owl

jâwât num. seven, jâwât ovâw having seven heads

jâwâtâ ot n. forage

jâwâti v. to feed, to sew (compl.), jâwâti feeding

jâwâti sat num. seven hundred

jâwâtî fîroros num. seven thousand

jâwâwâytântä v. to feed (compl.), jâwâwâytântä feeding (Conv)

jâwâlaltântä v. to fan, jâwâlaltântä fanning (Conv)

jâwâlaltâqântäntä v. to begin to fan (compl.), jâwâlaltâqântäntä beginning to fan (Conv)

jâwâlaltawâyântântä v. to fan (several times) (compl.), jâwâlaltawâyântântä fanning (Conv)

jâwâlata v. to fan (Rfl), jâwâlata fanning (Conv)

jâwâltâktântäntä v. to begin to feed, jâwâltâktântäntä beginning to feed (Conv)

jâwâltântäntä v. to feed (compl.), jâwâltântäntä feeding (Conv)

jêyântä v. look

jeltä v. stand

jelkântä v. circle around, jelkântäsim I circled around

jelkântä v. go around

jembre adv. well

jèrîq adv. on both sides

jêlayta v. be quiet, âmpât jêlaytâsot dogs got quiet

jimbâki adv. well

jêmâki adv. OK, well

jemâqântäntä v. to inviscitate with glue (compl.), jêmâqântäntä inviscitating (Conv)
Vasyugan river:  A Case With A Bear

1. əta toy puyol-na wal-kal
   this lake village-Loc be-Pst3.3sg
   ‘This was in Ozernoę’

2. toy puyol-ən... toɔə toy puyol-na
   lake village-Loc also lake village-Loc
   ‘In Ozernoę..., also, in Ozernoę village’

3. toy puyol-oŋ, mən-s-əm
   lake village-Pralt go-Pst2-1sg
   ‘From Ozernoę village I went’

4. toy puyol-na ai-ən
   lake village-Lat morning-Loc
   ‘In Ozernoę, in the morning’

5. lök poram-ta, lök poram-ta sayaltən jiɣiti-ja
   track break-INF track break-INF ivy river top-Lat
   ‘To make tracks..., to make tracks to the ivy river top’

6. qonqiɣarən lök wer’-tä
   sledge track make-INF
   ‘To make tracks for the sledge’

7. qonqiɣarən lök wer’-tä niməl-näti
   sledge track make-INF skis-Instr
   ‘To make the tracks for the sledge for/with the skis’

8. niməl-nä mən-s-əm, pir-na pat-t-əl-a jiqi-na mən-l-əm
   skis-Com go-Pst2-1sg back-Loc freeze-IMPP-3sg-Lat sledge-Com go-Prst-1sg
   ‘I went on skis, so that when the snow hardens, I could go on sledge’

9. jiqi-nam pir-na tät pat-əm loy-in-na
   sledge-1sg back-Loc this freeze-PP track-Du-Loc
   ‘So that later, on my sledge I will go on them ready tracks’

10. jəm-əɣ ñtobi
    good-Pred so that
    ‘So that it will be nice then’

11. mən-l-əm, ai-ən kor alew-aki
    go-Prst-1sg morning-Loc swamp across-Pred
    ‘I am going, in the morning, across the swamp’
12. タピル ウンス-イム
   そちら 穿过-Pst2-1sg
   'To the other side'

13. アン-アム ジュ-ウオル
    狗-1ed 去-3sg
    'The dog is walking here'

14. モン-タム-ナ コムルツーク-タ タイ ジョヨ-ス-エム
    去-MMP-1sg-Loc 山-前 place 去-Pst2-1sg
    'I am going to the hill, up the hill there'

15. コムルツーク-タ タイ ジョヨ-ス-エム コムルツーク-タ パジン-ナ
    山-前 place 去-Pst2-1sg 山-前 岛-前
    'Go on top the hill, on the island'

16. モン-タム-ナ アン-アム-ナ テイノ モンテ ディ ディム-ナ
    去-MMP-1sg-Loc 狗-1sg-Com 去-1sg up 山-前 山-前
    'I am walking up the hill with the dog'

17. ジリ-ワル ムギル-カリ ジャル-カール-タ-ワル
    歩行-Prst.3sg 为什么-Indef 歩行-Inch-Prst.3sg
    'It runs there, goes in circles for some reason'

18. マー ツイ-エ ニユ カナ-ス-エム
    1sg 在-Pst2-1sg
    'I got up there'

19. タワッ ジヨル ジョル-エハ ジヨル ジヨル-パ コルク-イ
    使让我 杏-PS.3sg 根-Adj 杏 down-llall 坠落-PS.3sg
    'Let me see there under the fallen cedar, there is this fallen cedar down there with big roots'

20. コルク-イ トイタ-エ トアウト-アキ
    坠落-PS.3sg 雪-Snow-Lat 从上 Pred
    'Covered with snow, from the top'

21. モン-ナ ジュル-タル-タリ-ム ジュニーム ジョル-オト ジョリタ-リ-ム
    1sg-Loc 步行-Inch-Pst-1sg 那 在-Pst2-1sg
    'I am going around, looking under the roots'

22. ジョル-オト-ナ ジオット カルト-オト
    根-Pl-Loc 根 see-Prst.3sg
    'Under the roots, roots are visible'

23. クルーサム ウェル-タル-タリ-ム
    四行 青-Inch--Pst-1sg
    'I walk around'
24. metä nöyös lök ānt-im-aki
   some sable track Neg-Pred
   ‘There are no tracks anywhere’

25. olla-ki lök-p ānt-im, meta-yi-p ānt-im-aki
   old-Pred track-Neg Neg-PP some-Neg Neg-PP-Pred
   ‘Not even an old one, nothing at all’

26. os jel’-kali-tā-l-im
   again circle-Prst-1sg/sg
   ‘I circle again’

27. meta olla-aki l’ök neuflī metali
   some big-Pred track really something
   ‘Not an old track, can it be, that there is really nothing’

28. jayon waįj ay... waįj ay metayi ay... kənləy t̃yaylati loy-ot əl’tiil-əyí
   summer animal animal something lynx there bone-Pl cary-PST0.3sg
   ‘In summer, the animal, lynx or something was carrying bones around’

29. tu jelkäntənt-äm-na, ümp-äm kör-əl... kör-əl nuypati, kōt-əl nuy kənləytyəl-tă nuy-pati
   there circle-PP-Loc dog-1sg hand-3sg hand-3sg front hand-3sg up pull-PST0-3sg up-Lat
   ‘I circle around there, the dog pulled its front paws upwards’

30. koləntə-wəl ay palə-nä, os kör-əl nuy kənləytyəl-ta nuy-pa təla-tə
    hear-Prst.3sg one ear-Com also hand-3sg up pull-PST0.3sg up-illat pull-PST0.3sg
    ‘It listens with one ear, and pulls its front paws upwards’

31. noman kāltəl-tə kōt-əl, palə-nä koləntə-wəl,
    upwards curle-IMPP hand-3sg ear-Com listen-Prst.3sg
    ‘Its paw is pulled up, it listens with its ears’

32. neuflı metä nöyös tfjet ɨlan qoṭta
    perhaps some sable here down where
    ‘Could it be that it was sable here’

33. opja’t nöyös lök-p ānt-im, moʒə ikijawe patʃənə tʃeji il ʃən-ayi nöyös
    again sable track-Neg Neg-PP maybe week time here down get-Prst.3sg sable
    ‘Were these still sable tracks, perhaps a week ago that sable was here’

34. tʃu jelkāntənt-am-na ɨḷa-πə ʃiʃa-tə-l-im.
    here circle-PP-Loc down-Loc look-Prst-1sg
    ‘I am walking around, looking down’

35. suymit-āli jəl-wəl... suymit-āli jəl-wəl.
    birch-Dim stand-Prst.3sg birch-Dim stand-Prst.3sg
    ‘There is a birch standing here, a small birch tree standing’
36. tomkol tuyoj nilaytam jələw... jəl’w-əy
    bark away rip-PP fresh fresh-Adv
    ‘The bark is freshly ripped off, recently’

37. tot sūymit nilaytam tʃontʃoy-na puŋ lajay-welt
    that birch rip-PP bark-Loc hair hang-Prst.3Pl
    ‘Here, on that ripped birch bark there is some hair hanging’

38. oyor pun-at, kəmləɣ moɣet
    long hair-Pl lynx perhaps
    ‘Long hair, could be lynx’

39. nuqa, jiyaʃta-l-im, nuqa köt-nā we-l-im, ill-əpā nurāytya-s-am tʃiti minəyly-a-min
    let see-Prst-1sg let hand-Com take-Prst-1sg down-ILLat bend-PST2-1sg this curve-Conv
    ‘Let me see, let me take with my hand, bent down like this’

40. pun-at qayrantı-ta-ti jiyaʃtata, ili qaʃi wajay pun, ili kəmləɣ pun
    hair-Pl grab-INF-SUP see-INF or brother animal hair or lynx hair
    ‘So that to grab the hair, to see, if it is a bear hair, or a lynx hair’

41. mā-na tol’ka kōt-am tov tuʃi-ja tetʃō-kātā-s-im sūymit-aɣi-ja
    1sg-Loc only hand-1sg there there-Lat extend-Inch-PST2-1sg birch-Dim-ILLat
    ‘I just extended my hand towards small birch’

42. āmp-əm-nā-pā pûŋk-ōl jor-a warta-kat-as-ta, pûŋk-ōl jor-a iyl-apa
    dog-1sg-Loc muzzle-3sg root-ILLat push-Inch-PST2-3sg muzzle-3sg root-ILLat down-ILLat
    ‘My dog started to push its muzzle towards the roots, its muzzle towards the root downwards’

43. nuʃːat’ wel-min iyl-apa, (əwsintən-ta / əwsinta-wəl / əwsinta-min) suŋrəytə-min iyl-apa...
    “smell” do-Conv down-ILLat (smell-IMPP/smell-Prst.3sg/smell-Conv) smell-Conv down-ILLat
    ‘It started to smell down there (smelling / having smelled / smelling), smelling downwards …
    suŋkotoy olmin əwol-i... əwle-1-əy..., əwle-1-’-yəyi əwolə-yələ-min iyl-apa
    smell smell-PS.3sg smell-Tr-PST0.3sg smell-Tr-3sg smell-Repeat-Conv down-ILLat
    ...smelling down there’

44. tʃut’napa, wajay kăṭʃ nuy-pa jiʃi-joy küm tʃoyot pölöyinta-miŋ,
    right away animal almost up-ILLat cedar-root out snow splash-Conv
    ‘Right away, the animal got out from under there splashing snow’

45. polöyintə-min küm pûŋk-i mori, mörəm sor pata ant-ot-əs mə kōt-am
    splash-Conv out teeth-Adj fangs only quarter distance Neg-PST2.3sg 1sg hand-1sg
    ‘Splashing out, jagged fangs, just a quarter of the distance to my hand’

46. kəʃ kəɣənt-at-əm
    almost catch-Tr-PP
    ‘Almost caught it’
47. anta köt-äm tʃu moment-na män-nə storọzna otmin tuyoj potmin nirintä-s-im.
Neg hand-1sg this moment-Loc 1sg-Loc carefully away fast-Conv pull-PST2-1sg
‘He almost got my hand this moment, I carefully pulled it away real fast’

48. ämp-äm tawaj noyi-ta-ti, ämp-äm partay joq-got-as tuyoj,
dog-1sg let swear-INF-SUP dog-1sg back move-Inch-PST2.3sg away
‘I started to swear at my dog, my dog moved back’

49. nayimi, nayinta-min, tuyoj, män-näm jal-l-əm tʃu-wala-na
swear swear-Conv away 1sg-Refl stand-Prst-1sg this-place-Loc
‘Swearing away, I myself am standing at that place’

50. pötfkän-äm trop-na pon-am
riffle-1sg pellet-Com load-PP
‘My riffle is loaded with the pellet’

51. nu jam-äki-iki, muyuli wer-tä
so good-Pred-Pred what do-INF
‘So, what am I to do?’

52. timäj jal-s-əm, anta, pɾjama plotno jayi jal-l-əm, matä paraŋjoy paṭiŋa, jul’ paṭiŋa pust’
there stand-PST2-1sg Neg right tight become stand-Prst some half-yard¹ or yard ‘let’
‘I stood there, no I am standing right there, half a yard, or perhaps, say a yard away’

53. partay-joŋ tʃimal poromin, aŋa wel-kal-i partayi-joŋ
back-Prol a little step-Conv OK be-PST1-PS.3sg back-Prol
‘Stepping back little by little’

54. uʃa onol-l-im qaqi wajay, olay-wel sdes
‘already’ know-Prst-1sg/sg brother animal lie-Prst.3sg “here”
‘I already know, it is a bear lying here’

55. pert-ə ämp-ä, mä nayinta-l-im, partay-joŋ welay ots-əm
back-Illet dog-Illet 1sg swear-Prst-1sg back-Prol by little step-PP
‘Again, I swear at my dog, stepping backwards little by little’

56. pötfkän-äm kät-l-im, part-äy ot-s-əm-pə
riffle-1sg hold-Prst-1sg back-Prol step-PP-Illet
‘Holding my gun I stepped back’

57. muyuli-kam tʃiŋ iyila-pa-ti silay, tʃu tʃiwa ots-əm
what-Ind from-up down-Illet-Ellat cline this from-up step-PST0.1sg
‘There is some cline down from-up there, so I walked down there’

¹ Native or Russian-loan measure of length equal to the distance between mid chest and the finger tip of stretched out hand
58. pötʃkän-äm kätl-im, slutfajna, metäli moʃɔt, wajay moʃɔt os küm ot-wal.
   riffle-1sg hold-Prst-1sg “incidentally” some “maybe” animal “maybe” again out step-Prst.3sg
   ‘I am holding my riffle just in case that animal or something gets out again’

59. pötʃkän-äm n’ala pon-s-im
   riffle-1sg bullet load-PST2-1sg/sg
   ‘I loaded my riffle with a bullet’

60. atʃiy-aki, pötʃkänäm āl nawsa-yata-wal.
   frosty-Pred riffle-1sg Neg shoot-Compl-Prst.3sg
   ‘It is freezing, my gun will jam’

61. läyl̥a-ys-om-ām, läyl̥a-ys-om-ām, küm ānta otwal bol’ʃe
   wait-Rfl-PP-1sg wait-Rfl-PP-1sg out Neg get-Prst.3sg “anymore”
   ‘I am waiting and waiting, he is not getting out any more’

62. sār̥al, mān-nə tāt aʃ quj-āmp-āli, āmp-moq wel-wel
   wait 1sg-Loc/Com here one male-dog-Dim dog-baby be-Prst.3sg
   ‘Just wait, I have got a male-dog, a cub here with me’

63. quj-āmp-āli qo(j)-qam nuruyt-il-wel
   male-dog-Dim where-Ind run-Hab-Prst.3sg
   ‘Male-dog is running somewhere’

64. tiyl̥’-a ju-ŋ-āl, mā jōy-ə, mōyɔr juy, mōyɔr-nati, taylati, qutʃaltə-l-im
   here-illat come-Cond-3sg 1sg 3sg-Obj shuffle stick shuffle-stick-Instr there stick-Prst-1sg
   ‘When it comes here, I will send it there with the shuffle stick’

65. quj-āmp-āli ju-s’
   male-dog-Dim come-PST2.3sg
   ‘The male dog came’

66. juy-noyt-ə toyi muroyto-l-im,
   tree-knot-Obj away break-Prst-1sg
   ‘I am breaking off a tree knot’

67. mōyor tʃin₄am jōy-a tʃu-tayi-ja jōy₄isin, quj-āmp-āli noroyt-əs,
   shuffle-stick there 3sg-Illat that-place-Illat throw-PST2-1sg male-dog-Dim run-PST2.3sg
   ‘I threw the shuffle stick there towards him, and the male dog ran over there’

68. toyl̥a tol’ko tom noroyt-əs,
   there-Illat “just” that run-PST2.3sg
   ‘It just ran there like that’

69. wajay küm, motra küm..., ōnta morta küm, wan-əl patʃa tʃiməl küm ot-əs
   animal out whole out Neg whole out shoulder-3sg upto a little out get-PST2.3sg
   ‘The animal, completely out, not completely out, upto shoulders, got out a little’
70. tiy-ayi
look-PST0.3sg
‘It looks’

71. tolka liyaltokata-s-im, part-yoy il, qol-qam part-yoy ol-al, oy-al
“just” aim-PST2-1sg/sg back-Prol down where-Ind back-Illat body-3sg head-3sg
part yoy il nirimb-ta il qol-kam.
back down pull-PST0.3sg down where-Ind
‘I tried to aim, but he immediately pulled his body, his head back down somewhere’

72. laylays-om-äm, laylays-om-äm, küm ahnto ju-wal.
wait-PP-1sg wait-PP-1sg out Neg come-Prst.3sg
‘I am waiting and waiting, he does not come out’

73. küm ahnto, küm ahnto rki., küm ahnto otoyl-il’-wol.
out Neg out Neg-Pred out Neg get-Intr-Prst.3sg
‘Out it does not, it does not get out’

74. jum-aki, niml-im toyoj wo-s-im, tiyoyo sarsim, kor muytï,
good-Pred ski-1sg away take-PST-1sg snow shallow swamp across
‘Well, I take off my skis, the snow is shallow, across the swamp
pinkal-kör joy-pa koylom-s-äm
on foot house-Illat walk-PST2-1sg
I walked home on foot’

75. joy-a ju-s-im, joqq-on qaq-im, Genka Ononko, Sinarbin,
home-Illat come-PST-1sg home-Loc brother-1sg Genka Ononko, Sinarbin
‘I came home, at home there is my brother, Genka Ononko, Sinarbin,
Volodka Sinarbin, nella qasi mon-s-aw.
Volodka Sinarbin four man go-PST2-3Pl
Volodka Sinarbin, four men went’

go-PST2-3Pl four man so 1sg say-Prst-1sg 1sg dog-1sg 1sg-Com dog-1sg take-Prst-1sg
‘We went, four men, so I say: “My dogs…, I am taking my dogs”’

77. niâp ämp-ätän-nä kolla nil poro-qato-wal.
2Pl dog-2Pl-Loc all Recipr fight-Inch-Prst.3sg
‘“Your all’s dogs will be fighting each other”’

78. mon-s-aw
go-PST2-1Pl
‘We went’
79. män-nä ämp-l-äm wə-s-im
    1sg-Com dog-Pl-1sg take-PST2-1sg
    ‘I took my dogs with me’

80. mən-s-əw
    go-PST2-1Pl
    ‘We went’

    go-PP-Loc swamp cross-PST2-1pl there come-Inch-PST2-1Pl dog-Pl noise-Prst-3Pl
    ‘Going there we crossed the swamp, and when we approached there, the dogs got noisy’

82. ämp-ät jərəy-wəl-t, tʃi jərəy-wəl-t, kəmoγ-wəl tʃɪnäm
    dog-Pl noise-Prst-3Pl this very noise-Prst-3Pl make噪声-Prst.3sg there
    ‘The dogs are making noise, so much noise, being noisy there’

83. ämp jəməy-int-əs
    dog shut-Rfl-PST2.3sg
    ‘The dog shut up’

84. toγ..., toyo joyo-s-əw, tʃu təyi, tʃu kora, tʃu jəyi poroγ morta toyi wer-il,
    there there come-PST2-1Pl that place that swamp that root place all away do-PST1.3sg
    ‘There..., we came there, to that place, that swamp, that place with the root is all done up’

85. poro-min i jəy-näm enți-m-äta, a pält oöl-äγ jiy-äyi.
    step-Conv “and” 3Pl-Rfl Neg-PP-Pl “but” hole big-Transl become-PST0.3sg
    ‘Stepped all over, themselves are all gone, while the hole got bigger’

86. män-no os tʃu pält tam iləl saγi krugom jəlkamta-s-im, iləl saγi
    1sg-Loc again that hole there far manner around pass.by-PST2-1sg far manner
    ‘I went far around that hole once again, far around’

87. jəy-a jəroγ-l-əm “joyl-ity!”
    3Pl-IIIlat say-Prst-1sg stop-2Pl
    ‘I say to them “Stop!”’

88. “kolla, låylays-ity!”
    all be.on.guard
    ‘“All of you, watch out!”’

89. män-na krugom jəlkamta-s-im, məta wajəy l’ök-p ant-əm
    1sg-Loc around walk-PST2-1sg some animal track-Neg Neg-PP
    ‘I walked around there, there no animal tracks’

90. ämp-ät kolla illə-pə saγəlt-ət, kolla illə-pə aj lək-ko saγəlt-ət, pot-ət.
    dog-Pl all down-IIIlat jump-PST0.3Pl all front-IIIlat one track-Prol jump-PST0.3Pl run-PST03Pl
    ‘The dogs all leapt forward, all went jumping forward in single track, ran away’
91. nu nomawisila-om: “wajay lök ânt-im-aki, tay ja-s-im,
so think-Prst-1sg animal track Neg-PP-Pred here come-PST2-1sg

jolki jolkamta-s-im, wajay lök ânt-im”.
around circle-PST2-1sg animal track Neg-PP
“So I am thinking: “There is no bear, I came here, walked around, no bear’s tracks”

92. amp-ät kollo pot-at.
dog-Pl all run-PST0.3Pl
‘Dog all ran’

93. sayelta-min män-ät aj lök-kə.
jump-Conv go-PST0.3Pl one track-Prol
‘Went off leaping in a single file’

94. portayi ju-s-əm.
back come-PST2-1sg
‘I went back’

95. jəl-ləm.
stand-Prst-1sg
‘I am standing’

96. “jiyıl-itay, ponkə al jiyıl-itay!”
stand-Imper.2Pl pile Neg stand-Imper.2Pl
“Stop. Don’t stand in a crowd!”

97. “a tʃıwəl jər-əɣ! wrjat jıl-itay!”
but a little in-line-Prol “in line” stand-Imper.2Pl
“But, a little in line! Stand in line!”

98. “a to küm-təmjɪ-wə, niŋə kolla aj pəŋkə jəl-s-əɣ, kolla niŋə loylə-wəł”.
“but” out-get-PST0.3sg 2Pl-Obj all one pile stand-PST2-2Pl all 2Pl-Obj hit-Prst.3sg
“Otherwise, it will get out and all of you... he will hit all of you in a crowd”

99. jəy kola jəräju-l-s-ət.
3Pl all line-up-PST2-3Pl
‘Them all stood in line’

100. mä tiyl-əti jəl-s-əm..., səm-tə jəl-s-əm...
1sg here-Lat stand-PST2-1sg eye-Pl-1llat stand-PST2-1sg
‘I stood here..., stood in front...’

eye-Pl-1llat stand-PST2-1sg there-1llat meter four “four” ok “five” let stand-PST2-1sg
‘I stood in front here, four (four) meters away, well, say five... I stood’
102. jiylata-l-im, muyujali-kam nuq atəyl-il-wəl pül'-ənə, il-ləpəy.
look-Prst-1sg what-Ind up get-Hab-Prst.3sg hole-Loc down-dark
‘I am looking, something is sticking out in the hole, its dark down there’

103. wəŋə ləpəy-aki, ləpəy... tʃə taləyl-il-wəl...
den dark-Pred dark this be.seen-Hab-Prst.3sg
‘In the den, its dark, there it is seen...’

104. wəl-às-i ... kə təyəyət-kən wintʃiw, sæm-əl, sæm-əl kak budto, sæm-əl kak qotərəy-wəl.
be-PST2-PS.3sg two light-Du alike eye-3sg eye-3sg “as if” eye-3sg like shine-Prst.3sg
‘It seems..., there is what looks like two lights, his eyes., as if his eyes shine’

105. mən-ə liyalta-l-im, wəjəv il, tʃi-nəm qəł-kəm, lat-a-kəm koll il ot-wəl.
1sg-Loc aim-Prst-1sg animal down there-Abl where-Ind hole-lllat-Ind where down move-Prst.3sg
‘I take aim, the bear moves down there in the den somewhere’

106. mən-ə os liyalta-l-im – os wəjəv il ot-wəl
1sg-Loc again aim-Prst-1sg again animal down move-Prst.3sg
‘I take aim again – the animal ducks again’

107. neskəl’ko rəz jaliy-m-əm, jaliy-m-əm -- ilə-ənə nuq os, mə os, pot-min mən-ənə tʃimələli,
“a few times” try-PP-1sg try-PP-1sg down-Loc up again 1sg again hurry-Conv 1sg-Loc a bit
‘A few times I tried, later up again, I again, in a little hurry...

tʃi-nəm joyəs-im təy liyalta-min, tʃuˈnapə ant-im-əki.
this-Lat shoot-PST2-1sg there aim-Conv like that Neg-PPT-Pred
taking aim I shot there and nothing’

Neg-PP-Pred Neg-PP-Pred a little be-PST2.3sg head-3sg shake-Conv down-lllat fall-Prst.3sg
‘Nothing, nothing, a little later, he goes down his head shaking’

up-lllat fall-Prst.3sg out get-INF unable-PST0.3sg
‘He fell and cannot get out’

110. nu, kollo joyəs-əiw.
so all shoot-PST2-3Pl
‘So everyone shoots’

111. kollo podrjad joyəs-əiw təyəl-əti, jəy oy-əl il rəkət-əs-tə.
all “at once” shoot-PST2-3Pl there-Lat/Purp 3sg head-3sg down drop-PST2-3Pl
‘Everything shot there at once, he dropped his head down’

112. amp-ət srazu tet kak tey jə-yət (ju-ət).
dog-Pl “right away” here “so” here come-PST0.3Pl come-PST2-3Pl
‘The dogs ran (had run) there right away’
113. ämp-änä kollo, nila ämp-ät tiyl-äti jaqi-l-oŋ pell-ol-oŋ qayart-il, dog-Loc all four dog-Pl here-Lat/Purp collar-3sg-Prol ear-3sg-Prol drag-PST0.1Pl
‘Dogs all, four of them here by the collar and by the ear dragging..."

cüm-pä täl-il-min polowinä-kä potšti täl-s-il.
out-ILLat pull-Hab-Conv half-Adv almost pull-PST2-1Pl
from there dragged half way out’

114. täl-s-il..., no tjëtä küm wa-s-i..., küm närımıt-äs-i...
pull-PST2-1Pl “but” so out take-PST2-PS.3sg out drag-PST2-PS.3sg
‘We pulled it..., but like so took it out..., dragged it out’

115. küm täl-s-im kollo.
all pull-PST2-1sg all
‘We pulled it out, all of it’

out pull-PP only “first” 1sg-Loc shoot-PP-1sg bullet chest-3sg-Prol hit-PST0.3sg
‘We pulled it out like this, only bullet that I shot at first hit it in the chest bone’

117. toli parka-loŋ kólöm-t-ayi, antä jayata-kal-im.
“perhaps” chest-bone slide-PST0.3sg Neg look-PST1-1sg
‘Perhaps, it slid the chest bone, I didn’t look’

118. sə marom näl, konamt-ayi jöy-ii.
one only bullet hit-PST0.3sg 3sg-ILLat
‘Only one bullet hit him’

119. koroyta-s-iw jöy-ən... män-ä Genka joloŋ-wol:
skin-PST2-1PL 3sg-Loc 1sg-ILLat Genka say-Prst.3sg
‘We skinned him, and Genka say to me:’

120. “jöy-ən moloko wöl-woli, moloko werni, tjimol wel-wol”
3sg-Loc “milk” be-Prst.3sg “milk” “true” a little be-Prst.3sg
‘It has milk, most likely milk, there is a little milk...’

toŋjöy-i juŋa-s-əm, moq.. metali-p ant'am-iki-iki, ant-im wöl-kal.
there-ELLat get-PST2-1sg baby some-Neg Neg-PP-Pred-Pred Neg-PP be-PST1.3sg
‘I got down there, there is no nothing, there is nothing’

121. kolla wer-s-iw.
all do-PST2-1Pl
‘We got everything done’

122. jöy-p-ati..., nillä qasi..., kolla..., kolla jöy-p-ati man-s-əw.
home-Lat/Purp four man all all home-Lat/Purp go-PST2-1Pl
‘Home..., the four of us..., all..., we all went home’
123. joy-pa mɔn-s-i. 
    home-illat go-PST2-PS.3sg 
    ‘We went home’

124. wajay ɔnto kəntʃim wɔl-kal. 
    animal Neg thin be-PST1.3sg 
    ‘That animal wasn’t thin’

125. wajay - kər jəkən. 
    animal fat 
    ‘Fat animal’

126. wot tʃimən wajay wɔl-kal 
    “there” this animal be-PST1.3sg 
    ‘That’s what kind of animal it was’

127. mə-n kætʃ qaɾənta-yəl, kætʃ il niriṃta-yəl. 
    1sg-Acc almost catch-PST1.3sg almost down grab-PST1.3sg 
    ‘Almost got me, almost grabbed me down’

128. tʃər nomoyi-ɬ-ən: “kætʃ wɔl-kal-im, tol’ko..., tol’ko tʃimələli ɔntə”. 
    always think-Prst-1sg almost kill-PST1-1sg “only” “only” a little Neg 
    ‘Always think: “Nearly killed me, only..., only by a little it didn’t”’

129. kət-im-oɣ niriṃt-al’-əpə tat ɬəl-an mə pur-kal. 
    hand-1sg-Prol grab-3sg-Neg/Cond there down-Loc 1sg bite-PST1.3sg 
    ‘If he had grabbed me by my hand, it would have bitten me down there’

130. wo. takoj istoria wɔl-kal. 
    there “so” “story” be-PST1.3sg 
    ‘There, such a story happened’
Vasyugan river

Night Shift with Tajka and Bears

1. miŋ Tajka Nazalkina wer-sâ-min lök-nə
   1Du Tajka Nazankina do-PST2-1Du road-Loc
   ‘We worked on the road with Tajka Mazanina

2. aga
   “yeah”
   ‘Yeah’

3. po uzkolejke, nu nochnoj smena, joyon.
   “along” “narrow track” well “night” “shift”, night
   ‘Along the narrow track, well the night shift, at night’

4. do dvenadtsati tʃas-na wer-kas-min.
   till “twelve” “hour”-Loc do-PST3-1Du
   ‘We worked till 12 o’clock’

5. miŋ, tam, pesok... razgrebat’ wer’ta?
   1Du “there” “sand” “shovel-INF” do-INF
   ‘We..., there sand..., to shovel’

6. otsiap’ wer-ta?
   “pile-INF” do-INF
   ‘To pile?’

7. nu tʃi, ballast äl-käs-it...
   “well” this “ballast” carry-PST3-1PL
   ‘Well we carried this ballast...’

8. aga.
   “yeah”
   ‘Ok’

9. nu eta, tam, Volod’ka Rzhavyj tʃinäm wert-äš konduktorom.
   “well” “this” this Volodka “Rusty” there do-PST2.3sg “conductor-Instr”
   ‘Well, this Volodka “The Rusty” worked there as a conductor’

10. pesok tʃinäm il pil-kas-imin Tajka-na, potom qisim-mən toj.
    “sand” there down load-PST3-1Du Tajka-Com “after” rest-PST0.1Du there
    ‘We were loading the sand with Tajka there, and that rested there’

11. a jəy mən-s-ətən tom, pesok tun-ta.
    “but” 3PL go-PST2-3PL there “sand” bring-INF
    ‘And they went there to bring more sand’
12. qo-kam..., qoj-kam tʃerâ tʃil-wəl, tʃil-wəl.
   where-Ind who-Ind very yell-Prst.3sg yell-Prst.3sg
   ‘Somewhere someone yelled real loud’

13. Tajka mãn-ä toloj-l-i / toloj-wəl: “qoj-kam... nu muynəna (qul-a) qul-pə mən-ay’”
   Tajka 1sg-lllat say-Prst-PS.3sg say-Prst.3sg who-Ind “well” some where-Ind go-PST.0.3sg
   ‘Tajka says to me: “Someone... seems to have gotten into something”’

14. mã toloj-yəlm: “əntə! tʃi əntə qəsi, tʃi qaqɨ wajaq tʃil-wəl!
   1sg say-Prst-3sg Neg this Neg man this brother animal yell-Prst.3sg
   ‘I say: “No! This is not a human, it’s a bear yelling”’

   3sg say-Prst-3sg Neg this man yell-Prst.3sg
   ‘She says: “No, this is a human yelling”’

16. mã jöy-a toloj-wəl: “pərt-a-y noroytə-l-əw, a to təmə qaqɨ wajaq naverna.
   1sg 3sg-Loc say-Prst.3sg back-Prol run-Prst-1Pl “otherwise” this brother animal perhaps
   ‘I am saying to her: “We should run, ‘cause this could be a bear”’

17. nu, tʃiməl jöy-a noroytəs-əman. da vot... lopata to... kak po-svoemu zovetsja?
   “well” a little 3sg-Com run-PST2-1PI “yes” “there” “shovel” “how” “in...our” “called”
   ‘Well, we ran a little with her. Oh yeah, what’s “shovel” in our language?...

Sastup, etc, jəl-wəl.
   shovel this stand-Prst.3sg
   Shovel is standing there’

18. tʃu təyə metrov pəntəndət noroyta- Yas-əman, a mã tʃinəm pərtə layəl-əs-əm.
   this place “meter” “fifteen” run-PST3-1Pl “but” 1sg there back look-PST2-1sg
   ‘From this place we ran for fifteen meters, and looked back there’

   Tajka 3sg forward-Illat look-Prst-PS.3sg “but” 1sg back look-PST2-1sg see-Prst-1sg
   ‘Tajka, she is looking forward, and I am looked back and see’

20. kəki wajaq qołom mən-wəl-t.
   brother animal three go-Prst-3Pl
   ‘Bears, three, are going’

21. allə, wərən, a eʃe nəŋ’ka.
   big small “but” “more” “nanny”
   ‘The big, the small and also an older female’

22. mã jöy-ə toloj-l-əm: “davaj imal-l-ım”.
   1sg 3sg-lllat say-Prst-1sg “lets” sit-Prst-1sg
   ‘I say to her: “Let’s sit”’
23. nu ladno, imal-sa-man.
   “well” “OK” sit-PST2-1Pl
   ‘Well, we sat’

24. oh, jay tjaru tor lork pereskat’it wer-s-ät
   Oh 3Pl very that track “jump.across” do-PST2-3PI
   ‘Whoa, they jumped across that road real fast’

25. ma jöy-a toloy-l-am: “davay maštây goroyt-o-Imen, tsinâm, na föst’ kilometre,
   1sg 3sg-Illat say-Prst-1sg let’s fast run-Prst-1Pl there “at” “six” “kilometer-Loc”
   ‘I said to her: “Lets run real fast there to the sixth kilometer mark....

   joy-pa na föst’ kilometr tjeru goroyt-o-Imen.
   home-Illat “at” “six” “kilometer” very run-Prst-1Pl
   home, to the six kilometer mark, will run real fast”

   1sg strength-1sg end-Inch-PST2-1sg Tajka 1sg-Illat hand-1sg-Loc pull-Prst-PS3sg
   ‘My strength began to end, and Tajka pulls me by my hand’

27. toloy-wal: “Polina, tja men-a, mta saya, mën-a!
   say-Prst.3sg Polina this go-Imper.2sg some manner go-Imper.2sg
   ‘She says: “Polina go like this! Just go somehow!”’

28. a wäl-kas-imin tewäntätsät kilometr-na.
   “but” be-PST3-1Du “nineteen” kilometer-Loc
   ‘And we were at nineteen kilometer mark’

29. nitfego!
   “Unbelievable”
   ‘Unbelievable!’

30. ogo!
   “whoa”
   ‘Whoa!’

31. föstoj, entsa mas-wal.
   “sixth” Neg need-Prst.3sg
   ‘Sixth, no, really’

32. na föstoj kilometr noroyt-ës-sa-man, motovoz ju-wal, Vovka tami Mazin toloy-wal:
   “at six kilometer” run-PST2-1Pl “motorcarrier” come-Prst.3sg Vovka this Mazin say-Prst.3sg
   ‘We ran at the sixth kilometer mark, there came the motor carrier, Vovka Mazin says: ...’

33. “tji nin-kon, muynu tsyl-a may-uj-in?”
   this woman-Du how here-Illat get-PST0.PS.2Pl
   “How these women got here”
34. nu. wer-s-äkin, min-ə am-əs-ət. vot.
   well do-PST2-3Du 1Du-Obj/Instr sit-PST2-3Pl “here”
   ‘Well, we did that, we were sat. Ok’

35. Vovka toloy-wal: “qu-ti muyuli jə-s-i?”
   Vovka say-Prst.3sg man-Elat what become-PST2-PS.3sg
   ‘Vovka says: “What happened with you?”’

36. a  eta Tajka muyuli-kam joyol-ta koj-wal
   “but” “this” Tajka what-Ind say-INF want-Prst.3sg
   ‘And Tajka wants to say something’

37. mà jul-əm arəy kol-1-əm, i muyuli-kam toloy-ta kojli-əm, i... tʃera qintʃayɔnt-əm.
   1sg mouth-1sg away open-Prst-1sg “and” what-Ind say-INF want-1sg and very scare-Rfl-1sg
   ‘I open wide my mouth, and want to say something, and ... got very scared’

38. imal-s-əw, pɔrtay mən-s-əw.
   sit-PST2-1Pl back go-PST2-1Pl
   ‘We sat. Went back’

39. pɔrtay jə-s-əw, i vot, tʃi qaqı wajaq, jiʃ, wereʃ ot-na, prəmo tim lopata jall-wel-t,
   back come-PST2-1Pl and so this brother animal bear cup-Com straight this shovel stand-Prst-1Pl
   ‘We came back, and so, this animal, the bear with cub were exactly where the shovel stood’

   tʃu toyi-joʃ mən-əyin.
   this place-Prol go-PST0.3Pl
   ‘They walked by this place’

40. horoʃo pɔrtay noroʃa-ʃas-imən.
   “good” back ran-PST3-1Pl
   ‘It good we ran back’

41. a to, min-ti i-wäytii-käis-ət.
   “otherwise” 1Pl-Acc eat-Atten-PST3-3Pl
   ‘Otherwise we would have been eaten’
Vasyugan river:  Matrena & Vasilij – jolly guys.

1. Matrena Jakowlewna, Wasilij... muיuli-kamo-wiʃ... muиul’a-kam nüla wer-s-aKen,
Matrena Jakovlevna Vasiliy what-Ind-“Patron.” what-Ind Recipr do-PST2-3Du
‘Matrena Jakovlevna and Vasily what’s-his-name-ovitch were doing something together’

Matrena man-3sg sleep-PST0.3sg Vaska hair away shave-PST0.3sg
‘Matrena shaved away her sleeping husband’s hair’

3. тʃu toyi-l kolla toyi jorl-atәn.
this place-3sg all away shave-IMPP-Loc
‘That very place of his, she shaved all of it....’

4. nu i qo yol-il-wәl tʃiinәm,
“so” “and” walk-Hab-Prst.3sg there
‘... and so she is walking around there.’

5. tomi nuq kui-l-aәл, muйuli-kam winawata wer-әyi,
that up stand-PP-3sg what-Ind “shameful” do-PST0.3sg
‘That one got up and did something shameful.’

pants-3sg-Lat look-PP-3sg hair-3sg Neg-PP-Pred
‘He looked in his pants, and there is no hair there at all.’

7. pun-al әnt-im.
hair-3sg Neg-PP
‘No hair there.’

8. “Matrena Jakowlewna, temi nuq rabota-n?”
Matrena Jakovlevna this 2sg work-2sg
“Matrena Jakovlevna, is this your job?”

9. “muиuli?”
what
“What?”

10. “muиuli toм war-s-әәn?”
what this do-PST2-2sg
“What did you do here?”

Neg 1sg-Loc some-Neg Neg-PST2-1sg
“That’s not me, I did nothing”

12. “nuq täm, nuq täm nawe’na jәrt-iәn toyi kolla”
2sg this Neg this “probably” shave-PST0.2sg away all
“You this..., probably you shaved it all away”

13. Matrena qol-kam mən-āyi,  
    Matrena where-Ind go-PST0.3sg  
    ‘Matrena went somewhere’

    Vasja that thing-3sg cellar-3sg open-Pred do-PST2-3sg head-3sg-Prol “rag” lay-PST0.3sg  
    ‘Vasya that thing..., opened the cellar and on top he laid a rag’

15. Matrena joy-a ju-s,  
    Wasi toloyl-as: “nuŋ tom qat-a jil-waŋt-ə!”  
    Matrena home-Ilлат come-PST2.3sg Vasya say-PST2.3sg 2sg that house run-Atten-Imper.2sg  
    ‘Matrena came home, Vasya said: “You ran to that house!”’

16. “tāl-tā τuŋ-ə!”  
    smoke-INF bring-Imper.2sg  
    ‘Bring some smokes!’

17. Matrena tjera mən-māl, potpal-a il körįį-m-āl tim kät-kān toyi̍-ərij-āyi...  
    Matrena fast go-PP-3sg cellar-Ilлат down fall-PP-3sg this two-Du away break-PST0.3sg  
    ‘Matrena having gone real fast, fell down the cellar and broke away two...’

18. kā rebro-kā-l (aŋti-kən).  
    two “rib”-Du-3sg rib-Du  
    ‘two ribs of hers (ribs)’
Vasyugan river: A Bear in the river

1. tem' toyoj-ŋa mən-s-əw ill-ati quil-kant-jə-ti
   that spring-Loc go-PST2-1PL down-illat fish-find-INF-Sup 'That spring we
   went down to fish'

2. arinaw-a
   faraway place-illat
   'Far away'

3. arinaw-a mən-s-əw
   faraway-illat go-PST2-1Pl
   'Far away we went'

4. qollem qotl-a mən-s-əw
   three day-illat go-PST2-1Pl
   'For three days we went'

5. quil-kantʃə-ta-ti
   fish-find-INF-Sup
   'To fish'

6. kantʃə quil-s-əw, ej qotl joyp-a tʃayinti-s-əw
   find fish-PST2-1Pl one day home-illat prepare-PST2-1Pl
   'We were done fishing, and in one day headed home'

7. joyp-a tʃayinti-s-əw
   home-illat prepare-PST2-1Pl
   'We headed home'

8. nu jem-aki eʃojpə kall-əw
   OK good-Pred “more” spend night-1Pl
   'OK, so we stay for one more night'

9. mə sart wel-s-əm, əllə
   1sg pike kill-PST2-1sg big
   'I caught a fish, big one'

10. əllə sart ratʃ mən-ŋə ɵyəli-s-im
    big pike oldman 1sg-Loc cut-PST2-1sg/sg
    'I cut the big pike'

11. terka-s-im iwes-ŋə
    fry-PST2-1sg/sg stick-Loc
    'I fried it on sticks'

12. tʊyʊɬ əllə wer-s-am
    fire big do-PST2-1sg
    'I made a big fire'

13. tʊyʊɬ əllə wer-s-im, iws-a qulimkerata-s-im
fire big do-PST2-1sg/sg stick-Lat stick-PST2-1sg/sg
'I made a big fire, put it (fish) on sticks,'

14. tüyül əllä tʃɪyla-ɣən
fire big burn-3sg
'The big fire burns well'

15. qulum jin-s-im niɣ
fish kebab stand-PST2-1sg/sg down
'I put fish kebabs into the fire'

16. tom kät-kən sidor igorenka sashka il
Dem two-Du Sidor Igorenko Sashka ahead/down
kil-kam illə-pa mən-s-əkən
where-IndPn down-ILLat go-PST2-3Du
'These two, Sidor and Igorenko Sashka, went somewhere down there'

17. wäsk-əti kam nɔɣu-loq jiya-ta-ti
duck-Lat/Sup Conj(or) moose-track look/see-INF-Sup
'Either to look for ducks or moose tracks'

18a). tʃu il peləɣ-na min qolləm qasi amas-l-əw
Dem ahead/down half/side-Loc 1Pl three man sit-Prt-1Pl

b). jək-kən æ sak-kən nuruyte-l-kan
bear-cub Conj. cub-Du run-Prt3Du
'Before that, the three of us are sitting there and see a bear with a cub running'

19. mən-a pat-i nuruyta-l-kan
1Pl-Lat hill-Lat2 run-Prt3Du
'Down, towards us running'

20. tom jiɣi pelk-əɣ
Dem river side-Prolat
'The other side of the river'

21. tom jiɣi pelk-əɣ nuruyta-l-kan
Dem river side-Lat run-Prt3Du
'On the other side of the river, they run'

22. i tom jiɣi peləɣ-na ut-ə kərimta-s-kan
"and" Dem river side-Loc forest-ILLat turn-PST2-3Du
'And on the other side of the river they turned into the forest'

23a). ut-ə kərimta-s-kan
forest-ILLat turn-PST2-3Du

b). mən-na pɔtʃkal-na kollo jiɣi, kanəŋ-na, ajri...
1Pl-Loc gun-Loc all river bank-Loc canoe
'Turned into the forest, all of us got to the guns, then to the river and into canoe'

24. jem-aki nuruyta-s-im
    good-Pred run-PST2-1sg/sg
    'OK, so I ran there'

25. tsū pirna mën-sa-kan iyła-pa
    Dem after go-PST2-3Du down-illat
    'After that, they two went down'

26. mën-sa-kan kaniŋ-sayi
    go-PST2-3Du bank-along
    'They went along the riverbank'

27a). mä qul wel-m-əm toyi-na
    1sg fish kill-PP-1sg Dem-Loc

27b). qoje kam tsilayta-s
    where IndPn cry-PST2.3sg
    'I caught a fish, there was someone crying'

28. toli wajay, toli jin tsilota-s-ken
    "perhaps animal "perhaps" 3Du cry-PST2-3Du
    'Perhaps, an animal cried, or was it them who cried'

29. tsutna-pa kaniŋ-sayi nöyül-loq sayi wajay nūrūyta-yał sayilta-wil
    that-Lat bank-along moose-path along bear tread-PST0.3sg gallop-Prst.3sg
    'There along the river bank, along the moose path, there is a bear running'

30. wajay sayilta-wil, sayilta-wil
    bear run-Prst.3sg run-Prst.3sg
    'The bear ran and ran'

31. prjam̓a tuysi'yi ji'y pełk-oɣ män-a təɣ
    "strait" Tugsiga river side-Lat 1sg-illat Dem
    'Strait along the Tugsiga river, here towards me'

32. nuy jullamta-s, nuy-a jullamta-s
    up get up-PST2.3sg up-illat get up-PST2.3sg
    'Got up, he got upwards'

33. pun-al nuy-a jullamta-s
    hair-3sg up-illat get up-PST2.3sg
    'Hair on the back is up'

34. jiyya-l-im pötʃkan-əm ajrit-nə-ki
    see-Prst-1sg/sg gun-1sg/sg canoe-Loc-Pred
    'I see my gun is in the boat'
35. sumka-m tset lajay-wəl
"Bag"-POSS-1sg/sg here hang-Prst.3sg
'My bag is hanging here'

36. ämp-äm tiyl-a kari-mta-s-im
dog-POSS.1sg/sg Dem-Lat pull-Intens-PST2-1sg/sg
'I pulled my dog closer'

37. tiyl-a kari-mta-s-im, jem-aki-aki
here-ILLat pull-Intens-PST2-1sg/sg good-Pred-Pred
'Pulled it in, OK then'

38. ämp-äm tiyl-a kari-mta-s-im kan-a tun-ta
dog-1sg/sg here-ILLat pull-Intens-PST2-1sg/sg bank-Lat bring-INF
'I pulled my dog closer to take to the river'

39. wajay jink-a niy rüyi-mtə-s
bear water-ILLat down jump-Intens-PST2.3sg
'The bear jumped into the water'

40. män-ä tiypil nóriy-wəl
1sg-ILLat here swim-Prst.3sg
'Swims towards me here'

41. mà äjrit-ā nuruyta-l-im, sumk-am
1sg canoe-ILLat jump-Prst-1sg/sg bag-1sg/sg
əntə kayaɾa-mta-s-əm
Neg catch-Intens-PST2-1sg
'I jumped into the boat but didn't catch the bag'

42. ajrit-a lok-k-inta-s-im
1sg-ILLat sit-Inch-Trans-PST2-1sg/sg
'Sat into the boat'

43. i ʁe äjrit-ā lok-k-inta-s-im juy-a
"and" "already" canoe-ILLat sit-Inch-Trans-PST2-1sg/sg 3sg-ILLat
jiiyi jor-na
river middle-Loc
'I sat into the boat and already in the middle of the river'

44. nuɣ-la pajay-inta-s-im
up-Lat go-Trans-PST2-1sg/sg
'I went upstream'

45. nuɣ-la pajay-inta-s-im ämp-äm äjrit-ña-ki
up-ILLat go-Trans-PST2-1sg/sg dog-POSS.1sg/sg canoe-Loc-Pred
'I went upstream, the dog is in the boat'
46. sidar tʃjoywa̱ pɔʔʃkän-nə ājrit-nə olay-wəl
Sidor late gun-Loc canoe-Loc lie-Prst.3sg
'Late Sidor's gun lies in the boat'

47a) tiyła-ti olay-wəl trop-na pon-am-aki,
Dem-Loc/Sup lie-Prst.3sg pellet-Com load-PP-Pred

b) män-nə trop-na pon-im
1sg-Loc buckshot-Instr/Com load-PST0.1sg/sg

'Here it lie, loaded with buckshot, I loaded it with buckshot'

48a) jemaki nuyla-pa jaï-nta-l-im,
good up-lllat paddle-Tr-Prst-1sg/sg
'Ok, I paddle upstream ...'

b) mä pirtay-pa layil-1-wəm
1sg back-lllat look-Prst-1sg
'I looking back'

49. jiï-jor-nə nörkil-wəl, nuɣ loyi-m-əɣi
river middle-Loc float-Prst.3sg up lie-PP-Pred
'In the middle of the river it (bear) floats, just resting there'

50. loyi-wəl
lie-Prst.3sg
'He is just staying there (on the water)'

51. tʃiləyta-s-im: rut sayï "medwed!!"
cry-PST2-1sg/sg Russian along "bear"
'I cried in Russian "bear!!"'

52. møçet jiï-nə kol-wayta-l-il
"maybe" 3PL-Loc hear-Attenuat-Prst-3PL/sg
'Maybe they would hear it'

53a) nu jem-aki, jiyatilla-l-im, b) aya, wajay.
so good look-Prst-1sg/sg OK, animal
'Ok, I look, there is the animal'

54. wajay jiï-jor-nə, otsepenet wera-ɣin jiï-nə
animal river middle-Loc freeze (INF) do-3sg river-Loc
'The animal is in the middle of the river, it froze there in the river'

55a) joɣ söys-a karimta-min, joɣ-ati nawi-l-im, oysam-tə
around aft-lllat turn-Conv 3sg-Lat float-Prst.1sg/sg current-Instr

b) nuyla-pa antə nörəγ-wəl,
up-lllat Neg swim-Prst.3sg
c) tʃi- nam mān-نا oyol-taki trop-na juva-s-im
   this-Lat 1sg-Loc head-Lat buckshot-Instr/Com shoot-PST2-1sg/sg
   'I turned around in the aft and drift towards it with the current, so he doesn't go upstream I shot him in the head with buckshot'

56a) tʃi-nam trop-na oy-oł-taki juva-s-im,
      this-Lat buckshot-Instr/Comc head-3sg-Lat shoot-PST2-1sg/sg
b) a jöy-ən, oy-oł rəyos-li-m-əl rəyos-li-m-əl jin-ŋa
   "but" 3sg-Loc head-3sg shake-Mult-PP-3sg shake-Mult-PP-3sg water-Loc
   'I shot him in the head with a buckshot but he just shook his head, shook it in the water'

57. napravš oy-oł nuŋ wer-s-əta
   "direct"(INF) head-3sg up do-PST2-3sg/sg
   'He turned his head up'

58. iqoreŋka sashka-na samt-a tʃi-nam joiyo-m-əl
    Igorensko Sashka-Com mug-ILLat this-Lat shoot-PP-3sg
    'Sashka Igorensko shot at the mug'

59a) tropna kam muyuli toyi waʃkay-inta-s,
      buckshot Conj Inter/IndPn place splash-Trans-PST2.3sg

b) oy-oł pärtə-y-pa jelliy-wəl
    head-3sg back-ILLat turn around-Prst.3sg
    'Pellet or buckshot shot, water splashes all over, turned the head back'

60. joiy-pa il nəyərimtə-s-tə i wsə
    home-ILLat down turn-PST2-3sg/sg "and" "all"
    'Just turned the head down and that's it'

61. kimt-äki joiy-pa kərimtə-s i tʃil-wəl
    second-Pred home-ILLat turn-PST2.3sg "and" cry-Prst.3sg
    'Turned around for the second time and cries'

62. əyəl-wəl
    cry-Prst.3sg
    'yells'

   cry-Prst.3sg
   "Oper"'

63. pestətəil tom pilk-a nörəγ-wəl i tʃel-wəl
    fast that side-ILLat swim-Prst.3sg "and" cry-PRF.3sg
    'He swims to the other side and yells'

64a) mən-ŋə joiy-ta ənte uspert wer-s-əm,
     1sg-Loc shoot-INF NEG "be on time"(INF) do-PST2-1sg
b) tʃerə pestətəil nörəγ-wəl
    very fast swim-Prst.3sg
    'I didn't shoot in time, he was swimming so fast'
65a) ut-a rüyimta-s  tom päriy-nà, b) saliy-ta-l
up-llat jump-PST2.3sg that other side-Loc lie-IMPP-3sg

c) pelk-āti tji-nām mān-ne pāli-s-im
side-Lat this-Lat 1sg-Loc "shoot"-PST2-1sg/pg
'He jumped up there on the other side, and lied there, I shot there'

66. jōy sayiilltī-min mōn-as
3sg run-Conv go-PST2.3sg
'He took off running'

67. nōyō-lok-kil-pē tuyu rūkātō-s-tā
moose-path-3sg-Lat away leap-PST2-3sg/pg
'He got off the moose path'

68. əntō-pā nōyōlō-tō
Neg-Neg moose-chase-PST0.3sg/pg
'He were not running (chase) a moose no more'

69. jiuyataja-la-im, nuqā wer-s-im kōp ənt-im-āki
see-Pst-1sg/pg "let me" do-PST2-1sg/pg blood Neg-PP-Pred
'Let me see, if there is any blood drops around'

70. əfō kimt-āki trop-na pēl qolāy pil juyō-m-am
"more" second-Pred pellet-Aug ear cavity couple shoot-PP-1sg
'Should have shot again in the ear with pellet'

71. moqə kān̄-mt-im-am il toriint-ās
"maybe" hit-Mmnt-PP-1sg down fall-PST2.3sg
'Had I hit it, it would have fallen'

72. jink-āti il körk-ās
water-Lat/Sup down fall-PST2.3sg
'It would have fallen in the water'

73. a igorenka-nə, sashka-nə trop-na nawarna juyō- tə
"but" Igebenko-Loc Sashka-Loc pellet-Aug "perhaps" shoot-PST0.3sg/pg
'And/but Igebenko Sashka shot with a pellet charge'

74. pōtškān-ām wertalet-a kitfl-əs
gun-1sg/pg helicopter-llat leave-PST3.3sg
'My gun got left in the helicopter'

75. pītii wāl-γal-ii
this to be-PST1-PS.3sg
'So it was'

76. pītii kitfl-əs
this leave-PST3.3sg
'So it remained'